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Address of Welcome

The Honorable Sinclair Weeks
Secretary of Comwerce

I am very happy to have the privilege of coming here and
welcoming you to the Conmerce Auditorium for the purpose for
which you are gathered today, a very important mission in my
Judgment. The fact that so many are here representing indus-
try and tLe Armed Services and the Department of Commerce
which, in a sense, itcelf represents industry -- et least we
like to think so -- is a 3triking aid vary significant thing
because it is obvious that Defense -di-l not be in shape to
function unless it is backed very adequately and efficiently
by industry -- I need not tell anyone gathered here or anyone
who knows anything about the facts that industry, under to-
day's conditions of materials and equipment and uhatnot, is
today almost another right arm of the defense establishment.

You are gathered here not particularly because of the
material side of the picture but you are here representing
packaging and material handling concerns. 1 had a little
emerience just before I came to Washington which I think is
an example of sowe of the problems you face -- I never
thought of it until I was drinking a cup of coffee upstairs --
isn't that right, Admiral? The business I was engagcd in
then was selling a product to the Armd Services and it came
to my attention that because of packaging requirements we had
to charge the Armed Services about five times as wmch for
that product as we had to charge a commercial user.

Now, I am well acquainted with the fact that the Armed
Services, because they have equipment and material that is
stored and readied all over the world, practically in all
kinds of climates and all kinds of weather conditions, have
to attend to packaging and mterial handling to a much
greater extent than the business would; but I suggest that
when you get a difference of that character you can realize
jurt how important the part you play in this whole picture
is and, therefore, -.-en I see gathered here 7-800 people who
have come down here to attend this firet conference on pack-
aging and material handling, it gives me quite a lot of hope
for more efficient results, and I am sure they will come.

The Commerce Department has been happy to join in this
errand that you are embarked on today. That is what we are
here for. Our Business and Defense Services Administration
is here to represent business on a peacetime basis and we
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The Honorable Sinclair Weeks Monday AM Oct. 10, 1955

also have to try to help implemsnt the policies laid dovn by
the Office of Defense Mobilization insofar an preparation
for war is concerned. This, as I say, is your first confer-
ence. I think our Containers and Packaging Division of the
BDSA has been much concerned with the preparation for this
meeting and I hope the meeting will. go off well.

As I have pointed out, and as your Chairman has pointed
out, it is the first time, I think, this has happened. It
is a great augury for more efficient results as ve move
a. ag in that great endeavor.

It is only my purpose to welcome you, which I do and I
hope you will come again, and I hope the Department of
Comerce can be a helpful factor in this project. All we're
here for is to try to help.

Thank you so much for your attention, and good luck to
you in your work today.

2 of 2
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Military Keynota Address

The Honorable T. P. Pike

Assistant Se~cretary of Defense (Supply and Logistics)

This morning we are starting a three day session on
packaging and materials harAling which will be a most
significant gathering of military and industry leaders
dedicated to improvement in these areas. I believe it is
most fitting that the extremely important, but frequently
orerlooked, subjects of packaging and materials handling
should command the interest of so large and capable a group
as this,

When this session ends on Wednesday afternoon, I am
confident that it will have been one of the most productive
meetings ever held. I say this in humble recognition of the
tremendous capacity for constructive analysis and criticism
which you men and women represent.

I am pleased to learn that we have in attendance a
group of representatives from the services of our Canadian
neighbor, and I hope that in the discussions which will take
place in these three days you gentlemen from Canada will also
find answers to some of your unsolved problems and that you
winl give us the benefit of your experience and thinking
on matters which may come up.

During the course of these meetings each of you will
come to understand more fully the basic differences ti
military and industry operations. Our military organiza-
tions are maintained for the primary purpose of defending
our country against aggression. They are also called on to
render assistance in times of disaster such as the recent
floods in the northeast.

World War II and the more recent K-rean conflict clearly
demonstrated that we must be ready at a. times. It is
imperative that we have on hand and ready (o go considerable
quantities of each of the materials and equipment which may
be needsd to cope with any foreseeable condition. Since we
humans are not ordinarily gifted with the ability to foretell
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The Honorable T. F. Pike Monday AM Oct. 10, 1955

the time or conditions of the next national disaster, it
frequently becomes necessary to keep a considerable percen-
tage of our inventory in stock for many years. Even the
wealthiest nation in the world cannot buy production lead
time when disaster strikes.

This, then, is the essential difference between the
packaging requirements of the military and industry. In
the military package we must provide the added protection
which may be needed to meet the possibility of prolonged
storage and the natural and man-made dis3tribution hazards
which accompany any emergency. Commercial packages, on the
other hand, can be designed to provide just the degree of
protection needed to carry and effectively display the item
through established trade channels at a relatively high
turnover rate. If each of you here today will realize this
basic difference, many misunderstandings between military
and industry packaging technicians will be eliminated.

The primary purpose of our meeting today is to estab-
lish a mutual understanding of this basic difference between
military and commercial operations and to consider how that
difference is reflected in packaging and materials handling
practices followed by the services. In addition, my military
associates intend to lay before you much of thv unclassified
development work being done under military sponsorship so
that industry may share the fruits of our efforts. We
hope to also answer some of your questions concerning
government procedures and practices5 many of which are
required by existing law. In return, the military represen-
tatives in attendance hope to learn of new and forthcoming
industrial developments which have a potential application
in their field.

The Packaging and Materials Handling industries, as
we know them today, have had a prodigious growth from their
meager beginnings of a few decades ago. Today we recognize
the packaging industry as a 10 billion dollar a year giant.
The growth of the materials handling industry is graphically
represented by comparing the 6 million dollar annual value
of industrial truck production twenty years ago with a recent
Department of Commerce estimate of 350 million dollars in
1955. The growth of this industry has parallelled the
recognition of the fact that the cost of handling an item
during production is frequently the greatest single produc-
tion cost. Studies by a major manufacturer of heavy electrical

2 of 6
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equipment revealed that the materials handling cost - from
the raw materials to finished product - represented 50% of
total production cost,

The recognition of packaging and materials handling as
distinct fis;s of endeavor within the military is likewise
of recent origin. Born of the demands of total war, tech-
nicians in these fields are now recognized as an essential
element in military logistic planning. The fallacy of
frensied production of vast quantities of critical military
equipment which is shipped thousands of miles to contribute
to the defense effort, only to find that it has been destroyed
by attack of the elements and poor handlin facilities, was
demonstrated all too clearly in the earlier stages of World
War I3. Never again must our nation be called upon to shoulder
such a waste of cur natural resources and capability in the
midst of so desperate a need. The continuation of packaging
and materials handling concepts born of bitter experience
in the midst of that conflict is our only assurance that
there will be no recurrence of the disastrous conditions we
faced in 1943.

Iest this statement be interpreted as meaning that every
item packaged for the military must have the maximum protec-
tion, I hasten to add that all of the military departments
subscribe to the Department of Defense packaging policy,
which requires that the degree of protection provided any
item be in accordance with the known or anticipated storage
and distribution hazards, Thus, items which are purchased
for immediate use or for routine use at an established
military activity are normally purchased in the same
package which a commercial supplier provides for the retail
trade. On the other hand, the insurance factor provided by
so-called 'military packaging% must be had when materials
are purchased for use at an indefinite time or at an unknown
destination. I an happy to report that, due to the
increasing importance industry has placed on developimg
packages that will assure the customers receipt of an
undamaged item, the gap between the Qmilitary package* and
the retail trade package is rapidly decreasing. In some areas
the commercial retail package has been found to be adequate
for all our military uses and such items are regularly
purchased as packaged by the producer.

3 of 6
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The objectives of military packaging are essentially the
same as the objectives for which industry is striving in
package design. As stated in the Department of Defense
Instruction which embodies the military packaging policy'
these objectives are:

A. Provide efficient and economical protection to
supplies, materials, and equipment from
physit.I and mechanical damage during handling,
shipment and storage from the time of original
purcbase until used*

B. Assure maximum life, utility and perfovmane
of supplies, materials and equipment through
prevention of deterioration.

C. Provide a means for efficient rece.*ut, sto.rage,

inventory, transfer and issue.

D. Provide the identification, handling and ship-

ment markings.

3. Assure the greatest practicable uniformity
in the development of requirements for preser-
vation, packaging, packing and marking for
shipment of the sawe or similar item*.

F. Effect economies by assuring the use of
packages and shipping containers of a minim=
weight and cube consistent with anticipated
storage and shipment hazards,

Military standardization of packaging requirements is
an area which frequently causes concern to suppliers of
military equipment, Ardent proponents of standardization
insist that items should always be packaged in the sam
ranner regardless of supplier or point of use. On the other
hand, we receive plaintive pleas from suppliers who say in
effect: "I vill give you a package which will provide equal
or more protection to your product at the same price, (and
sometimes for less) if you will accept the kind of package
that I am equipped to produce most efficiently." This
problem is particularly prevelant in connection with the
watervapor-proof flexible barrier package and the sealed
metal can.

4of6
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It is not our desire to request a supplier to package
a single item in more than one way. However, due to the
varying requirements of using activities, this practice
becomes essential at times. This situation is most readily
realized when one compares the needs of -a submarine with a
cruiser or aircraft carrier. On the submarine, because of
the extremely cramped quarters, it is essential that each
spare part aboard be protected with the least possible loss
of space. Conforming wraps and dipcoat seals are nearly
standard requirements and packages generally contain a single
item. This unit of one is required, not only to allow for
ease of storage, but to provide continuing protection for the
rtemaining items in the relatively high humidity encoimte~eed
within submarines* On the other hand, on a cruiser or
carrier storage space is more plentiful and larger unit
quantities are needed because of the greater amount of
operating machinery and equipment. Packages of five, ten, or
even one hundred like items are both practical and essential.

A similar comparison can be made between an Army depot
in continental United States with ample space and controlled
humidity and an advanced Air Force Base cut out of the jungle
where storage space is at a premium and climatic conditions
are next to impossible. Many like situations can be recounted
which preclude overall and absolute standardization of
packaging requirements. It is our earnest desire, however,
to standardize packaging requirements to the greatest practical
extent consistent with efficient military operation.

The question is often asked by industry: Mwhen the
military has specialized packaging requirements, rhy don't
they do their own packaging and not disrupt xy normal packag-
ing operations?" It deserves a clear and sincere answer and
I'm going to give it to you.

We believe that it is essential tu keep industry in the
military packaging business. The objectives are twofold.
First, it is imperative that material be delivered to supply
activities in a condition which will permit storage, re-
handling, and re-ehipping with a minimum of effort. T.his
leads to efficient. operation of supply activities and a
minimum of delay in filling urgent shipments. Secornlly, and
possibly more important is the fact that if we becom• involved
without warning in another all-out war, we cannot afford to
go through the same difficulties we experienced at the start
of World War II.

5 of 6
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Many industries will be required to divert their produc-
tion to the military supply systems over night. If in" try
is up-to-date on alilitary packtaging and has the facilities
required it can provide the extra protection needed from the
start. if not, a covsiderable period of tmae must elapse
before we can expect to get the type of packaging we need.
In the meantime, inadequately packaged material will flow
into our supply channels and b6cause of the pressure of
urgency, be re-shipped as received to the fighting forces.
From our World War II experience we know that a large
percentage of such mterial would be worthless upon arrival*
The best way to prevent this from happening is to require
industry to do the packaging job in normal times as well as
tines of emergency. Requiring industry to do this work today
is insurance in the form of facilities and trained personnel
in industry which can be expended within a short time to
handle the tremendo"s load imposed by emergency conditions.

In addition to providing a reserve of uilittry packag-
ing know-how and capacity, the military looks to the industrial
world to serve as a proving ground for new developments in
materials and techniques which have a potential military
application. Last, but by no means least,, we depend upon
industry to sound the alarm whenever through inevitable human
errcr or inconsistency we lose sight ,T the packaging objec-
tives which I enumerated earliere

It has been a pleasure to have been with you this
morning. I hope that after this meeting you will have a
clearer understanding of some of the complexities of modern
military packaginZ,. Bifore t.his morning session ends I am
sure you will know acre abouu the complexity of modern
military logistics and the highly mpectalized handling pro-
cedures and equirment which are requiredb

In closing, I would like to say that I a= sure this
symposium will result in a worthwhIle exhange ,f knowledge
between governwent and industry on a subject, the importance
of which can not be over eaphItized0  The Department of
Defense contiizes to wsliom your cooperation znd assistace
ard looks forward to the tie when the producta of this
program will result in improv~d gCvern at-industry relation-
ships.

6 of 6
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Industry Key Note Address

Mr. Viient dep. Goubeau
Vie. President, Materials, Radio Corporation of iguerica

I

Let me first say how honored I feel to have been selected
to make thi, opening remarks on behalf of industry at this
Joint. Milltary-Industry Packaging and Materials Handling
Symposium. That we are holding a meeting such as this is,
in a sense, also a tribute to my old chief and one of our
greatest Secretaries of the Navy, Janes Forrestal. It was
his wisdom and foresight that led to the close and continu-
ing relationahip that industry and the armed services have
enjoyed since the end of the war.

Packaging and materials handling have a significant role
to play in the functioning of our d3fens-e services. In peace-
time they can help materially to reduce the cost of operating
these services and at the same time provide the most efficient
utilization of weapons and materials. In time of emergency,
they can sometiales be decisive in determining a military out-
come. Battle engagements,, ard even whole campaigns, have
been profoundly affected by the quality, quantity, and con-
dition of equipment end material received by the men in the
combat zones. How these materials are packaged for ultimate
use, how swiftly they are delivered, their condition upon
arrival, how easily they can be put into operation - these
are the factors that come into play when the chips are down.

It is to nobody' s discredit that, until recent years,
much of the thinking that went into such problems was done
on a crash basis. The scale of our effort in World lar If
could hardly have been foreseen iu the years immediately
prior to 1941. Many of us wers first confronted with the
importance of packaging and materials handling whaen, early in
the war, we found that approximately forty-five per cent cf
our material going overseas was being received in a damaged
condition. But by the end of hostilities and throagh really
spectacular cooperation between industry and the armed
services we reached the point where better than eighty-five
per cent of our material being shipped overseas got there in
excellent, condition.

Cur record today bears no more comparison to those war-
time achievements than does, say, the modern jet fighter to
the old Mustang. What began as a crash pro&,ram has evolved
into a cooperative relationship between industry and the
armed forces - a relationship that not only seeks to
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eliminate the problems of today but to anticipate the ones that
may come tomorrow. The scope and frinitfulness of that relation-
ship is best illustrated by the type of symposium we are holding
here and the range of sabjects that will be coming under discuss-
ion.

T£he potentialities of packaging and materials handling, both
for industry and the military, are enormous. Most of -s c•n
remember back to the days when we went to the corner grocer., for
a couple of pounds of sugar anu the clerk turned to an open 'in
where flies were, more or less, free to congregate, Compare that
with the moderr. refining process that automatically feeds the
sugar into a carton attached to a piece of machinery which wei ghs
and seals the carton and delivers its contents untouched to thq
consumer.

But although packaging had progressed well be.yond the open
bin stage by the 30's, it took the impetus of global conflict
and global problems +o really bring it where it is today. Over-
night we were in ' -duced to the harsh necessities of finding
means of preserving materials under the most extreme conditions
of heat and cold. We had to allow for the widest variations in
transport and delivery - from LST to the air dr.op. Together,
industry and the military were forced to solve such other problems
as Jammed warehouses and clogged systems of supply, and not only
for our own locations all over the world, but for our Allies as
well. But out of all this experience came concepts and methods
that, as Secretar~r Pike has indicated, have reached the status of
a ten billion dollar operation.

When peace returned, another elemeat came into the packaging
and materials handling picture. Under the keenest sort of
c-petition, industry began searching for new methods o.V improv-
lug costs. Good progress was made in lowering production costs
through increased output per man hour, but it seemed that we
might be repching the optimm in this directio:n; and, so we had
to turn to the hidden or indirect costs for new economies.

Now, as you know, packaging costs represent a very sub-
stantial item in a business operation. Gradually, we began
to realize that we had a great opportunity for substantial savings
by getting our goods to market through improved packaging and
utilization of materials handling methods developed in wartime.
Not only were we concerned with the cost of the package itself,
in relation to the value of the product; we were equally concerned
with labor and overhead savings in the actual packing of the
product, the movement of the product, and finally, its availability
at its destination - whether distributor, direct. consumer or, in
the case of components, the production plant of the final fabricator.

"IS 2of7



Mr. V. dep. Goubeau Monday AM Oct. 10, 1955

Now I realize, of course, that the profit element is not
paramount with the military. But I think that you have an even
harder taskinister than we in industry ever have to face. You
have to account to the voting taxpayer and his elected repre-
sentatives just down the avenue. So, for somewhat different
reasons, you and we both find ourselves striving toward the same
goals in packaging and materials handling - the achievement of
greater economies. And, as in wartime, Soth of us have discovered
that working together has meant mutual progress. Let me give
you a few examples with. which I'm familiar:

For several years, proximity fuses produced by industry for
the Navy were packed twelve to a corrugated container. This,
in turn, was packed in a single ammunition can whose sole function
was to serve as a protective packaging for fuses enroute from the
manufacturer to a state-side government munitions plant for
further assembly. When the fuses arrived, they were removed from
the ammunition cans. In most cases the cans were then sent back
to the manufacturer for refilling. So there was not only a loss
of time and labor in filling and emptying the cans exclusively for
domestic transit, there ms the added bulkiness in shipment and
the resulting higher delivery cost in weight and space. This
problem was eliminated. Then the Navy asked indus try ýhat it could
do with respect to palletization of fuses. After joint study, a
design was submitted by industry and rt•fined by the Navy. The
result has been saving of more than a million dollars a year on
this item alone.

Or take another case - packaging of certain electronic tubes
for military use. After considerable study and experimentation
by a committee of JETEC - the Joint Electronics Tube Committee ol
industry and the services - new packages were designed which
resulted in package cost reductions ranging from thirty-five per
cent to eighty per cent; weight reductions from twenty-six per
cent to fifty-five percent, and size reductions from forty-two
per cent to seventy-four per cent. You can see the effect of this,
not only in terms of cost, but even more important, in case of
transportation. In a similar example of this close working
relationship, hundreds of thousands of dollars are being saved
annually through the joint industry-military development of
specially designed returnable coatainers for items ranging from
electronic testing meters to airplane engines. These examples
illustrate the way in which the two of us, by pooling our experi-
ence and know-how, have succeeded in getting more cost mileage out
of the same items.

It is sometimes difficult to determine proper relationship

of packaging costs to the value of the product being shipped.
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To say that the ideal percentage should bo one or two or five per
cent would be rmisleading. Whether it be for a military or a
commercial item, closest analysis should be made of this package-
to-product relationship. There are few items, even in military
hardware, which justify a packaging Job costlier than the content
itself. Certainly, those responsible for procurement, whether in
the military or in private business, need to become more aware of
the factors which go into packaging. By the same token, those
concerned ýith packaging should have some knowledge of the pro-
6urement picture.

But regardless of what cost economies may be achieved, the
significance of Dackaging for the Armed Forces goes far beyond
this factor. Vitally important is the protection of the product
itself and its usability under all conditions. Here it becomes
more than just guarding against physical damage to the product.
Due care, for example, must be given to the chemical relationship
between the product and its packaging material. We have to con-
sider fungus growths caused by some types of packing material.
During the war, for example, we found that some crating wood gave
us trouble. Something in its chemistry caused fungus to develop
on many of the metal products it encased. We found that out only
after delivery had been made overseas. Nowadays we are spotting
many of these things before they reach the crating stage.

We also have to take into account the matter of seepage or
Swater damage, and anybody who has ever taken part in an amphibious

operation will know exactly what I mean. There isn't mobh time
to send the package back to the manufacturer with the notation,
"Contents damaged; please replace." And so, among other things,
we in industry and you in the armed services have worked together
closely and successfully in the development and testing of a
whole variety of protective packages for military use. I mention
one, the vapor corrosion inhibitors to prevent oxidation in metals.

The problem of protection in transit is being solved in still
another fashion. Within the past few years, great strides have
been made in pre-shipping package tests, such as these established
by the National Safe Transit CCovmittee and others set up by the
various armed ser-vices. Although these tests may not unravel all
of the transit kinks that may possibly develop, they are a definite
advice over the old trial and error methods.

Now this entire field of scientific package testing is somts-
thing that we have only begun to move in on. We have to recognize
the shortage of cil~led technicians available to carry on this work,
and in this connection it is encouraging to note the excellent
courses on packaging now being set up in several of our colleges
and universities.
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I want to mention one final factor in this matter of
packaging, and that is the matter of acces3ibility -- simplified
opening of packages; ease in disassembling packing material and
in making i,.mmediate use of the equipment. If it is important
for us to save the housewife from a bruised thumb, how much more
important is it for the man in the slit trench or behind a ship's
anti-aircraft battery. For him it can split the second between
life and death. Multiply this element of speed by the factor of
climatic conditions and you can begin to see the complexities of
the problem. Weather, for example, is one of the major considera-
tions, if nou the major one, that must enter the packaging picture
in the Arctic. And so, if we are to maintain a posture of instant
defense and retaliation, proper packaging of equipient for all
conditions of use anywhere must play an oven greater role in our
planning and development. The fact is that many of our present
packages fall short of this goal. That, again, is a joint
responsibility of indus'.ry and the services.

Our second subject of discussion is materials handling. In
its relationship to packaging, it has the responsibility of
establishing methods and contizol of mechanical equipment to
support first, the flow of material, and second, warehousing.
Here the objectives are to save money, time, and labor.

A good mechanical handling system is essential to survival
in a system of competitive mass production -- whether it be by
conveyor systams, fork trucks, pallet jacks, dollies or what-
ever else is needed to keep materials moving within a plant.
As for warehousin[-, we recognize that good materials handling not
only means naking the most of the cubic area available, it means
knowing where materials are when you want them, and being in a
position to support either manufacturing or supply in the shortest
possible time, at the lowest possible cost.

Now originally, the concern of the manufacturer began at the
receiving cock of his factory and ended at the shipping platform,
including the need to conformL to freight classification require-
ments. Today, equal consideration must be given to materials
handling before and beyond this stage. One reason is the fact
that certain warehousing and manufacturing problems are the
result of packaging inadequately designed for Mundling by planMs
or warehouses to which the goods are shipped. A3 a result^ many
customers now specify packaging designed for' use in high-speed
production arid inproved materials handling in their plants. I
appreciate, of course, that the interest of the armeea services on
this point may be secondary in some respects; but it dofs become
a matter of prime concern to them in the proper utilization of
warehouse space and where goods are trans-shipped from larger to
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smaller military depots, and then to still smaller ones.
Whether or not they directly participate in the process,
anything that facilitates and speeds the delivery of equip-
ment made under contract is very much the interest of the
services.

This last point is where the interests of packaging and
materia2almndling directly converge - where the size, the
shape and the weight of the package havo an immediate bearing
on the ease and economy with which it can be fitted into a
production or distribution system. For example, most of us
will agree that packages in excess of seventy pounds are
difficult for one man to handle manually. When packages do
go beyond a certain size and weight, features should be
incorporated in the package design which will facilitate
handling; a skid, for example, at the bottom of a large
wooden box. But uhatever the method, the important thing to
remember is the direct working inter-relationship between the
two -- packaging and materials handling.

I have tried to mention a few instances of the problems
in this entire field with which we are concerned. The
details, however, I shall leave to the very able experts who
will be conducting the various talks and conferences of the
next three days; but I do want to comment briefly on the
meaning of this symposium and the field it covers.

The very fact that this symposium was called and that
it is so well attended is indicative o- the increasing recogni-
tion of the importance of packaging and materials handling,
both to industry and the Armed Forces. There is a growing
understanding by management of the fact that the product alone
is not the complete answer. How it gets to its destia.tion,
how quickly, what it looks like, how easily it can be used -
these are the considerations gaining in importance.

This process needs further strengthening, not only
through meetingssuch asthis between two broad groups, but on
a day-to-day basis within the groups themselves -- in other
words, in the working relationship between these responsible
for planning and direction and the experts concerned with
packaging and materials handling.

There is another aspect of this symposium which strikes
me as significant, and that is the benefits that both of us
derive from such an exchange. Largely as a result of World
War II, both we in industry and you in the armed services are
engaged in operations on a scale that neither of us could
have possibly foreseen two decades ago. In many respects we
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face many of the same problems and are seekcing many of the
slume answers. It is interesting to note tae balance in this
symposium between experts frao the services and those from
civilian life. In drawing on each other's experience, as
we are doing here, both of us will gain tremendously.

It is, of course, essential that we do so. Apart from
our own particular interests, there is one point at which we
must have the most intimate coordination and that is where
we meet with you on matters of military procurement. Here,
above all, le'u us be frank ever, though the process may appear
painful at times. .We, in industry, have sometimes complained
of the rigidities of your procurement system, particularly
with regard to specifications. It is difficult for us to
understand, for example, w.V standardization and simplifica-
tion are so difficult to achieve, even v:here the advantages
in cost and proauction may be cinsiderable. On the other hand,
I susoect that most of us are only dimly aware of the reasons
behind many of the requirements set down by the armed services
as well as all the uses to which equipment may be put. This
lack of knowledge may be the reason for what, to you, appears
to be our unreasonableness. As contractors for the Armed
Forces may I say, then, that if we in industry' knew more abcut
your problems and your thinking, I am certain that we could
do a far more effective job for you. But I also feel that
you in the military services stand much to gain from our
ex-oerience in fulfilling the stern demands of competitive
free enterprise. And, so together, we must approach this
relationship in a spirit of full and open frankness -- with
flexibility and a willingness to re-evaluate old concepts in
the light of new knowledge; above all with an appreciation of
the fact that both of us are working toward the same goals.

Finally, I see this symposium as the beginning rather
than the high point of our working r3lationship. This field
of packarin- and materialahandling is dynamic. It is constantly
changing, always growing. Ideas and methods discussed in this
builaing during the neat three days ma- be outdated or super-
seded a year from now. Savings and efficiencies considered
impossibilities today may be working realities tomorrow. And
so we cannot consider our job completed when -ve ring the
curtain doi-m on the final session this Wednesday. We must
come back to the subject again and again because that is the
only sure guarantee of continuing progress. I think I speak
for industry when I say that for our part we are ready and
eager to do so.
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Planning Military Transportation Today

Major General B. F. Hayford
Deputy Chief of Transportation, USA

The subject assigned to me is broad, complex and to a
degree highly technical. Planning military transportation
today is a subject too extensive to be adequately treated in
one lecture. I have no intention of doing it nor do I
intend to bore you with a discussion of the technique of
planning. I am mindful of the purpose of this conference and
of the field of interest of the participants. So I shall
limit my talk to those elements of the Army's planning which
I believe are of interest to you, and which can be profitably
discussed in the later and less formal sessions of this sym-.
posium.

In the interest of brevity, I shall pass over very
lightly the problems of peace-time operation. If we solve
the war-time problems, we have solved the most difficult ones.
Further, since our job is to be prepared at all times to take
up the defense of our country, our peace-time equipmant,
organization and methods must be of such a nature as to
facilitate an immediate, practically instantaneous, transition
to war-time operations. Operations in which the lives of
thousands of men and women will depend upon the effectiveness
of our operations rather than the dollar and cents economy.
Unfortunately this axiomatic principal is too frequently
forgotten by people both within and without the military
establishment. The soldier who needed ammunition last week
or the surgeon who needed biologicals ten days ago can hardly
be consoled by the explanation that the delay saved 10% in
transportation costs.

Another very important fact to be remembered is that the
transportation job is not just an Army problem, not even if
we restrict our area of consideration to the transportation
of the Army' s supplies. The job must be accomplished through
comDlete cooperation of all three services and the industry.
Although I shall focus my talk on the Army' s sphere of
activity, I hope you will not forget that the Army could not
possibly fulfill its transportation mission without the full
support of the Navy and its Military Sea Transportation
Service and the Air F orce and its Military Air Transportation
Service and the industry.

The pattern of my talk is this. First a description
of our war-time mission or task with emphaAs on the peculiar
conditions under which it must be accomplished. Secondly,
what we have done and are doing to solve the problems. I hope
that what I say now will stimulate a lively, and beneficial
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exchange of ideas during the later sessions of this sym-
posium.

What is the problem? Simply stated it is this.

1. Transporting men and their equipment to and from
their training areas and to the area of operations.

2. Transporting to the area of operations the supplies
and maintenance equipment to support them,

3. Shifting forces and their logistical support from
one area of activity to another with the speed and effective-
ness demanded by warfare in the atomic air age.

Some elements of this problem are not pertinent to this
symposium. Movements of personnel and the shipment of bulk
cargoes are the elements in point. Bulk fuels make up approxi-
mately 50% of the tonnage to be moved. My omission of
further discussion of these elements in no way implies
unimportance or ease of handling but rather an effort to
limit discussion to those cargoes which present problems in
packaging and the use of materials handling equipment. The
cargo which I wish to discuss now include wheeled and tracked
vehicles (which make up almost half), many bulky items of
equipment such asradars, ammunition and other hazardous cargo,
delicate electronic and surgical equipment, perishable

b~ologialo for medical purposes, food, plain general cargoes
and lastly cargoes which for reasons of secrecy ,aust be care-
fully guarded. Each type presents its peculiar problems in
handling.

What is the Magnitude of the Problemi?

For purpose of illustration let us assume that a force
of a million men is to be transported to an over-seas area
and stuoorted there. The equipment which would accompany the
force who average about 2 1/3 short tons per man which, for
our hypothetical force, would total over 2,300,000 short tons.
It would fill over 116,000 freight cars for the land haul and
.ýbout 460 conventional ocean-going ships for the sea haul.
For every man in the over-seas area 2/3 of a short ton of
cargo woald be need each month to maintain him. For our
h~ypothetical force thais monthly maintenance totals 660,000 tons -
enough to fill 31,000 freight cars or 121 ocean freighters.

Remember this is only part of the total task; this doesnot include bulk cargoes or personnel. It does not make any
provisi.on for aid to indigenous civilian oooulations. By
World War II standards, a force of one million men is not
excessive.
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Under What Conditions Can We Expect to be doing this Job?

Since the problems at the far shore, closer to the foe,
will be more difficult than loading the cargo on ships or
planes in the U.S., let us assume that the cargo is loaded
out without presenting insurmountable problems to the Army.
Transporting the cargoes to the far shore or air field is
the problem of the Military Sea Transportation Service or
the 1Military Air Transportation Service. The Army' s real
problems begin when the carrier arrives in the varget area.

Landing on a hostile shore against opposition is a
highly specialized and extremely difficult operation but it
involves few problems pertinent to this conference. This
discussion of the follow-up operations of supporting forces
established ashore or the supporting of forces over friendly
shores in the area of operations would be more profitable
for this group. I shall so limit my further discussions.

We must be prepared to operate anywhere from Arctic
wastes to tropical steaming jungle; through fine ports,
secondary ports or fishing villages, over sandy beaches,
tidal flats or rocky shores.

During the last war we frequently were able to take
advantage of an existing or rLbuilt port complex within a
relatively short time after an attack began and thereafter
pour our cargo t~hrough such facilities. In other areas we
were able to build good harbor facilities. In a future war
in this age of long range air power, guided missiles and

atomic bombs, we may be forced to use open beaches, minor
ports end undeveloped areas through all stages of a campaign.
We can no longer risk massing large numbers of ocean vessels
at anchor or at wharves and piers, nor can we risk huge
concentrations of valuable cargoes at arn point. It will be
unsafe to utilize the most desirable ports to their maxim:m
capacity as we did in the past. One or two ships at a time,
widely dispersed will be the rule and we must move them into
and out of a target zone as rapidly as possible. We cannot
permit a large port crowded with ships to be exposed to enemy long
range action.

The tremendous mobility and terrific striking power of
today's combat forces will bring about extremely sudden
changes in the tactical and strategic situation. This will
require a highly flexible transportation system which will be
capable of shifting its efforts rapidly and effectively from
one area to another. We cannot allow a rigid tra.Sportation
system to restrict the combat forces.
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in general our transoortation plans are therefore being

drawn up within the f:amework of fii-3 major objectives.

1. To obtain greater speed and flexibility of movement.

2. To disperse transportation media and facilities to
the extent necessary for safety.

3. To conserve marpower to the utmost.

4. To conserve supplies and equipment for a possible
long pull. it

5. To stand prepared for any type of an emergency,
large or small, that may occur anywhere in the world.

How do we plan to s0olve our problems?

One of the large classes of comnodities to be moved
consists of tracked and wheeled weapons and vehicles. Such
items traditionally have be.n transported aboard conventional
ocean vessels either below deck or lashed on deck. We consider
such methods too costly in time, money and -manoower. Nore
serious is the long time such a vessel must remain in the target
area to unload. One answer seems to lie in some kind of ship
of special design which will permit these vehicles to be
roiled on and off c-n their own wheels or tracks ready for use
-with a minimum of servicing. Vehicles loaded aboard such
vessels could themselves carry cargo in a manner sisilar to a
car or train ferry. We habe adopted a term "roll- on-roll-off"
to designate vessels of this type. Studies recently made by
the Transportation Corps indicate that had such roll-on-rol2_-
off ship been used in past war years on the New York -
Bremerhaven run instead oi' the con-eniional cargo ships. time
in port and handling costs could have been cut to one-third.

A study of the overseas movement of ammunition dut--Lag
the Korean emergency concluded that had anruunition been loadsd•
in freight cars and these c'Grs moved overseas in car ferbries
of either the roll-on-roll-ofZ type or the 11ft-ori type ships,
a saving of sereral million dollars in handling cost -culd have
been acliieved and the supply cycle could have been reduced by
23½ days or 41.6%.

Several commercial operators ore tnking an increased
intere5t in the advantages of this type vessel for particular
operations. We expect to see several such vessels in
commercial service in the near future and #S-TS is construct-
ing such a vessel to meet the Array's peculiar needs,
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0-,' vessels will not be

Roll-on-roll-off type ocean -ongvi
able to discharge their loads of vehicles over beaches.

Some means must be provided tu transport the vehicles from

the deep water anchorage to the beach, Otr answer to that

is a 300-foot self propellod beach lighter onto which the

vehicles can be rolled directly from the ship. The lighter

can then proceed to shore and discharge them on to the beach

over a self-contained ramp. It wiU1. be large enough to
carry several cf the largest vehicles and tanks. It will be
propelled by two cycloidal propellers which will be capable
of holding the lightor in position on a beach under practi-
cally all conditions of tide and current, It will be capable
of operating with conventicnal ships with equal effectiveness.

The roll-on-roll-off type vessel admittedly is a special-
ized vessel. Although several commercial operators soon will
be using vessels of this type, we cannot expect them to fully
replace the more conventional cargo ships. So we are improv-
ing our fleet Lf lighterage craft which will be the link
between these conventional _essels and the beach or shallow
water piers.

The Transportation Corps is assisting in the development
of a neu fleet of landing craft, harbor craft and similar
vessels. The LM4 (6) (Landing Craft I, echa-nzed) of '4orld

!ar II fame has been improved by de sigm changes and certain
mechanical improvemonts. A new Landing Craft Mec.hanized,
the Lin (3) has now been ar "ed to the fleet. It is a larger
craft with increased cargo carrying capacity. This vessel
is designed to lift any item of equipment organic to an
infantry division. Its cargo well and bow ramp are sufficient
to accommodate the 60 ton tank. The LCU (Landing Craft
Utility) has also been modified with a number of design
changes.

As useful as these floating craft are they possess two
undesirable chdracteristics. First, a safe haven must be
available for their protection during storms. Second, and
more important, the cargo they carry must be transferred to
another vehicle at the water' s edge, an awkward and labor
consizning job in an exposed target area. Both of these
disadvpntages can be overcome by the use of amphibious craft.

The most familiar as well as the smallest of our wheeled
amphibians is the World War II DUKW. This was a famous piece
of amphibious equipnent but it has outlived its usefulness
because of its small cargo capacity. It will be obsolete as
soon as now and larger amphibians are produced in quantity.
One of the newer amphibians is the 2J to 4 ton superdukw which
has greater cargo capacity than its predecessor but with very
little change in its overall dimensions. Loaded, this
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amphibian has a land speed of 50 MPH and a water speed of
j 7 knots. It has a unique arrangement for control wherein
f the propellors have a dual function of power and steering.

No rudders are used.

Still larger than the Superdukw is the 8-10 ton DRAKE,
which not only can carry larger loads but is so constructed
as to permit the use of standard automotive parts similar to
the DUK% and Superdukw. it thus ha6 the advantage of economy
in manufacture and interchangoability of parts. It has a
land speed of 42 MPH and water speed is up to 10 knots.
This is the smallest wheeled amphibian equipped with a ramp,
located in the rear.

Largest of all the new wheeled amphibians is the BARO,
or, to use its long title, the BARGE, AM.•PHIBIOUS, RESUPPIX
CARGO. This is in reality an amphibious barge and is able
to carry cargo from ship to shore and across the beach with
payloads of up to 60 tons. Tires over 9 feet high reduce
ground pressure for movement over soft sand or sharp eora].
The BARC's four wheels are each independently powered by a
165 HP Diesel engine. When water borne the PATC is propelled
by twin screws. Empty, the vessel has a land speed of 15
IPH and sea seed of 6.6 knots. Loaded the land speed is 10
MPH and sea speed of 6.1 knots.

As soon as possible piers or utiarves of various kinds
will be constructed and means provided for the expeditious
movement of car-o further inland. The floating pontoon pier
and causeway made up of pontoon cells that was widely used
in W1orld War II will have much practical use again. In
recent years various designs of spud barges have come into
being. These we believe will provide us with the answer to
some of our dock problems. Spud barges are steel barges of
vrarious types, sizes and characteristics. When ready for
installation steel caissons are dropped through wells located
along the outer edges of the long axis of the barge. The
caissons are then driven to the requ:.red penetration. The
barge is elevated on the caissons until the desired elevation
has been attained. In such a manner a pier of practically
any desired size may be erected in a few days. Snud barges
are capable of being dismantled and may be moved and re-
erected at a new site. The Transportation Corps now has spud
barges in active operation in Whittier, Alaska and Thule,
Greenland as permanent structures.

The Aerial Tramway is a useful means of moving cargo
inland particularly: where adverse terrain conditions make
transportation by simpler means impractical. Our present
aerial tramway consists of two cab'le tracks supported on a
series of towers. The cable extends for about one mile but
can be lengthened with ecpivalent anits. Suspended frcm the
cables are four cargo cas with a tonnage capability of
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about 144O short tons per day.

This cable-way can be used in conjunction with a spud
type pier as a means of moving ,;argo from a deep water berth
off shore We a suitable site inland. It is particularly
advantaageous in areaj where the shore line otherise would
be difficult or impossible to traverse. The transporting
medium is a spud barge capablet of being towed overseas and
of sufficient size to accommodate the entire system knocked
down. Upon erection the s'pad barge serves as the seaward
terminal of tha system to which ocean cargo vessels can be
berthed fcr discharge or reloading.

Other important items of shoreside equipment include
new-y designed rough terrain fork lift trucks, rough terrain
cranes and powered overland conveyors. The rough terrain,
fork lift trucks and cranes make possible the handling of
oargo from landing craft or arphibious vehicles and moving
tne loads over sandy marshy or steep terrains at present
comletely beyond the scope of conventional equipment of this
type. They are essential for the handling of unitized cargo
about kiich I shall speak later. Cargo can thus be quickly
transferred to over-the-road or rail equipment with a minimum
of man-pcwer.

Overland conveyora, as the name implies, Jill permit the
continuous movement of cargo over a system of endless belts
and transfer tables with branches and stations. 7hese endless
belt conveyors uill be capable of traversing almost any kind
of adverse land forms with a minimum of difficulty. They are
butilt in sections, each with its own power, which can be
assembled into any desired system.

Vlore and more freight is being transported by air and
we will strive to achieve coap lete air transportability of
all of our materiel in the not too distant future. Although
the long hauls will be flown by the Air Force, the Army also
is developing a number of cargo helicopters capable of lift-
ing moderately heavy loads for short distances. This opens
up a whole new complex of logistical support concepts. The
exact fozm, substance and full capabilities of the new
techniques has yet to be realized.

Much time and manpower has been consumed in the past in
the man-handling of a multitude of relatively small packages.
In an effort to eliminate this maste, we have analyzed the
entire content of the Army supply System and have learned
that fully 50% of the general cargo consists of relatively
small packages. In this group we find ammunition, food,
clothing, electrical equipment, medical supplies and thousands
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of items of spare parts. In the past we have literally moved
mountains and mountains of these items, piece by piece into1 and out of every form of transportation equipment; not once
or twice but often dozens of tijres. ,.-henever cargo is handled,
costs mount, labor is wasted, delays occur and goods are
exposed to loss and damage. The overwhelming burden of doing
this job by outmoded if not ancient methods has become far
too expensive for us to continue to tolerate. We decided to
do something about it, not only in future logistical planning
but in current operations as well.

Instead of manhandling each package at each tranship-
ment point, we are now assembling small package shipments
into unit loads of optimum size for the direct application
of mechanical handling equipment with a minimum of human
effort. We call this "unitization". It i• now being done by
two methods; by banding and bonding packages onto pallets
and preserving the integrity of the pallet loads frcm origin
to destination and by car.ying packages in large reusable
steel shipping boxes or containers. Our goal is to unitize
about 42% of dry cargo. The steel shipping container we call
a Cargo Transporter and the service is knonm by the short
title CONEX. The box itself will carry 9000 lbs. of freight
in 295 cubic feet and is particularly adapted for cargo
weithing up to 30 lbs. per cubic foot. Our cargo transporters
are operated as a single fleet jointly with the U. S. Air
Force through a system of centralized control in the Office
of the Chief of Transportation. By the end of this year the
fleet size will reach 17,500 and more are on order for 1956.
Although the Cargo Transporter has been in service only a
relatively short time, it has already chalked up sizeable
gains in reduced packaging requirements; greater protection
from weather, theft and pilferage; faster loading and unload-
ing and considerable reduction in the manpower required for
handling, checking and documentation.

In time of emergency, the steel cargo transporter can
be used for storage in the open affording adequate protection
from weather and ressonable accessibility to the contents.
This feature should greatly reduce the amount of constructim
required in over-sea areas. ,lso, the transporters with their
contents are always ready for prompt movement to satisfy
sudden demands.

These are some of our plans for military transportation
in the future. It is not a complete description, nor is it
conclusive. We will never cease to learn and develop better
methods and better equipment. The ultimate success of this
entire program is contingent in no =all measure on the degree
of close cooperation and mutual understanding that can be
realized between the indivstry and the Armed Forces. This
joint symposium on packaging and materials handling is a prime
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example of the very kind of activity that is most likely to
achieve the desirable results.

Our offices cre always open to you and we always
welcome a man with a suggestion on how we can do it better.
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Replenishment at Sea

Vice Admiral R. P. Briscoe

Deputy Chief of Naval Operations
(Fleet Operations and Readiness)

The naval striking force is a unique weapon which has
no parallel in warfare. It combines great destructive power
with extreme flexibility and mobility. A task force made up
of heavy combatant ships - - battleships and cruisers - -
togather with the necessary screening destroyers, can destroy
coastal Installations along hostile shorelines, support am-
phibious landings on the enemy's beaches, and sweep enemy
shipping from the seas; fast carrier task forces, operating
offshore, can launch air strikes, armed with a great variety
of weapons, to attack vital targets deep within enemy territory.
htt - - powerful as the naval striking force might be, its
inherint ability to stay at sea is limited by the amounts of
fuel, ammunition and stores that the ships can carry on board.

It is not hard to understand that intensive operations
will result in the expenditure of large amounts of fuel and
wwdunition. Minor battle damage can cause casualties to hull
and machinery which will require replacement parts for emergency
repairs. Supplies in all categories must be taken aboard and
aircraft and aircrews must be replaced and relieved. Thus,
after each period of intensive operations, there must come a
replenishment phase. Of all the replenishment categories in
terms of tonnage it is accepted that fuel and amnmnition are
the determining factors in measuring the ability of a striking
force to stay at sea.

In order to add endurance to the other favorable attri-
butes of the striking force, the Navy has developed the iethod
of mobile logistic support, which provides the fighting fleet
with the essential means for continuing naval warfare. The
flow of such support is via the mobile support group, aug-
mented as necessary by advanced bases, to the ultimate delivery
agent - - the underway replenishment group. This group is
essentially a mobile supply depot, armed for its own defense,
which remains on the outer fringes of the fighting area, ready
at any time to deliver the means of war to forces afloat.

Without mobile logistic support a striking force would
be required to return to the nearest base of replenishment
after each period of intensive operations. Under these con-
ditions offensive operations would be limited largely to hit-
and-run tactics, with precious time wasted in steaming between
the objective area and the replenishment base. But when full
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mobile logistic support is available, the striking force is
freed of its major logistic limitation, and is thus able to
exert intense and continuous pressure on the enemy, even though
they ray be thousands of miles from permanent replenishment
bases. In 1945, during the later days of World War II, the
Fifth Fleet was able to remain rontinuously at sea for 89
days, giving support and cover to land forces engaged at
Okinawa. This was accomplished through a complex of advanced
bases, mobile support groups and underway replenishment
activities with the nearest major base at Ulithi, 1200 miles
away. During the more recent Korean operations the carrier
striking force, Task Force 77, stayed on the bomb line and
carried out round-the-clock bombing by the use of replenish-
ment-at-sea methods. The Sixth Fleet in the Mediterranean
Sea, with no f4xed base, is supplied from continental U. S.
bases by mobile support and underway replenishment groups.
It has become increasingly evident that when a naval force
engages in prolonged operations far from its bases of supply,
its powers of endurance, disregarding battle casualtie3 or
other major mishaps and the human factors involved, are limited
only by the extent of the mobile logistic support which is
made available.

The underway replenishment group is a task group made up
of fleet auxiliaries, together with appropriate screening and
protective ships. The basic auxiliary types in use today are
the fleet oiler, the ammunition ship, the refrigerated store
ship and the general stores issue ship. Certain specialized
auxiliary types, such as replenishment carriers, ocean tugs
and a hospital ship may be included in a replenishment group
if the need is indicated. The screening ships will be destroyer
types capable of anti-submarine and air defefise operations.
The heavy protective ships may include cruisers and a combat-
ant carrier.

The ultimate organization of an underway replenishment
group is determined by the size and composition of the force
to be supported, as well as by the type of operations which
the supported force may be expected to undertake. In addition
to the routine tasks of supplying fuel, ammunition, replace-
ment aircraft and aircrews, prcvisions, general stores and
technical spare parts, the underway replenishment group may
also provide special services such as towing, limited salvage,
techmical assistance, ma!L, and medical support. An underway
replenishment group will normally be prepared to provide sup-
plies and services sufficient to maintain the supported force
for continuous operations at sea for a maxixu period of about
90 days.

The major portion of our auxiliary ships at the prevent
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time are World War II types. The fleet oilers are generally

additional equipment and rigging added as necessary to give
them the capability of transferring petroleum products while
underway in the open sea. These ships are capable of trans-
porting about 16,000 tons of fuel oil and about 600,000 gal-
lons of gasoline as their primary cargo. Several of the oilers
have been converted to serve primarily as gasoline filling
stations for carriers. and carry about twi-ce the amount of
gasoline with a corresponding reduction in their black oil
cargo capacity. The oilers are all in the neighborhood of
530 feet long with a beam of 7 feet and a full load dis-
placement of about 23,000 tons. These oilers are rigged to
replenish ships simultaneously from both sides, the usual
practice being to take the carriers and other heavy ships on
the port side and the destroyer types on the starboard side.
The pumping rate for the older tankers is approximately 360,
000 gallons of fuel oil per Lour and about 100,000 gallons
of gasoline per hour. The oilers are also equipped for high
line transfer of such items as lube oil in drums, bottled
gases, movie programs, mail and high priority fleet freight.

A new class of fleet oiler is now being introduced into
the fleet. These ziew ships are larger, faster, and have greater
cargo carrying capacities and higher transfer rate capabilities
than the existing fleet oilers. Four of these ships have been
completed and will be fully operational in the Fleet this year.

The amuunition ships are basically Maritime Commission
type C-2 cargo hulls. Their cargo capacity is approximately
6000 to 7000 tons with a full load displacement of about 14,
000 tons. These ships are rigged to replenish ships along both
sides from three stations on each side. The transfer gear of
the ships is capable of handling any of the weapons which our
naval air and surface forces are equipped to employ at the
present time. The maximum unit load which can be transferred
between the ammunition ship and a ship steaming alongside is
in excess of 5 tons. This is possible only under favorable
weather conditions and requires close station keeping. Each
ammunition ship normally is equipped with one rig, usable on
either side which can handle up to 3 tons, and the remaining
stations can handle about 1* tons to heavy ships and about
I ton to destroyer types and other escorts. All of these
latter are 'all weather" rigs.

In the field of ammunition ships, a new design has been
completed and two of the new ships are presently under con-
struction. The new class will be slightly larger and faster
than present ships, and will incorporate major improvements
to stowage and handling arrangements for the cargo ammunition.
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These ships average about 14,000 tons displacement and have
anywhere from 130,000 to 350,000 cubic feet of refrigerated
cargo space. They are rigged sindlar to the ammunition ships,
capable of replenishing a ship along each side from not more
than six stations simultaneously. The maxibum load which can
be transferred is about 3 tons, with the normal load being
about 11 tons to heavy ships and J to-n to escort types. The
design for a new construc4ion refrigerated cargo ship has
been completed and two ships are now under construction. Like
the new ammunition ships, the new reefers will have greatly
improved facilities for stowage, breakout and handling of
cargo.

The general cargo replenishment ships are similar in size,
configuration and rigging to the ammunition ships and the
refrigerated cargo ships, with the exception that they do not
have the specialized ammunition handling equipment or the
refrigerated cargo spaces of the other types. Their transfer
capabilities are similar to those of the reefers.

In addition to the replenishment types discussed here,
all major combatant ships - - carriers, battleships and cr isers
- - are equipped with limited capabilities for replenishing
excorts with fuel and emergency supplies, and all ships are
equipped to transfer movie programs, mail, light freight and
personnel.

The actual mechanics of the replenishment at sea opera-
tion have been time tested and proven over a period of about
15 years. In the early days of World War II, the capability
for replenishment at sea became an urgent necessity. A+ that
time, both techniques and rigs were crude, inefficient and
dangerous. A transfer at sea was a difficult and a dangerous
project. The ship making the approach came in as close along-
side as he dared and p a line across by some means. Then
the line was secured at one end to the nearest fitting or
structure which appeared heavy enough to support the load, and
with men tailing out on the free end, the transfer of, at best,
a few hundred pounds took place. Fueling at sea was much the
same. The four inch hose was hauled across by manpower end,
with the sea between the ships snatching at it continuously,
the end was brought aboard and secured and the pumping commenced.
Barring casualties to hose or gear, several hours later the
receiving ship was able to go about his business with full
tanks. Neither rigs nor procedures were standardized. Each
ship, replenishment and combatant, could be expected to have
his own variations. Obviously, this was a bad situation.
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So, the designers and the seagoing men got together to
corrcct the diýcrepancies. 117 thue teIM6 eaine alon.,. there
were type plans for repienishment at sea gear as well as
instructions on procedure for most combatant ships and re-
plenishment ships then in serdiceo True, due to lack of
overhaul time, the installation of the gear was far behind the
planning, but ships were able to improvise along the lines
indicated by the type plans, so that replenishment became a
standardized, routine evolution rather than a hazardous
undertaking which taxed the ingenuity of all hands involved.

The development of equipment, rigging, arn technique&
'as continued. During the Korean operations, our ability to

replenish at sea received a severe test. The Seventh Fleet
was kept at sea for long periods with all replenishment done
at sea. Under pressire of heavy operating schedules and un-
favorable weather conditions, the replenishment at sea opera-
tions reached their highest efficiency. The rates of delivery
of both liquids and solids were increased to previously urineard
of figures, with corresponding reduction of times alongside - -

a reduction of the times when the ships cannot maneuver r3d-
ically, when gun batter'les are masked, in short - - when the
ship is extremely vulnerable to air attack. Here are some
figures on the rates of transfer during that period. Fuel oil
was delivered to heavy ships at rates consistently greater than
!60,000 gallons per hour and to destroyer types at rates greater
than 100,000 gallon-s per hour. Ammunition ships reached rates
of delivery of greater than 100 short tons per hour to heavy
ships and greater than 20 short tons per hour to destroyer
types, The refrigerator ships were able to transfer between
60 and 30 short tons per hour to heavy ships and better than
20 short tons per hour to destroyer types.

The Navy now has a firm doctrine for both tactics and
technique for replenishing at sea. Basically, for a replenish-
ment operation, the replenishment group is formed in several
coltwis on an appropriate course and at an appropriate speed,
and with ample spacing between ships to permit safe maneuvering
of the combatants approaching and laving their sides. The
requirewitnc of the combatants for Puel, ammnition, supplies
and provisions will normally have been -ubmitted by dispatch
prior to the rendezvous with the replenishment group, and the
over-all cormmander of the renlenishment operation will have
promulgated a schedule for all combatants to g'• alongside the
nece~sar-y replenishnent types to satisfy their needs. "When
z.he rendezvous is effected, the combatant group and the replenish-
ment group combine into one formaticn. The first ships sched-
uled alongaide take station astern of their assigned reple,.ish-
ment ships and the screen destroyers not assigned to lifeguard
duties astarzr of replenishing ships, combine with the replenish-
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tactical command, the operation commences, The screen is
adjusted from time to tive to permit the screen ships to
meet their schedules alongside the replenishment ships.

Fueling is accomplished by means of the span wire
method, in which the hose between the ships is supported
on a span wire, one end of which is secured on the receiving
ship. The other end is passed through a block at a boom
head and kept taut by a winch on the delivering ship. There
are three basic methods in use for transfer of solids. The
burtoning method, which is capable of handling the heaviest
Icads, requires the use of a winch or crane on each ship. The
load is supported by the two whips, and as the delivering ship
slacks off, the receiving ship hauls in on his whip, thus
hauling the load across. The housefall method is similar to
the burtoning method with t he exception that the whip is not
tended on the receiving ship, but is run through a heavy
block and led back to the delivering ship, where both ends
are tended by winches. The third method is the highline in
which one end is secured on the receiving ship and the line
is kept taut by means of a winch cr manpower on the delivering
ship. The load is then suspended from a trolley and hauied
across by means of a smaller line to the receiving ship.
The highline may be of wire or manila except that for per-
sonnel transfer, it must be manila and it must be tended
by manpower.

Our efforts to improve our capabilities for replenish-
ment at sea In wn weather are continuing without abatement.
A method for refueling escorts at greater distances from the
delivering ship has recently been evaluated in sea states
which wuld make it impossible to stay alongside using con.
ventional methods. Work is continuing on a device which will
maintain a constant tension on a line between ships, regard-
less of the motion of the ships. This will relieve the prob-
lea of maintaining thts line taut by means of a manually
operated winch, and Iil facilitate replenishment under un-
favorable sea conditions.

Improvements to materials handling equipment and pack-
aging are also major factors in our search for increased pro-
fie ency. The Bureau of Supplies and Accounts has done much
or .ie development of equipment for handling vipplies on both

-p4ly ships and combatants. Devices such as portable -le-
vators and conveyors, special chutes for vertical drops,
lagroved slings and nets and better pallets have been developed
and are under evaluation. The problem of packaging presents
a challenge to the industry. To increase the 'pay load.'
containers must be light in weight, but the wincban who is
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handling the load and the blue Jackets on the receiving
ship may not always have the "gentle touch." So the con-
tainers must 3lso have the necessary strength to withstand
the rigors of the breakout, the transfer, and the strike-
down. Light weight, strength, and the all important factor
of eco-nomical production is a combination that will take a
bit of thought. Special problems such as shock proofing of
sensitive equipment within its container and waterproofing
of containers agai.st the entry of sea water while being
transferred just tend to make the whole picture more interest-
ing.

The Bureau of Ships has made surveys on ammunition hand-
ling and has developed special electric trucks and elevators
and a new type of portable dunnage for use in ammunition ships.
The introduction of guided missiles into the fleet p-esents
a new problem of stowage and handling in ammunition ships.
This oroblem too, is well on i+s way to solution. Our new
fleet oilers, as has been mentioned previously, have greatly
increased pumping rates. A nev lightweight fuel hose is now
being evaluated for pissible use in the Fleet.

N4obile logistic support and repienishment at sea are here
to stay. The Navy has developed replenishment at sea into a
science, and the development is continuing. It is the life-
line of the Navy and it must be ready when needed.

In order to give you an idea of the problems involved
and the conditiuros under which we are presently engaged in
replenishing at sea, I have a short movie which I would like
to show at this time to conclude my remarks.
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"An Essential Element of Air P'wer.

Maj General John P. Doyle
Director of Transportation, Headquarters, USAF

Centlemen, every da the newspapers einphasize the global mission
of the Air Force. If you read of an election in Japan, someone will
mention that the Fifth Air Force is over there. Let a volcano blow
off tn Alaska and we hear of Ladd and Elmendorf Air Bases. The
newspapers this summer have been full of the distant early warning
lins which is that string of stations across the northern part of the
American continent.

A 3ouple of years ago LIFE magazine devoted an entire article,
practically an entire issue, to the air base at Thule, Greenland.
Right now there are political difficulties in Morocco and they em-
phasize the fact that we have bases there. And so it goes, with
Spain, with France, with England, with Germany, Saudi Arabia and no
on all around tVe world. Our Air Force is globally deployed.

What are some of the applications of air power? Many of them
are absolutely essential to the operation of the Strategic Air Command.
Combat organizations that use air transport move with the speed of
modern aircraft. These organizations all need logistic support, and
that logistic support must then have equal mobility. If it does not,
then the organization that is supposed to take care of the support
mission will only be partially effective. I think it is self-evident
that mobility to essential to the application of eir power, and it is
impossible to visualie mobility in an air age which does not exploit
to the maximum, the use of air transport.

However, it is impossible to obtain maximum utilization of air
transport when we lack areal system for handling air cargo. Now to
some degree, other modes of transport have attempted to integrate the
terminals, the vehicles, the materials handling and the packaging
into a whole, but in general the aviation industry has not accomplished
this. In our own military air transport service, which has probably
spent more time on this than any organization in the country, we can
get a planeload of cargo 6nto the plane in about eight minutes, but
it still takes nineteen minutes to tie that cargo down securely.

This symposium is to deal principally with packaging and materials
handling. These are certainly importan• aspects of the problem, but
we do not believe that these components can b e discussed as though
they were independent of the whole, when actually they seould be
integrated into a complete handling system.

The development of a hand ling sstem that we have in mind must
consider the size and shape of the cargo compartment, the size and
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1Iolatlkur of cargo doors3 the sloreigra U of floors anid %am typ
i• and pattenm of cargo tie-down equipment. Cargo handling

equipment must be integrated in the vehicle and terminal do-
eigno The terminal design must be compatible with types of
aircraft in the system and all other modes of transportation.
Size, shape and donsity of unit loads and the type of pack-
aging must be considered. Our handling system must accept
current vehicles and facilities, but it must be capable of
expansion and development consistent with the vehicle- that
are now coming out or that will be built in the future. To
develop such a system is not going to be an easy task.

Perhaps a x.-odule like the fomu-inch cube that the archi-
tect.9 use can be a too:e Maybe aro~md that w can build or
design our handling system to permit interchangeability with
other modes of transport and permit intercbangeability between
the services and with commercial activities.A

The WaX.1 Street Journal of the 23d of September indicates
a gain of 25 percent on trans-Atlantic air cargo and 23 per-
cent on domestic air cargo for 1955. It is significant with-
in the domestic cargo field that the all-cargo cerrier gained
30 percent as opposed to only 20 percent for the combination
carrier. Trend; such as these cannot be igioreds

Manufacturers and carriers alike must look ahead to the
day of the all-cargo airplane. With ench developments will
come a realization that there must be a tight correlation
between the cargo compartment and the si2s, composition and
handling methods of the packages going into it.

"be air freight industry is still just a baby. We have
an ipportunity to develop a handling system such as I have
mentic\ned and to develop it to the mutual benefit of both
industry and the milittxry departmente, Now, this is going
to req.uix\% a vast amouxtt of coordination. In ord3r to effect
that coordination, is ned a connon point of information ex-
change. sort of a systew engineering clearing house. We
think that the clearing Ihouse should be primaril]y civilian
vith service participatio:.n We think it must be capable of
providing, all of the neces eary technical skillss, that -e can
call upon when nece-j.ary t, the development of such a system,
and w think it can oiJLy be operated by some non-proft orgar-
iuation that does not have a personal axe to grind.

National Defense, gentlemen, is a full time job for all
of use Transportation is closely tied to defense and to our
national econoto. Let's not have future historians aav w
hire built an unintegrated air transport system which dissi-
pates, as it does to a great extent today, the true) value of
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th, airpl~ae as a vehicle by permitting excessive ground do-
laps and the lack of maximum utilization of cargo space.

If we can build such an integrated cargo handling system,
we will increase our military nobility through the applica-
tion of air power and we will at the same time increase our
civilian profit.
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"Research and Development--Keeping
Ahead of Ialitarv Operational Needs"

Rear Admiral F. R. Furth, USN

Chief of Naval Research

One of the results of research and develcpment is the
necessity to perform more research. It is axiomatic in
science that whenever you make an important breakthrough,
you usually open up a whole new host of problems to be
solved. This is certainly true of military research and
development. The application of scientific research to
military weaponry has brought advances during the past 15
years that dwarf all the progress made up to that time.
It has greatly changed military operations, and each new
weapon has brought with it a school of corollary problems
that had to be solved.

More is involved here than the tradiitional military
see-saw between weapons and coutermeasures, in which you
increase the range of your submarines, for example, then
realize you must immediately increase the sensitivity of
your sonar detection gear, because you assume the enemy can
improve his submarines, too. The corollary problems are
those that crop up because the new weapon changes your
supply problem, it may increase your personnel training
problem, or pose new technical problems.

One recent major technological breakthrough has been
the application of nuclear power to submarines. The suc-
cess of this program brought in its wake new problems of
undersea navigation and psychological problems associated
with the reactions of a crew in a boat submerged possibly
for months on end. Research and development must antici-
pate these problems, and keep abreast of them.

The military services are now in a period where many
of the scientific and technological breakthroughs of the
post-war period have begun to reach the operating forces
in the form of drastically different new weapons and equip-
ments. It is no exaggeration to say that we are in a state
of foment, in which operating procedures and tactics are
being revised to keep pace with advances in weaponry. In
general, the speed and conplexity of operations has been
stepped up.

Consider some of the major advances in naval warfare:

Supersonic jet aircraft will soon operate from the docks
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underway, heralded by the new jet-powered SEA MASTER, a large,
fast minelayer. Guided missiles have entered the Fleet, for
anti-aircraft fire and shore bombardment. Nuclear-powered i ub-
marines are a reality. The range and speed of naval operations
in the air, on the surface and Beneath the sea, is being
drastically stepped up, and as our capabilities are increased
we must accept a greater premiumi c speed and precision in
all of our supporting operations.

A greater variety of supplies and eqnipmsnts must flow
to the operating forces to meet their needs, and it must move
through the supply system with more sp-ed than before. As a
research organization, it is the job of the Office of Naval
Research to lay the foundations for new techniques of supply
and new kinds of equipment to improve the process. It is not
enough to set out to solve problems as they arise in the Fleet;
it is not even enough to anticipate problems. If we intend
to keep ahead of operational needs, we must systematically
examine the fundamental working principles of our operations,
to find out if the assumptions we have always taken for granted
are really true.

The whole field of logistics is being formally studied
to find out more about the principles which govern the production
and distribution of goods in modern military operations. One
principal aim of this work is the introduction of objective
planning factors to replace guesswork in computing Initial
recuirements and resupply shipping requirements for eny opera-
tion. Logistics research includes research and development
on new and improved mathematical methods and computing equip-
ment for carrying out the statistical and administrative
activities involved in military logistics planning. A special
purpose electronic digital computer, designed specifically for
use in logistics computations, is now in operation as a part
of this research.

This work is supporting r. It helps to develop
the techniques which can be used to solve specific operating
problems, and to design equipments for the best possible per-
formance of a certain job. It is concerned with finding out
what the true problems are, then analyzing them for solution.

One important phase of this irk involves studies designed
to lay the ground ork for eliminating bottlenecks in the hand-
ling of material in the supply system. It aims to develop data
and techniques to improve storage efficiency and facilitate
the handling of cargo and other military equipment.

This study, undertaken by the Office of Naval Research,
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operations and sea transport. Under a contract with the
University of California, engineers and statisticians are
studying port terminal operations. We believe that these
studies will find new methods to increase the efficiency of
port terminal operations.

As the reports of this research have vointed out, "The
study of the movement of goods, in the broad sense, must take
into account all of the activities which occur between the
producer of a commodity and the consumer. These acti;ities
are the basis of a complex transportation system. However,
the complex system may be treated as a series of distinct
components." The study of port terminal operations has been
concerned with only one of these components, the movement of
commodities between the land carrier and the ship.

In performing this research, the contractor first set out
to obtain an accurate idealization, or model, of the cargo-
handling system. A systematic analysis of this model, employ-
ing modern mathematical techniques and electronic computing
equipment when necessary, was then begun. A thorough field
study of the time required to load or unload general mixed
cargo was made on the docks at a West Coast port. For purposes
of analysis, the cargo-handling system was broken down into
a series of transporting links. Each link is considered to
be thec-sum of all the movements required of a carrier in
tr-ansferring a load of cargo from one point to another.

There is the hook link, which is the combination of the
hook, cables, booms, winches and operators of this equipment.
The wharf link includes the movement of a load between a point
on the pier, directly below the hook, and a point in the shed
or storage area, which is the next link, The other links are
the hold intermediate link, where cargo is dropped temporarily
in the hold, and the hold link itself, which is the transpor-
tation to or from the point of ultimate stowage in the hold.

The studies made so far indicate that the h*,ok link iss
the slowest, but that it is itself delayed almost cne-third
of the time by the other links. Several correlations between
the handling time and the physical dimensions of the cargo,
ship and te-minal have been obtained. It was found, for
examole, that a high correlation exists between the time
reouired to stow the cargo and the weight and volume of the
individual units.

This information is based upon an e analysis
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of cargo-handling. The contractor is now preparing a report
which will give the results of a M analysis of the
data which has been gathered.

Another recent extension of this work has been the making
of an extensive survey concerning the use of containers in
water, land and air transportation networks. Its objective
is to obtain a comprehensive picture of the present state of
the art in containerization. Since one of the most important
aspects of containerization is the question of the optimum
size of the unit load, or module, which is handled, the research
effort which will follow this survey will be focused on the
development of size of modules flowing in transportation
networks.

The cargo-handling research project is a good example of
the way research and development strives to keep ahead of
operational needs by searching for underlying factors that
produce inefficiencies in the supply system. This analytic
approach is an effort to seek out and remove rus, not merely
treat 0=2 one by one as they arise. The better we under-
stand the intangibles we must deal with, the better we can
mmipulate them to our advantage.

I think I cann illustrate this concept with an example
from a military problem in the physical sciences. In Ko. aa,
our pilots found that their machine guns were janing because
the lubricant on the anmunition tended to stiffen at the very
cold temperatures of high altitudes. Our laboratories im-
mediately set to work to test different types of materials
and come up with a lubricant that would not be affected by
changes in temperature. This was a pragmatic, engineering
approach, designed to come up with a solution in a hurry.
At the same time, we embarked on a longer range project,
employing the research approach, which was designed to get
to the heart of the matter. Its aim was to discover the
fundamental prSnciples affecting the movement of molecules
in lubricants at various temperatures--what causes them to
ad~ere or move freely around one another. With this know-
ledge we will have a foundation on which to build not only
solutions to the lubricant problem, but to other materials
problems an well. Military logistics research today includes
this kind of fundamental exploration that seeks to discover
and describe working principles which can be used as a basis
for the development of techniques and equipment. It does not
displace judgment based upon operating experience. Rather,
it provides the man with experienced judgment idth more objective
factors upon which to bdse his decisions. As in the case of
the cargo-handling study, it helps to isolate the areas in
which improvements should be made.
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The over-all problems are very evident. The advances
in milit-ary ta-hviolovy have been iin the direction of greater
speed and comple:dty. There is a premium on mobility and
flexibility. Usage rates of nearly every type of material
can be expected to be much higher than in the past. The
trend toward complexity has placed much greater numbers of
items in the supply system and has greatly increased the
number and variety of items which require special packaging
and handling, such as electronics compornents. The supply
system must be able to support operations in almost every
environment, from hot jungles to dry desert to the Arctic.
This places unusual demands on materials handling procedures
as well as up)n packaging.

In the Navy, some of our most pressing requirements are
dictated by the demands of mobile logistic support, about which
Admiral Briscoe has already spoken. A principal emphasis here
mrust always be on speed--especially upon improving the rate
of transfer from ship to ship and upon speed in striking cargo
below decks. During replenishment operations ships are naturally
more vulnerable to attack. While striking cargo, the water-
tight integrity of the coibat ship is broken, because hatches
on deck and between water-tight compartments below decks must
remain open.

Navy development programs have been working toward improved
ship-to-ship rigging and cargo nets for handling the transfer
of materials, and new types of conveyors for getting it out
of the hold of the issuing ship. New types of overhead cranes
and deck equipment, such as wheeled trucks, are under develop-
ment. The concept of unitized loads, An which individual
packages are glued or otherwise fastened together to form large
modnles is being employed and appears to offer many advantages.
We are also experimenting with other devices to speed up trans-
fer. They will be explained in greater detail during some of
the sessions to follow.

The Navy is extremely interested in improving shiploading
methods, especially cargo-handling gear for combat ships, to
speed up the rate of striking the material below, once it has
been transferred. The problem is principally a matter of work-
ing out techniques for the large aircraft carriers such as
FORRESTAL. One fruitful line of attack seems to be conveyors
for moving cargo over the deck and into the hold, to gain the
advantages of keeping material and equipment moving in a con-
tinuous flow, rather than in a series of reciprocating motions.

The Navy is likewise interested in improving methods of
materials handling ashore, and has carried out extensive testing
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of methods of blocking and bracing in freight cars, more
efficient methods of warehousinga and othpr relatad problems.
These will also be discussed in detail later, by men who
have been working in this field.

In packaging the many items which must be transported
in this system, a major factor is selecting the optimum
sizes for the containers. As I mentioned earlier, a part
of our logistics research program is now investigating the
role of the size of modules flowing in transportation networks.
The Bureau of Supplies and Accounts has been conducting studies
in such aspects of the problem as the nesting of round con-
tainers, to improve efficiency of handling and storing. A
main factor from the Navy's standooint is that no container
is useful unless it can be stored on deck or be easily moved
through a hatch. Any container which does not meet these
fundamental requirements could quickly create a bottleneck in
the system.

The greatest problems in packaging have been created by
requirements imposed by new developments in warfare. In am-
phibious operations we are faced with the necessity for hitting
the enemy with greater surprise and speed than ever before,
to nullify the possible use of atomic weapons against our
attacking forces. One answer to this is to develop techniques
for bringing troops in by air, which means dropping weapons
and supplies by air. The military services are extremely
interested in aerial resupply operations in other areas than
the beachhead, or course, but I mention amphibious operations
because of the Navy's responsibilities in this area. Packag-
ing to withstand the t;hock of an air drop has created problems
for all the services.

One interesting development in this field is the Roto-
chute, developed to meet Marine Corps needs for supplying beach-
heads and other confined areas. It consists of two rotor
blades attached to a hub, which is fastened to a standard
military M2 supply container. The M2 container is currently
used for supply drop by parachute. The rotor blade attach-
ment permits drops from lower altitudes and at higher speeds,
with greater accuracy than is possible with a parachute. It
is much less susceptible to wind drift than a parachute, and
will permAt pin-point airdrops within small areas.

Another great problem area in packaging has been created
by the development of guided missiles, which are now reaching
the operating forces in the Army, Navy and Air Force. The
central problem here is packaging extremely complex and precise
machinery in such a way that it will not be injured by any
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shock or vibration in spite of al:! -,,e handling it must under-

shlp, at an Air Force base or army installation.

The ticklishness of the problem can be illustratea by a
resume of the high degree of reliability that must be obtained
if a missile is to function well enough to reach it? target.
The designer and builder is faced with minimizing every
possibility of technical. failars in a series of different
systems which must all operate together. A typical guided
missile contains a fuel system, an engine, a generator,
regulated power supplies, antennas, receivers, amplifiers,
gyros, computing elements, hydraulic servos and measuring
potentiometers--and this is to mentfon only a few of its
parts. Each of these depends upon dozens of sub-components,
such as resistors, condensors, transformers and diodes. if
we assume that there are only 100 links in this chain, although
actually there are many more, the engineer must design and the
builder must build so that each ons of these parts has less
than one chance in a thousand of failure, tn order to give
us a 90 per cent probability that the missile wiil complete
its mission. When we must demand this degree of reliability
from delicate electronic and mechAnical systems, we must be
absolutely certain that we can package them and move them
around without damage.

Since this is a completely new field, no prior experience
in missile shipments or storage exists, and conventional pack-
aging methods are generally not suitable for guided missiles.
Engineering for the packaging of large, complex items began
about ten years ago, with the design of containers for large
aircraft engines. The knowledge and experience which was
gained in this work is a good foundation for solving the prob-
lems of packaging guided missiles.

To design and construct containers for guided missiles
entails a knowledge of the environmental conditions to which
the package and its contents will be subjected, plus inf-ormation
about the fragility or ruggedness of the missile itself. Many
of the difficulties arise from the fact that all of this eseen-
tial information is not at present available to the design
engineer. One step to correct this is the compilation of a
book covering all the important aspects of packaging guided
missiles, which has been prepared for the Department of Defense
under the sponsorship of the Assistant Secretary of Defense
for Research and Development. This book is now at the printer.
It is an interim publication which was designed to meet urgent
needs.

This first comprehensive publication on guided missiEas
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packagingy is truly- a team effort. which hqs hben wyltten xnA
compiled with the cooperation of -^ndustry. All the military
services, the laboratories of other Government agencies and
-ore than twenty industrial concerns are among the contributors

to this volume.

It has been pcinted out that, '.....$here are no funda-
mental engineering differences between the design of guided
missile containers and the deisign of containers for other types
of equipment. The sole difference is the degree of difficulty
in arriving at the correct solution. This difference of degree,
however, may be of about the same order of magnitude as the
difference between designing a model aircraft and designing
a guided missile. Over the years, standard rules MI thumb have
been developed for designing containers fnr the vast majority
of military equipment. For a relatively small number of highly
complex devices, reliance on rules of thumb is not sound, and
a detailed engineering approach is reqiiired. Containers for
guided missiles are definitely in this category." This is
clearly an area in which a new operational need is placing
urgent demands upon our develcpment program.

The age-old problem of packaging materials so they will
withstand the ravages of time and the elements has assumed
major importance today, when our military forces must be
prepared to operate in any part of the world, and when we main-
tain permanent bases with large supply depots in some of the
most varied and rugged climates known to man.

One of the chief problem areas has been the inability to
package materials for storage for long periods, such as three
to five years. Regardless of conditions inside the package,
deterioration sets in from the outside with the passage of
time, particularly in tropic environments.

An area in which we feel much work should be done is that
of exploring the use of the new materials which are now being
developed on almost a monthly basis, with an eye to alleviating
potential wartime shortages of more conventional materials,
such as aluminum foil. We know that the demand for aluminum
and other basic raw materials would rise sharply in case of
mobilization, yet at present we depend heavily upon them for
packagihg. The present highly vigorous activity in applied
chemistry and metallurgy would appear to open many new door.
for packaging experts.

Major breskthroughs have been made in developing new
methods of staving off corrosion of packaged materials. One
of these breakthroughs, the development of volatile rust in-
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hibitors, provides a good example of how basic research can

which originally prompted the research.

Dxuring World War II, the Naval Research Laboratory was
performing basic chemical research ir an area which held promise
for aiding the development of synthetic oils for very high and
very low temperature operation. One of the problems was to
find rust inhibitors to use with these oils, since they would
not contain the inherent rust-inhibiting qualities of natural
oils. The basic research on rust inhibition led to the develop-
ment of inhibitors which were volatile--they vaporized readily
and impregnated the surrounding air. Obviously, if we have
a substance which will render the air around it "rustproof",
so to speak, we have something with great value for packaging.
These volatile inhibitors have been developed and they work.
Furthermore, the method of using them is extremely simple and
provides an enormous advantage to the man who ultimately uses
the equipmei't. One method is to impregnate paper with the
rust inhibitor and place a piece of the treated paper in the
container.

For field weapons, such 3 rifles, machine guns and pistols,
this provides a very great military advantage, as well as a
gain in convenience. Weapons which are to be issued directly
in the field need not be packed in cosmolene or other grease.
They can be packaged dry, in an air-tight container, with a
piece of treated paper in the package and a small tube of the
paper insert - in the bore of each weapon. A Marine on the
beachhead could receive via air drop a r'ifle that had been
packaged long in advance. When he ripped open the container
he would be ready to insert the ammunition and fire.

This technique could be extremely important in affecting
the outcome of an engagement fought in very low temperatures,
as in Korea. where the thermometer sometimes dropped to 40
degrees below zero. At this temperature a greasy protective
coating cannot be cleaned off the weapons well enough to per-
mit them to fire, so resupply directly in the field was vir-
tually impossible. Research has now changed this picture, and
the new volatile rust inhibitors should help our ground forces
keep ahead of the need for greater speed and greater flexi-
billty imposed by modern warfare.

A few minutes ago I mentioned our studies in cargo hand-
ling, and in logistics research in general, as an example of
research which uses abstract techniques, such as mathematical
analysis, in dealing with fundamental aspects of certain prob-
lems. Some of this work is essentially the creation of a lab-
oratory model of a real situation, in order to study it under
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controlled circumstances. At the other end of the scale we
have research in which laboratory work is obviously not
enough, and much of the work on corrosion aspects of pack-
aging is in this category.

The Navy maintains a corrosion laboratory amA tropical
exposure sites in Panama, where research and development
results can be submitted to the impartial judgment of nature
herself. Thds is a facility for oombining the hard facts
of nature with laboratory precision. Our scientists can
put actual materials and equipmeits out in the jungle, then
watch the termites, or the fungi or the humidity rot them away,
and make careful measurements of the process. There are facil-
ities for imnersing materials in sea water and in fresh water,
for leaving them in salt-free air in the interior of subjecting
tnhem to other environmental conditions. It is possible to
saLulate actual operational use, imitating the best possible
handling practices and the poorest practices, and see what
actually happens to the equipment when it is treated this way
in the environments in which it may be used.

This not only helps our research warkers to spot a good
material- it helps prevent wasting time and money on a poor
one. A good example is the work with a material developed
to prevent fungal growth on electronic equipment. Prellmi-
nary laboratory tests indicated the material would work,
but by actual field testing in the jungle our people were
able to tell, two years in advance of any concrete laboratory
proof, that it was no good. This was one of many experiences
which confirm our belief that nature is so complex that we
cannot predict just how well a material will last without
actually putting it in the field. Field testing nev materials
under operational conditions is another way of trying to keep
a step ahead of operational needs. It enables our research
and development turograms to put pre-tested materials in the
hands of the operating 'forces, so there is less likelihood of
naving to go back and retrace our steps.

I have tried to give some indication of the direct.ion
and the methods of military research and development in con-
nection with packaging and materials handling. Yq emphauis
has been mostly upon the naval aspects of this field, since
thi is the one with which I am most familiar. However, it
is a field in which many of the problems are comon to all
the services, and many of our projects are supported jointly
by the AnW, Navy and Air Force.

The post-war decade has seen a virtual explosion of
technology, and the military forces o± the world have been
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the first to feel its effects. Speed and complexity are the
hallmarks of this new era, and flexibility and mobility must
be its rewards. More materials must be handled faster; a
bottleneck exacts greater penalties than ever before. New
materials and new kinds of equipments must be packaged,
while cos." are kept at a minimum; the rewards for ingenuity
are greatel than tiver before.

It is a challenging picture. We have solved many of the
problems that appeared so formidable a few years ego. I am
confident that the ones which we are attacking today will
yield in time, but by then new discoveries, new weapons and
neu operating needs will have posed another set of hurdles
for uso This is what makes research and development wor:z so
interestxig.
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Recent. Tdndustry Packaging Developments

Technical Editor, Modern Packaging Magazine

Members ol: the Joint Military-Industry PackagVg and
Materials Hancling Symposium., I just realized, in looking at
the program before I came up on the pJatform, that the
speakers following me will talk about feur cevelopments of
the Military Establishment that have potential interest to
industry. The coincidence is that I am going to talk aIout
four industry developments that have potential applications
to the military and I can assure you there is nothing magic
in the number "'t". It Just so happens that, in going over
the great many developments that I knew about and -vre
suggestea to me, I cane up with four that I thought had the
greatest interest to this audience at this time.

I think this is a good opportunity to thank the many
people that called me and submitted information anri told me
about many of the developments that 1 was not too familiar
with.

Now, the nimber of developments that I went through to
decide on those I just got today waa very large, and I think
it is an excellent tribute and an excellent invitation in the
amount of research anm development work that is going on in
industry. It is an excellent tribute to the understanding
that American industry has as to the need of research and
development.

I had to use some criteria to select these four topics,
these four developments today, anri, in general, my criteria
consisted of knowing ihether or not these aevelopments had
the broadest possible potential uses in military packaging or
preservation.

My other criverla was that they either knew or had
expanding interest in new fields. Same of the items that I
am going to talk about are not strictly new, but they are
moving very rapidly or there has been some sort of a break-
through or they are moving into a new fiela.

The third criteria was that these developments mast be
commercially available, and I think as I go over these develop-
ments you will see why I put that qualification in - either
commercial or soom to be commercial.

1 Of U2
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rhe first of thesa devaloim nts involves a treatment for
making paper greaseproof. As most of you know, paper -- there
are only two basic tfpes of paper that are greaseproof as they
come out of a paper mill. One is parchment pi or and the other
is so-called glassine or greaseproof. Now, both of these
papers have a high level of greaseproofness. That is, whether
you test it by th. -*.-called turpentine method or whether you
test them against lubricating oils, they are both an extremely
greaseproof type of paper. However, both of these pipers have
some disadvantages in their limited uses.

Glassine, for exaple, is quite brittle. Parchment has
also vet strength, but it doesn't have the kind of properties
that render it genuinely useful for all greaseproof applica-
tions and, as a renault, there has been a real need for some
sort of paper treatment or coating which would render paper,
basic paper -- that is, as it comes off the paper machine -

highly greaseproof.

The use of coatings and lamination, such as polyetlyylene
or acetate, in general increase the cost tremndously. They
do render the paper greaseproof, that is true, but they do so
at a considerable increase in cost.

There have been other attempts to apply different coat-
ings, or even sibings, but those have not been too flexible
'because of reasons of flexibility.

Now, there has3 recently been put on the market a process,
a sizsirg actually, for treating paper in the paper machine
or adjacent thereto, uhich gives that paper a high degree of
greaseproofness. Practically any basic tpe of paper can be
used, which means that =raft paper would be an excellent base.

The treatment has the further advantage that it doesn't
affect the physical properties or appearance of the paper.

The treatment can be appliea in a considerable range of
treatments, anYWheres from rendering the paper slightly grease-
proof to rendering it so greaseproof that you can't drive oils
or rats throagh it, except perhaps by continuec abrasion.

It a3lo appears that this treatent does not in any way
affect thbe greaser usefulness of the paper in terms of adhesives
or by subsequent coatings by resins or other agents.

There is an unexpectect application for the paper of this
type in that in many of the laminations -- even lamnations
involving Wax, lamnations involving asphalt or perhaps in
other applicatioas - there is a requirement for greaseproof
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duribg processing. For example, the instant the wax laminat-
ing agent hits a piece of paper, there is a requirement for
greaseproofness tnat does not continue after the wax-lminated
agent has been cooled.

This treatment for base paper has one further advantage.
It does impart some degree of wet strength.

Now, the military department, the military organization
uses a certain amount of polyethylene-coated paper in which
there is some problem, because polyethylene is not the best
greassproofing agent in the world, and the specification
requirement is that the greaseproofness be evaluated using
turpentine.

The combination of those two elements made the polyethy-
lene paper-coating situation in the greaseproofing area swe-
what doubtful. I am very sure that by the use of this sizing
agent as a greaseproof treatent forpaper, the matter of
polyethylene-coated paper meeting specification requirements
will be greatly simplified.

you will now have the aLtuation where the polyethylene
will hold back a certain amount of the greasy coating or
preservative, or what have you, and the treated paper itself
will have . high cegree of resistance to grease. I think
this will simplify and improve the quality of greaseproof-
coated paper in that field.

I think the chief advantage of this treatment is that it
will allow you to take a very strong and so-called coarse
paper, which is kraft paper, and at very reasonable cost impart
a high degree of greaseproofhess, and I am sure that this will
find many applications An the military packaging field.

The treatment, as I understand it, is available to any
paper mill. It will be very carefully controlled by a very
well-known company which has done a great deal of research and
development, and I offer that to you as the firs- development
that I think has an important future in the field of military
packaging, a greaseproof treatment for base papers.

My next development covers both a prooessand a product.
Now, this basic process is not new. It presently is under-
going a very rapid expansion, It is increasing its range of
usefulness.

Now, the prociuct and the process of those involves the
so-called foamei resins, resinate fo.,m. Vw present interest
is the fact that there is a new resin on the market which
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very much sumplifies the method of making containers or
shaping pieces from it, and the fact that tqere has been
a new series of foamed resins with entirely different
physical properties, and those are the polyurethanes, and
there has also been some change in the way that they can be
used.

Foamed rosins are extremely useful to shock and vibra-
tion absorbers as insulaters of heat ana sound, and its light-
weight space-filling means to prevent movement within a package.

In general, all of these resins have excellent dimensional
stability, resistance to mold growth. They are water-resistant
and can be made with a wide range of both densities. However,
there have been some problems in forming them into intricate
shapes or of fabricating them into containers.

There is now on the market - it has just been recently
lntroduced - an expandable polystyrene that can be used in
existing molding equipment with very little change or modi-
fication. This resin ctoes require the injection of a certain
amount of steam and the application of some heat but, under
those conditions, it is very easy to expand into an intri-
cately shaped package of high strength or a pad or a foamed
item.

I can very easily visualize the use of this type of resin
with very simple semiautomatic equipment foaming very large
size pads or shaped objects.

Now, up until quite recently, most of the foamed resins
were quite rigid, pretty much characterized by foamed polystyrene
with which you are all familiar. However, with the development
of the polyurethanes, this range of physical properties has
been extendec so that some of these resins aro almost as soft
as sponge rubber.

Now, while I was preparing the notes on this talk, I came
across two notices in the trace papers, just within a few days
of each other, of a polyurethane-type resin which can be
purchased in liquid form and catalyst added, and the resin
can be coi3-expanded in any size or shape of, well, container,
or fill up any space that you wish. It doesn't require any
heat or pressure.

Now, I think that has tremendous Importance in making
some of these resins in the field, because one of the problems
in handling foamed resins is the tremendous bulk that you get
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you have to snip them far or do much hanulirig. As a matter

of them would nave to be held doon,.

You do nowrave a polystyrene which is very easy to foam
ann is avaiiaole as a resin. You also nave a polyurethane in
liquIL.c 11wnfCl&,: Can ou ioamea in p"ace witn no neat and no
pressure.

Now, the question may oe asked as to why we are interested
in tnese foamea resins since there ar'u airua-ay ligntweignt
cusn2,onang niaterna)s on tne market. Tne ;i'nsuer to tnat is the
zact tn=t tnere are a great many unsolvea proolems in the tzeld.
of shock ana vibr4tion. Each new type of resin that can be
consiueznQ as naving usefuir.ess in the zield shoula be care-
filily evaluated oDcause each one of these materials has
entirely aixierenT, physical characteristics. Styrenes are
cnaiacterizeo oy great ri.gidity. Tne pol urethanes are cnarac.
terazoa by having a suriace stixiness ana a rather increasing
softness as you penetrate the surface. The ioamed vinyls have
a continued yiela as you press in; that is, as you press into
the resin, it yielas continually, much like a coiled spring.

So, you no have in this rield of foamed resins ana the
developments tnat are taking place a whole new range of physical
properties that shoulu be very useful in the field of shock and
vibration, and you ao have an increasing number of convenient
ways of using these resins without extensive shipping.

I, in past years, talked to many industrial organizations
and to other military sXAposia. I dannIt expect that I would
ever come before one and aavocate a package with transparency.
I thought I would always be talking about transparency in
commercial work, but I am up here this afternoon to try to
sell you transparency, not because I am going to glamorize a
package or a product, but I thank tfat in certain tVpes of
military p.=ckaging transparency can be a very useful attribute.

So, much to my own surprise and sense, I am going to talk
to you about a package about which one of its chief attributes
is transparency. The reason I am interested in transparency
in this case ic because the particular package that I am going
to talk about makeb it very easy to identify the product with-
out opening it, arnn I think that military packaging enginoers
will generally admit that a great many packages that are tully
marken are opened out o1 sheer curiosity to be sure that the
itcm conainea is the one that is wanted, and you and I both
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k.ow that when a package nas been openea in the xlela it has
a very gow chance of sufiering deterioration.

Of course, I understand that the Navy solves the problem
by giving the pac~age the deep six, out whether it gets it
then or whether it aetermorates in the fielak, a package that
has been opened out of curiosity - usually the part is
subject to deterioration. I am talking of the development of
vacum-forming trarsparent films and the heat-sealing equip-
ment that has now been developed.

You can easily seal them into a hermetic package. Vacuum-
foxmixg can be characterized as a simple low-cost method of
fabricating many types of thin plastic resins into intricately
shaped packages of moderate size. The equipment is easy to
operate. The molds are low ýn cost. By the selection of
plastic sheetings of oiffferent thicknesses and of physical
properties, you can develop a considerable range of size and
load capacities.

Now iscently, as I said before, this development has been
accelerated by simplifiec positive heat-sealing equipment,
which would make it possible to take one of these foam shells
sna seal the transpa-ent surface over it, which is both oil-
proof and otherwise hermetic. The sheetings in question
would be cellulose acetate or vinyl chloride. They would be
formed into conforming shapes. The product would be inserted.
The top sneet would seal into position to make a hermetic
package. In the case of sai]. steel parts or ball bearings,
a preservative or operating o.l can be operated before making
the top seal. Later the transparent polyethylene will be
available and, with polyethylene sheeting in this same process,
you will be able to use a desiccant. Vinyl chloride and
cellulose acetate would probably not have sufficiently low
moisture transmission to use desiccants, but transparent
polyethylene sheeting would allow you to use a dasiccant which
would further increase the range of usefulness in this packag-
ing forming and closing technique.

The identity of the contents can be given by adhe:ing a
label on the outside by printing directly on the plastic or
by including a printed plastic label within the package. This
would mean that anyone coming along wid opening the outer
container would be able -o pick up the unit and tell at a
glance from the contents that they can see' or the label which
would be inside and which they could read, mad would be
absolutely sure of the iaentity of the part without having
any excuse or occasion toqpen it.
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This packaging structure, this vacuum-formed shell from
the top seal, is a very simple type of package to protect
against physical armage. It con be 3hipped in rigid foaming
box-type construction vith cut outside-pads; and, whoa I
think that it is capable of moderate size, I don't think we
reached a size limitation as yet. I have seen items as
large as 10 pounds If the sheeting is properly selected, and
if the item is properly supported that doesn't seem to be the
limi.t.

So, I suggest, gentlemen, thAt someplace in the military
tield you consider the use of transparency in the form of
transparent sheetings vacuum roam sealed. It is a very
necessary attribute for a military package. I am sure tiat
we will see many more transparent packages as a result of
this development.

Development No. 4 is one of great interest aria grzat
potential. It is certainly greater than those three that I
have talked about before. TUnfortunately, this development
has been badly miwanderstovd because of txo many claims and
a great dearth of facts, and I am talking vboult the so-called
low pressure polyethylene, I con't think there has be6n a
substitute in the last few months that there has been so much
talk about but as little known about as the so-called low
pressare polyethylenes. I au going to attempt W. tell you
something about them, give ycu some iaea of their packaging
capabilities, but I am certainly not in a position to answer
all the questions that I would like to be able to answer.

Now actually, we are not interested in whether V.e poly-
ethylene is made by high pressure or by low pressur., -,- or its
composition., for that matter. We are interested in what it
does, what it can do and its cost,

Because I vas going to include this development, I had
to include the statement in my criteria that, in the develop-
ments which were commercial or would be soon commercial,
actially there is very little of this so-called low pressure
resin around, and there is very little known about it. I
have drawm together a table which ! thirnk brief ty summar-izes
the important packaging characteristics of typical tigh
pressure, which is your available resin, aid the now low
pressure, which is the resin that I am talking about. I want
it understood, however, that these properties are subject to
considerable variation and that I am assuming a rather average
type of resin. Both the high pressure and low pressure poly-,
ethylenes are capaole of consicisrable variation, as you know.
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I am assuming a rather typical resin and I am going to
attempt to give you the general properties of both as a
matter of comparison.

I believe This table would be a lot easier to understand
ii you had copies in front of you, and it will oe presented
in the transcript of ttie table, but I will try to reaa it off.
The title of the table is "A CIomparisan of the Major Packag-
ing Characteristics of High pressure Versus Low Pressure
Polyethylenes,"

The first item is "Transparency." Outside of that, I
have this statement: "Both types of resins are capable of
complete transparency." Right now, the present type of
polyethylene is somewhat cloucy, out it is getting clearer
and I have been assured by the makers of the low pressure
type resin that they will also make a clear or transparent
polyethylene. Both reslns are capable of transparency. Both
types of resins will be printed if they are pretreated.

I presume that ail of you know that printing any poly-
ethylene without having it go through some type of pretreat-
ment is a very difficult operation. Pretreatments are simple
and very eflective, so that eitner one of these resins will
be printable if pretreatea.

The next tem I have is "Water Vapor Trananission." High
pressure resins nave a susceptibility to water vapor of 1.1.
grams per hundred square incnes oy the so-called General F(,ods
method. That is per mail of film, per mil of thickness, The
low pressure resin has 3/IOths of a gram.

Now, that' s a very significant difference, a difference
of three to one, ancr a very important problem. In other words,
the new polyethylene, tne low pressure polyethylene, can be
expectea to produce films or containers, bottles - anything
you wish - that are at least three times more moisture proof
than the present grade of resin.

Now, that may be subject to some moaiflication, but that,
I think, is a general magnituae of the difference.

The next ite= is "Gas Transmission." The present type
of resins are characterizea, in the field of gas transmission,
by haring a relatively high transmission, a relatively large
n'muber of cc's per unit area.
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Now, as you begin to suzpect probably from the water vapor
transmission values, the new low pressure resin has quite low
gas transmission values. It will, of course, depend upon the
test conditions, the gas, and perhaps the particular number
of the resin involvea, but you can expect them to be low. In
other words, water vapor and gas transmission of the new resin
will be considerably lower than for the present resin.

Here is ano+her important characteristic, .Resistance to
Mineral Oi's " As I said earlier, present types of polyethy-
lene, whfi,,j coated on paper or as a 11lm, are not iceal
means of grease-proofing against mineral oils and man y of the
preservati'e compounds. I characterize that in the present
resin by saying "swelling and penetration," but with the lro
pressure resin I say "superior but swells."

Now4 that means that you &zxe not going to solve completely
all greaseproof problems witn tftis new resin. It is better
in that it will nave a higher resi.,tau;3e to penetration by
the petroleum oils. It wi-L -Nell oroably less. It will
take a longer time to swell, tut it iz not enough greaseproof
to be characterized as a greaseproof material. Ms'be it is
enough better as a paper coating so that it will allow the
use of less resin. It may do a better job in sane cases. but
it is not a completely greaseprool resin.

The next important property that I M•ve listed is "Low
Temperature Durability." In this case, coth resins are
excellent. I am sure that same of the low pressure resins
will show some embrittlement. but I am also h're that they
can be mocified so that uney do rate the qualification of
"nxcellent," so both types of polyethylene resins are excell-
ent in low temperature durability.

The next important property is "Tensil Strength." The
present resins show a tensil strength of from two to three
thousanu pounds per square inch. 2he low pressure resin will
r•u from four to five thousand pounds per square inch, prac-
tically double.

Another important characteristic of this resin, or any
other resin, is "Stiffness," and, as you all know, present
types of polyethylene are fairly soft. The new resin I nave
characterizec as having good stlX'ness. There again that will
dapend, to a considerable degree, upon the resins selected,
but the irportant thing to remember is that this resin is
capable of making, a stifj film or a stiff container.
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Actually, filP macde from this resin is as stiff as
cellophane anc sounids much like cellophane.

Another important characteristic is "lIact Strength",
an& in ttiis case both strw~gths am rated the same, both
exz.3llent in impact.

Trie next packaging characteristic that I have here is
the nHeat Sealing RMnge." As nearly as I can find out, the
new type polyethylene has about a 500 Fahr6nheit higher work-
ing range than present resin, and that means that where the
present resin will seal, he-At seal from 2300'. to 300, the
low pressure resin will probably seal fror 2,0 to 350.

Now, the 350 figure is cetting up to where you are getting
change of paper if your times iare long or there is rVpid cis-
integration of any organic matter, but it may be necessary to
feel certain grades of this new resin.

The last item I have on this table is "Minimum Use
Temperature." That should be "Maximum Use Temperature)"
Actually it is; I'm sorry - "Maximum, Use Temperature" - and
there again it is about 500 higher than the present resin.

Now, actual maximum u.se temperature will aepend upon a
great many factors and conditions. There are many ways of
measuring it. They all involve the use of temperature, and
some involve the use of humidity and certain degrees of
pressure, but it looks as though the present resins would be
effective up to about 1800 F., and the low p:.-essure resins
could be expected to push this range up to 2200 F., a sub-
stantial increase in the wvriiing temperature ra•ige of the resin.

Now, to summarize, it is quite apparent from this com-
parison taat there is a very substantial difference in many
of the properties of these two types of resins. The nigh
pressure type resin is a softer resin with higher values for
gas and water vaor and is more severely affected by mineral
oils. The low p-essure resin is much stronger and stiffer,
has much lower -;;lues for gas and water vapor transmission;
and, while ita resistance to mineral oils is somewhat better,
it is not enough to warrant a desipation of oilproof.

Incidentally, while we are talking about high pressure
versus low pressure, you might be interested in why the names
"high prassure" and "low pressure" wnrg attached to these
resins. Present polyethylene is manufactured at prissures in
the neighborhood of 30,000 pounds per square inch at sueimbat
elevated temperatures, and that-, I think, is a pretty good case
for calling it ".high pressure" resin.
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The low pressure resin appears to be manufactured at
pre3sures below 1,000 tons per square inch, az,a the pressures
may be below several hundred pounds per s4uare inch; so that,
while it ism.1t important for packaging usos, you can very
easily sea wby it makes " ?ery sinple handle to ciifferentiate
these two resina one being made of 30,000 pounds per square
inch and the other being maae of less than 1,000; so that is
the reason for the "low pressure" versus "high pressure"
designation.

In my opinion, the clue to the divrerences in the proper-
ties and the performances of these two resins lies in the
fact that the low pressure resin is more nearly a straight
chain hydrocarbon and has about 95 percent crystalline, while
the high pressure resin has a considerable anc assorted
branching of about 60 percent crystalline.

These differences in the molecular cmnfigraticm and in
crystallinity are the result of the basic differences in the
two processes of manufacture.

The conclusion that I wish to drae frc1hese data is
that we now have, or we will shortly have, two widely different
types of polye,hylene resin. Each type is capable of sub-
division into many grades, each having a considerable range
of property for different end uses and for diffav'ant types
of converting equipment.

Another very important fact is that each, one of these
types of resins is soluble in the other, so we have, in effect,
a blencing which can create a third series of new resins.
Unfortunately, it is going to take some time before there is
sufficient available low pressure resin in all the various
grades so that ve can tioroughly evaluate it, but I would
like to predict that this resin will make a very important
contribution in the field of plastics technology ard in the
plastics field.

Now, in the foregoing, I have briefly gone over four
arbitrariýr chosen oevelopments, As I said earlier, there are
=&V moro that happen to have greater interest to some of you,
and certainly of interest in the military field. In going
over the program, I have noted that some of them will apppar
in the program and will be brought out at later meetings.

In my opinion, symposia of this type are very effective
in acquainting industry ant the military services with each
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other's progress, and I hope that they continue. I am sa' e
that industry would be happy to cooperate with the Depart-
ment of Defense by having its technical people meet regularly
with the technical people of the military services to exchange
ideas and attack problems of iuutual interest. I know that
such meetings will stimulate and accelerate progress in all
fields, including packing, .acaka-lng, and preservation. These
meetings of s=all groups of -ivilians who are working on
similar problems in both industry and the Military Establish-
ment can result in great savings of time and money in the
Department of Defeise,

1; of 12
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"Thin Films of Teflon as Operating
Lubricants and Preservative Coatings'

V. G. FitzSimmons

Naval Research Laboratory, Washington 25, D. C.

During the first wintLer of the Korean War cornsiderable
difficulty was encountered in the operation of the 20z=n cannon
used in Naval aircraft. The Bureau of Ordnance requested the
Naval Research Laboratory to investigate the problems of cold
weather oDeration and lubrication of guns and amiunition over
the temperature range -70OF to 1600F. A task group of chemists,
physicists and engineers made a rapid analysis of the lubri-
cation requirements of the entire aircraft gun system and then,
through a chemical development program, produced supplies of
synthetic oils and greases to meet those requirements. The
new materials proved satisfactory and were adopted by the Navy.

However, it was recognized that a completely satisfac-
tory solution to this problem had not been obtained since the
use of oils, greases or waxes as cartridge lubricants caused
some difficulties through pickup of airborne contaminants and
by adulteration of the gun lubricants. Also, when the cart-
ridges were lubricated by any of these methods, no satisfactory
storage practices could be developed. Therefore, large numbers
of personnel had to be assigned to the duty of luboriously
hand-lubricating cartridges to be installed in planes just
prior to combat flights.

Dry Film Lubricants for' Am-Unitio

In the Winter of 1951, NRL initiated for the Bureau of
Ordnance, an investigation of the possibility of using thin
coatings of solids as dry film lubricants for cartridge cases.
Following conferences with Navy and Arwj ordnance experts the
requirements for an ideal solid lubricant coating for cart-
ridges were established. These are:

a. A coefficient of friction of 0.1 or less over A
temperature range of -700 to 50007.

b. Good adhesion tn both steel and brass over the pre-
scribed temperature range.

c. No melting or pronounced softening up to 500oF.

d. Ability to protect brass and steel from atmospheric
corrosion.
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e. Lowest possible adhesion for water or other contami-
narts.

f. Resistance to abrasion, cracking or embrittlement
over the required temperature range.

g. Low thermal conductivity.

h. Low solubility in oils or cleaning solvents.

i. Freedom from chemical degradation.

J. Ease of application without effect on the metallur-
gical or mechanical properties of the cartridge.

k. Economical justifiability and adequate availability.

1. Ability to provide adequate lubrication for cartridges.

Fourteen materials, which for one reason or another
appeared promising as possible dry film lubricants, were care-
fully examined at NRL. Most of them were discarded rapidly
in early laboratory tests. Of these, some exhibited co-
efficients of static friction which were too high, others were
too readily wet by oils, oomon gun solvents, or water, and
few were either too soft or too low in melting point. (

It soon became apparent that the most promising mate-
rials were resins containing graphite or molybdenum disulphide
and the comparatively new highly fluorinated polymers such as
Teflon, Kel-F, or copolymers. The latter could all be described
as plastics having extremely low surface energies. Funda-
mental research on the wettability properties of fluorine and/
or chlorine containing materials (references (1) - (6)) had
been in orogress for years at NRL, and the large amount of
information available made it possible to demonstr;t.ý quickly
that polytetrafluoroethylene (UTeflon*) was the most promising
plastic for application as a cartridge lubricant. In fact,
Teflon conformed to all of the aforementioned requirements
except one; the available Teflon coat ng material at that
time did not adhere to metals as well as was desired.

The early cooperation of E. I du Pont de Nemours and
Company was invited in order to obtain the most suitable
aqueous dispersions of Teflon for either dip coating or spray
coating 20mm cartridges with Teflon. This cooperative develop-
ment program led to much more satisfactory Teflon dispersions,
more effective techniques of application, and more adherent
Teflon coatings for ammunition.
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A brief sumary of the resulting method of coating
aimunition with Teflon may be helpful at this time. After
the aqueous dispersion of Teflon particles in water had been
applied to the metal and the cartridge had been dried in the
air, it was then fused into a continuous film at 725 0F.
Techniques of metal surface preparation were evolved which
produced greatly increased adhesion between metal and Teflon.
Experimentation demonstrated that there was no method for
applying the Teflon preparations without using a minimum
fusing temperature of 7250F. Several heating methods for
fusing the Teflon particles were investigated since some
metals were physically affected by the 725OF fusing temper-
ature, notably brass and aluminum. It was found that radio
frequency heating of the Teflon coated cartridge followed by
a water quench was effective without any significant loss in
tensile strength resulting from the fusing operatson.

After the techniques for applying Teflon coatings t*
cartridges had been worked out, a new investigation was under-
taken of the properties of such films as opposed to the
properties of bulk forms of the plastic (references (7). (8),
and (9)). It was found that while Teflon is a soft plastic
in bulk and will cold flow at 2000 psi, where used in thin
films on hard surfaces, loads of over 50,000 psi can be
carried without extruding the film. Cycling under a load of
50,000 psi produced coefficients of friction of only .04.

All other solid films investigated produced coefficients
of friction at least 2f times greater. For instance, Kel-F,
a plastic similar to Teflon but containing one chlorine atom
in each monomer, was found to have coefficient of friction of
0.43. Such a large coefficient of friction produces galling,
welding and tearing. This nearly tenfold rise in friction in
going from Teflon to Kel-F is an example of a general rule
discovered during the related early investigations that chlori-
nation greatly increases wettability, adhesion and dry friction
in all polymers. In contrast, fluorination always reduced
friction, wettability and adhes*on; thus Teflon a fully
fluorinated compound has a uniquely low coefficient of friction.

It was determdned that the low coefficient of friction
of Teflon in contact with a dizvsimilar material wai +-he same
as that for Teflon on Teflon. This was found to be due tc
a transfer of a thin film from the Teflon to the other ourface
being rubbed. Because Teflon has low adhesion %or itself, it
cannot be friction-welded to itself; therefcre, there is no
build-up due to the transfer property of Teflor

Teflon has low adhesion for practically ail .l-idz and
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liquids,, This property was found advantageous where Teflon
wad used as a dry f- L'm lubricant, since Teflon coated surfaces
were found to be repellent to conta~idnant-A. However, when
solid contaminants are trapped on Teflon lubricated surfacos,
the transfer property of Teflon is a disadvantage. Minute
amounts (if Teflon adhere to the particle& of the contaminant
and cause a loss of the lubricating film proportional to the
surface area of the contaminating solid coming into contact
with the Teflon film. Also, where Teflon is used as a lub-
ricant against surfaces which are dissimilar continuously
there will be an erosion of the film due to continuous transferd

Since it was a prime requisite, the frictional properties
were investigated first. However, the need for corrosion
preventive properties in such films was apparent, especially
if they were to be used to coat the new steel cartridges.
Numerous test specimens were coated with a variety of Teflon
suspensoid formulations and the rust preventive properties
were observed in accelerated fog cabinet corrosion tests.
It was found that films having satisfactory resistance to
both rain and salt water spray must consist of at least two
coats of Teflon totaling 0.5 mils to 1.7 mils in thickness.
This work indicated that 150 hours of resistance to 20 per-
cent salt spray at 120OF could be obtained on stesl provided
the Inherent porosity of single Teflon films was overcome by
using at least one additional coating of Teflon. Teflon is
so inert there is no change in its protective properties with
time or environment. Porosity is the main problem in obtain-
ing protection against corrosion.

Various laboratory evaluations were made of other properties
of thin films of Teflon on metal. Short term exposures to 10000F
did not damage the film. Low temperature tests to -75°F indi.
cated excellent adhesion under impact, thermal shock and abra.,
&ion. It was also determined that no common lubricant or any
commonly used solvent had any softening or solubilizing effect
on the Teflon film.

The same evaluations were performed on two commercially
available dry film lubricating coatings which have considerable
industrial usage. These two candidate materials had coefficients
of .09 to 0.1. One consisted of molybdenum disulfide dispersed
in a synthetic resin and the other, graphite, in a similar
resin. Ths resin bonded dry film lubricants did not meet many
of the requirements outlined previously. Nevertheless, it was
decided to conduct tests on these two because of •he materials
examined they were the next best to Teflon coatings from the
standpoint of lubrication.
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In the final cm.parative tests of the dry film lubri-
cants, severe gun firing tests were performed at NRL and at
the Naval Proving Ground, Dahlgren, Virginia, with the result
that only the Teflon coated cartridges were satisfactory in
all respects. A long series of tests, reported in reference
(10), established the suitability and umiqueness of Teflon as
a dry film cartridge lubricant. As a result, ths Navy Bureau
of Ordnazce and the Office of the Chlef of Ordnance of the
Army initiated further military and industrial activity on
the use of Teflon films as cartridge lubricants. Both Services
contracted for industrial pilot scale production of 2Oiiu cart-
ridges coated with Teflon. Extensive firing and test programs
have been in proeress for some time by both Services to determine
the methods of application most suited to provide satisfactory
coatings both from the mass r. oduction and performance stand-
points.

Dr] FI3 Lubricants for SmAll Arm-

Several years ago, an investigation was begun at NRL on
,.he practicability of lubricating and protecting the mechanisms
of small arms with Teflon. For example, thin coatings of Teflon
on rifles and pistols appeared promising provided that sufficient
durability in everyday use could be established. Preliminary
firing tests at NRL quickly established that films of Teflon
only 0.5 muls thick provided excellent lubrication to the re-

'procating mechanisms so widely used in small arms.

The resulting increased Interest in Teflon coatings for
ordnance equipment necessitated a local shop facility for
coating the varied objects selected for testing or experimen-
tation. Consequently, a Teflon coating facility at the Naval
Gun Factory was established by the Bureau of Ordnance with the
technical assistance of NRL.

Interest of the Marine Corps Development Center, Quantico,
Virginia, was aroused in the performance of infantry weapons
coated with Teflon. A cooperative project involving the Bureau
of Ordnance (Code Rel) and NRL was gntablished at the Marine
Corps Development Center to test the performance of approxi-
mately twenty small arms, rifles, carbines and machine guns,
each of whdch was coated at the Naval Gun Factory with a tw-
coat system of Teflon. In planning the test program, it was
recognized that if such coatings could withstand the tests
outl:ied by the Marines, it mould become feasible to coat the
weapons at the time of manufacture for not only combat use
but also for purposes of storage and preservation. Such coated
weapons would be in a complete state of readiness for instant
use anywhere in the world. Therefore, the Marines subjected
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the Teflon coated weapons or weapons' components to corupara-
tive tests with counterparts lubrica'i.ed or protected with
conventional materials In the conventional manner. For in--
stance, Teflon coated components were compared with those
coated with 'Cosmoline" in salt spray chambers, tropicl
chambers, *Weatherometers,l low tempeL'ature chambers arnd in
normal troop storage and use. In all of these tests the Cos-
moline c,-ating gave comparatively poor protection. In the
low temperature tests, the Cosmoline coated weapons became
completely inoperable. Where corrosive atmospheres were in-
volved, the Cosmoline coated parts could not be operated at
all because of extensive corrosion, and in most cases the
parts could not even be salvaged. The Teflon coated test
components were always operable even in cases whe.re slight
corrosion occurred. It is worthy of noti. that at tempera-
tures of -80°F there was no tendency of the Teflorz coated
weapon to stick to bare skin as was the case with conventional
wea-ons. Such a property is an advantage where adjustment or
repair of the mechanism must be accomplished at subzero
temperatu 'es.

Firing tests of the coated weapons were made under the
most adverse conditions; sand was introduced into the mech-
anisms; firing was done so rapidly and for so long that the
mood surfaces contacting the barrel-" igiaited; no gun cleaning
was permitted for 8 montba ex:cept for the interiors of the

barrels; some of the weapons were submerged for days in a
chlorinated swiri-Ang pool arrn! were never dried or cleaned
afterward. At the end of the test period of 8 months, only
the Teflon coated weapons were still functticnrl - not one
had failed.

During this time several machine guns were fired for
15,000 rounds each, several rifles were f -ed over 10,000
rounds each, and the carbines were fired over 4,000 rounds
each. Not a single malfunction occurred due to faulty lu-
brication. All comparative firing tests with conventional
lubricants produced malfunctions.

The recent report of the Marine Corps Development Center
on the performance of Teflon coated weapons (reference (11))
concluded that:

a. "Teflon is a suitable preservative for long term
storage of weapons under those conditions which might euist
at a storage site."

b. "Teflon is superior to Cosmoline in corrosion pre-
vention properties and in the ease with which a weapon may be

readied for action."
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( c. *The original coating of Teflon provides satisfactory
lubrication for weapons under all circumstances for an almost
indefinite period following issue.*

d. "Teflon provides good protection for weapons in the
hands of troops antil approximately 1,500 rounds have been
fired. The coating then wears to the point where the preserv.
ative properties disappear from high friction localities.
This wear entails no loss in lubricating property.3

e. "Conventional preservative procedures may be used
without detriment to the lubricating properties of Teflon.*

f. 'Weapons once issued and used should be recoated
before being returr.ed to storage.'

The recozmendations of this report are:

a. 'Teflon be considered suitable as a preservative for
long term storage of weapons.*

b. "Teflon be considered suitable as a lubricant fcr
=all arms in troop use.'

c. 'The use of Teflon as a lubricant for the moving

parts of all Marine Corps weapons be investigated."

ApUlication to Shis

While the foregoing program was in progress, HRL interested
the Bureau of Ships in the use of Teflon coatings for applica-
tions on submarine and ships. This led to cooperative activity
between the Bureau of Ships and NRL in the establishment of
Teflon coating facilities at the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard and
the Mare Island Naval Shipyard. This wrk has perritted an
extension of the equipment preparation and evaluation programs.

Large numbers of inboard and outboard mechanisms have
already been coated on 1t' vessels. All of these applications
of thin films of Teflon were primarily for pi._rposes of lubvi-
cation alone and not as corrosion preventives. Satisfactory
lubrication performance for over one year haa already been
reported. Not only have the Teflon films been more successful
than conventional lubricants, but a weig*4. saving in greasing
equipment of up to four tons per submar!_e is now believed
possible (reference (12)).

It is to be emhasized that all successful applications
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of Teflon films under conditions of exposure to sea water
have been with corrosion-resistant metals. Film porosity
problems make Teflon fMmzs on steel or iron too vulnerable
to corrosive attack under conditions of prolonged exposure
to sea water.

ADD)Aatlon to Toroea

During the past year an entire torpedo, MK 23, was Teflon
coated through the cooperation of the Naval Gun Factory, the
Alexandria Torpedo Station anri NRL. It was test fired by
the Keyport Torpedo Station numerous times. It was observed
that co.'osion was miniL-ized by the presence of the non-wetting
coating. The report the Keyport Torpodo Station reeommends
further testing of Teflon coated torpedoes, and urges the in-
vestigation of such coatings wherever applicable to spare parts
to improve the shelf life.

Miscellaneous AntoLications

A recent problem, which has been solved at NFL by the use
of Teflon coatings concerned an actuator mechanism containing
a gear train and screw Jack assembly. Here the problem was
storage incompatibility between low temperature synthetic
lubricants and low temperature elastomers. Through the use
of dry films of Teflon as a mechanism lubricant and preservative
coating, conventional lubricants which always produce solvent
effects on elastomers, were eliminated. Satisfactory per-
formance of this actuator is now possible over a wide tempera-
ture range.

Another storage problem which Teflon coatings appears to
have solved ooncerns a new release mechanism for parachutes.
The preservative lubricants used on these mechanisms deterio-
rated and thickened during long storage. Eventually this
caused the mechanism to become inoperable. Coating such
mechanisms with Teflon provided both all-weather lubrication
and a durable, effective, and reliable protective coating.

Recent Wo~rk at _NRL

A more recent NRL investigation, which is now aoproacbing
the evaluation stage, concerns the development of Teflon coated
steel wire rope. Steel wire cables have been limited in flex-
ibility and durability by the fretting wear between the wire
filaments and by atmospheric corrosion. Preli-minary experi-
ments at NRL on coated steel aircraft control cables were so
impressive that a development and test program was originated
in cooperation with three companies: Fabrics and Finishes
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Department of E. 1I du Pont de Nemours and Company, Ameri-
car, Steel and Wire Division of U. S. Steel Corporation, and
Hitemp Wires, Inc.

Satisfactory coatings have now been produced on single
filaments of steel which have high abrasion resistance and
remarkable resistance to atmospheric corrosion. It is believed
that these coatings can be appli-eI by high-speed continuous
production methods. The next phase of this program will in-
volve fabricating the wire rope from the coated filaments
using standard production equipment. Finally, thne catad
rope will be tested by the Navy and industry for resistance
v flexing, abrasion, corrosion and fretting under tensile
loads.

Despite the many successful applicatic.:- of Teflon coat-
ings described here, such coatings are rno the anvwer to every
problem invoi*:.; r'•lw•cants nor are they always tha 'cst
method of preserving metal equipment. There are more weatiier-
resistant coatings than Teflon. However, coatings of Teflon
are unique in having = good lubricating and good preserv-
ative -roperties.

The corrosion preventive properties of Teflon depend on
the complete integrity of the film; therefore, porosity due
to improper application or mechanical damage will permit water
to penetrate the film and, therefore, will permit corrosion.
When corrosion of Teflon coated metal occurs, the damage is
unlike that which occurs on painted surfaces; there is no
lift: , of the coating and no spreading of the corrosion under
the film, Where Teflon is used as a lubricant and the coating
is penetrated by sharp objects or abrasives, corrosion can
occur. Teflon coatings are not competitive with ome of the
excellent protective coatings now in existence either from
the standpoint of protectiveness or of economy. The use of
Teflon films should be based on their unique combination of
properties, and for our purpose here the dominant interest
is in their value as lubricants; the protective attributes
should be considered a an additional benefit.

Numerous items such as slides, gears, bushings and
Journals have been coated with Teflon films for lubrication
tests in a variety of mechanisms Nearly all have been highly
successful applications. The selection of the particular
mechaniiB to be lubricated with Teflon films has been made
on the basis of one of the following three considerations:
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a, The item to be lubricated by a dry film of Tefnon is
subject to low surface speeds and light to moderate loads.

b. The item to be lubricated with Teflorr has a coolant
present such as water, oil or an air blast.

c. The item to be lubricated with Teflon is expendable
or has a short term use before overhaul.

Such rules of selection are necessitated because even
though there is such a low coefficient of friction as 0.04,
if the amount of power expended is high, there will be a
considerable generation of heat at the Teflon bearing surface.
Due to the fact that Teflon has low thermal conductivity,
the rate of heat dissLpation from the loaded areas will be
too low and in the resultant rapid rise in surface tempera-
ture, the polymer coating will soften and shear off.

Many of the difficulties reported to us from attempts
to use Teflon films as lubricants have been through mix-
constraing the nature of this material or misunderstanding
the uses which we advocate for it. It is not a panacea for
all lubricationi problems, nor is •it always the best protection
for metals J.1ust because it is the most chemically inert plastic.

A variety of military and industrial uses for which Teflon
coatings may be of advantage in lubrication or preservation
have been outlined. This NRL program of research and develop-
ment has been conducted with the view to establishing firmly
the principles for applying thin Teflon films on hard backings
to problems of boundary lubrication. A great deal of coopera-
tive equipment testing has resulted since only service tests
are completely co1uvincing. "Since nothing succeeds like suc-
cessm it is hoped that the successful applications described
today will enable others to employ tnin coatings of Teflon with
confidence and, we hope, with discrimination.

In conclusion, we are grateful for the cooperation extended
us in this program by the representatives of the many Navy
Bureaus and establishments already mentioned. Our thanks as
well as those of the Naval Research Laboratory are due to the
DuPont Company and especially to Mr. Harry R. Young of the
Fabrics and Finishes Department and to the late Dr. Win. S.
Calcott of the Organic Chemicals Department. This program
has been an exciting experience for us because several appar-
ently remotely related and rather academic studies of the
chemical and physical properties of a new material have led
us from the comparative quiet of the laboratory to suer direct
and exciting military applications as to ammunition, guns,
torpedoes and ships.
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Techniques for Delivering Material and Equipment
to Inaccessible Areua

Captain Cecil V. Hospelhorn, USA
Qu•rtermaster Research & Development Command

Gentlemen, the methods by which ve have transported ma-
terial and equipment to our combat troops in past wars will
not fulfill our requirements in future wars. Aircraft are
fast replacing the old 2•-ton truck. The logistical life
line must keep pace with the new concept of warfare where
mobility is stressed as the key to victory, flexibility a
definite must, and striking power a necessity.

There are but two methods wherein aircraft can be used
to deliver material anC equipment to the using units. The
first is to land on the surface of the ground on preoared
airstrips or suitable unprepared fields and off-load (com-
monly called airlanded supply). The second is by means of
aerial supply, or, to put it in other term, an aircraft
that off-loads supplied while in flight. This involves the
use of various techniques in insuring safe descent and ulti-
mate receipt of undamaged items when contact with the ground
has been made. It is of this particular phase of supply
support, that of aerial supply, thet I wish to discuss with
you today.

Aerial supply is big business aad as such mast compete
favorably with the cost of the commonly known means of trans-
port that we have become accustomed to in past wars. The
method of supply, however, entails new techniques in prepa-
ration of material and equipment for delivery, new types of
equipment, called Quarteomaste:. air type items, with which
to do th, Job# changes in grouud handling techniques,
radically new concepts in recuiit and stockpiliig supplies
in the combat zone., use of .rrz;mtes and quartermaster
parachute riggers, and monj other phases on which I will
not dwell at this times There is one of utmost importance,
however, to you, and this is the fact that the internal
packaging technitcee as applied to many Items required by
the military lu any future war may well have to undergo
radical charnes. This we will discus in greater detail in
a few moom ts,

Aerial supply can be broken down Into two major uctivi-
ties. The first Is what is commonly called equipment drop.
Aquipment drop consists of dropping veholese, gans and other

t of combat equipment by parackteo the second to the
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d.ropping of material consisting of supplies (awmnition, ra-
tions, water, gasoline, clothing) and other necessar- item
to be ntilized by combat units.

Even though simdlar techniques are utilized in each of
these activities. I make the distinction in order that I
might discuss tho aerial supply of material with you as the
main topic of discussion.

HISTORT.

Vorld far II brought about the first signIficant use of
aerial supply. This uses however, was primarily emergency
in nature and was never utilized as the sole method of sup-
plying combat units over any extended period of time. The
bulk of this type of activity was iu support of our fast
moving, hard hitting parachute units. Here we see the mobile
capabilities of units for the first time, causing those
units to become inaccessible to normal ground channels of
logistical support. As we know, different areas of combat
can becore- inaccessible to normal means of supply support
for many different reasons. It m be because the enemy
has encircled our forces, that terrain features preclude
the use of vehicular equipments that weather conditions
hamper ground movement of supplies, or even the fact that
the tactical commander has over-extended his supply line.
In any event, supply support must be available at all 'Sues
under all conditions.

World War II aerial supply was limited to items of
relatively limited sizes and weig-nts. The usual weight of
an aerial supply conta -er packagi4 for drop Was 300 lbs.
Items of equipment were disassembled for drop and of course
had to be reassembled by the receiving unit before use.

During this period of time, techniques utilized in
aerial supply were tailored to meet the capabilities of
available aircraft. At the close of the war, the first air.
craft (the G-82, first of the flying boxcars) was designed
to meet the needs of air drop requirements, and later on its
big brother, the C-219 flying boxcar in 1948-19491, was de-
signed to further fulfill this role.

The Korean war brought about perhaps our first faint
preview of wars to come as related to the air drop of ma-
terial and equipment. History will record that for the
first time in warfare an airborne unit (the 187th Airborne
Regimental Combat Team) was dropped by parachute complete
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with l/4-ton trucks, 3/4-ton t.ucks, 105 KM howitzers, 90 MM
antitank guns, weights ranging from 3500 lbs. to 9000 lbs.
This particular conflict brought out several firsts, another
being a bridge (M-2 treadway) dropped by parachute to the
1st U. S. Marine Division and elemerts of the U. S. Army
7th Infantry Division in the Chosen Reservoir area. In-
cidentally, a Quartermaster Aerial Supply Company performed
these missions in conjunction with the U.S.A.F. Troop
Carrier Forces. A total of approximately 18,000 tons of
ammunition, rations, gasoline, water and other Rupplies
were dropped to all ground forces by parachute end free
drop during the one year period of 1950-14951.

The Deuartment of the Army has charged the Quarter-
master Corps with the mission of parachute packing, main-
tenance of Quartermaster air type items of equipment and
aerial supply. As a part of the over-all mission, the
Quartermaster Corps has research and development responsi-
bility in support of these three aras of endeavor. The
Quartermaster research and development program in support
of air type items is funded by the Department of Defense
through the Department of the Army. In &ddition to the use
of qmartermaster personnel and facilities, the Quartermaster
Corps utilizes facilities and personnel of sister services.
This is deemed necessary to preclude duplication of effort
and to provide wiximum utilization of those facilities pre-
sently in existence.

TACHNIQM OF AERIAL SUPPLY.

What is involved in the droplping of supplies? Tou will
recall I mentioned earlier the problem of internal packaging
of military supplies. It is the intent of our Army, wherever
practicable, to drop all required material as it presently
is packaged in the overseas pack. If the item in the over-
seas pack cannot be dropped successfully without additional
outside cushioning or use of energy absorbing materials,
then this is added to insure safe delivery. Drops are nor-
mally made from 1000-feet actual altitude. However, it is
hoped that procedures can be worked out in the near future
to enable the dropping from any height and still hit the
drop zone of the area requiring the items.

There are three types of drop(

A. Parachutes.

B, Directional control or stabilized drop.
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C. Free Drop.

A. Parachutes.

The parachute still performs the major portion ef
the Job in lowering supplies to the ground from an aircraft
in flight. Parachutes presently usid range from a 300-1b.
capacity up to and including 3500-31. These can be used
singly or in clusters of two or more, dependent upon the
weight of the particular item to be dropped. The largest
single piece of equipment that can be dropped successfully
by parachute weighs approximately 22,000 lbse

Parachutes are expensive items, The search for
less istly, and in fact an expendable, parachute is a con-
tinuing one. The parachute must perform its mission, how-
ever, and its cost, size, desigi and functional characteris-
tics are dependent upon other developments that we vill dis-
cuss at greater length in just a moment.

B. Directional Control. or Stabilized Drop.

Directional control or stabilized drop my or may
nor involve the use of a parachute, The term in itself
implies the use of some means for orienting the item being
dropped so that ground contact or impact will occur on a
predetermined surface of the item. The orienting of the
item being dropped will permit more effective use of inter-
nal and external packaging materials. Let's take, first
of .ll, the external packaging materials or energy absorbing
materials and determine the effect of this particular type
of drop. Without orientation of the item being dropped we
wou.ld have to package the item or enclose it on all surfaces,
realizing, of course, that in this case, you could not pre-
determine the side that would make ground contact. Orient-
ing in this case would allow us to concentrate our packaging
effcrts to one surface, thereby reducing the over-all require-
ment for packaging materials. The internal packaging poses
a much different problem and it is not known at this time
the actual imp&ct that this typo of drop is going to have
on our internal packaging methods as now used for the
various and sundry items.

Co Free Dro,.

Tae third type of drop is one in which the item is
allowed to fall from the aircraft to the ground without the
aid of any retarding device. This type of drop, however, my
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include some features of directional control. Free drop is
thought by many to be the ultimate in goal to reach in air
drop activities. However. de'pendent uron the material and/
or equipment, as well as the capabillties and characteris-
tics of energy absorbing material available, we will in all
probability utilize any or all types or combinations thereof
to be successful in this mission.

OACKAGILNG FOR AERIAL SUPPLY.

The term packaging as used in aerial supply activities
consists of two types. The first is the item as packaged
for overseas shipment. This may be accomplished at the
manufacturing plant or in an Arqy depot. This is referred
to as internal packaging. The second is the packaging or
use of cushioning or energy absorbing materials on the
outside of the overseas packed itew to further protect it
from damage on ground impact. The packaging problem, both
external and internal, is the key to success 1-i the aerial
supply field,

This statement is borne out by the findings of the
Korean 4ar aerial supply activities. Knowledge of cushion-
ing or energy absorbing materials during this period of time
was very limited, Trial and error was the means by which
techniques were developed to f-lfill the aerial supply mis-
sion. The only energy absorbing materials used for the most
part were the internal packaging materials as already ex-
isted inside the case of rations, ammunition and other
items. It was found that in most instances this was not
adequate. The lack of energy absorbing materials neces-
sitated other action. To slow the rate of descent for
the parachutes used, the total capacity was reduced by
one-sixth the total rated capacity. This was an aroi-
trary rule of thumb and it produced results. Percentages
of damage were reduced, but the cost was high. It is es-
timated that during the year 1950-1951 in Korea some 3600
tons of additional supplies could have been dropped utili-
zing the same parachutes (144,O00 total) if uroper energy
absorbing materials had been available. Ground impact
could not be compensated for by means other than slowing
the rate of descent. This is no longer the case. Testing
and development of new energy absorbing materials is now
a major portion of present research and development activi-
ties.

The primary cushioning or energy absorbing materials
used have been felt paddling and cellulose wadding. Paper-
board honeycomb material has now been developed and is
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considered to be a strong contender for the first major de-
velooment in this direction. High impact of the item being
dropped over a very small span of time makes it necessary
to have an energy absorber that possesses little or no
resiliency. The significance of this search for effective
energy absorbing material is this: 'The more efficient the
energy absorbing material (everything else being aqual),
rates of descent can be increased, parachutes made smaller
and cheaper in cost (perhaps eliminated in some instar.ces),
accuracy in hitting drop zones is enhanced in that wind
drift will have little effect on the fast falling item,
preparation of supplies for air drop would involve less
time,0 Sup-port activities such as the parachute racking
workload could be reduced. These are but a few of the ad.
vantages believed to be obtainable. The development of
energy absorbing materials has already developed trends
of thought that aerial supply activities will be revolu-
tionized. Instead of spending huge sums of money to slow
the descent of the supplies, we hope to spend less money
and cushion accelerated rates of descent by use of these
materia.s,

There are certain factors that must be determine-. bo-

fore a selection of any known energy absorber can be
utilized. This applies equally as well to the development
of new energy absorbing materials. The weight of an item
will always be a known factor. However, its rate of de-
scent utilizing various methods of drop will have to be
computed,

We then must determine the dynamic characteristi^s of
the energy absorbing materials. In determining this, we
must know:

1. The time during which the force acts.

2. The stress forces in the energy absorbing
materials in pounds per square feet.

3. We must know the bearing area of the eLergy
absorber in square feet.

4. Me must know th. stopping distance in inches
or feet.

Iast but not least, we must determine the maximum OG force
factors that all items individually will withstand without
danage or destruction. This task is one of imense magnitude.

6sf 8
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A11 material and equipment to be air dropped to our combat
forces will have to have a rated maximum C force that it
can withstand without damage of destruction.

Let us take one example: Let us say that a case of
C-rations can withstand a OwG force factor of 20. In
other words, it can withstand an impact force of 20 times
its weight without damage, We know its total weight and
we know its rate of descent; then we can compute the allow-
able &topping distance. In this case, let us say 9 inches.
Anything less than 9 inches would impose an excessive *G"
force factor on this item. The application of our find-
ings on the dynamic characteristics of energy absorbing
materials now comes into play. We then select the type of
energy absorbing material heving the dynamic characteris-
tics which meet this requirement.

The most difficult portion of this over-all problem
appears to be that of computing the o"r force factors on
items; i.e., a case of rations, a case of ammunition or an
item of equipment. These factors must be computed relative
to all three axes of the item.

The dete:rrnation of solutions to the factors that I
have mentioned uill lead us very close to the over4-all
solution of our problems, Pa they now appear to be, in our
air drop activities. We know that maximum utilization and
efficiency of our external pW.kaging combined with the ad-
vantages of internal packaging will give us the desired
results. de intend to solve first things first. The first
in this case is the determination of the dynamic character-
istics of energy absorbing materials. Second, we will look
into the internal packaging problem in order to further
assist uis in the ultimate solution.

The absence of knowledge of the '(P force factors on

any particular item will not slow us down. We will, if
necessary, compute this by actual trial and error methods

and establish acceptable "G' force factors in the absence
of available testing equipment to do the job. Testing
equipment is presently being developed that should assist
ir this program.

IMPLICATIONS O PACKA%,ING IN AIR DROP ACTIVITIZ.

Gentlemen, without the solution to the Droblems we have
discussed in packaging for air dron, we are treading the
borderline where excessive cost may Dreclude our ability to
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support this modern trend of warfare. The cost is not en-
tirely in dollars and cents, The cost is in manower. both
at home and in the combat area., The cost is in the .me of
our natural resources, Do you realize that the support of
one ground division for one day of supply could conceivably
reqaiire approximately 600 tons minimum? To deliver this
tonnage would require 600 parachutes, 600 containers and
miscellaneous itema costing approximately $490,000. This
does not take into consideration the manpower, aircraft and
facility requirements for such a task. It is believed pos-
sible to reduce this cost, with effective use of energy
absorbing materials, to aoproximately $80,000 or less.

Present cost of parachutes and containers zi;quire that
they be recovered on the batlefield for re-use. The para-
chutes must be repacked, repaired if necessary, and "e-issued.
All these tasks require manpower and additional cot. The
recovery of quartermaster air type items can be b•irinated
if the cost in the loss of these items can be red it._ t an
area commensurate with the cost required to evacuatc then to
areas for re-use. In other words, it would cost you more to
recover the item than to leave it on the field after use.
Xxpendatble item3 will provide the answer. Much the same as
we discard the wranpers of our commercial products, we hope
to discard items used in aerial supply. Packaging or energy
absorbing materials will go far towards making this possible.

GONCL1 ION.

The Army has dev eloped techniques in order to make it
possible to supply our combat forces in any inaccessible
area. Our methods and techniques of aerial supply are
adaptable to all types of cargo aircraft both of the U. S.
Air Force and Arny aircraft. We are continuing to develop
newer and better methods an4 techniques for air drop.

The one comforting thought that we of the military have
is that we are not aloue in trying to solve our problems,
We have industry to aasio. us*. We welcome constructiv3
criticism, new ideas,, new developments, and new approaches
to our mutual problems. I sincerely hope that this discus-
sion will bring about continual and increased personal con-
tacts between military and industrios r6presentatives on
this Aest important aspect of logistics.
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A gaseous System For Corrosion Control

Mr, T. J. Nussdorfer
Arthur D. Uittle, Inc. for The Bureau of Aeronautics

The preservation of metal parts with volaLile corrosion
inhibitors (VCI) is receiving increasing acceptaice in the
packaging field. Since these materials offer simplified
procedures for wrapping and depreservatiorA, the Navy Bureau
of Aeronautics sponsored a program to evaluate commercial
ax. new volatile inhibitors for packagnLg rniiiLary aircraft
engines.

Volatile inhibitors function in the Dresence oi moisture
and oxygen on ferrous metal surfaces, and thereby differ
from the more familiar packaging principle designed to exclude
moisture. The action is somewiat similar to that of a rust
inhibitor in an automotive radiator, inasmuch as a film or
coating of inhibitor forms on the enclosed metil surfaces and
tends to insulate thn'm frov, corrosive attack. -.owever,
instead of distributing the inhibitor by means of a liquid,
volatile irjhibitozrs de'pend upon gaseous diffusion of vapors.

The choice of volatile inhibitor is liited by the
material-, to be protected, as well as by the efficiency of
distribution by gaseous diffusion. In some instances, a hi~gly
volatile material is aesired for rapid di.,stribution, but may
be acbieved only at the expense of !ong-tenn protection. On
the other hand, where a slightly volatile substance will
provide protection for a long period of time, corrosion may
develop before adequate distribution is accomplished.
Obviously., rapid distribution aid long-term protection are
not compatible in one material.

Although the progrem undertaken was directed specifically
tow.ird the Navy' s problems in the packaging of military air-
zraft .,igines, several of tbe new developments uncovered
might be appli-.able to problems in other governmental and
industrial packaging fields.

VrCI •MATM AIS

Arthur D. Little, inc., has compared the relative effec-
tiveness of over 3DO materials in protecting metals against
corrosion. The good inhibiters seemed to hays two character-
istics in common:

1. An element or ion grouping wi thin a molecule to
make the substance capable of sharing electrons
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with. chemically active sites on the metal
surface which might otherwise act as nuclei
for corrosion.

2. A long chain or ring arrangement of carbon
atoms to provide a barrier to the passage of
moisture ( a hexyl ring of carbon atoms
seemed particularly effective in this respect).

Many of the salts formed from the reaction of an organic base
(amine) with a weak organic acid satisfied these specifica-
tions; but with the added requirement of volatility, the field
of investigation became considerably limited. It was noted
that the reaction of acid with amine usually took place at
room temperature, and suggested the possibility of injecting
the constituents separate)ly to form the inhibitor in place.
Such a teclhnique would have the advantages of using more
highly volatile constituents (which are desired for effi-
cient distribution) and of forming much less volatile inhibitor
for long-term protection.

CYCLMNJ) CO0RI0U APA:PATS

Befolre an evaluation of these VCI materials for military
aircraft engines could begin, however, a new method of evalu-
ating was -3ded which would simulate the condensation of
moistura - exposed surfaces during the night and the evapora-
tion of ta.at moisture during the heat of the day. The common
salt-spray and humidity cabinets were unsatisfactory because
specimens were continually dripping with water--an unrealistic
condition I-r equipment in sheltered outdoor storage.

New equipment was designed to produce an environmental
cycle similar to that produced by nature on an accelerated
time basis. The atmosphere was maintained at a constant
tem.perature and relative humidity, while specimen temperature
was varied--first to produce a fine, even dispersion of water

droplets, followed by a thoroughly dry condition. The air-
dry-bulb temperature was set at 108015 and the dew point at
850F (50 per cent relative humidity).

Temperature variations of test specimens during one cycle
a.e presented in Figure L. The evaporation period began with
a one-hour gradual change from 850F to 108OF and ended with a
two-hour period at a constant 1D8OF to assure a thorough dry-
ing; the condensation period started with a one-hour gradual
chanve do-'n to the dew point and ended with a two-hour period
at that temperature, thereby allowing time for corrosicn
products and electrical potentials to develop. It is important
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that the degree of condensation be so controlled that con-
t.ndnants from either the atmosphere or from the corrosion
process are not washed off. Figure 2 shows the quality of
condensation produced on a test specimen.

This apparatuis was first used to evaluate three methods
of preservation for reciprocating aircraft engines:

1. Spraying cylinder assemblies internally with a light-
weight preservative oil.

2. Using a volatile inhibitor by itself.

3. Combining I and 2.

The Navy Bureau of Aeronautics had initiated a field evalua-
tion of the three methods at about the same time and thereby
provided a correlation of laboratory with field results.

Since the cylinder walls of reciprocating engineL were
the critical areas to protect, it was necessary to obtain
uniform and typical surface conditions within each cylinder
by running them in on a singl6-cylinder engine. Figure 3 is
a photograph of the six complete assemblias mounted in
individaal watertight boxes to perr-t circulation of water
and the consequent control of condensation and evaporatI.On.
The air-conditioning cabinet was connected to e&ch unit by
ducts attached to the intake and exhaust ports, and the VCI
material was distributed by the gently pulsing air cizcula.
ting through it.

Results of the laboratory tests wet.- in substantial agree-
ment with field observations. The lightweight preservative
oils showed adequate protection initially, but the continuous
drain-off ultimately ecposird areas vulnerable to corrosion.
The volatile inhibitor (a commercial material) gave excellent
long-term protection wherever it did not come in contact with
the acidic residue from the combustion of leaded fuels. How-
ever, when the two methods were combined, the oil seemed to
buffer the acidic deposits, permitting the volatile corrosion
inhibitor to function satisfactorily.

GASEOUS nIHIBILTORS FO4E-) IN PIACE

As soon as it was established that the cycling corrosion
apparatus provided a satisfactory means of comparing inhibitors
for metals in sheltered outdoor storage, the study of new
materials or combinations of materials and methods of
application logically followed. One of the most frequent
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CYCLING CORROSION AP-ARATUS WITH CYLINDER ASSEMBLIES INSTALLED

Figuire 3
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difficulties encountered with commercial inhibitors could be
traced to an inadequate distribution system. Consequently,
in an attempt to surmount this obstacle, the method suggested
earlier of forming an inhibitor in place by the reaction of
volatile constituents injected into the cavity was undertaken.
The approach was applied first to reciprocating engines, and
subsequently to turbojet engines.

Reciprocating Engines

It was proposed to dissolve naphthenic acid in engine
oil and then as-oirate each cylinder during shutdown. When
the engine had cooled sufficiently, a small amoiut of volatile
amine was to be sprayed into a spark-plug hole, the vapors
of which would react with the naphthenic acid in the oil to
form anLlne naphthenate inhibitor. Test cylinders were lightly
oiled with a mixture of naohthenic acid and engine oil before
installation in the cycling corrosion apparatus. Vapors of
dicyclohexylamine carried by the circulating air reacted with
the acid in the engine oil and formed a grease-like film.
The excellent protection achieved was attributed both to the
inhibitor formed on the surface and to the viscosity of the
resulting oil film which caused it to adhere. Field tests of
this technique have not yet been performed, but these tests
have indicated it to be both feasible and economical.

Jet Engines

Corrosion in turbojet engines, particularly the axial-
flow type, became a major problem for Navy carrier based
squadrons. The salt spray sucked into the compressor section
during operation attached the stainless steel blades and the
aluminum and magnesium components. The standard maintenance
procedure of spraying preservative oil into the front end of
engines upon shutdown was tedious and not always effective,
and uniform distribution of oil into the rear half of the
compressor seemed almost impossible. An inhibitor material
which could be formad in place appeared to offer a simplified
procedure for reaching the whole compressor section.

Many materials iTeoe appi.ed to specLuens cut from a
typical compressor tc --itemiine their inhibitive effect.
Figure 4 shows the method of mounting these specimens in the
cycling corrosion apiaratus. None of these inhibitors was
satisfactory for all three r'e.;alc in the presence of sea
water. Cyclohexylamine ;;ar ate, a white crystalli-ne
material formed slowly fror. -ie gaseous reaction of carbon
dioxide with vapors of the zrine, providad excellent pro-
tection for the stainless steel. However, after a week's
exposure, bare aluminum surfaces developed a thin green coat-
ing (apparently not an incioient attack) and the magnesium
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showed little if any protection. Experimental aata suggested
that cyclohexylamine (a liquid at room temperature with a
vapor pressure near that of water) required some means of
stimulating its gaseous diffusion process if rapid and
efficient coating of inhibitor was to be realized, a result
which was ultimately obtained using an aerosol application
with a freon propellant.

Through the coopera'i, ' of the Quonset ?oint Naval hir
Station, distribution tests on several axial-flow type engines
were initiated. Zxcellent 4 idial and axial distribution to
both sides of the rotor and stator blades (Figure 5) was
obtained by placing one aero:sol can containing 60 gr.ams of
amine four feet ahead of the cormpressor inlet and three-quarters
of a pound of dry ice in the ,"gine outlet. Both openings
were then sealed with vapor barrier material to reduce air
circulation and inhibitor depletion. Since approximately
three hours were required to establish a thorou[jh coating,
the dry ice source of carbon dioxide provided the slow injec-
tion rate found to be so important. W.-hen the gas was supplied
from a cylinder, suitable throttling orifices were required
to extend the injection period to about 15 minutes. Location
of the aerosol source was also important. If it was placed
too close to a surface, an amine-wetted area developed which
formed a solid, white build-up of amine carbamate. Although
subsequent operation of the engine removed the normal white,
frost-like coating, the solid film did not disappear. When
special nozzles which could produce a fine aerosol spray were
used, the problem was less acute.

For actual field use of the gaseous system of preserva-
tion, pneumatic plugs are suggested to hold an aerosol can in
place on the inlet cover and dry ice in the engine outlet after
every operation (Fizure 6). Cyclohexylamine is not the answer
where magnesium corrosion is a serious problem. The answer
to such corrosion prevention is still being sought.

07IER APPLICATION!S

Other types of engines found in marine, fain, and high-
way equipment, for instance, are so similar to aircraft
engines in constriction that a gaseous inhibitor system
should be equally applicable to them. Tankers and barges,
which ,.uZt make return trips empty, might use gaseous
inhibitor constituents to prevent corrosive attack in the
hold or other enclosed compartments. In the extensive lay-
away program for production equipment now being conducted,
air-conditioned hutments are favored. This method is an
expensive Procedure. Since these huthents are constructed
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of vapor barrier matcrials, they woUld be well suited to the
injection of gaaeous inhibitor instead. I1any different VCI

papers are available commercially, but they are suited onlv
to small packages. Any critical areas located more than 12
inches from the source of inhibitor canziot be protected.
If the paper could be impregnated with more volatili con-
s'ituents, speedier distribution and greater depth coverage
would be possible.

LIMITATIONS

Before it is decided that a gaseous 3ystem is the cure-
all to the preservation problem, ther6 are difficulties which
must be resolved before atteinpting full-scale use. There is
no convenient way of estimating the discioation rate of the
inhibitor or the time when it probably will be no longer
effective. Furthermore, some inhibitors for ferrous metals
may attack non-ferrous metals such as copper, lead, cadbium,
and zinc; however, corrosion may be reduced or eliminated by
the presence of a heavy mineral oil or proper choice of
inhibitor. Non-metallic materials such as rubber and
plastic compounds are also subject to deterioration. It is
imperative, therefore, that all materials which may be ex-
posed to the volatile constituents be considered in the
selection of a suitable inhibitor system.

It may be stated, however, that insofar as definitive
means of protection have been established (i.e,, for ferroas
metals), such a preservation procedure is both simple and
economical.
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"Temperature Controlled Po4kages"

Lt. Donald S. Martin
Wright Air Development Center, Dayton, Ohio, U. S. Air Force

Lait year the dollar volunm of temperature critical products
was in the billions. By temperature critical I mean those ship-
monto wh6re temperature must be controlled i n a more narrow range
than the extremes of ervironmental ambient temperatures enco.iuntered
in the trarnportation. The great bulk of these shipments are moved
by commercial refrigerator car and truck. However, there are in-
stance3 where, because conimon carrier facilities are not arailable
or a complicated distribution set-up is in-olvod, that it be.'zea
ec-onomical, and even necessary, to provide a self-contained rackage.

Arutic Food Pack

The Air Forci recently faced this problem in the shipment of
fresh fruits and vegetables in the Arctic. For purposes of morale
the Alaskan Cowund h.&a thes most anxious to supply troops in out-
lying radar and vea~her stations with fresh foods like tomatoes. LOw
ambient tempo3r-atures in the Arctic of -650 ard below during the
winter months, however, would qaickl7 freeze the tomatoes when they
are exposed to these conditions during handling operations. If you
have ever eaten a thawed tomato you know it is not very palatable.

Consequently the following criteria were established for the
dtvelopment of a suitable container:

I. To provide protection against freezing for a period of
six (6) hourc at ar, ambient temperature of -650 F.

2. To be able to be handled by two man with a weight not
to exceed 100 ibs loaded.

3. To be of low tare weight for air shipment, and, if
possible, to be expendable.

Insulated Containers

Several proprietary containers emplrying thermal insulation were
submitted for evaluation. The most successful of these employed six
inches of fiberglass insulation to retard heat flow. 1hen placed In
a cold room at -350 F failure occurred after approximately 3 hours.
At -80° F failure occurred after apprc-imately 2 hours. It should
be rnted that this result was achieved at a cost of roughly 85% of
the container cube in insulation material. Pertinent data is swwwar-
ized in Fiiure 7.
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The proprietary containers submitted relied on the principle of
retarded heat transfer by use of insulation. This was a different
assignment for insulation materials, since the temperature range of
the to~matoes during the test was a narrow one. The tomatoes were
packed at 38 -WOo F, which is normal storage temperature used to pre-
vent spoilage of ripe tomatoes. On the low side tomatoes freeze at
30.4° F. An additional factor was the poor heat flow within the
packed tomatoes. Tomatoes in the interior of the pack remained
essentially at their initial packing temperature throughout the test.

Consequently it appears that the insulated container failed wten
the sensible heat of the outer layer of tomatoes had been depleted to
the 30.40 F level.

Heat of Fusion Container

As a result of the failure of insulated type containers to solve
the problem, a new approach was attempted utilizing the latent heat of
fusion of water. A load of tomatoes conditioned to 38-40" F was packed
in a corrugated fiberboard box and thr box enclosed within a heat-sealed
flexible water-vaporproof barrier bag. A layer of water (20 pounds)
was placed completely around the tomatoes by saturating a one inch thick
layer of cellulose wadding. The resltant pack was then placed in a
corrugated shipper lined with another flexible barrier bag. (See
photograph, Figure 8).

This method of packing when subjected to -650 F for six (6) hours
afforded the tomatoes complete protection. This protecticn was achieved
(using the insulated type container described earlier as a basis for
comparison) at a saving in tare weight of 35% and a saving in cube of
75%.

Theory

In principle, once the sensible heat of the water layer was
dissipated, the water underwent a phase change liberating a latent heat
of 2880 ETU (20 pounds of water). The water, to use an analogy, mk be
thought of as a heat battery of 2880 BTU capacity which supplied the
heat current required through the walls of the container until all the
water was frozen.

By varying Lhe insulation qualities of the conteaiser wall to alter
the flow of heat and using more or less water in the heal battery, pro-
tection for different time periods may be obtained. For the Arctic Food
Pack a quantity of 2 pounds of water per square foot of shipping con-
tainer surface was sufficient.
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Application

Utilization of the latento heat of fusion is, of course, not new.
Some florists I &- told, in shi*ping flowers from Florida to cold
northern climates by air, will wrap their flowers in wet newspaper.

The ystei chosen need not be water-ice, and indeed a system
should be chosen sueb that the phase change occurs within the viable
or storrge range of the item. For instance the shipment of live
tissue culture used by the National Foundation For Infantile Paralysis
in its nationvide evaluation of Salk vaccine required temperature
control within the .ante of 37 to 100o F. For protection of sxM'or
shipments, New York University investigated a salt-hydrate system
with a relting point of 88-900 F and was successful in providing the
required temperature contrcl) 1/ The application of this principle to
the shipment of biologicals in general is obvious.

S mmlar7

Application for self-contained temperature controlled packages
are numerous. It is suggested that a fruitful avenue of approach,
especially vhere critical temperature ranges arc narrow Crnd extreme
ambient temperatures are encountered, is to investigate the use of
the latent hest of a physical change of state.

i/ Temperature Protection of Packages - A report to the
National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis,
New York University.
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Materials PTandling and Warehousing Operations

Mr. W. L. Pea: ce, Assistant Manager, Parts Elitribution
Chevrolet - Flint Manufacturing Division

General Motors Corporation

The importance of the inter-relaticnship between material
handling, warehousing, and unitizing is something that was
overlooked for an extended period. Realization of its im-
portance came only when it became necessary, because of
increased volume and rising costs, to do something about the
problems of efficient space usage and material handling.

To accomplish at least some of the basic requirements. A
study of the problems involved was instituted by the Flint
Parts Distribution Department of the Chevrolet Motor Division,
of General Motors Corporation. Many improvements have since
been developed and substantial savings realized together with
better distribution and more satisfied customers.

The Parts Distribution Department at Flint operates under
the Jurisdiction of the Chevrolet General Manufacturing Manager
in Detroit, and has full responsibility for inventory control
of Chevrolet, Oldsmobile and Pontiac parts at all 41 warehouse
locations.

This Department also has full responsibility for the
operation of the five major supply depots located adjacent
to manufacturing or assembly plants and the maintenance of
inventory control records at MSDtS for all warehouses
including those at sales zone locations.

In order to make our operations and material handling
problems more understandable to those in other organizations,
a few facts are presented with technical detail eliminated
to the greatest possible extent.

Parts used on Chevrolet vehicles only, or interchangeably
ov Chevrolet, Oldsmobile and Pontiac vehicles comprise the
largest number of directly controlled items and will be used
as the basis for operational descriptions in the balance of
this outline.

Service parts fall into three stockage categories; Code
Z or fast-moving parts stocked at all 41 warehouses; Code M,
slower-moving parts stocked at 1I master warehouses and Flint;
and F or factory parts, very slow-moving or bulky parts
stocked at Flint only. As of October 1, 1955, the spreads of
these Chevrolet and Chevrolet interchangeable parts were as
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follows:

Code Z 1,918
Code M 7,210
Code F 19.443

28,571

Since 1947, the major supply depots including Flint
have averaged shipments of 350,0,00000 pounds of parts a year.

In 1954, at Fling only, 3,094 full rail cars of material
were received and 4,351 shipped. Receipts and shipment by
truck and other means are not included and these figures
represent actual cars only. Total weight shipped from Flint
in 1954 was over 147,000,000 pounds, a sizable material
handling job.

Material handling in the warehouse is a very broad
subject that covers practically the entire warehousing
operation. We do more handling of material than any other
single operation. From the time material is received and
unloaded, we begin handling material and continue to handle
it for the receiving, inspection, storing, picking, packing,
and shipping operations. Even the packaging, unitizing andprocessing operations are another form of material handling.

In a parts warehouse operation, there are many other
factors that enter into the materials handling function.

Generally speaking, you will, in all probability, find
the handling of large, heavy or bulky parts reasonably
efficient for these are the big items we stumble over and
can more readily see ways and means of improving.

I would like briefly to review with you some of the more
obvious improvements in material handling of the larger items.

When space is at a premium, we are usually forced into
many extra material handling operations. To better illustrate
this point, we would like to first present the old and then the
improved method of handling some of the more difficult bLiky
items; namely, sheet metal items.

The operating cycle on raw sheet metal items, such as the
fenders was to -

1. Unload from car or trailer onto flat truck.

2. The truck was taken to the storage area where the
material was unloaded and placed in wood racks or
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piled on the floor.

3. When required for processing, this material was
removed from the wood racks, placed on the flat
truck an- pushed to the paint department for priming.

Time studies revealed that 54 man minutes of materials
handling were required to complete this cycle.

This storage and handling problem was solved by the use
of what we cell "air rights racks".

This rack consists of a base and end frames. The base
is 44 inches wide and 80 inches long and the end frames are
23 inches high. By inserting the end frames into the base,
we have half the unit assembled. This size is suitable for
certain types of material.

By inserting two end frames into the base unit, we have
a 61t inch high rack. The outrigger bars are added, as
required.

The air rights rack unit is placed on a dolly to facilitate
movement when unloading the trailer or a boxcar and movement
on the dock to the elevator and to the storage area.

The use of these racks has eliminated the two handling
operations of unloading the fenders from the flat truck and
placing them in storage with extra men required on high piles
and the operation of again loading on flat trucks when
transporting to the processing departvent. One man with a
fork truck can do in three minutes what it took two men 27
minutes to do.

Now, we can take full advantage of the available floor
space and take advantage of our air rights without the costly
piece by piece handling under the old method., With air rights
racks, it makes very little difference if a rack of hood
halves is stored on top of a rack of fenders. Like-wise, it
makes little difference if one item is piled in the back and
another item in front for in a matter of a few minutes, one
man and a fork truck can remove any rack of piled material.
You can readily realize that inventorying material stored
in air rights racks is far simpler.

In this arrangement, there is very little waste space
and in addition, we have a larger aisle to operate in and
actually have more square feet and cubic feet of available
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storage space than formerly.

Air rights rack- are not a one-parpose rack. Examples
of other types of material that can be stored to advantage in
such racks are hood halves; gravel deflectors; which are a
light sheet metal stamping; grille mouldings; cushion springs;
and other irregular-shaped parts which are difficult to stack.

Throughout the years, we have tried many different methods
or systems of storing parts in bins.

The divIsion location system has been developed so that
parts are grouped together in bins in the same rotation they
appear on dealers% monthly order pads. With the stock
arranged in this manner, the picker merely goes up one aisle
end down the other to pick the dealerts order.

It has been our experience that Pos much as 40% of bin
area can be saved over other bin systems by grouping bin sizes
tA-gether.

Another important advantage is that the reserve bins
for expansion may be distributed as desired and required
throughout the various oin size groups.

If a larger bin is required, part is relocated in larger
bin size. When bin is too large, the part is moved to smaller
bin. In our opinion, i is cheaper to move parts to proper
bin size than to rearrange a bin tier or tiers to make the
right size tin for the part in the location it must be
maintained because of the binning system used. In grouping
the same size bins together, all items must be located and a
location file maintained.

Many years ago, Chevrolet developed removable box bins
in three different sizes -- 4" x 5" x 9"; 6" x 6" x 12"; and
12" x 6" x 12". The small-sized box bin could be stored
eight to a 36" shelf; the second size six to a shelf end the
third size three to a shelf. This makes it very easy to
rearrange tie box bins so that they can be maintained in part
number sequence and to provide reserve bins for expansion
purposes.

Another very important phase of materials handling is
runitizing." In Chevrolet; we have a very extensive unitizing

program.

Over a yeerts study went into the new package design
adopted by the General Motors Parts Division. The Ifunction of
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package design wa3 reviewed, along with the strong and weak
pointn of the proceding design. There was long and painstaking
study of color combinations, copy and identification
arrangements, treatment of size variations, and plate and
painting costs before management selected the new design.

In the replacement parts business, most of the smaller
parts are unitized individually, or in multiple quantitie.•;.
As a result there are many small packages involved. The
receiving, storage and shipping in turn intensifies the
materials handling.

*Mast-r" packing, or placing a predetermined number of
unit containers of the same part numbers in a standardized
shipping container, substantially reduces the number of
individual units to be handled.

For many years, we have used master packs, but in numerous
instances, these had been established on the basis that the
amount was satisfactory for shipping purposes alone. Some
instances of unbalanced stocks resulted, as with 41 warehouses
serving territories with varied car population densities,
master container quantities would be satisfactory for some
and too large or small for others.

Costs present further basis for study and occasionally
it was discovered that the expense in handling the master
containers was greater than handling separate unit containers.

For a considerable period, actual stop watch methods of
time study were used to determine standard handling times
for small, medium and large parts and containers.

Costs for the different methods compared were totaled
and in many instances there was considerable variation. By
means of algerbratic equations, a definite relationship
between carton cost and the amount of material contained was
determined. By adjusting the value of the two factors, the
points at which the costs of the diverse methods broke even
are readily determineable. Plotting these points and connecting
them with a straight line produces a "break even" graph.

Usage of this graph is very simple. First, it is
necessary to arrive at the proposed master pack quantity and
then determin- the cost o" the master carton based on a
square foot of board stock.

Then, if the point plotted as a result of applying these
two values is above the line, it may be assumed that the pack
is economical. If below, the reverse is true.
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If volume is sufficient, master pack items can be
palletized to further reduce material handling.

From a size standpoint, many items would make good
master packs but because of the weight of the individual part,
it is not practical to master pack.

We h&;ýe many in-between parts that are too large or too
heavy to ba master packed and too small to be palletized, such
as transmission gears and shafts, ring and pinion gears,
universal joints, carburetors, and many others.

Either because of the sales volume, weight or the size of
binnable parts, we find that we have a lot of large bins and
many parts that need several large bins or other containers to
store our normal bank stock. Some of our packaged parts are
in small chipboard containers while other larger or heavier parts
are in small corrugated cartons; such as water pumps, brake
shoe sets, gears, etc.

There still is a lot of materials handling in the movement
of parts too large or heavy for master packs and too small for
pallet packs.

Many of these parts were stored in large bins and pallet
boxes, or piled loose in piling racks. Realizing these types
of items presented a materials handling -wogram, we began
searching for a better method. Our present warehouse layout
and storage equipment were planned, deeigned and completed
prior to pallet programs. Our present piling racks do not
lend themselves too well tV the storing of material in
pallet containers in the most efficient manner, so that
material in pallets stored in our present piling racks is not
readily accessible.

It seemed to us that the basic principle of flexibility
of the small box bins is ideal, and when applied on a larger
scale with properly designed pallet containers, racks and fork
trucks we should have all the tools to do the job.

I would like to review with you some of our requirements
of a pallet container that would have the same relative
flexibility of the box bins:

Oubstential
2,000 pound capacity
Collapsible
Stack well
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Correct size for box cars
Correct size for trucks
Pick stock when qt.Acked
4-Way entry for fork truck or pallet

dollies

Several years ago, while attending a materials handling
exposition, I saw some pellet containers that in principle
offered possibilities of r-olving some of our problems.
Whenever the subject of pallets or pall-' containers comes
up for discussion in a group of materials handling engineers,
one of the first questions on the agenda u--uallr is, "what
standard size do .iu use or recommend?" That is the signal
for a long and heated discussion, with the usual result we
have no standard and the sizes used by the different industries
are many and varied; some of the more popular sizes being
40 x 48, 42- x 48, 36 x /4. and 48 x 54.

The question of what is the right size pallet container
for our operation was turned over to our Planning and
Research Department, together with the problem of designirg
or obtaining pallets and racks or other necessary companion
equipment.

The receiving warehouse uses this information -

Unit & shortage code
Part no.
Part name
Quantity
Order no.
WH location
Tag for receiving checking
Tag for shortage release

Reaction in the stockroom was pronounced as for the first
time a really legible tag was availa.ble and the tedious
locating as classifying operations were eliminated.

Pallet boxes are placed at the ends of bins and identified
as to warehouses and freight classification. Parts are packed
directly in the pallet box with small parts or quantit.' •s in
salvage cartons and placed in pallet boxes. These salvage
cartons save materials handling when received at zone warehouses.

This close up will give you a little better picture of the
packing arrangement and use of salvage cartons.
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The results were more than gratifying with the bottle-
neck bogey overcome.

In addition to the materials handling savings, substantial
reductions were made in shipping supplies.

Current developments include segregation of tags and
printing separate listings of "loose" material which include
piece weight greatly simplifying estimating total weight and
later preparation of bill of lading.

It may be of interest to remark that volume of material
now being handled is the greatest in our history and operations
are being carried out on schedule in spite of the fact that
very little additional space has been made available.

Our research revealed that a pallet container 32 x 40 x 28"
was the ideal size for our operation. On the 32" dimension
it will go three acr-oss a box car and on the 400 dimension, it
will go two across a truck, while the 28' height makes it
easier to reach into the bottom. Being longer on one dimension,
it will accommodate a more varied assortment of unit containers
and permit varying loading arrangements within the container.

Wth the overall size established, our Planning Department
went to work on the problem of picking parts for stacked
containers.

During this research program, they designed several
different styles and sizes of containers and racks.

For experimental purposes, we had eight of these
containers made up, f,)ur with the stock picking door on the
320 side and four with the door on the 40' side. Incidentally,
as far as we know these were the first of these steel wire
containers made with a picking door.

These containers stack nicely and stock can be picked
from the first two. Stock can also be picked from the third
container with a short ladder; however, the top tier is used
for storage only and not for picking purposes.

If cartons are too large to be removed from the picking
door, the whole end panel can be folded back along the side
to permit picking the larger cartons from one end of the pallet
container.

Finalization of the design for the pallet container was
attained after continued research which indicated conclusively
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that a 1/2 drop door was best suited to oar needs. Redesign
of the legs for proper clearance and a framework to support
the mesh on four legs instead of six furnished a container
that met all requirements in our operations.

These steel containers offer us the advantage of being
able to remove parts while the containers are stacked, without
benefit of any piling rack or any lost cube; however, when
any but the top containers are empty and it is desired to
remove them it is necessary that those on top be removed
first eo that the empty containers can be replaced with full
ones.

To provi'de greater flexibility for replacing empty
containers, a new rack was designed which permits the removal
of any container from the rack in which it is stacked
regardless of its location and replacing 4t with a loaded
container without moving any of its n-Aghbora above or below.

In order that you may better visualize the final container
design, some slides are presented for your consideration.

This is the design of the pallet container completely
setup. This pallet 3ontainer comes closer to answering all
of our requireiients than any we had seen tc date. You will
note the four cast legs.

The drop frmnt door will permit picking parts when
stavAked one on top of the other or placed in racks.

While the development and improvement of the pallet
Co.Atainer and storage racks was progressing, we were deeply
concerned with additional aisle space required for available
fork trucks to tier this type container or place them in racks.

We were crowded with 6t aisles -- what would happen with
81 aisles? Itt.- one thing to start out In a new building and
layout with 8' aisles and quite another to expand from 6t to
8B with nc extra space to spare.

Feom a materials handling standpoint, it looked like a
good program but from a warehuuse space point of view, to say
the least, it left a lot to be desired.

The problem was 7it up to several fork truck manufacturers
who appreciated the problem but offered no solution at the time.

To make a long story short, our planning and research
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department developed a walkie-type retractable fork pallet
stacker that stacks 32" x 32" x 32" pallets in a 6t aisle
and on the 40" dimension of the 32" x 40" in a 06" aisle.

This truck was awarded 2nd prize in the materials
handling competition at the Philadelphia Convention of 1950,
of the Society of Industrial Packaging and Materials Handling
Engineers.

At a later date, an industrial truck manufacturer
developed a riding type of truck that would work in narrow
aisles similarly to the walkie-type retractable fork pallet
stacker that we had designed and put to work. From our
viewpoint, the availability of this truck was most timely, as
it fit right in with our pallet container program.

At this time, it might be well to hesitate a moment to
see just how this development affects the all important space
factor in the warehouse.

An eight foot aisle is about the mininum that can be used
in which to maneuver either a 2000 pound conventional fork
truck or one of the walking type tiering trucks. In area
#1, the aisles are 8t and only seven are available. Along
the aisles, we can place only 90 units of storage. This
aisle can be narrowed down to five feet if we p!'c: our
containers on a sufficient angle; however, a lot less storage
area would be available. By increasing the angle, and
enlarging the aisle to 6t one more tier of storage was provided
for. The aisle width in area #2 is two feet less than the 8t
in area #1 but one additional aisle or a total of 8 are
required with the result that the aisle area is increased
to 1,104 1 with the units if storage reduced to 80.

Actually, we would be better off to maintain eight foot
aisles as in area #1 when 90 units of storage were available
i : the same square foot area as compared to 80 units with six

foot aisle area as in area #2. This, more or less, exploded
the theory that the containers should be placed on an angle
in order to reduce the aisle space required.

In area #3, the six foot aisles have been increased to
616" and in the same total area of 1,899 square feet, we
are able to place 102 units of storage or 22 more units than
with the six foot aisles with containers placed on an angle
and 12 more than with an eight foot aisle. Actually, these
are units of storage on the floor which could be increased
three or four times, depending upon the ceiling height available.

10 of 20
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The use of racks provides greater flexibility for
rep~acing empty containers, as the racks permit the removal
of any containier without moving any of its neilghbors above
or below, You can readily see the fle-dbility of the use of
tnese steel wire containers. A prograwa of this kind can be
started without benefit of any racks, and material can be
removed very readily from the lower containers and from the
third and fourth container i-f a ladder is used. If., when
containers are stacked one on the other., it is found that
too many of the higher containers have to be removed to
replace lower containers, racks can be obtained and inst3 liled
later.

Wihi a gie area

Withcing a gvntarea, more containers can be stored by
stacding one on the otfer than can be stored in racks. The
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pallet containers in the first and second tiers of the
racks will be active-working stock and only one pallet
container will be placed in these two tiers as the reserve
stock will be stored in bulk storage area four high.

I will now give you a comparison of the former method
and present method, so that you can better visualize material.
handling in the new method.

In most unitizing operations, particularly after the
final closure, the operator has time to place the carton in
the pallet container instead of just pitching it in the
gondola. The truck travel time will be the same whether the
operator is transporting a gondola or pallet container. The
speed of electric trucks in moving pallets or gondolas was
determined by actual stop watch methods over a considerable
period of time to obtain actual averages of various loads
under various traffic conditions.

Fbr comparison purposes, we have shown on a graph, the
travel time for a flat truck pushed manually so that in the
event any manual trucking operations were used, the graph
would display the comparison. The present method with the
pallet container entirely eliminates the manual piece by
piece handling from gondola and placement into box car.

One graph shows how rapidly a car can be loaded with a
fork truck as compared to the piece by piece manual method.
The pallet container permits rapid loading and an early
dispatch of the car, affords better protection and requires
less dunnage. Pallet containers permit rapid unloading and
make available extra car spots without the added expense of
building an extension tc the dock which, in many cases, is
not possible.

You will recall that earlier I stated that it would take
one man a week to unload a car with many small packages whereas
with the material in pallet containers, and moved by fork truck,
the car can be unloaded in approximately 30 minutes and a new
car ordered in on the next switch.

The L,;ral handling shown on our graph is comparable to
the loading ii*.ration. Likewise, the transporting of the
cartons from tni car is comparable to transporting to the car.

The most imlartant phase of this whole program is the
fact that thd container used for transporting from the
supplier now becomes a stronge bin which eliminates the
piece by piece removal from gondola and placing in bin. When
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the bin being used is at the top of the tiers, and it is
one cýf *hose large, deep bins that two men are required to
itore at least a portion of the material being put away,
,ur sav-ing is substantially greater.

Our graph shows that the manual handling time of
placing the material in the bins is much greater than the
time required for the manual loading and unloading operations.

Pallet containers and tubular storage racks are far
more flexible for storage use than placing parts in large
steel bins and wood pallet containers stored under steel
racks. Just consider at inventory time the savings that
can be effected with the rapid counting of cartons stored
in pallet containers which can be accomplished without
removing any of the cartons from the pallet container as
compared to the necessity of removing at least a portion if
not all of the cartons in a large bin or wood pallet box.

This program was begun with so,• of our Chevrolet-
Affiliated Manufacturing Plants in Detroit., Saginaw, Bay
City, and Flint. We expect to continue trý expand this program;
however, perhaps the most important factor governing this
expansion is the freight factor -- that is the cost of trans-
porting the pallet container on the outbound shipment and
the cost of rsturning it.

You can readily understand that the more pieces
transported in a pallet container, the greater tLe savings
in labor; for we save, in transporting a thousand pieces,
twice as much as in transporting 500 labor-wise, which must
be compared again3t the cost of the constant freight factor
on the out and inbound movement of the pallet container.

The freight factor, as we know, very definitely limits
the area in which we can use these improved materials handling
methods, for I am sure you will all agree that certainly
there is no point in effecting savings in materials handling
and then pay out more in freight costs than we save.

If the freight factor does not permit starting of this
pallet container program at the source, ".e can at least do
the next best thing and start it at the receiving dock or
in the box car so that we can still take advantage of Iiuproved
materials handling in transporting the material from the
Receiving Department to the storage area and eliminrte the
manual operation of placing the parts in bins,

With the advent of this program which saw loose and
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packaged material shipped £rom source in st'eel wire pallet
containers, a definite need was found for a method of
determining the economic dividing line of what material
should be handled in pallet containers, and what should be
hand2ed loose as in the past. Obviously, if the cartons
were large enough so that only four could be placed i- the
pallet container, our savings in handling would be offset
by the freight factor. To be effective, this method would
have to substitute scientific fact for "rule of thumb" .-

arbitrary decisions.

It was determined that a straight line relationship
exists between the pallet container transportation charges
and the number of pieces handled in a single container,
which could be plotted on a graph.

To determine whether an item should or should not
be handled in a container, it is only necessary to plot
the point for the intersection of the container freight cost
and the quantity of material accommodated by the container.
If the point appears above the break even line on the graph,
the item should be handled in a pallet container, and if below
the line, it should be handled loose.

As the transportation costs go up, more and more pieces
are required per container in order to effect a sufficient
savings in material handlin.F costs to offset the transportation
Cos ts.

In determining whether or not this program would Oe
practical for a numbe- of locations, it can very easily be
determined after finding out what the transportation costs
are and the number of pieces per pallet container.

In some areas, rail carriers permit the return of
containers at a rate equivalent to one-half of the fourth
class and in others, a new rail tariff provides for free
outbound transportation on the containers if an overall
esmblished material weight minim= is met. This extends
the distance to which material can be shipped in pallets
economically. In our dealings with transportation companies,
it is advantageous Wo point out to them the rapidity with
which trucks or cars can be loaded and unloaded thus
releasing the equi.pment in much less time than is required
if the material were shipped loose.

In addition to the handling of loose items in pallet
containers, we re-examined the economics of handliong master
pack items as a pallet container pack. This eliminates not
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only the cost of the master container but additiona] manual
operations.

The removing of unit containers from conveyor and placing
thEn in the pallet container is comparable to the placing
of the unit containers in the master carton. In our master
pack operation, we seal the master containe-3, place them
on pallets and strap the master containers on 'he pallet
for loading in the box car. These three operations and
eliminated and not performed when using pallet containers.
The loading in the box car and unloading would be reasonably
comparable with both methods. However, in many of our master
pack pallet loads, it would not be practical to double deck.
In the master pack method, the straps zust be cut before
removing and placing the master containers in the storage bin.
Then, we have the problem of disposing of the strap and the
disposable pallet and later the problem of disposing of the
master cartons as they are emptied when stock is picked.

In the pallet container program, the pallet containers
can be removed from the box car and placed directly in
storage, as the pallet container then becomes the bin and
you have substituted fork truck handling for manual handling
in placing the materials in position for picking. The
picking of the individual unit containers from storage is
practically the same with the exception that on the master
pack method, from time to time, the parts picker must open
the master pack in order to obtain the individual unit
containers.

In going to our pallet container pack propram, we have
eliminated the master packing of a number of items wherein
we have saved, not only materials handling, but also the
cost of the carton. Even in ths-e instances where dealers
might order in the quantity of the master pack, we are
fvrther ahead to handle these parts under the pallet
container pack program because of the prior savings in
materials handling•

Again, we have developed a graph of the economics of
master container handling vertrus ptllet container handling
against which current and proposed mactcr packs can be
checked to determine whethier the master pack method of
handling is economically more sound than the newer pallet
container method.

As with previous grapil, all of the steps in the two
handling methods were ]isted and costs duveloped through the
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use of standard data wrt had established. The costs for both
methods were totaled, and under curtain conditions considerable
difference was found in the two tot.Pls. Through the
establishment of an equation, we found a straight relationship
existing between the amount of material handled and the
carton cost.

You will recaall that we found the same relationship
when comparing master pack handling with loose or individual
handling. By changing the values of these two factors,
several points were plotted on a graph and connected with a
straight line. This line in effect represents the economic
dividing line between the tko methods of handling.

To use the graph, one merely applies the value of the
variable factors and plots the resulting intersection point.
If the point falls below the line, the item shcouald be handled
in a pallet container, and if it falls above, the master
pack method of handling would be more economical.

From this, you can readily see that the larger items in
master packs are the items that are readily adaptable to
pallet container handling as these would fall below the
plotted line. With :nny smaller u-it containers in a master
pack, it would indicate that the part should continue as a
master pack.

This graph was developed and takes into consideration
the handling at the major supply depot location and does not
include the transportation factors that were considered in
the previous graph on shipments from suppliers to the major
supply depotz.

When exploring the economics of master ).acks on
expendable pallets versus the pallet container pack, it
was found Lna; more far-tors had to be considered and that a
scientific method was required to readily determine when
an item should be shipped in a master container on an
expendable pallet and when it should be removed from its
master pack a .d shipped in a pallet container.

Because of these added factors a graph of the economics
of master pack on expendable pallets versus pallet container
pack, is more complicated as the conditions for each carton
cost must be plotted.

Through use of equations as previously explained, we
found a straight line relationship between the number of
master packs per expendable pallet, the master carton cost,
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and the net transportation cost, which is the out and inbound
cost of the pellet container less the transportation cost of
the expendable pallet. A straight line was plotted on the
chart for each of several master carton costs.

To use the chart, the number of master packs required to
contain a given amount of material equal to that which could
be held in a single pallet container is determined along with
the net transpoi .ation cost. The resulting point of
intersection may then be plotted on the chart. If the point
falls above the appropriate carton cost line, the item should
be handled in a pallet container without being master packed,
and if below the line, the item should be retained in the
master pack on the pallet.

To use these pallet containers to the best advantage,
our Packing and Research Department experimented with a
pallet container and the items to be packed in the container,
to develop the best loading arrangement so that the maximum
number could be placed in the pallet container.

When the ideal loading arrangement was developed, the
data was recorded on the pallet container loading arrangement
specification sheet which showed part nmber and name,
warehouse classification, the source, and the quantity per
pallet. Details of the unit container were included, as well

as details of the pallet load. A sketch was made on each
sheet * show the primary loading arrangment and any speciol
loadir, instructions were so noted.

If the cartons projected above the top edge of the
container, the corners were left open so that the containers
could be stacked one on the other without damaging the cartons.

This specification sheet is forwarded to the supplier in
as many copies as they may require and a copy is sent to our
Receiving Department and copies are retained in the Packaging
and Research Department. The use of this loading specificati.on
sheet assures uniform loading by the supplier.

UIp to this point, all descriptions have been confined to
pallet containers fabricated of wood or metal and our
research was principally centered upon these materials for
basic construction purposes.

Other materials were not ignored, however, and our latest
accepted pallet and shipping container is composed of
corrugated paper board with simple staple fastenings.

This container is strong, light in weight and readily
stored knocked down and easily er up for use.
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There are three components, namely, the base, box section
and cover which are assembled to make the finished container.

Here ts how it works -

There is the knocked down base section which is delivered
with end flaps flat and the leg pockets pre-stapled in the
proper position.

The end flaps are first formed and stapled, to make a
shallow tray and the leg stiffeners are inserted into the
pockets and secured against creeping by means of staples.
These leg stiffeners are simple strips of corrugated paper
board glued together.

The corrugated paper board shipping container is completed
by placing of the container and top sections on the pallet base.
Final closure is effected by application of a single band of
ordinary steel strapping which adequately holds all components
firmly together. Patent has been applied for.

I am proud to state that this container was awarded first
prize in its class at the Industrial Packaging and Materials
Handling Exposition held at New York from September 20th to
22nd of this year.

In the past few years, we have become increasingly aware
of air transport as a medium of fast and efficient movement of
material from one city to another. The tare weight of
conventional wood or steel pallets and containers practically
prohibits their use for air cargo shipments.

This corrugated paper board shipping container is
particularly suitable for air shipment as it incorporates
minimum weight with adequate strength and ultimate disposal is
simple and economical. Added rigidity and resistance to
moisture may also be obtained by using NV" or "W" board wet
strength corrugated or by dipping in parrafin.

A saving in weight of 48 pounds over the wirebound pallet
box is not the only factor, as the corrugated paper board bases
occupy only a fraction of valuable storage 6pace in comparibon
to those of wood construction. For those who are statistically
minded, the space saving is 71%.

E-lrer in this presentation, I discussed portable tiering
racks with usage primarily confined to raw sheet metal and
items considered difficult to handle.

Tiering racks are also perfectly sui ted for storage of a
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large group of material that is too bulky or heavy for bin or
pallet container application. The tiering racks also offer 9
high degree of flexibility directly comparable to the s'ttlcz
pallet containers.

The riding type straddle truck which we use to banrU o
the tiering racks, iucidentally, differs from the retractable
fork trucks previously mertioned incofar as width of wheel
framing foc added stability in handling the wider racks. The
forks are not retractable.

The riding type straddle truck will operate in a nine foot
aisle, while the conventional truck needs about one foot more
in comparison to the approach position.

Wheels are always awkware to store in quantity,

parti cularly in piling to any considerable height with safety.

Racks have solved this and many similar proUltmA.

The wheels are placed in the rack as the bi,: car is
unloaded. The dolly base is used to move the rat* to temporary
dock placement and the fork trucks place the racl:s of wheels
in position in the proper stock location. The bottom of the
posts on the tiering rack extend to form a positive interlock
with the top of the posts in the lower racks and mrovide a
solid and safe tier.

In some instances we are confronted with problems involving
parts that are not adaptable to storage in standard bins, pallet
containers or racks.

This may be occasioned by size of the part, proclivity to
drift or impracticability of corrugated container usage due
to cost or other factors.

This problem was overcome by strating with a regular
tiering rack sectitn to which we added steel wire grid end
fillers that clip securely to the rack top cross bars. These
ends are interchangeable.

Then side grids are applied that lock into brackets on the
end grids and the tiering rack in effect has become a large
pallet container. The sides also are interchangeable.

In omon with its maller standard counterpart, the side
was made to open to afford easy accessibility in picking stock.

The versatility of these tiering racks affords nmaerous
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opportunities to save space in storing many other ar iles
that previously took up disproportionate room as they did not
adapt readily to szacking in economical heights.

To we, the primary purpose of a warehouse is storage.
Yes, we receive, unitize, process, ship and perform other
operatio':z in the %arehouse, however, the material passes
through ai. of these? operatiors rapidly, in many cases a
matter of a few hours or days.

But - when -rial goes to storage, it usually becomes
at best a matter of days, weeks, months or even years.
Considering this aspect, every effort should be made to utilize
every possible cubic foot or air space for storage.

We had made sporadic efforts to store extra material on
tops of bins to releve the L+ack area, but this was limited
to lighter, large carton strck ind similar items that could
be easily stored, primarily by hand, from the bin aisles.

The answer to the probler, of utilizing overhead open
bin aisle space was simple, so simple, in fact, that it had
been consistently overlooked. Installation of steel grating
over the tops of the entire bin section; provided a secure
area for storage, serving in effect as another bull floor
area without the necessity of building ex[rncion.

Palletainers stored over large bin sections are examples
of fall utilization of previously wasted space. All material
is rcaiily available for removal by fork trucks and the savings
are obvious.

I could go on at great lengths, and some of you perhaps
reel that I have, but, materials handling, in a broad sense
as well as the myriad "by prod-acts" involved, pre3ents a
fascinating field and the ultimate results justify the efforts
involved.

T1ie overall program is completely flexible and the pallet
containers, tiering racks and fork trucks in their present
stage of development and usage are adequiate for current needs.
However, research is a never-ending pursuit and future
developments will undoubtedly crupply more in the way of
equipment and methods That will provide even greater effieiency
in all phases of materials handling.

It has indeed been a privilege and pleasure to be with you.
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Materials Handling in Production

Mr. H. 0. Horning
Supervisor of Material,-: Handli g, Chrysler Corporation

I-s far as material- hanlinr.g in production is concerned
i sometimes think That production is only incidental to the
materials handling. I am sure ii you people went back to
your opera ions anci crneckea the ratio of your materials
handling awx storage tiiý;e ,.gainst your actual mach;ning time
you would. lind out that you are in the materials handling
bU 3iness too.

In a talk recentl]) at a luncheon spon--ored cy the
pj~ericay r~acnine Tool D!)st•ibutors .;ssoclation, 3ill Newberg,
nresid-nt of the Dodge Division, coined a new word: volumation.
T have seized on to tnat word tor I belleve .t well describes
the -area in wnicn ma-terials nandling engineering now finds
itself. Hanalin- rraterials economically in large volumes
through receiving, througn processing and shipping is a
science ,iwhich to me "volujuation" seems to cover.

The old one-man-per-ton unloading time is gradvally dis-
appearing and well it mus . The !iays vilen all you Cci was
throw extra manpower in to quicken a job are gone. Neither
the labor rates nor the manpower availability permit you tc
ric this economically. Suppose we were still in the piece-by-
piece handling business on all material? .Let' take a situ-
ation that Cnx-sler had at their Plymouth plant. Five million
counds ol material pour into that asstmibly plant daily. Now,
this means tnat those felLow;s nave to unload 350 trnck5.
They nae to unload 90 reilroad cars each and every uay and
they are doing Thi-i through 253 truck wells and 50 carload
unloading spaces. Certzianly, unless there was sane method
of quickly unloading this material the whole operation would

Ae •tymieri. ¾7e certainly couldn't at all conform to materials
handling o-Jectires.

I mean the objectives of materials hanaling engineering,
those objectives to me are the nanaling of maternial from poi-nt
to ooint r tthe piocess of manuiacture and distribution so
"tnat each aiticle will oe at a place prescribea, will be there,
at the time needea, will be tnere -n the quantity required and
in an unuamaged conaition.

:latcrials ha-ndling engineering itself insures that the
aoovc. recniisiues are accomplat-hec, at tre lowest possiOle cost.
No-, t;,i-. does not mean that every. naaterials handling installation
is inserted at tne lowest possiole cost oacause many times we
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increase our materials handling costs ii: we can show a savings
in our over-all production costs.

It becomes quite apparent the scope of materials handling
is wide, covers all stages of creation ari aistribution. The
techniques, facilities ana the equipment var.y greatly in
different activities. They even vary in the same activity in
diflerent plants. Each proble.m requires an independent study.

Later on, or in a few mcments5 I would like to talk about
our newest and most modern facilities. We have attemoted in
this new plant to appiy techniques that up to this time have
remainea untried in the materials handling field. Now, I an
referring to our Plymouth enrgine plant which began operations
in August of this year.

During ths production of our 1955 model Plymouth car,
demand ior the V-8 engine b!.can-o toogreat tor our ability to
produce this power plant in the existing facilities -- we
just coul,.-t do it. Despite the iact that a new engine
plant instillation takes two to three yprs, this particular
plant was set up with a target date of 1L months. We
achi.ev~d tha.. aact, in August of this year, jus- lL months
after the sLart of the new installation, engines began to be
produced in ceuantities. By quantities I mean 600 a oay.

The thing that we're shooting at in the engine plant is
150 engines per hour, 3,000 per aay, and that goal will be
reached within the nAxt two or three months.

But, before I discuss the engine plant, I wouldc prefer to
discuss this materials hand)linc situation very briefly on a
corporation-wicoe basis.

Receiving still ib one cf our biL, problems out a few years
ago it was a much larger problem. Much of the material was
handled loose. It took us 15 to 2C hours to unload a track.
We spent all the way up to 30 and hO hours unloading a railroad
car. Those were unloading times that e. just couldn't altord.
We had to speed up the operation.

The only "out" for us, of course, was to go into a
uiitization program. By "•unItization" I mean consolidating
either parts or packages into a volume that could be handled
mechanically. The old piece-by-piece handling we tried to
eliminate. When i speak of a unitization or palletization
program i am not referring to it as a complete program because
we never expected to reach 100 pe.rcent in the program.
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If we dicI reach 100 percent the cost woula kill us -- T mean
beyond a certain point. i woulja place that point somewhere
at 30 to 40 percent of the recteival items unitized. Beyond
that point, that type of a program Uecomes urleconorn cal.
You have the railroad, t;-e freight factors, cont-ainer costs
- you have all those i'ems to consider. You only take
those programs that you can justify, either find a savings
in it or at least break even. You certainly Uon't spend
money just to get a good looking package.

One of our first atte-apts toward unitization p:'oject
was back in 193o. We attempted to unitize tie lower control
arms that we receivea from a Milwaukee vendior. I think ve
have opened that thing up periodically eve,7 year for a while;
now wetre down to every three years. We have never- been able
to justify eitner the paliletization or the skid boxing of
lower cont.ol arms. Fre2_ght ate our savings up ania, inasmuch
as any package that was economical to hanale only neld 90
pieces, there was quite a lct ox penalty per piece, We had
to grive tnaL up.

A laew years ago glass was shipped to us in wirebound
boxes. We got a few pieces of glass well packea with straw,
Wnat happenea wnen we took it to the assembly line? The glass
box was openeo: we nad lU-l pieces oi glass; but we also had
two or three wheelbarrow loads of straw. Tne straw nad to be
disposed of. It was unsightly arouna the glass installation,
a hazara ana it was faither a fire hazard. Smoecing is allowed
in most of tne plants and only restricted around the glass
areas, so, for that reason, we had to watch that constantly
to avoid any possibility of fire.

When the glass inaustry was first asked -to palletize these
in large quantities they threw up their hands. It had been
a shipping method with them for years. Breakage was low.
They a.dn't want to try to change. A few of t.fem were convinced
that economies in hanaling could be hac from h.andling large
quantities, so reluctantly they ent.rea the program. Today
I think most all glass from all ,lass manufacturers is
palletized in large units. Our breakage is declining also
and our handling costs nave gone uown considerably.

Studies have showr us, of course, that the economy in
handling is directly proportional to the size of the package.
The larger the package the more economy you have in handaing.
Of course, you have certain limrtations on the size of the
package and also in weight, which you canmot accormodate in
your aisle spaces and so on. So you nave to araw a line some-
place.
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SIn our receiving area we make great use of skid boxes
wherever we can get them economically from venaors. We get
palletized shipments, skid box shipments, rack shipments.
We attempted to get some t~pe of a container that will quickly
pass through our receiving dock, through our temporary storage
area and on to the production line, so that the material can
be usec from that particular contai:ar at the first operatian.

Cartons have always oeen a headache to us. We can't
avoid them but I don't know of anything more unsuitable than
to go into a plant ania rind great piles of both empty and
full cartons kicking arounct a particular asca•ibly area. Even
if a materials handler dues stack a neat pile, usually during
the lunch periods they are rearranged by the production
workers to make either a bed or a chair. The result is that
you have a bad condition develop there. You have internal
damage that you &•t after you have safely transported the
package to the first operation.

With this attempt to increase tht. size of packages to
handle more mecharicaJly tnis material that we get loose at
our receiving aocks, ije at that point either containerize it
in skid boxes or racks or on a pallet to handle it through
the balance of our operations mechanically, but through this
our safety departmeDt tell3 us during the past few years we
have also had a rectuction in some of our hernia cases. They
have alw.ys plagued automobile companies, where they tugged
around with these (O-80 pound packages. Mechanically handled,
much of thi6 labor fatigue is being reduced.

We use racks in our operations, racks in which we attempt
to standardize on the size. That is for the transfer of
materiai from plant to plant or within the operation itself.
Some of our stanaard a:zesl for erample, are 48-84h, hO-lO
and 4O-48. I certainly' in't attempt to tell you why we picked
those sizes. They were working and work well for us.

The rack I am referrIng to is a tubular steel rack, As
you noticed in Mr. Pearce'ts presentation a rew moments ago,
he showed you pictures of wire-meshing the racks. We also do
that. It mak sthe rack very flexible. Then it can either be
the rack or skid box. A1l1 his pictures showed the 2x2 mesh.
We ar•e getting, for the sake of econmy, the 2x4 mesh which
is working out well.

Outside of cur universal racks, of course, we have a
great many racks that are fairly highly specialized, By
"specialized I mean racks that will only contain the part for
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which it was intended. One thing that has brought this en are
some favorable freight rates that have come forth in the last
several months. The railroad C.mpanies have now said if you
produce a rack for a container of a highly specialized type
- I mean some of the railroad "-ompanies have said this --
of a highly specialized type, y3u weigh the rack, ship it in
our 2-ars and we will give you freight-free both going and
return on your rack -- but- it must be highly specialized.
That has changad our whole concept on handling of sheet metal
parts to distant locations. It has forced us to go into a
specialized rack program. Of course, we were always in the
specialized rack program somewhat because we handled engines,
differentials and such assemblies as that on racks and have
for years. They were highly specialized.

Skid boxes, espacially the wire mesh boxes, usually manu-
factured under a couple of patented names, have opened quite
a field for us. Its collapsible features have given us some
vary favorable return freight rates and we have teen able
to insert this into casting, forging and heavy pjrts shipping
from rather distant points, especially when our handling
warranted it. We're using that particular type of container
more and more. It does another thing for us. We have to
use the air rights in our plants. Space is precious and at
a premium and we stack to a height of 15 feet. Some of our
safety engineers frown on it but so far they haven' t stcpped
us from doing it. We can put the wire mesh containers 15 feet
in the air and practically inventory our material from the
floor. At 1-1-st, we can tell what is in it and approximately
how much. In the old steel skid boxes this was impossible.

Well, I want to quicicly go on now to our new engine
plant. As I mentioned before, we tried to employ all the
short cuts and all the modern handling techniques we could
possibly put into one operation.

Before I go on, may I make one mo^e ccument? I told you
how well racks, pallets and these large unitized shipments
have helped us. It has some disadvantages too. Some of the
things we don't like about it: The fact, regardless of what
type cf container you put in your operations, the thing must
be removed when empty, so you have another operation and that
is the handling of the empty container.

We have ome plant in the Detroit area and in running a
cost on the disposing of expendable pallets our cost is running
about 14#. We have set aside special areas in other plants
where we collect, segregate and prepare returnaole containers
for return to the vendor. It costs us money. So, many of the
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savings we have been able to pick up at our receiving cock
we nave dissipated through our returnable container area.
We're watching it closely. It is not getting out of hand.
We still think we have enough intanmgible savings in many of
our operations to continue the unitized method of receiving
and processing material t2rugh our operations.

Now let me jump to that engine plant, which is a
sprawling, one-story building, consisting of slightly more
than 600,000 square feet. In this particular plant we have
a receiving area on one side at the end for trucks. The
balance of that side is used up for railroad cars. We're
somewhat cramped with our receiving space. Our truck well,
which has a temporary storage area behind it and also a
receiving inspection area, only contains nix.e truck wells.
Our railroad dock contains 14 cars. There are two tracks
side by side, seven cars on each track, Due to these
restricted receiving facilities -- and you perhaps wonder
why we didn't provide for them. The reason is that we use
the Bissang plant. That is one that was built only a few
years ago but we use that rather than attempt to Ouild a new
facility for this and we were Just not able to get more
receiving area. The result is that we have tried and we are
progressing very well towards a 100 percent unitized receiv-
ing cock in both railroad cars and in our truck wells. We
have to in order to rotate these cars. (3,000 engines per
day, 500 blocks in a railroad car.) There are quite a few
carloads of blocks that must be unloaded over those 14 dock
Spaces. We have to have them palletized and we're getting
them palletized 20 blocks to a pallet, so we can go in there
mechanically and pick them up.

We do provide, however,, for temporary storage adjacent
to all the receiving areas. We get no back-tracking. It is
a free flow. As we receive out of these transportation
vehicles, we set it into temporary storage where it goes
through receiving inspection and then moves across an aisle
and starts its way into the operation.

All of our operations move across the plant tc cne side.
At that side of the plant a 565 foot engine arsembiy !t-r
winds its way toward the front of the plant. At the front
of the plant we again have our shipping area. We have no
back-tracking of materials whatsoever. AS far as possible,
that straight line flows through this ..ant.

We take a block, a pallet or blocks; we set it on the
block line. Now, from the point that we receive that pallet
load of blocks our block line starts within 25 feet. We set
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it on the block line that starts through a broach and starts
aown a working height indexing conveyor through a machining
operation. That block is never touchea again through all
its machining cycles and when we get it it is a perfectly
rough block that winds back and forth through the plant in
order to completely enter ana be aischargec from the various
machining operations that are necessary on it. It crosses an
aisle overhead rather uniquely. I won't attempt to describe
it. And it eventually comes back to the beginning of the 565-
foot assembly conveyor untouched. It is never again manually
touche a.

In practically all our operations where we -insert the
raw material into the operation it goes to the assembly line
with little or no hanaling whatsoever. We have 25 conveyors
in our monorail system. We have 17,000 lineal feet of con-
ve-yors in this system. It delivers all finished parts to the
proper assembly station on the assembly line.

Now, rather a unique operation -- I think it is worth
mentioning - is our small parts. B61ts, nuts, washers, small
gaskets, etc., nave always been harc to nanale. They have
been messy. The planning aepartment likes to carry a
aay oank. The materials handling departtmnt wanted to put
them all at the assemhly operarion. The result is that you
people who have beer, in many of these plants rind spillage
_.rcu.nd those particular areas to the point where the floor
i-. literally paved with them.

in our new engine plant we decided to send all the finished
Darts from a remote area to the assembly line. We took bolts,
nuts and screws and set up two banks of automatic counting
machines. I said two but there are three oanks, three aouble
lines of automatic counting machines, hopper filled. The
hoppers are filled with the bolts, nuts and snall parts that
go to make up the motor assembly. Between these hoppers there
runs a slack conveyor. On this slack conveyor travels a
plastic tray. The various trays travel down through the banks.
One tray, I think, has twelve compaitments and the other one,
the largest one, has 16 compartments. That stops automatically
at each one of these counting m-ichines, where the proper number
of bolts, washers or gaskets are counted into the tray and
placed into the compartment aesignated for those parts.

At one of our lines the tray makes 17 stops. At the 17th
stop we manually put in two large pieces that we haven't devised
a hopper for yet; but it travels to the end of this slack cmn-
veyor and there is a ran to take a visual look at it, see it
3s fillea. He sets it on the overhead conveyor and there it
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is transported to the beginning of the engine assembly line,
where it is removed at that point ana set on a floor ped-
estal. Our engines are assembled on floor Pedestals index-
ing down the assembly line.

The three trays come to that point with all the com-ponent parts to assembl.. an engine. As the workman needs it,
he uses the part out of these trays. In tfls particular
operation he needs six bolts and there are six bolts there
and that is all there is there, six bolts. You supply it
to him in the proper number and we supply it to him at the
proper time,

The three trays are color-coated so that it will cesig-
nate certain parts and. the workman knows which tray hisparticular part is in, the rec tray, green tray or brown tray.

As the trays are finally depleted of these small partsthey are removed from the engine assembly line, set on the
overhead conveyor and go back and start their trip again.

All our other parts, such as water pumps and the variouscomponent parts that go to make up an engine are delivered,
as I mentionec before, Uy overhead. conveyors directly to the
point of assembly. Chain case covers, crank shafts, cam
shafts, manifolds - all are delivered by overhead conveyors.

Now, at the complotion of the assembly line this engine
is picked up automatically from the floor-type pedestal
assembly conveyor by an overheact conveyor and there it istaken to the engine test area. Now, at the engine test area,we inserted a manual operation. A man removes Irom the over-
head conveyor this engine and sets it on a platform traveling
on a roller conveyor. There are two platforms on this con-
veyor. One is designatad an A-platform ana the other a B-
platform,

He sets it on the A-platform because it is a cold motor,
There it travels down through a bank of testing machines.

We have three such banks. Each bank is comprised of 24 test-ing machines. Whenever that cold motor gets to a testing
machine that is empty it automatically diverts itseii intothat particular testing machines. As soon as it is properly
positioned in the testing machine, theoil connections. the gas
connections, the water connections and the gas fume connections
are all made automatically. No one is arounm there and the
engUie is started,
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If there is a failutre it immeaiateiy stops ana a light
on a control boara tells you what failea. If there is no
failure and it is functioning properly, it runs through a
cycle of ten minutes. At the end of 15 minutes a light cones
on the boara. Two men operating the engir~e test stands take
"a look at this light. They travel down or walk clown, make
"a few minor adjustments in gas mixture or in valve mix clear-
ances, and at the end of 20 minutes the motor automatically
shuts off and the first B-stana that comes by empty, it goes
out on to the B-stand, and moves away from the engine test
area,

Fr=m there it moves to the end of the testing conveyor
where we again pick it up manually and put it on an over-
head conveyor. From the overhead conveyor it travels to our
engine loading area,

Ncw,. I want to comment briefly on this engine loading
area. We had some pretty hot discussions on how automatically
we want.-t to go into this particular area. There was some
thinking that we wanted to load our racks automatically,
There was other thinking tnat we diln, t. We decided not to
and I won, t go into details as to 4hy we decided not to, but
it is obvious if anything happened there it would slow the

whole thing up.

These motors are being produced one every 20 seconds and
certainly must be taken off of the Line and disposed of in
some manner, so we placed them into the largest motor rack
in existence now, 84x84. It is a huge thing and holds six
engines,

The novel arrangment at this point is that the motor rack
on each of two sides has two lugs projecting. If it Ls an out-
of-town shipment of motors, a man with a fork truck picks it
up ard takes it into a railroad car. In the railroad car are
rub :•u~s. The rub rails are notched. As he lifts the rack
above the rub rails, takes it into the ena of the car and
deposits the rack. The lugs on the edges and on the ends of
the rack and engage into the slots or the rub rails. He puts
in 21 racks, each rack containing six enginess. He stacks
them three high. One man does this operation in 41I minutes
and when he backs out you shut the car door. Every rack is
anchored in place; every rack is blocked; every rack is
braced. There are no more crossbars to work into place, no
lumber blocking, no bloc~dug of awy description. Each rack
is iJ.dividually blocked.
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Our shipments to the coast go through as if you carried
them out there in your car.

I think our chip handling in this new plant J: beyond
all imagination. It has alwaysbeen a headache to a materials
hanaling engineer. The di~osa.l of chips, the disposal of
scraps - we have solved it there and I just haven' t time to
go into it.

The comments I made here briefly touch on some of the
modern methods that are now employed in production. In
manufacturing for today' s market production must be more
streamlined than it has ever been before. Chrysler is
continually devoting study and attention to reducing cost
and time necessary to turn out its products to meet consumer
demands.

Volumation is a necessary word in manufacturing because
it is characteristic of conswnption and distribution in thai
day and materials handling must and is playing its part in
this volumation process.
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Industrial Counterparts of Military Packaging

Mr.s 3,hn Mount
Manager, Marine Service Dept,, Insurance Co. of North America

Packaging for industry, to a degree, is very similar to
packaging for the Military. I inserted "to a degree" pur-
posely and let me explain why. Webster defines "degree" as
a derivative from the Latin "degradare", meaning to degrade,
to reduce from a higher to a lower grade. Degree can also
mean relative quantity or intensity. Thus packaging for in-
dustry as compared to the military, is a reduction from a
higher to a lower grade and it is relatively somewhrt less in
quantity or intensity, particularly for overseas shipments.

When we speak of relativity we immediately think of the
late Dr. Einstein and his formula. Perhaps we in the pack-
aging field need an Einstein and a formula. As I sit at Mr
desk in Philadelphia, and am confronted with packaging prob-
leme, I often wish such a formula existed, so that I could
put the unknowns in their proper place, turn the crank, and
ccme up with the right answer. But unfortunately no such
panacea has ever been developed.

While no formula exists, there are certain rules or
guides that do help us in determining what packaging is nec-
essary. These rules or guides are not consolidated into one
or two engineering handbooks. Instead they are spread out
over marW publications and they are not always easy to find,
and when found, are apt to be rather general in nature.

Right here I would like to state that they deal primarily
with domestic shipments. There are no rules or regulations
for industtial (or commercial) export or overseas shipments.
There are reasons why this is so and I will cover that phase
in the latter part of qr discourse.

As I just mentioned, there are rules that guide us in
packaging our industrial domestic shipments. In general
these rules and regulations are also followed by the military
in preparing their domestir shipments. LJnoubtedly the best
known and most used is the Consolidated Freight Classifica-
tion. Included in this voluminous docuwwnt are certain basic
rules.

For example Rule 5 says *'Articles tendered for transpor-
tation rill be refused for shipment unless in such condition
and so prepared for shipment as to render the transportation
thereof reasonably safe and practicable."
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Rule 6 covurs the marking of freight while Rule 21 re-
lates to nested crticles. Rule 40 specifies the requiremnte
for such containezr as boxes, other than fibreboard; crates;
pails, barrels and -xrums; single trip metal barrels, drums.,
kits or pails; paper end textile bags and so on.

Rule 41 covers the L-equirements for all the fibreboard
containers, such as corrugeted and solid fibreboard boxes,
the fibreboard drum and pail, the cleated fibreboard box etc.
This rule goes into considerable detail with regards to the
bursting strength of the fibrebo&.d for cer-tin weight and
size limitations, to the type of maaufacturer's joint used,
to the methods of sealing, and marW oi.her factors in the make
up of the containers, too lengthy to discuss here.

Similar to the Consolidated Freight Clasbification in ro
far as packaging requirements are concerned, is t..ha• Official
Express Classification published by the Railway Express Agtimen.
Still another similar document is the National Motor Freight
Classification, except that in some instances it is more
lenient.

Undoubtedly one of the most comprehensive and exacting
regulation for domestic packaging is the Interstate Commerce
Commission Regulations for "Transportation of Explosives and
Other Dangerous Articles by Freight.'• It is frequently re-
fe ed to as the "ICC Red Book." This regulation goes into
great detail and specifies the types of container that can be
used for each explosive and dangerous article itemized, the
descriptive labels that mist be used on the shipping container,
as well as the permissible quantities therein. Failure to
use this regulation properly not only endangers the safe de-
livery of the contents of the container, but also the safety
of all other cargo in the shipment as well as the personnel
who have to handle it.

The Association of American Railroads also issues a
special tariff entitled "Specifications of Standard Contain-
ers and Loading Rules for Fruits and Vegetables, Fresh and
Green (not Cold Packed nor Frozen)." The rules in this tariff
apply to shipments of fresh fruits or vegetables and super-
sede the rules in the Consolidated Freight Classification.
Certain other commodities are also covered in loading rules
and recommnd ed methods of ptcking as published by the Con-
tainer Section of the Association of American Railroads.
These appear gererally as pamphlets and mezris aix serve as
a guide rather than as a regulation.

".he Federal Government, of course being a prolific pub-
lishir, also gets into the act in a rather lengthy series of
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federal specifications which cover the very large number of
"civilian-type" items purchased by the Government. Included
in these specifications aze the packaging requirements. Of
course maxW of these specifications are for the containers or
the materials themselves. Incidentally these specifications
are easily recognized by the uniform method of designating
them. For example, "PPP-D-729, DRUMS: ME'AL, 55 gallon (for
shipment of noncorrosive materials) is typical. Generally
they define the commercial materials normally supplied and
used and of course agree with the various rUle and regula-
tions previously referred to.

Another Government Bureau, the Bureau of Standards,
offers a special service to industrial groups by which sim-
plified practice recommendations may be prepared su_- issued.
They are of course on a voluntary basis but do serve as bazic
reference material. Perhaps the best known ones are Simpli-
fied Practice Recommendation R-247-52 "Packaging, Marking,
and Loading Methods for Steel Products for Domestic Shipments"
and R-146-41 "Corrugated and Solid Fibre Boxes for Canned
Fruits and Vegetables."

You will notice that no previous reference has been made
to arr rule or regulation in so far as air cargo is concerned.
Of course air freight is the youngster in the transportation
field. The air carriers as a group have done very little as
yet on packaging. Individually, some of the carriers have
concentrated their packaging efforts in such a varied field
as fresh fruits and vegetables, lobsters, honeybees, ladies
dresses, horses, etc. Actually, in many instances the action
has been toward eliminating packaging and concentrating on
the materials handling; particularly, when no land transpor-
tation of arty length is involved, before or after the air
movement.

The only reference to packaging by the air carriers is
contained in the Official Air Freight Rules Tariff, which
states "'Azy articles susceptible to damage as the result of
anr condition which may be encountered in air transportation,
such as high or low temperatures, high or low atmospheric
pressures, or sudden changes in either, must be adequately
protected by proper packing and aWr other necessarý measures."
A rather general statement and certainly vague as to infor-
mation as to how to pack.

I believe that covers some of the most important rules
and regulations. In addition to these, there are of course,
ma-, handbooks and similar publications prepared by U. Trade
Associations of the Manufacturers of the containers. To
mention a few, there is "The Handbook of Corrugated arid Solid
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Fibreboard Boxes and Products" prepared by the Fibre Box
Association, "General Manual No. 3" prepared by the Paper
Shipping Sack Manufacturers AssociatJon, "The Wooden Barrel
Manual" prepared by the Associated Cooperage Indus-riee of
America.

I mentioned earlier that there were no rules or regula-
tions for industrial or commercial export or overseas ship-
ments. This has been a recognized fact for a number of years
and of which much can be said both pro and con. As a matter
of fact a mass meeting was held on the floor of the Maritime
Exchange in New York City in 1949 for the purpose of dis-
cussing the annual loss of maW millions of dollars on ship-
ments mado by American Foreign Trade Interests in which loss
and/or damage was allegedly caused by improper or inadequate
pack'-g.

One of the subjects discussed was whether or not a men-
datory "code" of mininlm packaging standards should or should
not be adopted. Such standards would be similar to those
used by the Military in their various JAN'S AND MIL Standards.

As a result of this meeting, a temporary committee was
formed of various representatives from steamship companies,
shippers, marine underuTiters, and other groups directly in-
terested in foreign trade. An independent consultant pack-
ing engineer was called upon to render technical assistance
and a rather complete survey was made.

The following is quoted from part of the committee's
report:

"The tests conducted by the Comnittee's Pack-
aging Egineer and the examinations mae at dis-
charge ports of the "suspect" shipments established
beyond question of doubt that there is need in m
quarters for better attention to the packaging of
cargo intended for shipment in overseas trade. It
is also apparent, though to a lesser degree, that
the carriers of cargo overseas might uell give
closer attention to the care of cargo delivered
into their custody, its stowage and the type of
gear used in the loading and discharging operations.

"It is the belief of the Committee that the
cure insofar as packaging is concerned does not lie
in the promulgation of minimum requirements for
packaging nor the --reation of a Bureau designed to
supervise or control packaging, nor is it considered
advisable that there be intervention on the part of
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Government in the form of the issue of a Code."t

The committee recommended that the Maritime Association
of the Port of New York appoint and maintain a permanent
PackagingCommittee wihh revolving membership. The committee
should include at least one outstanding Packaging Engineer
to serve as a consultant. The membership should be made up
of at least two representatives of shippers, two from the
carriers and two from the wuneruTiters.

Thus to date no code has been suggested nor do I person-
ally believe aqr ever will be, either by this committee or
amy oti^er representative organization.

My reasons for maling this statement are based on the
following problems that would have to be either answered or
overcome:

I. The varied number of carriers involved i- over-
seas transportation. Some of these carriers
operate under the U. S. flag but unfortunately
the majority do not. Even if both these groups
could be coordinated we still have the so-called
"tramp" steamer whose agents or operators could
never be brought into awr agreement.

2. The diffieulty in establishing minimum stamd-
ards which would be economically Just to all
shippers. Obviously a shipper to some nearby
port in Puerto Rico or even Continental Europe
would require lower standards than the same
commzditY shipped to ports in Iran or Indonesia.

3. The problem of Customs Regulations particularly
to those countries where the duties are assessed
on a gross weight baas,,

4. The competition of foreign manufacturers and
shippers, whose labor costs are less than ours.
As the buyer pays the packing costs, the foreign
mairifacturer or shipper has an advantage if our
packing costs are too great in proportion to
the valua of the goods shipped.

5. The economic problem as to whether or not it
is better for either consignee or shipper to
absorb a certain amount of lose and damage
rather than pay for the excessive packing costs
that may be involved to prevent loss and daiiage
to a so-called cheap item. To protect adequately
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the so-called cheap item might cost more than
the item itself is worth and therefore a cer-
tain amount of loss and damage can be economi-
cally absorbed by shipper and buyer.

6. The length of the trip involved. By that I
mean whether the item is manufactured in a sea-
port and shipped to a foreign seaport where it
is used, or whether the item is manufactured at
some 'Aland point shipped to the port of embar-
kation for overseas shipment, and then a further
inland movement from the port of debarkation to
the final place of use.

7. Finally, the problem of policing a code or
series of standards both in this country and
abroad.

Through the usual cooperation for which American Industry
is renowned, many of the aforementioned problems have been
solved. If the shipper, and most of them do, obtains the eo-
operation not only of other similar industrial representa-"
tives, but also of the carriers and the underwriters, a pool
of experience can be continuously tapped. After all sound
delivery is proven *'y perform&, ce and experience is something
we cannot pass alon ýy any minimum of packing standards.

Let me illustrate this point by a couple of examples.
Several years ago we were involved in the insurance of some
second hand textile making machinery moving from this country
to South America. I personally visited the mill in the
Carolinas where the machinery was being packed. The protec-
tion against corrosion was obviously inadequate and recom-
mendations were made for cleaning the metal parts involved
and for proper protection using rust inhibitors and moisture
proof linings. Admittedly these recomrxndations would in-
crease the costs of packing these machines considerably.

The shipper refused to agree to these changeo and the
underwriter's only recourse was to refuse to insure against
rust damage. So much of a controversy developed, that we
decided to check the outturn. Of course I wouldn't have used
this example if we hadn't been right. A considerable amount
of rust damage resulted which could have been avoided by the
shipper spending approxinately another $1,OOO or so in a
shipment valued at several hundred thousand of dollars.

Now let me give you a counterpart. Not maW months ago
we were again insuring a large chipment of second hand ma-
chinery. This time the value was well over a million dollars
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and we were also involved in any consequential loss, should
anr piece be damaged and not usable. We were liable for the
loss of time involved until the damaged piece could be re -
built or replaced.

Loss prevention was deeply involved and before a nail
was driven or a part greased, we met with the head of the
shipper's packing department as well as the head of the firm
doing the packing. I must give credit for a fine prelimiuaary
survey bI the shipper's packing man. The three of us went
over this, made some changes here and there, and finally the

job started, but not before the carrier's representative was
also called in because of railroad clearances and hold sizes.

Because of the values involved and the conseQuential
loss potential, we watched that packing job closely and also
had our representative supervise loading and unloading pro-
cedures. In spite of all this, two cases were mishandled
and dropped, but the loss will run only a little over $1,000
or about 1/10 of one percent.

A problem that all of us in the packaging field are
confronted with, is the cost of packing. On domestic ship-
ments invariably this is included in the priae of the article
shipped. On exports, however, the shipper is more prone to
show in his invoice not oniy the charge for the item but also
cartzin extra charges such as insurance and freight if sold
ac a C I F (cost-insurance-freight) basis. Frequently the
i.nv,-ice will also bear a packing cost, because the shipper
is put to additional expense over and beyond the domestic
packing cost.

A recent poll conducted by a leading exporter's maga-
zine, Tha &-port Trade & Shipper, brought to light some in-
teresting infcormation. Of all shippers answering the poll,
69 percent said they make an extra charge for export packing.
While approximately 10 percent charge extra they include the
charge in the export price quoted. Another group of about
14 percent use their domestic packing for export while only
6 percent absorbed the charge themselves.

Another interesting development was that approximataly
75 percent, or three quarters of those who charge for export
do so at their cost figures. Of the balance, the majority
based their charge on a percentage of the value, and 5% of
the value, vas the average charge.

An examn4le of good old imerican know-how as well as
cooperation of all concerned, is the present trend towards
unitizing or palletizing of shipments. We find this trend
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not only in domestic shipments but in overseas shipments
although I must admit that for the present there is much more
activity in the domestic field. In some cases this means
unitizing or palletizing a group of small packages. In other
inst.ances, it means the loading of an entire motor truck
trailer, "piggy-back" fashion on a railroad flat car and
m -ing the latter by rall from say New York to Chicago.
Similar movement has also been used successfully from East
Coast Ports to Puerto Rico and from West Coast Continental
Ports in the United States to Alaska. Export shipments have
also moved in vans or cargo containers which are packed with
mary small packages, usuala!.y in domestic packing, and deliv-
ered overseas successful/y and safely. As more and more
materials handling equipment is available overseas such type
of movement will increase. As !n extreme we even have coast-
wise movement of entire railroad tars by vessel. This is one
counterpart that so far, to rW knowledge, has not been dupli-
cated by the Military.

In summing up, the industrial counterpart of packaging
has many of the same aims that the military has. !.a =wt
protect the product, we must provide all around econow, we
must have a simplified packaging operation which offers mini-
mum handling resistance and it must be suitable for good
warehousing either by shipper or consignee. Here we in in-
duw try have an advantage because warehousing at destination
can general.y be expected to be better than that offered by
the military particularly when the latter are in combat. We
can therefore more easily meet the definition of an ideal
-hipping contei"r whlrnh someone has so aptly defined as
"costs nothing, delivers the goods anywhere in perfect con-
dition, and then promptly disintegrates."
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A Dynamic Cushion Tester - Its Application To Cushion Desigu

Mr. M. T. Hatae
lResearch Engineer, North American Aviation, Inc.

The ever-increasing complexity of missile and aircraft
functions has resulted in the development of extremely pre-
cise and delicate instruments req"uring care in handling.
Nevertheless these instruments must be shipped to the customer
by all modes of transportation, to all parts of the world and
subjected to the handling of untrained persotmel. Packaging
techniques, until recent years, have been accomplished purely
by empirical methods. The need 6xiets for a more comprehen-
sive knowledge of the characteristics of package cushioning
materials and the design techniques applicable to their use.
The dynamic cushion tester waa designed and developed speci-
fically to satisfy this need and wa. based on the concept of
optimum cushioning.

OPTIMUM CUSHIONING

Let us illustrate the concept of optimum cushioning with
an example. Take a compression spring approximately six
inches in diameter and a free height of six inches, similar
to those used in the front suspension of ma-,W automobiles.
Then place a rigid steel plate on top of the spring to serve
as an impacting surface. Let us then take & safety pin, an
automobile, and a locomotive and drop each of them in turn
onto the spring from approximately six inches.

Now let us examine the results of our drop tests. The
compression spring was much too stiff for the small weight
of the safety pin and so the spring did not deflect to store
the energy of the fall. Thus, the total energy of the fall
was absorbed by the pin with resulting high loads. Since the
compression spring was taken from an automobile,, the spring
deflects with the fall of the au Mbile. Enerk7 is stored
by the spring and the load on the automobile is proportional
to the stiffness of the spring and its deflection. For the
locomotive, due to the extremely heavy mass, the upring de-
flects till the coils of the springs "bottom". In effect
the energy of the fall exceeded the normal energy storage
capacity of the compression sprinf, resulting in a h-igh load
on the locomotive.

Thus, for a given stiffness ead free height of tie
spring, an "optimum" weight dropped from a given height will
result in the maximum energy st4rage in the spring with a
minimum restoring force applied to the weight. The spring
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is then being utilized with the greatest efficiency. For
package cushioning materials, the "efficiency" is a measure
of the ability to temporarily store a large amount of energy
with a minimum restoring force applied to the packaged item.
By the proper selection of the most efficient material, a
package design can be engineered to provide the required de-
gree of protection with a minimum of package cubage and mate-
rial cost. A measure of the efficiency has been defined by
R. R. Janssen of North American Aviation, Inc. in a paper
entitled "A Method for the Proper Selection of Package Cush-
ion Material and its Dimensions", and is denoted as the
optimum cushion factors.

DETERMINATION AND APPLICATION OF OPTIMUM CUSHION FACTORS

Excerpts from Mr. Janssen's paper will be used to illus-
trate the method of determining the cushion factors and their
application to package design.

The optimum cushion factors are defined as jopt and RoPt,
where:

jopt e, Ropt 1 at

e minf e min.

where: f force per unit area-=

E
e = energy per unit volume - V

and: V=AT

Thus, jopt E ROPt .Aat
A =F xT F E min.
E Emin

AT

A compression test on a cushion material speciesn will
result in a force-displacement curve as in Figure34. The
energy storing capacity is the area underneath the curve. In
Figure 1, E denotes the energy storage for force, F. Simi-
larly for each increment of force the correspording energy
storage may be determined, and a curve of energy vs. force
may be plotted as in Figure35. Now from Figure35., the ratio
of force to energy may be determined for each increment of
force and a curve of F/E vs. F may be plotted as in Figure36.
As indicated in Figure 36A, a minimum F/E occurs at a force F.
Thus, with these values of F/E and F and the dimensions of the
cushion specimen, the optimum cushion factors are determined
from the equations previously developed.
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The use of these factors in actual package designs can
be effected by the following substitutions:

F = WG where W = weight of suspended
mass

(l) (2)G
)E = Wh =G ratio of acceleration

of item to acceler-
ation of gravity

h = drop h~eight

Then:

JoPt _x T = Ropt = A
Wh h WG

By transposing:

T = L'3PthA =ROPtWG
J

and

V = AT R°PtWG x JPth JOPtROPtjh
G

Thus, with the use of these two simple algebr&ic expres-
sions, the cushion dimensions may be determined and utilized
to obtain the required protection with a minimum of cushion
material and package cubage.

STATIC VS. )YNAMIC OFTLMUM CUSHION FACTORS

The optimum cushion factors, jopt and Opt, were deter-
mined by a slowly applied load, whereas, under actual con-
ditions of handling and transportation shocks, the load is

(1) in reaity., E = W(h / d) where d = deflection of cushion.
However, when d is small in comparison to hl, it is "usually
neglected.

(2) G = G' / 1 where G - effective dynamic acceleration
which is the sum of its dynamic acceleration (GT) and the
static weight of the component. (Reference NAA Report
NA-54-727 "Some important Factors in the Selection of
Distributed Cushioning Material" by H. Himelblau, Jr.)
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applied in a short increment of time. Drop tests of weights
onto cushion specimen indicate a marked difference in cush-
ioning properties from those determined static&lly. The
fundamental difference between the two methods of testing is
the rate at which the load is applied. Assuming that viscous
or velocity damping takes place within the material, the
damping force is then affected by the rate of loading. The
magnit'ade of the damping force has a decided effect on the
acceleration-time characteristics as discussed in the SDy-
namics of Package Cushioning" by Dr. R. D. Mindlin. Thus,
with package drop tests used as a cri'&erion of performance
and the presence of viscous damping in package cushioning
materials the dynamic rather thar, the static optimum factors
3hoald be determined.

DESIGN OF A DYNAMIC CUSHION TESTER

There are, at present, three basic types o- cynamic
testers:

(1) Free-fall of weight and cushion specimen
as a unit.

(2) Pendulum method.
(3) Free-fall of weight onto a cushion specimen.

The dynamic cushion tester designed and built at NAA, Inc.,
is based on free-fall of weights on cuzhion specimen and is
illustrated in Figure 37.

BASIC CCNSTRU.TIOh

Basically the tester consists of a vertical raceway nn
mpamct d with two impacting surfaces 6, a release mech-

anism adjustable to axq desired drop height and a rigid
base 1. umbers in circles are referred to Figure37. The
vertical raceway is constructed of 4130 steel, 2 x 2 x 45
inches long. A maximum drop height of 30 inches can be at-
tained for a 5 inch thick cushion specimen. The impact head
is of 24ST4 aluminum alloy plate, chemically milled to de-
crease the weight without loss of structural rigidity. Figure
38illustrates a close--Ap view of the impact head. Ball bear-
ings are used to decrerse friction and an adjusting screw
has been provided to loosen or tighten the bearings on the
shaft. Two impacting surfaces beve bt'.n provided to eliminate
aer "Cocking" of the head during the fzl1 and rebound. The
studs on the head are for the additior of calibrated weights.
Two heads have been fabricated, one designated a light head
weighing approximate4- 4 pounds and a heavy head weighing
approximately 7 pounds. A third head, weighing approximately
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2 pounds, is beiig fabricated to 'ermine the optimum factors
for light density materials. We__,z s can be varied in one
pound increments to approximately 52 pounds. The base is
30 x 22 x 1 and constructed of 1020 steel. Leveling screws
have been provided at the 4 corners of the base.

IliSTRMU AT7 KON

An acceleroweter mounted or. one side of the impact
head and counterbain•ced by an equal veight oD the other side
in used to indicate the dynamic response to the impact which
is recorded on the cathede ray oscilloscope. A slider @
is located on the impact kead and the slidewire ® attached
to the lover portion of the shaft provides for displacement
measurements on the oscilloscope. A time calibrated sweep
will be used in the oscilloscope to obtain both acceleration-
time and displacement-time characteristics. The entire re-
sponse will be recorded permanently by an oscillograph camera
attached to the oscilloscope screen.

OPERATION OF TESTER

Two cushion samples of the same size from the same sheet
are placed on the base directly beneath the impact head. The
impact head is raised to the pre-determined drop height
fixed in position by the release mechanism. A cam lever &0
attached to the impact head contacts a micro-switch D on
the -elease mechanism. As the release mechanism is tripped,
the head falls freely and the cam lever opens the micro-switch
which triggers the sweep through the oscilloscope. The ac-
celerometer si.gnal is fed to the vertical grid of the cathode
ray tube. An adjustable sweep trigger delay is included in
the circuit to time the sweep with the instant of impact.
Thus, the acceleration pulse can be centered on the oscillo-scope screen at azW desired drop height.

As the impact head falls and strikes the cushion speci-
men, the slider on the head contacts the slidevire generating
a second signal through the oscilloscope. The alidewire and
slider form a linear potentiometer and as the slider travels
down the slidewire, a change in voltage is effected and is
seen as the image pattern of the head displacement on the
specimen.

The optimum cushion factors will be determined following
the procedure illustrated with the example :,f the safety pin,
automobile and locomotive. A drop height cf 30 inches has
been generally accepted as a condition of Yough handling.
Maintaining a constant drop height of 30 inches, weights will
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be dropped and a curve of G vs. weight will be plotted to
obtailA an optimum weight as in Figure 39. The optimum cushion
factors may then be determined from:

opt GT Ropt AaD~p h :p

where subscript d denote dynamic optimum factors.

A typical oscillogr-ar obtained for a drop is illustrated
in Figue 40, showing maximum acceleration and displacement.
Pulse shape and pulse duration may also be determined from
the oscillogram. Free vibration tests can also be performed
and the natural frequencies for increments of loads may be
determined by counting the number of cycles over a duration
of time. Also from the decay curve, the equivalent viscous
damping ratio may be determined.

CALIBRATION OF TESTER

In ord-Ir to determine the magnitude of the frictional
losses and also to view visually the dynamic loading, high
speed films were taken, using an Eastman Kodak camera. Runs
were made at 3000 frames per second for black and white and
250 frames per second for color. The film was then analyzed
frame by frame to determine the velocity at impact. The
velocity was then compared with the theoretical velocity for
a 30 inch free-fall, 150.1 inches per second. It was found
that the frictional losses would require a slight compensating
increase in drop height. Analysis of the film led to the
development of one further improvement.

A velocity measuri.g device was developed consisting of
contacts embedded alongside the slidewire. These contacts
were spaced approximately 1/2 inch apart and the distance
measured with a dial indicator to an accuracy of one ten-
thousandths. These contacts were then connected to a series
of terminals. Two leads fP:om an electronic counter pick up
arv two terminals. As the slider slides over the contacts,
the counter measures ..ne tjime for the slider to pass from one
contact to the other to one micro-second.. Thus, thp velocity
at impact can be determar e. very accurately and are minor
compensation for frictaoral ,losses can be effected.

ALA OF OVTIMUM PROPERTIES M PACKAGE DESIGS

The shape of the G vs. W curve is veriy important in the
application of the material to package designs. For a mate-
rial exhibiting a G vs. W curve similar to curve A of Figure
Llwith a sharo op-imum point, arv deviation from optimum would
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result in a rapid increese in load to the packtged item.
Whereas, for a material with curv_ ,t the J OP• remains rela-
tivel7 constant for a range in RDp from ?,I to W2 . Thus,
one cushion design for a pa•-ticular allowable load and drop
height may be used for a suspended mass of range WI to W2 .

The use of the dynamic optimum cushion factore will lead
to the minimum cushion thickness for a given allowable load
and drop height. However, circumstances may arise for devi-
ation from optimum conditions in order to effect a better
design. For example, use of JD at point'A on Figure 42 would
result in an increase in JD and RD from optimum. This con-
dition may be desirable where the increase in thickness will
be offset by the increase in bearing area required, thus,
leading to a more stable package. At point B of Figure42 ,
JD increases and RD decreases from optimum resulting in an
increase in required thickness and a decrease in required
bearing area. If the product of JD and RD is less than the
product of JDOPt and RDOPt, the result would be a decrease
in the amount of package cushioning material required. Thus,
this condition may be used where the savings from the mate-
rial cost is greater than the cost of the increased cubage.

Upon determination of the cushion fa:tora for a material,
the dimensions of the cushion may be calculated for a given
allowable load and drop height. Having determined the curLion
dinensions, the next problem is to devise a method for se-
curing the cushion pads so that the packaged item is fully
supported. Severa2 methods have been developed and are in
use at NA.A, Inc.

One of the first methods was the uae of die-cut corru-
gated "trays" to secure the pads in position. This is illus-
trated in Figures 43 and 44. The use of this method is
restricted to high production parts where the cost of t+%e
dies would be easily absorbed. It is also advantageous to
utiJize this method for packaged items of square configura-
tions. In this way, one size of trays can be utilized for
all six sides of t.he package.

The most adaptable method is the use of hair latex corner
pads. This is illustrated in Figure 45 and consists essen-
tially of an L section of hair, slitttd to form 3 rectangles.
The slits allow the bending of the hair to form a corner as
shown. Eight corner pads are reauired for a package and is
shown in Figure 46.
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CONCLUSION

Many package cushioning materials of varying properties
are presently available. The optimum cushion factors provide
a measure of the cushion properties and application to pack-
age design. The dynamic cushion tester can be used to deter-
mine the dynamic optimum cushion factors to provide a more
efficient use of the materials and a more realistic cordition
to which packages are subjected. In addition, the tester
will indicate the pulse shape and pulse duration of the re-
sponse and the natural frequencies and equivalent viscous
damping ratior may be determined. Thus, with packaging
gaining more recognition as an integral part of the reli-
ability of equipment, it is hoped that the developments pre-
sented will add one more step in the progress of packaging
from an art to a science.
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New Developments in Materials THandl.ig

Mr. V. H. Laughner
Editor, Modern Materials Handling

Suppose that tomorrow -- God forbid -- one of our radar
outposts off the North Atlantic coast we,,e to make contact
with a fleet of unidentifiable aircraft approaching our
shores. Within a matter of seconds our entire defense net-
work would be alerted. information on the number of these
planes, their speed and current course would immediately be
flashed to a central command poct. Civilian defense agencies
would be notified. And before minutes had passed, our armed
interceptors would be dispatched to seek out and destroy the
probable enemy.

In the meantime, based on supplemental data, the central
area command would determine -- probably by electronic com-
puter -- the ultimate defense to meet this threat, and order
additional military forces into action.

Now stripped of all verbage, what would we have done.
Gentlemen, we would have placed an order for material and
have had it delivered.

How fast and how efficiently we deliver material in
event of another war may well determine whether we continue
to exist. Not whether we continue to exist as a world power
or as a nation, but whether we continue to exist at all.

This is no new idea. The success of every military oper-
ation in history has been based on two fundamental concepts:
(1) having the right material at the right place at the right
time; and (2) using it more intel igently than the enemy. And
having more than enough of the right material at the right
place ahead of time always provides a comfortable margin of
safety.

Efficient distribution is no less important to an indus-
trial organization than to a military organization -- espe-
cially when you consider that 100 percent or more is
frequently added to the cost of a product between the manu-
facturing area or processing line and the customer's back
door. It makes no sense to squeeze pennies from the cost of
a product through redesign and better manufacturing methods,
and not devote at least equal attention to distribution,
which today provides a far bigger area for cost reduction.
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Thus, from the standpoint of both the military and in-
dustrv -- or, putting it another way, from the standpoint of
both time and cost -- distribution certainly is worthy of
study. And since materisls handling is an integral part of
distribution, it is receiving much thought and scrutiny. In
my opinion, the developments in this phase of materials hand-
ling will, within the next few years, be equally as dramatic
and as significant as is automation in manufacturing -- both
from the standpoint of equipment and methods.

Already a great deal has been done, and many trends are
apparent. Consider, for example, the first area on the out-
bound side of manufacturing: the warehouse and storage
facility. Engineers have their factors of safety. Budget
directors have their columns for miscellaneous expenditure3.
And production planners and market analysts have the ware-
house to fall back on. it's the "fudge factor" in the pro-
duction-distribution cycle. Because of variables in demand,
we will always have it ... we can't get rid of it ... but
by better planning and new equipment we can change its size,
shape, or character, thereby reducing the cost of its opera-
tion.

One way of changing the character of a warehouse is to
adapt it for handling only one size of unit -- a pallet load
for example. It's always easier to handle all of one type
of unit than a misc(ellaneous assortment. So, if between the
end of the production line .nd the warehouse we place
accumulating conveyors and palletizing machines, the piles
become fewer in number, more uniform, better adaptable to
machine handling, and therefore more mobile and less static.

Palletizing machines are increasing in number, use, and
importance. Semi-automatic and completely automatic models...
capable of handling an infinite variety of pallet patterns...
at rates of from 1000 to 1500 cases or cartons/hour ... are
now available from a number of manufacturers.

Perhaps the largest single installation at the present
time is in the H. J. Heinz plant at Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
At this plant, accumulating conveyors are installed on the
output side of case sealers on each of thirteen production
lines.

The production lines do not always make the same prod-
uct. Both the product and size of carton may change from
day to day -- and production rates on different products
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vary. So the problem was to provide sufficient flexibility
in the conveyor system to combine the outputs of the thirteen
lines and feed them into the four pallet loaders in the cor-
rect combination to keep the machines operating at full
capacity.

This was accomplished by running four trunk line con-
veyors underneath the accumulating lines. Each of these
trunk lines, which is simply a transportation conveyor, feeds
directly into a pallet loader in a warehouse, some 80C to
90C ft. distance from the production building. Any one of
the thirteen lines can be tied in with any one of the trunk
line conveyors by setting up the required combination on a
central control panel.

The way this actually is done is by means of cylinder
actuated deflector plates on the belt conveyors that are ad-
jacent to the metering belts. Chutes that drop down to the
trurnk line conveyors are opposite each of these deflectors.
When the metering belt on the accumulating lines is started,
the chute drops down and the required number of cartons are
counted as they pass the phototube• after which the meter-
ing belt is stopped and the chute automatically retracted so
that other cartons can pass beneath it.

A control station for the pallet loaders is located in
the warehouse. Whenever a full pallet load comes through
on a trunk conveyor, the operator energizes the cartridge on
the pallet loader, which goes through its cycle. The full
pallet is discharged from loader directly to a reciprocating
vertical conveyor, where it is automtically carried to the
floor on which it is to be stored, .nd discharged.

So here is one type of equipment for changing the char-
acter of a warehouse. But suppose that the unit to be
stored Is too large or awkward to pa&letize by on- of these
machines? Then you can crate or box it wish autcem tic
packaging equipment, and still handle it without difficulty.
I am sure that Mr. Putnam can tell you much more tnan I
about the development of packaging machines -- not for items
like food cans or drugs -- but for refrigerators, washing
machines, and products of like weight and bulk. I would
just like to say that this is a concept of extreme importance
to both our military establishment and to industry.

Prom such packging machines, products can ., carried
by conveyor to accwumulating lines in the warehouse, and from
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there to the shipping dock. GE does this at Appliance Park

in Louisville.

A somewhat diiferent approach was taken by Lincoln

Electric in its warehousing operation. In this plant, an

accumulating conveyor system is used to collect truck ship-

ments. A slat type conveyor, with a control element on each

slat, runs the length of the welding machine warehousing
ares. The control dial on the pan is set for any one of
seven truck accumulating lines. When a welder weighing
several hundred pounds is set on the conveyor, it is trans

ported to the shipping area, cross-shunted to the proper
accumulating conveyor, and automatically discharged on It.

Now, if we can make the loads coming into and going out
of the warehouse fluid instead of static, why not make the
entire warehouse so that storage is fluid? Why not tilt the
.loor so that new stock goes in the back, flows to the front,
and is then removed? This is not a new concept. Harry
Meserole proposed it back in 1946 in a booklet entitled
"Streamlinr-d 1holesale Grocery Warehousing".

While it is impractical to literally tilt the floor,
stock can be loaded on inclined conveyors so that it flows
from TLhe receiving area to shipping as needed. Each individ-
ual rsac or conveyor might be equipped with gates. A punched
card c tape containing all of the information on any given
c-dor .olIld actuate these gates, and the correct amount Qf
mat-e•al would flow to the conveyors and hence to accumulat-
ing points, As you are no doubt aware, a system had been
developed for controlling conveyors by means of tape, so that
a package placed at .ny point on the conveyor is automatical-
ly shunted to the correct accumulating station at the end of
the line. In addition to this development, many independent
groups are working on other types of controls, and also on
designs for completely automatic warehuuses. The problem is
essentially one of cost justification, but certainly not many
years will go by before we have numbers of such warehouses in
operation.

Great improvements can be made with palletizing machines,
large packaging equipment, and accumulating conveyors without
going to ccmplete automaticity in a warehouse. And other
equipment, too, is rapidly moving into warehousing operations.
A very intriguing developwent is the "operatorless" tractor
train that follows low frequency radio signals in a vire that
is strung overhead, buried in the floor, or placed along a
wall. A servomechanism picks up the signals and steers the
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tractor along the path of the wire. If the wire is strung
along a wall, the servo is given a permanent deflectioon, and
will keep the tractor within 3/4 in. of this deflected path.
The servo also picks up any changes in direction of the
wire, and will steer the tractor around a corner on an arc
so that the trailers behind it will trail properly; the
radius of this arc is adjustable. This particular tractor
can be equipped with safety devices that will prevent it
from running into other tractor trains, will job it around
oncoming vehicles, or will stop it automatically at any sta-
tion along its route. A number of tractors can, of course,
be run on the same system.

Other types of automatic controls for tractor trains
have been developed. One of these has a photocell type pick-
up and servo control that follows a painted white stripe or
tape on the floor.

Equipment of this type is ideal for a warehousing set-
up or freight terminal operation that changes rapidly in
size or shape. A tow chain conveyor might be impractical for
such applications because of the time and money required to
constantly modify it to fit changing conditions. With an
automatic system such as described above, however, the wire
or tape could be reeled in, cut or spliced, and re-routed
along another path. It seems to me that the possibilities
of these automatic vehicles for cargo ship and barge inload-
ing are tremendous. The travel paths of the tractor trains
could be changed hourly, if necessary.

I certainly do not mean to imply that a tow chain con-
veyor could not be designed with a similar degree of auto-
maticity. It could be. As a matter of fact, I have a copy
of a letter here with me today from the Chief Estimating
ýnginear of one of the large conveyor companies. The letter

was addressed to Modern Materials Handling, and is dated
February 2, 1953. Not only does this letter detail one - but
several - methods of switching trailers from live to dead
storage areas anud back again using tuned oscillator circuits.
Thus, the same degree of automaticity can %e given to a tow
chain conveyor as to a power and free conveyor system,

This same man then points out that, should complete
automatic operation be rndesirable, at least the truc.k migh-L
be equipped with a signalling device such as a bell that
would ring when a trailer destined for a particular station
came into the station area. It's a system like this that is
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now in operation at the Federal Supply Center in Seattle,
and there are no doubt others scattered around the country.

What can we do with these systems? We can mechanize
the pile. We can reduce peak labor requirements by select-
ing in two hours what's needed for 24 -- and similarly re-
duce the labor required for stocking. With tape controlled
conveyors, automatic bins, and secondary accumulation of
product mix, we truly have a "turn-key" warehouse.

Another approach that can be taken to change the char-
acter of a warehouse is to move it outdoors -- to store in
outdoor yards. A suitable building for storage costs a
minimum of $4/cu.ft. if built specifically for this purpose,
and probably on the average of $12 to $14/cu.ft. Thus, mov-
ing storage out into yards would reduce future capital
expenditures for those companies that are faced with expand-
ing both manufacturing and storage facilities because of
increased production.

Many parts, materials, and finished products are stored
indoors today simply out of habit. Indoors, they take up
valuable space in buildings that might otherwise be used for
production. They force management to invest in plant addi-
tions that might otherwise be unnecessary. They add to
operating costs because of narrow aisles, cramped working
conditions, and the supply of such services as heat and
light. They are, to put It bluntly. a nuisance, an expense,
and a headache.

There are, of course, always reasons why outdoor stor-
age is impractical: (1) the material or product would
deteriorate due t:) weather; (2) cold weather and snow would
make winter operations difficult; (3) the cost of suitable
yard handling equipment would require substantial capital
outlays; (4) the yard is too ;ar away from the plant.

But how real are these reasons? Great strides have been
made in methods of protecting products, and even fibre board
containers can be weatherproofed with plastic sprays or
laminated with moisture proof outer liners. Not all yard
equipment is costly -- and if it is, it can be leased instead
of purchased. The problems of cold, snow, and long travel
distances frequently can be overcome by proper planning and
handling equipment.
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Furthermore, many plants -- particularly the newer ones --
have large yard areas into which they can expand storage
operations. And last but not least, equipment menufacti'rers
now have or are developing the specialized types of handling
devices that are needed for outdoor industrial -- and mili-
tary -- operations.

The ýtraddle carrier, for exampl " not new, buL the
way in which it can be modified and u ,d L.t certainly worthy
of re-examination. For transporting >.:avy loads from inside
to outside, for carrying materials over long distances at
speeds of 30 mph oe more, or for moving hard-to-handle awk-
ward shapes, the straddle carrier is often an ideal vehicle.
It can put entire loads of palletized materials right out-
side of ycur plant door. It .an even operate within the
plant. At least one of the West Coast aircraft companies
is usirn them in this manner, and it is my understanding that
a special unit is being constructed for operation in the
Calumet District Warehouse, which I previously mentioned.
In addition, this vehicle can be used for over-the-highway
hauling of small boats. It can carry large unit loads of
goods direct to the retailers' front door. Several of the
steel companies have found that these vehicles are excellent
for transporting ingots, billets, plate, ex+rusions, pipe,
and other items to and from the plant to remote yard loca-
tions, and from these yards to shipping areas. If the need
is there, eight-wheel carriers of 100,0CC lbs. or more
capacity can certainly be built.

Today's carriers, too, may have considerable military
potential. They might be used for yard handling or over-the-
road transporation of multiple pallet loads or unit sized
containers -- or for handling of aircraft pods -- or even for
ship to shore transport. If necessary, the vehicles might be
tractor mounted instead of wheel mounted. In short, gentle-
men, the straddle carrier has many advantages, and may be but
one of many special vehicles that will be developed for
handling of large unit loads, containers, or shipping pods in
the yard and over the road.

A somewhat different type of outdoor and over-the-road
vehicle is the side loader. It, too, c-n pick up heavy loads
and transport them at fairly high speed over long distances.
Consider, for example, a khn,;-sized pallet some 20 or 25 ft.
long, with a roller conveyor bed. With a simple block for
containing the loads, the entire unit can be moved to an air-
field or freight yard by side loader. If a roller or wheel
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conveyor bed were mounted in the carrier, the load could be

transferred from the pallet to the carrier with considerable

dispatch. Again, this vehicle can take many forms, includ-

ing one with center mounted masts for handling guided

missiles or one for both outdoor and indoor use. A proto-

type of such a truck, with only a 52 in. width, has been

built and is being tested. Of course, this vebicle can stack,

whereas the stacking possibilities of the straddle carrier are

somewhat limited.

Other outdoor equipments that are getting or will get a

new look include cranes and fork trucks -- specifically rough
terrain fork trucks. Here, the trend seems to be away from
the conventional lift truck mast and toward fork lever arms
pivoted either on the side or the back of the vehicle. Most
of these models have four-wheel drive through a torque con-
verter and geared transmission. Some -- as, for example,
the 6000 lb. model being built for the Canadian Pulpwood
Association -- have four-wheel steer.

Why the emphasis on side or back mounting of the lever
arms? One advantage is visibility. Another, and perhaps a
much more important one is the range of attachments that can
be added to such a vehicle, and in yard operations, flexibil-
ity in equipment often is all-important. For a small plant
or for some military operations, it may be impossible to jus-
tify individual equipment for each operation. k single unit
that can stack, be used for car spotting, do limited con-
struction work, and handle bulk materials is fairly close to
reality today. Several mo•els nov- available can be equipped
with a grab, a bucket, or a logging attachment. The bucket
is controlled through full 360 deg. rotation by a hydraulic
motor. The vehicle itself has four-wheel drive, four-wheel
steer, articulated axles, and a hydraulic leveling system
that keeps the truck body level when the vehicle is operat-
ing on a slope.

So far as cranes are concerned, the approach is toward
smaller capacity, lower cost units. More wheel mounted
models are being made -- in line with the industrial trend
toward paved or semi-surfaced yard areas. Some of these
cranes even look different. One unique design has an extend-
able, counterweighted boom. It has a capacity of 8000 lb. at
a 10 ft. radius, an over-all height of 9 ft., and will travel
under full load at 15 mph. Attachments include hydraulic out-
riggers, hydraulic clamshell and orange peel buckets, magnet
front-movmted winch, load carrying platform. bulldozer and
snow plow.
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You can also do a lot with a standard crane. A fork
attachment now is being built for one crahe. The shovel
boom, such as used on a 3/4 yd. shovel, is retained, as is
the dipper stick, which can be moved back and forth. The
shovel dipper is removed from the front end of the dipper
stick and a set of "C-forks" is substituted for it. An ad-
ditional device is added so that the forks can be revolved
360 deg.

My purpose in describing this equipmcnt is not to im-
press you with any particular raodels -- many other types are
available -- but simply to indicate the extent of the devel-
opments that are now taking place and to show you the
possibilities that exist for lowering cost and increasing
plant or warehousing by moving storage out into the open.

The objection that is always raised to outdoor atorage
is that the product or material deteriorates when exposed
to weather. As I previously mentioned, much progress h•s
been made with laminated fibreboard containers and plastic
coatings. Several industry spokesmen have told me that, in
their opinion, the packaging industry is certain to make muc.h
wider tse of foil materials, particularly those which have
been laminated to various forms of paper and/or plastic films
such as poiyethyleru. These foil laminates provide both a
good moisture barrier and a good thermal barrier. In the
packaging of food stuffs and many types of military equipment,
these are twc points of prime concern. Containers of this
type might be used for both storage and shipment.

This brings me to another point that I feel very
strongly about: containerization. The signs definitely in-
dicate that unit :-ontainers of one type or another will be-
come the accepted accessory for shipment within a very few
years. Consider Just three straws in the wind: the joint
Air Force-Army program of containerization for overstas ship-
ment; Piggy-back and Fishy-back operations; and experiments
by both shippers and the railroads with container cars.

Currently, the Army Transportation Corps in cooperation
with the Air Force, has some 20,000 steel containers approxi-
mately 6 x 6 x P ft. that are being used experimently for
overseas shipment. These are weatherproof, have a door
running nearly the full height of the container, and can be
loaded at a density of about 30 lb/cu.ft. to a total capaci-
ty of 9000 lb.
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Studies that led to this program are quite revealing.

Statistics show that about 42% of all items needed in the

field consist of small boxes that are subJect to palletiza-

tion or containerization. in addition, another 25% of the

material is such that it can be rolled on and rolled off of

ships. This immediately promises to provide a significant
reduction in loading and unloading time.

The Army is finding that out of the 295 cu.ft. of space
available in the container and of the 365 cu.ft, of space it
occupies in the hold of the ship, only 222 cu.tt. are being
utilized due to voids and odd sized packages. But the boxes
need not be packed for overseas shipment, so there is a sig-
nificant savinga to begin with. Furthermore, if the
materials were so packed, they would occupy 315 cu.ft. of
space, and this figure would be ballooned out by 15 percent
when the boxes were stacked.

So the amount of space required for each type of ship-
ment is about the same. But containers can be loaded at a
rate of from 90 to l00/T/hr, loose packages at a maximumr of
25/T/hr. When you figure ship demurrage at somewhere around
$750/day on foreign ships and nearly $2000/day on American
ships, you begin to appreciate the savings that can be made.

The Army does not plan to use these containers for do-
mestic shipment. But many industrial companies are using
or experimenting with various commercial containers that are
available. And then there is "Piggy-back" and its sea-goin•
counterpart "Fishy-back".

As you know, some 39 railroads now conduct "Piggy-back"
or trailer on flat car operations. Only two of them, how-
ever -- the Nev Haven and the Pennsylvania -- are hauling
other than their own trucks in any quantity. Most of the
others are hauling their own trailers, which is a little bit
like taking in your own wash. &at they will get in, I 'm
certain, because the advantages of such operations for long
haul transportation are fairly obvious. Here are just a few
of them:

(1) Faster transportation.

(2) Fewer tractors. There's no need for a tractor
for each trailer.

(3) Lower license fees. A trailer in service between
Chicago and New York no longer needs plates for
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each state in wh-ch it operates.

(4) Greater flexibility in trailer size and weight
once the vehicle does not travel over the road
in states imposing severe limitations.

(5) Less wear and tear on equipment.

The Pennsylvania, which inaugurated rail-trailer opera-
tions just a few months ago between Chicago ani New York -has
found the growth in business fabulous. I do not know what
current statistics are, but the week of September 7 the
Pennsylvania hauled over 500 trailers between these two
cities. My information is that such service soon will be --
or perhaps already has been -- launched between Pittsburgh
and New York, and that tentative agreements have been reached
to bring at least a train-a-day from the South to northern
Metropolitan areas.

So it certainly looks as though rail-trailer operations
will become an important method of transportation in the
near future. It may interest you to know that over the past
20 years some 286 container systems have been proposed in
this country, and that none of them became commercially
important because they did not have the inherent service
benefits necessary to interest a wide segment of American
business. With rail-trailer systems offering the flexibili-
ty of door to door transportation and high speed service,
this deterrent has been overcome.

Another approach to "Piggy-back" is the Mobilvan sys-
tem, which utilizes a sealed container 17 x 3 x 8 ft. without
hels. The 17-ft. length permits loading of three vans on

a standard railroad flat car -which is 53 ft., 6 in. long.
Two units can be transported on a conventional 35-ft. highway
semi-trailer and one on a city delivery flatbed truck. A
heavy-duty 30,000 lb. capacity fork lift truck or a large
straddle carrier can be used to place the van on the truck
or flatcar.

Key to the system is the van's automatic locking device
that sectres the unit. The release mechanism is automatic
too. It operates when the forks of the lift truck or the
clamps of the straddle carrier engage the van to remove it
from the carrier.

The advantage of this system over conventional rail-
trailer operations is that the vans are less costly than
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trailers, and the absence of tamden wf.,etls and axles reduces

the weight by several thousand •cuicls. In add;ition, t*,e varns

can be used as outdoor storage ccntainers until needed in the

shop, then placed on a dolly and hauled directly to point of

use.

From a military standpoint, the vans might be used as

portable communications centers, portable hospitals, mobile

machine shops, or in many other ways. Their possibilities

for portable postal stations might also be worthy of study.

The status of this system at the present time is that

Freuhauf has signed a contract to build the units, and
Clark -- the developer -- has offered to equip rail car's with

the locking device at cost.

Of course, rail movement is ,it the only method of

transportation that can be employed for trailer or Mobilvan
transport. The "Fishy-back" operation recently received

impetus when the McLean trucking interests announced plans
for building seven special vessels for trailer tr-ansport
service up and down the east cost.

Of course, Sea-Train also has ICC permission to operate
along the coast, and while the cargo now consists only of
freight cars, this company might be another entry in the
"Fishy-back" business. Incidentally, it may interest you tr
know why Sea-Train always leaves New York with a full load.
It isn't only a matter of cost. Sea-Train will deliver a
rail car in Savannah, Georgia on the morning of the third
day after leaving New York. Ordinary rail movement requires
9 days.

The time required for ordirary rail wovement from
Chicago to New York is 14 days. A rail trailer express train
makes it overnight. These figures sound alrost incredible,
but I am assured on reliable authority that they are accurate.
I'll leave the inferences up to you.

Many other containero, some designed to function with a
system of special railroad cars, are currently being, used or
developed. Worthy of mention is the collapsible rubber drum
now being used for transportation and storage of bulk and
liquid materials such as carbon black, shellac, and similar
hard-to-handle materials. These come in 500 and 2500 gallon
capacities, and ý2tn be loaded on barges or gondola cars for
shipment over long distances. There is some talk about tow-
ing filled units behind tugboats on inland waters. Again,
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these units would seem to have some military potential.

But you can see what these container systems are leading
to, gentlemen: we are going to "can" many of our products
for distribution and storage. The king-sized container for
both military and commercial use has too much to offer for
us to pass it by -- not the least of which is mere fluid,
mobile, and lower cost distribution and storage.

You may be thinking that even these large sized con-
tainers must be handled as units, and therefore do not rep-
resent the ideal solution for many bulk materials -- and I
would agree with you heartily. The ideal method of handling
would be by pipeline or overland conveyor. If we can pump
oil thousands of miles, there is no reason why we cannot
fluidize solids and do the same thing with them -- or why we
cannot transport them overland by belt conveyor. Although
the Riverlake Project still is bogged down in the Ohio
Legislature, its backers are hopeful that next year it will
receive recognition as a common carrier. The backers of this
project, as you probably know, plan to invest more that
$200,000,000 in the construction of a 100-mile belt conveyor
system connecting the Great Lakes and the Ohio River. The
two-way system will be used to transport an estimated 7 to 15
million tons of coal annually from East Liverpoci to Cleve-
land via Youngstown, and some 20 million tons of iron ore in
the other direction.

But while this project is currently held up, consider-
able progress is being made on another that is equally
significant: this is the Pittsburgh Consolidated Coal Com-
pany's 108 mile pipeline for coal. It is expected to be
ready for operation by the end of 1956, and will deliver ap-
proximately 18 million tons of coal to the Eastlake Station
of Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company in greater
Cleveland from Pitt-Consul's preparation plant near Cadiz,
Ohio.

A contract for the delivery of the coal over a 15-year
period was signed recently by the two firms. The coal, to
enter the line crushed and mixed with water, will be trans-
ported in the form of a sluri . It will be propelled by
three pumps through the 10-3/4 in. line at the rate of about
three to four miles an hour. At the receiving end the coal
will be dewatered by the customer, Cleveland Electric
Illuminat ing.
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Pitt-Consul reached its decision on the commercializa-
tion of a coal-carrying pipeline system only after accumulat-
ing and evaluating data from its experimental pipeline
project which was operated for the better part of a year.
The project simulated a commercial operation both as to equip-
ment and conditions of topography. It employed a 12-3/4-in.
diameter pipe about 17,000-ft. long through which from 7000
to 9000 tons of coal were moved daily. Fine sizes of coal
were mixed with water to form a slurry which was pumped
through the pipeline under pressure.

This full-scale demonstration was built at a cost of
about $550,000 by Pitt-Consul's Research and Development
Division which has been making studies of worz done on the
movement of coal by pipelines by other companies here and
abroad over the past 50 years.

The 108-mile pipeline is being constructed with the co-
operation of the two railroads serving the mine and the one
railroad upon which the utility plant is located. The New
York Central Railroad, the New York, Chicago and St. Louis
Railroad, and the Pennsylvania Railroad are participating
with the coal company. These railroads are in a position to
take substantial ownership in this project when construction
is completed.

So here is the ultimate in distr.bution, gentlemen: no
handling at all.

There is only one missing element in the cycle that I
have tried to paint for you today, and I wouid like to com-
ment on that briefly before closing -- even thouga its con-
nection with materials handling may be somewhat obscure.
This is the subject of communications and processing of
orders.

With new electronic processing equipment and faster
means of communications, we can cut our lead time on orders ...
find out within a matter of seconds what our inventories are
and where they are located ... and keep in closer contact
with field offices, branch plants, and divisions. Such devel-
opments as closed circuit television that can be transmitted
over 10 - 15 KO standard telephone lines instead of 4 MC co-
axial cables -- reading machines that can actually read an
order, duplicate any number of copies that are needed, and
transmit the data by wire or microwave -- and low cost
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electronic computers -- are bound to reduce much of the hand-
ling and rehandlirg we now do.

Let me sum up very briefly, gentlemen. The developments
that I have touched upon today -- and many, many others such
as new narrow aisle stackers, railroad cars with overhead
doors along the side so that the entire side of the car can
be opened up, palletless handling, electronic classification
yards for freignt, the use of the airplane for mass trans-
po-t -- all point to one fact: that within the next few
years there will be a revolution in military and industrial
distribution. The only thing that could prevent it would b
that we did not foresee the need for new techniques and
equipment. I have a friend who had a friend named Scudney
who sells books in Maine. This man was fabulously successful.
He seemed to have an answer for every objection that a pro-
spectjve customer could raise. My friend was fascinated by
his approach and said to Scudney one day: "Scudney, is there
anything that a prospect can say to you that you don't have
an answer for? Is there any way to stop you cold?"

Scudney replied: "Just one thing. He can say, "I can't
see".

There's no danger of "not seeing" in the materials hand-
ling and packaging field. Because of men like you, who can
not only see but anticipate our needs, I have no qualms about
our rate of progress. I am certain that it will be not only
fast -- but breathtaking.
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Automatic Packaging of" Military Supplies

Mr. Roger Putnam
President, Package Machinery Company

I don't think you need the story I was going to begin
with, but I will tell you anyhow about the man who settled
out on an Omaha farm. It wasn't really a fain. It was some
wild land he was trying to make into a farm and he found that
it was more work clearing it than he had thought. Hc just
couldn't do it alone. He needed some kind of help. He
heard of a farmer down the road who had a mule he thought he
could ouy and he thought it was just the help he needed. He
went down to talk to the farmer aoout the mule and the farmer
said, why, sure, it was a wonderful mule, just what he wanted,
quiet, gentle, obedient, never had to be harsh with her, just
had to talk to her a little and she'd do arything you want.

The man said, "Let's see the mule. Let's see how this
happens." So the mule was up there and the farmer whispered
in her ear, "Noll, honey, show this man what you can do. You
know, honey, stay porfectly still, not wiggle an ear or
muscle." Now, he whispered again, "Now, honey, I told him
how gentle you were and how nice to no something." So he
picked up a log of wood that was there ann hit her over her
head and the other man said, "I thought you didn't have to do
anything but talk to her." The farmer sai'i, "You don't but
first you have to get her attention."

(Laughter.)

So, having got your attention, I can go on from there.

Now, there is nobody that can be actually an expert in
package machinery. I think maybe one of the editors of our
papers might co as good a job as Mr. Laughuer did about
materials handling but I don't pretend to be able to. I have,
as Mr. Poastweiler told you, made my living out of packaging
machinery most of the time since I got out of the Navy in
World War I, which was almost 3Y years ago.

I was one of the organizers of the Package Machinery
Institute way back when, but I am not an officer of that now,
I am just pe7rhaps one of the elder statesmen. Perhaps that
is why they picked me out to come down here to talk t-. you.
but I believe it is on their account that I am here.

Now, it is probably hard for Lnyone outside of the packag-
ing industry to have any idea how broad it really" is. The
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Packaging Machine Manufacturers Institute has about 70
d1iTferent members ana yet practically no one of those members
has more than about tour or five competitors. It is that
wo're all a bunch of specialists and yet there are some 70-
odd members of the Institute.

I have here and I hope that some of you nave them -
they are certainly availaole -- the official airectory of the
Packaging Machinery Manufacturers Institute. It has about;50 different classifications of types o0 machines that are
made by the industry. They go all the way from "hanaf-al
filling" near the A end of the alphabet down to "wrapping,
tight" close to the Z end of the alphabet, and they cover in
the large section here every sort of kind ol machinery from
handling bags and bottles and boxes to cans and capsules and
cartons ana cases, and many other th'Lngs in between., It is
possible that some machines are handled tw-.ce as "bottle
labeler", and "labler for bottles" but I c.unted over 250
different kinds of machinery listed as made by the packaging
machinery manufacturers.

I am sure a lot of you ao have this book. I hope youdo and it will help you find your way around and know wnon
to ask for lor information about machinery. And, of course,
the packaging machinery manufacturers have an office in New
York, the Institute has. and they always will Oe ready to
help any of you and tell you %ho does make the kind of
machinery you want if it is made at all or who comes nearest
to itt and I a.. not going to take the time here to be a
catalog for you of the different kinds of machinery made.
Stifice 3.t to say ii it is the kind of mac.hinery you can use
it saves an awful lot of money. And I will leave it at that
except that I will allude to it from tife to time during this
talk.

But I want, as Mr. Laughner did, to look at the forestrather than the trees. The catalog with the trees you can
all have and, as I saia, they run from -- the whole gamut --
from semi-automatic machinery where you do the more aifficult
parts or touch the easier parts by hand ana cafficult parts
by machine to flrgh-speed nover-stop machines that will form
cartons, fill them with sugar or flour at something like 300
or 400 a minute and every other sort of package in-between at
varying kinds of speeds.

We can lit into most of w.hat you -- not necessaril]- what
you do want but perhaps what you think you ought to.
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I also have a little knowledge of military packaging Irom
the back end because, in addition to starting off in research
and aevelopment in the Amiphibious Forces, I ended up with a
system on Admiral Kirk's staff, who aas handling our naval
Iorces in the Normandy invasion, and I spent a good deal of
time in our naval bases along the south coast that were being
so ably run by Admiral Welch, the support bases for all the
landing craft.

I saw a good deal of Lhe handling of spare parts and
problems to do with this. I niave eaten K rations aria C rations
and, of course, when I was in England -- any of you who were
witP the Navy in that part of the worla know what I mean when
I say 1 spent as many nights as I could when i was traveling
around to somehow see if I could possibly spend a night at
our Naval Depot in Exeter. If you dcn't know ihat the reason
was, that was the onl.y place in England where you could get
cola American beer and you could get it there and they were
very liberal with it to visiting officers. Exeter was a -very
pleasant place to stop at.

The Naval Supply Corps did very well for the rest ot the
Navy when they came by and even let some of the other armed
services stop there too. But I got some little idea of how
the supply services really worked when you are away from hone
too. I mean, for instance, in our own rather small xilitary
establishment, we cidn't have a great many people but did
need some things and the know-how to get them and get then
well.

Wc had a first-class storekeeper we promoted to chief
because we discovered -- I am sure we were right -- he was
The oest thief in uniform. An example of how he worked when
we movea down to Plymouth a month before the invasion started:
We found ourselves not far away from a Q(uartermaster establish-
ment and this chief storekeeper of ours noticed they didn't
have too many guards in the Quartermaster establishment. He
wasntt going to gc and sneak in behino the guards when the
guards weren-vt looking. He went down to the commanding
officer, a poor., harassed major, of this Quartermaster Supply
Depot, and said ne noticed an awfully few guards and the major
agreed and tr1ie m'r. wanted to lend him ame of our people for
guard auty. (Laughter.) We seemed to acquire a lot of the
Quartermaster supplies anyhow, somehow or otnar.

I was off from COaha Beach after Djlus-four. I don't
want to try to have you think of me as anybody that wa- out
there braving the b-I 'ts. I was just sitting on the flagship
in a granidstar.i sea ut after D-plus-four anyway I was sure
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a lot on Omaha Beach ana I saw a gooc aeal of what happens
to military stores in that kind of operation.

Again, I don't qualify as an expert and I certainly
shouldn' t talk to any of you as an expert on militazy packag-
ing but I delinitely am not, but like any other proper
American who served in the war I came back full of adm,.ra-
tion Lor the broad planning that was done and full of
admiration ior the individual Americans who actually did it
and full ot gripes about the little things that we all saw.
We all came back very good Monday morning quarterbacks that
knew how we would have done the job a great deal better, at
least in the little things.

I think all Americans who served in any combat area came
back vith that same teeling oi general adniration and
individual gripes.

Now, havirig waved this black book at you that I cad, I
don't think I have to tell any of you th. advantages of using
-utomatic machinery in packaging. As a ousinessman I know
that business has to use such machines to survive and as a
former govermiant employee I know what it is to have budgets
to work under and how very important it is to save money in
any goverrment establishment, Decause what your budget is
fixed at anc what you can save is what you can get something
else with, and that comes down as a very vital thing !or the
survival or increase and proper functioning of the tZings
that yolr have to do.

It may be necessary in wartime to save this labor just
to exist at all oecause it isn't money that we're talking
about saving. It is scarce labor ana often scarce material,
ard I am sure I don't have to tell you the need of using
automatic machinery if it is possible in the packagLng
operation, not so much that you do but order it done in the
specification in which you order material to come to you.

Even more fundamentally we know in warti'mae there is a
limit all the way through to the manpower and the materials
available anc you must take advantage of every possible
mechanical means of saving that marover aria those materials.
After all, what we're planning for, all of us, is a possible
war. That is why we are all here. God forbid it should
happen but it we knew for certain such a thing never would
happen we would not one of us be here. Even if today'ts needs
don't warrant automatic packagi.ng wartime needs !ill and,
therefore, it seems to me vital to design packages now so
they can be handled automatically when the pinch comes uhen
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we need it. But when war arrives it is too l-4.e then to start
designing special machines. It takes too long P d., believe
me, fron having been on the other and, packaging machines
are way Wown the list of priorities when it canes to getting
steel or much more scarce engineering manpower.

Now, you wouldn't be here if you didn't feel the sane
way I do about all this, so perhaps I shouldn't labor the
point, but it is essential that military packaging which will
run into any large volume should be adapted to existing machinery
or even now, in peacetime, machinery should be developed if
it is not available.

It may hIep a little on this to see one of the -fundamental
differences between civilian and military packaging. I am
not talking primarily about big things like refrigerators.
You may not in wartime need to procure them in enough quanti-
ties so that they will have to find an automatic way of being
packaged as Mr. Laughner saia, but I am thinking of the much

aller units that aro used in really largo quantities. That
is where I am think-ng of automatic machinery, the kind of
t4iags that you want to have done at a hundred a minute or
more,

Now, I don't think that the difference between the
civilian pozcagers, need and the military packagers, needs are
quite as great as most people think. The civilian packager
is, if posesible, more interested in having his package arrive
at its destination with its contents perfect than is the
military. The civilian packager is up against canpetition
for the user's piv~ference. If your wife finds that the
crackers from Manufacturer A arrive crisper than those of
Mazrufactarer B she keeps on buying A' s crackers and B goes
out nf business. B's crackers may still be perfectly usable
but if they are not better than A's he is out.

Now, for you in the military, hoverer, the uiny thing
That is essential is that the package arrive proper3y service-
&)le. They don't necesaarily have to be A-1 perfect. If I
am eating I rations I den't always expect the crackers in them
to be as perfect as I used to get them at home. I may even
be theakful if they are not moldy. I grant you the better
they are the better for ay morale, but I am not going to
starve if the crackers are edible and I an not going to dC.%ert
to the ene' because his crackers are crisper.

Good military packaging is essential, however, because
the crackers must be serviceable and I underline that word *mest
with all the -por at ny cuuoand. Mi•Litary packaging must get
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the -roduct at the point of use in usable form or every bit
of t. scarce procurement, scarce transportation and scarce
time in. war was wasted in getting it there. So it must be
serviceable but it doesn't have to have the competition of
A-2 perfection that the civilian man is up against every day
of his Life.

There is, nevertheiless, lots iu con",or. )etween civilian
and military packaging. Civilian packaging aims at perfection
through a shorter period of more careful. nanaling. Military
packaging must exceea in serviceability over a much longer
period with much more difficult handling. But don't short-
change the civilian, nevertheless, in your estimation. He
wants good pac.caging too and. it is for him that the present
packaging machines are built. They must be because he is the
only one who is really willing to pay for them in a quantity
enough, to make the development of tnem worth-while.

Now, you who na ,. to oo with military procurement, I
know, nave similar iicas of what it costs to develop special
machinery and I thi.w" -u also nave some idea of how long it
takes. None of i s: s machinery business can afiord to
develop special m. es unless enough of them are going to
be built so our fa,.,ories can make a profit. We donft make
a proiit in our engineering aepartment. We make a profit
a.r our factories and we must put our designers, our engineers,
etc., to work on things that will keep our factories busy.

There is practically no figure at which any of us really
enjoys making a special machine. If you wanted one of our
best designers in my own company to ao a job for you and
offered us twice -hat we pay him we wouldn't even listen to
you. The overheaci and the supervision would eat all that up
ano our shop Would be empty next year because he had not been
designing tnings for that. If you will pay us four times what
we pay him, it still wouldn't be worth-uhile for us. We need
to ke-p him designing those things that are going to keep our
whole business operating, employing our macninists, our
assemolers and our testers. I don't mean from this that the
industry is stuity. At least, I don't mean to infer that
we're not anxious to help but I am trying to point out to
you what it costs tne macranery manuiacturer in loss of
civilian work, in loss of livelihc-cd, whenever our aesigning
abilities are sidetracked from thcse things that will give
oar factories work.

When that is all over anc above thv ordinary cost of
makang somethiang special, the experimentings, the testan,&,
the going through a prctotype -- that is arn aaditional part
of tfhe cost ovor an3 a•bove the cost il. tying up the engineers
t•at i 6oke of.
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I really believe it is harder and just as costly and
time-consuming to try to make serious alterations in
packaging machinery as it is tomnko serious alterations in
military specifications and I don't think that is easy either.

Now, I will come back to both these subjects a little
later but I have one other that I mant to give you and I know
it will be received without too much enthusiasm by some of
you, so I'll tell you what I am going to do when I get through,
when I have provoked you enough. Just save your wrath until
tomorrow because I promise to come back and ! will be in
Bill Bronancier' s session in Room 4629 tomorrow morning and you
can come back with all the bullets and eggs or whatever you
want and I will be there. So if I provoke you now, you can
have a crack at me tomorrow.

Now, I want to point out to you the need for protection
in tne individual packages depends tremendously on the care
with "shich that package is transported and stored. I wish
I'd been here yasterday to have heard the talks about unit
containers and er. Laughner touched on them just now because
it is just in line with the kind of thing I am talking about
now, so if I repeat a little bit or if my fire nas been taken
away from me, forgive me but I won't be long at it.

In other words, there is a third variable in the proc-uct.
There is the need for protection up to the point of use.
There is the need for packing automaticall2 but there is a
third need and that is for getting the article to the point
of u.e intact. It may well be cheaper in some cases to spend
more money on care and handling and possibly even warehousing
at the point of use than it is to take t.at same care in
protecting each individual package and that I understand you
have touched on and I am delighted you have.

01 course, I know I am treading on dangerous ground on
this subject, but I happen to be a little in touch with it
both ways. My compaxj has been making some substantial units
for the Navy and the orders for the units are always accompanied
by a large number of units for spares. These spare parts, I
don't have to tell you, have packaging specifications on them
that cften entail more cost in packaging thaa they do in making
the product, so much so that we dontt attempt to do it our-
selves. We get a conti-act packager to co it and he charges us
plenty anr we charge the Navy accordingly.

Now, as I told you in the beginning, I have beeD on some
invasion beaches and I know what happens to spare parts unless
there is a storekeeper to take care of them and if tt-re is a
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storekeeper perhaps he can have a Quonset hut for his stores
or some little snelter. If it is for shipboard use, as the
stores I am talking about nov are, then it is generally
possiole to store things aboard shipboard just as warm and
as snug and cry as it is in most warehouses on land, and,
really, pa~rs don't have to be any better protected than, for
instance, our automobile parts which are going to be used on
land and thay must get to their user in satisfactory condition
too. They are packaged, to be sure, but much more simply than
the Navy asks their parts to be packagea. They are kept in
dry warehouses but I don't think any drier tzian most naval
ships I have been on, and I have been on various ones at
different times.

In fact, when I cecidea which sErv-ice I woula go in in
World War I, I picked the Navy because that is the service
in which you keep dr-y.

Now, I am certainly out o0 order to try to lecture you
on military specificatJons but I don't think they are much
different than any other governmental regulation. I have
never had anything to ao with preparing military specifica-
tions uut I ihave haa a lot to ao witr. preparing other govern-
ment regulations ana the lawyer is airea, or probably several
of tUm., to think of every possible contingency when he draws
up an agreement or govermnent specification, and he puts in
so many words that frequently they aren't unders'ood, and a
govermnent specification is the same kind of thing.

We have to thin.: up every possible contingency ana try
to make sure we protect against it. ThVis is natural, but it
can be very, very costly if it prevents our doing tniags in
an automatic way they ar.ý done in civilian life. We don' S
try to put the same package around our boys when they are
going Lo the tropics as we do wnen they are going to tne
Arctic. We don't make then wear the same uniforms in win, ar
as we do in siumer anc it is possible we're trying to make
.pecifi.atioas like an all purpose uniform that is as good
in th•e tropics as it is up in Thule.

I truly believe that military specifications need a new
look, just as I truly believe that we in the packaging
inc4ust.ýy must look with you at what you need so as to come
as close 'u it as we possibly can within the laa:.ts of our
ability.

So, now having made these critical remarks, I want to
cone to a very concrete suggestion. I would like very much
to suggest that you as military pac:agers and we as packag-
inm machinery men try to find *,he compromise between us.
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That is a very good Lmeric3n way of solving problems. We
can never all have all our own way all the time, whether it
be in goverrawnt or whether it be at home. We have progressed
as a nation to the position that we have in the world because
we are arle to see the essentials ana because we have always
been willing to compromise on the least essential parts.

The packaging mackanery industry wants to help you to
cut costs. We want to help you because, after all, we pay
taxes too, but more than that, we're Americans ourselves and
we want our country strong in case of war just as much as
a•Wbody else cioes and you are just as interested in cutting
cost3 as we possibly could be to have you ana you are just as
interestea in having the country strong as we could possibly
be, so I say let's see how we can work together to make our
machines ao good jobs for you.

My suggestion is that if the armed services, all of them
jointly - ana I mean all of them jointly - would appoint a
central packaging committee to look into the possibility of
machine use ana the possibility ot modifying specifications.
I kno that the packaging machinery manufacturers and the
Institute would be aelighted to appoint a committee to work
with it.

I nave every reason to believe that the makers of
materials, the flexible Packaging Institute, would be delighted
to appoint a similar committee.

Now, these three committees, working together, I personally
believe, could do a tremenaous amount of good for our country.
Work such as theirs is not going to come easy, however. The
machinery manufacturer, as I have already pointed out, will
finct it costly to make changes and, therefore, being American
businessmen, they will be reluctant.

I am sure that tle Comuittee you appoint ana the people
you represent will be reluctant to change the specifications
that you have worked, many of you, very, very hard to produce
but it coula turn out the savings will be worth the risks
involvea. At least I note the kind of committee we all would
appoint would coue together with an open mind because we're
all searching for the same goal, that treasure nidden in the
pile we're searching tLrough would be a treasure to all of us
and we woula all be equaly anxi-d A to find it.

Certainly such committees working together will accomplish
another good. Perhaps we're each inclinea to be a little
suspicious of the other at the moment and I am sure I haven't
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said anything to make you ulisuspicious of me. I have been
quite critical, so you have a right to be suspicious of me
because I have already saia sot- things but I know and you
know from things I have said I am skeptical about some of
your military specifications. I thought they were tighter
than they nerd to be ana I suspect many oIf you think of us
in the machinery business tho way the public felt about
Henry tort, some 25 years ago when he said they could have
any color they wanted as long as it was black. But, by
getting Logether, sitting around a table, getting to know
OLe anot.her, I thank we will lose that suspicion that is
almost intvitable that we now have.

Whet you lose your suspicion of another person you find
it quite easy to work together and I believe there is enough
in there to make it worth-while.

In conclusion, therefore, let me say this: I think the
time has came wnen we need an organized cooperative effort.
Each one of you inaividuals, I am sure, has talked to certain
machinery manufacturers inaividuaily, out I think we now need
an organized effort to recognize committees of both groups
that will have power -- if not to make aecisions, t•,en to at
least make recommendations to the top personnel tha-. would
have real weight.

I think tnat is a most valuable idea but I woula also
"like to point out that packaging alone is not the answer to
survival.

Warehousing at home, shippang and care at tie point of
use are important variables in the whole piaogran in getting
things where they are wanted in proper concition. There imay
be times or cases where care in transpoctation will more than
warrant its expense by the savings in the package. I know
I speak for the Packaging Machinery Manufacturers Institutee,
although I am no longer an officer of it, when I say to you
that we stand ready to work with you to search cut the ways
in which we can all together be most helpful to our country.
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The Joint 21ilitary Packaging Course

Captain Janes R. Glisson, USA
Commandant, Joint Military Packaging Course

It is my privilege to present to you, gentlemren,
information concernkig the Joint Military Packaging Course
and, under the Department of Defense policy to invite you
to participate in this trainixng program. Some of you have
enrolled personnel in oar CoiLrse. You have told us that it
was of substantial benefit in solving problems related to
packaging for the military. Many of you may not be aware
that this service is available to industry. The people who
are responsible for the agenda of this raeeting, therefore,
have allotted time for me to acquaint you with the training
program and its application to industry..

The Joint Military Packaging Course has the mission of
training selected military personnel, civilian government
employees, and representatives of industry in the basic
principlesand correct application of procedures concerning
packaging and packing for and by the military, as established
by current specifications and directives.

PREREQUISITES FOR EFLROLLNENT OF PERSO111EL FROM INDUSTRY:

Industrial firms which have a current military packag-
ing contract or sub-contract are encouraged to enroll
appropriate packaging personnel in the joint Military
Packaging Course. Since the Course is conducted at the
supervisory level, industrial firms will profit most from the
Course by sending representatives who have management or
supervisory responsibilities relative to packaging.

,, 3"H OF COURSE:

The complete Course is divided into two phases:

Phase I - Preservation and Packaging, is of two
weeks duration and covers 76 hours of instruction.

Phase II - Packing, Carloading and l-milar Approv,'d
Subjects, is of two weeks duration and cover., 76 hours of
instrmction.

Representatives from industry may attend either Phase I
or Phase II independent of each other or both consecutively.
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Phase I - Preservation and Packaging - consists basically
of the following subjects: packaging specifications, clean-
ing an1 drying, preservatives and their applications, methods
of un.,. protection, dehumidification, volatile corrosion
inhib,.ors, cocooaing., economy in packaging, and packaging.
ins,,ect ion,

Phase II - Packing, Carloadin; and Similar Approved
Subjects - includes information concerning the most commonly
used containers such as$ crates, wirebounds, fiberboards,
nailed wood boxes, metal and other special purpose con-
tainers, blocking, bracing and cushioning, marking, prepara-
tion of freight for air shipment, economy in packing, carload-
ing, and packing inspection.

SCHEUES:

The school is operated on a continuing basis with a new
class in Phase I and Phase II convening every Monday.
Exceptions to this rule are found in a pamphlet of student
information which can be obtained from the school upon
request. Spaces will be given on, or as near the requested
starting date as possible.

HM•TORY OF THE JOINT MILITARY PACKAGING COURSE:

The Joint Military Packaging Course began operation at
Rossford Ordnance Depot, Toledo, Ohio, on 17 September 1951,
when the Secretary of Defense issued a directive re-designat-
ing the Ordna ce Packaging Training Course as the Joint
Military Packaging Course. The Ordnance Packaging Training
Course had operated for nearly one (1) year, having had its
initial session on 2 October A.950.

To meet the training requirements of the various Techni-

cal Services of the Army, Departments of the Navy and the
Air Force, the scope of the course was enlarged and the

necessary adjustments in the training program made. The

training staff had the benefit of the assistance of representa-

tives from the Forest Products Laboratory in both prepara-

tion of course material and actual classroom instruction

during the first year of operation. Many well qual: fied

packaging personnel from the various Department of Defense
establishments also provided pertinent advice. Industry made

substantial contributions to the Course in establishing it

and has continued to provide assistance whenever requested.
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In this fiscal year of 1956, other major changes are
being put into effect. Phase I has been redesignatsd 2s

Preservation and Packaging, and Phase II has been re-
designated as Packing, Carloading, and Other Similar Approved
Subjects. New subjects have been added to the curriculum
of both phases in order to keep pace with the more recent
packaging trends and developments. Oloser co-ordinacion
among the military departments and with industry has been
achieved and numerous facilities have been added to increase
instructional efficienc;i.

DEPARrhENa OF DEFEISE SPONSORSHIP OF PARTICIPATION BT fl4DUSTRY

From its inception, the Joint Military Packaging Course
was not limited to the training of military personnel or
government employees only. Provision was made by the Secretary
of Defense to include private industries that have packaging
contracts or sub-contracts f.r the government.

PARTI'ICIPATION OF INDUSTRY IV THE JOINT MILITARY- PACKAaING

Up to 15 September 1955, 634 representatives of industrial
firms have been trained at the Jolut Mil: tary Packaging Course.
The number of companies also reaches into the hundreds and
includes a good cross-section of IIuerican industry including
such well known concerns asGeneral Motors, Westinghouse,
DuPont de Nemours, Douglas Aircraft Corporation, Goodyear,
General Mills, and many others.

PROCEDURE FOR INUJSTRY TO, AT IUD:

Application for attendance is accomplished by sending a
letter addressed to the Commanding Officer, Rossford Ordnance
Depot, Toledo 1, Ohio, ATTE1TION: Joint Military Packaging
Course. Such a letter must contain a current packaging con-
tract or sub-contract number awarded by one of the Military
Services, the name(s) of the prospective student(s) with their
joo description(s), the information regarding the Phase or
Phases to be attended, and the approximate date when enroll-
ment is desired. The Course is made available to qualified
industrial concerns on a tuition free basis.

STUDlENT LNFOP•kTION BOOKLET:

For 2Mrther information, the Joint Military Packaging
Course has prepared an information booklet which covers in
detail the requirements for enurollment, prerequisites for
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entrance, the curriculum for Phases I and II, the schedule
for the fiscal year of 1956, and general information of
value to managemtnt in making selections and to the student
prior to his arrival at the Joint Military Packaging Course.
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"An Approach to the Sol ection of Packaging Methods"

Mr. Paul F. Curtis
Air Materiel Command, Wright-Patterson Air Force Pase, Ohio

The Air Materiel Command is the biWr, directly or indirectly, of
all supplies for the United States Air Force. Since every item bought
must in one form or another be pack aged, there is within the Air
Materiel Command the Packaging & Materials Handlirg Division, of which
I an a representative, that has the responsibility for the packaging
called out on all procurements.

We are the managers of Air Force packaging, and our responsibility
is simply this - to make certain that every item packaged for the Air
Fcrce arrives at its ultimate destination fit for imsediate use.

When I tell you that the Air Force stocks and issues over one
million items, you will realise the enormity of our packaging problem.
In a job of this wise, thr, possibility of error, whether of amission or
commission is tremendous, ard I admit we have made our fair share of
mistakes. I should imagine that those of you who at one time or another
have had contracts with the Air Force were possibly annoyed at our
packaging requirements - considered them irksome, perhaps coneLdered
them unnecessary, or perhaps even could justifiably accuse us of over-
protecting Air Force material. We recognized our problem, and the
solution is the subject of m speech today, which is *Approach to
Selection of Packaging Methods". Without going into it too deeply at
this point, it is a system insuring standardization of methods by
utilizing a Preservation Selection Chart and reflecting the packaging
reqiirements by a code for items we buy from you and store and issue
from our depots.

I would like to te.l you of the problems we faced which forced us
into using this (coding) system. Let me outline those problems.

1. This has been said before, but it is worth repeating. We are
responsible for the packaging instructions for over one million items
in Air Force supply. Tncidentally, gentlemen, this number is not static,
but rather is extremely dynamic because of the rapid obsolescence of
aircraft and its components.

2. We have a personial problem. There has always beeo a hort-age
of properly trained packaging technicians, both in industry and in the
services, and the Air Force has been no exception. We have tried to
train people, but a period of training is long, generally running well
over a year before you could trust a man to properly work with a con-
tractor in the packaging of some of the extremely valuable things is
bW for the Air Force. This shortage of packagi. personnel was fur-
ther aggravated by duplication of efforts, and the paclaging technician
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be.Lng required to do what clerks cculld have done had the detail
"*,.-';kagLng data pertinent to e.,,h item been available.

3. Due to the tremendous number of items requiring packaging in-
structions and our shortage of trained personnel, we were unable to
maintain a complete and accurate set ofreords. Therefore, fr-quently
in a new procurement a new packaging problem was raised for the tech-
nician. He had inadequate records to rely on ard therefore solved the
problem as best he could. The obvious fallacy of this method is that
no matter how able the technician, lie was frequently paczaging an item
he had never seen, and the pissibility of over or under-packaging was
alwvrý- present.

4. We attc-Fpted to solve our problem of inadequate records by
sen,,ding packaging teams to the contractors plant. During this visit
the contractor and the technician would look at the item itself and
call out the packaging on-the-spot. The contractor wuld then maintain
a card file on each item and the packaging prescribed for it so that in
future procurements, we could be assured of identical packaging. But
even with this system, we found that at best, we had cards on less than
hO% of the items we are buying. Another objection was the fact that. 2
technicians on separate visits to 2 different contractors, or even 2
different plants of the same contractor, might package the same item
in a different wa.

5. We had no records which told us how much the item weighed or
how large it was. We never were able to tell in advance what a given
shipment might weigh and cube - how marq rail cars, or planes, or
bottoms we might need.

6. Our last problem was in our contractor relationships. Fre-
quently, our packaging instructions were ambiguous and the hapless
contractor found himself at odds with the Ouality Control Inspector
when it came to interpreting the packaging instructions or specifica-
tions.

With these problems before us we realized that to go on was leading
us no where; in fact, we were falling further and further behind. We
made a thorough study of our packaging procedures and what could be done
to improve them. We probed into numerous possible solutions and eventu-
ally decided on the following:

1. Establish a system of developing and recoriing data about each
item through the use of an 8 digit code that would combine weight and
cubage with the standardized packaging information. This packaging in-
formation to be in such a form as to lend itself to the electrical re-
cording machines used in the cataloging of Air Force supplies.
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2. Develop some medium that would insure the selection of the
same method of preservation for items made of the same material
and having the same characteristics, regardless of source, use, 6r
nomenclature.

To accompliah this, we physically examined some six hundred
thousand items and found that they cotild be separated into 72 groups,
or families, lhich could be covered by the same number of individual
packaging instructions. There are 3 major groupings into which all
of these items fall.

1. Electrical, including electrical instruments.

2. Non-electrical instruments or other assemblies having
critical internal parts.

3. AP1 other.

Within these 3 major groupings we have further detail., such as
sealed instruments or those not sealed, type of material, plating,
painted 'urfaci-s, critical versus non-critical surfaces, high or low
toleranci , etc. Th3; breakdown also includes non-mwtallic items which
requife Vrotection.

Each family is numbered from 1 to 72 which becomes the first 2
digits of the code and defines the method of preservation. The next
step was to determine the unit pack quantity for the item, wixich is
spelled out by the third symbol in the code.

The fourth syridol indicates the physical protection required by
the item, over and above the protection provided by the me hod of
preservation. For example, additional protection against abrasion may
require over-wrapping in a single faced corrugated fiberboard or cush-
i oning material. We use spproxi mat ely 22 different me-thods to provide
this additional protection. The 5th and 6&h symbols of the code indi-
cate the grossieight, and the 7th and 8th symbols indicate the gross
cube of the unit package.

To the packaging technician, the code provides information on the
proper method of preservation, unit pack quantity, additional wrapping
required, and the weight and cube of the item. On the other hand, the
contractor, by decoding against a manual supplied to him by the Air Force,
will know exactly and in detail wlmt is expected of him.

Now let us take an example. I have selected a Side Gunnar Safety
Harness Assembly made up of cotton webbing, a cadmium plated steel
buckle, and a leather protector. This item is coded 5OABACAG.
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The first two symbols, "50", represent the page number in the
preservation instruction manual. This instruction defines the pro-
tection reQuired for items made of this combination of materials
and spells out the details.

The third symbol, "AM, means the unit pack quantity is one eada.

The fourth symbol, "P", indicatas the physical protection re-
quired by the item which, in this instance, is a folding carton, set-
up box, fiberboard box, cr a similar approved container.

The fifth and si-x*h synb.ls, "AC", means the finished pack shall
not weigh more than 1.99 pounds.

The seventh and eighth symbol "AG" !.1ean the finished pack shall
not exceed 149.99 cubic inches.

An i,,terestUng sidelight on the research into weights is that
over 73% of the items we checked weighed less than 1 lb., &nd that
92% weighed under 5 lbs.

These items which lend themselves to family grouping and packagi ng
-under 72 instructions represent approximately 80% of the total. The

balance represents large, bulky, intricate items which require special
blocking, bracing, and cushioning to insare proper protection. This
will be done by the use of the detail commodity specification, general
packaging specifications, or by clevelopment of additional individual
instructions. The code will still be used to specivy the unit pack
quantity, gross weight, aed cube of the pack.

Now a word about the progress that has been made in coding Air
Force eo, tipment and spares. Cataog supplements already have been
printed for 85% of the property classes, and the remainder will be in
print by the end of October. New items coming into the supply system
each month are coded for subsequent publication as "changes" to the
catalog supplement. Before too long a time, the eight digit code with
its decoding manual will become part of Ai.r Force procurement documents.

What does it nean to industry and to the Air Force? Here are the
advantages we expect to derive from this coding system.

1. We will have the same method of packaging for all items having
the same characteristics, regardless of which airplane, weapon, or

gadget it is used on.

2. There will no longer be the need for trained packaging people
in the depots to spell out detailed packaging on Purchase Requests.
This work ý zn be done by clerical people with the packaging technician
devotini' his time to the more important engineering aspects of his
respons-ebilities.
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3. The data developed will be available to all of our depots
Instead of being localized within the prime property class depot, as
has been true iii the paet.

4. The advent of a better method cf preservation - magnesium
for example - can be reflected quickly in all items made of magnesium
by machine sorting all cards carrying that family coding.

Air Furce contractors too, will benefit from these new procedures.

l. The use of the Preservation Selection Chart will greatly
reduce the time required to determine proper oaclaging methods.

2. The need for changes in packaging presently being requested by
depots during the process of coordination is eliminated. It is planned
in the near future to accept and approve preservation and packaging
details at the prime contractors' plant for all new items coming into
the supply system. The depot prime for the contract will represent
and commit all other AC depots which are prime for components and
spares.

3. They allow better utilization of all contractors' pacKaging
facilities because of the flexibility provided in the various packaging
group Irstructions.

h. The number of copies of reproduced ANA-PT Cards presently
Eapplied our depots by contractors is reduced.

5. Standardized identical packaging requirements in follow-on
contracts and purchase orders are assured.
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Reducing Transportation and Handling Costs

Cdr. T. S. S trn SC, USN
Director, Storage Division, BIuieau of Supplies and Accounts, Navy

An essential element of any policy for the defense of
the United States is the ability to apply military power
where and when required. To make this possible the American
public has a vast irrnestment of tax dollars in the military
departments.

Our problem is that dollar - to stretch it to its very
limits and to diligently strive in every way to get th6 most
out of it in weapons, material and personnel.

Faced with rising costs of transportation and constant
demands for increased utilization of existing tr,:n3portation
facilities, the military services have focused the "manage-
ment spotlight" on the aeed for reducing transportation and
related handling costs.

Since transportation services are charged for on ths
basis of weight and displacement, the spotlight quickly
illuminates the size and weight of packages and shipping

containers.

The problem of excess tare weight and cube has been a
matter of concern to both you in industry and we of the
mil itary for many years.

It is estimated that about 60 pe'-cent 6f the tonnage
dollar ex-pended for the shipment of material to, from, or
between activities of the Department of the Defense involve-.
material ,hat requires somw form of packaging for protection

against damage in shipment and bandling or for facilitating
warehousing and related handling operations.

During the past zeveral years - through detailed studies -

the services have demonstrated to thuir satisfaction that it
is possible to achieve significant transportation economies
by reducing, controlling or restricting the weight and size
of packages and shipping containers without sacrificing

requirements for protection.
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As a result, we have formaliz. d within the Departoment
of Defense a "military study"' which provides the framework
for collaboration between the services to develop uniform
criteria and thus encourage "maximum practicable effort"
in this area.

What is the scope of our program? The effort to reduce
tare weight and cube is applicable to all shipments to: from,
or between activities of the Department of Defense whether
prepared by industry or the military establishment. The
over-all objectives are not confined to any specific means
of transportation.

And, what are these objectives? First, to promote the

use of the lightest weight packaging materials suited to the
characteristics of supplies - consistent with the need for
the protection of such items during handling, storage and
transportation.

Next - to restrict to the maximum practicable extent,
the size of articles, packages and individual shipping
containers in order to keep space occupied during storage
and shipment to an absolute minimum. And, to effect
transportation and other shipping economies in the handling
of military materials by making the most profitable ue
of transportation space, facilities and practices.

In fostering these objectives, the services emphasize
that it is the intent of this effort to effect economies
without sacrificing requirements for protection.

It is obviously false economy to sacrifice the material
itself in an overzealous attempt to reduce costs for packing
and transportation. We have found, however, that numerous
items may be afforded greater protection in lightweight
packs with new inte).ior designs than in old style, heavy
shipping containers.

In carrying out these objectives., the services recognize
that studies to reduce weight and cube are of a "continuing
nature" because of constant and continuing changes in the

physical and mechanical characteristics of military supplies
and equipment, because of changes in supply distribution
patterns and improvements in packaging materials, methods
and equipment; and, not to be overlooked - changes in mater-

ials handling methods and carrier facilities which influence
requirements for protection.
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In order to provide a uniformity in puarpose between the
services, there are numerous specific areas which we find
prov.de a basis for mutual understanding.

For example, objectives of the "Military Study for
the Reduction of Tare Weight and Cube" do not alter existing
Department of Defense packaging policy, and

The problem of excess tare weight and cube is especially
critical in the movement of cargo by air due to a combination
of configuration limits and relatively high costs.

As to new procurement, a large majority of the
materials shipped by military activities utilize containers
in which the material was originally received from contractors.
Tn many instances, the weight and cube of such containers
cer be substantially reduced without sacrificing protection.

When contractor shipments include excessive tare weight,
the cost of transportation involved in the movement from
the contractor to the first point of entrance into the
Supply System is excessive and it is possible too that the
packing cost is likewise excessive.

The reduction of tare weight after material is in the
Supply System - in order to effect future savings in
transportation costs - involves repacking expense together
with attendant delays and additional handling.

Reductions in weight and size are often achieved through
"repacking" or "unpacking". It is, therefore, necessary to
stress that "repacking" or "unpacking" of materials prepared
to precise specifications should not be urnertaken without
prior approval of the cognizant technical authcrity.

A point that I must qtress is that continued emphasis
on reducing tare weight does not mean the elimination of
wood containers as shipping containers. Wood in itself,
when properly dried, cut and fabricated, affords excellent
opportunities for savings in tare weight and we are taking
every advantage of this fact.

Based on th6 experience and studies mentioned previously,
it has been concluded that worthwhile economies, both
tangible and intangible, can be realized from aggressive
exploitation of the following concepts and principles, all
of which are based on the premise of delivering supplies to
consumers in usable condition.
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1. The establishment of break-even points for shipment
by various modes of transportation and to repack when break-
even costs warrant. (A break-even point is defined as "the
point at which total costs incurred in making a change in
packaging equals the benefits to be derived therefrom.")

2. An increase in the use of dry lumber through
improved storage and drying prior to use.

3. The greater selection of lightweight packing
materials readily accessible to the packing line and the
recognition of the key position of the packer in the program,

4. The continued evaluation of the use of scales for
weighing packs to make sure that the proper scales are used
for the function performed and that accuracy of such scales
is maintained.

5. Avoiding mixing of differently tariff rated commo-
dities consolidated in the same shipping container - consistent
with the technical specifications and needs of the services.
This avoids costly tariff penalties against the lower rated
commodities.

6. The evaluation in the use of heavy overpack con-
tainers for shipment consolidation and the re-evaluation of
package designs for specific items. In this we encourage
the use of awards and incentives programs for suggestions
on technical redesign*

Our program further embraces the continuing study of
container fatigue problems in relation to distribution pro-
blems and a thorough indoctrination of packaging and
transportation personnel in the concepts and objectives of
the reduction in weight and cube.

A phase of the program - not as yet significantly
implemented - but one that is receiving important attention -

is the development of communications - or, a system whereby
the shiar is given more information as to the manner of
distrLbuticn, storage conditions to be encountered and the

length of time the packaging may be called upon to provide
"a state of material readiness. Such information can permit
"a scientific tailoring of the packaging to the actual
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circumstances with attendant economies in packaging and
handling through distoibution channels.

The objectives of this "study" encompass all items of

material requiring protective packa-ing to prevent damage
in shipment and storage. Those items or catogories of items
offering the greatest potential savings through reduced
tare wvight and cubc shou.ld, however, be afforded emphasis
in the initial stages cf each activity's program efforts.
The areas of greatest potential savings are considered to
be:

First, those items or categories of items accounting
for an activity's greatest shipping volume and, secondly,
those items of large cubic volume and varying densities on
which trarsportation costs for individual shipments are high.

Now, as to actual progress to date. Most of the
progress to date in reducing tare weight and cube has been
made within the military field establishment where we are
finding it possible to effect an over-all reduction of better
than 30 percent in the original gross weight with no sacrifice
in the packaged protection and, in addition, effect an over-
all reduction of more than 40 percent in the original cube.

For every pournd of tare weight reduced, an 11 cent net

saving in transportation and material reclamation can be
effected and for every dollar repacking costs more than
$6.00 savings in transportation costs and material reclama-
tion has actually been accomplished,

These savings loom in significance when one considers
that our annual outlay for the transportation of 27-1/2
million tons of military items exceeds $64 million dollars.

Plus the fact that such savings represent a calculation
against only the initial movement of an item in the system.
Savings pyrazid with subsequent handling and transportatic~n.

Progress in the area of new procurement, which involves
the inclusion of detailed packaging requirements in thousands
of procurement documents for several million items, has been

slow and infinitely more complex for numerous reasons:
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Present specifications and standards often afford
suppliers wide latitude in the selection of packages and
shipping containers.

Although some progress has been made, and we are
plannirg for a great deal more, few contract- contain
package weight and size restrictions tc pimit enforcement
by the Government Field Inspection Services. in the absence
of these restrictions, inspectors are handicapped in deter-
mining what constitutes excessive packing.

Another area adding to the complexity of our problem
with respect to new procurement is the fact that the weight

and size of containers are not ncrmally considered a factor
in bid evaluation.

The prevailing practice of using standard size containers
for irregular quantities and loads, which do not completely

fill the container, generates excessive transportation costs,
particularly for air shipments and vessel movement overseas
and, additionally, contributes to damage in handling.

Wh~ 1 e progress in the procurement area is admittedly
difficult, there is ample reason to believe that some of the
problems are not insurmountable. Many contractors, who have
become familiar with Government objectives in this area
have taken voluntary actions within the framework of their
contracts, sometimes by requested deviations to achieve
tare weight and cube reductions. By doing so, they have not
only contributed to the Government program but have also been
able to effect significant savings in shipments to their own
industrial customers.

in conclusion, we can categorize this effort to reduce
tare weight and cube on military supplies as essentially a
conservation program with its greatest rewards to be reaped
in more efficient utilization of transport capacity when the
payload of Government and commercial carriers is made to
consist of the maximum feasible amount of net shipping weight.

Transport productivity is thereby increased and unit
shipping costs correspondingly reduced.

For example, in lowering the average tare weight on
air cargo by 50 percent we automatically yield 15 percent
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more ton-miles capacity on aircraft formerly required to
carry the same quantity of supplies.

We can apply similar formulas to our other carriers,
including supply ships and, likewise profit materially
through cube reduction in yielding additional storage space
in our warehouses.

It is hoped that the objectives set forth in this
presentation will stimulate progress by causing further
evaluations of current efforts and the exploration of new
areas for potential savings.

In closing let me give you the actual tare weight reduc-
tion record of one small air terminal processing less than
2 percent of the Navy's cargo airlift to the Pacific.

In the three years ending this past July the original
weights of our packs at this small terminal totaled 1,189,805
pounds - we reduced this packaged weight to 864,453 pounds -
sacrificed no protection to our material and saved half a
million dollars in transport value at commercial rates.

I am sure that you will agree that we are exerting a
sincere effort to stretch our portion of American defense
dollars. I am confident that we will be materially assisted
in the future by those in industry who are in a position
to contribute, through the diligent application of engineer-
ing principles, to packaging for che military services in
support of our management concepts.
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How Can Industry Control Packaging Costs

Richard 11 Thomas
Engineering Administration

Light Military Electronic Equipment Department
General Electric Company

Speaking to this distinguished assemblage of military
packaging specialists culminates two years of intensive study
of methods and costs of military packaging, and makes the
effort expended really worthwhile.

Being a reserve officer in the Air Force, subject to
recall in case of national emergency has somewhat influenced
my decision to devote a great deal of extra time to investi-
gate the problem of preservation, packaging, and storage of
Military Material. Having both military and industrial knowl-
edge at my disposal has resulted in conclusions entirely fair
to both parties.

Until about a year and a half ago, costs of military
packaging were computed on a percentage basis. On a yearly
basis this nmethod might average out so neither military nor
industry would be concerned. However, on this basis industry
could be penalized if the dollar value of all items for a
period of one year was low, and on the other hand the military
would be penalized if the dollar value of items for the same
period was high. For example, a piece of radar gear approxi-
mately two feet cube, might be valued at.50,000 dollars, while
anotl-r item of the same weight cube and fragility, might be
valued at 100 dollars. Using five percent as a basis for
packaging this would mean that I had 2,500 dollars to pack
the first item and five dollars for the second. Both extremes
are absurd but would hold on a fixed price contract. If zhe
contract is redeterminable then adjustments can be made.

On all new bids for military iasiness a request is being
made to quote actual box, pack, and ship costs as a separate
item, and not a percentage. When industry was notified that
we would be called on to quote actual costs, it was difficult
because records were based on yearly business rather than in-
dividual items or purchase orders. The only answer was to
build up records of actual costs for future quotations.

For overall consideration we had two distinct problems,
the major assemblies or systems, and the spare parts. For
major assemblies we had a further consideration in that some
of these items were to be packed for domestic shipment to the
airframe manufacturer, and others were to be preserved,
packaged, and packed for depot storage.
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Taking these problems in order, our solution was as fol-
lows: In order to know the costs of packaging major compo-
nents, a definite control of materials was required. This
was accomplished by preparing assembly drawings showing the
method, and purchase drawings for every item employed, except
stock hardware - glue, etc. Two separate master lists for
each system were devised, one for domestic, and one for export
or depot storage. From our purchase drawings we know what our
materials are costing for any given item. Then time studies
were made, arnd every sarple pack was timed when it was pre-
pared for military tests in accordance with YIL-P-116B. From
these sources a record was accumulated and analyzed in rela-
tion to time, method, and cube. This record enables us to
compute the actual costs on future bids.

As I say this now, it sounds like a simple logiLal pro-
cedure; but believe me it was anything but that. To evalu;ate
the overall costs we departed from thi s procedure on several
tangents. For example, when we star4 ed our analysis we stocked
material for most of the methods of .ackaging outlined in
1MIL-P-316B. When we started adding up the costs of storage
area, plus deterioration of material, we quickly realized that
we must either charge the military more money, elminate some
of the methods of packaJing. This provided another tangent,
to study the various :•ethods - eliminate as many as possible,
and still provide ddequate preservation and packaging. The A

results of this researcii paid high dividends. We have rf duced
our packaging to meth-d JA8, 11B, IID, and III. Before you
get a chance to say that we must have scveral items overpacked,
I will admit it, but at a lower cost to th= military than if
we were to stock materials for all methods and teach personnel
the proper procedures, By reducing the number of methods we
were able to mechanize our packaging lines and personnel became
adept at, the few methods required, thus, assuring a smooth flow
of material through the packaging section. The end result -
better preservation and packaging at a lower cost to the mil-
itary. I recommend this týpe analysis for any installation
manufacturing several different items. However, for manufac-
turers of a limited number of items, the lowest degree of
prcservition allo-'7d in the specifications would prove to be
the cheapest.

Another tancent which resulted in better packaging at a
lower cost was our cormarison of methods IIB, and Method IID.
Investigation oroved that we could preserve and pack major

com.-onents in metal containers at the sw-ne or lower price than
specification wood boxes with required protection and bracing.
I have been challenged on this statement many times, and wel-
come this opportunity to again prove my point. The initi.al
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material cost is higher, but labor, storage, and waste more
than offset this initial difference. Picture if you will, a
radar component, with a fragility factor of i5G' s 'eighing
100 'ouids. This item when preserved, packaged, ax-A packed
is subject to several tests; the most stringent being the leak
test and the drop test on all eight corners from 30 Inches
without damage to the packaged item. To prepare this item
'or method IIB, a cardboard box is usually employed for the
interior box. However, most components require several pieces
of blocking and bracing to hold the item in place. The interi-
or box must then be placed in a vapor barrier and heat-sealed.
Then this barrier must be protected with either corrugated or
some other overwrap. It is then cushioned into a style II
wood box which in itself requires considerable labor to con-
struct. After proper cushioning the box is nailed shut in
such a manner that it requires extra labor to open it for
inspection in the dep~t at a later date. On the other hand
the metal container arrives from the container nnufacturer
with molded cushioning inside. The container can be opened,
the unit inserted, and then closed so that it is redy for
shipment in a matter of minutes. The container acts as an
air tight barrier, an inner and an outer container all in one.
Now let's compare costs. The container can be stored outside
while all material for methca IIB must be under cover. The
labor average for a container is one-half hour while the
"labor average for method 1IB is four hours. We have some
"operations that have been reduced from 8 hours to one-half
hour. So far we have been talking about costs at the manu-
facturer's level. Now let's see what additional savings are
afforded to the military. First, the weight and cube of the
metal container is much less in most cases, therefore, you
save on transportation costs. Inspection at the depot level
to check desiccant offers the same labor savings realized in
the initial packaging. When the field level calls on the
depot for a new component to replace an inoperative one, the
unit can be shipped in the container, and the inoperative unit
returned to the depot for repair in the same container. it
can be repaired and replaced in the container, and stored again.
This cycle can be repeated any number of times. In this short
time I cannot cover all the co.t reductions, and advantages
of metal containers.

I want to touch briefly on another tangent which resulted
in lower costs, and that is our cushioning research. if we
were to protect delicate electronic instruments against the
rough handling tests required by military specifications, and
do so at a minimum cost we had to know what material to use,
and how much. Unfortunately manufacturers of cushioning
material know little about their own product. They know the
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deflection caused by static or stationary load, but do not
know what cushioning value is derived from their product during
drop tests or dynamic loading. To study and measure the
effedtiveness of any given material we devised a testing appa-
ratus consisting of a metal container with an aperture cut
in the side through which we could watch the cushioning mate-
rial. For our dummy load we constructed a rectangular box
in which we could place various weights to alter the pounds
per square inch ratio. Next we fastened two impactographs
to this duWmy load to record the shock transferred to the
packaged item. We then set up a high speed camera to record
the drops. Then by calibration of an arm fastened to the
dummy load which protrudes through the container we had our
problem licked. From the impactographs we learned what shock
was transferred. From the film we measured the distance of
travel. By varying the pounds per square inch we pinpointed
the effectiveness of any given cushioning material. Again
our research resulted in an effective packaging operation at
a minimum cost. Our testing device has been further refined
by the use of a Statham accelerometer, and a Brush amplifier
and recorder.

Speaking of tangents, I seemed to have strayed from my
original theme of costs and control, but I must admit that
these tangents have been the most interesting part of the whole
program.

I want to get away from major comnonents, and discuzs
preservation and packaging of bits and pieces. This is the
area that provides the most headaches for packaging personnel,
not only because of the volume, but because of the diversity
of the items and the variance in costs.

Several factors complicate a standard approach to the pack-
aging o. bits and pieces. These factors are the type of item
being prAduced; the quantity of items manufactured at any one
installation, and the differences of opinion among procuring
agencies as to the quantity per unit package; and even the
method of presc•.ration and packaging.

As I mentioned previously any manufacturing installation
producing a large number of items might better establish a
few methods and set up assembly line packaging. This will
result in lower costs even though many items may be preserved,
and packaged at a level above the minimum required.

The quantity per unit pack has a very direct bearing on
the cost per unit. It is quite obvious that anyone can pack
ten tines in one pouch much cheaper than in ten pouches. But
a cost for packaging this item cannot be established until the
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services establish a quantity and hold to it. By the same
reasoning a cost cannot be established until the services
establish a uniform method. Under different contracts we have
had as many as three different methods required for the same
item, and quantities per unit pack that vary as much as from
one to one-hundred. We have had this same variance within one
service on different contracts. I appreciate how this can
happen because common items are used in such diversified
equipments, and the quantity needed to support these equip-
ments vary with the frequency with which the item is used in
the equipment. But this does not help industry when the
services ask, "How much does it costw.

I will admit from the beginning that we still haven't
solved this problem completely, and because of its complexity
we orobably never will. However, we have done this much. For
every iten in a system, you, the military buy supporting spare
parts. These we itemize on a form we call a parts list. Spe-
cialists review every item and prepare a 302A card recommending
a method of pack ansording to military specifications. These
in turn are submitted to the procuring service for approval
before the actual packing is performed. When the item is
available to the shipping department a sample pack is made
and approved by the local service inspector. At this time
the required materials are noted on a copy of the 302A card,
and other information such as weight and cube are completed.
Our planners time the sample package and establish a piece
work rate; they also nc'a the cost of material. All infor-
mation except cost is than transferred to the master 302A
card and copies are fonrarded for final approval to the pro-
curing agencies.

This procedure is not entirely in accordance with in-
structions but it is the only workable procedure we have been
able to devise. When the initial card is made all information
such as weight and cube cannot be obtained because the special-
ist must work from drawings in many cases. Otherwise• we would
hold shipment of all items pending approval of the cards.

To control costs we stock several items in graduated sizes
and fit the item into the nearest material size. This elimi-
nates costly construction of special material. These stock
materials fall into three groups, BB boxes for light weight
items, corrugated boxes for heavier items and exterior ship-
ping containers, and vapor barrier pouches. By having stand-
ard sizes we can purchase in volume, thus, effecting the cost
reductions to the services.

Recently I have read several military reports concerning
the cost of the packaging program. These reports vary from
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six to nine percent of the military budget. I am happy to
report that by use of the controls outlined above i-V company
has, during the past year, preserved, packaged, and packed
all items at an average cost to you far below the national
a-rerage of six to nine percent.
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Revision of Packaging Requirements

Commander G. L. Griffin
Office of Naval Material

I am sure that all of you will agree that the most
advantageous course for industry and for the Government is
to eliminate the need for changes in a contract or a speci-
fication. The best approach, it seems to me, is to have the
specification right when it goes Lo print. Now that means
that industry's best opportunity to achieve what it wants
in a specification is during the period when that speci-
fication is being drafted and before it is firalized. Now
typically a military specification will be drafted by some
military agency. As an example, let us use the Bureau of
Supplies and Accounts. The draft is then circulated to
that segment of industry who has the primary interest or
one of the primary interests in that specification. If it
is not circulated to the entire industry, it will generally
be circulated to the trade and associations which represent
that industry. Before going to press, the majority of the
changes and comrzents will be incorporated into the speci-
fication. Once a specification `s in being, if industry
feels that changes should be Tade, the proper course is to
take up the question with the custodian of that specifica-
tion. I think it is important that when the feeling arises
that a change is necessary, that action be taken before the
question is brought to a head as part of a contract because
once a specification is incorporated into a contract, it is
more difficult to change the specification because there is
all the urgency of delivery and all of the other things
which are connected with a contract.

Now the problem we are going to discuss is certainly
not limited to packaging. The necessity for change in a
contract or bid invitation arises in many areas, and we
will try to attack the problem in general terms. First of
all, let me say that the natural tendency not to rock the
boat should be overcome. Contrary "he impression which
exists in some quarters, the military is always interested
in progress, and we are not adverse to change. Bear in mind
that the requiring agency who sets up the specification and
incorporates it into the invitation for bid or request for
proposal may often be too close to the forest to see the
trees, and therefore to achieve progress in the area it is
often necessary for some outsider to take a fresh look at
what we are specifying and point out improvements which can
be made; or point out, for instance ovar-specification. I
don't think anybody realizes better than the armed forces
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that we have no monopoly on good ideas. However, I would
like for you to also take a look at the reverse of the coin.
There are times when you will make suggestions which the
military will find impossible to go along with, very often
for reasons which they know and you don't know. While I
would say that perhaps those cases would be in the minority,
I would ask you to be a little patient when that situation
arises. Give them the benefit of the doubt.

Now in these types of transactions, I think it is
important to remember that the contracting officer is your
clear channel for these changes. While it is often easier
sometimes to go directly to a technical agency and talk
with the technical agency, I would say that in the long run
you will be better off by taking your problem to the con-
tracting officer. After all, he is going to be the man who
will ultimately change the contract. Conscientious con-
tracting officers will take up the problem and will see that
it is speedily resolved.

Now to take things in their logical order, I would like
to discuss invitations to bid first. In discussing that, we
may as well include the request for proposal used in nego-
tiated contracts, although I am sure that most of you realize
that the invitation for bid is a technical term, restricted
to public advertisement. Now if there is any one general
suggestion that a contracting officer could make on how to
avoid trouble in dealing with the Government, I would say
it is simply this: read the specifications. I think you
would be amazed if you knew the number of requests which
are received by contracting officers of all the armed
forces after a contract has been made to i-crease the price
of the contract simply because somebody fo• got to read the
packaging specifications and suddenly found out, after
signing the contract and getting down to work, that the cost
of packaging far exceeded the margin of profit allowed for
the contract. I would say that of all of the places where
we run into trouble, one of them is in packaging. There
seems to be a tendency on the part of material suppliers
to pass lightly over the specifications. I can tell you
from some very sad experiences that that is a mistake. It
is essential that invitations or proposals be gone over as
soon as they are received, and not be allowed to lie aro-und
until toward the close of the period which has been set by
the contracting officer for the receipt of bids or proposals.
I say that for this reason: if you have a suggestion for
change in the specification which is inclu-d; in the invita-
tion for bid, and that proposal is going to be studied
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and run down with the technical activity and then finally
approved, it must be put out to all bidders. And as you know,
many of our bids go to well over a hundred bidders, so that
there is just the processing time involved which, if we
receive your suggestion for change---no matter how good it
may be-if it is too late in the day, there are times when
we will simply have to go along with the invitation as
written, since time will not permit, say, the cancellation
of that invitation and starting all cver again. So I think
that it is essential that when you make a suggestion for a
change to an invitation for bid or request for proposal,
that it be made in a timely manner.

Now the second point that I would make -with regard to
public advertisement is this: that where you dc have a
suggestion for the change in an invitation to bid and you
are not in the poser .ion to make it in time but you still
feel that it should be brought to the attention of the con-
tracting officer, that y'ou first of all submit an invitation
to bid which conforms to Lhe invitaticn for bid, because
that will keep you in the ball game. It is always a sad
thing for a contracting officer to open what is otherwise
a very good bid in a public advertisement 3nd find that
somebody has bid, say, on an alternative method, without
bidding on the metaod which was originally specified. When
that happens, the contracting officer has no choice but to
rule that the alternate bid is non-conforming, and throw it
out. When he receives, one., a conforming bid, and, two, an
alternate bid, at least you are still in the ball game. If
the armed force involved feels that the suggestion has suf-
ficient merit to it, it will cancel the invitation for bid
and start all over again. But I urge you always to submit
a conforming bid so that at least you will not be ruled out
of the competition.

Once a contract has been awarded and production is
under way, you may perceive a better ca' a money-saving -may
to do the job. The first thing to do is to check your
suggestion or your idea with the cognizant inspector because
there is a very good chance that he will have had experience
along this same line with other contractors, or at any rate
he will be able to give you valuable assistance. The next
step is to write or to otherwise communicate with the con-
tracting officer, and to outline your proposed change to
him in enough detail that he can take the thing up with the
requiring or the technical activity involved and make an
intelligent decision on the thing without having to go back
to you. If possible, I would suggest that you include
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whatever cost (.ata you have available so that the contract-
ing officer will understand whether this is going to cost
money, whether you feel that you will be in a position to
make a rebate, or what. Now the contracting officer winl
gt.t technical approval. Once that is secured, he will then
negotiate the change with you. The final step in the chain
is for tLe contracting officer to issue an ammendLent to
your contract.

RIow when we start ta2.•,g about invitations t, tid and
contracts, we are talking about legal entities. i t''ou'ht,
therefore, it would probably be valuable to you to 1-r
Mr. Coburn, who is a member of the Navy's Office of G..;- leral
Counsel, discuss some of the legal implications of invitations
to bid and contracts with you.
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Revision of PackagLng Requirements

kr. George IM. Coburn
Office of Counsel, Department of the Navy

Mr. Justice Holmes once said that persons, in their
dealings with the Federal Government, must turn square cor-
ners. In connection with considering revisiohs to packag-
ing and related requirements included in Government procure-
ments, I would like to sketch very hastily and briefly some
of the square corners or legal boundaries that come to play.

F rst of all, let's take a look at the making of
Government contracts. As Commander Griffin pointed out, our
contracts are made in one of two ways: they are r-ither made
by formal advertising on the one hand, or, in a fewer number
of cases, by negotiation. The essential difference between
the advertised and the negotiated method of contracting is
that in the case of the advertised method there is very
little, if any, leeway for bargaining or dickering of the
deal. The supplier is pretty much limited to offering a
price and delivery on the basis of the other terms specified
in the Government's invitation for bid. Negotiation, on the
other hand, at least contemplates that there be opportunity
for dickering of the deal.

In connection with advertised procurement, the first
step is the Government's invitation for bids. Ordinarily
the Government tries to allow a minimum of thirty days for
the examination and preparation of bids by suppliers. The
invitation for bid ordinarily references the packaging
specification. Thosc specifications may or may not te
attached in a physical sense to the invitation for bid forms.
Ln any event, those packaging specifications ccnstitute an
essential element of the invitation for bids. So, therefore,
as Commander Griffin suggested, I would reiterate tZIat it is
of the first importance that bidders carefully review and
that they understand exactly what is required by the invita-
tion for bid in connection with packaging and related things.

If, after examination, it appears that a better way or
an alternative way of accomplishing the preservation, packag-
ing, or pa.king, is evident to a bidder, his main and pro-
bably only opportunity to suggest a change in the invitation
in that respect is to rommunicate his suggestion to the con-
tracting officer as far in advance as possible of the date
set for the opening of bids. If the suggestion is meritor-
ious and could result in a savings to the Government on the
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one hand, and still meet the essential preservation, and
packing needs of the Government, it is more probable than
not that the Government will amend the invitation for bids to
adopt that suggestion. On the other hand, the same sugges-
tion stands very little chance of incorporation in that
partaLcular procurement if the suggestion is not made until
after the bids are opened. Different considerations come
into play at that point. For one thing, it is generally
disadvantageous to other bidders, as well as to the need of
the Government for obtaining the supplies within a reasonable
time, to cancel an invitation for bid and to readvertise pro-
curement after the bids have been opened. Any suggested
change must have extraordinary merit, either price-wise or
in terms of improving the quality, and thereby better meet-
ing the needs of the Government as far as packaging is
concerned.

Now let's first of all take a look at what a bid is,
in the legal signification. A bid is a promise, a promise
to furnish the supplies or services described in the invita-
tion, at the prices and at the times stated by the bidder.
It is, in busihess parlence, an offering. Unlike ordinary
business offers, Government bids may not be withdrawn or
modified after the time fixed for opening of the bid. You
may ask, why does the Government impose this square corner?
Why do Government procurement practices differ from ordinary
business practices in this respect? I think the answer is
not far to see. The Government procurement statutes by and
large require that Government contracts be made by adver-
tising. It is obvious that a procurement cannot be adver-
tised if the contract awarded does not substantially
resemble the contract that was advertised. If packaging
method "a" is included in the invitation for bid and the
resulting contract specifies packaging method "b", that
contract I submit was not advertised. That means that any
bidder who seeks to withdraw or modify his bid after the
opening cannot-his modification or withdrawal cannot be
given thought.

That does not mean that the Government has an indefinite
period of time to consider the bids. The invitation forms
ordinarily specify a period of sixty days, and the bidder is
free to in3ert a shorter period of time.

Now then, so far as the packaging is concerned, unless
the bidder expres-ly states otherwise in his bid, by citing
the bid and inser-ing the price in delivery terms, he is
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legally presumed to be bidding on the packaging requirements
specified in the invitation. And if his bid be accepted,
the packaging specifications set forth in the invitation
for bids form an integral part of the resulting contract.

I have said that bids may not be withdrawn or modified
after the tine fixed for opening of bids. There are two
exceptions to that-two principal exceptions--which may
affect packaging. One is where the bid is late, or the bid
modification is late, but the failure to arrive on time was
due to a delay in the mails for which the bidder was not res-
ponsible. A second exception is where a bidder can establish
prior to the award, but after the opening of bids, that he
has made what we call a mistake in his bid. By that we mean
that by reasonably persuasive evidence a bidder can establish
that the bid he submitted was not the bid he intended. We
frequently have the situation in which a bidder will tell us
after the bids have been opened that he did not, for example,
notice that the supplies were to be packed for export ship-
ment. He tells us tiat was in the fine print somewhere,
and due to the delay in receiving the specifications in the
bid forms, he inadvertantly overlooked that. Well, if his
price be substantially out of line with the other bids re-
ceived, as well may be the case in some of his pa-zaging,
and if by furnishing his work sheets and other papers used
in preparing the bids, he cAn reasonably establish that this
export packing was not included in his bid, we have pro-
cedures whereby the bidder will be permitted to withdraw
that bid from the consideration. There is also a further
exception in that, where a bidder equally makes a mistake
but not only can show that the bid he submitted was not the
bid he intended-which is a negative showing-but can go
beyond that and establish clear and convincing evidence
of what his intended bid was. Ard if his bid, as corrected
to conform with his intended bid, is the low bid and is
otherwise eligible for the award, we also have procedures
whereby that bid can be corrected. But these exceptions
are no safe harbor in which to take refuge. The difficult
legal questions arive as to the sufficiency of evidence of
the mistake, and naturally we have to resolve the doubts in
favor of the Government or to avoid prejudicing the interests
of the bidders who are in the running.

The contracting officer has very little discretion in
respect of the acceptance of bids. Basically he must accept
the bid which conforms 0o the essential requirements of the
invitation; and notwithstandtig the price advantage to the
Government of a low bid which does not conform to the
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essential requirements in the invitation, he is not at
liberty to accept that non-conforming low bid.

I

Now what is the test to determine whether a bid does
or does not conform to the essential requirement, of the
invitation? The test is whether the deviation roes to the
substance of the requirement so as to effect price, the
quality, or the quantity of the supplies or services. Any
deviation which has those characteristics ordinarily causes
the rejection of that bid. As Commander Griffin pointed out,
the only possible alternative to that is the cancellation or
rejection of all bids and the readvertisement of the require-
ment. But that action will be taken only in very exceptional
cases,

Turning for a moment to negotiated procurement, unlike
formal advertising tiere is leeway to bargain or dicker
packaging terms. Bidders or suppliers will receive ordinar-
ily, under negotiated procurement, a document labeled "Re-
quest for Quotation". On the other hand, there is a technical
difference between them. A Request for Proposals is similar
in many respects to an invitation for bids in that the re-
quest is, that offers be submitted in "esponse to the request.
A Request for Quotation, on the other hand, is a request that
the supplier furnish certain information which may serve as
a basis upon which to commence negotiations, looking toward
the making of a contract. The Request for Proposals, on the
other hand, differs materially from the invitation for bids
in that the offeror or supplier is not bound to keep the
offer good or open for a stated period of time. He is at
liberty, legally speaking, to modify, withdraw that offer at
any time prior to that offer's acceptance by the Government.
In that respect the proposal-type of offer is on all fours
with the ordinary business offer. in addition, the con-
tracting officer has greater leeway. In respect of what
would be regarded as a non-conforming proposal, the Requiest
for Proposal specifies again method "a" of packaging. The
supplier states in his offer that he offers method "b".
Under advertising, as I indicated, we would have little
discretion there. Under negotiation, the contracting officer
is at liberty to consider that alternative proposal on the
merits. There are not present the jurisdictional bars in
the exercise of his discretion which obtain in the adver-
tised procurement field. If, on the merits of the alter-
native proposal, it is felt that the altermative would meet
all requirements and would not increase our costs, then the
contracting officer ordinarily would proceed to negotiate
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procurement with all prospective contractors on the basis of
that modification. Similarly, the mistake in bid procedure
does not apply to the negotiated of•'erin•gs. If the supplier
finds he made a mistake in his procosal, he is at liberty--
or should do so-to withdraw or modify the prior to the
acceptance of the proposal by the contracting officer.

Let's look briefly at the administration and the per-
formance of the contract after it has been entered into.
For ti•ese purposes, it matters not whether the contract was
advertised or negotiated. The sa'ne basic considerations
apply. First, I want to mention the authority and res-
ponsibility of the Government inspector, who is ordinarily
the immediate point of contact with the contractor. That
inspector is required to inspect and accept or reject
supplies strictly in accordance with the specifications and
other requirements of the contract. He has no authority,
unless the contract e:,, essly states otherwise, to author-
ize changes in the packaging or related specifications. It
matters not on the merits of the change, the fact that the
change is a marvelous idea and will benefit everybody con-
cerned does not vest the inspector wi'•n authority to enter-
tain that change. In other words, contractors undertake
departure from the contract specifications or the packaging
specifications in thc performance of the contracts at their
peril. It has too often resulted in the rejection of the
supplies due to the not-conforming packaging, with the conse-
quent loss to the contractor which he cannot recover. If
the contractor feels that better ways or cheaper ways obtain
form performing the contracts so far as the packaging is
concerned, he must obtain a contract amendment, setting
forth the details of that change, before he is at liberty
in the sense of being contracturally covered to proceed
with the performance of the contract as changed.

Now a word about how these changes can be made.
Ordinarily we have w~hat Yoe call fixed-price contracts.
They impose an obligation on the parties-both parties-
to perform the contract at the contract price regardless
of the cost of performance. If the cost of performance
is substantially less of the price, the windfall goes to
the contractor. If it substantially exceeds the price,
the Government, on the other hand, receives the benefit.
These contracts vest what we call property rights in the
Government to receive the performance at that price on the
one hand, and to hold the contractor responsible for
damages.
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It follows that any changes in packaging must be sup.-
ported by what we call consideration. If the change invol-
ves a reduction in the technical requirements, the change
will have to be accompanied by a reduction in the price
measured by the theoretical cost of the performance of the
contract in accordance with the prior method. Conversely,
in change in the specifications which increases the cost to
the Government, it ordinarily cannot be undertaken unless
it is clear that the Government's requirements have changed
and those requirements cannot be met by performing the con-
tract in accordance with its present terms.

In conclusion, I would say that you may quite well
wonder what the underlying reason is for all these square

corners, why they have to be turned, why the Government
cannot engage in ordinary business practices in these areas.
I think the answer can only be that all of us are charged
with the obligation of spendJng your money-your money as
taxpayers. And unless we have reasonable safeguards to
avoid the waste or the misapplication or misappropriation
of that money, we cannot effectively discharge our obliga-
tions as public servants.
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In the Navy, the inspector is a representative of the
Naval Inspection Service, which is that organization which
contractors contact after they have been successful in ob-
taining a Navy, Army, Air Force, or other Government activ-
ity contract, which requires Navy inspection or which has
been referred to a Navy Inspection Office by another Govern-
ment activ:Ity. I mention this initially for the purpose of
familiarizing all persons with the Navy Inspection Service.
Under the Defense Department procedure, there is established
a single-service inspection; that is, the Navy inspects for
the other services of the Department of Defense; and, like-
wise, they inspect for the Navy. This procedure establishes,
under ordinary circumstances, one inspection service enter-
ing a plant in industry. From the contractor's point of
view, the program is generally desirable inasmuch as he has
only one inspection office to contact.

The inspector acts in the capacity of liaison repre--
sentative between the manufacturer and the Government.
Upon him rests the responsibility of seeing that the
Government receives material in accordance with the con-
tract specifications, drawings, or other specifications
pertinent to the requirements as set forth in the contract
involved. These requirements are set forth in all contracts.
Aside from the material required by the contract, one of the
most Lmportant items of the contract usually overlooked is
the preservation, packaging, packing and marking require-
ment. Unless a contractor reads this requirement of the
contract, he usually finds himself in difficulty and may
suffer a considerable financial loss due to the require-
ments of the packaging specifications as outlined specifi-
cally in the contract, not having been adhered to.

I most urgently advise that everyone concerned with
Navy, Army, AiL Force, or other Government-agency bidding,
give this matter careful and considerate study.

Your inspector of Naval material or his branch office
is as close to you as your telephone, and he is always
available--not to help you bid, but to interpret specifi-
cations and contract requirements, to furnish specifications,
to advise you of any and all materia• that is on the qualified
products list, which may be an important part of your contract.
He is prepared to aid in the clarification of any information
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contained in the contract which may need explanation, or
with which you are not familiar,

To help you do this job, after you have obtained a
contract, you receive from the Inspection Office a notice
of instruction. This is just to help you interpret many
things which are also a part of the contract. This docu-
ment has valuable simplified information. If it is a diffi-
cult contract, the inspector would probably also contact you
by phone or, if necessary, make a trip out to see you.

When in doubt, contact your inspection office in regard
to packaging, packing, preservation and marking. Find out
just what is required to prepare material for shipment to
meet the requirements of the contract. Your inspector is
trained to know what constitutes good packaging and packing
requirements under the specification, and will furnish •u
with the instructions and information that you may nee4. In
your area, there are establishments which do packaging,
accomplish preservation, packing and marking. They have
trained personnel who are familiar with all of the specifi-
cations necessary to effect the desired and required
Government packaging. I am not trying to sell these men,
but they are there when you are unable to do the work your-
self. This has been ably published in a bulletin put out
by the Commerce Department, to i.A p you in establishing good
packaging practices.

The inspector reviews all contracts requiring inspection,
studies the requirer.ents; and with this information readily
available at his finger-tips, plans the inspection procedure
with the utmost concern, to see that the Government is re-
ceiving material as required and set forth under the terms
of the contract. He is also sometimes in a position to help
clarify many of the specifications without going back to the
contracting officer. They are there. He definitely can
help you to interpret them. Any changes in the contract,
after you receive it, wo'uld naturally come by way of the
Inspection Office, with his indorsement to the requirements,
to help you and the contractor to come to some particular
terms or agreement.

The supervising inspectors have regular educational
programs for the purpose of training, supervising, and
thoroughly familiarizing their inspectors on these require-
ments. When time has permitted, contractors have been
invited to sit in on these preservation, packaging, and
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packing seminars. The manufacturers are invited to ask
questions freely, for the explinit purposp of explanation
and clarification, even of the fine print. It is essential
and advisable that any and every manufacturer bidding on or
accomplishing Defense Department work have at his disposal
the latest copy of the specificaAions.

I should like to leave you with this thought: read
th -roughly, carefully and comprehensively, the preservaticn,
packaging, packing and marking requirements of your contract-
as thoroughly and as well as you read and study the material
requirements. You will profit, and the Government will re-
ceive from your place of manufacture, mill, foundry or
factory, good material, made strictly according to the
specifications, and packaged or packed properly. This will
result in the happy combination of having usable material at
the destination on time.
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DISCUSS ION

COM•ANDER GRIFINf: Ladies and gentlemen, the only
reason for our being here is to be of assistance to you,
so we will o.w really turn this meeting over to you, to ask
such questica.L or to raise any points which you would like.
We will attempt, within the confines of our knowledge, to
assist you.

MR. BABCOCK (Convair): Will we receive a transcript of
this session?

CHAIRMAN; I understand that transcripts are being
made. I would imagine that if you are going to need trans-
cripts that you had better put in an order for them. I
don't know how many they are planning to make. I don't
know if they will get a transcript, but I think it would be
well to check the desk.

"t. BABCOCK: As I gather, any interpretations would
have ,,o come through the local inspector, is this right?

CHFAIRMAN: It should be. Now that is the normal chain
on that, for you to write the contracting officer iria the
inspector. Crdinarily the contracting officer wi.". either
answer via the inspector or else answer with a cop. to the
inspector.

MR. WOODEY: If the contractor will contact the inspec-
tor, they will try to interpret and come up with a clear
understanding of what is required by the contract. If it
cannot be accomplished in that manner, then a letter indorsed
by the inspector-not just forwarded, but indorsed-will go
to the contracting officer,

Now if it is an important question of delivery on a
jrqticular contract, where the preservation, packaging and
packing specifications hold up the delivery, sometimes a

speed letter or a dispatch will be sent to the contracting
officer so he can make the decision.

MR. BABCOCK: I am thinking of where we run into
differences of interpretation between different people as
to some of the batting and ground rales-say in a Type IA
plant, where the packing can be either a unit, intermediate,
or final pack. There is some difference of opinicn as to
whether a unit pack, for instance, should get, say, a rough-
handling test as the prototype. This interpretation then
should come from the local chief of inspection, is this right?

YR. WOODEY: The Office of Naval Material has furnished,
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through the supervising inspectors, to the chief distri-
bution lists of the entire inspection service, a letter
which definitely advises them of the test and visual in-
spection required on pre-production test or prototype and
production test. The Office of Naval Material has outlined
that definitely, conclusively, and it is very clearly, Lnter-
preted.

MR, BABCOCK: That information is with the-.

tM. WOODY: With the inspectors, yes, sir,

MR. FITZGMALD (Cadillac Products): I have seen lots
of invitations for bid with just a reference to 116B. All
right, you get the contract. Your inspector comes along,
and he will have an entirely different interpretation. You
should have the interpretation before you even bid the con-
tract because regardless, if you package one way on 116B,
it will cost you more money than if you do it another way.

1R. BABCOCK. There are a lot of differences in inter-
pretation.

CHAfIMAN: I think Mr. Woody's point was that our office
has furnished an interprstaticn to the Material Inspection
Service on these points. However, I realize that we are
never going to have a perfect organization as long as it is
manned by human beings. ýs long as we have human beings, we
are going to get variation3 of interpretation. However, if
you are talking about where you have a difference of inter-

pretation from the inspector--i understand that, is what you
are talking about?

MR. FITZGERALD: Right.

CHABhMAN: Where you feel you do have a difference, the
answer there, the man who will resolve it Is the contracting
officer. That is the proper place, I t'hink, if you cannot
resolve the interpretations with your inspector ,f Naval
material or with your Air Force inspector, or whoever he
may be. The proper man to take 'm.at question to is t1t con-
tracting officer.

•R. FITZG3IRALD: That is true, but therc is another
thing that has to be thought about as far as contractors are
concerned: that we have to live with the inspector. If we
,et tough with the inspector by going to the fellow above him,
you are in trouble. That's all I can say.

SIR. WOODY: I would like to answer the gentleman. I
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have traveled this particulbr road not only in packaging but
many collateral duties. I know in industry we have had more
problems than the inspecticn service. I have beard that be-
fore.

As I look around the audience, I see that many irnspec-
tors are here. They are human beings. Many in the Naval
Inspection Service, as well as the other services, have
'ý;en to school. I have been in training with many of them.
These fellows have definite technical departments in their
offices that can resolve *he questions for you. They also
are governed by an Inspection Director, wit;i whom you are
fret to talk- at any time that you may call.

I would like to wipe out that particular thinking.
Gentlemen, you are not in trouble. I have traveled the
road for sixteen years now. Preservation, packaging and
packing has been my field. I don't know it all. Many
people here ar,- my peers. I look arouna here and see some
of the fellows who have taught me. But.in sixteen years in
packaging, i have seen it grow up to the military inspection
tnat it is today.

Any time you see fit, go to your Naval Inspection
Office, or to your Army or Air Force--or to whatever
inspection office you deal with. The door is opez-, They
will help you. And you will not be in trouble. Believe
me, that is not the policy of our services. We have
trained many. We are still training. Manufacturers
definitely have been. invited in to iron out their problems.

This idea of the inspector waiting around until '.he
contractor is ready to do business-is not ou lp: ocediwe.
We contact you people. And please, if I only leave you
with this thought: we are human beings. We will 4ive
you every favorable consideration that we know how.
Believe me.

I see these fellows that are inspectors. That is the
purpose of inspection-to get good material on time. There
are times when those problems come up that you speak of,
but we are not the police action that you think we are. We
are there to help.

CHAIRLAN: Mx. Cox of the Army had a thought on your
question. I would like to ask him to enlarge upon it for
a minute.

MR. COX: Are you from Cadillac?

MR. FITZGERALD: Yes.

MR. COX: It seems you do have a problem in connection
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with interpreting your bid at the time of preparing. I have
just made a ncte of that, and I aill take it back and see
what we can do in the Army to help on that particular point,

MR. LAPDMUS: I am with the Navy Bureau of Supplies and
Accounts. I would like to make a few pertinent remarks on the
subject of mIL-P-116B, and any other specifications or stan-
dards which offer a great variety of methods, types, grades,
sizes, a.d classes, for optional use or for selection by the
user of the document, Unless we take thE premise that
Commaider Griffin made earlier and emphasized to a great
extent by Mr. Coburn-the premise of careful examination
of ixvitations for bid in ordfer to make an intelligent bid-
-anless we know exactly what it is that we are bidding on,
unless we know precisely what it is that we are using to
arrive at the prices that we are submitting, when it, comes
time to have this contract administered by any inspection
service, and I don't care whether it would be the Govern-
ment inspection service or your own inspection service,
someone is in trouble. .t is like throwing a catalogue or
a dictionary at someone and saying, "Here, take your choice."

Now somewhere in the initial reading and evaluatLng of
this invitation, it must be assumed that someone know on
what basis prices were being arrived at. Now one of the
greatest failures that take place in this packaging business
is the fact-parson me for getting to the roots of somii; of
this problem because it does center to some extent in indus-
t ry-is that the coordination that one might expect to find
between sales departments and production departments and the
Dackaging people concerned does not always exist. I have
traveled the country very broadly and very widely and have
found this to be an absolute case, that in many cases sales
departments have been prone to slough off the attention to
the packaging requirements, submit bids, and then later get
the whole company in trouble. It is rather unfair at thatd
point to say that your difficulties are with the inspec(tor
because the real cause of this disease took place long
before that. This is merely a manifistation of the problem
as it appears to the relationship between the company and
the inspector.

As far as "116" is concerned, I would like to say this:
it almost proves the old adage that it doesn't pay to volun-
teer for anything. But we did volunteer to try to do some-
thing about VIL-P-116D. I would like to say this openly
and publicly: that it is one hell of a job. We have gotten
thousands and thousands of cormrents. A large percentage of
these comments were not worth the paper they were written
on. A lot of the commcnts obviously were borne of imiature
reasoning, illogical -reasoning, or inexperience. On the
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other hand, there are some that are excellent. These, re-
gretfully, are in the minority.

I would like tc tell you frankly that there are
hundreds and hundreds of these comments that are just 180
degrees away from each other and in direct conflict. Only
a Solomon could resolve them. But after many trials and
tribulations and the considerations of each and every
comment that has come in from Government agencies and indus-
try, we have tried to moderate this thing to the best of our
ability. We have f1nally come to that point in the road
where we are now typing a new draft of MIL-P-116C, for cir-
culation to Government a:e cies and to selected portions of
industry.

I thought this might be of interest to the audience
here, because it may represent an important milestone on the
road to improvement.

But improvement will not end with MIL-P-116C. In the
research and development work we have done on this document,
we have uncovered many areas where the answers are not yet
known, despite the effort and money we have spent on it.
There is still considerable work to be done, and there will
probably be considerable room for interpretation still. But
I would like to point this out as a summation: that if you
get any document s--MrL-P-116 or any other documents-which
are thrown at you like Webster's Dictionary or some catalogue
without any definition as to what is wanted--method, type,
grade, or size-the time to question it is at that point, and
not wait until you get a contract and everything is legal
and binding and you are forced into some "hassel" with a
Goverrnment inspector.

MR. L. H. JOHNS: Commander, I have two questions, and
one is an organization point. As far as our industry is
concerned, am I right that the Armed Services Medical Pro-
curement Agency is pretty much the one we deal with? Two,
on what inspection service do we operate? Is it under
Mr. Woodey or is it under the Army Inspection Service?

CHAIR•AtN: Did you state the Armed Services Medical

Procurement Agency?

MR. JOHNS: That'-s right.

CHAIrMAN: I am presuming your products are in the main
by the Medical Procurement Agency?

MR. JOHNS: That's right.
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CHALRRAN: In so far as the inspection service which
will inspect, it iill be designated in your contract.
There is a paragraph in every contract which designates who
your tispector will be.

The Medical Procurement Agency, just for the benefit
of those who may not be familiar with it, is a joint agency.
It is composed of Army, Navy, and Air Force, which does the
procurement for all of the armed forces. For that reason,
it may designate an inspection service which perhaps has
plant cognizance, so that it is a little hard to say. Mr.
Boylan, do you happen to know?

MIR. BOYLAN: I don't believe that the inspection for
that agency has been assigned.

MR. WOODEY: Under the old system of inspection, if it
wvere Army, Air Force, or Navy, it would be so stated in the
clause that the Commander just referred to. But under
single-service inspection, if you have sufficient business,
you would probably have some inspector-whether he be Army,
Air Force, or Navy-stationed at your plant.

If this is a procurement, this particular document
or contract which you receive would be sent to the inspector
cognizant of your plant. Now if it doesn't work that way
and the Armed Services Medical Procurement Agency is dealing
with, say, the inspector of Naval material in some city, the
Orders Section or Contract Administration Section would send
that contract to the cognizant single-service inspection
office which has jurisdiction over your plant. That is the
way it is handled. That inspector-whether Army, Navy, or
Air Force-would inspect the contract.

MR. BECK: The single-service has worked out excellently
for all manufacturers, but I think where somebody does packag-
ing for many contractors-that these people have been for-
gotten. We may have ten, twelve, or fifteen different
customers with Navy, Ordnance, Army. The Army will come in
and inspect the Navy in our place, and the Air Force will
inspect Ordnance, the Engineers, the Navy. 'We may get ten
or more inspectors at the same time, all inspecting other
branches of the service. I was wondering if the services
had given any thought to having single inspection in the
packaging plants.

MR. WOODEY: Your problem is not only in your immediate
area. In this area, we have the same condition.

That is a situation where single-service inspection is
made on a local basis. But due to the fact that many things
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happen prior in the single-service working, it would be a
gigantic problem to ever change the particular setup, so the
Army, Air Force and Navy have each elected to inspect in your
particular plant.

The thing is that it is worked on a local inspection
agreement. I believe that we are working now to resolve it.

There are some single-services inspections that will
take over the respective plant. There is going to be a work-
able agreement. But it is with the policy makers to establish
which agecy goes in where. They are working toward that,
But sitting in the audience are many people who have that
peculiar problem.

I will say this: many manufacturers will be surprised
how these inspectors talk things over. We work with them
all.

MR. LINNELL: We have had trouble getting a hold of
some of these specifications. in a bid for a contract, we
have recently asked for the packaging specifications. They
were not available to us from either the inspector, the con-
tracting officer, nor from the Government Printing Office.
We had to stall our bid as long as we could. We spent three
or four days try.ýng to get them, and we finally got a copy
which we reproduced. I strongly suspect we got the contract
because nobody else could get a copy either.

MR. LINNELI: Would it be proper to make a bid on
the contract, ýcating that you could not get the particular
specification?

CHAIRMAN: I wouldn't do it. If you want to know how I
would handle that, I would start screaiing every hour on the
hour until I got that specification.

Mr. Cox of the Army points out that the situation you
described is illegal, moreover,

One of our responsibilities is to furnish all of the
specifications or to have them readily accessible. Now if
that specification is not readily accessible-and, moreover,
not available-the contracting officer is really running the
risk of entering into an illegal contract.

MR. COBURN: I think one of your questions was: would
it be proper to bid upon the basis that the specification was
not available? I think that that would be interpreted to
mean that the bidder was not bound by whatever may be in that
specification. To t1ut extent, it would have to be regarded
as a non-conforming bid. Practically speaking, if you are
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UnaSk.e to get the specifications within a reasonable time
so as to permit you to properly prepare your bid, I think
tha only thing you reasonably can do is to request the
contracting officer to postpone the date for the opening
of bids.

MR. LINNELL: There is one otheý- thing I would like to
ask about, where an item is a new item coming out that
hasn't had specific packaging. Maybe they will call out
MIL-P-116B on a method with nothing more added to it but
that the item is complex and requires special packaging.
How would you go about bidding on contracts of that type?
Where different contractors could take a different view
about the packaging?

C1MIhMAN: Are we talking where you have an advertise-
ment which specifies MIL-P-116B? And you feel that that
really in essence is the wrong specification?

MR. LINELL: It could be the right specification. I
have seen this come up, where you have to modify from a
given section of the specification to get the proper packag-
ing. It is impossible to get a package that will adequately
protect the item under any specifJcation.

CHAIRMAN: In other words, this is going torequire a
special pack which again is not covered by one of the methods
in the specification?

MR. LIINELL: It would be a modification.

CHAIRMAN: There again I think that gets back to pre-
cisely what we were talking about at the outset, that as
soon as you come up with that answer, after you have examined
the invitation f or bid, pointing out whaf the situation is
to him, eand asking hi what does he propose to do about it?

He is the right man.

That is one of those things that I say-- very often we
are a little too close to the 'orest on this stuff. Again,
remember that we have packagin sections at the requiring
activity who are specifying, set's say, the pack that is to
be used. Well, it gets to be penay they start working within
a given frame of reference. You b naw, it happens in your

own companies. You tend to get iXtc a groove and you dont
go outside the groove. Somebody may routinely specify ll6B,

say, when obviously, after you look at it and examine it,
that isn't the right answer, That is the time to quickly
come up and point out to tLe contracting officer the deficiencies
in his invitation for bid, and suggest a modification to that

invitation for bid.
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MR. LINNELL: Thank you.

COMDR. GRIFFIN (CHALRMAN): Major?

VOICE: I would like to point out this larger question
on the difference between the detailed specifications and
performance specifications-and, speaking for the Air Force-
there is the question of when you use detailed specifica-
tions and when you use Performance Specifications. It is
an open question. It is one that hasn't been resolved and
may never be. But I would say in connection with this pro-
blem, if any contractor, when he gets the Invitationi to Bid-
in looking over the specifications, it is felt for that
particular item there should be a detailed Packaging spec
rather than a performance spec, he should call this to the
attention of the Contracting Officer, this may not help you
much on that particular contract, but it may help you in the
future. But get in touch with the contracting officer. The
contracting officer will get in touch with the technical
people involved and ask for a more specific packaging re-
quirement.

I think another thang that would help in that area, is
if when making a bid. you break out the packaging price
rather than making it a percentage figure, so if you are
out of line on the packaging cost-let's assume each bidder
would do that-if one bidder was particularly out of line-
high or low-this should wave the flag for the contracting

( Mf3.cer, indicating that some bidders aren't giving enough
protection or some are giving too much. I suppose he would
know that such is the case. That would help. It is a pro-
blem, and certainly, we in the Technical Services are anxious
to find out whether these detailed specs are required. It
is an obvious impossibility to completely engineer the packag-
ing for each item that goes out. We don't have enough people
in WADC. The Army people don't have enough to do that for
each weapon or for each specific item. In the Research Lab-
oratories they develop the items according to the directives
under which they operate. If they foresee a particular
packaging problem, they are directed to call us-in the case
of the Air Force-into the picture to get the right design
before getting out to the procurement contract. We need
your help. Please feel free to call us.

CHAIRDAN: Before moving on, there is one point still
bothering me, and I'd like to give as much information on
it as possible-and that is the availability of specifica-
tions. I want to ask Mr. Boylan who is from the Air Materiel
Command (Wright-Patterson Field) to say where the specifica-
tions are available with regard to Air Force Invitation to Bide
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MR. BOYLAN: Normally, the specification would be in
the requested bid. However, it is always in the AFPO (Air
Force Procurement Office)--and Administrative Plan, who
will provide the Specifications upon request. However,
if they don't have it at AFPO, there is a special organiza-
tion in AMC, in supply, and the symbol there, MCSIFl, that
has the responsibility for the distribution of Specifica-
tions Section will provide the specifications upon request.

l,•. C, .MAN: We will give that again "MCSTF" (Charlie,
Sugar Item Force), -- Wright Patterson Air Force Base, Day-
ton. That's the symbol Number. Stanley Cantor is tho
Contracting Officer, of Philadelphia. You are welcome to
stop in and see the Specifications at our Library. If we
don't have them we will try to get them for you.

As i mentioned before, what holds true with respect
to the Nay:, holds true for the Army-It is the responsi-
bility of the man who issues that Invitation to Bid to
also make provision for the specifications.

REPRSENTATIVE FR91 BEIDIX (SOUTH BEND): It is
confusing to us when we get Contracts, weal today a 1955
Form and tomorrow we may get a 1953 Form. W•hat can be
done to control those forms which are sent out to us, so
that they will be up-to-date?

MR. BOYIAN: The inspector at the Plant is responsible
to supply you with the latest form, the latest Inspection
Form and Specification, and it should be checked immediately.

CHAIMAN: We have a question from the back of the room.

IM. BLAE;SS: (GLUMM1ED PAPE COMPAIN-Y, CHICAGO): I am not
going to present this in form of a question, because I rea-
lize it is too rough to expect to get an answer from you
today. But inasmuch as this is a Packaging Symposium, some-
where in the record it should be brought to someone's atten-
tion: 1 know of some items which are packed for the Govern-
ment which do not meet the specifications in every instance.
I know that is a very serious statement. Fortunately, we
have a group i-n our Industry working on this problem. There
are also a group of Government representatives trying to
solve this problem. But we manufacture packing materials,
some are made to Government specifications and some are not.
For sometime we were fortunate enough to secure business
directly from the Government. The items I refer to, i'd
like to identify, is a single procurement item and for
years we supplied this item. Then, all of a sudden, we
found that we were being under-bid. We are not crying
because we can't get the business-the fact that we might
be a high cost production company, which we are not; we are
very competitive. But we have gone so far as to secure
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samples of coinpe~Ltive items being purchased by the GYovern-

ment, which we have tested in our laboratory and have tested
in an outside lXboratory, and in every instance, not one of
those materials have met Government specifications. I dcn't
like to go through all the steps that we have tried to follow
in order to get this thing handled. The thing is we can't
afford to waste the time of ever-ybody bidding on all the
itens you have referred to us.

I am the father of a 17 year old son (inaudible), but
I am a taxpayer-and I don't want to see money wasted or
money used wrongly, by my Company from a selfish viewpoint;
but my Comp~any isn't getting the business. It so happens
that we are one of the very few people who will stand by
our product. We believe in manufacturing a reputable pro-
duct in line with our name, of what the Government wants.
As I say there are two groups in our Association that are
working on this and also a group of people in Washington.
To date, we have accomplished nothirg. I hope we will.
But, at the same time, T d(n't think it is a simple problem.
I do wish in the record that r.y Company recognizes that the
Government is getting inferior products. It is a single
procurement item, and I just don't think it is right.

CH.,•-.A.: 11 s your Company or Association ever
officially put the case on record in writing?

Y.R. BLAESS: No, my Company hasn't put it in writing
officially. Just to the Procurement Agency; but no action.

CHAIRMAN: Have you gone to the next higher echelon?

La. BLAES: We have figured we had gone to the highest
echelon possible. I don't want to name names or groups. I
have been on the "soap" box now for two-and-one-half years.
I don't think any of you gentlemen will feel I am making a
play. This is a case I wish in the record rather than asking

you how to solve it. But, at the same time, we have had some
samples laboratory tested, and they definitely do not meet
Government specifications.

CHAIUMAN: I would say this: We have had similar cases.
ks a matter of fact, I have been involved in cases similar
to the one you described, and, speaking for the Navy, I
think the Navy realizes that we have got an awfully large
field to cover, and sometimes we don't cover all the field
as well as we would like to, so it is essential that we get
some outside assistance. And we generally are trying to
take the thing up objectively as to whether this is an in-
crease or where somebody who can't get his overhead down, we
look into that. I really think that the Armed Forces try to
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look at it objectively, and if it is within our power to do
;5one th IIg, arZid SO.,: ~hxgOu6ftl to be doteI it- 19111 Le Cdone.

1R. BLAESS: We manufacture gummed paper ýnd in that
sort of business, you have to operate on an economical
basis. It is not a case of economics of packaging--.of too
much floating cost. You just have to get certain results
to perform specifications, and we are not necessarily com-
ponents which can't meet that performance. I think you
know our Company. We have- the technical "nmow-how" and
we have the technical resources behind us, and I thini6 our
technical resources are as good .as any Company in the United
States. Ours is not a case of uneconomical methods of manu-
facture. It is a case of here you must have the guts or you
won't do the job. As I say, I don't say every manufacture
don't have guts and meets the standards, but there is one
other Company that meets the specifications from our standards.
Vie have checked. I merely present that just is a case or one
of the reasons why we are not getting the business. Our
economic structure in the United States is geared to that.
If you help the Government get that portion, you are not
economically sound. I merely present that.

CHL{ANT: A question from over here?

MR. SERGEANT (INSPECTOR) SPRINGFIED), MASS: I wanted
to raise a question about the latest revision of the speci-
fications and I woild like to get something from the plat-
form on it. It especially pertains to the packaging
materials as this Gentlemen (Mr. Blaess) has just mentioned.
The specific question in mind: Is the latest specifications
MIL B 121A, which supersedes JAN B 121 Amendment (2>. The
newest specification requires Qualification approval, but
there is at the present time no QL list available because
of the one year shelf-life that is required in testing,
and the new specification came nut sometime in April, I
believe, of this year. There are contractors, currently
producing, or attempting to furnish I woal.. :ay, m terials
on JAN B 121 Amendment 2 on contracts that hpwe [ •-. issued
after the date of the new specificat.ion4 which wa- in April
1955. I would like to hear something fran someone on the
Platform as to where the contra-.tors stand in that respect:
Are they allowed to furnish JAN 121 Amaadiment (2) material
or mist they have a waiver of qualif-ication approval for
NMIhB 121 (A)?

CHAIPMAN: I hate to answer that one, but I will try.
In general,--naybe I will hedge-. Major Helm', do you have
a suggestion on that, or is there anybody from Ordnance who
wants to speak for Ordnance. I can only say what the stan-
dard practices are on that type of a thing--the QPI ,,aybe
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not a specific answer. There is a !5toragoe r " eu -.. t,+ and

an interim QPL is published on items or materials for which
all the tests have been made except the storage requirement.,
and then that interim approval is either verified or with-
drawn at the end of storage period. This is what the Air
Force dces with the materials over which we have cognizance.
'Phis one happens to be at present, at least, a standard Ord-
nance responsibility and, if someone is here from Ordnance,
specifically on this one, we have no reason to assume they
are going to do otherwise. But you have to procure in the
interim the interim approval waivering this requirement, then
final approval after a year's period.

VOICE: I am familiar with th.s situation-I questioned
Ordnance on that, how they procured under such a spec, and I
was told it wouldn't be any for six months-the answer I
got from Ordnace, was we'd just have to live with it.

VOICE: Bein-g a supp)ler of grade "C" materials under
121. which met Military Specifications, the problem has
come up to us in the past 30 days, and we have checked with
Pi -itinny Arsenal, and found it possible for us to use Admend-
ment 2 materials. Quali•ication samples don:t have to be in
to Picatinny Arsenal prior to No'iember 1st for QPL. So i' is
impossible to be certified as no list has been raade up and
won't bo until tfter November 1st. We are surplying Grade "C"

materials even though new contracts are coring through with
The ; iDitary specifications rather than the JAN B 121 Amend-

CFAIfiAN: Tncidentally, I would like to ae.quaint you,
on the qu(o3tiou of Qualified Products and what the ground
rules are-there is a Publication-tha number of which I
can't recall at the moment, which outlines the ground rules
in general aad I think the situation with which the Inspec-
tor of Naval Material is confronted may be covered in that.
I hate to answer a quto;zion which is s• specific as that,
especially when there are a lot of people who are rmim•ng
a lot of different segments of this procurenent, but in
general, the answer to the question: What do you do when
there is no qualified product or no list in existence,
whether one is contemplated with respect to procurement, is
to grant a waiver for thot particular DrOcurement. So that,
as I say, I don't know how Ordnance is going to run this
particular bid that they have got out. My answer is the
general way you handle that situation.

VOICE: I have a question which involves both Inspec-
tions and Procurement Specifications, It is a hypothetical
question, along the channels of the Gentleman from Chicago.
An Invitation for Bid is issued and it states X, Y, Z products
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are equal. It is pointed out to the ContractingCfficer
that there is a MIL Specification in existence-I might
say un-coordinated specification, in one of its offices
that it has a QFL. First of all, should not the other
Services use this specification to complete the trans-
action, and call back the Invitation for Bid so as to use
the MIL Spec? Niow, supposing that they go ahead and use the
Invitation for Bid as originally issued, then my question is:
Who sets up the standards for it or the • ardsticks to measure
'.hat product against the product mentioned in the Invitation
for Bid?

CHAIRMAN: The Contracting Officer is the man who
decides the standards. The Contracting Officer is the man
responsible for that. When I say that, I don't mean that
he is person-.lly going to do it. He has technical advisors.
In practice, the Invitation will generally require you to
submit a description of your product sufficient so that he
can make a comparison with the X, Y, Z, which he has cited
as equal and he is advised by his teclnicjans, and will
then compare to see if the product which you offer meets
his .essential requirements.

If your product meets the essential requirements, he
will consider your bidding, and if he feels that the essen-
tial requirements, which are incorporated into X, Y, Z are
not met, then he will say that you are submitting a non-
conforming bid.

VOICE: May he not use a MIL Specification as a standard?

CHAII4AN: You are talking about if there is a MIL
Specification out, which covers this product?

VOICE: Yes.

CHAIRPYJN: I wuuldn't know why he would be advertising
!'Or Equal" then.

MR. LAPEDAS (BUR OF SUPPLIES AND ACCOUNTS): The
Gentlemen previously mentioned that this was an Interim
Military Specification. I think it is important for us
to know or realize that an Interim Military Specification
or an Interim Federal Specification is binding only on
that particular Department which issues it. It is there
for optional use by other Agencies, but they aren't bound
by it. I think we must realize that there are some require-
ments that the using agency--the one that issues this parti-
cular bid may take strong exception to. It is not binding
on thea. until it becomes a coordinated document. When it
becomes a coordinated document, it is brought to the atten-
tion of the Contracting Officer and of necessity he wuuld
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have to 'withdraw that bid and readvertise under a coordinated
specification.

CFAIRP-AN: That is the Performance Service Regulation.
They say if a MIL Spec is in existence, it must be used. As
a matter of fact "the or e ;ual amendment" is a last resort.
I don't think that any Contracting Officer in his right mind
likes to use it. It is nothing but a headache.

MR. MOLDWIN (Inspector of Naval Material, Naval Material
Office, New York): The man fro.,t Chicago, in the back of the
room a few moments ago made a pretty serious accusation to the
effect that defective material was entering the establishment
of supply. That shouldn't be allowed to go unchallenged. I
was wondering if the material was inspected by the Inspector
at the Plant of the Manufacturer of that supposedly defective
material'? If itl were, I would seriously think that that con'-
dition would be corrected if brought to the attention of the
proper authorities. That is one comment I have at this time.

One other factor-On many occasions we notice certain
plants in our area who may consistently produce defective
materials which are rejected. Now the point comes up as to
what could be done about preventing these unsatisfactory
contractors from being given these bids by the Contracting
Officers. In other words, what are the criteria for pre-
vention of unsatisfactory bidders receiving bids in the
future, when it's been established that the material that
they have been producing has been unsatisfactory, or hasn't
been satisfactory, where they consistently go to bat with
the Plant contracting officer or request waivers. I was
wondering whether the Legal Gentlemen-Mr. Coburn would
care to comment on that point.

MR. COBURN: That would be a case for the Attorney
General ordinarily. If we have information on the records of
a Contractor who has records of unsatisfactory performance,
if those records are serious, we have ways and means of die-%.
qualifying those suppliers from further Government business
for a period of time. In terms of administration of a parti-
'-tlar contract though the Inspector should realize that it

-a their job to reject supplies which do not answer the
.i ntract terms. ýw, of course, the Government has the power
,ijder the terms of Contract to terminate a contract for cause
if there is a failure to delivery within the time specified.
That-may well mean that the contractor will not only fail
to recover any costs that he has expended in performing the
contract up to the time of the termination, but in addition
to that, he may have to pay the Government any additional
money it occurs.



Another procedure that we have concerns the duty of
the Contracting Officer to award contracts to responsible
suppliers. Whether a supplier is or isn't a responsible
bidder is basically a matter for the discrction of the
Contracting Officer. Ordinarily, there ought to be reason-
able assurance that the bidder is qualified in the technical
sense and otherwise capable of performing the contract in
accordance with its texrms. Obviously, the Govexmment is
interested in getting the material and not being invalved
in law suits, The fact you may hav- legal right against
a contra( ir who doesn't perform, i not only substantive
for military suopliers, but--I thin1 < in sunmary that the
gentlemen who raised the question that his apparently brief
dealing with non-responsible suppliers may be slightly over-
stated-I think by and large we take pains to insure that
the contractor performs. And where we have made mistakes,
the Inspector has the job of making sure that unsatisfactory
material is not rcceptable 4n that contract.

MNR. BENJAMIN (PRECISION LABORATORIES, PLEASANTVILLE,
N. Y.): Is there a detailed procedure rovering the deter-
mination of spare parts packaging, drafting, issuing and
revision of PT Cards? I am concer-ned mainly with, not the
way the PT Card looks or what information goes on it, but
the various persons we have to see to arrange a change or
a proposed change?

CHAIRMAN: This is a technical packaging question
which I am not cualified to answer. I wonder if one of
our packaging experts would like to deal with that, either
from the Air Force, Navy or Army?

I wonder if you would repeat the question?

MR. BENJAMI.N: There is a detailed procedure covering
the determination of spare parts packaginr, the drafting,
issuing and revision of PT Cards. My main concern is not
what information goes on the PT Card, but wnat persons do
we see, how many cards do they wish, to what Government
Agencies and that sort of thing?

AIR FORCE: In the Air'Force that is covered in AA
Bulletin 302A, also in AMC Forms 163-D. You will find
detailed instructin there.

1R. BENJAMIN: In regard to the Air Force Spare Parts
Packaging Cards-the quantity of cards varies every time
they change inspectors who control that item. From the
District, one may want 1, 2, or 3. That furnishing the
amount of cards takes certain amount of time--one time it
may be 2 or 5.
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MR. HARRING (AIR FORCE): That is brought about by the

fact that oftentimes other than Air Force Agencies are in-
volved. It may be a joint-Air Force-Navy Contract. You
have to affect coordination while the Air Force is working
on their portion, they have furnished these cards to the
Navy from them to go ahead and do their share and come back
to the Air Force with these cards of the Procuring Agency
that follow on into the Contractor's office.

MR. BEJAMIN: If we wish to make a change, do either
of these documents tell us to whom to go? Do we go to the
Local !aspectar? Or do we go to the Acting Chief of tha
Procurement District with whom we are dialing. What is tne
procedure?

MR. HARRING (AIR FORCE): I think the 0,ý.m=.ader pointed
out this morning, you would go to the Contract r.g Officer
and present your recommendation or your proposal to him.
It would be up to him to contact the Procuring Agency.

CHAIRMAN: Go to the Inspe-tor, then take it up with
the Contracting Officers. But because, when we get into
contractual changes, I think that the thing we must keep
constantly in mind when we are in the contractual arrange-
ment, and we start talking changes, we are talking on
something which definitely is done legally, the man who
legally represents the Armed Force involved is the Con-
tracting Officer, if it is going to require change in the
contract, he is going to have to issue you an amendment or
change order.

MR. HERRING (AIR FORCE): I would like to point out one
thing-During the Packaging Team Conference, which normally
is held for the Contractors-Prior to accomplishing the
packaging of Spares, it is normally agreed by the Contractor
and Contracting Officer and the Packaging control that has
cognizance of that particular packaging problem and they
agree on how many cards will be reproduced and the distri-
bution of those cards and that is contained in the cover
document which goes along with our cards. We find in most
cases that the Contractors agree to the number of cards
that will be reproduced and oftentimes they don't agree
with that. That is a respor.nlbility of the Inspector as
well as the Contracting Officer to insure that the con-
tractor furnishes the number of cards that he agrees to
at this particular conference.

MR. NEWELL: Wouldn't it help, too, when a factory
packaging team has left your plant, to immediately take
every card and go over it, and you will find 2 or 3 items
which are almost identical, that will be packaged four
different ways. That puts you in a bad spot, because your
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items alike in four different ways. Those cards should be
resubmitted.

ka. HERRING (AIR FORCE): Are you talking about Unit
Packing?

MR. NEWMLL: Everything.

MR. HERRING: Oftentimes, if it is a Joint Contract,
the Navy-Air Force Contract--the Navy has one contract and
the Air Force has another. I think in one of the presenta-
tions we had yesterday, the fact was brought out that the
Navy has Destroyers and they had to have units for one,
while the Aircraft carrier could accept volume. The Air
Force, similarly is in the same situation with respect to
space, they have bases all over the world.

There is a standardization document, which has been
prepared, AMC Manual 71-2 which is intended to standardize
all the methods and various packagings for these various
pieces that doesn't cover the end object. That hasn't been
distributed to the Contractor as yet, because it is being
service tested by the Aircraft Industries. It seems to be
the answer to all your needs, except unity quantities, and
they will be provided at the time of the provisioning at
the time of the Packaging Team Conference. I think once it
is disseminated and the Contractors are familiar with it,
this manual will resolve your problem you have referred to,
because you will be allowed to package similar items in a
similar manner.

VOICE: When does this go into effect?

HERRING (AIR FORCE): The first of next year.

VOICE: We have two contracts for spares and equipment-
3 months later the items of spares are the same on both con-
tracts. On the first contract, the PT cards were made up,
approved and started back--everything was fine. The second
contract-the PT cards were submitted, accepted, but the
Agency in our area received orders to turn them down and new
methods of packing were required, which cost more than the
specifications that were submitted and approved locally. We
ask: What packaging specifications were used to determine
that method of pack that was re-submitted to us.

MR. HERRING (AI FORCE): Without some specific example
of what you are talking about, it would be difficult for me
to give you an answer. We may find the methods initially
prescribed were not adequate to meet the Air Force requirements,
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and we also found that when we initially establish those
methods we knew where the materials were going and the
hazards to which they would be subject.

When the next contract came out, for the same materials,
maybe it was going to an entirely different part of the
world, which means we have to alter our requirements accord-
ingly.

MR. BENJAMIN: We went through our Contracting Officer
in cur Sales Section, in other words, we asked, "What speci-
fications were being used to determine the method of packing
Change II, and we couldn't get an answer, other than they
said that certain agencies were setting up different stan-
dards, when we are required to follow a specification,
can't the Agency themselves tell us what to do on the next
contract, because this can defeat itself.

MR. HERRING (AIR FORCE): Are you speaking of spares?

MR. BENJAMIN: Yes. We recall MIL P II6B for codeing
the ANA Bulk and 302A.

MR. BENJPmiIN: The Spec they were told to change,
couldn't be traced down.

MR. HERRING: It is in your Form 163, right in the
first paragraph.

( MR. BENJAMIN: When we looked up the list of items--
the type of items and the method of pack required for that
item, -the items inspected were being changed and 2 weren't
listed?

MR. HERRING (AIR FORCE) AMC Manual 71-2 will give the
type of preservation and unit and type of material used in
packaging various type of metal fabrication, alloys, plastics-
now there is nothing, but this Manual coming out will do that.

VOICE: Could we get an advance copy of that to look
it over?

MR. HERRING (AIR FORCE): I would suggest that you ask
the Packaging Division at Headquarters for Manual AMC 71-2
which was put out by the Air Force Laboratory. I think if
you will be patient with them the Air ?orce will iron out
most of your problems.

VOICE: FL 436 - one whole section has to do with the
Preservation and Packing articles that are put in the Federal
Catalog--but in such articles--AN standards-AN standard
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standard parts, is there going to be a packaging require-
ment, for that particular standard part, which is uniform
throughout the country.

MR. HERRING (AIR FORCE) This AMC Manual contains all
codes that will be applicable to AN Standard parts and will
be based on the type of metal that is in these particular
parts.

VOICE: Are they going to have uniform quantities
established for AN Standard parts?

MR. HERRING: I seriously doubt that you will have
uniform quantities. Now there will be uniform quantities-
in the catalog-

VOICE: Uniform packaging?

MR. HERRING: The methods of packing the parts will not
be altered unless there are isolated cases where it is re-
quired.

NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION: I have a question: We have
the same problem that this gentleman over here had. We
have the same items purchased on two different contracts.
Do you submit a card for -oth of those items? Although it
is the same item?

MR. BENJAMIN: We use the one card and sabmit it for
that contract.

NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION: When you get your other card
and you have a card already for it, you don't submit another
card.

MR. BENJAMIN: No.

NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION: Where you said that the Unit
pack may have changed, although it is the same thing?

MR. BENJAMIN: After the second card was submitted,
the Air Force recommended changes and sent the cards back-.-
the method of packing they wanted was more costly and differ-
ent than the original method on the first pack.

NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION; You sent the same card in?

MR. BENJAMIN: Yes.

NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION: In a lot of cases where the
card has been previously approved, it needed be submitted?
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MR. BENjAMINz There were a lot of items of the same
nature that they wanted packed differently than called for
in the original contract-there was a difference in cost.
In other words, we were beLng held up on delivery by holding
the cards, and when we asked the question, we couldn't get
the answer on what spec they were following on the next
contract, with the same spec theywere using and we couldn't
get the answer.

NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION COMPANY: Could we submit a
card already approved, again with different contract?

MR. HERRING: The answer to that question: If two
contracts, two separate contracts procure the same item,
unless there is a reason for a specific change applying to
this class item, and it i3 brought out that either during a
provisioning conference or after a provisioning conference,
there shouldn t be another card submitted if that is already
approved.

NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION: That is my interpretation.

VOICE: The public receiving agencies having so many
cards coming to them, didn't know whether this was a new
item or whether this was an item already in the Service
being reprocured.

MR. HERRING: That is possibly what could have hap t'•red
in that particular case. If you would, on these crds,
state "This Packing method for this item has beer. approved
and this is the 4pproved method."

VOICE: We have a lot of Air Force Contracts from the
Aircraft Industry. I imagine we handle something like, oh,
50,000 cards a month. You can see that those things go nice
on a production basis and we try to standardize, and it
could be that whoever had that one, thought tt was a new item.

NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION: You mentioned in reviewing
the cards, this similarity of parts-some kind of a preser-
vative card, perhaps that card (inaudible)......

MR. HERRING: The method 3 Pack is merely a guarantee
as to safety.

NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION: Normally, we sl'y away from
that except when we know the material is going to be used-
we have to put it on the shelf for shortage, and we would
prefer Method 3 over Method 3.

VOICE: Occasionally we will run on to the craro that's
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card, and you will get the revision on the card and invariably
the card will be approved by the Air Force Depot who happens
to handle that particular appliance. You may catch that
card, and that card remaining in on contract will be served--
the balance will be served another way.

MR. HERING (AIR FORCE) The Contractor has the responsi-
bility personally to assure that the most economical means
of packaging the supply, and you find this particular item,
the method should be upgraded. If you have similar items, I
think it would behoove you to look into those and see if all
wouldn't be upgraded. You have a responsibility to supply--
to effect savings wherever you can. Any time you do that,
just scribble a little note along with your card telling us
why you did that and what you found, and I feel that surely
in a majority of cases the Air Force would go along with you
and probably give you a vote of tuhanks.

NORTH AMERICAN: How do you mean? I have a couple more
questions-

CHAIRMAN: Could you hold up your questions now, I see
we're running out of time.

MR. CANTOR: Your spare parts supporting end items are
estimated in your contract. They will be incorporated in
the Contract by the administrative--Contracting Officer at
the Air Procurement District or, in your case, Mr. Church
or Mr. Brown-bring your problem to them and, if there is an
increase in pricing, it will be negotiated at the time your
negotiating the incorporation of spares in the contract. Up
to that point they have been provisioned-they are only an
estimated part of your contract, and they will become a for-
mal part of your contracý after their fait accompli.

CHALINAN: I think we have a conunent from the Air
Materiel Command-T want to clarify one point. Please don't
write to Headquarters at AMC as Mr. Herring has suggested*
If you run into any trouble let us know. We know the dis-
tribution of the Manual. If you can't get them from your
regular source, then come to us. They don't want all these
letters coming in.

VOICE (Weir Aeronautical Di;'ision): We have been
packing aircraft spares since 1951 based upon ground rules
established at that time within the Military, and as a
result of a recent Navy Provisicning Team Conference I was
given a packaging formula which is within the limitation
of 116B of course, under which we are allowed maximum unit
quantities of small items up to a thousand. In ALIC Manual
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would like to ask Mr. Boylan if there is at this time c
standard, developed formula or will there be one which will
give the proper quantity to the Navy, to the Air Force for
part X and it will be packaged in the same manner and pre-
served in the same quantity. Personally, I don't care how
they want it, I will dip the chocolate to suit, but I want
to know exactly what they do want,

MR. BOYlAN: I can't answer that at the present time.
Perhaps, I will call on Mr. Curtis and ask if you will give
us any information on that.

MR. CURTIS: Do you have a standaro quantity for the
3 services?

MR. WEIR: Yes, that's the question.

MR. CURTIS: We have different items in the Air Force
and Navy. Many times, some parts of the Unit packaging by
the Navy, for example, is much less than we can economically
package because of the different supply problem we have had.
We have an informal agreement, let me say we do our best to
go along with the fellow who needs a smaller quantity. When
we buy resistors or whatever it might be. it will be ten for
each of the services.

MR. WEIR: I'd like to point out that when the original
( supply packaging operation was layed out it was planned that

the equipment was to be bought in order to stay within the
confires of MIL P 116B. Now this no doubt is a valid request
from the ASO and USAF. I appreciate the fact that there are
maintenance and overhaul factors, probably dissimilar within
the services. I don't know, bu6 the thing that I am trying
to bring home is that if we know and if we are bound to
abide by that request, it means that I have to revzmp, re-
staff, probably add additional manpower, re-lay out Vy
packing area and mechanize a great deal of equipment, be-
cause we are going through a lot more packaging operation.
We will be eliminating surplus lines and we will be expending
a considerable amount ot money for preservation lines going
into a dry pack, and will necessary eliminate some of that
volume. So it is Just that we know when a contract is let
that we have the proper performance to that spec and it is
so written.

CHAIRMAN: I am trying to figure an ASO team asking
you to do something different about it.

VOICE: It is within the total confines, if I am
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VOICE: What I am to do is to submit my request
list to Middletown, there the parts of it from the Depot
will be submitted for screening, it will then come back
to Middletown. Middletown will submit to ASO for Conference,
and they will come back to Middletown and come back to me
and tell me how to pack. I don't think they need do all
this. All I need is the formula-the same one they use,
to get the possibility of error. All this screening, in
uW opinion, isn't necessary if there is one basic formula.

CHAIRMAN: Has a basic formula been included in that
specification or not?

VOICE (CURTIS WRIGHT AEONAUTICAL DIVISION): There's
been quite a bit of work done between Middletown and ASO
on that-the spare parts formula were you formerly talking
about is more or less in an experimental stage right now,
and it wouldn't do any good to use that Formula on many
parts. We have found these quantities of 1,000 that you
speak of. They are too great. We can't possibly live
with quantities of 1,000. We have to issue the unit pack
quantities. So I think the thing agreed between Middletown
and ASO is the only -ay to resolve and come to a jo:it
Service agreement on these unit pack quantities,

MR. WEIR: Thank you.

PRATT-WHITNEY: Again, we are having the same problem.
We are under the cognizance of the Navy. In our latest
contract, I know this formula which we have been talking
about is being included with respect to the spare parts.
And one of the questions is that we are also to supply this
material to the Air Force through the Navy, and the Air
Force doesn't like the quantities, and we have to request
change in cards as to the Air Force quantity requirements.

CHAIRMAN: Did you say your Formula is included as

part oc, the contract?

PRATT-WHITNEY: We are being asked to include it now.

CHAIRMAN: I think it gets us right back to the point-
It doesn't make any difference once you have signed the con-
tract, if somebody wants to change it, that becomes a matter
of a contract change. But if the formula is included in your
contract, then it was what you and the Government agree to do.
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Now at that point, let's say, t,1e Air Force decides, after

out. Then that is a subject for negotia',ion between you and
the Contracting Officer to make the change and it would cost
you money, I presume you will be reimbursed, if it costs
you money?

PRATT-WHItNEY: Let's get back to Public Law 436 that
requires, as I understand it, mc-st of these things are going
to have FINN Numbers and packc'ging specifications are sup-
posed to be used for that.

CHAIhRIUM: Let us look at Public Law 436 for a moment.
If we are goiLng to full implement Public Law 436 by, let us
say, one year from now, my guess is that you would have to
build a new Department of Defense somewhere in the middle of
the United States and pull about one million people in there.
It gets down to the question oi' what is it ptysically possible
to do. There are a lot of short-comings that we realize.
There are a lot cf things that right now we kmow ought to be
done, but we simply don't hiave either the men or money to do
them--we have got them up on the shelf somewhere and we hope
that as Joon az we can phy1±IcaJly do it, we will get to it.
But it is like a lot of other things, given the rescurces
that we nave, we have got to take things in a certain priority.
And what we tried to do is to use the brains that God gave us
and assign the best priopity that we can figure out and work
along that line.

CIRAMIMAN: Yes?

LAPM)AS (L1UREAU OF SUPPLIES AND ACCOtTh2U'S): As I
understand the Standardization Program -its prxpose is to
achieve the highest practical degree of standardization.
Now the thing that encourages me as I listen to the chatter
back and forth about the Unit Packaging-is that Industry
and the Military Services are trying to find a way of
solving a complex problem. This thing, is not easy, and it
would be a gross over-sinmplification to say that it is.

Another aspect of this is the fact that in order to
introduce greater economy in packaging, we have a new De-
partment of Defense policy which attempts to adjust certain
levels of protection to known or anticipated conditivns in
the field, and they set up different levels-immediate use,
domestic storage and receipt and overseas and long-term
overseas and that sort of thing. So, in effect, the services
are being encolIraged to try to achieve the ,:-.onories desired
by Congress. Now, in order to do so, it it, ( .t•rely con-
ceivable that one manufacturer could be packaging at different
levels for different services. For how .lse can this be
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accomplished. The business of standardizing on packaging,
merely for standardization's sake alone, is not practicable.
It can't be achieved 100 percent down the line. To achieve
uniformity where it is economical and practicable to do so
and where it meets the operating requirements of the Service
is our goal. If it doesn't meet those requirements, it isn't
worth dcoing.

CHAIRMAN: We received a question at the "break" re-
garding the Packaging Course vhich is given at the Ross-
ford Arsenal. I would like for Mr. Woodey to take a minute
to give you the details on that, because we are interested.

MR. WOODEY: I listened to Captain James R. Gleason
Of the U. S. Army Arsenal Roosford Ordnance, say that this
Joint Military Packing CoTirse is available to all manu-
facturers who have Government contracts.

You must, as I understand it, send to the Commanding
Officer at Rossford Ordnance Depot, Toledo, C(io a request
for the number of personnel you desire to attend and the
numbers of the contracts on which you are working. The
course is free, all other expenses must be borne by the
Contractor. It runs for a two-week period. You must direct
your request to the Commanding Officer who, will screen your
letters and, if he has a possible opening schedule for your
men in the course.

CHA.IRMAN : (CDR GRIFFh• ): Ladies and Gentlemen, speak-
ing for the Panel, I want to say we have certainly enjoyed
this Session and we hope that we have been of some help.
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Certain Materials Handling Assemblies Developed to
Meet Specialized Military Operational Requirements

Commander R. E. S. E. Fullam, SCG USN
Supply Engineering Officer, U. S. izlval Supply Research and Development Facility

Bayonne, New Jersey

Introduction: My discussion this morning will be confined to
certain materials handling assemblies which have been devel-
oped by the United States Naval Supply Research and Develop-
ment Facility to meet specialized military operational re-
quirements. Further, this discussion will be based upon the
results of evaluations of these assemblies during their utili-
zation in combatant ships during repleiiishment at sea opera-
tionse

With the development of newer tactical and strategic
concepts for modern Naval warfare, it was inevitably axio--
matic that there would also be created a demand for the devel-
opment of newer cargo handling techniques and a demand for
the devalopment and design of modern materials handling aids
which would implement effective replenishment-at-sea methods.

These new techniques and equipment should be of consid-
erable interest to packaging men because of their possible
influence on packaging specifications.

Replenishment at sea, or underway replenishment is essen-
tially the supplying of the Navy's fighting ships in a given
area of operations without requiring ships to leave the oper-
ational area in order to replenish at some distant friendly
port.

Underway replenishment, as we know it today, had its
inception in World War II, but its influence on the Mobile
Logistic Support Concept was perhhaps not fully realized
until the outbreak of the Korean War in June of 1950* During
the early campaigns of that War, the urgent need for specific
materials handling equipment was voiced by the operational
personnel of the Fleet then in Korean and Japanese waters.
For the ability of a ship to replenish underway is an essen-
tial military characteristic and the ability of a Fleet to
maintain itself and operate in any given area for long per-
iods of time is largely dependent. upon the proficiency it
can assume during the underway replenishment evolution*

The military factors involved in underway replenishment
operations are many and complex, and need not concern us here.
It was, however, of paramount military importance to devise
$,echniqcies and design assemblies which would:
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a* Permit replenishment evolutions to be conducted with
a minimum interference with combat readinessm

Lty
b. Permit the removal of cargo from transfer stations

and its stowage below decks at the highest hourly tonnage
rates consistent with safety.

c. Permit the operation to be conducted in a minimum
time, and

d. Conduct the operation with a minimum of personnels
consistent *ith other considerations.

Heretofore, investigations conducted in the field of
underway replenishment techniques and the improvements accom-
plished had been, to a large degree, confined to delivering
AF type ships* We shall speak here only of certain assem-
blies utilized on combatant ships.

Analysis: The successful development of the vertical pocket
conveyor by the United States Naval Supply Research and Devel-
opment Facility, for use in delivering AF type ships has
eliminated, to a great extent, the difficulties encountered
in these ships, and by increasing the rapidity of transfer,
and increasing the rate of tonnage transferred to the receiv-
ing ship, created an urgent demand for improvement in the
techrdques currently in use on receiving ships; and also,
postulated the development and design of materials handling
assemblies peculiar to the requirements of the ships involved.

The necessity for such improvements was dictated by the
fact that the ability of the delivering ship to transfer car-
go to a receiving ship, exceeded, as a general rule, the
ability of the receiving ship to accept the cargo, segregate
it and strike it below decks, even though it was the rule
rather than the exception for receiving ships to go into
underway replenishment operations on an all hands evolution
basis*. Obviously, it would accomplish nothing to solve the
difficulties of a delivering ship without taking into con-
sideration the difficulties of the receiving shipe

In order, therefore, to overcome the difficulties regard-
ing underway replenishmedt operations inherent in receiving
ships, the United States Naval Supply Research and Develop-
ment Facility designed, developed and utilized on combatanit
ships uumerous materials handling equipment assemblies. Four
of these assemblies will be discussed here, the vertical tray
2lift con•veyor, the telescopic aluminum chute with abrasive
retardent covering, and the vertical cloth baffle retardent
chu 25
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Pro',4ems; For the design and development of these assemblies,

four ba. ic considerations were first regarded:

a* Their initial cost.

be Their maintenance cost, and the possible elindnation
thereof.

c. Their overall efficiency.

d* The final effectiveness in operation.

Furthermore, their physical characteristics were a mat-
ter of paramouw-t imnortance since different type ships would
necessarily require different type assemblies to fit their
pecaliar needs. Therefore, the following physical charac-
teristics had to be cnnsidered:

a* Their size

b. Their weight

c. Their capa&'[

In addition, their operational characteristics were con-
sidered on the following basis:

a. Their life expectancy

b. Their susceptibility to damage with cor~atant usage

co Their cost of operation

d. Their personnel requirements and the redu-tion of
such to a minimum

s. Their reliability

Discussion:

Tha Vertical Tray Lift Conveyor

General description: The main operational feature of the
vertical tray lift conveyor, platform type, is that the lift-
ing platforms., when in the lifting position, are in a hori-
zontal plane aoid as they pass over the topmost point of the
conveyor they assume a vertical position for their downward
movements
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This advantageous feature permits a compact design and
permits installation on ships within exceptionally limited
space*

a. The tray, .re on a 43-inch center to center distance
along the c'hain.

be The trays are manually loaded, waist high, with auto-
matic pickup and the machine was geared to hoist sixteen trays
per minute, or at a maximum rate of- 48 tons per hour.

c. The discharge, at the topmost point of the machine,
was by manual removal*

do During its operation, the equipment was used to cap-
acity only at short intervals because of occasional interrup-
tions in the f] ow of crates.

e. The operation of the machine can be reversed and
crates or bags lowered at the same rate*

Control Control of the machine is maintained at both upper
and lower levels* An enclosed box on the lower level contains
a reversing ragnetic starter with differently coloured push

( buttons marked UP/DCON/STOP, and on the upper level, STOP*
Thus, control is exercised at both levels.

The lift in the ship in which it was ins balled was at a
height of 17t 4". but the machine can be built to fit particu-
lar heights on an, "as desired,"basis.

Construction: The machine is a portable type conveyor. The
frame consists of angle iron, number 14 gage sheet guard over
the drive a, and number 16 gage sheet guard around the
conveyors

As the lifting trays approach the top of tin.. conveyor;
the attached roller cams, by movement in their restraining
channels force the trays to assume a vertical position for
their downward travel. As the vertical trays reach the bot-
tom of their travel the roller cams move the trays from a
vertical to a horizontal position for loading on the upward
travel.

The special featue of the tray control, which allows
them to assume a vertical position on their downward taravel,
is a great space saver.
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The packages are loaded manually to the trays 22 inches
from the deck. The discharge is 17 feet 4 inches high through
the +op of the unit. The discharge is also manual.

The vertical tray conveyor is designed to rotate at a
speed of 16 &rays per minute. Carrying 100 pounds, one unit
will deliver 48 short tons per hour.

The vertical tray lift conveyor is a development of the
Kornylak Engineering Company, 517 Communipaw Avenue, Jersey
City, New Jersey. Its basic characteristics are as follow.s:

a. Serial Numbers VTC 1

b. Manuafacturer's Serial Number: 1337

c, Drives Electric. 1/2 H.P. Totally enclosed.
2201440 Volt - 3 phase - 60 Cycles - Gearhead Motor with
chain to conveyor drive ahaft. Reversing magnetic starter
with UPiDMU/STOF station at lovr level and STOP station at
upper level.

do Capacity:

(1) Maxim= packages size 19" x 36 " high by 100 lbs.

(2) Trays cn 43" center to center distance along the
chain.

e* Speeds 16 trays per minute. However, sprocket
spares are supplied and can be installed to obtain either of
the following speeds: 10-1/2 trays per minute and 20 trays
per minute.

f. Lifting Rate:

(1) Lifting 100-1b. crates at the rate of 16 trays
pFjr minute; 48 tons per hour.

(2) Liftin, 100-lb. crates at the rate of 20 crates
per minutte 60 tons per hour,

(3) Lifting 100-lb. crates at the rate of 10-1/2
trays .sr minute; 36-1/2 tons per hour*

g. Loading Height: Manual load to tray 22" high with
autom,-tic pickup by tray.
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h& Discharge: 17' 411 high through topmost point, with
manual removal of crates.

is Dimensionss Body 341' wide by 30" front to back*
Height - 17' 4"o

J. Guards: Number 14 gage guard over drive chainp
Sixbeen gage housing around conveyor, angle iron guard ht
top to prevent crates from falling off carriers.

k. Weight: 2,000 lbs,

Performance: This assembly was utilized to hoist thirty tons
of cargo, consisting of one-hundred-pound1 crates from the
main leck of the ship to the 02 level, a height of twenty
feet. Heretofore, the same tonnage was hoisted by line and
required from six to eight hours to perform the operation
with accompanying alternate shifts of men. The tray lift
deposited the crates on the upper level at the rate of sa--
teen per minute. Had the machine been operated at its maxi-
mum efficiency the total ton rage could have been hoisted
within thirty-eight minutes.

The savings in manpower and time utilized for the opera-
( tion is a striking example of the successful performance of

the machines

The Lightweight Aluminum Gravity Skate-Wheel Conveyor

General Description: The lightweight aluminum gravity skate-
.ieel conveyor developed by the Facility for use in speeding
up underway replenishment operations is similar in design to
the type of conveyor presently used in commercial warehouse
operations. However, the Navy requires certain features in
their own conveyors which vary from those in commercial usage.

Naval usage exposes its conveyors to extremes in both
weather and rough handling, hence the side channels are deep-
er than those found in normal commercial warehouse operation,
and the steel wheels and other steel parts are cadmium plated
because of the highly corrosive salt spray conditions encoun-
tered during the underway replenishient evolution, also the
ball bearings are protected from these same weather condi-
tions with a special type of raceway construction.

,unstruction: The lightweight aluminum gravity skate-
w-heel conveyor as currently used in the Navy is fabricated in
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Ih = Fig. h7

General over-all view
, of the vertical tray lift

"conveyor. Reversing
-, " Wr`features permit dis-

"charge from 02 le,,el to
""-main deck. Note guards
alobng upper portion t.
prevent packcages 'rri,-"

falling.

Fig. 48

View showing the discharge
section of the tray lift con-
veyor. Note that as the
package approaches, it is
manually removed from the
unit. The lifting tray then
changes from a position at
right angle to the axis of
the conveyor to a position
parallel to the unit.
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Fig. 49

The tray lift conveyor in operation. View of the lower level with man
stationed at the control.

Fig. 50

View of the discharge section of tray lift conveyor looking from main
deck to the 0Z level. Note sheet metal and bar type guards used to
prevent packalws from falling.
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Fig. 
51

View of tray lift in operation looking from main

deck to the 02 level.
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lengths of five and ten feet. The accepted widths are twelve
and eighteen inches. We shall discuss here the twelve-inch
width.

Conveyors are made of aluminum alloy (61 ST) and conform
to Federal Specification QQ4--327a, 21 June 1951, unless
otherwise specified. The side rails of the conveyor consist
of two formed aluminum alloy channels .125" thick. The chan-
nel sections have a web of 3-1/2" with 1" flanges. The end
connections for each flange are rounded off and drop-forged
which prevents the tearing of overhanging packages and pro-
vides required toughness. The side rails are mounted paral-
lel to each other with the flanges turned to the outside of
the conveyor. Further, the side rails are aligned and ade-
quately braced by means of three or more cross members for a
5' section and five or more cross members for a l0o section.
These members are made from formed extruded aluminum alloy
and are securely fastened to the side channels by means of
two through bolts for each member. The cross members are
spaced between the first and second set of wheels at each end
of the conveyor and uniformly in between. One-quarter-inch
diameter holes are spaced at 3" centers to receive the wheel
axles. There are holes for 20 axles in a 5t section and 40
axl.ls in a 10' section.

Three aluminum longitudinal strengthening bars lIt x .125"
are spaced between the channel frames for 12" wide conveyors.

The wheels are made of cadmium plated steel and have a
diameter of 2" and a face of not more than 5/8". They have
hardened inner and outer raceways and ara free running. The
design of the hub is of the baffle or laby--inth type to keep
grease in and dirt and water out. The construction of the
complete assembly is so constituted to prevent salt water
corrosion during us,. and during its storage at sea. The
wheels are mounted on 3" centers, 16 per foot for 12" wide
conveyors.

Five-foot sections of this type of convýý .,r will hold
1,050 pounds if the conveyor is supported at each end, and
under the same circumstancer a ten-foot section will hold
525 pounds.

The five-foot sections of the assembly have a total
'weight of 25 pounds and the ten-foot sections of the assem-
bly have a total weight of 50 pounds, and, therefore, the
spotting of the equipment, its removal and stowage after -e
is a matter of easy accomplishment.
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Fig° 52

"- The application of light-
weight conveyors on
main deck moving supplie
from the segregation paini
to the striking zone. Not(
the comparative use of
manpower in this view.

Fi.53

Showing the application
of lightweight conveyors
to effect the lateral rnove-
ment of supplies through
superstructures.
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Fig. 54

The long white line. In order to meet the standards
of the Commander, Sixth Fleet for underway replenish-
ment operations, the use of manpower alone is not
enough.
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Performance: Experimentation has proven that during
replenishment at sea, the skate-wheel type gravity conveyors
are preferable to the roller type. The heavier rollers,
having higher inertia, absorb more energy when packages pass
over the conveyor, and as a consequence, more manpower must
be used to move the cargo. Conversely, the skate-wheel con-
veyor will itove a package much further with less applied
energy.

The utilization of the skate.,wheel conveyor permits men
to be stationed along decks at a distance of fifteen feet
apart when moving cargo from the receiving station to the
striking zones. Without conveyors, excessive manpower must
be used, for each crate or package must be carried individu-
ally, a long, tedious and fatiguing procedure. The use of
conveyors on a heavy cruiser recently in the Sixth Fleet
eliminated by fifty percent the manpower heretofore involved
in the replenishment evolution.

Telescopic Aluminum Chutes with Abrasive Retardent Tape

General Description.- This chute is evolved in the form of a
two-section unit, for "expediting the striking of cargo down
ladders and below decks......" Each chute is debigned to be
assembled in two parts, one section sliding over the other
and provision is made to secure these sections at arq desired
length, thus forming a rigid chute.

Construction: Construction lthroughout is of aluminum.
Steel Lashing rings are spaced five feet apart on either side
of the giaard rail to permit lashing to the ship's ladders.

The bed of the chute is covered with abrasive retardent
material in order to decrease excessive speed of the cargo
because of the 3teep inclines of ladders. (Military Specifi-
cation MAL-D-17951 (SHIPS), 11 June 1954j, Deck Covering,
Lightweight, Non-SýAp, Silicon Carbide particle Coated Fabric,
and Beading Sealer).

After usage, the chute can be stowed by simply telescop-
ing it, and lashing it to the reverse side of the ladder.
The weight of the assembly is 38 pounds.

Performances The skillful utilization of the telescopic
aluminum chute in conjunction with the aluminum lightweight
gravity skate-wheel conveyor demonstratss the ability of such
equipnent to speed stowage operations considerably, while
requiring only a minimum of personnel.
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Fig. 5r,
Showing the start of the cargo flow to the below decks
storeroom, Note the lashing rings on the chute.

f

Fig. 56
Showing the use of the
telescopic metal chute.

Speed of container is
reduced to such an ex-* tent that man at bottom
readilly At it off chute

and transfer* to adjacent
sailor at about waist
height.
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The Vertical Canvas Baffle Retardent Chute

General Descriptiont This is a chute, fabricated of canvas,
with baffle inserts, and designed to facilitate the striking
beloff of cargo through open hatches.

Construction: Fabricated entirely of canvas, the chute
can be tailored to suit the particular heights desired, and
is constructed in ten-foot sections, which can be hooked to-
gether.

The bafi's are flat pockets 36" x 36" into which 3/8"
plywood is inserted and strapped into place by D-rings and
canvas strapping. The weight is nine pounds per lineal foot.

Performances The principle involved in the operation
of the vertical canvas baffle retardent chute is to have the
velocity of the f'alling package retarded through a succession
of small dropes The flexibility of the canvas will permit
absorption of some of the forces of the impact. The parti-
tions placed alternately within the chute act as baffles to
retard tne package speed.

Openings are provided along the length of the chute for
the insertion of steel delivery chutes at appropriate deck
levels. These steel chutes, however, are not always used,
their usage is largely depondent upon the working space at
the deck level to which a package will fall. A pipe frame
holds the chute open at the upper level for proper entry of
the containers and provides the means of support.

These chutes have been used succissfully on combatant
ships at heights of from ten +o fcrt-r feet.

CDR BABBITT (Gun Factory): I assume that in your verti-
cal lift there you have a !imitAtion cf about 100 pounds; is
that right?

CDR FULLAM: In this particular one, yes, Commander.
But they can be fabricated to meet anything heavier. This
particular machine that you saw here is fabricated to lift
150, but in our usage of it at sea in the Mediterranean, we
werantt reauired to lift anything more than 100 pounds.

CDR BABBITT:' We're shipping out many boxes, small in
size but very heavy, and I've been on the receiving end of
those boxes. I wondered what was being developed.
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Fie. 57

V~iew showing the use of the vertical canvas chute. Note the method of
support; pipe frames inserted through openings at the upper deck level
provide the opening and the support- This particular chute discharged
four decks below.

i" -

Fig. 58

View of package dropping to the first of a succession of small drops
retarding the velocity of the falling package.
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The discharge point, Note that steel delivery chutes
were not in use during this operation.
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CDR FULLAM: We develop the machines; BuShips can take
it and go on from there. That m~achine can be fabricated to
lift a ton package. IVe develop the idea. We tell them how;
they can tell the fabricators what they want.

CDR BABBITT: Thank you.

MR. TENN!SON (Army Ordnance): On tha assumption that
significant ship's stores would be portable solids, has
thought been given to pneumatic conveyances vith flexible
tubes from bulk to bulk for such things as flour, wheat,
rice, beans, sugar, to be conducted simultaneously with other
actions?

CDR FULU : Yes, some thought has been given to that.

COL EDSON (Brooklyn Arvy Terminal): Have you had 9vi
experience with domestic pack subsistence in this replenish-
ment program of yours, and if sop what has been the damage
experience with the shoots?

CDR TJLLAM: Domestic pack, Colonel, doesn't stand up.

COL EDSONt Doesn't?

CDR FULLAM: No, sir. I had hoped to be an observer in
this and wound up writing a report on it* Domestic pack
doesn't stand up imder this handling.

XR. D. C. BROWN (General Services Administration): Does
the lack of unitization in the ship's hold - is that explained
by the lack of judgment or rolling of the ship that precludes
the use of pallet lift or forklift trucks?

CDR FJLLAMt We're working now on a forklift to be used
at sea* but haven't come up with anything yet that would work
in rough weather. I was going to say "impossible" but that's
a word I never use - except on the great carriersA the larg-
er ships* They have no trouble at all. Their hangar deck is
larvge enough to warrant that. But a smaller ship which lists
10, 20 to 30&v you can hardly use a fork there*

CAPT FRY: Aren t t some ships equipped with fork trucks
as, for instance, the USS DIAMOND HEAD? That's under BuShips
and BuOrd cognizance.

CDR FUiLI: The discussion here is concerned with AF
ships, but the answer to your question is that these are
being experimented with at present.
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MR- LAYNOR: They're going to be tried in AF's.

CDR FULLAM: We kmow that, We say they haven't come up
with anything yet. The question was, were they being used.
I sa.1 d that in AF sidips they were not. I still stand by the
answer.

MR. LAYNOR: They're experimenting with them,

CDR FULLAM: Yes, I know they're experimenting and they're
going to tr-j them.

CAPT FRY: Let's get back to palletizing the cargo; do
they do that?

CDR EULLCK: This has been attempted experimentallys and
it is expected that future tests will be conducted shortly*
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Vertical Pocket Conveyor

Mr. Chester Heinrich
Chief Engineer, U. S. Naval Supply Research and Development Facility

Bayonne, Ner Jersey

Under the mobile logistic support concept, which will be
used by our Fleets in the time of an emergency, It is vitally
necessary that the repl-nishment at sea of a combat ship from
a supply ship be accomplished within the minimun' amount of
contact time, since ships are more vulnerable to enemy action
during such contact. With increased use of the replenishment-
at-sea operation, several bottlenecks appeared. One of these
was the rate at which cargo nets coulV be loaded at the vari-
ous levels within the holds of the supply ship and delivered
to the main deck for transfer. The general average rate for
such loading is about 18 tons per hatch per hour.

it became apparent it would be advisable to utilize a
better me Lhod for making the required lift and finally a ver-
tical pocket conveyor was selected as having most promise of
meeting necessary requirements, since by such means it was
indicated cargo could be moved at a rate of 60 tons per hour.

These vertical conveyors bad been previously used by the
United Fruit Company in loading and unloading coffee bags and
banana stalks, and the original Navy machine was developed
from the plans of that company.

A very considerable number of important engineering
changes were necessary to adapt the equipment for satisfac-
tory use with Navy containers, however, and these were accom-
plished by the Ue S. Naval Supply Research and Development
Facility. Results were proven aboard Navy ships to the extent
that orders have been and are being placed to make the con-
veyors available throughout the Fleet. One of the objectives
of showing these slides is to give an idea of representative
handling being given to packaging in the Navy. in many cases,
the handling you will see is duplicated many times before the
packaged contents reach their final use. As a general rule,,
material used overseas when packaged in accordance with spec-
ifications for such overseas use, in V2 or V3 containers,
can be expected to arrive at point of use in excellent condi-
tion. Domestic packaged containers in such use, however, are
usually unsatisfactory. Slides showing operation and use of
this equipment are as follows:
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•, 6!Ir~licates an insta2lation of a Vertical Pocket Cony on
the irain dock of a N.,avy supply ship. Neg. No. 283-27.

MIA

-i:. 62 - Inoisathe removal of containers from the Vertical Poc nt

Conveyor. Ieg. 'o. 233-17.
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6•g 63 S nows how containers are liflted vertically *ro the hold
of the ship,, then moved within the machine horizontally to the discharge
point. Neg•. No. 325-88.

.41IN

?ig. �6 - %nows the method of moving containers on gravity oon-

veyors within the supply ship's hold by means of gravity conveyors.
Neg. No. 325-26.
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Fig. 65 - Shows a loading station in the 'twen dcoks for the Verti-
cal ?ocket Conveyor. Neg. No. 325-72.

#3

Fig. 66 - Sows an ir4crt transfer of cargo from a supply ship to a
destroyer. Cargo containers of provisions are raised from the hold to
the deck of the supply ship by sans of the pocket conveyor and then
moved across the deck and over to the destroyer by means of skate wheel
conveyors. Neg. No. 325-2.
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Fig, 67 -IYs a continuation of the method of movem-,t shovr. in tlw
precedirg slide. Note use of a chute in the bacl~round by which carp
is w•vee. from the upper dock to the main dock of the destroyer and thenoe
to the hatch opening via gravity conveyors for movement to t.he store-
roms. Nez. Noe 3Z;--•.

Fig. 68 -Shows MoTC4 t 0of a Cargo provisions oonstan bergmen
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Fig. 69 - Shovs movement of suplies to an aft hatch laadirg to a
storeroom on a destroyer. Hote the maxrr handlings a container gets be-
fore ultimate um. This handlingp often abusive, is one of the reasons
for adequate packaging speoifications. Neg. No. 288-20.

Fig,, 70 Previous slides have shown a transfer of cargo in pwt.

A far greater dnount is transferred at sea in cargo nets as illustrated
by this slide. This shows a transfer &om a supply ship to an aircraft
oarriar. Such transfews are usually accaulishsd with distawes betwen
ships fron 100 to 200 feet. Neg. No. 325-59.
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Fi3. 71 - ovwnient of cargo nets to an aircraft carrier durin~g a
transfer at sea. N-eg. No. 325-49.

-- tn0

Filc. 72 Slid shoving, xiovertent, of containers fror. V'ti Ck1. Pocket
Conveyor into cargo not in preparation fw' transfer at sea. NJeg. 110. M8-32.
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Fig. 73 - o)vment of cago on main Wck of sipply ship pMpa-
tory to zransfar at soa. Neg. No. 325-23.

4 
1

Fig. 74 -oading of crgo not for transfer at sea to destroysr.
Tim and manpower do not periait extra eve in the handling of containers
or bagged goods and indicate eoes.it4y for adequate packaging pecficao.
tions. Neg. No. M240-I~
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Fig, 75 -Irt replenishment between two supply ships at To1-
suka, Jaan, using Janese indigenous labor. Neg. No. 325-79.

tv"Vlw

- A.

Fig. 76 - Mechanized handling is used during Yokosuka inort re-
plenishment. Neg. 11. 325-1O0.
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Fig- 77 - Egg cratea moved by indigenous Japanese labor overseas.
Reg,, No. 325-75.

Fifg. ?8 -View of a Plersids Vertical PoClat Gonv r used by the
Unitod Fruit Caompa at San P-,ancisco. This equipment is aimilar in
operation to equipment previous)y shown in use by Navy at seo. Nag, 1;o.
325-150.
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Yg 7 9 arkavity conveyors are also used within stmage spases of
a destroyer to move cargo qaickly &-d with zinfrm= manpMsvr. Neg. No.
290-50

FiZ-. 80 Ne11w light type pover conveyor being developed by tae
U. S. Naval .upply ilesearch and Development Facility for moveMent of
cargo containers aboard ships. Net> No. 220-9.
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Fig. 81 - Another view of same conveyor shown in previous slide.
Neg. 'No. 220-10.
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CDR FULLAMS Are there any questions, gentlemen, of
Mr. Heinrich's conveyor system?

R. KUOPFAMAKI, (Naval Ordnance Laboratory, Corona, Calif*)t
In establishing coordination between these, using these new
techniques, what system do you use in establishing criteria$
time studies, and so forth, by which you wou:d be able to get
the most out of this coordination activityl

MR. HEINRICH: Actually, it's a question of trying to
solve the bottlenecks which exist. We have three parts of
the replenishment operation. We have a problem of getting
material up from the hold of the supply ship to the main deck,
the problem of getting it from the main deck of the supply
ship to the main deck of the receiving ships and we have the
problem of getting it stowed from the deck of the receiving
ship down to the hold.

We tackled tae worst bottleneck first, which is raising
cargo from the hold of the supply ship to the deck. At the
same time we were working concurrently in other directions.
For example, the development of the nylon-type cargo net.has
speeded up the second of those operations so we're getting
increased material going across between ships. Also, we are
using gravity conveyors, which Commander Fullam will talk
about in solving the third part of the operation for stowing
material quickly on the combat ship.

We realize there is a definite coordination which has to
be achieved. At the present time we are trying to accomplish
that by sending Naval Supply Research and Development engi-
neers out to sea both in the Mediterranean and also in the
Far East so they can assist directly on the spot in getting a
trouble-free operation. It's very important to do that. We
also found that with the presence of such a man down in the
hold or on the deck of the ship - he can pick up items by
observation or personal conta't which the sailors develop
themselves to speed up the operation, Then you can standard-
ize on the best of these developed under practical conditions.
That is what we have been trying to do in addition to initiat-
ing the use of improved materials handling equipment.

MR. KUOPPAMAKI: The method of determining the time, is
that being standardized?

MR. HEINRICH: We have taken time studies in certain
cases. The field is rather new in regard to taking estab-
lished times* We are progressing in that direction now. But
our primary work has been in the development of the machine,
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getting it started, getting adaptations installed in the ship.
At -he present time we only have two of the vertical pocket
conveyors in use. But that will be the next step. It is go-
ing to be necessary to get industrial engineers down there to
make t'Le studies to develop the best methods and techniques
of using equipment.

MR. WILLIAMS (Stozkton Annex)s You mentioned your engi-
neers go below in the hold and possibly can pick up an idea
from a sailor. How do you tie that in with the overall Navy
Benny Sug program?

MR. HEINRICH: We dont ordinarily tie in, other than to
review formal materials hanidling or packaging suggestions
which come before us. Our men, in particular, V not enter

into the Benny Sug program because it is a requirement of
their job to develop these new ideas. We do not ,liUea it
to be ethical for our man to participate within th6. r own
field. However, they do come up with a number of suggestions
which otherwise wouLd be very valuable to the Benny Sug pro-
gram. But they are brought into operation in the Navy by
means of enginearing reports emanating from the Naval Supply
Research and Dovelopment Facility.

CDR FULLAM.: Any further questions, gentlemen?

Wasn't there soone down in that corner?

LCDR HARPER (Alameda): My question was answered by this
gentleman back here,

CDR FULLAMt No further questions? Thank you,
Mre Heinrich.
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Specialized Equipment for Handling Air Cargo

Ur. B. F. Ryan
Packaging and Materials Handling Division, Director of Transportation

Deputy Chief of Staff, Materiel, Department of the Air Force

During the early part of World War II, I was sent to
New Orleans Port of Embarkation where I was assigned as Deputy
Officer in charge of wharves. One of the first jobs confront-
ing me was to make disposition of a considerable number of
carloads of creosoted piling which had accumalated in the
railroad yards and which were continuing to arrive at the
rate of about 15 carloads per day.

Previous to vq arrival, cars had been unloaded on the
land side apron of the wharves by hand. This was, of course,
a laborious and expensive operation. When this cargo was
loaded aboard ships, it was brought to shipside by dragging
one piece at a time through the pier shed by means of a trac-
tor. This was not only time consuming and expensive but it
brought all other work in that particular area to a screech-
ing halt while piling was being loaded. Fortunately, we had
a number of empty barges and several heavy lift floating
derricks available at the time. We also had two marginal
tracks on the wharves. We broke the piling bottleneck by un-
loading the piling direct to the barges a carload at a times
By this method the apparently insurmountable backlog was
overcome in three days,* and all the earlier confusion of
loading piling on board ship was eliminated from the wharves.

I cite this example not because it has any bearing on
requirements for specialized equipment but rather to empha-
size the fact that, in a great number of cases, no special
equipment is needed if our people will use effectively a:d
efficiently the ordinary equipment already on hand. This is
a problem in the tiaining of service people which we must
face and solve if fast efficient handling of cargo is to be
obtained in our many operations. While this training is not
a requirement for special equipment, it is a requirement none
the less. We might as wll junk all the equipment we have,
specialized or otherwise, unless we realize that we must
train, place and keep qualified personnel in our key operat-
ing positions*

Let us assume that we can lick this training require-
ment and go back again to the waterfront. For at least the
last fifty years there has been no appreciable change in the
methods of handling cargo being loaded on ocean going ves-
sels. It is brought to shipside by one method or another
hooked onto the falls and hoisted aboard. There most of it
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comes to rest to be manhandled into place. Many improvements
have been made in methods of delivery to shipside and much
has been done to speed up the hoisting gear. Equipment now
exists that will deliver cargo to rest in the square of the
hatch aboard ship at a rate in excess of 100 tons per hour;
yet when it arrives there, the rate deminishes to 15 to 20
tons per hour because nothing has been developed to speed
this segment of the operation. In my opinion, the handling
of air cargo will follow the same pattern unless some drastic
action is taken to stop it. Much equipment of various types
now exists which will deliver cargo inside the cargo door of
an aircraft.at a vastly greater rate than it can be moved
away, stowed and secured. So you can see the trend is carry-
ing us to the same. situation as now exists with waterborne
cargo. But airborne cargo business is still in its infancy
and a pattern has not yet been set. We can and must see that
we avoid the pitfall.

Developing an efficient carg' handling system for load-
ing one particular aircraft is not difficult, particularly
if the aircraft is still in the drawing board stage. Then
the cargo handling system can be developed as the aircraft
is developed. But the problem is not as simple as that. We
still have aircraft in our system which wrre developed dur-
ing World War II and we probably will have them for some time
to come. We still load these and all other aircraft by the
"big hands and feet method." In my opinion we are not nearly
as much in need of specialized equipment for loading aircraft
as ie are in need of a handling system: a handling system
which is fully integrated and fully coordinated between the
services and between the services and ccmiercial industry.
The system I have in mind must not consider the one type of
aircraft alone or even the mode of air transportation alone.
C6nsiderations must be made for a system flexible enough to
permit it to be used between such aircraft as the C46 and C54
and the newer type cargo aircraft such as the C329, C123 and
C130 which are all approximately truckbed height, tail load-
ing aircraft. Consideration must also be given to the com-
patibility of the system with other modes of transportation;
truck and rail. Seldon is a shipment made from producer to
consumer by air alone* Usually truck, rail or both are in-
volved along with the air movement. We must also consider
that our reserve airlift for emergencies is backlogged in our
commercial air fleet. Any rapid cargo handling system that
is evolved must be compatible with the type of aircraft we
will get from commercial operators in an emergency. 2

I do not believe that there exists at the present time a

requirement for any specialized equipment for handling air
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cargo outside the aircraft. Our bottle neck is within the
airplane. In order to break this bottleneck, we must develop
a system of getting our cargo in larger packages or in unit
loads which are prepared before the aircraft is ready to load.
These unit loads can be handled quickly and efficiently inside
the aircraft by means of pallet jacks, rollers or tracks.
Because of our need of flexibility and mobility, any equipment
that we decide to use must be as light as possible and, of
course, air tranrportable. The system we adopt must be com-
pletely compatiblc with all current types of aircraft employed
for cargo movement as well as with other modes of transpor-
tation. The system we adopt must be capable of efficient ap-
plication to future cargo carrying aircraft, both those devel-
oped for military use as well as those developed for commer-
cial use.

The development of a system as mentioned above can have
a significant effect on the design of cargo aircraft of the
futu•e and could standardize those used by commercial sources*

In any event, let it not be said by writers on this sub-
ject in t"Le future, that we let ourselves become burdened
with syvtehiT of handiung air cargo which tended to dissipate
to a large degree the advantages of speed and flexi'2ilty of
air shipment.

CDR FULLAM: Thank you, Mr. Ryan - Gentlemen, are there
any questions regarding Mr. Ryan's discussion?

MR. HOFMAR (Sandia Corporation, Albuquerque, N. M.): In
case of units which are technically larger than the pallet
you mentionedý do you intend to have any sort of standardized
system in that case?

M. RYAN: 'Yell, I sho-ald have touched on that. We
figure that roughly 50 percent of our airlift going overseas
will fit the iuit load systom. I should have mentioned that
for special weapons, for engines, and outsized pieces of
equipment like that that there is definitely a necessity for
specialized equipment.

Now, being at Sandia, I know that on some of these larger
weapons that we have that materials handling equipment has
been developed concurrently with the development of the weap-
on. There is concurrently, presently, a lot of work going
on in developing dollies for engines, and we hope that in
the future as the new aircraft engines are developed, that
the materials - handling of specialized dollies - or what-
ever is needed, will be developed as the weapon or the engine
is developed. Does that answer your question?
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MR. H0WARDs Yes, thank you*

CDR FJULLA&: Anry further questions, gentlemen, to Mr.
Ryan?

MR. BERM• (Quartermasters Corps, U. S. Arur): In talk-
ing about this 40 by 48 size, there is an attempt being m&de
by ASA to coordýinate the standardization of pallets. Do you
propose that the dimensions shall be a combination of 48 or
40? In other words, 80 by 96, or one dimension is to be 40
inches, or one dimension be 48. In other words, shifl. it fit
a pattern of 40 or a combination of 48 and a -

MR. RYAN: A combination, that is right.

MR. BOGER: But it does not have to be the same pro-
portion.

MR. RYAN: That is true; I mean, that is in the develop-
ment of the 3ystem. That is exactly what I had in mind -

Any other qalostions?

(There were no more questions.)
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Transportation Corps Beach Lighterage Fleet

Mr., Henry A* Snell
Transportation Corps, Departneit of the Army

Since the close of World War II, and particularly since
the beginning of hostilities in Korea, the Transportation
Corps has intensified its efforts to increase the efficiency
of slhip-to-beach cargo discharge operations. The realiza-
tion that the use of mass destruction weapons in future war-
fare will, in all probability, deny us the use of many con-
ventional port facilities has hastened these efforts0

Basically the efficiency of a ship-to-beach cargo opera-
tion may be increased by improvement in arn of the three
primary components of such operation, namely: Organizational
Structures, Operating Techniques, or Equipment. These remarks
will be confined to the latter category and more specifically
to our various types of lighterage.

Beach lighterag•- equipment may be devided into two classes:
Landing craft and Amphibious vehicles, The Transportation
Corps uses both types extensively.

The principal Army landing craft - the LCM-6 - has
changed little from its World War II predecessor. It is a
bow-ramp boat, 56 feet long with a cargo capacity of 30 tons.
In reference to capacit,- of a lighter, it chould be pointed
out that figures stated are the theoretical maxi~rmms and
that loads of such magnitude can not usually be obtained in
actual practice because of space limitations. The LCM-6 is
a versatile craft, and is used by the Transportation Corps
both for handling general cargo and small to medium sized
vehicles* It is particularly well adapted to handling pack-
aged loads, such as cargo transporters, or pallets. 1The
LCM-6 is also used to a considerable extent as a non-tacti-
cal personnel lighter and if required, to land equipment and
personnel in assault. The craft has a speed of about 7 knots
loaded.

Recently a row landing craft designated LCM-8 has been
designed and procured for Transportation Corps use* This
craft was conceived as a beaching lighter capable of handling
any vehicular lift organic to an infantry division. Its 48-
foot long cargo well with a ramp opening of over 14 feet will
accommodate D 4-8 bulldozer with blades, for exarple. The
craft's cargo capacity of 60 tons was established to enable
it to handle heavy tanks of that weight. The LM" has more
horsepower per displacement ton than any other of our landing
craft. It has an additional advantage over the LCM-6 in that
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the cargo well is self-bailing. We nave found from opera-
tional experience that the high degree of maneuvrability and
power of this craft make it particularly well adapted tc han-
dling at ship-side. The LCM-8 is the fastest of our light-
erage units - top speed loaded is 11 knots.

The largest of the Transportation Corps landing craft
is the LCU, latest design of which is designated 1466 class*
This craft is well adapted to handling outsized heavy lifts
and vehicular loads. General cargo can be handled efficient-
ly if palletized or containerized. The IZU is sufficiently
large and has generator capacity for the operation of navi-
gational aids, such as radar, etc. Hence, it can be used
under conditions of visibility which might otherwise preclude
lighterage operations. It is interesting to note that the
older LCU-U46 is the only landing craft capable of bringing
the 280 mm atomic gun to beach. We have actually performed
this operation on several occasions. Consideration is now
being given to a redesign of the LCU. The object of this
action will be to increase its seaworthiness to the extent
that it is self-deliverable overseas,

The interest recently displayed in roll-on-roll-off ship
discharge has caused the Transportation Corps to investigate
the use of a large beaching lighter for this purpose. The
design of what is known as the 300-foot beach lighter has
been completed and construction of the first prototype is
expected to begin this winter. This vessel will be employed
to receive vehicular loads by ramp discharge from specially
conEtructed deep-draft shipping. It will then proceed to
beach and discharge by use of its own ramp. The beach
lighter has an overall length of 331 feet and a 65-foot
beam. To giv3 the vessel good maneuvrability and stability
in the surf zone cycloidal propulsion is employed*

It was not until World War II was well advanced, that
the inherent advantages of amphibious vehicles became widely
known. When it became established that their ability to
cross offshore obstructions, operate independently of tidal
condition, and deliver cargo directly from ship-to-dump with-
out shoreline transfer could well revolutionize beach opera-
tions, the Truck, Amphibious, 2j ton, 6 x 6 - the vnII DUKt -
was placed in mass production. We are still using this veh-
icle although all units now in service are at least 9 years
old., As you know the DUXW is a seagoing version of the 6 x 6
Truck. Cargo capacity is 21 tons under average conditions.
The DUKW is very well adapted to handling net drafts of gen-
eral cargo, drummed POL, ammunitiorn and the like. It can not
handle heavy or bulky loads* Its principal disadvantage in
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its slow water speed - 6 mph. As is characteristic of amphib-
ious vehicles, the DUKW has superior tolerance to surf and
can operate safely through breaker heights that would present
extreme hazards to landing craft.

Daring the Korean action, the design of a replacement
vehicle for the VMWII DUKW was undertaken. Several of these
vehicles - named Superduck - have been constructed, tested,
modified and retested. This work has been conducted by
Ordnance with Transportation Corps coordinating. We feel
that the design is about finalized and expect a production
model vehicle in a few months.

Although still rated at 2½ tons the Superduck has a
larger cargo space and somewhat greater capacity than its
predecessor in reality 4 tons. Water speed is 7.5 mph. The
vehicle will h&ndle the new 110 mm gun howitzer. It has im-
proved conditions of free-board and during tests has demon-
strated an excellent ability to go through surf. The vehi-
cle now has a steerable propeller incorporated in its design.
We be•lieve that this will overcome the rather poor water
steering characteristics of the olJ DUKV.

About four years ago, the Transportation Corps started
work on the design of the 60-ton Barge, Amphibious, Resupply,
Cargo, BARC. The objective of this project was to achieve
an amphibian capable of transporting large vehicular loads.
The cargo well was designed around the 60-ton tank. Four
prototypes of the BARC were fabricated initially and exten-
sively tested. All four vehicles are currently engaged in
beach support operations in the theater of the North East Air
Command. The BARC has given us the capability of operating
independently of the shoreline where before at least a por-
tion of our operations were pinned to the water's edge. This
ability to move heavy lifts directly from ship to some inland
point will facilitate the dispersal of our operations to a
considerable degree. The vehicle is about 63 feet long by
27 feet wide and has a weight of 97 short tons. The BARC is
transported overseas either in an ISD well deck or deck
loaded on conventional shipping, When heavy lift cranes are
not available to unload the BARC it can be launched directly
from the vessel t s deck on specially constructed ways. We have
done considerable testing of this technique.

A third new wheeled amphiblous vehicle is currently
under development, the Truck, Amphibious, 8 - 10 ton, 8 x 8,
DRAKE. In the design of this vehicle more attention has been
attached to marine characteristics than is ordinarily the case.
Its comparatively smooth lines, length and power indicate
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that me may achieve a water speed of around 10 mph. This is
an excellent speed for an amphibian and compares very favor-
ably with landing craft. The DRAKE has a rear tail gate to
permit ready unloading of vehikular loads. It can transport
the 155 mm horwitzer or 6 x 6 ieuck. This represents our
first attempt to use alurainum in an amphibian. The DRAKE has
a welded aluminum hull. It is estimated that the DRAKE will
weigh a little over 13 tons. Three (3) prototype vehicles
are presently being constructed. We expect delivery of the
first in November.

This concludes the items of our present lighterage fleet
and the new designs which me hope to soon put in operation.
Ie are, however, investigating improvements from a long range
standpoint. For example, Ordnance has a compaW under con-
tract for the development of a wheeled amphibian with a 25
mph. water speed. It may develop, after obtaining operational
data on the DRAKE, that there is a requirement for a vehicle
intermediate in capacity between it and the BARC. As in other
fields, lighterage must change to keep pace with changes in
other military equipment and doctrine.

MR. SNELLs Do you have any questions?

(There were no questionso)
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Lieutetant Colonel E. Jo Cullinan
Transportation Corps, Department of the Armn

As Colonel Maidt brought out in the beach movement of
cargo, the Transportation Corps found itself with a defirite
probleil during World War II and the years following that.

So when it became apparent that the new concepts of war
were going to undoubtedly force us to move our cargo across
the beaches and through undeveloped ports, the Army Transpor-
tation Corps took a sharp look at old World War II eqiipment
to determine first the capability of operating small dis-
persed ports and second, potential ability to move large quan-
tities of cargo across undeveloped beaches. Third, these
organizations had to have a structiral capability of breaking
down into small units and being able to operate efficiently.

Then me had to find out what organizational changes were
immediately needed to accomplish these facts. Our old World
War II port organizations were looked at and they were found
sadly wanting to accomplish this movement of cargo through
these questionable areas. They were almost incapable of ef-
ficiently breaking down into smaller units. They had no.
equipment that could efficiently move cargo across the beach
and unfortunately our units that were trained to discharge a
ship equipment-wise could t have moved a pound of cargo
across the beach unless r carried it on their backs.

So we had not only t, revamp our organizations, but we
had to immediately get to work and change our equipment. Now
this dual Transportation Corps responsibility of developing
equipment and organizations capable of proper usage from a
waterborne carrier to initial land based storage points has
been aggressively pursued since the end of World War II.

Equipment-'wise, for beach operations, the Transportation
Corps concepts are designed to give logistic resupport of
operations over unimproved terrain and to accomplish effi-
ciently this operation in consonnance with accepted criteria.

The basic equipment provided the terminal service com-
panies that replaced our old port organizations are the
rough terrain and fork lifts and rough terrain cranes.

May we have the firs' slide, please?

This is the 6000-pound rough terrain fork lift. It has
a capacity of 24-inch load center of 6000 pounds. It han a
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turning radiuL of 15 feet. It has a lift of 144 inches and
the forks can go to 450 forward; 300 to the rear; and 100
both sides. It has an ability of a 450 slope and can move
20 miles an hour. It can move over obstacles of 14 inches
of maximum height. It has four-wheel drive and steering with
law pressure tires.

Thercts very little difference in this next one, the
1O,000-pound fork lift. It has a 24-inch load center, 10,000-
pound weight, turning radius 11 feet* It has the same lift
of 6000 pounds, 144 inches, 45 tilt and the same speed of
20 miles an hour. However, this does not have four-wheel
steering, a characteristic we hope to overcome in the future.
This piece of equipment hasn't met all the points that we
-rant. T'~ve had to revamp it several times. However, it
has been t-pe classified. We are purchasing 27 of them in
the e!: - -%ture - rather the Navy will purchase fmim fVor us.
1 belitý , "he contract will be complete soon. We hope by the
time we wear out the 27 between the Quartermaster Corps and
the Transportation Corps that we will have corrected the
faults we found in this piece of equipment.

The second piece of equipment we have is the rough ter-
rain crane. Now as a prime user of mobile cargo handling
cranes, Transportation Corps has been confronted with mar
operating difficulties, such as operating over the beach at
undeveloped areas, and the need for dispersal of port fac-
ilities0 We developed a requirement for this instrmment that
will move over beaches without tearing them up; operate in
water without tipping Qver, such as tracked cranes have shown
themselves to do. Also, the cranes we have been using to
date for lifting cargo were designed for hauling dirt or for
shovels that the engineers developed for their own use.
We've had to apply them to our own use. This is the first
real cargo crane we've used.

It's a question, as earlier studies have indicated to
us, that wide based pneumatic tire mounts have provided
greater mobility for beach conditions than conventional
track. We are testing this 15-ton crane at Fort Eustis now*
We've had it with the Engineers at Fort Belvoir. It has not
yet been accepted as a final end item. In addition to the
mobile cargo piece of equipment we have developed a beach
conveyor similar to this, as shown.

This is an over-land conveyor. The other thing there
is a lighter piece of equipment that six men can carry and
run up to the beach and you can move small pieces of cargo
out of LCM's or barges that come ashore. That would tie in-
to the over-land conveyor here (indicating). This piece of
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equipment is still under test at Camp Wallace, which is attached
to Fort Eustis, Virginia.

I'd be amiss if I didn't bring out our little Jewel here.
I wish I could have the other slide first on that. This is
an aerial tramway, It's a combination of spud barges and civ-
ilian type cables that woul] pick up car'go discharged onto
the spud barges aud carried half a mile inland. They are
5000 feet long, and you usually find them half it the water
and half overland. Cars run back and forth on these wires.
They are capable of carrying 10 tons . The unfortunate part
of this piece of equipment is that it's strictly a one-way
traffic thing. We found that by shuttling our cars that are
self-propelled, bringing them half way, and having them come
half way from the other side in this manner (indicating), we
have been able to increase our capability.

We have now underway work to develope a circular track
at the other end so we don't have to bother about this par-
ticular piece of equipment here. This tramway is established
at Mulberry Island, Fort Eustis. The Transportation Corps
and the Corps of Engineers are now erecting a second tramway
at Little Creek, Virginia, with the cooperation of the Navy.
That will be in operation probably around the first week in
November.

I will now entertain any questions on the equipment.

CDR FULLAI': ArW questions for Colonel Cullinan?

.1R P. C. WILLIAT (Naval Supply Annex, Stockton, Calif.):
I notice on that l500O-pound forklift; one that you showed
there first, is there any stabilizer in that boom to stabi-

lize the load in case you hit this rough terrain whereby the
load itself won't tip?

CDR FULLAM: The question is, is there a stabilizer in
the boomo

LTCOL CULLINAN: Not tlhs particular one. That, by the
way, was a 6000-pound forklift. The 15,000-pound forklift we
are holding in abeyance until the Quw.rterinaster Corps ard the
Transportation Corps make a further study.

CDR FUJLLAMs Are there any further questions, gentlemen?

(There were no further questions.)
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Colonel Honald N. Maidt
Transportaticn Research and Development Command, Department of the Army

Gt.itlemen: Commander Fullam has been after me for sev-
eral weeks to prepare a paper, which I refused to do. The
reason for my refusal was that the subject was, "Materials
Handling Equipment which had boen Developed for Specific Mil-
itary Uses," Even though I am vitally interested in this
field, there are other representatives who are going to
cover this area, I, as a member of Transportation Research
and Development, have a primary interest in the field of
equipment which has not yet been deve'.pedo So, because of
the nature of the problem, I came this morning not so much
to tell you what we have; but rather I came to learn what
you have.

To establish the reason for the military interest in
improving Materials Handling, I should like to quote Field
Marshal Lord Wavelli He said, "The more I see of warp the
more I i ealize it all depends on administration and transpor-
tation, It takes little skill or imagination to see where
you would like your army to be and when* It takes much more
knowledge and hard work to know where you can place your
forces and whether you can maintain them there. A real know-
ledge of supply and movement factors must be the basis of
every leader's plan." These are the words of Field Marshal
Lord Wavell, who is recognized by history as a great military
leader; and it is significant that a military leader of his
caliber should recognize the problems of, "where you can
place your forces" and, "whether you can maintain them theret"
In the movement and handling of cargo, studies have been
made by the Transportation Corps; and these studles reveal
that the World War II methods of handling heterogeneous odds
and ends, that is, cargo in small lots, particularly in the
off-ohip unloading and the over-the-beach handling phases,
requires 1.65 manhours per long ton to move the cargo ashore
and inland. Further studies indicate that, by palletizing,
you could do the same operation for about .85 manhours per
long ton. Further, by adopting containerization, this sane
cargo handling phase is reduced to .6 manhours per long ton.
Realizing that the prime subject today is materials handling
and not unitization, I develop this fact in order to estab-
lish that we need better materials handling if we are to
realize the inherent benefits of handling the homogeneous
larger packages. One of the most critical areas in the han-
dling of these larger units is in the area of handling cargo
weights of the nature of three to eight thousand pounds
(3-8,000 lbs.) in the holds of a ship. For the movement from
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the square of the hatch into the wings, or the reverse move-
ment into the square of the hatch, there ,s today no satis-
factory materials handling equipment. In 4Ao other area -
that is the one over-the-beach where cargo must be handled
again - a piece of materials handling equipmont such as a
Rough Terrain Forklift is a maut. eWith reference to the
terminology "forklift," I should like to make clear that I
do not care whether you call it a forklift, which is road-
able, or whether you call it a self-loading, self-discharg-
ing truck. The essence of the problem is that we need some-
thing which will handle cargo over the berm of the beach and
carry it inland three to four (3-4) miles, at a speed compet-
itive with highway transportation; in order that we may clear
the beach of congestion at the waterline. This same vehicle
must be capable of operation in shallow water, in order that
it can go in and get its load, and come 6ut from whatever type
of landing craft or yortable piers we may be utilizing in the
beach discharge. It also means operation over an infinite
variet-y of soils. Of course, we normally think of a beach
as being soft sand; and that is a definite problem in itself.
At this point we do not have rough terrain forklift 6quipment
which is satisfactory to meet the military requirement.
There are other t'Wp3s of materials handling equipment 4n

which people are interested. Example3 are aerial cableways
and continuous conveyoi systems, and the multitudes of varia-
tions within these main types.

I am here today because of our intense interest in what
you in industry may have that we do not know about, or ideas
which you may be able to develop, which will be of consider-
able help to us in these major problem areas. Again, I say,
I am here to learn from you, rathemr than to tell you what we
have done.
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Mr, Joseph Ak-rep
Supply Research and Development Facility, Department of the Navy

Bayonne, New Jersey

Gentlemen, I hope you will bear with me with my cold.
I thhink this is a good room, and I should be able to make
myself heard, especially si.xc• I have mostly slides to show
for my talk.

I have just a few introductory comments, and then I will
go to the slides. For illustration of my discussion on cube
utilIlz,%on, you will notice these wall charts. They are
selection charts vhich we have developed on improved cube
utilization. The factor we have considered is the actual
cube which has been utilized out of that which is available
in setting up the utnit load, and this is the particular prob-
lem, on which we have been working, and on which we wish to
reports

Since the warehousing systems of the services are so
large, even a small gain percentage-wise would add up lo very
satisfactory saving. As an example, in one bureau, the avail-
able covered storage space is approximately 300 million cubic
feet, and each percent gain is 3 million cubic feet of space,
worth two or three rnillicn dollars a year. That is quite a
bit of money. In some specific instances.ý say, a particular
size of box, or a particular item, it may be possible to save
up to 10 or 15 percent right on the pallet itself by changing
the pallet pattern or the container size.

In a solution of this general problem of pallet pattern
and container size selection, many methods are available corn-
nvercially and in the services* However, these methods had
seriou• shortcomings due to the very large amount of data
that is involved in all the comparative dimensions, Preas,
and efficiencies, and did not permit any easy selection or
comparison on either the pallet pattern or the container size
basis.

For our purposes, we were able to devise a new method of
handling this mass of data in a manner which eliminated the
deficiencies of the previous methods. This resulted in a
pallet pattern selection chart, which is illustrated in
Fiigure 82. You ('an't see very much of the detailp however,
I want to give you a rough idea of the method of layout.
There is one axiz; for width and one axis for length, and we
have the small areas outlined* The important point is that
we have on a charts (a sii.le chart, something you can put on
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the wall,) a method by which you can select a pallet pattern.
Nowi the small areas that are shown are the areas in which
that numbered pallet patterns which is illustrated on the
upper leTt, will give over 80 percent efficiericy,

Nowf the thing to do is to pick out your width - and
pick out your length. This locates a point on the graph, and
if we have a pallet pattern that is over 80 percent efficient,
you will be within a number area. Locating this number in
the legend on the upper left will give a sketch of the pallet
pattern that we have found. On this particular chart, we
have laid out the 80s 90 and 100 percent liness where 100 per-
cent is applicable, or the maximni. X'te found that the pallet
patterns in these areas so overlapped to the extent that we
kept eliminating the least efficient patterns in definite
size groups, and kept getting better patterns all the time.

Now, it is important to note, right at the beginning,
that this is a 40" by 48" pallet in which we are very much
interested. This is a standard general purpose p&Ilet on
which the services have standardized. Since most of the 50
or 60 million pallets in the services at the present time for
general warehousing are 40" by 48", we have conducted this
analysis for that particular size.

In addition, we ha-re an allowable overhang of one arid a
half inches on the narrow dimension, and two inches on the
long dimension, so actually these patterns are laid out for
tha 40" by 48" pallet enlarged to 43" by 52". The advantage,
as far as we are concerned, in this kind of a chart is that
we can select the best pallet pattern by locating the length
and width on the chart, and then, if we have a choice we can
select the best container when several different sizes of
containers are possible. There are many items that can be
packaged in a range of container sizes* For arq particular
item, you may select a container size that will come out at
80 percent; one at 90 percent; and still another at 95 p3r-
cent. The answer is obvious, of course. All other things
being equal, we must adopt the sise with the best efficiency.

We hope these charts will be an aid in standardizations
sinces of course, there are literally thousands of box sizes*
You can order any size container you want, and you can find
arn size. However, to attempt to pick one but as the most
efficient, it would be necessary to compare it with an enor-
mous amount of other sizes., That is our big advantage in
this particular chart. We hope that some form of this chart,
or the chart itself, will eventually get into procurement as
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an aid for container size selection in procurement. In other
words, we wish to start right at the beginning of the produc-
tion line and get an efficient size of container, or if it is
palletized at the production plant to have an initially effi-
cient pallet pattern. We are interested in the best effi-
ciency we can get on the first handling without the necessity
for further repalletizing or repackaging once the package is in
the Supply System.

Figure no. 83 illustrates the scope of our works and
all our chart3 are based on these statistics since they set
up our boundary conditions. You will note that we have the
40" by 148" along the bottom, while along the top we indicate
the overall width and length we will allow. This comes out
to be 43" by 52"1 with the allowable over hang. Those combina-
tions have been set up as representative of the spaces which
are available in railroad cars and trucks. They will fit the
long dimension twice across the width of a railroad car, and
the narrow dimension twice across the -idth of a truck.
While we are eventually interested in filling a cube as much
as possible, the height isn't too important at the moment
since we are primarily interested in the bottom area utilized
for the purpose of this talk.

Figure no. 84 is an exaxrle ,f a page from the Pallet
Pat-tern Handbqook, of which I have a sample here. This was
made up specifically to palletize 44 differeitt items of dry
provisions which occurred in the military services in large
enough volume to warrant palletization.

There are some specific items of interest il)ustrated.
For instance, you will notice the voids in that pallet pat-
tern as laid out for this particular size. There is nothing
we have been able to do about it, hovever, if we can avoid
the loss, we would wish to do so. This page also gives a
pallet pattern layout for the help of the warehouseman who is
using this handbook. On the side is tabulated a list of data
which gives details of different sizes, percentages, and many
other items. However, iL is important to note that this type
of presentation is good for only one specific size.

In particular, one of the limitations of this book is
the fact that we can only use it for the specific sizes of
the dry provisions listed.

Figure no. 85 is the back page of the handbook and
covers the patterns which weire used. You will notice it is
quite limited, since its 30 patterns cover only the patticu-
lar items that we have in this Pallet Fadtern Handbook. One
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of the deficiencies of this kind of presentation is that it
is only pictorial. It doesn't say anything about the differ-
ent sizes which will fit within those patterns, and doesn't
say anything about the efficiency available.

You can get many of these pictorial charts commercially.
Very often certain industries, which have characteristic con-
tainer sizes, will put up this kind of a pictorial demonstra-
tion for their own use.

Figure no. 86 is a typical type of coordinate chart
which is available commercially. I think one of the trade
magazines had this kind of a chart. This is a pallet selec-
tion system in which all you have to do is take the width and
length and find a pattern that is indicated in that little
box at tha intersection of the dimensions. However, no ef-
ficiency is mentioned, so you have no way of selection as
between alternate boxes, and then, for instance, there may be
six different patterns. You have no way of differentiating
between those six patterns on the basis of comparative effi-
ciency.

Figure no. 87 shows the initial tabulation of the data
that we had originally abstracted from this handbook. It was
set up in the order of' efficiency; which is the fourth column.
There was no trend visible. Actually, we were trying to get
some kind of correlation. However, due to the limited number
of sizes that are in this handbook, we couldn't get any cor-
relation. We also tried graphical correlations as shovm in
Figure no. 88 and didntt get any results. As you can see,
it only served to illustrate the difficulty of obtaining any
trend, mainly because there were too many variables and too
much data. It was so complex that we couldn't really pick
out any trend.

Figure no. 89 is the basis of the selection charts which
we have designed, and we have two of them on the wall. I can
discuss the charts in detail with anyone later who would be
interested. The main point about the sample chart is that it
illustrates, by a graphical method, how we can get a more ef-
ficient pallet pattern, or a more efficient container size.

It is this triangle, giving the container width and
length, which permits us to use the selection process. We
can take a definite container width and length, and come out
at a particular point on the graph. As an example, at the
points marked "XV we have definite sized containers which
are only slightly over 80 percent. However, on thA,_ pattern,
up in the corner of the triangle, we have 100 per cent
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Fig. 91 - Simplified selection chart Drawing No. SED-SK-506.

Nleg. No. 3148-7.

1. Select the best pallet pattern to b3

used for a given size container.

2. Select the most efficient container size out

of a group when alternates are available.

I to

Fig. 92 - The two advantages to be gained f rom the use of the
graphical selecion method. 'Neg. I .No. 348-4.
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(
efficiency* The important utility of this chart is that it
permits us to move away from the 80 percent efficiency lines
and get as close to the 100 per cent point as possible by
changing the container dimensions slightly.

If. in working with this particular pattern area, we
can make our selection point and get a definite size - 13"
by 21-1/2" we will have 100 percent efficiency. That pallet
pattern we are talking about is completely filled up with no
spaces or voids left over. The dimensions of the 100 percent
point were varied algebraically to give the 80 percent points,
which were 17.2" by 12" on the one corner and 21.5" by l0.h"
on the other corner of the triangle. Sufficient points were
compared to plot the boundaries and the efficiency lines of
the pattern selection area. If alternative sizes are avail-
able the answer is obvious. We would select the more effi-
cient size which in this case is 20 percent more efficiency
right on this particular pallet pattern*

One major advantage of this kind of calculation ard pre-
sentation was that it allowed us to get increments in very
small sizes instead of the half inch or so ordinarily avail-
able in commercial charts, Now we had a graphical solution
wh~ich worked out well, and a large number of pallet patterns

to evaluate by this method.

F.igure no. 90 shoos the 108 pallet patterns we used for
the large selection charts. These 108 were left after elim-
ination of inefficient patterns and duplicates, and overlaps
of &al pallet patterns we were able to find, which eventually
totaled over 400 patterns. These are the most efficient ones
we could find, and covered the ranges of sizes in which we
were interested.

The method of presentation is important because we sep-
arated interlocking patterns, which are important in certain
instances, from non-interlocking patterns. A choice of pat-
tern type was available, and the selection depended on the
requirements. An especial advantage of this particular pre-
sentathon is the powr of the method, and this is illustrated
hy the fact that w? cover a range of about 20,000 different
box sizes in incremen;ts of an eighth of an inch, and therefore
have a very wide range of selection.

The original chart, which was illustrated in the first
slide was designed to cover all the possible sizes from a
ninimum of a 5-inch dimension to a high of a 52-inch dimen-
sion. That is a very wide range. In the interest of legi-
bility, a simplified chart was drawn as illustrated in Figure
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number 91, and you will note that is a lot clearer. Very
small, or very large container sizes were unitted, resulting
in the simplified chart which we like to call a Navy Pallet
;ap, and we have a sample on the wall. It is almost exact ly
the sam6 as the original large chart except that we have
solored in the selection areas. It is much easier to read#
and I'd like you to take a look at it later.

We are testing out these charts now, right at Bayonne
Naval Dep .. Supervisory personnel became interested and
requested 30 copies for the use of their warehousing people.
it must be realized that it is difficult for the ordinary
warehouseman to use complicated handbooks and charts, or arr
method requiring a nomputation or difficult selection. We
must make his method of selection of a pallet pattern as sim-
ple as possible, so that he will use it.

In Figure no. 92, i want to outline the adv&•itages
again, because that is important, With the use of these
charts, we can select the best pallet pattern to be used for
a given size container, and, as far as we are concerned#
this is our answer until we find zomething better. Second,
we can select the most efficiert container size out of a
group when alternates are available. Alternates are often
available at the main production are-as. VMhen the manufac-
turer wishes to package any kind of an item whose outer con-
tainer sizes can vary, like small boxes, and nuts and bolts,
and sometimes clothing and loose odds and ends, or little
pieces of material, we can often change the container sizes
without too much difficulty4

Now, we feel these selection charts should help in the
general packaging situation by eliminating odd sizesp aad
will also increase cube efficiency by eliminating inefficient
patterns, so that we will have a steady trenrd toward more
efficient cube utilization.

All the slides we had bhown before described our work
on improved cube utilization with cartons and boxes as pal-
letized unit loads and these, of course, occur mainly as rec-
tangular shapes. There is one other large class of material
in which we are interested, however, and these are the cyl-
indrical objects such as cans, drums, cylinders, bottles,
jars, pails, and so forth.

Figure no. 93 illustrates the general characteristics
of nesting patterns of cylindrical objects. You will notice
that, instead of being in lines and rows, we have nested
these circles together so as to show you the different loss
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areas. The fact that nesting of cylindrical objects results
in improved efficiency is generally known, howevers the ex-
act details are not a matter of common knowledge, and have
never been comprehen.- vely explored.

As a result of the work we have been doing, it has now
become apparent that real econrvies are possible under cer-
tain conditions. The big fact, of course, is that *866 ratioi
Once we get the first row in, nesting 9'iery additional row
takes up only *866 of the diameter of any uircle so, if we go
far enough we are saving a lot of space. Different loss
areas are shown, the C areas are high loss areas, the A's are
the edges, and the interior areas B are very smAl2 losses
compared to that obtained in a randora case of, say, canned
goods. These are the important factors with which we are
working. Actually, of course, the size of the pattern makes
all the difference. With increasing size of pattern (number
of container%3) the edge losses minimize because of the sav-
ing in the interior areas, and we get an efficient pattern.

Figure no. 94 illustrates the method of nesting vari-
ous small sizes of patterns. It is apparent that the cube
losses are high with only a small number of cans. The lass
varies from 46 percent for three cans down to a loss of 21.9
porcent for eighteen cans. These figures have been tabu-
lated in order of number of cans, and figure number 95 shows
the nesting losses decreasing with increasing number of cans.
There is little to be gained in nesting small numbers of con-
tainersp such as canned foods, which are usually packed in 12
can layers in fiberboard crtons.

These data are also plotted in figure number 96 and il-
lustrate graphically the trend to decreasing cube losses with
increasing number of cans. The solid line is the square pat-
tern loss which is co 3tant. However, the dotted line shows
the increasing efficiency of the larger numbered nested pat-
terns.

There are other factors, of course, which are important,
such as amount of - carton materials used, height; strength
of the load, etc* However, this information does show that
nesting will give us better cube efficiency as vs get to
larger numbers of containers.

Figure number 97 illustrates the marked effect on cube
efficiency by nesting of large numbered patterns, It is in
this field of large numbered patterns of cylindrical objects
that the best results can be obtained by nesting. A typical
situation is illustrated in the first pattern of this slide.
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An area which would hold 9,000 cylindrical containers -in a
rectangular pattern will hold an additional 1,000 containers
in a nested pattern [or a new total of 10,000 containers.
This may seem obvious, however, only recently I saw a pic-
ture of a pier in New York loaded with oil drums in nice neat
rows. I suppose someone would be delighted to see that neat
orderly pattern, however, he would be missing out on storage
space for several thousand additional drums.

Figure number 98 illustrates the effect of nesting as

related to the widths of rail cars. Included is a tabula-
tion to show that nesting, which is usually done in rail cars,

widll give a better cube efficiency. In the case of drums,
actually, the rolling hoops complicate the situation. How-
ever, the tabulation gives a general idea of the number of

cans or drums which will fit in a restricted rectangular
space and illustrates the importance of nesting. There are
enough variables so that each particular item in each par-
ticular car is a definite problem for evaluation.

Fi•'-e number 09 is a tabulation of an initial attempt
we Tade to set this kind of nesting criteria up for pallets.
it is also based on the LO" by 48'1 pallet with allowable
overhang to 43" by 5211 which we consider a standard. 7e did
find out ri-ht away in working with tiis idea that we could
get more containers by nesting because this is a solid load

.and not separate containers, not few littJe cans in one pack-
age, but a whole solid load of anything, shells, cans, drums,
pails or any cylindrical container.

Figure nmnber 100 is the final result on this cylindrical
container project and is important because it gives us another
selection chart. If you're talking about solid loads of cyl-
indrical containers to go on the hO" by h8" pallet, this is
the way to do it.

You can follow the chart across the horizontal axis to
find any particular diameter. The #2, #2-1/2, 5 lbs., 10
lbs., one gallon, 5 gallons, and other sizes are marked. Of
importance to us is the fact that almost everywhere along
this zero line, the breakeven line, we get better efficiency
by nesting than by not nesting. For example, at about 11-1/2
inches on the chart, we can et about 10 percent more contain-
ers on a pallet by nesting than if we loaded the pallet in a
square pattern.

That's it, gentlemen.
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CDR FULLAM: Are there any questions, gentlemen?

(Applause)

MR. L. S. CASTILLO (Naval Ordnance Exp Unit, NBS, Wash.):
Have you given any consideration to making the slide rule for
the efficient selection of a pallet size?

MR. AKREP: Efficient selection of pallet size itself?

MR. CASTILLO: Right. Such as on your chart.

MR. AKREP: The chart, of course, is for a definite pal-
let size container.

MR. CASTILLO: Have you ever worked up a slide rule to
utilize those pallet sizes?

MR. AKREP: No, we haven't worked on other pallet sizes.

0E. HEINRICH: I would like to comment on that, if I may.
At the present time there is an effort to standardize on pal-
let sizes as far as possible. The American Standards Asso-
ciation in conjunction with the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, and also with one of the Materials Handling Socie-
ties, and the Navy Department has spent considerable time and
investigation of the size of the 4LO" by h4". We, in the Armed
Services, have standardized on that to a great extent. We do
use other sizes, but not to the extent that we use that one
size. We are not interested in-the Armed Services in seeing
a great multitude of sizes. We want to cut those sizes down
as private industry is doing.

Now, there are a number of very good reasons why certain
industries are going to larger or smaller sizes, which is due
to the weight or subject of the commodity that they are manu-
facturing. However, if we go into a standardization program,
we can develop charts like this which will automatically
standardize on the container sJzes which will best fit on our
standard pallets. For that reason wetre not interested in
tnose otner sizes at tne present time. Has that answered
the questions?

MR. I. FOOTLICK (Kaman Associates): Some of the pallet
patterns you show have gaps in them. We in industry have
been fooling with clamp trucks. The gap is one of our hin-
dering factors. Have you done any work with that in your
pallet arrangements to come up with, for example, how much
more might have to be given to those boxes to get an increase
of an eighth or a quarter to make it possible to use the
clamps on them? 323
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The other factor that is interesting, and it is part of
a talk I'm going to talk on this afternoon, is we have devel-
opment of a new car which shows unit loads fit into it. Then
it's going to be necessary for you to eliminate arn gaps in
one direction in order to take up the shifting of the car.
Have you people done any work in that general direction?
Have you attempted to limit your gaps in one direction? If
you have, then it makes it easier to use clamps on the trucks.

MR. AKREP: We try to avoid the gaps in these patterns
as much as possible, as, of course, we would have more cube
efficiency that way. The only thing you could do in this
case would be to select your patterns in group. There is a
lot of overlapping in the pallet patterns and our charts
show only the most efficient ones.

One of the things you could do is go to the next lower
efficiency if that pallet pattern fits your requirements of
no gaps. For example, if you have to go to the next lower
one, it might save you trouble in your handling problem.
That may very well work out for what you are talking about.
We have not given that any consideration and do not know for
sure.

CDR FULLAMZ Are there any further questions, gentlemen?
If not, on behalf of my superiors and myself, I would like to
express my deep appreciation and thanks to Colonel Maidt,
Lieutenant Colonel Cullinan, Mr. Snell, Mr. Ryan, Mr. Heinrich
and Mr. Akrep for their presentations this morning, and also
to express my thanks to you for having attended.

I believe now we can adjourn.

(AdJourned at 1215.)
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A General Discussion Panel

MR. W. B. ERONANDER (Scandia Manufacturing Company):
Gentlemen, welcome to the first technical session on packag-
ing machinery automation.

Yesterday, we had a talk by Mr. Roger Putnam of the
Package Machinery Company, and he invited questions at this
morning's session. I suggest we start off by asking Mr.
Putram to elaborate on his suggestion for setting up a com-
mittee to work with the military on the problems of automatic
packaging.

MR. PUTNIAM (Package Machinery Company): I was very
serious about the suggestion I made yesterday. I think it
would be very valuable if we could get together in a real
joint effort and on a more or less official level. Through
such a committee, I believe we could Uind ways and means of
helping one another with the problem• arising with packaging
for the military.

I think the civilian industries should appoint good com-
mittees that will carry weight with the members of their re-

:f;ctive industries. Also, I believe the military should
appoint a committee with authority to reach agreements, or at
least one whose recommendations will carry a great deal of
weight within the military establishment.

Summarizing, I feel sure that the only way to solve the
problems facing everyone in military packaging is to set up
a joint Militaryj-Industry Committee that will have real stat-
ure when it comes to solving problems dealing with packaging
automation.

Now, I am ready for questionsl

,M. IRVIE: There seems to be a differential in the
definition of packaging. When you talk about automabic pack-
aging of parts, do you mean crating machinery or machinery
for packaging small products?

MR. PUTNAIA: K-rations are an example of the things that
lend themselves to automatic packaging. First, you must have
volume, and second, the product must be fairly uniform in
size which is the case in most civilian packaging.

I.. IRTTI'E: I wcndered whether the discussion could be
guided along the packaginig of small items before moving to
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MR. BROWNADER: We are planning to do that Mr. Irvine.
We have inviteýd a number of people here today to discuss
actual case histories using automatic packaging machinery.
Questions will follow each talk.

Returning to Mr. Putnam's suggestion for a joint com-
mittee, do you have any questions as io the make-up of the
committee or its responsibilities?

MR. STEWART: Mr. Putnam, is my understanding correct
that your suggestion of a committee would follow in something
like that Integration Committee of the Operators of Arsenals,
like the American Safety Razor Company, or Remington Arms•
or Procter & Gamble, who operate United States arsenals for
the Government, and then their representatives meet with the

AC_, and other Government agencies, in a committee to find
out what the Government wauts from industry and so on?

MR. PUTNAM: Unfortunately, I am not familar with this
co=mLittee that Mr. Stewart described and cannot say whether
or not it is similar to my committee suggestion.

My idea was that we are working largely in the dark,
insofar as military packaging goes. It may be that exist-
ing specifications could be changed in some way to incor-
porate the use of automatic packaging machinery. I feel
sure that the members of the committee representing the mili-
tary, the supply industries, and the machinery manufacturers
could work together to bring about savings in money and man-
power 5-n peace-time and to prepare programs for over-night
expansion in case of national emergency.

MR. MULIANEY- I think any type of automatic macninery
must, by necessity, use some sort of flexible barrier mate-
rial. In the packaging of spare parts on automatic machinery,
it is often necessary to package certain items to a higher
degree than the contract and the general specifications deem
necessary. When this happens, we have to get special per-
mission to exceed the specification. This is quite a prob-
lem and I suggest a general specification be set up, such as
JAN-P-IO0 or 1.iL-P-116, with some sort of stipulation wherein
you could exceed the specification if you thought it neces-
sary in order to utilize automatic equipment.

MR. PLENAM: This would be a good project for the com-
mittee.
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MR. OISON: Mr. Putnia, I would like to suggest a timely
topic for inclusion on the agenda for tha committee; namely,
that packaging equipment be built with riore flexibility or
versatility, to meet the changing demands in packaging. both
for domestic consumption as well az mi]Litary consumption.

MR. PUTNAM: Now versatility is a very important thinf'
in a machine, but speed and sometimes great accuracy is
needed, these tlzing not always with ver:satility. However,
there is no question but our ma-hines should be more versa-
tile. We need such a committee as I am talking about to
bring out this type of constructive criticism. We are much
more flexible than we were ten years ago, and I suspect the
next ten years will bring out new machnue designs that will
overcome all of the problems confronting our industry today.

MR. BRONANDER: When I received this assignment, I made
a number of inquiries ana found only a few isolated cases
where automatic packaging machinerj had been used or 1 s pres-
ently being used for military packaging. The use of semi-
automatic equipment and small specially-designed po.table
units seems to be in wide use at present.

The session thds morning will cover a number of actual
case histories that are not only interesting but show how
packaging machines have been put to use (n militar-y work.

We will start with Mr. Howard Stewart, of the Standard-
Knapp Division of Emhart Manufacturing Company, describing
the use of automatic conveying equipment in connrection with
automatic shell-loading machines.

MR. STEWA: Our company worked on a project at the
Lake City Arsenal 3m Independence, Missouri. Equipment was
built to automatically handle and convey, load and unload,
20 mm. cartridge cases.

The cases are made from brass and picked up at the final
trimming operation. Each case is positioned in a separate
pocket on a power-driven conveyor. The c.rtridge cases move
along to a loading machine which automatical Ly places 100
cases into tote boxes having compartments arranged ten by
ten. These tote boxes move to another part cf the buildng
where they are unloaded and carried, via pocket conveyors,
into gauging machines using air actuated controls, electron-
ics units, etc., working automatically to feeed the :mclxines.
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"These conveyors and special machines are set up to han-
dle 360 cases per minute. Before our system was placed in
operation, between 55 and 60 people were used on the line.
Now, 27 people are used with production increasing from ap-
proximately 85,000 cases in eight hours to a potential of
over 125,000 cases.

MR. BRONANDER: Could this automatic conveyor system
be adapted to other operations?

MR. STEWArT: Yes, it has been adapted to a number of
other shell lines as well as many private industries for non-
military products.

?.R. BROIAWffJER: Our nextý speaker is PLM. William Boston
of the Bartelt Engineering Company with a descriptiou of
their work on packaging of percussion caps.

mIr. BOSTON: We supplied a machine to the Revena Arsenal
for packaging primer percussion caps in special foil-lamina-
tion bags or pouches. However, a number of problems con-
fronted us. An explosion-proof machine was required which
call3:l for special electrical engineering. All of the con-
trol equipmient was located outside the critical area. Other-
wise, the- machine was similar to that supplied private indus-
try for every-day products.

Cur company also manufactures vacuum packaging rachin-
rfr food products. The empty packages made on our

machine enter a chamber from which we evacuate all of the
air. Each bag is filled and sealed while in the chamber.
As Government specifications call for no more than two per-
cent oxygen to be present in each package in order to pre-
vent rancidity, fungus growth, etc., the machine must be
carefully engineered to meet the requirements of each product.

MR. B•IONAMER: Mfr. Frank Quint-- of the Grace Chemical
Research & Development Company, wili review his company's
work on the transparent packag-ig of small parts.

MR. QUINBY: We have been working on transparent poack-
aging of items, such as bearings, over the past two years.
Here is a cellulose acetate transparent package with ten
bearings individually sealed inside. (Demonstrating) Plans
are under way for making this type of package automatically.
Specification MIL-B-197B, under which instrument bearings
are bought, is in the process of being amended to incllde
thi-. type of transparent packaging.
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We visualize an automatic machine with a strip of plas-
tic material, perfectly flat, feeding from a roll., in the
required width, moving into a heated tunmel where it is
heated itil it is soft and pliable. The strip then enters
a station where the material is pressed into pockets by sim-
ple punches. fhe strip continues on through the machine and
clean bearings are automatically dropped into the pockets
along with a measured scope of oil to fill the individual
pockets. Another strip of plastic feeds down from above and
is sealed to the first strip with the depressed pockets now
holding the bearings and lubricant. This ,econd sheet of
plastic can be pr-inted and positioned electrcnically before
being sealed. A guillotine-type cutter completes the opera-
tion cutting the sealed bearings off in sheets of ten or
twelve or other quantity as required.

Several thoasand of thr, smn-e size bearings would have
to be packaged at a tLme to ma•k such a machine investment
worthwlile, Besides being transparent, making it possible
to instantly identify the bearings, the problem of inventory
is greatly reduced. At present, an inventory of 16 to 18
different size tin cans Ls required whereas the transparent
plastic can be purchab_' n standard width rolls.

Sears & Roebucl -,. .-es offer a large number of hardware
items in somewhat sim-Lar packages, knoun as "blister" pack-
aging. Here, a transparent plastic form or "blister"t is
heat-sealed to a board on which is mounted the hardware item
and includes screws or any other parts accompanying the hard-
ware item. There is a place in military packaging for this
ty.pe of plastic package also.

Another form of plastic packaging is known as "skin
packaging" where the pre-heated plastic material is drawn
down over the item to be packaged and sealed directly against
the board of plastic bottom sheet. This type of packaging
is highly specialized and requires additional development.

MR. BARSOOK: Have any tests been made relative to long-
to'rzn storage, the possibility cf deterioration of the mate-
real used, and so forth?

MR. QUINBY: Yes, tests are underway at Hyatt in Harri-
scn, New Jersey. A report received a month ago on bearings
and rollers from bearings showed no signs of deterioration
after a year of shelf storage tests.
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LT. GOBEL: The Navy has several projects underway on
bearing packaging, and has established contracts with commer-
cial concerns tc repackage and represerve bearings* It has
been a problem, not only in our depots, but aboard ship.

The questions in my mind are: (1) will this type of
packaging prevent , the represerving of parts such as bearings,
and (2) would it be possible to run these unit packages out
in strips of twelve and cut them off individually later on
without destroying the preservation of the other items in
the strip?

MR. QUINBY: Yes, One of the main ideas back of this
method of packaging is to overcome the difficulties that you
are now experiencing when you package ten bearings to a vial
and have to dump the whole vial in order to get one item.

The answer to your second question is also yes. New
techniques in sealing the plastic calls for the use of per-
forati.ng needles so that the resulting strip is similar 1o
a sheet of postage stamps and permits one part at a time to
be removed.

One of the paper board manufacturers is now prepared to
sell a container consisting of two plastic pieces, the top
and formed bottom, at prices ranging from $165.O0 a thousand
in large quantities to a little over $200.00 a thousand in
relatively small lots. The machine required for heat-sealing
thes. two pieces costs about $2,,000.0. Loading aid sealing

these units would add approrimately $2OO.OCO a thousand to the
cost of the container,

CDR BMWA: Does this material react favorably chemi-
cally with the various types -i -Leservatives and metals to
be packaged i.nd is there any softening or swelling over a
long period of time?

MR. QUINBY: This sample is made of cellulose acetate.
So far, no oil has been found that will go through or soften
it -- based on tests rumning for a period of a year. Other
materials being tested include cellulose acetate butyrate
and rigid vinyl.

MR. GIGOX: Does "blister" packaging require expensive
complicated machinery7

MR. QUINBY: No. This is being done co~mmercially by
vacuum formers on fairly small rnuns. The prices currently
being quoted on blisters ran as low as a penny a piece in
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lots of 50 to 100,000. h have seen "blister" packages of
hardware items in Sears & Roebuck priced for as low 4s eleven
cents each.

MR. BRONANDER: What is the largest item packaged in this
manner"

R91. QUINBY: A Hyatt aircraft bearing, weigghing about 10
pounds, is the biggest item that has been packaged individu-
ally. The Bureau of Ships has a research development program
underway for their ships stores. The automotive industry is
also looking into this type of packaging for their spare
parts.

vie picked bearings because we figured they represented
the toughest oackaging problem that exists.

X. BRONA61 EI: Mr. Benjaumin Karpowicz, Jr., of Pak-
?apid, Inc., will be our next speaker.

1,2. KA•9WTC.-1: Our company has produced several differ-
ent mnaý.'hes for packVa ing spare parts Lin flexible materials.

Several mac hines have been supplied to the Military that
are capable of packaging odd sizes and shapes without maidng
adjuste.nts or changes.

We 'ave a printing unit, mounted on these machines, that
,.• print the proper nomenclature and lentiy the product
being packaged. If anything goes wrong, the machine stops
automatically. These machines have been designed to handle
heavy gauge barrier materials and are equipped with counting
controls for predetermined product-ion runs.

For example, the packaging of 10,000 different items
rniýht be handled on four machines, each set-up for a spec-
ific package size. These items would be keyed to each
mac(hine depending upon their relative size and shape. The
p;ats to be packaged are fed into the machine from trays
which are placed in position on the machine. Change-over
ti'me is 10 to 15 minutes so that grouping the parts together
is irmportant to save time.

Some parts are a little small for the size bag that is
used but thiLs is off-set by using standard-size b0Fs on
items packaged- "n small quantities. Bags made oil standard
models measure six by six inches and ten by ten inches on
larger model machines.
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MR. MUtLLANEY: Are your machines fed vertically by
gravity?

MR. KARPOWICZ: Yes. We can feed fragile items such as
radio tubes, small coils, and similar items.

MR. KADDICK: About two years ago, we in Federal Tele-
phone tried to adapt an automatic machine for packaging
spare parts. We found that such a machine is i.ot economical
unless a specified quantity is to be packaged at one time#

MR. KARPOCICZ: It depends upon how many parts can be
grouped together for a production run. Even it the machine
runs only one or two days a week, it can prove to be econom-
ical.

MR. KADDICK: Will you describe your printing operation?

MR. KARPOWICZ: We have two methods; cast rubber-faced
type, and printing with a ribbon which requires a separate
mat or plate for each part. The use of a typewritten sten-
cil is also being considered.

MR. KADDICK: With ten or twenty contracts, the print-
ing becomes a serious problem and makes the use of an auto-
matic machine quite impractical.

MR. BRONANDER: Mr. Frank Rubinate, of the Quartermaster
Corps, will describe the work that is goLng on in their
Chicago Laboratory.

MR. RUBINATS; I think it is evident here this morning
that there is considerable interest on the part of the mili-
tary in packaging "automation."

',e have been very much aware of the need for going to
automatic operations wherever necessary, particularly in the
packaging of food. We are buying items in large quantities,
and must have some means of getting them packaged for us in
a hurry and in large volumie. As a result, most of the items
in our operational rations lend themselves to automatic pack-
aging -- soluble coffee, soluble tea, various dehydrated
soups., and items of that nature.

We run into problems Like the following: Take an item
that is normally packaged in a - %n but we want to put it into
a flexible packet. We find that, while the equipment to do
that job is available, it is not available in the indust.ry

that produces that item. For instance, a big packer is set
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up for a certain item, but all in cans. Should we desire to
cut that item down to a one-ounce quantity and put it into a
flexible packet, we would not be able to get the packer to
do that; it would v,•ve to be done on some kind of a subcon-
tract basis with P contract packager - all of which leads to
an increased costo

Candies are a very important item in our operational
type of rations, such as C rations and the five-in-one ra-
tions. In times of emergency, we buy literally millions of
bars of candies of various types. We have persuaded the
industry to standardize on sizes for the various bars. How-
ever, because of limitations in the wrapping equipment avail-
able in the various plants, we are limited in the types of
materials that can be used to wrap the candy. We cannot use
aluminum foil or foil combinations in many instances because
the existing equipment is not set to operate efficiently with
that material. Generally, it operates best with cellophane
or glassine. Sometimes, tIe equipment may be able to handle
foils but the type of seal that is produced, while satisfac-
tory for commercial use. is so poor from our standpoint of
long-term storage that we would, in effect, be wasting a
critical material. Undier conditions like this, we accept
the commercial item, the commercial wrap, but we then take
steps to over-pack the candies to give them the additional
protection necessary.

in the five-in-one rations9 we will take five candy
bars of a type and place them in a flexible bag. At present,
this is a hand operation. The C ration candy bar is included
in the accessory packet which is a foil-kraft combination.

We know from expe-'ience that we cannot use cellophane
or glassine for our operational rations which are stored up
to two years in different parts of the world. Even when they
are placed inside another packet with other items present,
there is a difference in moisture content from one item to
the other making it necessary to take additional steps to
protect these items. For example, starched jelly bars, com-
mercially known as gimdrops, have a very high moisture con-
tent -- around 14 percent. We have compressed bars in some
of our rations, having a moisture content in the neighbor-
hood of 3 or 4 percent. If wrapped with commercial cello-
phane, the moisture will migrate frjm the candy into the com-
pressed bars, and the net result is that we have an munaccept-
able candy and an unacceptable coNpressed bar.
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Mt. BRONANDER: Ore of the complaints on the part of the
machinery companies is that only a few people in the military
are aware of the many different types of machines that are
manufactured. To overcome this, the Packaging Machinery Man-
ufacturers Institute has catalogued all of the machines, man-
ufactured by its membersin a directory that is available at
its New York office for the sum of ten dollars.

Mr. E. H. Cawley of the Philadelphia Laboratory of the
Signal Corps is our next speaker.

Mt. CA•WLY: The Signal Corps has embarked upon two pro-
grams. We call the first program "Packaging Cost Reduction
Program."

This program is divided into three pLases. The first
phase is the use of semi-automatic packaging equipment for
binnable type items. The Pak-Rapid machine is being used at
the present time. The savings are tremendous when compared
with the old hand operation.

The second and third parts cf our program are invoiced
in specification re-development. There is nothing new in re-
development of specifications. Everyone concerned with mili-
tary packaging is concerned with this problem. We found in
our own operation that a great many of these specifications
were written during the last war by people with limited train.-
ing in specification preparation work. These war-time speci-
fications have been under study and are now being revised.

We had, as one example, a shelter containing a radio
receiver, sender, teletypewriter, and various equipment that
is used in the field. It is enclosed in a metal and wood
container measuring roughly 8 by 8 by 8 feet, We have had a
lot of trouble v-ith it, because we were tj1.ng to desiccate
the pack and it wasn't holding the proper atmosphere. The
access door was sealed with mastic. it had tape applied
over the mastic which was boned in. All of the blackout
rindows and the roof were sealed off. We ran a series of
tests and developed a new packaging procedure which is saving
*'111,O00 this year in our procurement of this item.

We are continually attacking this program of re-develop-
ment of specs through both the contractor and our own office.
The people in my office are busy vriting specifications at
the present time. Unfortunately, they can only devote a cer-
tain amount of time to going back over what has been done
before. However, we recently made a contract for the re-
development of the most important specs moneywise.
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Our rrogram is divided into three phases. Phase I is
the small baxnable type items on which we are going to semi-
automatic packaging macuiinery, and eventually to completely
automatic equipment. Phase Ii coveis packaging of radio sets
and that type of equipment. Phase III deals with the very
large items.

Winile working to effect a saving in procuremernt dollars,
we also work on reducing in the weight and cube, which is
even more important in time of emergency.

We have also a Si gnal Corps program which is being han-
dled by the Industrial Mobilization people. It is the pre-
printed circuit board.

I believe there are probably five manufacturers develop-
ing automatic equipment for assembling components to circuit
boards, radio circuit boards, television circuit boards, etc.
They take a pre-printed board and feed it into the machine.
Then, depending on the system that J us;ed, it may go through
20 or 30 operations, each in a different machine. One machine
will assemble a tube. Another will assemble a resistor. The
next one will assemble other parts., and so on. until the as-
sembling operation is complete.

The Signal Corps, with General Electric. have developed
one machine using one head which takes care of assembling
everthing under the board. In other words, itts a circuit.
instead of moving from one head to anothe,. and having com-
ponents assembled to it, the board move5 around. The machine
does the complete operation -- one machine and one machine
head.

We are still feeling our way where ,!:.cka-ing is concerned.
The problem at the moment is in sending the components, to be
assembled, to the manufacturer in such pre-packaged state that
it can be fed into the mackl-zie. There are variou& methods in
use at the present time. Some companies package resisters
using double tapes, tape over both ends. so that a roll can
be placed on the mazhine sc that it takes off one at a time.
Another method uses simply one tape over the center, But
Lhere are many problems because your tolerances on the board
are so small -- they are down to ten-thousandths of an inch.
For example, Then the machine assembles a resistor to the
board, it has to be bent in such a manner that it will fit
1hfse tolerarces. That is one problem we haven't solved for
the reason that furt,,er standardization on the machine is nec-
essary befoi'e you can set, up packaging specifications to suit.
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General Mills, United Shoe Machinery, and two or three
others have these machines, but they are all slightly dis-
similar so that packaging of components has to be arranged
to suit each type. We can't ask the Radio and Television
Manufacturers Association to come up with a certain type of
packaging until we are sure of what we want.

In the first phase of redevelopment of specificationss
we felt that we were packaging to protect the bag, not to
protect the item. So wherever possible, we are eliminating
cushioning from our bin type items, We are going to a crepe-
kraft material which has a stretch to it. It is coated with
a poly. There are two types -- one a mil and a half, the
other six mil. We are also investigating, at the present
time, a saran-poly combination. Saran will, of course, not
heat-seal, but the paper company that is working with us is
putting a mril of poly on top of the saran to give us our
heat-seal.

MR. BRONANDER- Have ycu done anything in transparent

packaging of bin items?

NMF CAWLEY: No, we haven't.

MR. 5RONA•DER: Do you think that there is an area in
your -

MR. CAWIUY (in erposing): I refuse to comment on that.

R. FITZGERALD: Are you investi2gating -ossibilities of

metalizing plastic film for packaging?

MR. CAWLEY: No sir, we are not.

MR. BRONANDER: Would you tell us about it, Mr. Fitz-
gerald?

MR. FITZGERALD: I am not an ezpert mi metalizing plas-
tic film, but from wuhat I understand from ka) the suppliers
of plastic film and (b) the metalizers, the index of resist-
mAce to moisture and vapor D.s increasing on the order of 10
and 20 to 1 by this iietalizing of plastic film. It ig a very
interesting phenomenon because all you do is add about 3 to
5 microns thickness on the plastic film.

MR. CAWLEY: What does that give you in the way of a
moisture transmissian rate?
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V,. FTQVA. I d1 't have the figures available but

I tlhink DuPont and Olin-i4tthieson have them. They are work-
ing with the metalizers t) explore the possibilities with
this kind of combination ojs a vapor or moisture barrier.

MR. CAWLEY: One of the reasons why we went into poly
and are going into saran is that in the next war foil is go-
ing to be something difficult to get. Because there are so
many uses for foils it just won't be allowed for packaging.

MR. FITZGERALD: I believe, your physicals for zaetalized
plastic are considerably superior to foil and, of course,
you are not using as much metal as you use in foil.

MR. CAWLEY: Foil has been the standard method to pack
in the military for so long that breaking away presents prob-
lems.

MR. FITZGERALD: There is always the question, will the
plastic be available? I don't know. I think it is an inter-
esting subject to probe because of the increased vapor bar-
rier properties which apparently are being obtained by metal-
izing plastic film. Foil is an expensive material and we are
looking for substantial reductions through the use of metal-
ized plastic filja.

QUESTION: Is the metal coating between the poly and
whatever other substance is used?

MR. FITZGERALD: Yes, Apparently, if you wvint to lari-
nate, the plastic film is outside and the metal inside; then
it is laminated to another film. That gives you the vapor
barrier.

QUESTION: Is that a rolled-on or sprayed-on process?

KR. FITZGERALD: I understand that it is done using a
vacuum deposition process. It is vacuum metallurgy which is
a well known science today.

MR. BRONANDER: Mr. John Attaway of idd-States Gummed
Paper Companr will review latest developments in "skin pack-
aging."

MR. ATTAWAY: Skin packaging is a relatively new con-
cept in visible flexible or visible rigid packaging that was
touched on briefly by Mr. Quinby from Grace Chemical. The
concept is so new that there are still technical difficulties
of a minor nature being ironed out.
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To give a brief description of the method of packaging
itself, the materials used could be cellulose acetate, the
butyrate family, or the more rigid vinyls and a board coated
with a thermoplastic adhesive. The board generally falls in
the range of 25-30 point.

The method involved is principally one of heating and
vacuurizing the film which is lowered from a rack over the
pait to be packaged. The heat above the rack activates the
plastic film to a point. of softness. When it is lowered upon
the board, the vacuum is applied while the adhesive on the
board's surface is activated also, thereby foi-ming the vacuum-
ized package. The package is rigid on the back side. Descrip-
tive data can be printed in various colors on the board. It
is rigid and fairly economical, while being a very good mer-
chandizing package. It is used in display selling. When I
say "economical," I mean it will range probably in the neigh-
borhood of two to five cents, depending upon the size and the
materials used.

MR. FITZGERALD: Is there a critical range of heating
that plastic before you put it through the vacuum step?

MR. ATTAWAY: Yes, as fa." as the plastic itself, but
more so with the board. If the temperature is too high, it
will bake out the board so tha-. you won't get proper adhesion.
That will prohibit the use of films such as "Mylar" which re-
quires a great deal of heat to properly activate it.

QUESTION: Does the thermoplastic adhesive on the board
have the equivalent properties of moisture-vapor transfer
and compatibility with the plastics you are using?

M.. ATTAWAY: No, sir; it doesn't because the film it-
self has to be mildly perforated to permit the vacuum to come
through the board. Actually, the air under the film, once
it is lovered into position over the product to be packaged,
is removed by the use of a vacuum, and that comes through
the board itself - so that eliminates the air-tightness.

CDR B(MYAN: Is this material ever used in conjunction
with any type of preservative on crinkled surfaces, say?

MR. ATTAWAY: No, sir; it is not. It is primarily for
display purposes, merchandising, and packaging. It serves
no purpose as far as protective packaging for military items
is concerned, it cannot be on metallic parts that are sub-
ject to corrosion because there is a very high MVTR through
the board itself, the back side of the package. Actually,
the front side is resistant.
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MR, CLAY: Suppose the board was treated?

MR. ATTAWAY: The board necessarily has to be slightly
perforated. - that is, the 3oating of the board itself -- to
permit the vacuum to be functionalized.

MR. O'REILLY: Has anyone applied that method to con-

tinuous automatic packaging?

MR. ATTAWAY: No; they have not.

MR. BRONIDER: Mr. Robert Farrell of the Marathon
Corporation is our next speaker. I might say in the way of
introduction that the Marathon Corporation not only makes
packaging materials but aiso has a very fine machinery divi-
sion with an excellent record of machine developments.

MR. FARRELL: Our company has worked primarily on food
packaging. There are a number of new developments in food
packaging that don't apply to military packaging.

The supermarkets, for example, have created the neces-
sity for a lot of work on design. A great deal of research
time is spent trying to predetermine what would be appealing
to a housewife. That ,ay seem like a very simple thing;
but, when you talk to the pcple who made these studies, you
will find that there are a lot of technical problems such as
you have in military packaging.

As Mr. Putnam said yesterday, I think scarcity of labor
and i-a'reasing labor costs have certainly helped to bring on
mechanizat.on. It has made oui- jobs in packaging more com-
plicated.

I believe a grmt deal could be accomplished in military
packaging by following Through on Mr. Putnam's suggestion
for a committee. It seemL. to me that once we become ac-
quainted with the problems confronting the military, our
experience with civilian packaging would enable us to make
many worthwhile recommendations.

For example, there is a machine on the market for band-
ing frankfurters together that might lend itself to the cir-
cuit board component packaging reviewed by one of the other
speakers.

Another example can ba found in the automatic packag-
ing of ice cream in folded cartons. After observing h-undreds
of these machiiza in operation, you can't help but believe
there u~wt be appications witbin military packaging.te 15 of 21
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The packaging of frozen food is another example of an
industry where technical progress has been very rapid and
still forging ahead o The uni". xe methods of packaging devel-
oped by ,iecessity within this iuduawry? employing relatively
simple equipment, leads me to believe there are ý 'lications
here that would interest the military.

Sumuarizing my remarks, I believe progress within the
proposed caimittee would be measured to a great extent by
the application of one packaging technique to specific prob-
lems presented for solution.

MR. BRONANDER: Toothpaste packaging lines are excellent
examples of automation. All of the latest developments can
be found here starting with the automatic unloading oil the
empty tubes from the tote boxes. Filling and closing the
tubes; setting up, loading, and closing the cartons - all of
these operations are accomplished automatically. After leav-
ing the cartoner, the packages are conveyed automatically to
the bundling machine which not only collates the packages
into groups of twelve, but also prints and code-marks the
wrapping material as it unwinds from a roll. After being
printed, the material is fed into position, cut to size,
formed around the bundle, and then glue-sealed with heat to
secure the folds of the bundle overwrap. All this is done
at a speed of 240 individual packages per minute. The code-
marking attachment imprints the date, the shift, the batch,
the operator, and any other information using standard rub-
ber or steel letters and numbers which are easily and quickly
changed.

I believe military items will .eventually be packaged on
automatic machines modified to meet military specifications
that have been rev!sed by a cotmittee, such as the one sug-
gested by Mr. Putnanm4

There are several new developments in foil packaging
vorthy of mention today. One of these projects has to do
with tha printing of adhesive on foil. Instead of using a
foil with the adhesive or wax spread over the entire sur-
face, some of the packaging machinery manufacturers are ex-
perimenting with printing units that will print adhesive on
the areas of the overwrap to be sealed. Insect infestation
and problems of sifting demand protection for the contents
of those packages coming very close to that demanded in mili-
tary packaging.

Vacuum packaging of meat products and cheese is becoming
more and more popular with automatic machines now on the
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market helping to bring the cost of packagi-ng down to reason-
able levels.

Another form of bundling is mu!tipla-wrapping as illus-
trated by super-carket six-packs of chewing gum and candy
bars, In the case of chewing gum, the individual five-cent
packages are fed into the machine at speeds of 720 packages
per minute. These packages are collated in sixes and then
overwrapped in heat-sealing cellophane.

While the number of parts or products to be packaged by
the company, with a government contract, may be small in
quantity, the problem can be compared with the Christmas pack-
aging problem facing the company engaged in non-government
activities. In both cases, it is difficult to forecast the
quantity to be produced and packaged with the result that
packaging machinery specifications are carefully drawn around
equipment having greater production capabilities.

Private industry has turned to another form of inexpen-
sive packaging -= namely, banding machines. Banding of two
or more packages together for multiple-sales is on the in-
crease, as a result of the popular 1-cent sales. Using a
pre-printed band with a registered designj high-speed machines
automatically collate bars of soap and other products into
groups of two, three. four, or more before positioning and
4d(rering the band to each of the items in the maltiple-pacLk.

New developments are underway in the banding together of
different size packages, such as a tube of toothpaste and a
toothbrush. Other examples; of this can be found in the food
industry where premiums play an important part in the merchan-
dizing of food products. It takes a bit of imagination, but
you can find similar application:, within the military.

r,. Putnam's talk covered t -i- experience gained by
members of our packaging machinery industry and I can only
add that we, as an industry" are ready to help in any way we
can. It is up to the military to tell us what step to take
next.

MR. O.REILLY: I think those of us attending today's
session fall into two major catagories, the first being a
supplier of soft or consumer goods to the military, and the
second having to do with hard goods, spare parts, and the
like.
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Speaking as a member of the automotive industry, ! would
like to say I think the committee concept is a little ahead
of ýis if i.t is dealing with automation. Automation, I believe,
come& s about after a high degree of mechanization has been
reached.

in the packaging of military parts, it is my impression
that those operations are far from mechanized. Seventy to
ninety percent are still manual operations. Our major prob-
lem, as we see it, is not one of automation but of transfer
from manual to mechanical means. This concept may not fit
in with food-packaging people who are already at a highly
mechanical state. While they are dealing with speeds of
1,200 per minute, we are working on a goal of 1,200 per hour.
A contract calling for 1,200 different parts leaves little
opportuni-6y, due to the nature of procurement of spares, to
apply major automatic set-ups becaune volume is generally
restricted to a very small minority of the parts involved.

Our problem, then, is not to design mechanical systems
for each part to be packaged but to devise methods that are
applicable over a wide range of odd-shaped and different size
parts.

If a committee is set up, I suggest that it start off
dealing in generalities. I suggest it consider the follow-
ing questions: First, how to recognize a prcblem; second,
what are the ground rules for approaching the prmblem; and
third, what is the procedure for bringing in the "experience"
from industry or from the military to apply to the solution
of the problem?

I think we need to consider what can be done with each
of the component phases. In our own type of packaging that
means rustproofing. How do you mechanize rustproofing, as
such? How do you effect the best closures on containers?
How do you print? What are the earmarks of an obsolete
method of identification? How do you recognize the danger
spots and sore spots? And how can you approach each phase?

When we have made a good start on that, we want to know
how do you tie these phases in together. How do you get two
operations together, get one piece of equipment that does
both of them? So, you begin to eliminate these operations
and then gradually we can approach the field of automation.

We want to review each military packaging method with
the idea in mind of how does that method lend itself to auto-
mation - or mechanization; let's go back a stage, mechanization.
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Speaking as a member of the automotive industry, 1 would
like to say I think the conmmittee concept is a little ahead
of as if it is dealing with automation. Automation, I believe,
coiries about after a high degree of mechanization has been
reached.

In the packaging of military parts, it is my impression
that those operations are far from mechanized. Seventy to
ninety percent are still manual operations. Our major prob-
lem, as we see it, is not one of automation but of transfer
from manual to mechanical means. This concept may not fit
in with food-packaging people who are already at a highly
mechanical state. While they are dealing with speeds of
1,200 per minute, we are working on a goal of 1.200 per hour.
A contract calling for 1,200 different parts leaves little
opportunit6y, due to the nature of procurement of spares, to
apply major automatic set-ups because volume is generally
restricted to a very small minority of the parts involved.

Our problem, then, is not to design mechanical systems
for each part to be packaged but to devise methods that are
applicable over a wide range of odd-shaped and different size
parts.

If a committee is set up, I suggest that it start off
dealing in generalities. I suggest it consider the follow-
ing questions: First, how to recognize a problem; second,
what are the ground rules for approaching the prmblem; and
third, what is the procedure for bringing in the "experience"
from industry or from the mili-ary to apply to the solution
of the problem?

I think we need to consider what can be done with each
of the component phases. In our own type of packaging that
means rustproofing. How do you mechanize rustproofing, as
such? How do you effect the best closures on containers?
How do you print? What are the earmarks of an obsolete
method of identification? How do you recognize the danger
spots and sore spots? And how can you approach each phase?

When we have made a good start on that, we want to know
how do you tie these phases in together. How do you get two
operations together, get one piece of equipment that does
both of them? So, you begin to eliminate these operations
and then gradually we can approach the field of automation.

We want to review each military packaging method with
the idea in mind of how does that method lend itself to auto-
mation -- or mechanization; let's go back a stage, mechanization.
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If it doesn't lend itself to mechanization, we want to find
out how can we get rid of it. How can. we get it out of our
planit completely? Which of those methods do lend themselves
to mechanization? And then, how can we exploit them most
fully?

Forgetting the conventional present paclkaging forms we
are permitted to use under the specification, how do we ex-
ploit new package forms, some of which we have seen in here
today? How do you get those "in the mill?" How can you use
them without waiting for two or three years that is inevitably
necessary to get approvals on them? How do you test them
faster and better?

I think we have an educational training problem on our
hands, training more and more people to thirnk in these terms.
i think it could well be done iLn a place like Rossford, where
you have a concentration of both industry and mil.tary people
dealing with this question.

These are a few points from the hard goods manufacturer's
standpoint.

MR, OLSON: I would like to try and define for a moment
this word "automation$" which has come to be a catchword or
a fad in the minds of many people; unfortunately, with a lot
of fairly serious connotations in that a good many people
are thirnking of automation as some mysterious or weird bunch
of automatic factories with push-button control. Automation,
to my way of thinking, is nothing more than mechanization.
So, this business of automation is nothing more than a catch-
word or a term that has developed from our Industrial Revolu-,
tion; or a replacement of human effort by mechanical effort
or manufactured energy.

In the pharmaceutical industry, we run into very severe
problem, with the discovery of a new wonder drug which starts
out as liquid gold in the research laboratory, each unit
being terrifically expensive and valuable. It is perfectly
realistic to package each unit by hand at that point in the
process. But as our manufacturing knowledge and techniques
improve and we are able to produce this antibiotic or new
drug for the millions of people throughout the world that
need it, you are forced to an extremely rapid rate of mech-
anization. It is not easy, as some of the problems are ex-
tremely difficult; but you have no choice except to go ahead.
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We have found in the pharnacoutical industry the things
which we had previously thought not susceptible to mechani-
zation have been mechanized. We have an operation where we
subdivide extremely minute quantities of antibiotics, to
permit p"'?per dosage for the patient. Extremely fine toler-
ances are required in controlling the operation. It took us
a number .)f years to develop the equipment that would perform
this operation at some reasonable pace to meet the large de-
mand. Antibiotics are now available at reasonable prices.
However, we believe they can be made at still lower costs by
extending our knowledge and experiments to mechanize more of
the operations that are currently done manually.

MR. MARTIN: Mr. O'Reilly referred to an "evolution"
from manual to mechanization to automation. I wondered just
what we would draw there, whether it was a very firm line or
rather a line with shades of gray.

MR. O'IREILLY: I could only conjecture an answer on that
to the effect that it would probably be a matter of shading
and a matter of evolution that probably goes on in front of
you without your being particularly aware as to when you pass
from mechanization into automation.

MR. MARTIN: I thought perhaps you had a pretty concrete
picture with your experience of where the one let off and
the other was taken up.

MR. O'REILLY: Let me picture for you a dramatic con-
trast involving packaging. You have been watching a f illy
automatic manufacturing operation involving no direct labor
and very little indirect labor. It is the pride and joy of
all the engineers and the top executives of the company.
From the first operation to the last processing stage, it
was intensely automatic and a wonder to see. But the minute
the unit was finished and ready for packing, it was handled
exactly the wey it had been done for twenty years. The con-
trast at that point stood out like a sore thumb. This prob-
lem will be corrected, but the contrast was very dramatic.

MR. BRONANDER: I would like to point out that the mili-
tary does not have the competition angle that private indus-
try has. I have seen many instances where a firm did not
want to invest in automation but had very little choice.

We do know that the military is intenasted in cutting
costs, and installations where labor is not available or
scarce, mechanization is the only answer. We believe there
are places throughout the military establisixient where equip-
ment that is now manufactured can be put to work effectively.
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We know that semiautomatic equipment is the first step. You
are going to have to work with machinery people, eventually,
so I euggest you plan to investigate the equipment described
here today and prepare a "mechanization" program for cutting
costs and stepping up production.

MR. CAWLEY: I think that the military has an equal bur-
den placed on them at the moment because of their interest
in the reduction of cost. I believe it is equally mandatory
with civilian enterprise that they reduce costs by going into
automation wherever possible.

If you are planning to establish a committee, you might
at an early stage get a definition of "automation" and "mech-
anization" so that we won't have synonyms all the time.

MR. FARRELL• We have seen unusual things happen in our
segmeint of the packaging industry. You i ight see a complete-
ly high-speed automatic piece of equipment and not have the
vulume to support it, But many times, you *an take parts or
mechanisms from that unit and adapt them to your operation.
I offer the suggestion that parts of existing equipment could
do some of the jobs described today.

When you talk about mechanizing operations, you talk in
terms of a great deal of money. We have had a lot of coopera-
tion from the packaging machinery people in our industry,
and are appreciative of their position. Developing machinery
is very expensive. In many cases, it has been hard to develop
interest. To determine the degree of calculated risk, we
often do the mechanical development ourselves. Hovever, we
do not build any eq.oipment. When we develop something mech-
anically that solves a problem, we ask one of the machine
companies to build it. When you get into mechanization,
progress is slow because it is time-consuming and expensive.

MR. BRONANDER: We planned to close the meeting promptly
at 11:45. If there are no other questions or comments, I
will declare the meeting adjourned.

Thank you very much for coming.

(Whereupon, at ll:45 o'clock, the meeting was adjourned.)
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Cargo Transporters in CONEX Service

Mr. R. L. Vekroff
Conex Control Agencyp Office of the Chief of Transportation

ifnen we speak of cargo transporters in CONEX service,
we refe"r to the Army's standard shipping container, which we
call a "cargo transporter," operated in a world-wide "con-
tainer express service" - a term which we have compressed
to the code word, "ICONEUI

The fundamental purpose of our cargo transporters is to
reduce our mountains of small package shipments to homogene-
ous unit loads of optimum size for the direct application of
mechanical handling equipment with a minimum of human labor.

There are two very compelling reasons for the Transpor-
tation Corps' efforts in adopting the cargo transporter.

First: 42 percent of all the dry cargo which the Arqy
ships oversea is composed of small packages. When we handle
this portion of our cargo in the conventional fashion -

package by package - we are undertaking an enormous task of
man-handling at every depot and transshipment point in a
great variety of long supply lines. We use mechanical han-
dling equipment in such operations, but we do not achieve
mechanical handling of cargo. individual small packagos
must still be man-handled into groups to permit the applica-
tion of the mechanical equipment. In conventional cargo-
handling operations, we find efficiei• application of mechan-
ical handling equipment only in the continuous mass movement
of bulk commodities. Only a mirnimum of human effort is re-
quired for controlling the mechanical equipment used for
handling such cargoes; there is no application of human
labor to the cargo itself. The cargo is homogeneous, and
the handling equipment - pneumatic, belt conveyor or grab-
bing equipment - is designed for direct application to the
cargo.

With our cargo transporter, we seek an approximation of
such handling methods for our small package shipments. (The
cargo transporter is not the only medium in our efforts.
Some of our small package cargo - approximately three-eights
of thb 42%, or 16% of all dry cargo shipped - can in most
instances be moved more economically by banding packages

onto pallets and preserving the integrity of the pallet-loads
from origin to destination. However, the other five-eights,
or 26% of all dry cargo shipped, can best be moved in our
cargo transporters, which are the subject of my remarks.)
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The second compelling reason for our adoption of the
cargo transporter stems from the new logistic concept which
may briefly be summarized as providing for maintenance af
small stocks of supplics in mobile form for prompt shIpment
to forward points wherever required. Under this conrept,
modern transportation and communication facilities nust be
exploited to achieve flexible supply operations responsive
to the rapidly changing situations which will be-5et any c(-
bat opbrations under anticipated future conditi.•ns. The
utility of cargo transporters in supply and transport opera-
tions conforming to this concept will be evident from ,ry
later remarks.

Oar cargo transporter weighs 1,500 pounds (soame weigh
1&,430 pounds) and measures 365 cubic feet gross on the fol-
lowing dimensions: length 8'6", width 6'311, height 61i0-I/2".
Access is by a double door across the width of one end. The
cargo transporter has a cargo capacity of 9,000 pounds in 295
cubic feet. It is fitted with skids and with lifting rings
located at the top four corners* Loaded cargo transporters
may safely be tiered three high, with the skids of the upper
transporters resting in recesses in the roofs of the lower
transporters* The loaded cargo transporter can be handled
by a 15,000-pound capacity fork lift truck, by cranes of
suitable capacity, and by the cargo falls as usually rigged
on the ordinary cargo vessel. The transporter can be carried
in an Army six-by-six truck; three transporters can be car-
ried in the usual military or commercial flat-bed or open-top
semi-trailer; from six to eight transporters can be carried
in the various sized flat and gondola railway cars used in
the United States. Empty transporters can be tiered two-
high on flat cars for movement over routes affording suffi-
cient clearance. The transporter is suitably sized for eco-
nomical movement in foreign gondola and flat cars.

Stowage of cargo transporters in trucks and in flat or
gondola railway cars presents no notable problem. Trans-
porters have been loaded in box-cars, but such stowage is
cumbersome and incompatible with our ef: orts toward mecha-
nized cargo movement with minim,= application of human effort.

For ocean movement, the ideal stowage of cargo trans-
porters is in the squares of vessels' hatches, where the
trarnsportirs are immediately accessible by vessels' ordinary
cargo falls. Some lateral movemnt below decks for stowage
is feasible, and will be assisted by the development of a
suitable pallet-jack which is already in progress* It is
evident, however, that if it is attempted to stow too many

transporters in a vnssel, space will be lost around stanchions,
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fittings, and th5 fairing of vesselst sides. It is calculated
that 176 ca-go transporters can be stowed in the squares of
the five hatches of a liberty ship. 598 transporters have
been loaded in a victory ship. This was close to the maximum
quantity of transporters which could have been put in - and
on - the vessel. The vessel was filled out with loose cargo.

The weight, bulk, and construction of cargo transporters
necessitates that they always be handled and stowed tpc side
up. This necessity is a guarantee that cargo loaded in trans-
porters need only be stowed reasonably tightly, but without
bracing or dur-naging. However, when very small packages are
loaded in a transporter, it is desirable to fit planks across
the doorway to preclude the load from shifting against the
doors.

in addition to providing a solution to the problem of
mechanized cargo handling, cargo trransporters have marn other
advantages; for exampler.

Strong protection against loss, damage and pilferage of
cargo*

Complete delivery of lots or sets assembled in the trans-
porter.

Easier collection and forwarding of miscellaneous small
shipments*

Faster sorting and distribution of supplies at trans-
shipment points and destinations*

Reduction in weight and volume of packaging. (We often
find that this reduction is greater than the tare weight and
volume of the transporter.)

Our cargo transporters are operated as a single fleet,
centrally controlled in the Office of the Chief of Transpor-
tation, for use in world-wide service. The Air Force has
recently become a participant in the CONEX service by provid-
ing funds for purchase of some of the transporters in the
fleet. All cargo transporters, whether owned by the Aray or
by the Air Force, are pooled in the single CONEX fleet and
are equally available for Army or for Air Force shipments.

Transporters are loaded wherever and whenever required.
Requirements are fulfilled by routing empty transporters
to meet the demands prevailing at the time they become empty,
with the objective of minimizing pools of idle transporters
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and cross-hauls of empty transporters. Cargo transporters
thus have something of the nature of "vehicles" or "carriers"
and are constantly moving in varying and unpredictable itin-
eraries.

The organization within the Office of the Chief of
Transportation which is responsible for the cargo transport-
er, the ,CONEX Control Agency," is now staffed by Air Force
as well as by krmy personnel.

Based on brief, coded reports electrically transmitted
to it by every installation which receives or dispatches
cargo transporters, the CONEX Control Agency maintains records
which continuously reflect the lading, current location, and
destination of each cargo transporter, and the volume, speed
and direction of cargo transporter traffic with respect to
each installation in the traffic pattern. These records pres-
ently enable us to maintain a simplified property account-
ability for the cargo transporters, monitor their utilization,
and plan their timely and economical placement for loading.
It is obvious that by additionally relating our records of
cargo transporter movements with shippers' detailed records
of transporter ladings, we will have a potent instrument for
achieving the flexible and quickly responsive supply opera-
tions comprehended in the new logistic concept which I men-
tioned earlier.

Control of a transporter fleet of the size now in exis-
tence and contemplated for the immediate future is well with-
in the capacity of the records system now being maintained
manually. However, the system was designed to permit the
introduction of electronic equipment whenever necessary. We
can now foresee the future scope of the system in assisting
the control of supply operations as well as in controlling
the movements of a large quantity of cargo transporters. We
are therefore proceeding with plans for adopting electronic
equipment*

The principal use of cargo transporters - tha principal
CONEX traffic - is in the movement of military supplies from
the United States to our installations and units oversea -

what we call "troop support cargo." Cargo transporters are
loaded either at inland supply depots in the United States
or at ports of embarkation or other collection points, where
miscellaneous small shipments are consolidated into trans-
porter loads., Similarly, upon arriving oversea, cargo trans-
porters may be emptied or their contents either at points to
which full loads are consigned, or at designated bulk-breaking
points which subsdquontly forward individual small shipements
to the respective local consignees.
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t OUversea installations which receive the cargo transport-

ers may provide return loads comprising military material or
household goods of personnel returning to the United States.
If no return loads can be provided by those installations,
the transporters are returned to an oversea port, where they
are loaded with baggage of personne2 returning to the United
States, or with AoP.O. parcel mail for discharge upon arrival
at a United States port. Very few cargo transporters return
empty to United States ports. The carriage of A.P.C. parcel
mail has reached large proportions and has been enthusiasti
cally welcomed by both military and civilian postal authori-
ties because of the better protection afforded to the bamboo
fishing rods, china-ware, and innumerable other items, all
fragile, which our soldiers continually send home.

In addition to carrying return loads immediately after
they are emptied at oversea installations, cargo transporters
may also be used for the movement of supplies between instal-
lations oversea. The use of cargo transporters for shipments
between installations in the United States has no'. yet been
authorized because greater savings can be achieved by dis-
patching tri;nsporters over routes which involve a large num-
ber of tr'•sshipments - that is, oversea supply routes.
Most shi p--rts between installations in the United States
involve handling cargo directly between a warehouse and a
railway car or truck positioned alongside the warehouse, both
at origin and at destination. Interposing cargo transporters
in such shipments would result only in double handling:
loading cargo into the transporter, then loading the trans-
porter into the vehicle, and reversing the process at desti-
nation. However, we find that/ there are some domestic ship-
ments in which cargo transporters can achieve notable savings
in handling and packing costs. When such savings can be
demonstrated, transporters will be used.

Apart from the regular traffic in troop support cargo
which I have described, cargo transporters are also being
used for movements you have been hearing about lately:
"Operation Gyroscope' - the return of large units from over-
sea and their simultaneous replacement by units from the
United States, with concurrent movement of dependents. Cargo
Transporters are carrying the household goods of the person-
nel involved iTn this operation. A similar employment to which
cargo transporters are increasingly being put is the move-

ment of military eqlipment which accompanies units moving
between the United States and oversea locations. This, in
turn, points to an important scope of transporter Q.•rations
being planned for the future: the storage of selected items
of mobilization reserve supplies, and the advance positioning
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of the minimum quantities of cargo transporters which would
be initially required by organizations designated for imme-
diate movement in times of emergencyo

Implicit in both our present and our planned future
operation of cargo transporters under the new logistic con-
cept is the mechanical handling of cargo in uniform trans-
porter loads to the farthest forward areas in which mechan-
ical handling equipment can be operated, in war as well as
in peace-time* Within this limitation, cargo transporters
will provide easy identification and accessibility of sup-
plies, and also continued mobility and protection of supplies.
Under this concept, Fwarehouses" will be as mobile and as
available as the supplies they contain. The transporters Will
be the t'rarehouses."I Requirements for heavy packing of sup-
plies and for acquiring fixed covered storage space will ob-
viously be reduced. There will be one additional requirement.
We have already made considerable progress in meeting its
the development of a fork-lift truck capable of handling
loaded cargo transporters over the rough terrain where we
would expect to disperse our loaded cargo transporters in
forward areas closely supporting combat operations. To arq
objection that the employment of heavy mechanical handling
equipment in forward areas would be cumbersome, we have a
ready answer: we no longer fight wars with bows and arrows.

It is evident that the route over which any transporter
will travel can not be foretold. Whenever and wherever a
cargo transporter is emptied, it will be dispatched subse-
quently to meet whatever demands prevail at that time and
place, in a manner similar to the operation of tramp cargo
vessels. However, the United States ports of embarkation
can be identified as the one smallest group of installations
through which all cargo transporters will pass wit the
greatest mean frequency. These ports are focal points of
the entire cargo transporter traffic pattern. Mo.-eover, ÷tly
now are, and presumably will continue to be, the principal
points from which empty cargo transporters will be forwarded
to inland United States installations whenever the quantity
of transporters forwarded inland with loads is insufficient
or is improperly distributed to fulfiU .'equir rents for
export loading. Also, an appreciable pcorion of -;argo trans-
porters is loaded at the United States ports of embarkation
and is again dispatched oversea without moving inland at all.

In summary, and with particular consideration of the
relevance of our operations to commercial interests: our
cargo transporters are more than "packages"; they have come-
thing of the nature of "vehicles" or "carriers." They permit
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safe movement of lightly packed supplies from source to final
destination without breaking bulk, in what might be called a
continuous voyage over land and sea from shipper to receiver,
under whose supervision the cargo is loaded and discharged.
The cargo is handled only- by the cargo interests; carriers
and transshipment points handle only a sealed shipping con-
tainer. Excepting the rough terrain fork-lift truck which
is bein.- developed for purely military purposes, no special
equipment is needed for moving or handling cargo transporters.

With relation to actual carriers - trucks, railways,
steamships - the loaded transporters are uniform items of
cargo which can be quickly loaded, unloaded, or transshipped
with little likelihood of demurrage. The factors giving rise
to demurrage, which are usually attributable to delays of
shippers or receivers, are operative only on the transporters
themselves, not on the vehicles or vessels which carry them.

in our CONEX operation, the functions of shipper, carrier,
transshipment point, cargo receiver, and operator of the
transporters are all integrated within the Ar-my transporta-
tion system. It is to be noted that no one interest within
this system - shipper, receiver, or carrier - could by it-
self operate transporters with any assurance of prompt for-
warding of loads to final destination, or economical return
of transporters, usually with return loads.
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Consolidation of Cargo l'or Shipment

Mr. D. J. Collins
Pennsylvania Railroad

Gentlemen, it is a pl2asure for me to speak to you today
in connection with Fennsy TrufTrain Service.

Superior service of motor carriers and in many cases
lower cost of transportation by those carriers has resulted
in serious loss of rail freight traffic. Since the end of
World W1ar II, the railroads in the United States have found
their participation GAf ali ava22 able traffic gradually dwin-
dling. The Interstate Comnuerce Commission in their reports
of inter-city traffic handled by railroads has shown a E teady
decrease; for example, in 19h6 the rail carriers in the United
States handled 67 percent while the motor carriers that year
handled 9 percent. Six years later in 1952 what happened?
The rail carriers' participation slipped from 67 percent han-
dled in 1946 to 55 percent while the highway carriers had a
healthy increase from 9 percent to 16 percent.

Now, I do not think it is necessary to tell you that we
are confrqnted with a competitive situation wvich has been
permitted to grow because of the subsidies granted to the
hf ghway carriers. Their subsidies are mainly in the form of
favored tax treatment and inequities in our laws which per-
mit the motor carriers to operate under regulations of the
Interstate and State Commerce Commissions which are more
favorable to the trucks than the laws and regulations pre-
scribed for the railroads.

We are striving to place the railroads in a more fav-
orable position by seeking changes in the various laws and
regulations. But these changes will not accomplish every-
thing to place us in the position we are seeking. We must
offer to our patrons the service which they demand under pres-
ent day conditions. One of the r.:ost important steps in that
direction h,,s been the establishment of TrucTrain Service,
which was inaugurated iq July of 1954.

The idea of hauling highway trailers on flat cars is not
new. In fact the first highway carrierst trucks to be hauled
on flat cars were in the late twenties between Chicago and
Milwaukee by the Chicago North Shore and Milwaukee Railroad,
an electric line. Their service was limited to L.C.L.
freight. Later, the Chicago and Great Western inaugurated
in 1936, a service between Chicago and Minneapolis - St.
Paul which was confined to hauling the over the road cemmon
carrier trucks. This was later aopted by the New Haven who
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perform the service between New York, Boston, and Providence.
Our TrucTrain service, however, was a radical departure from
other trailer on flat car arrangements just mentioned. Truc-
Train service offered to our patrons the same truckload rates
and competitive service as offered by the over the highway
common carrier.

Now, this may sound simple and easy, but I assure you it
was a job of great magnitude to determine just what rates the
motor carriers published that were necessary for us to meet
the competition rate-wise. We found that while many trucks
observed -the same rates on a given commodity from New York to
Chicago, for example, we found that those carriers that names
the same rate did not handle the particular traffic but that
it was handled by a relatively small operator publishing a
lower rate by a cent or two per hundred pounds. A good ex-
ample of this was found in the case of green coffee from
New York to Chicago. We initially published what we thought
to be the going truck rate, that is the lowest truck rate,
but later found that a single motor carrier published a
lower rate and that carrier was handling the traffic. We
found that we could handle the coffee on the lower rate and
make a profit and we promptly made publication. The particu-
lar receiver was located approximately a half mile from our
team tracks at Chicago and as a result of our TrucTrain rate
we were able to get this business. Without our TrucTrain
service I am afraid the Chicago receiver would continue to
handle his coffee in over the highway service and we would
simply continue to remain out of this buLsiness in our conven-
tional box car service requiring team track celivery.

As you can appreciate the step in establishing the Truc-
Train service was a big one and I must admit there were a lot
of skeptics within and outside the railroad circles who felt
we would not make a success of the venture. However, there
were some of us who felt we vere on the right track because
our traffic studies showed a vast potential available to our
railroad represented in traffic originating and destined to
points not located on rail sidings which had been lost to
the highway carriers and that had formerly been handled over
our team tracks. ;*Ie also found that the low minimum weight
offered by the motor carriers induced many shippers, includ-
ing many served by rail sidings, to use that form of trans-
portation in order to maintain lower inventories. Those
advantages coupled with the speed and flexibility of the over
the roacO trucks created a competitive situation which simply
could not be matched in our conventional rail service which
had been lost to the highway carriers and had formerly been
handled over our team tracks. 'We also found that because of
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the lower minimum weights offered by the highway carriers
many patrons including those located off track and those
served by rail sidings favored trucks as it enabled them to
make smaller purchases and maintain smaller inventories.

When we started our service in July of 1954 we converted
90 fifty-foot flat cars to handle our trai'lers - one trailer
to a car. Later on as the traffic increased we equipped 25
additional fifty-foot cars. We now have, in addition to the
115 fifty-foot flat cars, 500 seventy-five-foot flat cars
especially built for the purpose of hauling two trailers to
a flat car. These flat cars are equipped with cushion draft
gears and roller bearing journals.

We have expanded our ownership of trailers from 150 to
283 trailers. * e have van-type trailers - and also insulated
vans, open top trailers with tarpaulin covers and flat bed
trailers with tarpaulins. The flat bed trailers and open top
trailers are used for handling shipments that require over-
head crane or fork lift truck loading. We have just placed
an order for an additional 150 trailers divided equally be-
tween open top trailers and flat bed trailers. *When we
started our service due to State weight laws we felt it in-
advisable to purchase tandem axle trailers; however, since
that time the laws have been changed and we are now in the
process of converting all of our single axle trailers to tan-
dem axle trailers. The short trailers with which we origin-
ally started are being replaced with longer tandem axle
trailers and all recent purchases and future purchases of
trailers will be of the tandem axle construction.

We also have available to lease for our own all rail
bill of lading service, that is the service that the P.R.R.
performs from beginning to end, those trailers that are
owned by Rail-Trailer Company who act as an intermediary
between the P.R.R. and the motor common carriers. We have
leased as high as 4O to 50 trailers per week from this organr'-
ization which allois our operation to be much more flexible.

Generally speaking, in most of the terminal areas in
which we operate, we employ those local cartage companies
who are performing our L.C.L. pick-up and d.,ivery service
or our line haul substituted freight service. In some cases
the local trucking companies who perform this service are
subsidiaries of our Railroad.

Our trailers are owned by the Excelsior Truck Leasing
Company, a subsidiary of the P.R.R. from whom they are leased.
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The all rail bill of lading service as I mentioned
before was inaugurated in July, 195h. Originally the service

was in operation between Chicago on one hand and Pittsburgh,
Philadelphia and New York on the other. We found that there
were very few trailerloads originating in the heart of Phila-
delphia going to the heart of Chicago; for example, the ter-
minal areas of these cities involved were rapidly expanded to
include the outlying industrial areas that we could legally
serve. The first additional point added to our service wau
on November lIt, 1954, when we added St. Louis and the
Wheeling-4.eirton area in the Pittsburgh District. On March 1,
1955, we inaugurated the service to and from Cincinnati, Ohio.
Due to the long trucking required to pick ups in the WTheeling-
W(eirton area, a ramp was established at Vingo Jct., Ohio on
April 12, 1955. On June Il, 1955, the terminals at Louisville
and Indianapolis were opened. Our latest expa.,sion occ'irred
on September 25, 1955, when the points of Cleveland, Akron,
Youngstown, Dayton and Columbus were put into operation.

Back in March of tCis year we experimented with the han-
dling of LCL at rail rates in our TrucTrain service. This
has proven so successful that we are now expanding this method
of transporting LCL where we have sufficient available empty
trailers, thus eliminating an empty return movemont and making
box cars available for carload freight.

in the first 8-1/2 weeks of operation in our own service
we handled llU loaded trailers. The peak week to date has
been 409 loadea t'-ailers and we have handled as many as 1,523
in one month. This has not been a simple job to regain traf-
fic which has been lost to the Railroad over the last 25-30
years, but by doing a better job by all standards we are mak-
ing - steady growth.

We have experimented in the interchanging of trailers
to a limited extent. 'te have handled in conjunction with
C&INT RR the movament of black powder from the Badger Ordnance
plant at Baraboo, Wisconsin, to Charlestovmn, Indiana, By the
first of the year we expect to publish a tariff in conjunc-
tion with the C&NV fRR for handling of trailerloads on through
rates. ;-e are also working with otl -ailroads in this
respect.

Our motor common carrier service was inaugurated March 3,
1955, between Chicago on one hand and Philadelphia and New
York on the other. This service has been expanded to St.
Louis and Pittsburgh and the volume of traffic has increased
from 651 trailerloads in IMarch to 2,261 in September.
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On November 1 the P.R.R. and the NW&W plan to inaugurate
the first joint motor common carrier operation. This ser-
vice will be between the Roanoke-Bristol area on one hand
and N4w York, Jersey City and Philadelphia on the other.

Los3 and damage in TrucTrain shipments have been spec-
tacularly low. Up to the end of June 1955 the total claims
paid came to 21-1/2 cents per $100 gross revenue or about
1/7 as much as for general freight traffico

Our investment in terminals including those under con-
struction is approximately $750,000. Our approximate invest-
ment to both converted 115 class F-30 fifty-foot cars and
building new 500 class F-39 seventy-five-foot cars is
S6,JL6,925.

As I mentioned before the job of getting shippers to
try out our service has beer. one of the most difficult sales
jobs our railroad has ever been faced with. However. 70 per-
cent of our users in our all rail bill of lading service are
repeat customers which proves once they have tried it they
like it.

Here are some of the reasons whj industry is turning to
Pennsy TrucTrain Service. We are now in a position to offer
a complete transportation package. We have passenger ser-
vice, carload service, ILCL service and now trailerload ser-
vice. We have very fer claims. The availability of equip-
ment has enabled us to secure traffic when the regular truck-
ing companies are not able to produce. In most instances we
perform more quickly and with greater regularity. We know
when the trailers are to arrive and call the consignee the
day before arrival so that we may arrange delivery to fit in
with the consigneets unloading situation on that particular
day. Many shippers would prefer to deal with the railroads
who are handling their bulk commodities in order to provide
the railroads with some of their higher rated traffic with
the hope that through added income the railroads would not
be forced to seek general increases in carload rates as they
have bnen forced to do in the past.
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The "Safety Van"

Mr. Thomas Houston
Ex-.c... Genrral Agent, A. H. Bull and Company, inc., Washington, D. C.

Development of Containers and Vans is a matter in which
my company is well versed. Our explorations into this form
of transporting merchandise has ra:'igeo from Containers to
Trailers.

We feel that in the use of container type transportation,
we are one of the pioneers in the industry. More than seven
years ago we initiated container service in our trade to
Puerto Rico. Today, we have approximately 625 containers
with approximately 275 c/f capacity in service* Initially,
these containers were provided for protection of cargo. We
operate in a trade where packaging of merchandise in good
substantial export packing is nil. In their efforts to re-
duce transportation costs, shippers being desirous of making
deliveri-s at the lowe.3t possible cost have constantly re-
duced packaging until today packaging is purely on a domes-
tic level at best, -and in many cases, substandard.

Pilferage loss and damage uncer such conditions are
naturally abnormal. Our containers provide protection from
such losses in addition to eliminating completely packaging
and marking if shipper so desires; since it is practical,
some shippers actually use containers in that manner.

As demands grew for the continued and expanded use of
containers, our thinking was contirnued along lines of im-
provement. Several years ago, we thoroughly explored the
field of carrying trailers. This may sound as a detour since
the subject is "Safety Vans," none the less, as ground work
,or my remarks some phases of it must be discussed.

Our trade is what might be called a "Tailored Trade";in
other words, while we have fairly heavy movements of traffic
that do not naturally lend themselves to containers, our
bulk is package goods of every description in every conceiv-
able kind of package. Additionally, our trade in Puerto Rico
is composed of thousands of individual, merchants for the
most part, all dealing direct with their principals in the
States. Operating as we do in, a short haul trade with em-
phasis 3n frequent and scheduled sailings, our arrivals are
timed to meet the markets; so much so that commercial ware-
houses are practically non-existant - most merchants carry
very limited stocks or inventories. They rely completely
upon our three sailings weekly from North Atlantic ports to
supply their needs on a weekly basis of inventory for the
most part. 360 1 of 4
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Thids meansi thrfoe hat t size o" C'fltifla" ra or
Vans was all important and that Trailers or roll-on-roll-
off type of operation was impractical since few if any mer-
chants found it necessary to carry inventories. Addition-
* .iy, from a practical point of view, no one can deny that
the carriage of wheels involved in such an operation consumes
cubic capacity. It is not my contention to make a case
against trailers, )r roll-on-roll-off operations in other
trades, but it is my point that in our trade, unbalanced as
it is, wm definitely found after searching investigation that
trailers are inpractical.

Having Containers of 275 c/f capacity and in quantity -

having decided t~at trailers were impractical ii. :ur trade,
we ther. came up with what we think is the practical solution
- a Van, 15 feel long, 8 feet wide and 6 feet l-l/' inches
high. Outside measurement. Also, these vans are especially
constructed to provide maximum protection agains thle rigors
of ocean transportation.

As I have stated, our *.nvestigation and exploration in
this field was very thorough. V'e came up with the idea of
the 15-foot size from several pr;'tical points:

1. A Van most suit.able to the needs of our trade and
within a size where it would be in demand by our shippers
and consignees based on their volume. Additionally, as I
will cover later, a packaged unit from one shipper to one
consignee is the most efficient type of operation. It would
hardly be practical to have the Van unit far beyond the needs
of one shipper or one consignee.

2. We found that this size was most convenient for
adaptations to our present modern fleet without extensive
ship gear alterations and permits us to haul more freight
per square foot or cubic foot than if we were to limit the
ships to Trailer Capacity.

3. In our trade, several hundred individuals earn t1h-`r
livelihood operating their own trucks. Trailers are not
their standard equipment. Strange as it may seem, on our
principal services from New York, the number of trailer's seen
indicates beyond any doubt that the average shipper is better

equipped with stakebody or bbbtail trucks than trailers.
Roads in Puerto Rico present a similar problem.
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Therefore, our Van was tailored to meet all of these
requirements. From a service standpoint to shippers or con-
signees, our Containers and Vans offer a quick efficient
transportation package. Our Vans have a cube capacity of
688 c/f and a net weight capacity of 20,000 pounds, gross
23,900 pounds. They are equipped with standard doors on one
end and one side to provide for end or side door loading.
They fit one on the average stakeb.ody or bobtail truck. The
average 30-foot flat bed trailer can carry to.

They can be loaded at shipper's plant and delivered
direct to consignee's store door. Shippers can assemble
merchandise at our terminals and we will load containers or
vans at a nominal charge.

Shipments moving in this manner afford perfect protec-
tion from loss by damage or pilferage; costly waiting time
on truck lines is completely eliminated as vans are received
and delivered in special areas and are loaded or unloaded
immediately from and to vehicles by our own mobile cranes,
without charge. One lift and a package of 688 cubic feet or
20,000 pcunds net loaded is received or delivered by us in
a matter of minutes. Scaled out on a per one-hundred pounds
basis and compared with local cartage rates, the savings are
considerable in this item alone. There are other advantages
to the shipper, of course, not the least of which would be a
saving on insurance. Our Van shippers have informed us that
when advising their underwriters that their shipment is to
move Jn a Safety Van, reductions have been made or their
marine insurance.

We have provided heavy duty equipment at all our ter-
minals for loading and unloading.

Last, but not least, there are no reastrictions on pack-
ing for shippers to be concerned with, If a commodity lends
itself to no packaging that cost is completely eliminated
for the shipper.

Consignees eliminate the need for piece by piece pickup.
His enr,%`re shipment is intact on arrival. In a matter of
minutes, ý,e also has had delivered what might have taken
hours to .oad under other conditions - and best of all, his
favorite truckman or his own vehicles can pick up this Van
whereas, if Trailers were involved, either the steamship
company must engage in the trucking business to furnish auto-
motive power or specialized truckers must be employed to the
exclusion of any number of individual operators.
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..... .• seem- - to have beer proven sound asexperienced by the continued and growing demand for VanService, and we are constantly placing more in service asdemands warrant to fulfill trade requirements.
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Consolidation of Cargo for Shipment

ýýZ FZ CG 7ThMreund

American Trucking Association

The overall presentation 4.,sofar as the motor carrier
industry is concerned on coneolidation of shipments will be
my portion of this di'-ussion. The technical phase of the
presentation, P-_xng and so forth, will be that of Mr. N, F.
Be hme, who i- Chairman of our National Classific.Lation Board.

The term "consolidation" is an interesting one in tlhe
motor carrier industryj for the rteson that we handle a con-
siderable number of small shipments. By small shipments I
mean those weighing 300 pounds and less,

In 1953 the Interstate Commerce Commission released a
study of small shipments covering the year of 1951. It is
estimated that in 1951 there were approximately one and a
half billion freight shipments of 300 pounds or less trans-
ported in the United States. This was equivalent to almost
730,000 for every hour worked or about ten shipments per
capita for the year. Of this total the Class I motor car-
riers of general commodities hauled about ten percent of the
shipments, 21 percent of the pieces and almost 50 percent of
the weight. Each of these tztals was higher than for any
other transportation age:,cy except Parcel Post. On the
other hand only about 18 percent of the total revenue frum
these shipments went to the motor carriers, whereas the Rail-
way Express agencies received about 25 percent and Parcel
Post about 46 percent. From this it can readily be seen
that the trucking industry was getting a good proportion of
the small shipments.

To emphasize the importance of the small shipment to
the motor carrier industry, 60 percent of the total ship-
ments received and transported by the industry weigh 300
pounds and less. Those weighing up to 600 pounds account
for 65 percent of the total shipments and those weighing up
to 1,OO pounds account for 86 percent. The average weight
per shipment, in this category is 300 pounds. This is fur-
ther significant when consideration is given to tte fact
that those shipments weighing under ,1000 pounds constitute
40 percent of tle total motor carrier revenue.

There have been occasions in the past, through proceed-
ings before the Interstate Commerce Commission, when the
entire question of small shipments was considered and they
were defined as being shipments weighing 300 pounds and less.
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The latest proceeding was instituted by tht Commission on its
own motion and involved motor carriers as well as railroads.
The case was decided without a definite recommendation Az to
the solution to the problem.

In that proceeding the motor carrier industry advocated
the consolidation of small shipments by.restricting the num-
ber of packages of shipments weighing 300 pounds and less to
two with a charge for each package over two.

Consolidation of the small shipments woul1 d mean to the
motor carrier industry greater efficiency in the operation
of platforms at terminals, reduced handling expense, would
cut expenses on pickup and delivery. billing and collecting,
and fazilitate loading of linehaul vehicles.

In a recent sur-vey made by an independent engineering
firm for the industry, on the matter of handling. these small
shipments, it w'.s found that the inefficient use of labor
was a lu-cury item.

"7hile the recommendations of the motor carrier industry
in the small shipments case were not adopted, it is perti-
nent to note -,hat the consolidation of these shipments would
in effect make for more economical handling on the part of
the motor carrier industry by enabling it to cut down pickup
and delivery, claim, billing and handling expense.

The overall picture insofar as the type of equipment
constitutes a very complex problem for the trucking industry,.
It is practically self-evident that if consolidation of ship-
ments and some of the intricate problems in connection there-
with could be worked out there will be opportunities for con-
siderable savings on the part of the industry.
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Consolidation of Carzo for Shiment

Lieutenant Colonel Alex FePlkr
Directorate of Transportation, Department of the Air Force

I will discuss with you consolidation of cargo in the
Air Force. .Ye like to call it unit loading. I will touch
briefly zn .ojne programs we have participated in; discuss in
szmie detail the unit load program presently in being in M'ATS,
and, finally, give you some idea of what we are doing in
this field.

At the outset let me say that we strongly subscribe to
the unit load principle and are exploiting this principle
vigorously. Our ultimate goal is to develop a cargo handling
system that will permit intfi-change of cargo among the sev-
eral modes of transport writhout reshaping of loads.

In 1953 we established a project which called for the
movement of dry stores subsistance in unit loads to all sta-
tions in NEAC during the 1954 shipping season. Because of
NFAC's enthusiastic reception we repeated this year. Let me
say here that the project was possible only beoause of the
complete cooperation cf the Army.

The Army has already adequately covered the COMEX Con-
trol Agency, in which we participate, so I wTi4ll not belacbor
that subject.

Early in 195h, YATS implemented a test palletizatior
program in its PACD area of operations. it is the results
of this test that I wish to discuss in some detail.

The purpose of the test was to explore the benefits
available to the Air Transpprtat.on System through this
method of unitization; to determine the problems that would
be posed by palletization for air shipment; and to evaluate
the characteristics that are desired in a pallet designed
for this purpose.

Travis AFB was selected a. the APOE for the formal studv.
Two thousand test pallets, 40 x 48 inches, 4-waj entry made
of light-weight wood were procured. A limited number of
sides to be used in fashioning box palleus were also pur-
chased. Pallets were stressed to carry a 2,5OO-pound load
and weighed about 31 pounds. They we:-e considered expendable
but were generally expected to survive three to five uses.
The general plan was to ship from Travis to Far East sta-
tions and the receiving stations to use then for the return
of mail and cargo.
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Cargo was placed on pallets according to priority and
destination. Only cargo destined for a single point was
placed on a pallet. Normally, only cargo of the same prior-
ity was unitized on a single pallet. However, when there was
insu~fficient cargo of the same priority to make a pallet
load and concurrent airlift could reasonably be expected,
cargo of a different priority for the same destination was
added. In such cases the load was handled in accordance
with the precedence of the highest priority cargo on the
pallet.

Documaentation was accomplished through a numbered pal-
let sheet which was affixed to each pallet at the point of
origin and which idsntified each shipment or separate piece
included in the pallet load.

The desired shape of the loaded pallet was approximately
45 to 60 inches laterally, with a height ranging from 60 to
65 inches. The maximum height was dictated by the size of
the cargo door of the aircraft to be loaded.

The loads were stabilized with 5/8" metal strapping.
The banding was accomplished using standard hand and semi-
automatic stretchers and sealers.

Within the aircraft, handling was effected with hand
pallet trucks.

For the purpose of the test, no change was made in cur-
rent manifesting requirements, although it was realized that
documentation could be reduced by accounting for each pallet
rather than each item. No cargo was removed from the origi-
nal pallet enroute. The pallets were disassembled at the
MAI destination station for final delivery to the consignee,
but remained intact through all other processing.

We learned a lot from this test, in fact, we liked the
results enough to continue on with the principle and are
doing it now and will continue to improve upon it in the
future.

Here are some of the results: We found that the aver-
age number of individual pieces consolidated on a. pallet
ranged from 20 to 30.

Palletizing extends the time required for processing
to a certain extent. However, this additional time does not
impose a hardship. Processing is usually free of pressure
created by a requirement to meet specific time deadlines such
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ing tends to spread tle workload more evenly, smoothing out
the peaks and valleys of this phase of the operations, From
the processing area onward time and manpower are saved.

Although doctumentation was not reduced durinr the test,
the findings revealed that manifesting by pallet -d, rather
than each individual shipment is completely practical with-
out sacrificing control of traffic.

Of prime interest were the findings on the time it took
to load arid unload aircraft. This has always been a major
bottle neck in oxr handling system. It was found here that
the degree of time-saving in loading and unloading is direct-
ly related to the amount of the cargo that was on pallets.
If one-third of the full load was on pallets, the loading
time could be reduce3d by 25%. If 95% of the load was on pal-
lets, then the time could be reduced by 50%. This saving is
further complemented as one-third less personnel were required
to perform the operation. A specific example of time saved
in loading follows: With a loading crew of one fork lift
operator and four men inside the aircraft, 16,600 pounds of
palletized cargo, and 3,400 pounds of bulk mail, were loaded
on an aircraft in just 27 minutes, as compared to the average
of 1 and 1/2 hours. It took only eight minutes to get the
palletiz"d cargo in place and ready for tie-down.

The operation pointed out that there is a necessity to
exercise close study of cargo schedules with the view to
developing entire loads of palletized freight wherever pos-
sible and consigning large, bulky cargo to the larger type
aircraft.

The weight loading achieved on pallet varied throughout
the test with different stations. This ranged from 1,000 to
1,960 pounds per pallet. Aircraft load density achievement
was better than expected and completely eliminated the antic-
ipated stacking losses. One squadron attained 1.8.4 pounds
per cubic foot, another 15, and a third approximately 13.5.
It was found that 50% of all MATS cargo by weight, and 95)
of the number of pieces were physically adaptable to pallet
shipment.

Tie-down of cargo was facilitated by palletization.
Building up cargo loads into large individual units elimi-
nates the requirement for time-consuning, interlacing of
tie-down devices to provide restraint for small individual
items of cargo. Palletization points up the need for develop-
ment of a standard net tie-down system since, with an all
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palletized load, an aircraft can actually be loaded in less
time than is presently required to tie-down the cargo.

It was determined that utilization of space in the air-
nraft was actually enhanced by the use'of pallets. The space

splaced by the pallet itself was more than offset by the
gains achieved through deliberate and practiced formation of
pallet loads. Through careful loading of the pallets with
straight sides and flat tops, exceptionally close position-
ing in the aircraft is possible.

In summary, let me reiterate the advantages gained by

the use of pallets:

a. Reduction in the time required to load the aircraft.

b. Reduction in manpower required for loading withi:i a
given time.

c. Better utilization of space through deliberate prac-
ticed load constraction.

d. Less damage to cargo through reduced number of han-
dlings.

e. Reduction in tare weight.

f. Reduced administrative workload through reduction in
number of pieces handled indivi-lually, and through fewer lost
shipments.

As a result of the experience gained in the projects
mentioned above, a policy directive has been published which
requires AMx to establish a program which will assure the
maximum use of pallets and containers by all consignors, to
include unitization, whenever possible, at the contractors
facility. The objective being to move supplies in unit loads
from source to user when possible.
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Chairman, National Classification Board

You have just heard much concerning the general picture
of the problems with which the trucking industry is fced --
and the various remedies that have been tried to solve these
matters.

The subject matter here is the "Consolidation of Cargo
for Shipment." The idea is not new to the motor carrier
industry, but the various specific ways of accomplishing
such consolidation are ever-changing and for the most part
an improvement over existing methods.

With the inauguration of transportation, the consolida-
tion of cargo was seen to be a way of providing a safe, eco-
nomical and speedy way of handling many types of products.
This was especially true of those shippers who had a multi-
tude of various commodities all generally small in character.
Such a mixed package created problems of description and
rating - thus our Rule 11 was born. This Rule provldes
that differently rated articles in the same containe" must
be rated at the highest rated and highest minimum weight
(iU the event of TL) article in the package. Throuh the (
years shippers, packagers and finally packaging engineers
have been trying various ideas to make these cargo consoli-
dations more practical.

One of the first tried and true methods was the wooden
box. This is used, to a great extent today by certain ship-
pers. Of course, the fibre box has replaced the wooden box
where practical.

Next came the "Hamper." This is a device with a wooden
or steel bottom and top, with uprights or frames of steel
ýsome wood) covered by heavy canvas (or an occasional reed
covering). This device has more or less fallen by the way-
side, although it is used to a considerable extent by some
mail order houses foiý distribution shipment of certain arti-
cles - for the most part, clothing.

Then came the Pallets - in a multitude of forms. There
are many types of enclosed pallets capable of taking a number
of mixed packages totaling in weight as high as 4,000 pounds,
These are used by any shipper who has a variety of small
articles, or in many cases by shippers whose primary product
is small in nature.
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in certain fields of shi-ping we have the lift van.
This is sometimes referred to as a shipping van. With re-
spect to shipments of "Household Goods," this container has
been the cause of controversy in the matter of interpreting
our Classification. The basic reason was the fact that many
wooden boxes used in this type of serv;ice were and are as
large as shipping vans and in several instances even larger.

It was generally conceded that the essential difference
between a large wooden box and a shipping van was only iii
construction, the latter generally being fitted with a door
or entrance., After considerable investigation a rule was
finally written that placed shipping vans and boxes of cer-
tain large dimensions in the same category insofar as House-
hold Goods are concerned.

Lately we have been co:fronted with an innovation of a
container known to the Military as the "Conex Container."

One of the important features of these containers is
that,. we understand, they are of weatherproof construction-
in other words, they are built as weatherproof as the body of
a carrier's own vehicle, therefore permitting the carrier to
use open top or flat bed vehicles for transportation and
releasing more closed equipment for other freight.

I understand that 3 or 4 Conex Containers can be loaded
on today's predominant sizes of vehicles. While I believe
it is the practice of the Military to load and unload these
heavily loaded containers with their own loading equipment,
the saving of carriers' waiting time is very obvious when one
thinks of the hundreds of packages that would otherwise have
to be individually handled.

This, then, leads directly to a matter of transportation,
very close to the carrier's heart (and pocketbook) - the
lack of necessity for handlin. I believe it is not con-
tested that damage during over-the-road transit is neglibi-
ble - the real and prevailing cause of damage is handling
over platforms. Any operation or form of packaging that
eliminates even one process of handling is indeed a welcome
one.

Aside from the feature of reduced handling, because of
my understanding that commodities shipped in these containers
will also be packaged as required for domestic shipment, -they
should, while in the hands of the motor carriers, transport
extremely well, thus further reducing the carrier's liability
damage dua to shifting or other untoward incident.
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.. e are aware of the current efforts of the ,1ilitary to
cut their transportation costs, largely by redlicin' their
tare weights; and even though the motor carriers are paid on
the basis of weight, we must say your efforts are to be con-
mended, because we know as well as you that a great deal of
MVtilitry material is overpackaged in an almost archaic man-
ner&

Now the. foregoing has been favorable toward these con.-
tainers. Are there any unfavorable characteristics? Ve
think there is at least one. It pertains not to the suit-
ability or serviceability of the articles as contaýiners, but
to a matter of freit,,ht charges on the empty returned contain-
er. Some of you may, but some may not, be aware of the fact
that motor- carriers are very density-conscious -o density to
a carrier meaning weight per cubic foot, and to the extent
he gets paid on the basis of weight, a matter of vital im-
portance to him. I have figured the density of Conex Con-
tainers to be about 4 pounds per cubic foot. Looked at from
a loading standpoint, a trucklcad of 11 is only 5,720 pounds.
That's not much weight for a vehicle to haul that is capable
of hauling 30,000 pounds or more of good revenue freight. I
don't know what the engineering problems would be, but in
this day of scientific and mechanical wonders, it wouldn't
seem tc be an insurmountable problem to devise them so they
could be shipped in a knocked dowrn for7. Perhaps you ,ili-
tary people have figured that even paying the freight
c•arges on these containers set up is cheaper than the cost
of your present tare weight of wooden containers - I don't
know, but just wanted to leave the thought with you.

The only other comment I can make is neither favorable
nor unfavorable - it is just that their use is posing a
problem in the matter of charges on the loaded containers.
For years both motor and rail carriers have onserved the
practic3 of assessing on packages containing mixed freight
the rating applicable tc the article in the container that
bears the highest ratin-;. Now the Rule that publishes such
basis of charging wasn't drawn in the light of such mixed
packaes or containers as these - it was drawn to cover
such mixed packages as would be made by a mail order or a
drug house. However, it is the only Rule existin- in the
Classificatioriwhich provides a basis for chargin- on a
mixed package. Because of the favorable characteristics
that these containers present from a transportation stand-
point, there is now before the National Classification Board
of the trucking industry a proposal, filed by the Rate Nego-
tiation Branch of the Office of the Chief of Transportation,
to provide a different basis of arriving at charges on the
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commodities shipped as well as charges on the container it-
self. The difficulty presented by the proposal is not so
much what is proposed by the Military, but to determine
whether such basis should bo limited tc the Military and not
be so revised - as the Board is being requested to do - as
to become applicable to all types of mixed packages, such as
boxes, crates and palletized shipments. I thought this might
be interesting to you and that you might have an idea of why
such a proposal is not capable of being decided overnight,
but mist be thoroughly considered with a far-ceeing eye
toward future complications and future effects.
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Cotzsolidation of Cargo for 6hipment

Mrr ',. J. 7.alsh

Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, Department of the :ýavy

During .;orld 'Tar IT the Navy found it economical to
unitize cargo as far back to the source of material supply
as practical. The lack of coverco 3torage space and limited
manpower in those Pacific Ocean areas occupied b,,- Navy forces
seried to point up that the then conventional method employed
for shi~pents of large volumes of like material was entirely
out of focus with the optimum capability at the ports of dis-
charge. The warehouse pallet together with steel strap and
protective corner plates were effectively utilized to unitize
small packaged items of foodstuffs and housekeeping supplies.
Large supplies of such commodities were unitized directly at
the end of the packing line and moved to tidewater in uni-
tized form. Naturally less labor was required in unloading
at tidewater and greater utilization of transit shed capacity
was realized because the imit load permitted mechanical hiah
piling.

Because of the large volume of war impedimenta, which
is not susceptible to unitized palletization, shipments of
unitized pallet loads did not contribute to any great excess
in loss of shipping space in any one vessel. The tween deck
spaces and the squares of the lower shipts hold were reserved
for palletized unit loads. It should be realized that all
U. S. flag shipping was then under govermnent control and the
revenue earning of the vessel was not a very important factor.
However, with the ships returned to the commercial operators
it is now essential that the ocean tariff now be considered
in the cost for affreighting like commodities in unitized
loads versus the conventional manner. The standard Navy ware-
house pallet xeasures 8 cubic feet. The increase ocean
freight charges to ship materials in palletized un-it loads
represents 1/5 to 3/1O's of the applicable ocean tariff rate.
For example, if the tariff rate for packaged cereals is
$25.OO per measurement ton and we elect to ship the packaged
cereal in palletized unit loads, the cost of the ocean trans-
portation for one measurement ton would then increase to
-30.00 or $32.50, depending on whether a warehouse or steve-
dore pallet was utilized.

With the above in mind, the Navy explore6 the possibility
of continuing the unitization of ocean freight without the

use of pallets, During 1943 an unusual loss ratio, due to
excessive pilferage, developed over one particular route.
Approximately 75 cargo containers were constructed at NSD,
Seattle and utilized on a recurring basis between Seattle (
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and Alaska. The use of the contninerq served to roduce th.

pilferage. These containers are still in use. .ith tUat
background the .Javy in 194,9 decided to develop a steel cargo
container on the general design of the commercial cargo con-
tainer then employed b., a few of the steamship lines. Ry
19L9 the Navy actually had steel cargo containers in use and
since then has increased holding to approxmately 4,800 units.
Practically all of the original containers are still in use.
The steel cargo container presents many problems as well as
advantages. The size of the container is important since
there are stowage areas in vessel compartments which prohibit
the stowage of unit loads in excess of 6 feet in height.

Presently this problem is not too accute inasmuch as
there is ample acceptable space in the average cargo vessel.
However, when thinking of containerization in terms of ship-
load lots some thought must be given to limiting the height
of the container. based or. our experience to date, it is the
belief that the container height should not exceed 6 feet.
The Navy is now using cargo containers having a carrying ca-
pacity of 150 cubi', feet, 195 cubic feet, 275 cubic feet and
295 cubic feet, The latter size is the same container design
used by the Departrent of the Army. The other three sizes
are based on Javy specifications developed by the U. S. Nn l
"Supp]y Fesearch and 2evelopment Facility at Bayonne, e
Jel'sey.

A variety of sizes permits our packing activities great-
er flexibility in selecting commodities for shipment in con-
tainers. For example, the larger container sizes are not
suitable for shipments of liquors. W'hen the larger contain-
ers are loaded to capacity with dense material the gross
weight is frequently beyond the capacity of conventional ter-
minal and shipload handling equipment. Although it is com-
nmonly accepted that conventional ship's gear is capable of
lifting 5 weight tons, we experience some difficulty in using
containers over one of the more prominent trade routes because
the particular commercial vessels allocated for lifting our
cargo are incapable of hoisting cargo units in excess of 3
weight ton with the conventionl. ship's booms. Accordingly,
it is necessary for the smaller .?e containers to be used
for cargo of average density sche-,aled for movement over this
particular trade route or else rely on the ship's ,hsavy lift
gear. .Then it is necessary to rely on the ship's heavy lift
equipment to load and discharge cargo containers, the added
time and cost f' labor offsets the economzic advantages inher-
ent in the use of containers.
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There are many obvious savings accruable through the use
Sreiusea conitaior1 lor Ocean shipnents. However, the

savings in packing, expeditious handling and checking must be
measured against the cost of ocean freight for the return of
empty containers to the port of origin. It is not possible
at this time to ý,ssure that every cargo container shipped
overseas will be usefully employed for a return pay load.
The Navyts requirements for return cargo is practically nil.
"Where possible we endeavor to corncentrate container utiliza-
tion between ports having two-way traffic in cargo. This is
not too effective since the volume of exports exceeds imports
by over 10 to I. Retrograde cargo seldom has the character-
istics which are compatible for containerization. Outside of
Fleet Post Office mail and small lots of baggage our overseas
activities generate no suitable cargo for return to this coun-
try. Accordingly, we are hesitant to expand our holdings un-
til such time as arrangements are made with commercial corner-
ence carriers for reduced rates on containers returned empty.
At the present time it costs as much to ship an empty contain-
er via a commercial vessel as it does a loaded one. Conse-
quently we attempt to return our containers to the port of
origin in a government controlled vessel. While there is no
real outlay of government funds for the return of the con-
tainer via a government controlled vessel the procedure some-
times contributes to delay. Frequently, more expeditious
commercial service may be available; however, due to the costs
the vessel is not employed. Actually we try to keep our con-
tainers in a traffic pattern where government controlled ves-
sels are normally employed. '!hen this pattern is maintained
we believe the container contributes savings in the overall
cost of distribution of certain fragile and pilferable sup-
plies to the overseas bases. We are not prepared to stipulate
the gross percentage of savings per ton for any given commod-
ity as it is difficult to calculate the actual cost for many
operations in which improvement is noted. For example, we
have made several test shipments where $75 in packing mwate-
rials was saved when containers ;.ere used to effect shipments
of clothing. The reduction in packaging requirements alone
is a big saving. Expeditious handling, checking, increased
stevedore production and elimination of loss and damage also
contribute to the overall savin;s. ;'.e do feel, however, that
the shorter the trade route the -reater the opportanity to
generate repetitive savings. Accordingly we endeavor to con-
fine container holdings at East Coast activities for shipment
to the Caribbean area and containers at Hest Coast activities
for shipment to Hawaiian ports. -.e find it necessary to occa-
sionally ship containers to Europe and the Far East; however,
the prolonged turnaround time detracts from our capability to
accrue the maximum savings attainable per container.
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Our experience indicates that a family of nont.ni-r sizes
rather than just one size will better serve the Navy's re-
quirements. It is further intended to pursue continued re-
search in design imiprovements. 'fie are especially concerned
with an improved locking device. :.Ie have noted that the doors
provide the greatest problem in maintenance.

'lie feel that the principle of containerization is sound;
hoaever, we realize that much must still be done in the way
of realigning ocean tariffs and conversion of vessel compart-
amentation before large scale utilization of reuseable corn-
tainers becomes profitable over all trade routes.
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Aircraft Industry Packaging

Mr. E. P. Troeger
Materials and Processes Engineer, Douglas Aircraft Company

I'd like to welcome you now to the Aircraft Panel of the
Joint Military-Industry Packaging and Materials Handling Sym-
posium. Our first topic today is a subject concerned with
recent developments in aeronautical packaging. We actually
feel today we have reached a new era in aircraft packaging.
We have more and more new and delicate type mechanisms. We
have new, bulky, lightweight items that are giving us prob-
lems. Many of us, for the first times are in mass production
of guided missiles and related type mechanisms. In this era
T think it is going to require a new type of approach. Engi-
neering the packaging is going to be the big new approach
with us. We will have a talk on that today by Mr. Hatae, who
will be with us shortly.

Actually we have reached a point of delicate balance in
many of our problems. Which way we should go is reaJ-ly a
problem and I think our discussion today may be helpful in
that regard. For instance$ our prime objective is the de-
fense of our country. In case of conflict we are going to
have to have our articles there in good shape when we need
them. On the other hand, we zleed mobility and cargo spaces
so we have to cut down on tare weighb and expensive and bulky
packaging*

Another point of balance that may go either way is the
question of subcontractor packaging and shipping direct or
shipping through the prime contractor. Also, whether the
prime contractor should store, package and ship direct to the
using activity. As you can realize, quite a few advantages
could be achieved by the prime contratorst stocking parts
for the military and shipping them as required. Some of these
things will be discussed at this meeting.

In the corrosion field we have many new problems with
the recent emphasis placed on stress corrosion and fatigue
in aircraft design. Surface finishes are critical items in
fatigue.* 1his is being brought to our attention by metallur-
gists* Actually, we're designing parts with particular fin-
ishes to prevent fatigue and stress corrosion. We're even
relieving residual compressive stresses on the surface of
parts to get better fatigue results. Thus the condition of
the parts' surface after shipping and its corrosion protection
have become extremely important.
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The use of electronic instrumentation for mass storage
of A -hlimidIfted such..s sehI o huve in the missile
field, where thousands are stored and perhaps a mass way of
measuring humidity in the stored containers is necessary --
another problem.

Today we plan to discuss these new concepts. I hope
most of these things come up that I have mentioned. I know
there are a number of others that will.
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New Materials and Methods of Interest

Mr. Earl Gustirn
Bendix Aviation Corporation

I have what I feel are several interesting topics per-
taining to adaptations of material which I'd like to discuss.

I will refer to the usage of these materials which we
are using in our own facilities.

The first item of which I will mention is a new pressure
sensitive paper tape. The background for originating and de-
veloping this tape is a far cry from the packaging field.
Its background is this: One of the automobile manufacturers
was experiencing difficul 7° with moisture getting in the car
and discoloring or staining the upholstery. Upon determining
the source of moisture, the error was solved by the applica-
tion of an especially treated pressure sensitive paper tape
which, after application, excluded all moisture.

We are using this tape in lieu of pressure sensitive
cloth tape when sealing slipcover metal containers for small
parts. This tape and the former cloth tape have been tested
by an independent laboratory and the paper tape was proven
to be more satisfactory than the clch tape.

Incidentallyj, the use of the new tape results in a sav-
ings of 30 percent, as far as material costs are concerned.

It was brought to our attention roughly ten months ago
when over-wrapping certain assemblies in which grease was not
a factor that neutral paper might be used in lieu of Grade A
paper. To be frank, we had quite a time finding out who manu-
factured it, but we did find one party who would supply us
with neutral paper. Our consumption of 40-pound weight neu-
tral paper now exceeds a hundred rolls per month, Incident-
ally, we reduced our cost of Grade A paper, which was formerly
used on these assemblies, by 71 percent or well in excess of
a thousand dollar3 per month.

Example three is a result of cooperation between the ser-
vices and the contractor. We have for some length of time
packed one of our assemblies in an AN-8025 can. Due to the
type of dunnage being used it was necessary to purchase this
container extsnded inn height one and a half inches. To effect
standardization of the container it was suggested by the Navy,
the customer, that we review the pack with the ultimate end
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being a container standard in height. After some experimen-
.... .dvloped a du-age fabzictaed of another type of Resea,

material, which enabled us to use a standard drum. The pack
was substantially improved and packaging cost reduced, the
drua by 11 percent, the dunnage by 28 percent.

My reason for citing this example Ls that each of us
should review our packaging to determine when using reusable
containers, we extend every effort to develop and use a
standard size container.

As of last May 15th, Rule 41 of the Uniform Freight
Classification permitted the use of reinforced tape. Short-
ly afterwards we incorporated the use of this tape in our
shipping departments and we have been able to increase pro-
duction through its use on our final lines by 25 percent.
In addition, the saving in steel strapping in our plant
alone was measured in thousands of pounds per month.

This idea dates back to 1951, at the Cleveland show of
the Society of Industrial Packaging and Materials Handling
Engineers. It was my pleasure in returning to discuss wooden
boxes with one of the senior members of the organization. He
had over a period of years developed a packaging program
wherein he had eliminated his carpenter shop. This amazed me
because we had quite a carpenter shop.

After talcng to this gentleman about how he had been
able to eliminate his carpenter shop, I came back to our
plant and we experimented further with V-board which, inci-
dentally, we were already using and we also experimented with
our first sirebounds for shipping aircraft materials.

I could go into detail as to our experience in savings
but I will condense the data by citing the following figures.
We have been able to reduce our carpenter shop, which was
sizeable, by 62 percent; while our box requirements have in-
creased 40 percent. Our consumption of wirebounds today is
not less than two cars per month.

In closing, I would like to make the suggestion that
each of us survey our packaging operations and analyse our
packaging costs. As the factor of direct labor will remain
for the main part constant, it behooves economy-conscious
organizations to demand the most of the materials being
used and to review each avenue to determine whether other
pcssibly lower-priced materials or substitution of materials will
not accomplish the same end results and effect economies over
our former packaging.
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Engineerina the Packaae

Mr. M.. T_ HaTAe_.
search Engineer, Mdssile Development Di.vision, North American Aviation, Inc.

In my paper presented yata*eriay on the "Dynamic Cushion
Tester -- Its Application to Paciage Designs," the optiimm
cushion factors were described as properties of package cush-
ioning material. This morning I shall present an example of
a package design utilizing the cushion factors and the method
for the development of the design from the actual part to the
final exterior container*

The two algebraic expressions using the optimum cushion

factors t6 select the proper cushion dimensions are:

D' ~ A ýOp~tWG
G

D JDpt and Ropt - optimm dynamic cusrhion factors

T-thickness of cushion material required

h-drop height

G-fragility of item

A-bearing area of cushion material required

Wutotal suspended weight on cushions

The cushion factors can be determined by use of the
dynamic cushion tester. The drop height is specified in mili-
tary specifications for rough handling tests. The fragility
factor can be determined by subjecting the items to shock
tests, consultation with design engineers, or through experi-
ence gained from similk r items. The total suaperAed weight
includes the item weight plus any interior packaging mate-
rials utilized. A sample design work sheet used at North
American Aviation, Inc, is illustrated in figures 101, 02 and 103.

An actual package design will next be illustrated.

Part Name: Amplifier Assy. Part dimensions:
Net Weight: 9.0 lbe 9" x 8" x 6"
Fragility: 30g
Method: LtB
Drop height:30 inches.
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T1hci Antea" r crMCM01e coa.-s of a corragat- e' 3eU, desiccant,,
container, barrier and container. The total suspended weight
A. U.8v lu•. &-ad the outside dimension of the interior package
is 10" x 9" x 9-1/2".

The available bearing area for the interior package is

then:

Top & bottom - 10 x 9 - 90 in 2

Sides - i. x 9-1/2 - 95 1l12

Ends - 9 x 9-1/2 - 855 in 2

The optimum cushion factors for the material presently
used are;

Jopt - .5 pt- 0.18 to 0.22
D

Thus, from equations (1) and (2), we obtain:

t - 3.5 x 30 - 3.5 inches A - 0,18 x 11.8 x 30 - 63.7 in 2

= 0.22 x 11.8 x 30 - 77.9 ;m2

A standard corner pad with the requirea cushion dimen-
sions was used for the cushion design as illustrated in
figure 104.

This example illustrates one method in the development
of a package design utilizing the properties of tLe materials,
thus insuring adequate protection of the item from the haz-
ards of shipping and handling.
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Fi.-ure 101

PACkAGING WORUK SHEMEW

ITEM NO. DRJG. NO. DX.

PART NO. DESIGINER

PART NAME APPROVED

PART SIZE DRAFTSM_ _ _

NET WT. CHECKER

CONTRACT MODEL CarGE

CONTAINER DISTRIBUTION

I.D.
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Figure 102

Cuslhion Design 4ork L-eet

a .... .... ethod

Part Name Designer

Net Wt.
Drop "eight

Fragility

Interior Dunnage:

Wt. Suo.Tot,

Interior Container: I.D.

O.D.

Sheet Size

Wt. Sub.Tot.

Barrier: I.D. Area

O.D-._________

it. Sub4 ,Tot.

Desiccant:

Wt. Sub.Tot.

Lntermediate Container: I.D.

O.D.

Sheet Size

Wt.

Total Supported Wt.
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Figure 103

Cushion Design Work, Sheet - Cont.

Availabl3 Areas:

Top and Bottom

Sides

Ends

Cushion Calculations:

Unit Container: I.D.
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Paper-Overlaid Veneer

Mr. Edward Clarke
Un S~ ., D1.02 V L.LL 'r~ J.-~ ~ 1I^ ProsdW& uctU Lebonabory

The Laboratory has been extremely interested in the
application of paper-overlaid veneers in packaging. We have
made several tests and studies to determine its suitability
for various uses, such as for the fruit and vegetable con-
tainer industry, expendable pallets, etc., but the bulk of
our work has been in cooperation with the Air Force. It has
been aimed at determining the suitabiLity of paper-overlaid
veneer as a panel material in fully cleated panel boxes.

We were looking at it as an alternate for container-
grade plywood. Our work has been divided into two phases
due to the broad scope of the problem. The first phase was
to determine its suitability for use in the domestic containa
ers and the second phase was to determine its suitability
for overseas use, since it did prove quite suitable in the
domestic study.

The work not only involved determination of suitability,
but if found suitable, we were to formulate suggested speci-
fication requirements. That, incidentally, proved to be
quite a task due to the great dissimilarity between coxmmer-
cially available materials. We found many dissimilar char-
acteristics in this product. For example, some manufacturers
employ the use of cylinder ikraft papers. Others employ Four-
di•ner Kraft. Some ranufacturers use overlays which caliper
16 mils; othe!r ma.:2.facturers use paper of 30 milP. Some use
dry veneer. Some ½ ½ate the paper to green veneer and tnen
dry the completed assembly. Some of them give the veneer a
distending treatment for dimensional stability; others do
not. Some use white fir or basswood, which are low density
species; while others use high density species such as maple
ana birch. The adhesives also vary. Some manufacturers use
a hot press type urea-formaldehyde resin; others use protein
adhesives. You can see that if we were to write a procure-
ment specification based on material requirements, it would
take quite a thick locument to satisfy all the manufacturers.
Our approach was to prepare a specification based on per-
formance requirements.

The first study, that concerning domestic suitability,
involved the testing of nearly 200 containers and, in addi-
tion, we obtained some basic data on this type of materia!,
such as its punature resistaace) water resistance, and static
bending values, This type of inforoation required testing
over 1600 specimens of the material.

1 of 3
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Now, in most of those material properties, which we were
measuring and comoaring with container grade nlvwood_ we oulnA
that '.he paper-overlaid veneers were comparable to the ply-
woods. The plywood we were using was two-cycle material, as
used by the military for domestic shipments. The paper-
overlaid veneers reacted somewhat differently than plywood in
the water-soaking and drying tests. We observed no delamina-
tion at the glue line but there was some evidence of delamina-
tion in the paper overlay adjacent to the glue line.

Boxes were subjected to the revolving drum and diagonal
corner compression tests. In both of these tests, all the
paper-overlaid veneers -- and I might add there were 10 or 12
different paper veneer combinations involved -- appeared

comparable to the 3/20 container grade plywood. Thus, we pre-
pared a procurement specification based on performance re-
quirements of the material. The property of the panel mate-
rial, which we think most important in completed panel boxes
is stiffness. The test data revealed no correlation between
rough handling performance of the container and the physical
properties of the material except stiffness. That one prop-
erty did show fairly good correlation and so the procurement
specification is based upon the material's stiffness value
obtained from static bending tests. There were other require-
ments such as water resistance and ratio of paper thickness
to veneer thickness, but, these were kept to a minimum.

About six months ago we embarked on the second phase of
the work. This was aimed at determining the suitability of
paper-overlaid veneers for overseas use. Since we had
artassed considerable information on the physical properties
of the various materi,.ls, we did not duplicate that work at
this time, but we tesved another two-hundred containers.
Furthermore, we not only used container grade plywood in the
containers, but also used V3S solid fiberboard, both f which
are acceptable materials by the military for overseas COIL-
tainers.

We were somewhat at a loss to choose a conditioning
treatment which might simulate overseas shipping hazards.
We knew that plywood has to withstand 10 cycles of 4-hour
water submersion followed by 20 hours' drying and that the
solid fiberboard must pass a 24-hour water soak test. If
paper-overlaid veneers are going to find their way into
industry, we thought they should also exhibit certain water
resistant properties. Therefore, we soaked them in a tank of
water for 24 hours prior to testing.
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None of the paper-overlaid veneers gave as high perform-
v- r S D U .. JIU L.Y tV L U •kLa----

tion that they are not suitable because there are mny that
believe cleated plywood containers are overdesigned. We also
found a marked difference in the performance of the commer-
cially available produc s in that some containers failed
entirely as a result of failure of the panels, while other
boxes rmde from a different manufacturers' product failed as
a restUl of failure of the cleats. There was still a third
group of materials which when made into boxes exhibited a
combited failure involving both cleat and panel. This is an
indication that the container is of more balanced design than
either of the other two failure categories.

I think that there is a great future for paper-overlaid
veneer materials and I am not unduly alarmed that they did
not perform as welL as plywood after soaking in water for 24
hours, since some of them performed comparable to the cleated
solid fiberboard boxes after 24-hour soaking.

3 of 3
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New Developments and Requirements for Specifications
to be Used by the Aircraft Industry

1-r. A. F. Calapristi
Bureau of Aeronautics, Department of the Navy

What I am about to cover is general but I believe
thorough. Considering the time available I will touch
briefly on each subject to stimulate questioning and also to
get you thinking, so that you may assist in solving our prob.-
lems.

To the military all materials and equipment are impor-
tant, so I wil2 try not to miss any. I will start with
humidity indicators of the card type.

For all packages requiring humidity indicators, for the
last two years it has been permissible for all Bureau of
Aeronautics contractj to use card type indicators inter-
changeably with silica gel type indicators. However, the use
of card indicators has not proven to be satisfactory in all
respects. The individual color shades, which have signigied
the existent ambient relative humidity readings, were not
uniform among all manufacturers. Further difficulties have
been e.perienced with spreading of colors from the confined
spots to the surrounding paper cards causing varying break-
point readings. These discrepancies illustrated the need for
controlling these cards more closely, so therfore we initi-
ated a laboratory program to provide for these controls, as I
will enumerate:

To obtain maximum time at any specific temperature in
which a spot should change from blue to pink for a particular
relative humidity and vice versa;

Storage stability of cards concerned, considering the
necessity of a dehydrated pack for storage and shipment of
such cards;

A procedure for checking conformity of colors between
manufacturers;

A way of checkinig flow of color from the bordered spot
to the surrounding paper card.

In developing these color standards or color spots we
w:ll try to use recognized color standards, like Munsel or
paint chips to match, instead oi having a color on the card
which will fade with time.

1 of 7
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At the present time work has reached a point where spec-
ifications are being prepared together. with the drawings in-
volved.

Here is an example of what I mean. Here are two indica-
tors (illustrating). I don't know whether you can see them,
but you take the two 50 percent readings there, or the two
4O's, you will see the color shades are different. This illus-
trates one of the difficujties encountered.

My next subject will be standardized test procedures. Pn
informal survey was made of the test procedures used by the
military to determine the qualities of packaging materials in
finished packs. We hoped to reduce the number of specifica-
tions which detailed test methods that are generally the same
and in which with slight modifications might be one test
method.

We divided the first phase into three parts:

(a) To survey existing test procedures by TAPPI, ASTH,
Packaging Institute and the military;

(b) To establish a cooperative testing program between
laboratories to resolve differences in those test methods
which may not be standard; and

(c) To establish a program for the development of en-
tirely new test methods.

The first phase is complete and this document is in the
process of printing at the present time. The number of this
document is Interim Federal Standard 00101 (Navy-Aer) and the
title is Packaging Materials, Packages and Packs; Methods of
Inspection and Testing.

The third subject I have here is "Sprayable and Strip-
pable FiLms." We have been testing, both in the laboratory
and service activities, a water emulsion sprayable type film,
the objective being to obtain a satisfactory film for the
protection of airplanes for overseas shipment and for tempor-
ary or indefinite storage outdoors. This film provides pro-
tection by a two-coat system. One coat, which is pigmented
black, is applied to a thickness of about nine mils and it is
overcoated with another pigmented coat of white of approxi-
mately three mils.

2 of 7
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In March of 1954 we had two airplanes coated with this
Trate-rial-4 The wh-ite i45 appliead over tL0he b2lack uoat 'too pro-
tect it. The black coating has virtual inertness to lacquered
surfaces, while the white coating serves to decrease the in-
ternal temperatures of the enclosed airplane. We have found
that when comparing the internal temperature unprotected air-
plane with the protected airplane, at an average temperature
of 98 degrees, there is a difference of 140 F. Inside the
unprotected airplane the temperature went to 1,35 0 F, while
ins'ie the protected one it only climbed to 950.

Airplanes were coated at the Naval Air Facilit+y in Litch-
field Park, Arizona, in March 195. One of the airplanes had
completed a service tour and was awaiting overhaul. The sec-
ond had been overhauled and p3inted. An examination of the
overhauled and painted airplane after nine moiaths outdoor
storage revealed that the p'" tic film was removed without
difficulty; lacquered finishe, were in good condition; cano-
pies in flyable condition; fabric surfaces remained unchanged;
and in areas sealed by the film dust infiltration had been
retarded, if not totally excluded. Visual examination of the
bearings revealed adequate protection afforded by tape wrap-
ping and the oversprayed film covering. The rabber bits and
pieces oversprayed by the film remained in excellent condi-
tion.

By this method of preserving airplanes we expect to save
substantial amounts of money.

Water-vapor impervious barriers is my next subject. At
the present time there is in circulation throughout the mili-
tary departments, as well as industry, a proposed specifica-
tion covering highly water-vapor resistant barrier materials.
The number is proposed MIL-B-131C. This revision represents
an improved means for evaluating barrier materlalsj, the ob-
jective of which is to screen out the better materials and
thus assure superior products for protection of military
items. This revision contains a reworking cf the accelerated
aging tests by varying the length and type of cycle bearing
upon the specific requirement being evaluated, such as lamin-
ation of plies, seam strength and water-vapor transmission
rate. It also contains a modified impact requirement for the
Class 2 materials in the specification, simulating actual
conditions more closely, and also to test the oil resistant
properties of the barrier material by their aniline point and
viscosity at a definite temperature, which is a truer indica-
tion of the ingredients in an oil, such as percentage of type
of aromatics and naphthenes compared to base stock.
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This isn't ful.ly coordinated. We're still awaiting some

promulgate the specification.

The next subject I have is water-vapor resistant flex-
ible envelopes. We have also placed this specification in
circulation and this particular spec covers envelopes of a
complex nature, more complex than those that would be pro-
cured under MIL-C-6056A(ASG) or JAN-P-117. The number of
this specification is MIL-E-6060A, superseding MIL-E-6060
which was primarily concerned with envelopes for the packag-
ing of aircraft engines. However, in this revision we ex-
tended it to cover envelopes used for larger equipment such
as comj...?essors, pump assemblies. machine tools and the like.

There are requirements in this specification to cover
windows or attachment of gaskets to the envelope and also for
testing double seams used in making an envelope which is
greater in size than the base width of material.

Another point of interest in this specification is the
elimination of qualification tests. We felt that by con-
trolling the acceptance test more objectively and pinpoint-
ing the inspection tests, we could eliminate the need for
qualification testing.

The next topic I have is preservation and packaging of
anti-friction bearings, associated parts and subassemblies.

In order to keep abreast of all technological advances
and clarify those parts subject to intsrpretation, we have
included additional options in Specification MIL-P-197. One
of the new containers is a multiple compartment package be
constructed of an oil-resistant, transparent plastic of
proper thickness to protect the bearings and maintain needed
rigidity. Each compartment is to be sealed individually so
as to be leak-proof and fonr an integral unit which may be
detached from the composite group without affecting the pro-
tective imtegrity of the remaining bea.-ings in ary way. Bach
compartment must be constructed so that the contained bearing
will be fully immersed in oil under all storage positions.

W4e are also including in the specification another type
of container. That is a spirally wound fiberboard laminated
cyfiud-ical container with metal ends, The specification on
these containers is MIL-C-3955.
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When planning and engineering a package employing this
container, the designer snould be assured that the bearings
and over-wrap will be securely positioned within the tube-
If additional dunnage is required to prevent movement of the
bearings, appropriate thickness of the intimate wrapping
materials should be used.

My next topic is M1ilitary Specification MIL-P-3h20 for
volatile corrosion inhibitors. We are making an attempt to
put this sDeciication on a full performance basis. The pres-
ent requirements are interpreted to require a two gram per
square foot loading of VCI chemical on the carrier. Since
corrosion protection is accomplished through volatilization
of the active ingredients of the chemical, a more positive
requirement would be to determine the vapor!s ability to pro-
tect a metallic article in a corrosive atmosphere.

Fol-lowing this thought, the Naval Air Experimental Sta-
tion in Philadelphia developed a test which would not only
determine the ability of the vapor to inhibit corrosion but
also, through a process of vapor depletion, anticipate the
approximate effective service life of the mateijal. By sub-
stituting these test requirements, it is intended to elimin-
ate the necessity for the weight of loading requirement.
This latest procedure, teimed the Vapor Inhibitor Ability
Test, has been forwarded to the material manufacturers for
their approval or comment. Upon receipt of all replies,
further action will be taken.

We have made a recent survey of major Marine Corps and
other naval activities, to find out the use status of VCI.

This survey indicates that few aeronautical items are
processed with VCIL materials but where they have been used,
the results compare very favorably with conventional means.
The reluctance to use VCI materials on aeronautical mate-
rials appears to stem from two factors. One is the nature
of aircraft equipment; zhe other is the fact "zhat the use of
VCI in accordance with mtlitary requirements appeirs to be
just as expensive, if not more expensive than conventional
neans,

All of our elactronic and electrical. equiipment on which
oilc, contact preservativeu or VCI vapors would be harmful,
and those requiring a vaporproof barrier are being packaged
by Method 2. Our zion-metallic moterials, sach as live rub-
ber, cork, leather, plastics, oxygen eqoipmant on which oils
and possibly VC1 vapors would licewise be harmful, are being
preserved by Mithod 3, la or le as required.
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i the otl•e hands satisfactory results have been experi-
enced in using VCI materials for protecting spark plugs and
50 caliber and 20 millimeter guns. VCI crystals have proven
to be of advantage in preserving the portion of the cylinder
bore above the piston head in assembled aircraft engines, We
have had high success in that.

In one air station, VCI papers proved of advantage in
solving a shop problem by preventing brake discs from rust-
ing while awaiting installation. In tVis particular case,
these brake discs corroded while awaiting installation. By
covering them with a layer of VCI we solved that difficulty.

The Naval Air Experimental Station, Philadelphia, is
working to further the potential uses of VCI. They are in-
vestigating the need for use of cleaners and neutralizers,
and auxiliary oils or preservative compounds in conjunci ion
with VCI and also the effects of surface finishes on accom-
plishing VCI protection.

The next topic is preparation for delivery of aeronauti-
cal parts and equipment. At the Aircraft Industries Asso-
ciation Western Regional District meeting in June of this
year at Seattle, advance copies of a revision to FrL-P-7936
were distributed to -the staff members and the presiding
chairman. This specification included an appreciable number
of recommendations from previously submitted AlA comments.
However, in the process of converting this specification to
full military use it appeared to be in the best interests of
the government and all concerned to make certain modifica-
tions.

There are four major changes. One is the inclusion of
drop tests for cylindrical containers. The second is elimin-
a tion of the high frequency vibration range which is ccnsid-
ered to have fulfilled its usefulness. We also define& the
relationship of KIL-P-116 to that of MIL-P-7936, as far az
rough handling tests are concerned. We don't plan to use
rough .handling tests, but if we do use them are going to re-
quire those of MIL-P-7936. We added an additional test which
will only be applicable to containers supplied with a shock
mount suspension system. We're going to require a 24-inch
flat drop on these containers. By this nethod we will be
taxing the suspension system to the utmost.

My last topic is pressure sensitive adhesive tape for
packaging and sealing. After considerable laboratory inves-
tigation in conjunction with service experience, Specifica-
tion PPP-T-0060 was issued as an interim specification.
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This particular specification will eventually supersede
JAN-P-127. The basis for issuing this specification was to
obtain better grades of tane.. th-at i_ to selee-. +.^- ar

rnor grades that have been giving us satisfactory performance
and to keep abreast of advances Ln the tape industry.

We appreciate the cooperation of industry in assisting
our laboratory people in developing the requirements in the
specification.

I have covered significant parts of these various topics
to stimulate questioning. Don't be afraid to ask questions
at the proper time, because we have in the audience personnel
from our Overhaul and Repair stations, laboratories and pro-
curing activities. We have them from ASO, IW4AC and also from
other factions of the Bureau of Aeronautics, and each one can
contribute to any type of question they may have.
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The AIA Preservation and Packaging Program

Mr. David Nunn
Lockheed Aircraft

Packaging, as I am sure that you all know, is a very
unique field and, to say the least, a most interesting field.
We have been treated to a great deal of information that I
am sure is going to be helpful for us in the days to come.

To give you an idea of what packaging means to some of
us or, at least, some of the youth in the business, not long
ago I asked a young man who had spent only about six months
in an administrative spot in a packaging firm how he liked
the packaging business. He expressed his interest this way;
he said, "Dave, I don't want you to think that I am queer for
packaging but to me packaging is a lot like sex. There may
be some. bhings better and there may be some things worse, but,
believe me, there is nothing quite like it."

Not only is packaging a unique field but, with respect
to freedom of creative expression, I'm incliUed to suggest
that packaging competes with the recognized artistic endeav-
ors of writing, composing and- painting. It is a business
that is literally crowded with creative problems and they,
fortunately, to stimulate our interests, are usually the kind
of problems that defy a single right answer, I think that
there are sometimes many solutions to the problems. I think
it is pertinent to note that none of u-s in the packaging
field have a corner on the "know-how' of solving all of our
problems. I hope you will agree with that statement. I
believe you will,

First, as a warm-up to the subject, I want to play a
little background music to set the stage for information on
the AIA preservation and packa'ging program.

This business of having tho ".now-howd spread out, so
to speak, suggests that among industry, and between industry
and the military, TFAWORK is definitely a must. TMAMWORK,
to get this know-how in the same corner, so we can more ef-
fectively and efficiently resolve our packagi-ng problems.
I think this is particularly true in the area where the eye
a.ppeal-buy appeal phase of packaging is not of primary con-
cern. I am sure there are many gentlemen present who are
interested in things other than aircraft Packaging per se.
i mean you are interested ir the merchandising type of pack-
"aging, but, generally speaking$ ojr industry, that is the
aircraft industry, is not involved with the type of merchan-
disime that attracts its nusto.mers thro-ugh artist.4c .
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(
dsGIgn or eye appeal. Our products, of course, are not sold
on the basis of our packaging or shipping room accompLish-
mentts, i &m sure you all know that our profit potential in
the aircraft industry does not depend, as a rule, on the
merits of our packaging accomplishments or packaging program.

In 1s business we don't have many, if any, packaging
secrets, Our dours usually are open and we freely exccmnge
packaging ideas. i think you will agree again that this is
good and that such ar atmosphere induces the cooperative ex-
change of helpful packaging information. In such ;o healthy
climate we can and do discuss, as I have Lndicated, packag-
ing developments and the techniques and materials that go
into our various packaging programs. Of cours-, we can and
do freely discuss (aed also quietly cuss occaslonally) re--
tamn duplicating and sometimes conflicting militarx di.rec-
tives and/or specifications. Ostensibly such specificationz
were issued or released to obtaip or realliza a constant level
,)f product or container performance, but I think that you
know that collectively these difficulties sometir s move -6o
retard the greatest monetary and efficiency gains that might
otherwise be realized.

The preceding commer.ts were offered to simply scratch
the surface, to justify e:- excuse the existence of the Air-
craft Industry Associati, "- Preservation and Packaging Com-
mittee.

A few days ago on ;,he coast I had occasion to hear a man
rather bitterly explain that he had a good definition of a
"committee." I am not certain -- he might have been joking
",hen he made his definition, and he was referring, by the way,
to any committee. He went on to define that in his estima-
tion a committee is a group of the unfit, n-aed by the unwill-
ing, to do the unnecessary.

Well., possibly there was something in his experience,
in his mind. that justified such a definition. I am going to

suggest that if he was serious he was surely a cyvnic. Regard-
less,, speaking for the AIA Preservation and Packaging Com-
mittee, I have to take firm exception to his definition. In
the first place, management now demonstrates a very keen
interest in its packaging programs. I am not telling you
gentlemen anything you are not well acquainted with. You
know World War II focused attention on the need. for and de-
sirability of improved packaging and since then it has been
a willing- management - both management in industry and ran-
agement in the military -- have recognized and emphasized the
importance of packaging.
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"Manarem3nt in these two groups has given recognition
a ~ -rh~ S to nank'Ainc "nA+. rn-'.l'r ac- a+^IP

a. -. haQ .. . - . F -- • '- ,vv L.Gr iL,. , S.J.Vt•
product merchandising, but also they haTr emphasized it as a
means of assuring field support to that more important pro-
duction unit of the aircraft industry. I refer to field sup-
port for the delivered airplane or weapons system.

Now, secondly, the so-called "unfit" members that com-
prise thu Presel-ration and Packaging Ccizirattee consist mainly
of top level, high qua.ity peop:e, that is, administrators,
engbieer, specia3ists, teczr:'.ciane, men who are responsible
for the direction of, or who are directly involved in, the
preservation and ýackaging fuIctions of their respective con-
panies. You have received an indzlcation this morning already
of the type of men that are Livolved in the presernation and
packaging functicis of the aircraft industry.

As to the necessary and productivv purpose in our exist-
ence, I would like you to take a look at the objectives of
the committee. The basic objective of the Preservation and
Packaging Committee is to provide an authoritative source for
the industry's opinion_ on problems affeating the preservation
and packaging ef aeronautical equipment.

AzIcther objective is to serve as a channel through which
the military services. or government agencies, as well as
other member companies, can obtain or exchange valuable in-
formation as to preservation and packaging. One of our aims
is to promote and effect cooperation and coordination among
the various packaging agencies of the services and industry.

The. scope of the activity of the committee covers all
phases of preservation and packaging of the type of parts,
materials or equipment that is manufactured or used by the
aircraft industry. I should add that each committee member
has a ver-y keen responsibility to serve as coordinating
agent within hils own company among such agencies as engineer-
ing, inspectio-. , spares, traffic, fianee __ u--d I am sure
there are sevcral others that I don't bring to mind at the
moment.

When we say that the basic objective of the committee
is to provide authoritative source for the industry opinion
on problems affecting preservation and packaging of aero-
nautical equipment, we're in effect saying that that opinion
is based on full. coordination within the aircraft industry.
Since the establishment of a formal AIA Preservation and
Packaging Committee, the mDiLtary has already had occasion
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t- us =a the coimittee to obtain expressions of industry bpinicn.
I would like to suggest that I see encouraging signs that this
practice not only will be continued but it will be continued
on an increasing scale.

I believe this symposium is one of the indications in
this direction. This, of course, is not only desirable; I
think that it is most necessary. The Committee has long en-
deavored to promote this increased coordination or military-
industry prest rvation and packaging relationship; and we will
continue to do this, because of the belief that it is in the
mutual interest that material should be adequately prepared
for shipment and storage, at the lowest possible cost. with
the least possible effort, with maximum ease and orderliness
in interpreting and administering requirementss and with due
consideration being given to logistics and basic packagiLng
and transportation economics.

We believe that whenever cooperative endeavor or uni-
formity of procedures or specifications contributes to great-
er efficiency, the door for coordination is open and should
be promptly entered. The door for coordination swings open
and i-ndustry and the military should, of course, enter that
door and I believe we have seen, as I have already indicated,
signs that we will do just that.

The preservation and packaging committee oP AiA holds
that in tVre interest of stazndardization it i," _iesirable both
for the ,diitary services and for industry • collaborate and
work to the end that specifications with L" tapping require-
merits will. be removed. This, I tbink, is -. 3rculean chal-
lenge but I think it can be accomplished. The committee ho' -,
and wor'ks to the end, that when an exi&ting specification --
one that was originaIly released as a truly XUL document, a
joilt military service or multi-sewvice document -- when such
a spec needs improvement, the improvement should be accco.-
puished by clarification of the existing requirements and the
clarification should be by changes or additions or deletions,
buz not by writing a new overlapping single-service ioument.

i$d like to give you a fleeting picture of the busine.
ha-veng both military and industry interests, and which is now
befcre the committee. To do this I will hurriedly name the
subjects that are carried on the committee agenda as active
items or at least the most significant ones. Tony Calapristp

has already ,-all'ed ouL the one I had on the top of the list,
and they are not necessarily in order of their importance to
either the militaxy or industry:
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Specification ITIL-P-7936: This is a BUAER document
.nt..... .1Pv rti ....n pr%"very Aeo Pt I Equip-
ment." We feel that this document has received real serious
coordination effort by both the ALA Preservation and Packag-
ing Committee and the Bureau of Aeronautics.

Specification MIL-P-U11i: This is entitled "Preserva-
tion Methods"; and, as a part of this subject, we include
the table of permissible procedures that was recommended by
industry for inclusion in MIL-P-116, Revision C. I trust,
along with my colleagues. that it makes it.

Specification MIL-P-6200: This is a USAF proposal and
covers preservation, packaging and packing, I believe, limi-
tations for.

Military Standard 129A, covering marking for shipment
and storage.

Specification JAN-P-108, applicable to Fiberboard Con-
tainers for Overseas Shipment.

Department of Defense Directive No. 4100.lh, dated
July 20, 1955, a fairly new release. This outlines the DOD
policy for uniform preservation, packagingi packing and mark-
ing nf items of militLry supply.

Specification PPP-B-601, for both domestic and overseas
plywood boxes.

And The last I have listed here is M1ilitary Lumber
Recqiirements of Current Container Specifications.

That, gentlemen, in a nutshell, completes the review of
t1he Preservation a;id Packaging Program of the Aircraft
industries Association. It is an ambitious program but one
which is workable and, we thinkr an undertaking that is cer-
tainly worthwhile both for the military and for industry.

Mr. Gustin indicated earlier in his discussion that this
is a business that requires constant attention to further our
economies and it occurred to mej as he made the comment, that
the firm, I worked with prior to my Lockheed safari had a
creed along that line: We know that we're never through with
the packaging job, that no matter what the design of the pack
that we come up with, the guy that follows us is going to
find a better one.

Thank you very much, gentle- :-n, for your very wonderful
403 5f.L 5a.;_.en`0ho ,035 of 5
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IM. TROFGER (Douglas Aircraft Company): i'd like to
open this to general discussion and you may address the Chair,
stating your name and affiliation, and address your question
to any one of these gentlemen; or. if there are some ques-
tions you feel can be answered out of the audience, this is
also feasible.

Would someone like to initiate this, please?

MR. GALLA'HER (NAS, Alameda) s We have a problem on re-
usable contaizers, prefabricated dunnage; once it gets into
the activity and is used and not used again for some time,
it loses its identification. if the dunnage can be numbered
or classified so that it will go back into that dunnage it
would be a great help because once it gets out into the field
it loses all trace and never goes back in again. If that
could be straightened out some way it would help out on the
stations an awful lot.

MR. TROEGER: Is there someone in the audience here or
on the panel working on identification of dunnage?

MR. GUSTLN (Bendix Aviation): I might state that the
Navy nas already assigned stocklist numbers to cans and dun-
nage.

MR. NOREL (AkO, Philadelphia): We are stock-numbering
the cans plus the dunrage, so that they will be easy to
identify. Tomorrow we will talk more about that at the
BUAER meeting. I have five examples of what we are going to
do.

MR. TROEGER: What type of identification do you put on
the dunnage?

MR. NOBEL: What we do is decide that this can, plus
dunnage, is so peculiar we assign a stock number to its as-
sembly, the can assembly. and it is described as can plus
the dunnage. We have a series of instructions we started
out on in conjunction with BUAER two years ago and that pro-
gram is beginning to grow and will cover the problem you men-
tioned.

I•M. TROEGER: Any other corment on that question?

YR. 147STIN (Container Laboratories).- My question is
addressed to Mr. Clarke. Unless I missed it, he didnl' tell
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us how the paper-overlaid veneer containers erformed in com-
parison w-ith thp VIS ontzinprs. Could vou -ve us the
sult on the V3S?

MR. COLAKE (Forest Products TaboratVor-y): Comparable.

MR, MUSTIN: How?

MR. CLJUPKE: Some of the paper-overlaid veneers were
comparable in rough hancUing to the V3S material after 24-
hour water soak. The paper-overlaid veneer boxes withstood
higher diagonal compression leads.

MR. MUSTIN: Would you, as a brief suwrua7y, say as good
or better than V3S?

MR. CLARXU: As good as.

MR. WOLFORD (Koppers Company): I'd lijke to ask Mr. Clarke,
in view of your finding3 on this paper replacement for ply-
woodl it appears to me that what is needed is more of a mois-
ture barrier either for surface or edge. Does edge moisture
absorption seem to be the principal difficulty or the surface?

MR. CLARKE,: Well, any delamination evident in the over-
lays is located on the edge of the specimen just as it would
be on the plywood or solid fiberboard specimens. I don't
know of any practical way to overcome that. The manufacturer
produces a large sheet and that sheet is cut up into smaller
panel sizes, exposing untreated edges even if the larger
sheet had had the edges treated.

As I mentioned, most of the adhesiives used do withstand
cycle treatment but the delamination, if it occurs, is wlthLn
the overlay adjacent to the glue line. One way to eliminate
this difficulty might be by using a resin-impregnated overlay,
but you'd probably have to go in the neighborhood of at least
ten percent resin content which would eliminate the price ad-
vantage of paper-overlaid over plywood.

I-M.. WOLFORD: I had in mind -- it appeared to me from
your description that a moisture barrier was much needed and
it looks to me as though these half -ril or more., if you want

O lyethylene layers -- I mean coated papers -- either one or
multiplies, might raise that moisture barrier very exten-
sively and quite cheaply and at the same time that poly-
ethylene may serve, in adequate thickness. as~adhesive.
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M- CLIO T 3E, mos of you understand that paper-
overlay veneers employ the use of low grade cores. It is

r-etty ob•vius, if the manufacturer were producing veneer to
meet ply-wood standards he would make plywood, since it is
more profitable. The paper-overlaid veneers provide an out-
let for the lower grade veneer and, consequently, consider-
ing the core, adhesive and paper-overlay, the overlay appears
now to be the most expensive component; so any time we alter
that we raise havoc with the initial cost.

MR. TROEGER: A question in the back?

PER. GAASKA (Pratt Whitney Aircraft): I'd like to dir-
ect the question to Tony Calapristi.

Has there been any development, investigations or tests
in ultrasonic cleaning of multi-roller bearings as far as
BUAER is concermed or in the field, or has ultrasoic clean-

ing been investigated by any bearing manufacturers?

MR. CAIAPRISTI (BUAER): I don't know whether it has
been investigated by manufacturers. However, that is some-
thing t'mt is just a little out of our field as far as pack-
aging is concerned. It has been investigated by the Bureau,
I am sure.

MR. TROEGER: Any other comment?

MR. ALTERBURG (Dianond Match Company): A small ccmpany
in Maplewoodp , Maine, has dcae a great deal of experimenta-
tion in ultrasonic cleaning of bearings. The manufacturers
of bearings have testing equipment and have also experimented
with ultrasonic cleaning of bearings. If the gentleman will
see me afterwards I will talk to him on that. It is the
Baker Company of Nakiplewood, Maine.

MR. TROEGER: Questions?

MR. CONNOLLY (Cadillac Products): On the vacuum pack-
aging; is that still in a talking form or are there actual
contracts where it has bean accepted as an acceptable pack-
aging method?

MR. CALAPRISTI: Are you talking about the vacuum plas-
tic for bearings? Well, it is past the talking stage and a
rough draft of the specification has been prepared to include
that type of packaging. Now, as to whether it has already
been procured -- that isp bearings procured utilizing that
particular method -- I really don't know. We don't have any
indications of it in the bureau anyhow.
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MI. MUSTIJ: Do I understand that is limited to only

MR. CALAPRISTI: Well, it is going to be in the bearing
packaging specification. Therefore, in u" 2izing that spec-
ification it will be limited to bearings. However, there is
a study going on at the present time for larger type of bear-
ings, utilizing other kinds of plastics, and we can see the
possibilities of protecting other equipment that is adaptable
to this type of preservation and packaging. It doesn't have
to be on bearings.

MR. MUSTIN: The present requirement in the 8574 for-
bids the use of VCI on any assembly that contains cadmium
plate. To start the argument, my question is: If that
restriction remains the same, how is the aircraft industry
ever going to be able to use VCI on an assembly?

MR. TROEGER: I agree. It eliminates practically
everything,

Mt. CALAPRISTI: Well, that is truae, Gordon. That is
one of theý drawbacks. We have t., get more practical tests.
I have found out at this symposium that in full field use
VCI appears to mottle the surface of cad-plate. However, it
appears to retain its protective pcOperties. I believe Phil
Gelbar can tell yc• about tests run at NAES, in which VCI
materials were pla(;ed in contact with various metals, cadmium,
zinc, aluminum, and so forth. They tried ouz all of the VCI
materials in existence at certain ternperatures and humidities
for a certain length of time and comwared each one. In those
investigations it did affect cadmium.

1 pointed out I heard something about service tests,
whereby VCI has a slight effect but in all probability will
not affect the operating properties of thAt part in the
equipment involved, so we will look more into that.

Can you add something to that as far as cad-plate and
VCI?

•R. GELBAR (Naval Air Experimental Station, Philadelphia):
I don't wapt to take the dubious responsibility of being
father of that requirement. As far as the effect on cadmium
plate, I think Gordon is right in that it is a surface effect.
In writing 8574 we took the position of being ultraconserva-
tive initially witlh the thought in mind of reducing the re-
strictions as materials get into use more and more. One
thing we're concerned with, as far as cad-plate and VCI goes,
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is how are we going to educate the inspectors to recognize
detrimental staining, if you will, as compared to nondetri-
mental staining and that has been one of the things that has
slowed us down. You tell them once, "Well, if that blackens,
it is no good." Then the next time if it bla.ckens it is
good. They are going to be somewhmt confused. I don't know
how we are going to solve that problem. We're open to sug-
gestions.

MR. MUSTIN: I told my client not to pay attention to
the requirement on simple attaching parts such as nuts, bolts,
screws, washers, etc., and that sold him for all practical
purposes.

MR. TROEGER: Question, Joe?

MR. NOBEL: The engine companies, part of the aircraft
industries -- we have already gone to utilizing VCI require-
ments in that area. All spark plugs, for example, provide
VCI boys %ith selling jobs. So far they have come back and
said they never heard of any difficulties. We do include VCI
now in the production contract.

MR. TROEGER: Questions?

MR. FRENCH: As far as cad-plate and also magnesium
under accelerated laboratory tests,. we find it does have
very distinct detrimental effect. However, under the vapor
phase and field testing thmt does not occur. We can't see
where it does any harm at all to cadmium, does not even
stain it; so I think, in testing the packaging of cadmium
plating and magnesium. the parts would meet VCI tests, ex-
cept, we will say, at relative Jjamidities of 85 to 90 per-
cent, where you are going to get in trouble but I think
you will probably get the same problem whether the VCI was
in pack or not.

MR. TROEGER: Is there a question on something besides
VGI now.

MR. LOV•)LL (NAS Alameda): I'd like to address a ques-
tion to Mr. Calaprlsti on this subject: On this bearing pack
you had here, has any test been run to determine whether or
not that is a watertight pack? Is it actua:lly supposed to be
a sealed pack.

MR. CALAPRIISTI: It is sealed at both ends. We have
evidence from a report which was conducted in cooperation
with Army Ordnance that these metal end, spiral wound,
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fiberboard compressed mounted board cans will pass all the
tests of MIL-P-116.

MR. LOVELL: Just looking at it, it seems quality con-
trol will be veryv difficult in a setup similar to our 0 and
R departments where you have varied help.

MR. CALAPRISTI: You mean to use that at the 0 and R
shops, is that what you are taLking about?

MR. LOVELL: Yes.

ICR. CALAPRISTI: We don't know if it is the intent or not
on account of the equipment that will be involved, but I be-
lieve if there are en3agh bearings involved that is something
to consider.

MR. LOVELL: The reason I am saying that, if it is in
the specification, the first thing production will hit us
with is: Can we do it and how? That was the only thing.

MR. CALAPRISTI: I just received a note here from
Gordon Mustin. Since Gordon Mustin left the Bureau of Aero-
nautics he has been getting around quite a bit and he states
that it is already in an Army installation. So what I can
do with that is check the Army and find out where it is.
Will you give me your name and I can arrange it so the two
of you can get together sometime?

MR. LOVELL: Are you going to be in BUAER tomorrow?

MR. CALAPRISTI: Sure,

MR. WRIGHT (North American Aviation)-. I'd like to ad-
dress a question to Mr. Calapristi on Spraylat covering of
airplanes, the two-coating system. Did you find that on the
covering of the canopy or windshield and did you have to plan
any problem in removing the Spraylat after '&Vr had been on
there for some time?

MR. CALAPRISTI: I think I can answer your second ques-
tion very readily. There wasn't any diffiJ.tity in removing
the Spraylat materials

Now, I wasn't at the stripping operation of the particu-
lar airplane when it was stripped after niLne months. However,
we do have another member of the Bureau of Aeronautics that
was there and I believe he can give you the answers.
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MR. JOHNSTON (BUAER): In connection wIth the aircraft
that was stripped out at Litchfield Park in Arizona, we ex-
amined the aircraft pretty carefully and we could note no
obvious deterioration of the canopy structure., It had been
there only nine months, but I understand another one is goUig
to be stripped out and we will know a little more about it at
that time, After nine months of desert storage at Litchfield
Park there was no noticeable deterioration.

MR. GALLAGHER (NAS, Alameda): We're running some tests
at Alameda on a similar problem. We have seen no crazing of
plastics at all. The coating seems to be holding up well;
does not have good bridging characteristics. We have had to
do some checking on seams. The coating itself seems to be
holding up quite well. We will have a complete report for
you on that later.

MR. DECOT (Craig Systems, Danvers, Mass.): I'X. Hlatae,
I was wondering, to make your explanation of an engineered
package complete, i wonder if you conducted any tests on
various types of materials to determine the JD-opt anc RD-opt.
Do you have particular types of figures?

MR. HATAE: We are just in the process of utilizing the
dynamic cushion tester to determine the optimum cushion fac-
tors and so no values are presently available.

MR. DECOT: Thank you.

MR. TROEGER: One question I would like to enter here:
This has been asked me out on the coast. Somee of the manu-
facturers on the West Coast are very much interested in mass
production of dehumidified missiles where lengthy storage is
involved. I understand that the Signal Corps had a test pro-
gram on evaluation of electrical humidity indicators. Does
anyone know the status of that program or as to whether it
has worked out satisfactorily? It would be a big advantage
if we could get some information on that. It is pretty hard
to get.

MR. CALAPPISTI: You talk in that coimection about th&
missile itself or are you talking about the humindity indica-
tor?

MR. TROEGER: In other words, you might have twdo or
three thousand missiles in storage and would like to know or
record the humidity of each missile at a particular time.
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•ER, GALAPRISTI: There has been a committee set up to
evaluate all electrical seasing devices to come out with a
standard unit. The Signal Corp undertook the project to
evaluata various Indicators. The project is now about a
year old and I believe they have come to the copclusion
since these indicators all work differently and it is pretty
tough to formulate requirements because they are dJfCerent,
the electrical systems are different -- some are worked in
AC circuits; others have DC circuits; and it is a little too
complicated to set up requirements, so there are two phases
there. One was to see if the government could develop a sys-
ten. and the second was to get one from the manufacturer that
would cover the wide range we're looking for, because the
ones we have today, especially some manufacturerst only go
from small range and are not temperature compensated. Others
have temperature compensators built in these. So the Signal
Corps is to come up with an indicator which will do the job.
As far as exact results, I think that is still pending but
we exc-pct to get the Signal Corps report early next year.

MR. MYERS (NOP, Indiaan alis): de just started using
some of these humidity indicators. It is true they are Just
for a certain range, I think 20 to 45 relative humidity, but
you can make a cluster and have a very wide range if you want
to. We have a package up on the roof of the plant, sitting
up there all summer long and it hasn't changed a bit. We
plug it iL and check the humidity and it is below what -we
can read right now, Our lowest estimate is 20 and it goes
below that and it doesntt faze it. We use a control package
to check and apparently it is satisfactory. We hope within
another year we will have something on that too.

MR. CALAPRISTI: However, we do have another project
we're working on ourselves, to evaluate economically all the
types of humidity indicators in existence.

We hav- a man here that is very close to that job. In
fact, he is project leader on that particular job. He might
have some information for us.

MR. RUDD (NAS, San Diego): We're using these indica-
tors from a practical standpoint in field application to see
where they would fit into our program and into the Navy pack-
aging program at the air station level. We have had a series
of applications in storage for approximately eight months to
try to make some sort of a time study under production,
against a production situation, in which we evaluate the time
necessa:y to install the various equipments.
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I can see where accurate determinbt-on might warraiA
the expenditure necessary in using electrical sensing units.
The only trouble we found with those we have tested is this
narrowing; you very seldom find a package that gives you a
reading. It is still a flowing situation, either above the
scale or below the scale. It is awfully darn hard to catch
a package in that scale so you have agaL gained nothing, so
at the present time from our packaging prog.ham we see very
few applications where the expense of an electrical sensing
indicator with the narrow range now available is justified.

Now, in a guided missile setup or atomic energy setup,
where critical control is involved, I think there is a place
for the electrical sensing devices.

For the moment that is all I have to report but we are
getting out a report in the next few months showing practical
field applications, not laboratory tests. I think there are
a lot of people that have run laboratory tests, including a
series of tests at Philadelphia, and we have made no attempt
to duplicate those things.

MR. TROEGER: Gentlemen, I think we all owe a vote of
thanks to our panel members and should give them a rouid of
applause.

The zmeeting i4as adjourned at 12 Noon.
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Mr. H. E. Rodenbaugh, Jr.
Head, Preservation and Packaging Branch

"Dynamic Dehumidification" as known to the Navy, was once
the target of a syndicated Washington columnist who ridiculed
the term as just so much Navy "gobbledygook," Nevertheless,
the ideas of a farsighted officer, Captain H. Gordon Donald,
USN, literally saved the Navy as an effective fighting force
after World War II and saved the US taxpayers untold millions
of dollars through this simple method of preservation applied
to ships of the inactive Reserve Fleet. Some 2200 ships from
our World War II fleet were kept in as good a condition as
they were the day they were sealed up, with even the "obsolete"
vessels pressed intc rapid service wheA the Korean fighting
began. I believe we all know the story of the mothball fleet
but comparatively few are aware of Dynamic Dehumidification
as applied to warehouse storage as a medium of material pres-
ervation or as supplemental protection to packaged supplies,
material and equipment.

In operating the Navy Supply System, the Bureau of
Supplies and Accounts supervises the procurement, receipt,
custody, warehousing, and issuance of all Navy supplies ex-
clusive of ammunition, its components, other explosive devices;,
and pyrotechnics. For the prevention of deterioration to
these countless items it relies upon conventional preservative
packaging, upon Dehumidified storage or combinations of both.

Our first work in the area of dehumidified storage drew
upon the experimentation of the Bureau of Ships with its
Humidity Test Chambers at the Philadelphia Naval Shipyard.
The experience with the Test Chambers indicated the choice of
40 per cent daily average relative humidity for warehouse op-
eration.

At the Philadelphia station, five steel containers 15
feet x 20 feet x 12 feet were constructed of steelplate in
an outdoor location. These were filled with representative
materials. Dehumidification and himidification equipment were
installed to maintain these cubicles continuously at relative
humidities of 15, 30, 45, 65 and 90 per cent while allowing
the temperature to swing with the weather. Materials in the
15, 30 and 45 per cent relative humidity containers were in
completely serviceable condition after more than three years
of te't. Some slight evidence of deterioration was found in
the 45 per cent chamber - but this was laid to the fact that
it wa; impossible for the machinery to keep pace with tem-
perature chi&rge at all times, and there was some inevitable
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lag loop action, which threw the relative humidity to higher
levels. The small size of these containers also allowed radi-
ation cooling of materials to induce high local relative
humiditIe s.

th*niming up all the evidence available at that time, it
was conceded that higher relative humidities could be safely
carried in a warehouse than in the small containers used in
the basic test. The tremendous ratio of warehouse heat
storage capacity to solar heat adsorption surface eliminates
the lag loop characteristics inherent in small containers.
Thus, the choice of 40 per cent daily average relative
humidity for warehouse operation was made.

In further confirmation of our requirements in 1946,
75 hygrothermographs were placed in our four inland supply
depots - namely, Miechanicsburg, Pa., Scotia, N. Y., Clearfield,
Utah, and Spokane, Washington. With these installations we
collected data on temperature and humidity experienced in
warehouses. The resulting data were used to serve as a basis
for final resolutions of problems in connection with the
dehumidifying of our warehouses.

During the fiscal years of 1947, 1948 and 1949 the
Bureau of Supplies and Accounts prepared 67 World W..Tar II tem.
porary warehouses for dehumidification At the four inland
supply depots previously referred to. About 8,OOO,OCO square
feet of dehunidified storage space was thus obtained. We now
have approximately five years of o: erating and performance
experience and we believe we know how to do it and what our
costs are for installation and operation.

While I shall rely upon our Chairman, Mr. George W.
Higgs, Jr., of the Bureau of Yards and Docks to later
respond to questions on installation and operational costs,
I'll nevertheless give some very general cost indications
at this time. As you have seen from the f1i*, the cost
of installation can be pegged fairly close to 40 cents a
square foot, with five cents per year per squar• 'jot for
maintenance and operation. Thus, the accrued cc.t in twenty
years is estimated to be about $170,O00 for a 200' x 600'
standard Navy warehouse or - 120,000 square feet of space.
This averages less than 8 cents per square foot per year.
In the utilization of this warehouse, 4jproximately 78,000
square feet can be occupied by stores to a possible height
of 17.3 feet. This gives us 1,349,OOO cubic feet or 33,735
measurement tons of stores. Including the initial capital
outlay and somewhat less than optimum use of the space, we
can assume a cost of 30 cents to LO cents per measurerenit-
ton j•r year in a working warehouse.
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However, the full econonic value of the denumidified
storage program has not been evaluated, although such a study
is currently under way. This study will involve recorded
performance axperience in the protection of stores; the costs
encountered in cyclic inspections for the condition of
material and cyclic-represervation frequencies required by
class of material stored in dehumidified warehouses versus
conventional storage and the physical impact of dehumidifi-
cation - if any - upon certain stores and types of preserva-
tion.

Included in this evaluation into the economies of
dehumidified storage is a long range program wherein repre-
sentative types of material, supplies and equipments are
processed under the appropriate methods of MIL-P-II6, which
is the basie preparation, and subjected to various types of
storage at both inland and coastal locations. These stores
will be subjected to open storage, conventional heated stor-
age, conventional unheated storage and to dehumidified stor-
age.

A six month frequency sanpling program has been
established arx for certain of the Bureau of Ships compo-
nents, humidity sensing elements are included in the packs
for external readings of all packs rather than a sampling
inspection. From this we hope to establish firm criteria
for cyclic inspection and cyclic represervation frequencies,
by type of preservation for each category of storage.

However, there are interesting areas of experience
that we can report as the result of jweliminary evaluation
studies to date. For example, at one of our depots where we
are operating 14 buildings under dehumidification for the
protection of some 200 million dollars worth of Navy-owned
equipment, we kn.w that the inspection frequency of average
material commonly placed in non-dehumidified storage is
once every 2A monthe. Against thisp the inspection fre-
quency of average material placed in dehumidifi3d storage
is once every 48 months. In projecting the economies, let
me say that the approxitate savings in this function is
600 man-hours per year per dehumidified storehouse or ,14,475
savings each yesa c. the cyclic inspection alone. At this
same uctivity during a six months period only 12 per cent of
the units requiring cyclic represervation were fron the de-
humidified warehouses which housed 42 per cent of the stocks.
From this it can be seen that there is considerably less
represervation and packaging effort expended on material
stored under humidity controlled conditione.
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Another iLland depot having 170,000 measurement tons
of material subject to preservation stored in dehumidified
warehouses reports th6t the cyclic represervation requirement
for material in dehumidified warehouses is only half that of
material in non-dehumidified space. In this instance the
annual savings are estimated at 10I,00G by this depot after
deduction of the cost of operating and maintaining the
dehumidification program.

An interesting economical side light, and one that
hasn't been explored too deeply, has to do with warehouse
maintenance and heating costs. 'At one of our depots, where
comparative costs of maintai•ng dehumidified buildings
versus non-dehumidified have been recorded, it has been
found that the cost to maintain the warehouses prior to
conversion to dehumidification was $1,P056, per year. The
average annual cost under a dehumidified status is ncw
$6,170 per warehouse or approximately D5,COG) saved per
warehouse. We have 24 buildings under dehumidification
at this depot with sav-ings in annual maintenance totaling
$120,000. This saving in itself will be sufficient to amor-
tite the initial cost of dehumidifying in less than ten years,
and I believe that is pretty good business.

From the experience presented here, it is obvious thatt when all the facets of the economical impact of dehumidification
are assembled, the resultant report will be of more than casual
interest to the taxpayer.

In summation, the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts
at the present time is operating 66 dehumidified warehouses
w•ith a gross square foot area of 7,913,0OO square feet, pro-
viding a preferential storage environment for 1,397,.000
measurement tons of material valued at more than $733,000,000.

Last February, the Chief of Naval Material established
an Ad/Hoc Committee to evaluate the dehumidification program
in the Navy and to make recommendations concerning its future.
To date, this Committee - subsequently joined by representatives
of the Army, Air Force, and Office of the Secretary of Defense -

has devoted many days to its task. I shall quote from its
interim report to the Chief of Naval Material:

"Sum•iry of Findings: The Committee finds that generally
the applications of dehumidified storage within the Navy have
been successful, beneficial and economical. The Committee
finds that the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts has approximately
8,000,000 square feet of dehumidified warehouse space located
chiefly at the four inland supply depots and that the Bureau ef
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Yards and Docks has 480,000 square feet existinF and 240,000
recently placed under contract at the coastal Naval Con-
struction Battalion Centers., Bureau of Aeronautics has
approximately 1,700,000 square feet of semiportable dehumiidfied
structures utilized for storage of aircraft parts, and missiles.
These dehumidified spaces ccnstitute only a small proportion of
the total storage space available to the Navy. Examples of
dehumidified storage space at Yards and Stations are almost
nonexistent, excepting the BuAer demountable structures.
,-achine tools, of industrial plants formerly engaged in
production of military equipment and not currently required
for production of civilian goods, are being entrusted to
dehumidified storage at the plant site or at centralized
storage points. The Committee finds that there is a need for
dehumidified storage space at activities conducting overhaul
and repair operations. The Committee notes that dehumidified
storage does not protect steres during transhipment operations,
therefore the level of packaging and applied preservation
essential to the anticipated shipment conditions must be
provided.

"Recommendations: The Committee recommends that the
existing D/H prog-ram be continied. On the basis of in-
formation now available, the Committee further recommends
that this program be expanded to include D/H applications
of the following reture:

"(a) WhPerever the use cf D/Ii warehousinr will per-

mit an economical reduction in represervation operations.

"(b) Wdherever use of D/H storage can make a significant
reduction in reactivation time and/or ccst of items subject
to humidity-caused deterioration.

"1(c) -.herever deterioration, norm.ally caused by moisture,
can attack or materially reduce the potential value of items
held awaiting repair, disposition, preservation or represervation,
and assemblies held for completion pending receipt of backordered
components.

"(d) 'Wherever stores and equipments, subject to
deteriorvtion as a result of exposure to humid atmospheres,
are held pending issuance for iwmediate use or further con-
solidation.

"(e) Wherever supplemental assurance is desired in
addition to that afforded by preservative treatments and/or
packaging.
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"ttSumngary: This Cormnittee considers that the use

of controlled humidity storage for most military stores
provides significant benefits to the National Defense Program,
particularly by providing a higher degree of strategic read-
iness and by an effective reduction in the over-all cost of
that program. Accordi ngly, it is recommended that more em-
phasis and study be given to the use of controlled humidity
storage at stateside and overseas storage, and repair activi-
ties such as Shipyards, Air Stations, and Ordnance Depots."
Thank you.
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Mr. J. H. Williams
Chief Production Equipment Branch

Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense,
(Supply and Lopistics)

The art cf preservation of machine tools is a relatively
young one, dating back only to the period after the end of
'World Wdar II. Prior to that time only a handfull of machine tools
had been held in storage for any extended period of time, At
the end of Worli 4'ar II the national policy was to return our
industrial economy to a normal peace time basis as soon as
possible. Consequently, it was the policy of the Administrationp
at that time, to make available through goverrunent sale machine
tools that had been used by the govermment and its contractors
in carrying out the war p;oduction programs. Many thousands
of machine tools were thus made 8vailable to the governwent
disposal agencies. But in a relatively short period of time
it was realized that the peace tLee industry of our country
could not absorb the tremendous numibers of machine tools which
had been required for the massive war production program. The
problen which then confronted our top policy makers was what
to do with the machine tools that could not be absorbed by
industry. Also entering into the decision, at that time, was
the realization fresh in the minds of the War Time ?roduction
Czars of the importance of the machine tools. The top group
established for the purpose of formulating military production
equipfreent pblicy at that time was known as the Joint Industrial
Equipment Comr.ittee and it was this group that sowed the first
seeds whibh led to the Reserve Tool Programs which we have today.
The Navy and the Armys which at that time included the Air Force,
joinemd forces in drafting what later became Public Law 364
of the 80th Congress ard under this legislation the military
departr:ents were permitted to acquire from government .urplus
some 186,000 machine tools to be held in long term storage
for use if necessary to augment those available in the
civilian economy to produce military goods in the event of
an emergency. Starting in early 19h7, machine tool and pro-
duction equipment acqusition from surplus under this program
reached a rate of nearly 5,000 items per week. Eventually
almost 135,00O items of production equipment cam~e into the
Departbsntal Reserves under this program and of this number
roughly 60 per cent were machine tools and metalworking
equipment items. Faced with this huge influx of production
equipment crowding available storage installations, the Serv-
ices were hard put to develop 8 program for the long term
preservation of industrial production equipment. Practically
no previous experience in this field by either government or
industry was availoie as a precedent. Numerous theories
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were advanced as to the proper method for machine tool stor-
agu and eventually more or less successful means of preser-
vation were devised. It must be considered when discussing
machine tool preservation that this kind of equipment by its
very nature is difficult to protect from deterioration.
"Machine tools are constructed mostly of cast iron and steel
alloys both of which materials are extremely susceptible to
deterioration unless proper protection is given them.
Normally their -onstant use from day to day in a production
shop and the lubrication which is required by constant oper-
ation provides sufficient protection. The idle storage of
such equipment provides a completely different problem. Con-
siderable investigation was conducted with manufacturing con-
cerns, both machine tool users and manufacturers, in regard
to the proper method to be utilized in protection machined
surfaces from deterioration. Many methods were proposed,
many were tried, and through the experience gained over the
years and the knowledge obtained through the Korean Mobili-
zation we have now what we feel are highly developed methods
of preservation. About the first successful method found to
prevent deterioration was the application of heavy coatings
of greases which were largely composed of a combination of
petroleum; products and paraffin. It was found rather quickly
that unless the machined surfaces were absolutely clean
before such coatings were applied they peeled off and exposed
critical surfaces to oxidation. Another one of the dis-
advantapes of this cype of preservation is the difficulty of
removing the coating prior t return of the equipment to use.
It was found in the Korean "'Mbilization program that about
the only practical method of accomplishing this coating
removal was through the use of a vapor spray of a special
type of dissolving agent. Means for spraying this chemical
were of necessity large spray booths and the processing of
machine tools through these cleaning booths often resulted
in delays in getting the tools into productive uie.

During this same period between the end of World
'War II and the start of the Korean Mobilization research
had been going on by both the Army and Navy and later the
Air Force in the use of Dehumidified storage. This is a
means of sterage of machine tools and other production
equipment in an enclosure from which moisture ii evacuated
to prevent deterioration. It hac been found that oxidation
of machined surfaces and other critical items will not take
place to any damaging extent when the relative humidity is
held below 50 nr cent.

A striking example of the effectiveness of de-
humidificaiion that coimes to .mind is one that took place
in one of the early experiments by the Navy. The Navy had
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built at the Naval Ordnance Plant at South Charleston,
West Virginia, a few dehumidifled huts. These were of the
very earliest tyls and were simply a framework covered
with cloth which rd been sprayed with a materia3 which
made them air tignt. A lathe of average sire had been put
into one ef these huts and several bright new pennies had
been placed en the ways of this lathe. The hut was then
resealed. Over two years later the hut was reppened an4
the pennies were examined and did not show any sign of
oxidation whatsoever, and they were just as bright as the
day that they had been put in therea Furthermore, once
they had been picked up from the ways of the lathe therz
was no mark whatsoever on this bright metal surface to
indicate where the pennies had lain. In thia case the
machine had not had any oll film or preservative whatsoever
placed upon it. Of course, it is my recollection that the
humidity in this particular experiment was held to a lower
relative value than we feel necessary today. The Military
Departients under current procedures use about four different
kinds of inclosures for dehumidified storage. The fiLat and
the smallest type of inclosure is known as a hut. This is
generally _ itructure of a size sufficient only to inclose the
machine tool r• tools for utich the protection is required.
Huts ae u•,,a•!v made inside of buildings but their dimensions
have no .elatic¢ship to the dimensions of the building in
which they are placed. The second type of inclosure, is a
hutment and this constitutes the complete sealing off of the
inside of a building and does not necessarily have any
definite relationship to the dimensions or the floor space
occupied by the machine tools which are to be stcred. The
third type cf storage is a building which is constructed
from the ground up specifically for the purpose of main-
taining machine tools in a controlled atmosphere. The fourth
and last method and incidentally the most recent addition to
the list is the cave. At the present time the only caves
that have been utilized are man made caves of such composition
that they lend themselves to the controlling of the atmos-
pheric conditions. Up to now there have been more huts con-
structed than arv other type of inclosure used for de-
humidified storage, but the total usable amount of space in
these huts does not approach that available in the other
three types of storagec Usually the specific storage site,
including its geographical and climatic conditions, dictato,
the type of structure most suited to a particulav installation.
Naturally, in an installation where there are tools that have
to be used from day to day along with other tools which are
to be stored under dehumidified conditions the hut seema to
be the best type of structuare. On the other hand very often
tools, under our present concepc3, are stored in a separate
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building on the site where they would be operated in the
event of an emergency. These are usually machines that were
used for production during the Korean Mobilization and are
stored on the sites so that they will be almost imnrmdiately
available to augment those owned by the proposed mobilization
supplier. One of t'• great advantages of dehumidified stor-
age is realized under this circumstance because of the fact
that machine s stored in a controlled atmosphere do not require
the prior applicaticn of heavy preservative coatings. The
light fogging with a light oil vapor is all that is necessary.
This, of course, is very easy to remove when the tools are
being reactivated and as a matter of fact can bo left on the
machine without dning any harm.

To give you some idea as to the extent and type of
dehunmdified storage in connection with machine tools
currently in being in DOD, I will run over a few statistics,
department by department.

In the. Department of the Navy, dehumidified storage
facilities for retention of machine tools are located. at
eight sites throughout the country. At these eight sites
there are 36 huts and eleven dehumidified buildings. The
Navy has no tools stored in caves at thir time. The total
number of usable square feet in these dehunidified storage
areas is approsimately 1,000,000 square feet. These contain
over 9,000 machine tools having an acquisition cast of a
little over $98 million. The Navy is planning to construct
additional dehumidified storage areas to allow for the stor-
age of about 1500 additional items having a volume of approx-
imately $13.5 million.

The Department of the Air Force is the last of the
Departments to get into the dehumidified storage field and
although only a limited amount of their storage is now under
dehumidified conditions their plans include much more exten-
sive use of this method. At the present time the Air Force
has only one storage site where dehumidification is used and
at this location there are five huts which house approximately
h50 itens having an acquitition cost of around $2 million.
The total square footage of these huts amounts to about 28,000
square feet. As I said before the Air Force plans rather
extensive use of dehumidified storage in the future and at the
present time their program calls for the construction of ap-
proximately 2.5 million square feet of dehumidified storage
area in buildings and huta. It is plarmed that these inclo-
sures will house over 25,000 machine toolu having an acqui-
sition cost of $250 million. The Air Force, like the Navy,
does not now have any caves in use for storage, nor is any
such storage contemplated in the foreseeable future.
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The Department of the Army constructed their first
dehumidified storage hut in 1949. This was a building
specifically erected for experiments in dehumidified storage
but like the Navy this original installation contained only
a few square feet cf storage. The Department ci the Army now
has 61 dehumidified huts, six dehumidified buildings, one hut-
ment and one dehumidified cave. The total usable square feet
of dehumidified storage in all these amounts to about 5.6
million square feet and covers about 51,OO0 machines which
are valued at more than $500,000,000. In addition to this
the Army is currently planning for the co-struction of an ad-
ditional 1.25 million square feet of dehumidified storage to
house approximately 17,000 items having an acquisition cost
of $200 million.

Most of the original huts were modeled after the
cocoons which were placed around the big guns on Navy ships
which were prepared for storage in the Reservne Fleet. This
was a wrapping of light cloth, such as muslin or cheese
cloth around a frtane work which in turn surrounded the ma-
chine or machines. On top of this cloth was sprayed a pli-
able plastic coating, and a dehumidifying machine was
arranged alongside of each shroud to remove moisture from
the air within. While these original structures performed
the functions of maintaining a dehumidified atmosphere there
were several disadvantages encountered. Maintenance on this
type of structure was high, and strength and fire resistance -

were low. The conclusion now reached by all three of the
military departments is that--this is in regar• to machine
tools-metal huts have proven to be the cheapest ½ ,t-:ct
and maintain, offer the highest degree of safety to stored
equipment, and have the longest effective life. The average
cost of metal huts currently is from $0.95 to $1.25 per
square foot and that of metal hutments is $2.00 to $2.50 mer
square foot (plus the cost of a concrete slab if required)5
These figures include the cost of the dehumidification equip-
ment.

The dehumidified buildings are of masonry, double
wall, sealed metal siding or concrete. The cost for a
building runs from $h.OO to $8.00 per square foot including
the dehumidification equipment. With normal maintenance a
dehumidified storage building should be useful for 20 to 35
years, whereas, a dehumidified hut with roughly the same
degree of maintenance has a useful life of not over ?0 years.
The huts have little or no practical use after the machines
stored therein have been removed. Hutments have a limited
practical use as emergency dry storage space, but the
dehumidified building on the other hand will prove most
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valuable for actual nmnufacturing operations. A number of
such manufacturinC operations exist within the production
requiremients of the Department of Defense. The production
of optics and precision instraments, for example, as utilized
in certain defense items requires very close control of the
amount of humidity and dust in the astosphere. In war time,
it has been our experience that such space has, in the past,
had to be esmcially ccnstructed for this purpose.

The entire subject of ureservation of machine tools
and of long term storage - covered in a document known as
1!ilitary Ctandard No. 107. This Standard is prepared by a
Commwittee composed of the top technicians in the storage and
preservation field. Before any metlod can be specified in
the Standard, it. is extensively investigated and tested, to
determine its suitability for maintaining production equip-
ment over a long period of time. The book not only covers
preparation of machines for dehumidified storage, but also
includes methods of processing machines for storage in open
unheated and heated warehouses. important things other than
actual storage which must be treated and are covered in the
book are items such as the blocking and bracing for shipment
to prevent damage, the skidding of machine tools and
production equipment, the amount of actual running under
power thft should be given machine tools that are stored in
place attached to power lines and numerous other related
factors. This book describes certain cleaning fluids, vapor
inhibitors, desiccants, oils, greases, etc. All of these
are iters which meet approved Military specifications and
have been developed with the assistance of Petrole"_- and
Chemical industries. 'The compilbtion of this Mil. Standard
for preservation has t-en a substantial undertaking and one
that has required a considerable amount of give and take by
each of the Departments in order to enable the establishment
of a uniform standard. This objective has always been kept
in mind because of the extreme desirability and insistence
by the Office of the Secretary of Defense that a single
uniform method of preservation be utLlized by all three
Departments. Our reason for this, -Aide from the inherent
economy, is to simplify the problems of civilian firms con-
tracting with more than one department. Without the uniform
standard such a firm might have to stock two entirely
different kinds or sets of preservatives for each of the
Departments with which he contracts. This has been true in
the past but we feel that much progress is beinp made for
elJimination of this condition.

The present policy of the Department of Defense is
that machine tools will be retained againat known mobiliza-
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tion requirements, that those tools that we hold in reserve
will be operable or will be made operable if they are required,
"and if they are not required they are to be disposed of. All
equipment held in storage is to be reviewed at least every
two years against requirements. We are developing a set of
analytical test patterns which will be used to provide uniform
tests so that the operating characteristics of all equipment
held in Reserve storage will be known.

Our current policy is for tools to be retained at
the following types of locations in the order of preference as
follows: (1) at the point of proposed use, which actually
means in line in the plant, where they would be used; (2) Ad-
Jacent or near to the plant where they will be used, but kept
intact as a production package capable of rapidly being moved
into production application; and (3) at central storage lo-
cation. The last type of storage usually contains those
machines which are held for contractors yet to be selected
or for contractors that receive only a few machines.

A preference for the type of maintenance of reserve
equipment is first in dehumidified storage, second., heated
storage and third, unheated storage. ,he dehumidified stor-
age could be either in huts, hutment. i buildings or caves.

The only cave now in use as a storage site is op-
erated by the Department of the Army and has proven to be
well suited for storage purposes. The taeperature within
the cave is constant the year around and onre dehumidified
the maintenance in this condition is not difficult. An ad-
ditional advantage of a cave ic that after the tools have
been removed a manufacturing or assembly facility may be
placed there in comparative safety from bomb damage. Most
of the caves available in the country have a large storage
area, and the cost of converting them, including the instal-
lation of dehumidification equipment, is high. This is the
major limiting factor in the expansion of this storage
technique.

The Army, Navy, and Air Force have been working
very closely and harmoniously in this particular field and
the progress made in this relatively new area is tremendous.
We now know of a number of ways of storing tools, free from.
deterioration, over an extended period of time, but our
studies will continue as we seek out new methods to reduce
cost, improve the preservation and assure the immediate
availability of these machines for production in the event
of a future emergency. Thank you.
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Er. W. F. Durbin
r-oodyear Tire and Rubber Co.

I was asked to discuss the effect of humidity on the
deterioration rate of rubber and plastic products during
storage. From a practical standpoint humidity is rot an
important factor. Under prolonged exposure to very high
humidity certain plasticizers used ýn plastics and rubber are
attacked by fungus. Soden and Wake (1) have shown by both
tropical storage and laboratory aging that the deterioration
rate for valcanized natural rubber at humidities of close to
100 per cent is 1.85 times the rate of that in dry atmospheres.
These high humidity conditions, however, rarely occur in
warehouses of this country, and a deterioration rate increase
of 1.85 is small compared to the damage that can take place
due to heat or light cataliyzed oxidation. For example, a
foam rabber mattress such as Goodyear's Airform will withstand
deterioration for twenty-five years under normal use conditions,
but will deteriorate in the first few days of exposure to
sunlight.

We might ask how serious is the problem of deteriora-
tion of rubber and plastic products. Since each type of poly-
meric material has different deterioration characteristics,
and these characteristics are affected by added ingredients,
processing methods and storage conditionsi no single set of
data provides an answer. In instances which are, unfortu-
nately, not as common as we would like, the rubber in tires
and tubes have been found to be of usable quality after more
than twenty years of service. I have a pair of rubber
galoshes purchased twenty years ago that are in excellent
condition in spite nf storage conditions which have varied
between that of the hot attic and the danp basement. Clothing
items proofed with rubber have been known to last fifteen
years. Industrial plastics of today, are, for the most part,
of recent origin, and deterioration data for extended period
of time are meager. The indications are that in the absence
of extreme conditions, they will also have a good record.

The subject of rubber and plastic deterioration
is well documented. One wishing to read on this subject
might well start with "Deterioration of Materiaio" by
Gleen A. Greathouse and Carl J. Wessel. Most of the liter-
ature deals with storage corditions -,hich are abnormal in
one way or another, and same conflicting views are found.
There is general agreement cneerning the harmful effects of
high temperature, ozone., oxygenp and light, particularly
direct sunlight. There is little evidence that humidity con-
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trol would be bteneficial in cliwste6 where extreme conditions
rarely existo

Since tires are a major rubber product, I would
like to describe briefly the industrial practice for their
storage. The tires should be protected from dirt, water,
ozone, oil, heat, excessive weight and distortion. There
is no standard warehcuse design. The preferred type is a
one-story building requiring no stairs or elevators. It
would have no windows and positive ventilation. Warehouses
may or may not be heated. When heating and ventilati•rg
facilities are provided, it is for the comfort of the worker
rather than preservation of the rubber. Windows are often
painted to prevent direct sunlight. No attenpt is made to
control humidity. Although passenger tires are still stored
in stacked or laced piles, the trend is toward palletization.
The pallet is a portable platform with a superstructure.
Your stacks of tires are placed on the platform, arc then
the platforms are stacked one on top of the other. The super-
structure prevents crushing of the tires by the pallets
above. For military tires and tubes, there is a twelve-month
limit or less on the manufacturer's storage period. For non-
military tires and tubes, there is a forty-two month limit
at Goodyear. Tires stored longer than forty-two months must
pass a quality inspecticn before release. Recently, we in-
spected a quantity of seven year old tires and found all to
be of a first class quality. I understand that military dare-
houses are perm,.tted storage periods up to ten years.

A major part of the research work at Gorelyear is
directed toward the development of rubber _ J rubber chemicals
which will give improved service to the fin'shed product. We
did, however, have an occasion to study a problem dealing
directly with the storage cf rubber and plastics. At the
close of World ;o:ar II, the International Harvester Company
had a government contract dealing with the storage of surplus
war goods. The Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company was awarded
two- sub-contracts by International i1arvester to investigate
certain specific problems in connection with the storage of
rubber and plastic products. The effect af humicity was not
considered important enough to be included in either inves-
tigation.

Under the first contract (2) 38 plastics, 18 rubbers,
and 3 fabrics were stored in the absence of light, in both
dry air and dry nitrogen atmospheres. Three temperature con-
ditions were investigated:

1. 12 hours at -60 degrees F. followed by 12 hours at
plus 90 degrees F. for 60 days.
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2. 12 hours at -20 degrees F. followed by 12 hours

at plus 170 degrees F. for 60 days.

3. 170 degrees F. for 60 days.

Storage containers were pressurized at 6-1/2 psi
gauge pressure at 70 degrees F. in order to maintain a
positive pressure at all aging temperatures. The nitrogen
used had a dew point of -65 degrees F. or lower and an
oxygen content of 0.06 per cent by volume. The air had a
dew point of -3h degrees F. All storage containers contained
3A: lb. of dry Grade A activated alumina. The conclusions
from this work were as follows;

1. Repeated thermal shock fror. -60 degrees to
plus YO degrees F. does no appreciable damage to common
rubbcrs, plastics, and textiles.

2. The materials showing satisfactory storage in
eit1:er dry air or dry nitrogen for 60 days at 170 degrees F.
were

Phenol Formaldehyde
Melam ine Formaldehyde
Vinyl Chloride
Vinylidene Chloride
Vinyl Chloride-Acetate (flexible types)
Urea Formaldehyde
Cellulose Ace tate-Butyrate
J:eth,,1 Vethacrylate
1.ard Rubber
Rttyl Rubber
Polyethylene

3. H.Iterie1s showing damage by storage -n both dry
air an- -itrogen at th: end of 60 days at 170 degrees F. were

,;.iny1l liloride-Acetate (rigid types)
'-'Iinl Buty'ral
Ethyl Cellulose

Jellulose Acetate
* ethyl ,etha ýrylate (csst type)
Pcl ystyrene

21 .- S Rubber
'H-NI Rubber
'leolrrene
-, i ok ol
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4. The materials damaged by storage of 60 dRys in
air at 170 degrees F. but not by nitrogen under these con-
ditions were

Natural Rubber

5. Materials which showed a slight advantage of
nitrogen storage were

Cellulose Acetate-Butyrate
Hard Rubber
OR-S
GR-N
Neoprene

6. Nylon, rayon and cotton were not damaged under
any of these storage conditions.

In the second contract (3) the physical properties
of some common rubbers were measured every ten days for a
period of 200 days storage in both air and nitrogen at tem-
peratures of 50, 70, 90, 110, 330 and 150 degrees F. The
moisture in the air was maintained between 20 and 30 per
cent measured at 50 degrees F. The nitrogen contained 0.06
per cent oxygen by volume and a dew point of -67 degrees F.
or less. The air flow was .236 liters per minute, decreased
5 per cent for each ten-day aging period. The containers
having nitrogen were purged to 0.2 per cent oxygen and
pressurized to h in. mercury. The results indicated no sig-
nificant advantage of storage in nitrogen. The results for
the samples stored in air are given below. The days of satis-
factory storage are given for each temperature.

Cpund 70 'F. 900 F. 1100F. 1300 F. 1500 F.

Natural Rubber Tread 200 200 180 40 10
Natural Rubber Tube 200 200 200 200 20
r'R-S 7read 200 200 70 20 10
CR-S Bogie 200 200 60 20 10
CRR-N Fuel 200 200 60 30 10
CR-N Hose 140 20 10 10 10
Neoprene Fuel Hose 200 200 120 100 10
Neoprene V-belt Cover 200 200 60 20 10
Butyl Tube 190

In cormenting on the results of this work, it should
be pointed out that oxygen is a factor in the deterioration of
rubber in spite of the fact that no significant advantage is
found for storage in a nitrogen atmosphere. This merely
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means that it is impractical if not impossiblL to exclude all
oxygen. The 0.2 per cent oxygen content in tht nitrogen at-
mosphere plus oxygen dissolved in the rubber was sufficient
to cause degradation.

To summarize, although rubber and plastic products
can be degraded by extreme conditions of heat, light &nd
humidity, the rate of deterioration under warehouse storage
conditions is very slow. Protection against heat and liht
are most important. Since very high humidities so rarely
exist, little would be gained by humidity control. Althoug,'
oxygen is a factor in degradation, it cannot be excluded suf-
ficiently to justify storage in inert atmospheres vich as
notrogen.

I might say that although humridity control we don't
consider important for the storage of r•bber, we w 11d elso
say thate would be no damage done by humidity control, where
it is necessary to control the humidity for the prctztlo" of
other components of the article. Thank you.
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..r. J. DeGroot
Industrial Engineering Section

Detroit Arsenal

The present day processing and outdoor storage of
military vehicles in accordance with basic instructions of
SB 9-4 supplemented by the Detroit Arsenal Purchase Descrip-
tions for each category of vehicles, requires continual.
extensive and expensive maintenance-in-stoiage operations,
and complete reprocessinp every three years.

Furthermore, without close surveillancey which
incidentally involves considerable manpower, the results
accomplished, in many instances, are either inadequate or
questionable.

In a conference with Office, Chief of Ordnance, in
October 1953, the need for a practical, adequate and econom-
ical approach to the storage of militarT vehicles was empha-
sized on the basis cf the following information that came
up for discussion at the conference.

During 19h9, 1950 and 1951 an average of h410,000,OO0
was spent annually for spare and replenishment parts for
rebuilding approximately 150,000 Army Ordnance vehicles in
storage.

Maintenance in storage averages 38,200.CO0 annually on
these vehicles for the same years.

If only 10% of the total cost of 1h18,200,000. for one of
these years could be attributed to inadequate protection
resulting in corrosion and deterioration, and this is a very
conservative estimate, the expenditure of 141,820,0O0.0O for
ultimate protection could be well justified.

A review of the files relative to long term storage of
Ordnance material after World War II was accomplished to
avoid duplication of work and unnecessary expenditure of funds.
Many df you here today are, no doubt, familiar with projects
undertaken in this field by Arthur D. Little, Batelle
Memccial Institute, Davison Chemical and International
Harvester from 1945 through 1948. A summary of their findings
will follows

ANALYSIS CF PROBLEM

1. frotect metallic components from corrosion and
minimize deterioration of non-metallic components in military
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vehicles.

2. Detrimv. .a' ele:ments to consider are basically
sunlight, humidity, oxygen, and high temperatures,

3. Best method will be a compromise between strategic,
economical, and technical factors.

i. �Methods previously evaluated:

a. Underground caves or mines.
b. Unconditioned warehouses.
c. Dehumidified warehouses.
d. Dehumidified oil storage tanks.
e. Individual containers (shippable and

non-shippable)
f. Use of inert gases.

5. Disadvantages of methods shown previously:

a. Underground mines or caves. - Entrance
facilities, strategic locations, real
estate complications and transportation
costs of vehicles.

b. Unconditioned warehouses. - Undesirable
high humidity and high temperatures,
also availability.

c. Dehumidified warehouses. - High costs.
d. Oil storage tanks. - No more available,

high cost of erection, no space for
exercising, difficult loadirn and un-
loading and not too easily dismantled.

e. Individual containers (shippable and
non-shippable). Exorbitant costs.

f. Use of inert gases. - Special equip.-
ment, high costs, impractical.

I mrght explain that in regard to item 5c, the Army
Ordnance does not have any Dehumidified warehouses existing
or that could be modified for D/H that would be available for
vehicles. So the point here is to erect new warehouses in the
sense that we call them that-that would be high costs.

The oil storage tank program, item 5d, was actually
developed in '45., when the military had on hand several of
these oil storage tanks. They were bolted and gasketed, usually
of the 10,OOO barrel type, which meant they were 24 feet high
and 55 feet in diameter. They also had the 5,000 barrel type
30 feet in diameter and 24 feet high. Ordnance obtained some
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of these excess oil tanks and modified them to provide a tank
approximately 11 feet in height. In these we stored a high
category of vehicles fronr'ih6 to '50.

Dynamic dehumidifier rmchines of 500 C"! capacity were
hooked to a series of ten tanks. Machines of 20 CFT- capacity
were hooked individually to each storage tank.

These findings and experience in the newest programs
on dehumidified storage led to the following conclusions:
Dynamically dehumidified storage of military vehicles, with
limited processing and exercising of certain components
through external controls will provide ultimate protection
at the lowest possible cost.

The objectives of our April 195L project were to:

1. Determine the most economical type of shelter
suitable for dehumidified storage of combat vehicles.

2. Determine minimum acceptable floor requirements.

3. Determine types and sizes of dehumidifiers best
suited as well as instrumentation.

4. Determine whether under dehumidified storage there
actually exists any need to exercise components of the vehicle,
and if so, to what degree, and with what type of equipment.

5. Develop surveillance, mainternnce-in-storage, exer-
cising and servicing procedures determined

At the present time, a contiact is in effect that will
cost approximately one-and-a-quarter million dollars to
accomplish the modification of the circular oil storage
tanks I mentioned before. This will include the installation
of doors, resealing of all openings, and replacement of large
dehumidifiers with small units for each storage tank. The
primary intent for this program is for the long-term storag%
of high value low obsolescense vehicles such as the K48, %1
and I'-2 tanks.

in carrying out our study of shelter requirements we
purchased a prefabricated metal shelter consisting of steel
framing, corrugated aluminum sides, tops, ends and flashings
with aluminum screw type nails as fastening devices. Sealing
at all joints, seams and overlaps is accomplished by the use
of a specially made neoprene rubber gasket designed to fill
the void spaces of the corrugations and also by the filling
of other voids with a suitable caulking material with food
weathering qualities and low resistance to contraction and
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expansion.

To substantiate our opinion, of ultimate protection at the
lowest cost, it was necessary to obtain approximate cost figures
of our present day processing, basically covered by SB 9-4 and
subblemented by the Detroit Arsenal Purchase Descriptions.
Therefore, costs of initial processing and maintenance-in-
storage reprocessing were obtained from three manufacturers
if M48 tanks, in 1953. The average compelation of these costs

Initial processing • 500.17
M.I.S. reprocessing every 90 days $ 367.84
Total cost per vehicle for 3 years storage $ 4,921.25

(12 x -1367-34 1 MO0.1)
Total cost of processing end storage of

16 - M48 tanks for 3 years $78,628.00

We have a maintenance-in-storage operation, every 90 days,
so it would be 12 times over a period of three years, plus the
initial costs for processing.

The number 16 is used as the basis on this evaluation,
because the shelter just described will accommodate 16 M48 tanks.
So all through this evaluation the number of tanks will be
sixteen. Normal maintenance-in-storage programs pertaining to
military vehicles and outdoor storage usually include a
nonthly inspection for visible exterior damage to the vehicle.
Examination and exercising of major components, such as engines
and recoil. mechanisms is conducted on a 90-day basis. These
activities require the removal of the processing materials,
such as tape and vinyls and removal of the watersheds.
Periodi-al exercising is completed by replacement of the
watershed, and complete reprocessing.

In addition, there is time consumed in warm-up and
cooln'A off periods for the engine. Special tools are re-
quired in the form of porto-power units and portable proces-
sing units.

Labor, material and equipment costs, as submitted by Lima
Ordnance Depot, for processing, installation and exercising
16 combat vehicles in dehumidified storage were as follows:

I. Initial processing costs including installation into
shelters which involves blocking up of vehicle on metal stands
used in the oil storage tank program in 1946 $ 52.00
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2. Labor costs for exercising each vehicle 2-man
crew for 15 minutes or 1/2 man-hour S2.44

3. Total labor cost of exercisirg each, vehicle for 3
years (12 x $2.44) $29.28

4. Cost of equipment for exercising $4400.00

a. Electric porto-power
hydraulic pump - $ 450.o0

b. Diesel cold starting
slave kit - $3200.00

c. 1/3 H.P. 24-volt
electric pear head
motor with sprocket
drive - $ 750.0o

5. Labor and material costs fur processing and
storage of 16 - 118 tanks for 3 years 16 x $52.00 /
16 x $29.28 / h4400.00 $5700.48

The three pieces of equipment listed, exercise the recoil
nechanisms, engine, trair- ission, forward controls, elevatirg
mecl-anisms, and suspension on the light tanks, and all but the
suspension on the medium tanks.

The approximate cost of all the mterial, equipment and
labor necessary for the erection of the 16 tank shelter and
the installation of the dehumidifiers and instrunentation
theref re, was less than 1/5th of the cost of maintaining
the 16 tanks for three years under conventional processing.
For less than 1/3 of the cost of conventional processing we
were able to rcnitruct a minimum shelter and process and
maintain 16 canks in operational readiness, by means of
dehunidifi,'ation, for three years. The actual cost of the
test installation of the dehumidified shelter was as follows:

Supply and erection of shelter $11,889.00
60' wide, 120' lorg, 12' high

Inst-sliation of footings * 1,834.00

Labor, equipment and material to
provide electricity to shelter,
including wiring and fixtures $ 611.00

2 - 100 (711 Desomatic dehumidifiers • 1,190.00
1 Hygrothernograph $ 156.30
2 Humidistats S 30.84
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Labor, equipmnt and material for

hooking up instrumentation $ 160.00

Total Cost $15,871.14

Cost per square foot $ 2.20

On this test instalationwe arrived at a cost of two
dollars and twenty cents per square foot on hard standing
at the Lima Ordnance Depot. Volume procurement, erection
and installation of shelters dehumidi ficrs and instrumentation
should bring the cost close to $1.75 per square foot.

The ccziparative costs of preservaticn by SB 9-4 and D. H.
for 16 4%8 tanks for 3 years are:

SB 9-4
Initial processing (16 x $5OOT $ 8,002.72
HTIS reprocessing (12 x 0367.84 h x 16) .870,625.28
Total Costs $78,628.00

D. H. STORAGE

Complete labor, material and equipment costs for shelter,
dehumidifiers, instrumantation, including erection and
installation C135,871.14

Equipment costs for exercising $ 4,400.00

Labor and material costs for processing &
exercising $ 1,300.48

Total costs d' D. H. storage $21,571.62

Difference between D. H. and SB 9-4 $57,056.38

To go a step further, ccmparative cost figures were
actually compiled on a ten-year basis. It is realized that
the figures on maintenance operating and power consumption
costs are not included, however, it must be noted that test
installation costs are included for dehumidified storage and,
as poi.,ed out on the previous slide, a considerable decrease
in cost would result from. volume procurement.

sB 9-4

Complete processing every 3 years
(3 x $500.17 x 16) $ 24,008.16

MIS reprocessing every 90 days

(37 x $367.8h x 16) $217,761.28
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Total processing and MIS reprocessing

costs 4241,769.44

Cost per vehicle $ 15,110.59

D. H.

Complete labor, material and equipment,
costs for shelterl dehumidifiers,
instrumentation, including erection
and installation • 15,871.1h

Equipment costs for exercising 4 ,4o.0000

initial processing (16 x •52.00) $ 832.00

Exercising costs (40 x ,2.44 x 16) 1,551.60

Total Costs 1 22,65h.74

Cost per vehicle $ ! I4 /92
Differcnce in cost per vehicle

SB 9-4 $ 151,o.59
D,.H, ý 1,1415.92

Difference 0 23,694.67

Based on all this information, our conclusions end
recornendations were that we should:

1. Divide vehicles into categories relating to
availability for immediate combat service.

2. Utilize to the fullest extent the existing 1,500,000
square feet of dehumidified petroleum tank storage at the
seven depots, namely Lima, Red River, Letterkenny, Tooele,
Mr. Rainier, Anniston, and Sierra, for storage of smaller
Ordnance items than vehicles.

3. Divide the vehicles into categories of low, medium
and high obsolesence to establish a War Reserve so that
em-phasis can be put on a dete-rmined quantity of the most
-irportant vehicles.

4. Based on daTa already compiled up to date, effect
v-olume procurement of proposed shelters and equipment for
the most important vehicles.
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5. Store as many vehicles as is strategically and
econonically possible in areas such as Arizona, New Mexico,
Utah, etc, so selective ventilation can be utilized in the
dehuimidified shelters.

6. Consider DAPDs or SB 9-h methods for shipment and
interim storage not exceeding 180 days.

"We are continuing the long term storage project at Lima
Ordnance Depot in ordcr to refine the many details that can
not be answered at the present time, such as:

a. Evaluation of other shelters.
b. Evaluation of other floor requirements
c, Evaluation of various types of insulation for 1"he

shelters deterrine whether their use is warranted.
d. Evaluation of various types of sealers in actual

application on the shelters.
e. Evaluation of other types of equipment for dehumidi-

fiers, instrumentation and exercising.
f. Evaluation of vehicles not exercised.
g. Evaluation of preservative materials as compared to

regular operating oils and greases.
h. Obtain power consumption, maintenance and operating

costs on entire project.

From the preceding information it is apparent that an
1448 vehicle, for example, can be preserved and adequately
maintained by the proposed method for ten years at approxi-
mately 'l,500. Therefore, the coat for 2,000 M148 vehicles
would be 00,3OOO0O0. When compared to present day processing,
outdoor storage and necessary maintenance-in-storage opera-
tions at $15,000 per vehicle or ;30,00,000 for 2,000 such
vehicles, it is imperative that a volume program as proposed
be initiated as soon as possible. The Arsenal is of the
opinion that sufficient information has been obtained to
warrant such action. As improvements in any phase of the
proposed program are tried and proven mi a continuing test
project, they can be incorporated into production at the most
appropriate time. Thank you.
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?Iii. IqGS: In addition to the people who have made
presentations, there is a wealth of talent here this morning.
I think, we can take on all comers questions.

!'. LLOYD (Yards and Docks, Navy): Has Mr. DeGroot
stored any trucks or vehicles of tactical type? Has he any
pictures of that?

M•. DE GROOT: l4e have another program on for
tactical vehicles that time did not permit me to mention.
We are evaluating cocooning types, and we have run into
a phenomena that is quite interesting. We might call it
osmosis packed, w~here the pack keeps the moisture out
and only lets the air in.

CAPTAIN PELTIER: (Bureau of Yards and Docks, Navy)
I would like to know where the location is.

MR. DE GROOT: This is the Lima Ordnance Depot,
Lima., Ohio.

CAPTAIN PELTIE:i: Both?

"MR. DE GROWT: No, sir; coceoning is at Rariton
Arsenal, Metuchen, New Jersey. I would say clear through
Office, Chief of Ordnance, before any visits are made to
these projects.

MR. LEVY (BuOrd, Navy): I have--I don't know
whether you would say this is one question with three parts,
or three separate questions. The first question is, what is
the relative humidity that is maintained in these storage
centers of yours? I would like to give them to you one at a
time.

MR. DE GROOT: Those are directed at me?

MR. LEVYs Yes.

IMR. DE GROOT: In the Lima project, 35 per cent is
what we have set on the humidistatt. We have a seven day
hand wound hygrothermograph, and a check of those weekly
charts that are removed from the hygrothermograph indicate
we are not having any trouble at all to maintain a 35 per
cent relative humidity.

MR. LEVY: Well, the second question is, you speak
of instrumentation, what type of instrumentation do you have?
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MR. DE CROOT: Well, instrumentation to us is an
operations recorder to record the operating ti-me of tie
equipment, of the dehumidifiers; hygrothermographs, as you
know, are to record the temperature and humidity, and
humidistats to start and stop the machines.

MR. LEVY: The third question is, of course, you
have various rubberized matelials with the equipment. I
was just wondering if any effect on these rubberized
materials has been noticed, particularly in low humidities.

MR. DE GROOT: Not in this program, because the
actual buildings were completed in December, '54. I think
that might be directed at the mar, from Goodyear. He might
have a little more information on that.

MR. HIGGS: Mr, Durbin?

MR. DURBIN: I would say that the deterioration that
took place was not due to the low humidity; it was due to other
causes.

MR. LEVY: Thank you very much,

IMR. KENNEDY (Cadillac Tank): I want to ask Jim,
is it necessary in the new type of shelters, Jim, to use some
type of static desiccant for pull-down or is the dynamic unit
able to do that?

MR. DE GROOT: I might answer that-when we did the
pull-down, it was an empty shelter. I do knvw that where
there is stored equipment, such as production equipment,
using a lot of wood dunnage, you have two choices; to increase
the capacity of the dehumidifiers or you let them operate for
a longer period of time. .I think the machine lay-awtay boys
can answer that better, but I will admit the initial pull-down
on our project at Lima was done to an empty shelter. When we
put the materials in, we had very little hydvoscopic material
in these tanks. We were even using steel blocking. Does
that answer your question, 'Bob?

Mn. KENI'EDY: Yes. I am thinking about your tank
program, your oil tank program, where you put 20 (FM unitv
in now, individually, and you stick four or five vehicles
in that?

MR. DE GROOT: Yes.

MR. KENNEDY: You still can't get it down with a unit;
can you?
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MLR. DE GROOT: Well, they a.re installing DORS
(denumidification machines manufactured by Desomatic
Products) and they may use larger DORS for the initial pull-
down; that is very possible.

MR. HIGGS: Questions? I represent the Bureau of
Yards and Docks, Navy, or, rather, that is where I work, and
the group with which I am associated does the shore construc-
tion work for the Navy and the Marine Corps. My own
particular branch handles the construction of warehouses and
supply depots for both Marines and the Bureau of Supplies and
Accounts.

The question is often put to us as to what the
cost of dehumidified warehouses is, and sane of the figures
that have been presented this morning come from our experience.
We are, under a statutory limitation of six dollars a square
foot for a warehouse, and recent estimates, bids, rather,
have indicated that we can build a permanent warehouse with
floor at grade level for a budgeting figure of six dollars
a square foot, including a modest amount of roads and tracks
in the vicinity of the warehouse.

If we go to a platform-height warehouse, where the
floor is at the truck-bed level, the cost is somewhat more,
but we can still meet the statutory limitations. Storage
people are, it seems to me, over-concerned with the cost of
providing dehumidified storage. I think if you will take
Mr. De nroot's figures and extend them a bit into a ten year
period, it will become rather inconsequential as to whether
his warehouse costs two dollars a square foot, $2.20 a square
foots $1.75, or whether it would cost four or six dollars a
square foot for a good storage structure.

The savings that he has indicated as compared to
ma-ntnanc6 in open storage would amortize the structure
quickly, at either two dollars or four dollars, or six dol-
lars a square foot. It is possible that some of the loca-
tions where we have storage depots, such as the Marine Depot
in the Mojave desert-that maintenance and storage costs are
not comparable to those which Mr. De C-root has stated for the
locations in wnich his data was based. At Barstow you have
got dehumidified storage by grace of nature, much as the
ancient Egyptians got theirs. However, we can provido the
dehumidified storage-! say we, the engineering organizations
of the military, can provide the necessary climatic conditions
within your storage space, and I think do it economically.
The Main problem is to determine what the costs are of doing
the job of maintenance and storage without. dehifridified stor-
age, and what the re-sults might be with dehumidified storage.
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The Navy Committee to Evaluate Dehumidified Storage
which i Chair, and which was referred to by Mr. Rodenbaugh2
has been expanded, at the request of the Assistant Secretary of
Defense for Supply and Logistics, to include the Department
of Defen:Re, Army, and Air Force representatives. WJe have
recently submitted a report which indicates that the military
could use, in our opinion, about 52 million square feet of
dehumidified space. So far as I have determined; we have in
the military, approximately 15 million square feet of that
spqce now. That would indicate that -we need maybe 37 million
more square feet of dehumidified storage space. A good deal
of that, I think, can be done by conversion of existing ware-
houses; some of it would require new construct.on.

In the opinion of the Committee, and other infor-
mation which we have been able to collect, we think that by
activation of this amount of dehumidified storage area we
can realize a savings, after amortization of capital dollars,
of about two dollars per square foot of dehumidified space.

If we are right in our appraisal of that situation,
a few cents more or a few cents less per square foot for
dehumidified space is not of very much economic importance.
A saving of two dollars per square foot, of a= j will
amortize a six dollar square foot structure in approximately
three years. That is the statutery limitation in which we
are currently placed for new constr4-tion. It would not be
nearly so expensive for most storage structures I have seen,
to convert them from conventional warehouses to dehumidified
warehouses.

The structures at Naval Supply Depot, Mechanicsburg,
Pa., on which our film was based are warehouses that we built
during World War II, a lot of them wood frame buildings. When
we tackled the job of dehumidifying them we had a great many
apprehensions, but we have been able to continue to maintain
a relative humidity of 40 per cent or slightly less in those
structures, for a very economical operation cost. The aver-
aoe is about $4,856 a year for maintenance of the dehumidifi-
cation equipment, its operation and maintenance of dehumidl-
fication features of the building.

As Mr. Rodenbaugh said, they have realized other
economies in the maintenance of the structure generally,
which offset that approximately five thousand dollar cost
of operation of dehumidification features. I am sure the
engineering services of the military are willing and anxious
to help any of the storage--management bureaus with their
problem of providing dehumidified storage space, and the
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Secretary of the Navy has requested that the management
bureaus of the Navy determine what rwterial they have which
is eligible for dehumidifiec* storage ati present that infor-
mation to the Chief of Naval Material, who will present it
to the integrated Committee to Evaluate Dehumidified Storage.
So we hope to present an all-inclusive report for the Navy
Department in that respect. Since the Committee has been
augmented, if the other services care tD join in the presen-
tation of that information, we will try to get up an
integrated report for the military departments.

Are there arW other questions that we can answer
for you at this time?

MR. ILO1 (BuDocks): I have a question for Mr. DeGroot,
will he give us a little on his stock exercisirn of automotive
equiprent -s stored in DH, jeeps, trucks, and that type of
thing, rather than tanks?

MR. DE 2RDLr: 'qell, there appears to be a difference
of opinion relative to exercising the components of truicks,
but it is my personal opinion that for the money invested in
the exercising of components like the recoil mechanism,
turret controls, elevating mechanisms, engine arn final drive
of tanks, that it sure will not do any harm, and I think it
will do some good.

Actually. we lubricate the mating surfaces and there
are various other advantages to gain from exercising of those
types of components. I know they had a program on it for
the Air Force which they were using for exercising of the
tactical vehicles. There again, I think for the money expended,
it is well worth it.

MR. E. R. QUEER (Penn. State): I would like to comment
on something I have noticed, the trend here, in this
dehumidification work; the humidities that are being
recommended to preserve equipment have been gradually creeping
up. Captain Donald, we will recall that we started with a
30 per cent humidi ty as a safe humidity for shipboard instal-
lation and hO per cent for warehousing purposes. The reason
for the difference was that the diurnal temperature fluctu-
ation in the warehouse was much less than it would be aboard
ship. In the caves, where the temperature condition is
relatively stable; we are recommendirn )42 per cent relative
humidity.

Now, i notice a trend to go to 50 per cent relative
humidity. I think that is an-unsafe condition. Army Ordnance
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is usinr it, it i.s true, for heated warehouses, but they are
taking an element of risk for that purpose, '•here they don't
want to spend the funds necessary to install the dehumnidi-
fication equipment. That is, the desiccant type of
dehumidification.

There is another nol.nt I should like to direct your
attention to, the matter of use of insulation in hutments.
This comes back into the picture repeatcdly, but very little
has been menticned about the use of the 4iite surfaces on
the outside of the hutrent. If you will recall, oil companies
are using very excellent white paint on the exterior of their
tanks, just for this purpose, cutting down diurnal temperature
changes. I suspect this might have an excellent application
for military storage.

Another point touched on was the matter of having
dunnage in these hutments, particularly where they were
exposed to water, and the diurnal tempe rature change, daily
temperature change is a rather important factor. It can vary
widely.

0

If there is adequate dunnage, this can tend to stabilize
the condition, without causing any condensation in the material,

CAPTAIN DONALD: I would like to say one or two wrds.
I have been out of this game for a long time, since '46, as
a matter of fact, although I was out at Lima when they
mentioned the start of those oil tanks, for instance.

The Navy built in '39 and 'ho what I think is probably
the first dehumidified warehouse, up in Philadelphia. It was
built to take care of the submarine battery condition. We had
lost all the batteries we had there we thought we were going
to use for SR, 0 boets, in World War II. The roof was leaking,
the doors were corroded at the bottom, and what not. The
average condition of warehouses--when you get into dehumidification,
at least it keeps the roof dry and at least it keeps the windows
closed, and things of that sort. That warehouse, incidentally,
is not being used now, I believe?

11R. HIGGS: So I understand.

CAPTAIN DONALD: Carrier machines in it. "When the initial
thing started, the only people that I remember that knew
anything about this were Cargocaire and Electro-Dryer,
Cargocaire on ship and Electro-Dryer in the warehmise-trying
to get them interested in that at that time.

Of course. the war came along and this thtng fell-
it had to be reborn, after the war was over. You haven't
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mentioned the important--you talk about ma chine tools,
steel surfaces, and things of that sort, for instance, when
we dehumidify a ship, we dehumidify every kind of material
you can think of, not only rubber, drawings, records, things
of that sort, thich in ordinary storage would deteriorate to
the point where they are absolutely unusable even in two or
three years, in ordinary storage, whereas in a matter of ten
to fifteen years, they would be absolutely no good.

We keep all those things on a ship--even toilet paper,
which the American seaman wouldn't go to sea without. I had
occasion to get 70 destroyers recommissioned in San Diego,
and we couldn't even get started, because we had no hand tools,
no screw drivers, no monkey wrenches, no kerosene in quantity
to get the grease off the machinery. At any rate the
dehumidification, I think, is even more important for all
things other than steel surfaces.

Now, we were never kble to persuads the Maritime
Commission, for instance, to use dehumidification on their
ships. They had a test in about '147, '46 or '147, 1 think
it was-you remember that? Up at New York? They decided
against it, decided it wasn't any use. They say now they
are doing pretty well. Of course, they take all the stores
off the ship, for one thing, and they haven't got all the
electrical equipment and delicate instruments and things we
heve. In the old days we used to strip the gauge board, in
an engine room, and put that in a storehouse.

Talking about exercising tanks, we wrote into the
original regulatian a prohibition on jacking any machinery.
I frankly don't believe that exercising is worth a darn, and
I think how many years is it going to thke you to find out
about it. It saved us no end of labor, no end of cost. It
is a very expensive thing. In addition, we used a polar
conpound preservative that we picked up from the Bureau of
Ordnance, and-that was before the war, that we picked that up.

Incidentally, this all started around about '38 and
not after the war. t:.e used that thin film preservative
compound, in order to take care. of the time you wanted to
make repairs and things of that sort. That stuff did not
have to come off. I think it has been very successful. I
don't know whether or not that is being used. For instance,
you saw them going around spraying the new machine tool in
storage. Mhat the heck good does that do? I don't think it
does any good. You fog that stuff around, and you are not
getting it on the inside. There is a question in my mind as
to whether or not it is worthwhile.
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As far as the initial drying is concerned, that this
gentleman mentioned, we dcn 't bother about that, just start
the regular dehumidifier, and that will maintain status
quo after you go in; isn't that correct? We don't put extra
capacity in purposely in order to bring dcnr the humidity
quickly, I think that is of very minor importance.

But it is a fact--you mentioned dunnage. I talked
jokingly of getting a bale of cotton and spreading it out
over the engine floor plates, to let it take the bounce.

This can go on--but even now I hear you talk, and
you are still just getting started in it.

MR. HUMEL (BW14ed): Are all the vessels in the
Reserve F-leetdehumidified with the st-res intact?

CAPTAIN DONALDI Absolutely-i believe I can say so.
Open boxes are left in bins; everything is left on board.
The only thing that originally was taken off was gasoline
and alcohol.

TIR. COLVIN (Cargocaire): There are three comnnentos
I have to make, two of which I got from the talks.

I notice that in some of the figures shown, the cost
of the deh.-i .:-ification equipment was only about five per
cent of the co.'st of the total installation, and so the
money is in the building, rather than the equipment
manufactured.

I was afraid someone would get the idea that the cost
was in the machinery. It is very little, as far as the
machinery is concernied.

Then someone mentioned that the packages which have
bags of silica gel or activated alumina in them, if they are
put in dehumidified storage, they are ready to go with full
capacity when they leave that storage, rather than being
almost exhausted.

By the saine token, the Navy should consider the
dehumidified ships that are their cargo ships, 1.STS ships,
because you may be a month or so in public quarters and want
to have it go ashore full charge. The Navy is a little slow
on that.

To back up Captain Donald-we started together in
'38, ourselves-these Maritime ships that are laid up do
deteriorate. I was on the train talking to a Westinghouse
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ran who had come from the two-tanker, wLich is electric drive,
and they tried to put this ship witch was out of commission,
had been out a matter of two years, back, and it was a
;164,OOC job, just on the electric drive, because the rotor
winding and everything else was so sopping wet-and you can
do a lot of dehumidlfication for *164,OO0.

MR. HIGGS: Mr. Colvin is with Cargocaire. The
representatives of other dehumidification manufacturers are
here, and I would just like to introduce them so that any
of you who wish to talk with them will know who they -re.
They have also left some of their literature hovre on the
table. A good deal has already disappeared.

Mr. Hass. of Dryomatic, would you rise so the gentlemen
can see you? George Simpson, Pittsburg Electric Dryer.
Gunner Asker, Desomatic Products. Have I missed anybody
that is here representing dehumidification machine manufacturers?

LT. 0!ANDER ALLAN (ASO): i would like to ask Mr. DeGroot
his opinion on th0e frequency of exercising equipment stored
in DH storage. iom past experience, we have had more or less
of a costly-considered a very costly program, due to the fact
that it necessitated a deterrent to DH storage-removing
spark plugs of gasoline Jobsp and injectors on diesel equipment,
ana many times exhaust systems had corrosive gases left in or
moisture, and removing valve cover plates, venting crankcases,
draining radiators, gasoline fuel pumps, carburetors.
Considering all those facts, I would like to know what
frequency he would recommend in exercising general equipment.

MR. DE GROOT: In my presentation I indicated that
it was tne opinion of several Ordnance personnels based on
previous study and over-all analysis of the subject matter,
.,hat we thought that periodical exercising of certain compo-
nents of combat vehicles was justified.

Getting back to my talk, we have worked out exercising
procedures with this equipment that amounts to about two
dollars and forty-four cents per vehicle every 90 days.
But in order to back our opinion in a continuing test program
at Lima, we are evaluating exercised vehicles against non-
exercised vehicles, and also certain stages of no processing
up to the processing of the engine where we think we will
have to combat the products of combustion, so that is all the
information I have right now.

We are going ahead with the evaluation of exercised
vehicles against nonexercised vehicles. It may take us one,
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two, or three years. We have torn down these vehicles that
we have in these outside hutments that I described in my
presentation, and we have photographic evidence of every
deficiency in the vehicle before they were put in.

n;ow, we may tear them down in one, two, or three
years, and compare the results obtained from exercising as
against nonexercising, as well as using the lubes that are
involved in the vehicles against the preservative compounds.
Does that answer your question?

LT. CO•_'J•NDR ALLAN: Yes, sir; thank you, sir.

VR. W. F. PINE (Dri-Store Facilities, 'eshington):
We, ourselves, are interested in design, construction, main-
tenance on dehumidified storage facilities. A good deal of
this discussion has been focused on long-term storage of
military vehicles and military equipment. I would like to
ask Mr. Rodenbaugh whop I think, has had a great deal of
experience-or would have the most experience, probably--
what his opinion is on the advantages of dehumidification
in active warehouses; that is, in-and-out warehouses,
rather than lonE term. Is there any advantage to be gained2

MR. RODNBAUCH: We believe there is a very
definite advantage to be gained. I spoke of scme of the
activity$ or, rather, I didn't speak of activity in these
warehouses. For instance, in these warehouses at
lMechanicsburg, we hive a great deal of activity. I have
records here of the door opening time, tonnages brought in,
and the tonnages taken out. I think they are quite
sirnificant.

For instance, last year, Building No. 7 at
I~echanicsburg--we handled 14,686 tons in, and 6,091 tons out,
The tons handled per hour of door opening time were 70. That
is an active warehouse, it isn't one where the doors are
left open all day long. But, at the present time, we are
confronted with the building of buildings outside the conti-
nental limits of the United States. The location is one of
the worst in the world. The activity will be-it will be a
rather active base. We are at the present time planning on
preparing all the buildings for dehumidification and installing
dehumidification in one of the buildings.

In the arrangement of the stores at this base, we
are planning to put these slower-moving items in the DH ware-
house. I will say that a great deal of the opposition to
dehumidifying an active building is one of a lack of education.
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The storage operators believe taint you should only dehu::idify
dead storage space. Cradually we will overcome that situation,
I ai sure.

2ut, in so far as those of us who are concerned
basically with preventing deterioration of material, we
believe that dehumidification of active warehouses is sup-
plenental protection we can give very economically to our
stores.

Mi.. HI'GS: Thank you very much, 1r. Pine, for the
question, and Mr. Rodenbauht's answer. I was concerned that
the topic might not come up, and I am Flad it did.

MR. QUEER: Possibly we can get ;3olonel Cook to
comment on his experience in the Transportation Corps with
preservation of some of the things he had to deal with,
and in the light oi some recent emergency experience that
arose.

COLONEL COOY: Cook is my name; I am just retired
from th( Army. I was with the Transportation Corps. I was
given the assignment to tie up sGme locomotive, for stor-
age for ten years. ',e cocooned the locomotives, put a metal
pan, an 18 gage pan on the base, cocooned it with a roof on
top, with ample circulation of air.

The longest one was in about two-and-a-half years.
As a result of an emergency in New England, the Transportation
Corps offered forty of these locomotives to the New York,
New Haven, and Hartford, I think: it wasp and they were given
L8 hours to depreserve and get those locomotives into oper-
ation.

I understand from some of my friends at the depot
that they met the deadline, they were able to get them out
and get them rolling in 48 hours. We had a schedule of
reprocessing those locomotives at the time wo put them up.
It was practically a situation of servicing the units prior
to when they went in. From my understanding, they have op-
erated all successfully.

M.R. ASKER (Desomatic Products): I might add in
that program of preserving the diesel locomotives, they had
an internal volume of about 8,000 cubic feet, and there was
used a smoll package unit of 20 CFT. capacity that was dis-
cussed previously, and the cocoon was supported with quite
a bit of woodwork, which had a high moisture content when we
started to put the machines on the-package, and calculating
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how much moisture we had to remove--it would take at leaut
three months of operation to pull the package down) but it
only took about 20 days.

The reason for that is that the diffusion to the
outer surfaces of the wood is comparatively slow. You
readily evaporate the external layer of moisture, but you
have a slack, because this diffusion is rather slow.

There is another consideration too. in reference
to pull-down, if you can time your period when you put the
machines on the stream, you should do it in the spring cr
summer or in the fall, but not in the winter time, during
the coldest time of the yaar, because if you have very cold
air with maybe only ten gfains of moisture going into the
machine and you are pulling back to the package a certain
grain of moisture, you only have a pickup capacity of ten
grains for the dunnage, and that has to be removed. There-
fore, if you do it when you have more machine capacity and
more pick up capacity, with warmer airj you pull down faster.
Thank you.

COLONEL COCK: One other thing you might be
interested in, in supplementing Dr. Queer's state-nt about
the "balance wheel" of the dunnage on the interior of the
package-we put this roof on the top to support the cocoon,
because we didn't want any sharp edges or angles, ard we
were able to maintain a very even relative humidity line,
even though we had 20 and 30 par cent fluctuations of tem-
perature on the outside. We have had thes-e stored at
Charleston, South Carolina, and as you know, the nwnaijity
is very high there. As some of you Ordnance gentlemen know,
we are very near the paper mill therm. We had some very
bad acid conditions there too. But they were stored, and
that wooden content did equalize the line. We had a very
straight line and maintained it between 30 and 35 per cent,
maintained it in spite of the varied fluctuation in temper-
ature.

MR. HVIGS: Are there any further questions.' W,!e
have run out time out, about four minutes over, so I will
adjourn the Pannel Session.

Thank you all for your kind attention. I hope we
have been of helD to you.
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Research and Development Panel

Dr. Hayward R. Baker, Uead
Corrosion Inhibition Section, Naval Research Laboratory

During the last 15 y:irc: both industry and government,
agencies have made important advances in the packaging (f
equipment and supplies for shipment and for prolonged storage.
Much of this progress has been accomplished through the
cooperative efforts of industry and the military services.
The storage and movement of great quantities of supplies dur-
ing wartime emergencies necessitated the establishment of
many research and development contracts pertaining to pack-
aging materials. Some of the problems encountered in the
earlier days have been solved; others are now being cared for
by tentative methods; many a-e being investigated at the press
ent time anrl many others probably exist which deserve immedi-
ate emphasis.

Improvement of any of the existing packaging procedures
is desirable, but new orojects should also be established to
collect fundamental data which could be used to develop pack-
aging materials of quality superior to any now in use. For
example, emphasis should be placed upon the development of a
material that could be used as an outer wrap for supplies
subjected to tropical storage environments. This material
reist be resistant to the corrosive attack of the elements as
well as the attack of insects and fungus.

Too much emphasis cannot be placed on the points which
Admiral Furth brought out in his address on the first day of
the symposium. To one in particular I would like to call
your attention. Equipment, whether it be guns or bearings,
that is meant to be used in the field of operation should be
packaged ready for use upon opening. Spare parts for machinery
should be packaged where possible in individual units to pre-
vent waste. The time is past for using one bearing out of a
package of a dozen and discarding the others or trying to
repackage them for use at a later date. These component parts
should be ready for assembly upon opening the package and
should not require special cleaninC, or lubrication before
assembly. To make this possible, packaging materials not
affected by synthetic fluids and greases should be adopted
and put to use without delay.

It is the responsibility of the military services to see
that the equipment needed in military operations be packaged
so that it may be transported and put into service in any
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location on the globe., rhe methods of packaging must be
economical but efficient. We can no longer take chances that
vital equipment may reach far away bases in unusable condi-
tion. This task can be accomplished through effective
research and development on packaging materials and methods
coupled with rigid specifications to ensure that these pack-
aging standards are met, It is also important that emphasis
be placed on new types of materials the basic components of
which will not bE come scarce during wartime. It is hoped
that the session .his afternoon will serve to establish some
of the packaging ueeds upon which special e,-hasis should be
placed.

We are going to present today in condensed form the pro-
Jects and tasks pertaining to packaging now under study by
the military either in their own laboratories or under csn-
tract with other laboratories. We shall have three speakers,
one each for the Air Force, the Army, and the Navy. Since
work on material handling is being presented in several of
the other technical conferences now in session, this meeting
will be cowcerned mainly with packaging projects.
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Research and Development Packaging Program of the Army

Mr. A. V. Grundy

Director, Container Laboratories
of the Quartermaster Corps

Food and Container Institute, Chicago, Illinois

Before I start on this presentation of the Research &
Development Packaging Program of the Army, I would like to
bring to your attention the fact that this covers 7 Branches
of the Service -- The Quartermaster Corps, The Corps of
Engineers, The Ordnance Corps, 'he Signal Corps, The Medical
Corps, The Chemical Corps and The Transportation Corps. It
will be impossible in the time allotted me -- 30 to 35
minutes -- to present an over-all program of the Research &
Development Packaging activities of those 7 Branches of the
Service. For that reason, the Army has specifically chosen
four of these Services for me to present to you and to give
you the highlights of their Research & Development Packaging
Programs for your consideration and your assistance in carry-
ing out this wor"k.

The four Services are: The Quartermaster Corps, The
Corps of Engineers, The Ordnance Corps, and The Chemical
Corps.

In the case of the Quartermaster Corps, the Research &
Development activities are in the field of preservation,
packaging and packing of Quartermaster items of supply, such
as rations, clothing, chemicals, equipage and mobile units
and machinery involving the research required to solve basic
problems in packaging. This also includes the development of
test methods for the evaluation of container performance
under military supply line hazards; the design of containers
to meet the requirements of military operations for both
zone of interior or overseas destinations; and to devise
special packaging and preservation techniques to assure pro-
tction cf the contents of containers against deterioration
and damage when shipped, stored, and handled under diverse
envirormental and climatic extremes.

The following examples of areas of investigation in the
packaging fields will serve to amplify and further illustrate
th, scope of packagig and packing research and development
st tivities presently being undertaken by the Quartermaster
Corps:
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The first one - "Investigation and Technological Studies
Required for the Establishment of Test Methods, Design Tech-
niques, and Performance Standards for Containers, Packaging
Materials, and Com~onents. '

This involves internal and external research activities
on a eooperative basis with the Corps of Engineers for the
development of devices for measuring and recording shocks in
containers and contents during handling and transportation
operations in order to accumulate data for use in design of
containers, internal blocking and bracing, and cushioning.
This also includes investigations, of commercially available
instruments for measuring s3hocks in containers and contents
during handlir• and transportation operations.

In addition, the Quartermaster Corps is investigating
shock-recording devices for aerial-delivery packaging systems.
It is planned that such a recorder would show the number,
magnitude, and direction of impacts to which shipping con-
tainers and contents on aerial-delivery platforms are sub-
jected when delivered by air drop.

Industry survey has indicated that commercially avail-
able instruments do not meet the requirementb for these
important studies; therefore, research contracts have been
let to design, develop, fabricate, ana deliver such a
shock-measuring and recording devic3.

Second - "The establishment of Performance Standards for
Containers in Terms of Laboratory Testing Methods."t

An investigation of the performance of standard con-
tainers under field conditions serves to determine those cory-
tainers meeting mininmum satisfactory performance levels for
use as laboratory test standards. These investigations
include the performance levels for multiwPali shipping sacks,
V-board fiberboard boxes of the standard type and the newly
designed diagonally slotted type, wood, wood-cleated, and
paper-overlaid veneer fabricated containers. The over-all
inv6stigation -5 progressive towards the reduction in tare
weight and cube to achieve economical shipping containers to
meet the performance levels in the military supply line.

Cooperation in these investigations is maintained with
industry and leading technolog;sts in the testing and evalua-
tion field, mainly by Quartermaster Corps representation on
.ASM-D-10 Committees.
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Third - "The Study of New Structural Principles and Tech-
niques for Container pesign and Construction."

The University of Texas is conducting intensive research
and development in the design methods for wooden containers
to insure more balanced and economical construction. The For-
est Products Laboratory is engaged in the establishment of a
series of "units" and "constants" based on physical properties
of fiberboard components that can be used (together with geo-
metrical and design characteristice of containers and environ-
mental data) to compute stacking strength of fabricated fiber-
board containers.

Fourth - "Adaptation and Development of Containers for
Cloth, Non-Compressible Clothing, Footwear, and Equipage
Items, that will Preclude Scuffing, Wrinkling, and Damage by
Mlicrobiologica3. Organisms."

In addition to the modification of design of the contain-
ers and application of container components for these items,
the replacement of vooden containers with fiberboard con-
tainers with suitable 4nner packing to reinforce the contain-
ers and provide stability and requisite performance has been
carried out with resultant savings in cost and reduction in
tare weight and cube. This is a continuing investigation in
order that the (2uartermaster Corps may have lightweight,
durable-type shipping containers and packs that will meet the
objective of greater utility in highly mobile tactical warfare.

Fifth - "The Vacuum Packing of Clothing and Related
Items."

A study is in progress of the basic factors involved in
developing a container and methods for the packing of items
such as sleeping bags, clothing, and related items, utilizing
a flexible barrier that will retain a vacuum for an extended
period of time under extreme changes of temperature and
humidity coupled with rough-handling hazards.

Extensive reduction in tare weight and cube can be
accomplished by the vacuum-packing method of suitable items
which lend themselves to comprecsion. The success of this
investigation depends greatly upon the availability of rein-
forced moisture vaporproof and water-resistant barrier
materials which can be hermetically sealed, to retain pro-
longed vacuum and reasst. shock impacts, both during fabrica-
tion and in trarsit.
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A planned research contract to develop the facilities,
methods and materials to achieve the over-all objective, is
presently under consideration with various industrial and
indeperl int research organizations.

Sixth - "Development of Containers for Chemical Items
of Hazardous, Dangerous, and Hydroscopic Nature."

The investigations by the Quartermaster Corps are pri-
marily for those chemical items which fall under the Juris-
diction of the Corps. Studies in this area are accomplished
by cooperation with the Chemical Corps so that duplication
of effort is eliminated. The essential work involved is to
replace heavy glass or metal containers with plastic con-
tainers which 6ill resist breakage to a maximm degree and
be inert to the specific chemical products. Various
approaches are under way with regard to strip-packaging of
tablets, and the use of polyethylene and polyester-fiberglass
containers for the packing of specific hazardous and danger-
ous products which deteriorate rapidly dus to their dele-
terious effect oz, the presently used co:tainers. The
replacement with lighter weight containers should serve to
reduce the excessive tare weight and cube.

Seventh - "Simplification and Modification of Demcrint-
able Features for Open Crate and Sheathed Containers to
facilitate opening and reclosing for Maintenance and Sur-
veillance Inspection."

The objectives of this investigation is to reduce tare
weight and cube, and to conserve materials for internal
blocking, bracing and packing of heavy-duty mechanical equip-
ment. The development in this field is to promote economy
by reduction in labor, operations, maintenance and servicing
of the equipment without the necessity of dismantling and
rebuilding the internal blocking and bracing of the exteriur
container. This embraces both the design and fabrication of
both demountable and reasable containers of wood and metal.
Industrial cooperation has been achieved with wooden and
metal container manufacturers and manufacturers of the
mechanical equipment, Planned contracts are being promul-
gated to standardize reusable metal containers for the snip-
ment of major engine assemblies in the Quartermaster Supply
system.

Eighth - "Studies and Investigations of Critical.

Factors Involved in Packing Foods.-
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This investigation invo2ves the development arn redesign
of containers and packaging techniques for dehydrated and
other dry items. The application of in-package desiccation
is one of the major factors in new packaging techniques coupled
with the bulk Ehipment of dehydrated foods in flexible con-
tainers. The latter phase has been given high priority in
order to achieve lightweight packages and shipping containers
for delivery by all modjs of transportation, specifically for
air drop, in the new concept of maintaining supplies during
highly mobile warfare. This ia also required to meet the
advanced planning in simplified food logistics in packaging
prepared dehydrated items or meals for rapid preparation in
the field. This is comparatively a new task and will require
considerable industrial assistance and cooperation in obtain-
ing suitable, flexible, barrier materials and other components
as the dehydrated-food program progresses.

An investigation is under study of the feasibility of
dislectrically processing meat items in a container and the
development of a suitable container for this type or process-
ing. This investigation is to provide a packaged boned sterile
ham or meat items similar in quality to refrigerated meats,
so that refrig6ration would essentially not be required in
storage and transit. A contract has been in effect with the
American Meat Institute Foundation to determine the process-
ing techniques as well as the materials and containers that
can be successfully employed in this specialized processing
and packing technique.

Ninth - "'Study of the Most Practical and Economical
Technique for the Preparation of Unitized Loads of Sub-
sistence",

Investigation of methods of unit loading by industry,
the Arzy, the Navy, and the Air Force is required to determizie
the feasibility of unit loading in the shipment of subsistence
items for both domestic and overseas destinations. This
study will include currently used methods. Past experience
or progression made by industry in palletized loads will be
utilised. This investigation is to embrace past industrial
and military experience in order to obtain the most efficient
and economical methods, pallets and containers suitable for
both land and sea and specifically for air transportation.

Tenth - "Packagirg for Radiation Sterilization."

Studies are necessary to determine the effects of high-
energy ridiation on the physical properties of containers in
ord.er tc assure adequate protection of subsistence steril-
ized by the radiati-on process. Investigations covering the
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changes in sealing compounds in metal cans are already under-
way way. The improvement of container properties' through
exposure to high-energy radiation is also contemplated.

Those are the major items of the Research and Develop-
ment Packaging Program in regards to the Quartermaster Corps.

We now turn to the Sngineers. Specifically this program
emanates from the Packaging and Packing Laboratory, Engineer
R&D Laboratories, at Fort Belvoir, Virginia.

With the end of World War II and the resulting slacken-
ing of procurement pressures for hurried packaging require-
ments. the packaging development program entered a "refine-
mesnt phase." With the recognition that many wartime packag-
ing requirements were overdone or fast becoming outmoded,
work on new or improved method2, materials, and techniques
was begun. Of utmost imnortance in this phase of the program
was to attain the greatest economy in packaging both from
the monetary standpoint and that of minimizing the drain on
critical natural resources, consistent always, however, with
requirements for adequate protection of material. It was at
this time that the packaging laboratory was established at
Ft. Belvoir and projects were authorized to permit extensive
testing and evaluation of packaging requirements. Authoriza-
tion to investigate new materials, was also obtained and is
mainatained to this date. A neu crate design was developed
which required less lumber. New marking techniques were
found which prolonged the life and improved the legibility
of marking on containers stored in the open. By means of
field and laboratory tests, many improved methods of preserva-
tion were found and better and more economic container applica-
tions. Mobile packaging equipment -was developed which permits
normal packaging operations to be carried out far from the
established packaging lines of large depots or industrial
plants at far flung points no matter how isolated they may be.
K-eedless to say, throughout this phase a prcgram of specifica-
tions preparation and maintenance was pursued so that as new
methods, materials, applications, otc, were proved, they were
soon adopted in the packaging or end item specification.

One of the most interesting projects pursued by the
laboratory at Ft. Belvoir is that of Packaging Shock and Vibra-
tion Research. Pioneering in this field some years ago, their
efforts to bring about sound engineering approaches to the
design azZ application of materials, containers and devices
to absorb the energies of impacts and vibrations encountered
in shipping, have been largely responsible for the wide
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recognition being given this field today. Two major problems
have confronted the researchers in this field and are receiv-
ing considerable attention at this time. One is that of
measuring and defining the shocks and vibrations encountered
in handling and shipping, and the other is in defining or
establishing the fragility of items to be shipped. The pack-
aging laboratory at Ft. Belvoir is one of the best equipped
facilities in the military establishment for measuring the
shocks :and vibrations in and on packages undergoing laboratory
tests. Dowever, this group was quick to recognize that the
validity of laboratory tests would depend largely on correla-
tion of the tests to actual field handling and shipping condi-
tions. Thus began a search to find out what was known of
actual field conditions. Through a series of contracts with
a university and with private research organizations, it was
pretty well established that very little was known in terms
of engineering units that could be correlated with labora-
tory measurements. It was further found that the instruments
needed to make and record accurate shock and vibration
measurements over long shipping routes were not to be had.
The next, logical step being to develop such instruments, a
development contract was awarded this summer. This step was
of course preceded by feasibility studies. Once the instru-
ment hurdle is crossed, there will follow a long period of
field measurement work during which time data will be col-
lectee and digested through computers to arrive eventually at
values which can be used both in package design and in estab-
lishing more realistic laboratory test procedures.

Considerable work has already been done and more is con-
tinuing in various laboratories on the physical characteristics
of cushioning and packaging materials. This leaves us with
the other major problem in this field, that of fragility. In
other words, what can the various items stand in terms of
shock and vibration without being damaged. Some work is being
done in this field, but the surface has hardly been scratched.
Here is a field in which industry can make a major contribu-
tion by determining the fragility of items produced and sold
to the Ydlitary. The number of such items is astronomical;
so you can see what we face in trying to do it alone.

We believe that this project holds great promise for the
future of package design. Not only do we need more precise
informa-cion to plug into design criteria for such things as
guided missiles and delicate electronic gear, but the every
day run-of-the-mill shipping container may be subject to con-
siderable simplification and lightening with a closely calcu-
lated level of risk.
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of testing equipment which are unique in the packaging field.
There is a 100-ton-capacity press which can apply top loads
to crates up to 8 feet in width and 12 feet in height. There
is a shock and vibration as well as strain-recording system
which is multi-channel to the extent of 9 shock and vibration
and 36 strain-recording channels. A railroad hump track
extends into the laboratory building and is controlled from
within the laboratory, permitting all-weather operations with
extensive instrumentation. There is also the more standard
equipment such as 14- and 7-foot revolving drums, various
vibration tables, the Conbur water-submersion tank, a clean-
ing and preservation line, and various tools and machines for
the fabrication of containers and packages. In close support
of this laboratory and located in nearby buildings, are
facilities for tropical as well as high- and low-temperature
and altitude exposure, high-speed motion picture coverage; a
complete machine shop, woodworking and model shop facilities
and a materials laboratory. For long-term storage tests the
packaging laboratory has access to field test stations main-
tained in the Arctic, the Tropics, the Desert, and several
temperate-zone sites.

Other problems which are being given current attention
by the Packaging Laboratory at Ft. Belvoir include a number
of preservation problems arising from open storage of heavy
equipment; the cleaning and rust removal problems; a study
of the water-vapor transmission rates through certain types
of containers; the cushioning effects of certain containers;
improved chests for tool and equipment sets; the use of
shrouding inside open crates, and the bundling with rein-
forced tape. In addition to their R&D work. this group is
also active in packaging standardization work and devotes a
considerable effort to this field.

Passing from the general categories of work under way,
perhaps you would like to hear more about a few of the
specific tasks in the current program.

"The Shock Recorder Development." As indicated earlier
this is an attempt to develop an instrument which will pro-
duce accurate results in a form usable to the package designer.
Having determined through contract studies that such an instru-
ment was not available, another contract was awarded to a pri-
vate research organization to determine generally what such
an instrument should do and what types of systems might be
employed in its make-up. This accomplished, the staff of the
packaging laboratory made a feas-bility study on the proposed
systems, found them feasible, anm proceeded to award a
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contract for the instrument development. The inetrament is
to be capable of unattended operations for long periods,
covering the duration of a cross-country shipment. It is to
be shipped unpackaged, which means that its shipping container
must be an integral part of the instrument and must not change
its physical characteristics even after repeated impacts.
This is to permit recording of all shocks uninhibited by
ordinary shipping container materials. The recording medium
will be sensitized filmx employing a principle of variable
film density recording to minimize the amount of recording
medium required. The record will be capable of being played
through computer equipment for fast analysis. The range for
the instrument is defined in terms of equivalent height of
drop and nature of material struck.

"The Cushioning Value of the Container," This work is
just starting in the laboratory, pending arrangement for
suitable instruments to try to determine the characteristics
of various standard types of shipping containers. Again, we
are trying to get value in the form usable to the package
designer.

"Improved Marking Materials." Sometime ago, an investi-
gation was made into ways and means of improving the legibility
and increasing the efficiency of the markings on shipping con-
tainers, which must be stored for long periods out-of-doors.
This resulted in recommending an undercoat and an overcoat -
then a sealer. First the marking is applied, next the over-
coating of the protective material, and a varnish is applied
last. At the same time, recommendations were made for the
development of improved materials for the use of this method.
Thus, we are investigating and eventually will test the moet
promising materials available from industry which will give
us faster drying, longer life, and lower initial cost.

"Use of Reinforced Tape for Bundling." Lumber and steel,
as you well know, will become critical items, and the use of
steel has to be stricken. It seems probAble that we can use
reinforced crates in bundling certain types of commodities.
The possibility seems ripe for it in such applications as we
have in our consolidated set package.

"Improved Chests." Improvement of Engineer Chests for the
Corps of Engineers for the many tools that are carried by the
troops is under study. The chest is designed and equipped
with many small slots to hold and protect the tools as the
sets are transported to and from the job. In packaging these
tools we must protect them fox periods of long storage. We
have found through experience in shippirg these chests that
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they also require mechanical protention, hl.q, we have thr-e

primary objectives in trying to definitely improve these
chests. h want to reduce the preservation cost, eliminate
the extra box of tools, and eliminate the box around the
chest. To accomplish these objectives, we are developing a
chest that can be sealed and will have low enough water-vapor
transmission characteristics to permit use of a desiccant
inside the chest. This will eliminate the wraps, etc. from
the tools in the chest, thus eliminating the extra box. The
new chest is to be rugged enough to withstand shipment as well
as field use, thus eliminating the need for the overboxing.
We are working now on a reinforced plastic design and have a
small contract out for development of prototypes.

These are but a few examples of some twenty or more
tasks currently being pursued by the Packaging Development
Group at the Engineer Laborator-:-, Ft. Belvoir, Virginia.

The Ordnance Corps are at present mainly concerned in
Research of Packaging Materials tlough, of courae, the pro-
tection of items and parts of Ordnance material against
deterioraticon continues to be a major problem. During the
World War II considerablle materiel was received overseas in
poor coniition because of unsatisfactory packaging materials.
Many failures can be traced directly to carelessness on the
packaging lines where iwproper use of materials and other
factors caused failures of packages that otherwise would
have been received in usable condition.

In recent years more and more emphasis has been placed
upon the importance of materials and packages which will pro-
vide adequate protection at very low temperatures. The aim
of the military in regard to low temperature characterietics
is to aoproach as nearly as possible the goal of having
materials and equipment capable of operation at -65 0 F and
able to withstand shipment and storage at -8 0 0F.

in view of the above temperature requirements, it was
apparent that many materials being used were inadequate.
Recognizing the low temperature deficiencies of many pacKag-
ing materiaig, the Ordnance Corps placed emphasis on research
a.nd development to achieve the desired characteristics.

Awong the first packaging materials to receive serious
attention were the JAN-•?•25 waterproof barrier materials.
This type is used in case liners for exterior shipping con-
tainers as in the packaging of hardwar3 items and for tar-
paulins for temporary outdoor storage of items in foriard
areas. This material is essentially an asphalt-kraft-paper
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and, therefore, is not suitable for Arctic use. Consequently,
development and evaluation effort was concentrated upon
laminates which do not contain asphalt. Polyethylene appeared
to be the most promising of all materials; hence most develop-
L-nt effort was concentrated upon that plastic. As a result
of this work, with considerable assistance from Industry,
Specification MIL-B-13239(Ord) was prepared and promulgatec.
Since this is a recent development, the materials have had
only limited use, but already hava demonstrated their superi-
ority over the asphalt-kraft-paper laminates. This plastic
material is -rxpected to show superiority in resistance to
fungus deterioration and greater flexibility as well as better
waterproof protection. While possessing greater flexibility,
the polyethylene Larrier material still falls short of all
the desirýd characteristics at -65 0 F. It is, therefore,
necessary -r.•at research and development continue in an effort
to obtain a waterproof barrier materia2 that will give com-
plete protection in both Arctic and Tropic regions. It is
hoped that Industry will continue its interest in developirg
such material and will supply samples of products they
believe to be superior and thus contribute to attainment of
our objectives.

One of the most widely used packaging materials is the
hot-dip, strippable plastic film procured under Specification
JAN-C-149. Two types of material are prescribed by this
specification. Type I is ethylcellulose and Type II is cellu-
lose acetate butyrate. Type II is now more frequently used
because it has proved to be more stable in storage and is a
clear product, permitting labels to be read through the film.
However, this material has been unsatisfactory because of its
low-temperature characteristics. At temperatures of zero and
slightly above, it cannot be stripped satisfactorily and will
shatter if the package or coated part is dropped. Often this
results in damage to the part the film was supposed to pro-
tect. This has been one of the most difficult problems in
the low-temperature field. Extensive research, by an Ordnance
Laboratory in cooperation with interested industrial firms
has produced a material that will strip easily and not shatter
at temperatures somewhat below -40 0 F. Outdoor weathering
tests are being correlated with laboratory tests to provide
realistic requirements that will enable the government to
procure satisfactory materials with a minimam of acceptance
testing, I-ere again, the optimun material has not been
obtained, but through cooperation with Industry, a great
improvement has been made.
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One of the more widely used materials for the prescrva-
tion of material is vinyl, s-prayable, strippable-type barrier.
ThýA's material i s used for Jinteri m preservation and st orage of
vehicles, gun mounts, and other materiaL. M'aterials of this
t.ype in the past have proved rather unsatiefactory because
they provided too short. a weatherinrg life, t1:e. have a higzh
plasticizer migration rate, fail to protect rubber it~ems such
as tires and posseSS unre~iable adhesion characteristics. A
new revision of Specification Yi1-B-l2121 has recen-tly been
Issued, ankd it is believed that most, if not all, of the above
deficiencies have been overcome. Tires will not cont~inuo to
present a problem since tires now being manufactured contai n
an anti-oxidant agent, making surface protect ion unnecessary.
The methods of vehicles preservation are still far from per-
fect and leave an important field in which the Ordnance Corps
needs the cooperation of Industry to work out better sojlu-
tiors for standby and6 extended storage.

Another material that has been the object of much
research an6 development i~s a product th1-at wrill serve t~he
same purpose as the hot-dip, strippable compouryd but will be
capable of beirr applied at room termerature. Some success
has been attaineed to date, but the material is Oeficient in
thai, insufficient film t~hikness is obtained in one dip and-
solvent release -is too slow for fast. packaging operations.
IEowever, this material has been developed to a point, where
it has practical aDolications, and is currently being used
as a protective coating an6 cushioning material for lenses,
prisms, and for fire-control instruments. A better material
that can be used as a dipping film at room temperature and an
easily removable strippable film at wide variance of tpe:pera-
tures is Oesirable,

cSome additional Ordnance reseerch tasks of interest eare
as follows:

Studies are continuing to determine the relationship of
water-vapor tranami ssion rate (14171) oi' flexible water vapor-
proof barrier materials to the rate of Corrosion wnich occurs
to surfaces susceptible to corrosion. Results of this study
will be used as a basis for establishment cf tbe .iegree of
water-vaporprocfness a package must possess 1in order to pre-
vent corrosion of packaged parts. Successful completion of
this program will provide a valuable tool whereby a packa~gin'g
eng.Ineer will be able to select. the most economical and
efficient barrier material for the it~em beine packaged t-nd
tIus prevent. "overpackagirg".
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Aging characteristics of various types of barrier materi-
als used by ordrance are being studied. They are being
exposed to outdoor and indoor storage conditiois to study the
improvement of their aging resistance.

A long term study in under way to determine the compati-
bility of JAN-P-117 bag material (used for packaging of spare
parts, etc.) with VCI material (vapor corrosion inhibitor).
Ybisture vapor transmission rate determinations of bag materi-
al in contact with VII material are being made after indoor
and outdoor shelf aging f.or fixed periods of time.

The barrier materials research program for storage of
machine tools is continuing in order to find materials offer-
ing improved protection for long-term storage. Samples of
asphalt-vinyl and asphalt-rubber coated screen wire are being
evaluated for water vapor transmission rate.

Those are the main highlights of tne Ordnance Corps in
the Research & Development field of Preservation, Packing,
Marking and Packaging.

The objectives of the Chemical Corps packaging program
are the same objectives as those of the Department of Defense.
however, they are particularly related to military materiel
of the Chemical Corps. These objectives are, first, design-
ing, developing, and development testing of adequate preserva-
tion, packaging and packing for Chemical Corps materiel.
Second, insuring that the preservation, packaging and packing
developed is suitable for production and that standard com-
ponents, materials and procedures are utilized to the maximum
extent practicable to obtain adequate protection at minimum
cost. Tdird, developing and providing engineering information
upon which to base the preparation of packaging requirements
for specifications and drawings.

These objectives are accomplished within the Chemical
Corps by a packaging unit located at the principal develop-
ing activity, Chemical Cbrps, Chemical and Radiological
Laboratories, Army Chemical Center, Maryland. Here, packag-
ing and packing design is considered concurrently with a
specific item design in order that mamdin economies may be
derived by elimination of difficult packaging requirements
early in the basic design of the item.

To illustrate the particular type of packaging problems
which the Chemical Corps is concerned with, some of the board
areas of packaging development are presented.
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First of all, we are coricarned with the "Packaging of
Fuel Thickeners".

The present procedure of bulk packing of Nlapalm and
other fuel thickeners utilized in fire bombs and flamie
throwers have not proved entirely satisfactory. The materi-
al is packaged at the present time in metal containers
arranging in volumetric capacity from 2 to 30 gallons. In

tactlical use, -_vnall quantities of the material are removed
and if the inater_-al is not properly resealed, the remainder
will absorb mnoAsture and be rendered unsatisfactory for use.
The particular problem in packaging here is the unit packag-
ing of a predetermined weight for mixing a batch of given
size. It is desirable that this quantity of material be
withdrawn from a bulk container, the container resealed. and
the remaiiAder of the material within the container Ie capable
of inriefiraI'Le storage under adverse climatic conditions. To
date, s-)veral types of unit packaging have been investigated.
None of these are completely satisfactory. The containers
investigated include metal drums and fiber drums with a number
of 'Anit containers packaged therein. These unit containers
consisted cf' fiber tubes, nailtiwall shipping sacks, and other
types of interior containers that lend themselve-s to nesting.
V~arious types of moisture vaporproof .kaging nwaterials have
been utilized to gain the moisture p-itectiorn required. H~ow-
ever, due to t~he nature of the material being packaged, eeal-
ing of these barrier materials lave not been satisfactory.
Rteinforced fiberboard cCntainere are currently under study.
Also various novel methods of sealing- flexible barrier materi-
als are being evaluated for their efficiency~. Various
industrial concerns have been most cooperative in participat-
ing in this program and their support is oontinuing iJn tha-t
new mat~eria~ls and containers are bein~g constantly submi~tted
for evaluation to determine what~her they are the answer to
this partic-ular problem.

The second item is "Fiber Drunis f'or Chemicals and F~ar8-
ware"

The Cbemical Corps has been ýissigned the procurement
res5ponsibiliItly for the purchase of many chemicals. Packag-
.ing requirements for many of these cenailcals are very indefi-
nite and actually are of little assistame to the man'ifacturer
furni-shirg the material for military requirements. Fiber
drums ar3 one of the most desirable means of packirng chemical
pro~lucts inasmuch as they are relatively corroeion froe, not
fragile Ilike glass, and in most. instances less cost-ly than,
other methods of packaging cheircails, They aie considered a
at-crial. container for packagizrg of chemical prc6-lcts.

SpDecialized interlor- coatings are required in some instances
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to passivate the chemical contacting the container walL. A
continuiig need within the Corps exists for new and improved
types of fiber containers with superior storage life. As a
result of the experience with fiber drums and the packaging
of chemicals, these containers have in recent years been
des~igned and tailored for many items of hardware. These
designs have been most saccessful. At the present time a
particular problem exists for the development of a low-cost
fiber drum for the packaging of fire bombs. The fiber drum
industry has been most cooperative and have furnishbrd freely
of their talent and skill in participating in the development
of these containers.

The third item is "Faceforms for Gas Masks".

Most individuals associate the Chemical Corps with the
gas mask. ThL gas mask undoubtedly is one of the Corps' most
iimportant products. Evzrn this item has its packnging problems.
The facepiece i molded frori rubber. To maintain this rubber
facepiece in a satisfactory shape and condition in storage it
is necessary to use a packaginug aid which we designate as a
faceform. The most successful faceform for many years has
been a fabricated fiberboard unit. The various pieces of the
faceform are die cut and stapled by hand. It is the desire
of the Chemical Corps to obtain either a molded-paper, plastic,
or metal faceform that will be less costly than the present
one. Effort to date has been the investigation of two differ-
ent plastic types anr also a molded-paper type. The plastic
types in their present design and configlration and material
cost are not practicable. The Dmld3d paper is currently under
development. Factors in the development are water resistance,
toxicity, and compatibility with rubber.

industry has, and is participating in this development.
Ejowever, it would be desirable to have more types of Industry
participating in this program.
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Research and Development Packaging Pro-gram ofte +• r Foce

Mr. M. E. Bowman
Wright Air Developmenrt Center

Wright-Patterson Air Force Base

The Packaging Section of the Materials Laboratory at
Wright Air Deveiopment. Center, of which I am a member, is
responsibl, for research ar& development in the field of
packaging, and for standardization of materials, procedures,
and methods; the use of preservatives; containers with
particular emphasis on lightweight containers; end pacl'ag-
ing devices such as humidity indicators.

We also prepare those packaging specifications which
are delegated to the Air Force by the Department of Defense
"and coordinate on packaging specifications prspar •i by other
services. We coordinate on the Packaging Section of each Air
Force commodity specification.

The aim of our Research and Development, the ultimate
outcome, is the preparation and cc.ordination of these speci-
fications and assistance to the Air Materiel Command in the
preparation of technical orders in the field.

I shall not deal with materials handling. As you
probably are all well aware. zaterials handling is a function
of the M1terials Handli-: ..,h, Transportation and Packag-
ing Division, Air Mater' a-Awad and the Equipment Labora-
tory, Wright Air Develop. -it Center.

We are corcerned with the broad field of packaging which
we subdivide into more limited fields such as shock absorp-
tion, containers, devices that I mentioned before, and the
various packaging materials. I shall mention some of these
that we are working on now, and outline the objective and
requirement for these subdivisions of the broader field, which
are known as "sub-tasks". The first one I shallI speak about
is the "Investigation of Preservation Methods for Complete
Aircraft Shipped Deck-Loaded.,*

The present methods used in preparation of complete air-
craft for deck-loaded shipment, utilize a strippable plastic
material. In the past, contact preservers had been used. I
understand they are now coming into use again. These methods
have required, to some extent the replacement of parts, that
is. disassembly to some extent of the aircraft.
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Aircraft are presently prepared for deck shipment by
use of etrippable plastic coating. The faults involved in
thts method are a4 follows: Difficulty in application of
the coating, varlable moisture transmission rates due to
-une-n application of the material, necessity of removing

exterior aircraft components to accommodate the coating, and
of providirg extra protectior to prevent damage to painted
areas and plastic parts. Daily inspection and frequent
repair of coating during shipment is necessary.

One of the drawbacks of the contact preservative method
is that contact preventatives, as experienced in the past,
are difficult to remove.

The proposed solution for this sub-task is to develop a
nonreusable polyethylene envelope which would emlose the
complete aircraft, thereby eliminating the need for strippable
coating. The initial cost of polyethylene is lower, the
application technique would be simpler, a lower, uniform,
rate of moisture vapor transmission would be established, the
removal of exterior aircraft components couid be reduced or
eliminated, sad the removed envelopes might be used as covers
or s2,rouds for items in temporary outdoor storage at overseas
destinations. We are going to let a contract to design and
manufacture envelopes for service testing. One of the most
important factorz- for the success of this project is the
availability of an efficient heat sealer, Currently, avail-
able portable heat sealers have difficulty in effecting a
seal when sharp angles and curves are involved. Difficulty
has been experiencod in provicus tests of polyethylene
envelopes from chafing of aircraft skin by the envelope.
This c,.ndition was caused by movement of excess envelope
material by wind and ship motion. A snrig fitting envelope
is necessary.

Another sub-task, is "Investigation of Sprayable,
Strippable, Plastic Coating Applications and Fethods".

The objec ive of this work is to extend the use of
strippable coatings when advantageous and to study iAhe
present methods and techbrques of application so they may be
improved tc the highest degree of efficiency)

The Air Force has confined strip-coat protection
principally to tho preservation of complete aircraft and
vehicles. A thorough review of Air Force items which could
be safely and economically protected with strippable coat-
ings has never been accomplished. The presently used
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application techniques do not assure an even thickness film,
This results in thick areas which waste material and thin
spots 'ihieh allow intress of moisture vapor. Poor applica-
tion technique results in porous films lacking sufficient
tensile strength and elongation, especially upon aging. Since
the aircraft are not generally painted, splitting of thin
areas upon aging is especially serious in salt atmosphere.
To overcome these deficiencies, a hot-spray technique is being
investigated. It should be noted that new coating materials
are also being evaluated in the effort to provide more
efficient appli -ation techniques and more efficient coatings.
Information concerning use of hot spray in the application
of high solid vinyl spray coatings, 30% solid or above, is
desirdd. Coatings meeting the present performance require-
ments of Specification MIL-S-8141 and compatible with painted
and wnmetallic surfaces such as plastics and rubbers are
desired.

Solvent barriers now in use between painted surfaces
and coatings are water soluble, causing loss of adhesion and
requiring excessive drying time when applied under high-
hu.idity corditions. Solvent barriers having the same
adhesion as the protective overcoating and capable of being
stripped simultaneously with the outer coating would provide
an excellent advance over present practice as an interim
measure until compatible coatings are available.

Another of our sub-tasks is "Investigation of Cold-Dip
Strippable Plastic Coating."

The present hot-dip plastic material used in conjunc-
tion with SpecIfication ,IL-P-116, Yethod 1B preservation,
invo2ves tle use of beating tankcs and rigid temperature con-
trol. Mvaterial is frequently wasted because of degradation.
The coating is opaque when dry, necessitating removal of the
coating for inspection. Owing to the relatively high moisture
vapor transmission of the material, a thick coating is
required. For these reasons, hot-dip plastic materials are
costly to use. A cold-dip, clear material would increase
efficiency of operation, probably reduce material and appli-
cation costs, remove personnel hazards, and could axpand the
use of Yathod IB to items damageable by high temperature.

kvailable possible materials for this application are
beii-, investigated. Tne Air Force is receptive to testing
anA considering 1materials developed by industry. Material
should ;ha:-e a zo!stvre vapor transmission rate as low or
lower than 5 5Cmil C.kB film for 2C-mil film, be transparent
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to allow inspection without removal of coating, be capable
of being applied with one dip operation, incorporate a cor-
rosion-inhibited oil, and be easily and completely removable.
The Air Force is also interested in learning of any possible
instances where cold-dip materials are being used in a manner
which could be advantageously adopted.

Another field of research and development in our shop is
"Field Handling and Transportation Conditions."

Work was initiated in 1954 for the investigation of ser-
vice conditions. The project is aimed primarily at gathering
field data on rough-handling conditions in the shipment and
transportation of military supplies. Data will be treated
statistically and will be used to set up more realistic
laboratory drop- and rough-handling testing procedures. This
can mean significant savings to the Air Force in both the
protection of lading from damage and the elimination of over-
packing.

The service conditions data could be obtained by the
following methods:

1. Personal observation at depots and ports.
2. Concealing impact-recording instruments in

ordinary shipping containers and shipment
of the instrumented packs to overseas
destinations.

We have chosen the latter method in our work. This
method seems Ideal since it eliminates the preferred handling
which occurs in the presence of observers.

Five impact recording devines are being evaluated. These
recorders contain three mass-spring components set at right
angles to each oý,her with an Inertial. switch that indexes the
recording tape on ech successive impact over 5 g's. Calibra--
tion of the recorders within the container is now in progress.

If this appioach to the problem is found to be satis-
factory through laboratory tests, 50 recorders will be ordered.
Air Materie'L Commani will monitor shipments to overseas
destinatioLas. Shipments are predicted to start this spring
and will cover a 20-month period. Air shipment will be
investigated initially. Different types and weights of con-
tainiers will be shipped. Selection of overseas destinations
will be on a random basis.

Another sub-task deals with, "Fiberglass Containers".
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Fiberglass from a standpoint of thermal structural
properties and high environmental resistance, is Materially
suitable for possible application as a shipping container.
Comparative data on long-term storage characterlstiks are
not yet available. The objective of this project is to
investigate the physical properties of fiberglaso ab to
develop, test, and standardize the use of fibergltss a's a
shipping container media. Containers to be studied will be
constructed similar in design to metal containers now in use
for helicopter rotor blades ary jet engines. Long-term stor-
age, handling, anr ,hipping data will be obtained a&d
evaluated.

Fiberglass containers and metal containers will be
stored at sites in vouthern Florida, Alaska, New Mexico, and
Wright-Patterson Air Force pase, Ohio. No information has
been recorded either by the industry or by Armed Forces on
this type of test. Contracts for 104 each E21 helicopter
rotor blade fiberglass containers and 104 each J-57 jet
engine fiberglass containers are to be let. One hundred of
each type container will be field-tested under actual use
conditions. Four of each type containers will be outdoor
tested, one of each type at each of the four sites mentioned.
Metal containers will be used as controls for this test. A
material process study of laminates, resins, fillers, mold-
ing time, and pressure will be made to determine the best
materials for large size military containers. It is hoped
that by this effort many of the doubts concerning large
fiberglass containers can be removed, doubts arising from
lack of storage and handling data.

Another sub-task deals with, "Polyethylene Containers'.

Polyethylene containers, from a standpoint of sturdiness
and comparative chemical inertness, could find many uses in
Air Force packaging both for air and surface transportation.
At the time of the initiation of this project, December, 1951,
little data was available on the conpatibility and permeabili-
ty rates of various chemicals in polyethyl3ne containers
under long-term storage conditions. Approximately 80 chemi-
cals, representative of most classes and subclasses of chemi-
cals, were evaluated as to compatibility and permeability in
polyethylene containers. The mechanism of transfer through
polyethylene, permeability rates, and a mechanical method of
calculating shelf life of any given chemical were determined.
This work hae now been completed for the polyethylene formula-
tions selected 'or testing, including bottles irradiated with
neuclear energy. The data is presented in WADC Technical
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Report 53-133, Parts I, II, and III. Part I of this report
is now available through the Office of Technical Service,
Department of Commerce. The other parts of the report will
be available through The Department of Commerce in the n•r-•
future. This project has aided the Air Force in release of
Specification MIL-C-26701 (USAF) entitled "Containers, Poly-
ethylene, Flexible, Plastic."

As new polyethylene fornmlations to reduce permeability
and enhance compatibility are introduced by industry, it will
be necessary for the Military Services to be kept informed
and to revise procurement specifications and use procedures
accordingly to take advantage of improved products. Savings
have now bee-c realized by shipment of battery acid in poly-
ethylene cor,,ainers. This is especially true for shipment
by air where the polyethylene container replaces glass con-
tainers, absorbent dunnage, and overpacking. Through
research with pl.astic containers savings can be realized by
reductions in weight, cubage, and handling charges. We are
now investigating the use of polyethylene containers as a
possiblo substitute for small metal reusable containers such
as AN cans.

The next sab-task deals with the "Howe Twist Lock Con-
tainer". The twist lock container, developed by Mr. Herbert
Howe has been under investigation by the Air Force for more
than a year.

A need exists for a more efficient and simpler closure
for 8pecification MIL-C-6054, "Containers, Shipping, Exterior,
Reusable," containers so extensively used in Air Force and
Military packaging. A container incorporating only three
parts - body, top, and gasket - was evaluated. The con-
tainer lid and body have interlocking threads. Evaluation
consisted of preliminary laboratory tests for rough handling
and airtightness and an extensive field evaluation that
involved shipment of 50 containers to each of eight stateside
Air Force Depots and an Eturopean pepot. This report is now
being written and will be released as WADX Technical Report
55-64. The containers w'-"-, well accepted by Depot personnel
who appreciated the ease o* handling feature of the new
closure. The containers c in be clo,6d in 27 seconds by use
of a simp-e attachment on a pneumatic gun or can be easily
closed or opened with iam-"er and block. The Air Force has
sr)oroved the use of this container and is requesting a
project for the revision of NIL-C-6054 to include the new
closure feature. The Air Force has a continuing requirement
for simpler axA more efficient container closures.
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,,v next wat-task de&1i with "Humidity Fensing and Record-
ixk Drevices"

A need exists for more accurate aid sirplified methods
for meaeuring and lnricatingr relative humidity within sealed
containers. The dGsire6 item is a simple, accurate, and
reliable means of sensing and indicating or recording, the
humidity conditions withL• sealed packages. The information
furnished by the device should be available upon Inspection
without opening or damaging the package. Reliable operation
over the range of temperatures encountered in storage, and
operation for lengthy storage periods, is necessary.

Electrical humidity-sensing devices are being evaluated
by the Signal Corps. The Air Force has evaluated chemical-
type, color-change indicators which incorporate the indicators
covered by YS 2003, the 3-spot color cha&ge indicator card,
and MS 20025, the one spot card, now in Military use. These
humidity indicators can be positioned on the external surface
of metal cans or on the external surface of MKL-B-13] barrier
material packs,

From the data and experience gained from our investiga-
tion proposed specification MIL-I-26860 (USAF) has been pre-
pared and is now being coordinated with the indicator industry.
Yeanwhile the Navy is prepa-iring a specification for the color-
change card now covered only by drawings. The specification,
when released, will provide for better control over the indi-
cating spot used in tLe color-change, surface-mounted type
indicator.

The nrxt sub-task is "Ferformance Evaluation of Cushion-
ing Material".

This research is directed towards eliminating guess work
in the practical application of cushioning materials to
specific packaging problems. Stress-strain data is being
collected on some 50 different commercially available cushion-
ing materials. The relationship between static and dyn-'mic
loading is being investigated. As an outgrowth of static
investigations, a general cushioning Specification, MWL-C-2681
(USAF), has been written based on performance ability of
material rather than on type of material. Proposed specifica-
tion Y1L-c--2681 is now in the process of coordination. A
dynamic tester i: in operation on this work. Industry can
continue to be of help on test methods, test data, and
instrumentation. The over-all product of this project will
be a use manual based on dynamic information.
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The last sub-task I shall mention is one that is in the
very initial stages, "Investigation of Yat9rials, Techniques,
and Apparatus for Foaming In-Place Plastic Cushioning, Block-
ing, and Bracing".

It is anticipated that our efforts Yr!11 lead to materials
for use in situations requiring both resilient and rigid
materials. A successful outcome of this project, we feel
will be a tremendous step forward in the Air Force Packaging
Program's over-all objective of providing more Air Force per
dollar.

I have said that the Air Force Packaging Research Develop-
ment Facility is at Wright Air Development Center. Our symbol
or Code for mailing purposes is W2RTH-5. Our broad areas of
research and development cover cushioning, containers, preserva-
tives and packaging materials. I have detailed the objectives
and requirements for some of our sub-tasks under these broad
fields.

I stated that our primary objective, in conmon with the
other Air Force efforts, is the attainment of more Air Force
per dollar. It is also in common w-Ith the objective of the
other military agencies and of industry working In the packag-
ing field, which can perhaps be covered more broadly by the
term "more defense per dollar".
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Research and Development Packaging Program of the Navy

Mr. Samuel Schwartz
Bureau of Ships, Navy Department, Washington, D.C.

When I learned I was to be last speaker on this Panel,
I wasn't particularly happy -- I didn't jump for joy. I felt
I had been beaten to the punch, and what I would have to say
would be pretty much, "ditto".

It is true we all have essentially the same problems,
that of protecting and preserving military supplies for
long-term storage and universal handling. We, in the Navy,
feel that we have one additional responsibility, at least --
that of replenishment at sea, which you have heard so much
about at this meeting.

We have a motto in the Navy which describes our prime
objective, even in packaging. That motto is "Service of the
Fleet". I think the Army has a motto that goes "The Man
Behind the Gun"4 That is what we are trying to do in all
our work. We are trying to provide the wherewithal to get
the item, whatever it may be, out to him in as nearly
ready-for-use condition as we can possibly make it. That
means at the end of the line the part or equipment should
be available for use with a minimum of preparation. There
are so many things that take place between the fabrication
of the item and its delivery to the end user. We want him,
the user, to be able to take the item out of the package and
operate it with a minimum of depreservation, whatever the
item happens to be; whether it be an electronic transmitter,

a weapon, or what-have you. I think that is something we
should keep in mind.

We are conducting research in the development and
application of "Contact Preservatives". We have a need for
thin-film, watar-displacement compounds, which, after years
of effective protection, can be readily removed, or not
require removal by virtue of possessing and retaining lubri-
cating properties. Such a compound would be useful, for
example, in machine tool preservation. If we can accomplish
all that, we shall have answered a lot of our basic problems.
The less we have to remove, the better it is for the user at
the end of the line.

The Bureau of Aeronautics has developed a thixotropic
preservative for preservation of reciprocating engines that
remains firmly in place on the surface without the drain-off
associated with oil-type preservatives. This material,
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specifically, was developed in their field to solve a number
of problems that were inherent in materials available up
until that time for aircraft piston-engine preservation.
Preservative mnaterial, available at the time, were ..eavy oil
types which drained off surfaces, exposing them to subsequent
corrosion. The solvent cut-back type materials developed
later were objectionable, in that they required removal prior
to activation of the engine. The Bureau of Aeronautics has
developed a preservative material having thixotropic charac-
teristics. After hot application, the compound sets on the
metal surfaces of the cylinder walls, does not drain off dur-
ing storage exposures, and need not be removed prior to
operation of the engine. The Bureau of Aeronautics has had
successful experience with the material in extensive service
tests in such outlying areas as Hawaii, t"* Philippines, and
Alaska under extreme weather conditions, as well as the
United States. The Bureau of Ships and the Bureau of Yards
and Docks are giving this material closer consideration for
possible incorporation in the preservation of the internal
combustion engines in our own systems.

We, of course, are continuing basic stujies. The Office
of Naval Research is sponsoring and supporting studies in
areas such as the Prevention and Deterioration Center, and
they are operating a number of exposure sites, too. We are
inter6sted in what causes materials to go bad, so that we
can prevent it either by changing the basic materials or by
the application of preservatives.

The strippable-coating procedure was mentioned earlier,
and I thought I should get a plug in for a new material that
seems to offer promise for complete aircraft preservation --
"Polyvinyl Acetal". It has shown great promise. The Bureau
of Aeronautics has found that the pigmented material gave
the best results. The material has been applied from a water
dispersion; it has excellent weathering properties.

The otier day there was a paper presented on TEFLON. i
takce this opportunity to call your attention to some of the
highlights that have interested the Navy in its use. True,
it is an expensive material at the moment, but with something
under a mil-thick coating, we get long-term preservation as
a bonus to its primary property of dry lubrication or boundary
lubrication. There are well-defined limits to TEFON'S
application based on laboratory experience; a mimber of "gray"
areas still need to be checked out. In the Bureau of Ships,
we are setting up a program to extend the work that has
already been done in the Bureau of Ordnance on guns, and in
our Bureau in submarine periscope installations, to parts
and components of internal combustion engines.
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One of the amazing things about the TEFLON material s
t'hat it is so reluctant to be contaminated that dirt doesn't
stick to it. The stuff just doesn't like anything else,
apparently. One of the primary deterrents to the universal
use of such a remarkable material is the fact that the
material requires high temperature cure, something about
7000 F., and in that process many substrate materials won't
take it. Mr. Fitzsimmons covered a wider area in his
presentation.

The Navy is investigating the use of solar energy for
dehumidification. Do you know that the Navy has been one
of the primary users of dehumidifisd storage in long-term
storage of equipment and materials and is conducting a study
of the effects of long-term dehumidified storage upon the
various materials and methods of preservation that have been
utilized. There is a concurrent program in the investigation
of the need for providing controlled storage for Method II
packs.

The Navy is looking for contact preservatives that can
be used on mill runs of sheet aluminum steel so that the
sheet will require no further processing for storage.

We are still looking for answers in coating of s3teel
drums, just as is the Army, and there is a program underway
at the Naval Laboratories to evaluate coatings for use in
this area.

The Navy has other studies going on. We are using VCi
(Vapor Corrosion inhibitors) packaging materials. We have
seen new methods of application. A formed-in-place material
is being used in aircraft gas-turbine engine preservation.
Two vapora are reacted to form a vapor corrosion inhibitor.
Industry is developing volatile materials for the preserva-
tion of metals other than steel, and the ultimate is one
material that would allow us to preserve a complex assembly
of many different basic construction materialc without
adverse effects on any of them. We'd like also to see an
indicator that would enable us to determine visually the con-
dition of the volatile corrosion inhibitor in a package, and
its suitability for further use.

A question arose in one of the panels this morning
regarding the status of the desiccant specification,
HIL-D-3464. The revision to MIL-D-3 4 64. 4.he packagig desic-
cant specification, is in the hands of the printer. It will
have just one typA of desiccants. There is, insofar as our
own experience is coc-orned, just one material that ts been
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supplied undar t.he c,ýrreni specifiratinn. The problem appears
to be ono of quality control. We are trying to be realistic
about this specification. it has had wide circulation for
comment.

In the fi6ld of protective packaging, we are studying
cushions, isolators, and various suspension devices. The
Naval Research Laboratory has recently published a Handbook
on "Guided Missile Packaging" for the Department of Defense,
which offers guidance in design in many areas related to the
preservation, packaging, and packirn of guided missiles.

'A are also investigating methods of protecting, in ship-
ment, various sensitive instruments, electronic tubes, and
the like. In one of these studies with electron tubes, we
ran fragility tests on the item. The data were used in the
design of the package.

The Navy is conducting an investigation of packaging for
long-term storage of protective clothing. The clothing is a
special problem because it is impregnated for use against
chemical agents. The packaging i4st not be affected by the
impregnants, nor permit excessive deterioration of the cloth-
ing.

We are looking for a lightweight antimagnet shielding
material for the shipment of magnetrons which will enable us
to handle shipment without the bulky weight and troublesome
nreparation that is now required.

The Navy has conducted investigations in the area of
complete aircraft preservation. We have used dohumidified
storage, strippable coatings, and specially designed envelopes.

In the areas of materials handling, the Navy has con-
ducted investigations on the design of pallet-loading patterns
so that the most efficient use can be made with know.n carton
sizes and pallets. Charts have been prepared as guidance in
this area.

We are working on the investigation of test procedures
for use in conjunction with acceptance of preservation and
packaging under Specification MIL-P-116. We are always faced
with the specification at the end of the line in order to
assure ourselves of acceptable quality.

in shipboard handling there are many problems relating
to replenishment at sea, and we are working with all types of
conveyor systems for bulk fuel and oil, and solid materials
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transfer, and we welcome any suggestio,-s in that area. Of
particular interest in materials handliug aboard ship is the
design of a forklift truck which, under the pitching and
yawing and maneuvering of the ship, will still maintain its
attitude and perform its function. I have some requirements
data here: (1) capacity is 4,000 pounds at 24 inches;
(2) battery-supplied power; (3) stacking type forklift trucks
for below decks; (4) stability and traction and braking so
that it can be operated while the ship rolls 15 degrees to
each side of vertical; (5) ability to turn in tshe minimum
aisle width because of requirement for conserving shipping
space.

Concurrently with this, the Navy is testing outý deck
structures, using a variety of gratings. We are now testing
expanded metal gratings made of steel aM aluminum. In some
installations we are t3sting wood decks with specially pre-
pared gritty surfaces. This is an effort to solve traction
aiid stability problems for improvement of decking construction.
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Research and Development

Discussion

MR. KUOPPAMAKI: I would like to ask a question about
shipping dynamics. This is a meeting of coordination, of
course. We would greatly appreciate coordinati.n in types
of shipping anticipated in the military transportation.
From the standpoint of dynamics anticipated, we have been
-eading about the program which the Air Force has been doing
for several years. We have lots of reports of those studies.
We learn about them. Is the Armed Forces Studying Shipping
Dynamics? It would be of interest to learn if there is any
plan on coordination regarding classification of different
kinds of shipping. In regard to the load which we expect
the container gets.

MR. BOWA: I think that is a part of the overall pro-
gram in our study of cushioning materials, to evaluate each
material and finally, perhaps, have the data to Amaw eurves
or determine formulac for the determination of the amount of
particular cushionrug for a predetermined load. Is that
what you had iu rdnac, or do you question more than that?

MR. KMrOPPANAKI: We had a very good presentation yester-
day from North American about cushioning. There we saw that
the elastic behavior of the cushioning material itself is
fairly nimple to approach. But the load we have to decide--
that is something which is, so far, completely open and un-
determined and so complex in nature that it looks to one
evaluation office that the only solution fr it would be to
put the load in certain shipment classes, which represent a
given quantity group of load.

LIEUTENANT MARTIN: I think the question you are getting
at concerns the service conditions project we have running,
where we are sending instruments concealed in packages all
over the world and getting the data back to find out what
kind of conditions we have in the field. The first step in
the program will be an investigation of air shipient because
for years people have said air shipment should have preferred
handling. That is one of the things we would like to find
out. Are the handling operations in air shipment as severe
as those encountered in surface shipment? We have bad some
correspondence with the Naval Ordnance Laboratory on this
subject, and we are working together on this field.
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MR. DECOT: I would like to ask about the present sta-
tus of the air-cargo development?

MR. BOWMAN: That is an AM) project. I am not familiar
with the air-cargo development. I would suggest that sub-
ject be taken to a representative of AMC here--perhaps
Mr. Paul Curtis--or by writing to Wright-Patterson Air Force
Base. I as sorry we can't give you the answer to that.

MR. KUOPPAMAKI: I would like to ask about the MIL-D-
3464B. You said a new specification is now in hand for one

type of desiccant.

MR. SCHWARTZ: It is a performance specification still.
There is no more Class 2 non-dusting desiccant.

VOICE: You will not be eliminating one type of
desiccant?

MR. SCHWARTZ: You mean the basic material?

VOICE: Yes.

MR. SCHWARTZ: No. I said non dusting--bagged desiccant.

VOICE: I would like to ask K-:. Schwartz a question.
There have been a couple of references since these conferences
have started about the directive that has been turned out
recently on guided-missile protection, but nobody has ever
given that reference. Do you happen to have the technical
directive that covers it?

MR. SCHWARTZ: I just have the title. It is a DOD hand-
book.

MR. WILLIAMS (Cadillac Products): I would like to direct
a question to Mr. Bowman. If I remember correctly, in the
beginning of his speech he talked about some way of protect-
ing a complete craft in polyethylene.

MR. BOWMAN: The material more than likely will be
15-m!36 polyethylene. It will be just a complete emvelope,
as much of it prefabricated before assembly as possible, but
it will be necessary to heat seal the sections together when
slippcd onto the aircraft, so there are acute angles and
small archa to seal.
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You can see the problems. There was one heat sealer
developed that had jaws which opened more than just the
amount generally opened for the admittance of the sheet mater-
ial. This sealer was evaluated in our place. It still didn't
seem to have the maneuverability required.

As I said, we are going to put this out on a purchase
request for contract, so it in possible that we will get
something better than that.

MR. WILLIAMS: Are you going to put the wheels and
everything else in it? Are they going to be enclosed?

MR. BOWMAN: The wheels will not be in the envelope.
It will be from the wheel strut up. Everything but the
wheels.

MR. WILLIAMS: You are going to seal around the wheels?

MR. BOWMAN: Yes. Everything but the wheels.

MR. KALAPOS (Goodrich Chemical): Mr. Bowman, on the
same subject, have you considered any other films, such as
Vinyl films; and if so, what were their limitations?

MR. BOWMAN: We haven't at this tine, but we are recep-
tive to any material which will have a low %MV rate, be
sealable, and be 3uitable for this purpose. We want the
most efficient and economical material for this particilar
use.

Polyethylene is, of course, adaptable to heal-sealing.
I think that is probably the main reason we mention polyethy-
lent iu this discussion. It is possible this could evolve
into other materials.

MR. TIBBETS (Bakelite): I would like to ask Mr. Bowman
how this differs from the packaging procedures that were con-
ducted about three or four years ago on the coup:'t e- aircraft
at Wright Field?
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MR. BOWAN: The procedure is probably the serme. That
attempt several years ago had several shortcomings that we
now hope to correct with further investigation. One of them
was the looseness of the envelope. That, of course, created
a tearing by flapping in the wind. A good tight envelope,
probably using the same procedures that were used before,
but being tight, would do the Job. Getting it tight seems
to be the big problem.

MR. TIBBETS: I seem to recall that some aircraft that
were shipped top side on carriers were •ihipped to some de-
gree, but the tightness of the wrap had a lot to do with its
integrity.

MR. BO*MAJ: I believe that attempt would have been
successful if the envelopes had been tight. Being ablec to
flap--it tore, requiring a lot of repair in shipment.

M. OLEVITCH: I think the essential difference between
the last approach and this one is that we are going to try
to have prefabricated sections. Ia prior attempts, every-
thing was done right there at the Air Force installation by
band If we have sections prefabricated by industry, we will
have a minimum of heat seals to accomplish in the field. The
fewer heat seals we must accomplish in the field, the less
trouble we a v likely to have.

MR. WILLIAMS: I vvnt to offer a little suggestion.
You fellows should tape all patterns together and flame seal
the final enclosuz- -t~<-• will give you easy contour sealing.
It takes time and z is all done by hmad, but if you are
worried about getting around some of these fancy contours,
it does a pretty good Job, and it will giv- vou a skin-tight
Job, too, when you are done.

MR. SCHAFER: Mr. Schwartz, you mentioned you were
interested in coatings for drum protection. Is that external
or internal protection primarily?

MR. SCHWARTZ: Both internal and external.

MR. SCHAFER: For empty or filled drums?

MR. MHWARTZ: For both purposes.

MR. SCHAFER: What type of protectiont
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MR. SCRWARTF: Frankly, I don't have the det.dL1s on that.
The laboratory at Annapolis is working on the evaluation of
the coatings.

VOIDE: You expressed a wish that the industry should
specify. the fragility of their products, which would be a
guide for the packaging engineer. To there any specific pub-
lications giving crit,'Žiia on this fragility?

MR. GRUNDY: No. This is a new field we a-e going into.
Why we put this question to industry is the fact that they
should be 7itally interested in the fragility for their own
items.

There have been no standards set up and no standa rd test
method yet set up to obtain these factors. That is all be-
ing taken care of righit nov.

As .regard to the Quartermaster Corps, in this project
work we have under vay, it will be a considerable time before
these standards are set up.

VOIE (u. S. Navy, Naval Air Station): I just got back
from putting in two weeks at the Joint Military Packaging
School at Rossford Ordnance Depot. I believe you people are
acquainted with it. As I understand, Industry and military
send their key personnel to these schools, to go back to
their establishments and incorporate sme of their ideas.

Now during this symposium here I have heard new tech-
niques being used, such as Teflon a4 VCI. At this school
there vac a little dwelled on VCI. They lidn't seem to have
too much information on it. There vas nothing on Teflon. I
was just wondering, why don't both people get the information
so they can pass it to the students attending the school?

zR. STMWLEY: I happen to be chairman of the advisory
commitie for that school. What you say is ideal, and I am
for it personally. But it is just about impossible. How-
ever, very recently we vent over the vhole course and tried
to liven the whole thing up with current thinking, current
events. I don't just know the day the new course is going
to start. There Is a whole lot more, particularly on VCI,
because I looked over several pages of WI material and had
it cleared vith the Navy and the Air Force. We are attempt-
ing to do it, but you can't hope to keep a school up like
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that in line with the very retent thinking such as Teflon,
which we have given you here. It would Just be impossible
unless we give up all our other work and do nothing but work
on the school.

MR. SCHWARTM: For one thing, Teflon is sti.ll rather
new. It has only recently been taken out of the research
and into the development stage, so far as application is con-
cerned. It is a material which at the moment has to be under
some control. I don't know what purpose it would serve to go
inJto it at the school except to mention it, and I don't know
how that is incorporat4 into the course program there--
current events, or something like that.

MR. S*•UDLEY: That material is basic material.

VOICE: It seems some of the agencies are using it--
the VWI, for example. Evidently Teflon is being used by
some of the agencies.

CHAIRMAN: 5T-iklon's main ase up to the present :.ime is
as a solid lubricant, but it has great potentialities as a
corrosion inhibitor. It still needs more study. "he reason
it vas introduced vas to try to get other people interested
in it.

I happen to be In the laboratory where the first work
wa* done on it. One of the purposes of this conference was
to bring to the people in the Government as well as Industry--
new fields in which reserach needs to be expanded. That is
one of them.

VOICE: Why ;,ere Class 2 non-dusting bags eliminated
from the MIL-D-3464?

MR. SCHWARTZ: We are being practical. I think that
is the only answer I can give you. We are getting service
out of the bags that we were procuring. We weren't getting
anything different for Class 1 or Class 2.

VOIME (Douglas): If a bag accidentally breaks beside
a guidance unit, it way cost ten or fifteen thousand dollars
to rehabilitate the unit if the duster is small enough. The
perticle size is such that it may be difficult to remove in
this guidance unit.

MR. SCHWARM: The current draft of the specification
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has incorporated some changes in the rough handling require-
ment. I don't know how far it has gone in any change in the
particle size. I don't seem to remember any change.

CHAIRMAN: In summary, we need to develop a moisture
barrier material which is compatible with synthetic oils and
greases. So far we have not found anything actually adecuate
for packaging lubricated or greased bearings, and eco forth.

We need to develop a truly oil- or grease-proof wrap.
Yesterday a gentlemen said they had an oil-proof paper. On
further questioning it turns out that it is oil-proof to
petroleum and not to synthetics. In the military we need
one oil-proof for synthetic oils because of low- and high-
temperature problems in which we cannot use existing petro-
leum oils.

There should be further research on Teflon or nimilar
coatings, with the emphasis on protective coatings--perman-
ent type for packaging and use.

We need to emphasize the use of raw materials, which
are plentiful during war time, for the developing of new
wrapping •iaterials. We need something to replace aluminum.
Alumiw°n is very short in war time. We need something to
take itt place, something that can be made available in
large quantities.

We need to utilize or develop rot- and corrosion-proof
materials for global packaging, to protect equipment from
outside edilronient.

With the vast amount of research on different plastics,
there should be one that could be utilized in the wrapping
of materials that could be stored in the tropics in which the
fungus, parasites, ard so forth, would not degrade or rot it
away from the outel L, ýn, aýd destroy the package. We need
a clear plastic materti which can be sto ed down to minus
eighty without becoming brittle.

We need a strippable film, capable of being applied by
dipping at room temperature, that must deposit enough film
for protection at one dip.

Are there any other points of interest?
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VOICE (Yards and Docks): I think a plastic material
with a low-vapor transmission, that you can see through,
would be one of thL big things v o help us.

CHAIRMAN: A plastic material with a low vapor trans-
mission which you could see through would help the Bureau
of Yards and Docks.

MR. BROWN (Signal Corps): Is there any central point
of clearance of the different projects? It seems to me I
see floating through the same thing in Ordnane, in the
Quartermaster Corps3, and I know it is in the Signal Corps.
Is a central clearance for all the different studies being
performed at the centers?

MR. STJDLEY: No, sir. There is, but it is so high up,
and it is a le7el that is not practical to get an answer to
what you are after,

I see what you are after. Each of the technical ser-
vices within the Army reaches to a high Army level where
their primary interest is one of over-all budgeting and, in
general, seeing that there are no overlaps of effort. I
don't know whether there are other angles, too, but not of
the type of interest that you have.

MR. BROWN: It would be contact directly between two
people.

MR. STUDLEY: Contact directly. Unfortunately, if I
want to know something from Sam in the Navy, I have to cou-
tact him and he has to contact me.

MR. SCHWARTZ: There is circulation of the project
cards between the bureaus of the Navy, and we get them from
the Army periodically.

MR. STMUDLE: The trouble with that is: you get the pro-
ject cards and they are usually written in rather formal
language. There may be some sub-project or some little thing
you are interested in, but it isn't going to show up.

MR. BROWN: That is what I had in mind.

MR. GRUNDY: The Army packaging keeps close control--
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MR. STUDLEY: Within the Army, the Army Packaging Board
hLs a report at least once a year on all the projects. They
ceal the boye in to see what progress has been made. Once
a year seems to be often enough, and that is about what we
do.

MR. MANNING (Reynolds Metals): I arise simply to ques-
tion your statement about aLuminum being too critical in
time of war. I have been spending three days here looking
for new ways that aluminum foil could perhaps be used because
we are of the opinion that in event of war there will be a
rather abundent supply. If we weren't so convinced, I would-
n't be here now.

It so happens that we find this same feeling around in
a great many places--except at the top. You must realize
thr-re is ten times as much aluminum in production today as
there was in the last war, when it started. It is growing
very fast.

Of course, in war time, steel, rubber, wood, paper, and
everything else, is short. But I think if you will look on
the latest critical list that has been published by the
Office of War Mobilization, you will find that aluminum and
many other of these materials are such further down on the
critical list than they used to be.

CHAIRMAN: I realize that. I realLze that aluuinum has
made terrific increases in production., But thinking back
over the last war, we didn't have enough aluminum. Usually
during an emergency we have so wany places to use it, we
don't want to be caught without. We hope that we don't have
any more war's in order to have to use aluminum; but if we
should, I hope it will be available, and maybe we can also
have something else to supplant it in case we actually need
it.

VOIrE (Bureau of Aeronautics): In your proposal to use
Twist Lock enclosure for the 605 containers, have you consid-
ered the p-esently designed inserts used in the 605 contain-
ers?

MR. BOVIK&H: We are considering that. The only portion
of the container which will be in any vay different from the
present container will be the very top of the container.
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There is still clearmce) the same clearance as was provided
in the other AN can, acc!rding to the old drawings. So in-
serts and any use for which the drum has been played in the
past will still be ,.sa.le for the twist lock drum.

VOICE (Bureau of Aeronautics): I recall sometime ago
I did see the threads at the top were stamped and probably
took off" maybe a quarter of an inch or three-eighth of an
inch from Vhe I and E container. That was my impression at
the time.

In the crate-type of inserts, it seemed to me there was
a cloaer tolerance than that. That was the basis of my ques-
tion.

MR. BOW•MA: Thank you. We have considered that and
in the revision of the drawing from the bolt and range to
the twist lock. We have considered the use of inserts and
the entire usable dimension.
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Unitization Within the Air Force

Mr. James H. Johnston
Air Materiel Command, Department of the Air Force

Gentlemen, the conference will be in order.

I am Mre Johnston, from Headquarters, AMC. We are here
to talk on unitization, to try to help you and have you help
US.

I imagine you are confusod by now - I know I am -

after two and a half days.

I thought I knew what I was doing a lot of times, too,
but I find a lot of other people have good ideas which I
hadn't thought of. So, when I get home, I sure am going to
try to digest all the speeches I am concerned with,

I will pass this around and will ask you to sign it, so
that w' may have a record of the attendance.

This afternoon we plan to do thiss We have four speak-v
ers here - Mr. Akrep, of the Navy; Mr. Oliver, from ths
Quartermaster; Mr. Jordan, from Forest Products La1oratory,
and Mrself. We will each give our talk and we -ill follow
that with a 15-minute question-and-answer peir4od. At the end
of the 15 minutes, we will cut it off and let the next gentle-
man speak. In this way, those who have to get trains can at
least be out by three-thirty. If further discussion is war-
ranted or wanted after that, we will be here to answer your
questions for you.

In the past two and a half days "i ave rewritten nm talk
ten times in my own mLnd, but I believe I will let it stand
as is.

We of the Air Force have tried to unitize from the word
"go." We are having pallets madep tested, and there e regu-
lations out now which say supply items shall be unitizosdo

We don't give a second thought until samebody says, "l
can't do itp or "I don't like the pallet i'm getting," and I
have to admit that at this time we have asked why many, many
times. Each time has given us some information, ahown us
problems, and we have attempted to solve them, some of them
quite big.

In the shipment by rail, truck, and air, they had their
problems with this changeover, due to lack of equipment,
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including the proper type of pallets, personal resistance to
change, changing the package line, both civilian and military,
and finding an acceptable tare weight for air transportation,
which is basically what the Air Force is interested in.

To approach these problems, we had to line up our crite-
ria for unitization from an Air Force viewpoint. The factors
we lined up in the order of their consideration weres

(1) We have accepted the 40 by 48 basic pallet size.

This may change in the future, but this is our starting
point.

(2) Tare weight.

Tare weight is necessitated by the high cost of opera-
tion of cargo aircraft. Mainly in these air-lifting problems,
we run oat of weight before we run out of cubage on these air-
craft. We hope to rectify this from both ends, both with the
aircraft and with the cargo we haul.

(3) Floor-bearing weight of the pallet.

We have to have specially designed skids so that the air-
craft floor is not overstressed. We maintain nesting cf con-
tainers, full or empty.

We have to have stacking capabilitieso This will cut
down, tie down weight in the aircraft, and also, it elimin-
ates the necessity for shoring on the aircraft floor, which
means both time and money.

(4) Usability.

This is a broad area which affects everybody and ranges
from introducing new methods of unitization in the present
packaging lines with a minimum of modification, loadability
of unitized loads, both at terminal and under field condi-
tions, to the condition of the cargo on final delivery.

(5) We class mobility of the pallet as a prime feature.
This is becoming more of a reality every day as these con-
cepts advance, and this we get with an £acrease of tare
weight.

In many instanoes, this mobility may offset tare weight

through savings in the dspot, termiat., and where have you.
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In combat effectiveness, you may pay for tare weight,
which would be entirely justifiable.

With this criteria in our mind, we have attempted to
coordinate with everybody and evaluate all studies we could
get our hands on, and we have set up various goals for the
pallets and containers we desire.

In the utilization of a flat pallet, we are still trying
to find a durable flat pallet with a 17-pound weight limit,
and with a design-load capacity of 1,500 poundse

Our goal appears to be in sight with new materials being
developed, and we have every indication we will get it in
the near future,

We desire that the cost not exceed one dollar per pound
for this pallet, which is $17. One of the remaining criteria
in this pallet is that we don't like to see them get water-
soaked. This adds to our tare weight.

An expendable flat pallet has not yet been developed
which we have latched onto.

Since I have written this spe3ch, it has taken a reverse
in the last few weeks. We are going to reinvestigate a lot
of flat pallets that were introduced to the Air Force and may
try some of our own. Here we would like to see something less
than $2 per pallet.

You may have heard this morning the Air Force is receiv-
ing initial distribution of the Conex containers. These are
strictly for overseas shipment of furniture, nonperishable
foodstuffs, and we are trying these things to our own adapt-
ability, and also getting our feet wet in the use of them.

NEAC is supposed to be -shipped cargo in each container.
In NEAC we have the problem of cold weather and lack of
equipment. In Teheran pilferage is one of the main problems.
So, for overseas shipment we are getting into the Conex con-
tainer pretty deeply.

There has been one definite step towards Air Force uniti-
zation: All contracts will now contain a clause, wherever
feasible, for all like items being shipped to a consignee to
be palletized. Where limited quantities of different items
aro shipped, consolidation may be accomplishede
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This gets into some paper work. It isn't as simple as
it sounds a lot of times. It affects both you as the con-
tractor, and we of the Air Forceo

This is one area that the Air Force will have to work
out to make unitization 100 percent perfect, if we can get
that far.

In the area mentioned above, that of unitizing the small
quantities of individual items, lies the greatest problem.

The Air Forco supply system contains a large number of
high-dollar items, which are requisitioned on an as-needed
basis. It is mandatory that these be air-ehipped to destina-
tion.

There are many items - maybe resistors, condensers,
that you can put in one envelope; but today's way of doing
it is to package in a large box. While this box is accept-
able, it may be containerized.

Our goal is to take off this outer packing, put it in
the envelope alone, with many other items, and ship it as
requisitioned.

Along this line we have developed a collapsible, alumi-
num container 40 by 48 by 32 inches high.

The height was dictated by maintaining the maximum
available cubage we could get and still maintain ease of load-
ing for the packaging personnel on the packing line.

How deep can you reach into a box? This was the decid-
ing factor because these boxes will be packaged at the Air
Force packing lines, in the depots or the terminals,

The cubage of this box is 25 cubic feet available
cubage.

T1he capacity, at 17 pounds a cubic foot, is 425 pounds.

The container weighs 68 pounds.

This makes a tare weight of 16 percent. It has static
capacity of 3,400 pounds.

It has stacking cipabilities, in that it has lugs on top
and recessed portions the bottom, so that when you stack
one on the other, they don't slide off.
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There is four-way fork-lift entry,

With skids, it has a necessary bearing area to be stowed
on aircraft floors and be movable on gravity-conveyor systems.
This is a must.

We anticipate packing the items in a container stripped
of all outside packaging except the necessary corrosion pack-
aging.

The container is not waterproof. Where this is antici-
pated, you can line the container with waterproof paper.

Now, a little further explanation: We do not anticipate
storing these items any place in the containers. They will
be strictly for air shipment.

Aluminum, as I heard somebody say this morning, gets
damaged. This may be true. It may be this will be the out-
come; but, on the other hand, in line with our goal, if we
can have a gravity-conveyer system - this is a possibility -

from a packing line to the terminal to the aircraft, you
don' t have the up-and-down fork lift, materials handling and
tossing of the container.

This again goes to the inside. I will admit we may start
putting the packaging back on the boxes little by little.

These containers will be distributed world-wide in the
near future, and that will possibly be the first of next year.

There are going to be a number of problems crop up. One
thing we have incorporated is the segregation of the cargo.
We thought first we would just pile everything in a box; but
then, when that man unpacks it, there is the problem of find-
ing that little envelope of resistors. So, possibly separa-
tors will be used.

This will also aid in documentation.

Now, we have to work out just how we are going to effi-
ciently secure these on the aircraft floor. There is no
major problem. It is merely going to be a time-saving prob-
lem.

We are going to gain information which we do not have at
our hand on densities of air shipment, various stock classes
which will be susceptible to this type of unitization.
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We are talking high-priority stock, and we are going to
see how far we can go down to low-priority items for air
shipments

It may be we will have enough containers so we will sup-
ply them to contractors when they have a contract. This will
reduce their time and the Gowernment's money*

The Far East Cowmand has been testing the transit van
which you may have heard about, and they have also taken the
individual containers of one of these vans out and are ship-
ping them individually from the Far East to Ogden, San Bern-
ardino, Kelly, and these depots have b6en shipping back to
FEAF, items they have requisitioned.

There have been prcblems come upon this distribution of
containersd We don.t want to tie these containers up in
paper work tŽat is necessary,, Sr, wv are trying to find the
easy way out on distribution because some of these depots are
getting more than they shipped out. This is being vorked out*

Even since this paper was written there has been another
thought on using fibre board containers, There is one manu-
facturing company currently using fibre board containers for
air shipment in the Air Force.

We are going to follow this through. This company does
have all the necessary packaging around the individual items.
So, our first step is to consolidate a report on how the con-
tainer is arriving. If the outside container looks good,
with no damage, this is the place where we will start strip-
ping th insice and see if we can come down to the corrosion
pack.

SCi mobility - I haven't brought this in to this point
we are taking two avenues of approach. One is the use of a
master type pallet, and this is important for the air-ship-
ment purposes.

One of the main things to be found out is the desirable
size of this pallet. This will be dictated by adaptability
to all end loading cargo aircraft, weight restrictions and
ease of off and on loading,

Loading of these pallets by gravity conyr--ors or possi-
bly side-loading fork lifts, or perhaps other eans will be
used.
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Another method is the use of a low silhouette, flat-bed
type trailer.

Now, this parallels the transit van, except we have
taken off the van portion of it.

This will provide maximum mobility of movement of sup-
plies in and around the depots, terminal areas, and will re-
duce the turn-around time of the aircraft.

The trailer may be loaded in several different ways s
with. the standard container I mentioned previously; the stan-
dard 40 by 48 pallets; banded type cargo; individual items of
equipment or combinations of the above.

The cargo may be loaded and secured on the trailers in
the vicinity of the packing lines or, if they consolidate
cargo in the terminal, it will take place in the terminal.

The height - when I say "height" I mean if you are us-
ing containers, the number of containers you stack high -
and the weight also can be regulated, allowing transporting
with wheels in such aircraft as 119 or 123, where height is
restrictive. Load also enters into this.

There is also tactical mobility for ammunition or equip-
ment flown into the combat areas* The plane may be landed,
the tailgate dropped, and the trailer pulled out, and away
goes the aircraft. The trailer can then be pulled to a less
vulnerable area for requisition of supplies.

This trailer is also being considered for the movement
of administrative and organizational equipment, where a wing
or group is ordered to move in twenty-four hours, and they
have to pack up. They can put their paper work on this trail-
er, the plane lands, and away they go.

This has been a brief summary of what some of our goals
are and the direction the Air Force is heading, particularly
in air shipment.

We say there are a lot of problems that arise and the
lead times of development and procurement have prolonged our
reaching this goal. But from you who are in industry we have
received good cooperation in the past and, with this coopera-
tion, I believe the Air Force can realize its goal in the
near future.

I thank you, gentlemen.
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I entertain any questions.

MR. H. R. GREE91LIN (Chief Classification Section, Office
of the Chief of Transportation 5 : Mr. Johnstoi. .-

CHAIRMAN JOHNSTONt Pardon me, sir. Before you start,
will you, when you ask a question, mention your name and af-
filiation?

MR. GREENLIN: I will be glad top

My name is Greenlin, G-r-e-o-n-l-i-n, and I am Chief of
the Classification Section, Office of the Chief of Tr•nspor-
tation.

My problem is saving money in Government freieu. cheages.
I am very much interested in this unitization prograwm, to the
extent where you pack a number of articles rated differently,
the rating on the highest rated article in that pack is appli-
cable on the entire pack.

Now,, I have a program going on now where we are trying
to get reasonable ratings, and we are doing so successfully
on sets, and invariably on some of these sets we rill find a
pair of goggles in it that may weigh a half a pound or a
quarter of a pound, and that will mean, because of that pair
of goggles in there, the entire package will tako a rating of
100 rather than Class 45, which will be double the rate.

I am just wonderings In this palletizing, has that been
taken into consideration?

Are you considering it logisticallyv unitizing this stuff
to a point where the freight rates would be the same as far
as surface transportation is concerned?

CHAIRMA-N JOHNSTON: Sir, I am not familiar with that por-
tion of it. I would like to pass by that. I am not in the
paper work portion, and stay away from the paper work.

MR. GREENLIN: Well, it is something I think is really
important.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSTON: But does this parallel your question:
The Eastern and Western railroads came out with a new rate
for containers and pallets.

MR. GREENLII. Yes. We got that. I was responsible for
getting that, even in the Conex, sir, where you can load any-
thLng in the Conex, with the possible exception -
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You gave out a thought that you were going to eluinate

a certain amount of packing.

CHAIrMAN JOHNSTON: Yes.

MR. GREENJIN: Now, we had to agree with them when we
put stuff in that Conex we would still meet the packing re-
quirements of the effective classification or tariff.

CHAIRMAN JONSTONs This is true, sir, in this packing,
mainly air shipment, where v, won't get the balance of the
railroad jiggling, and, as T say, this is going to depend on
a lot of things. Pallet cargo itself takes it. If we can
mechanize from the packing lines to the aircraft, you won't
have this handling, which is where all the damage comes in.
You won't have a man picking up a pallet. He will pick it up
with a fork lift.

MR. GRIENLIN: Yes.

CHAIRUAN JOHNSTON: How much is this going to reduce
damage?

MR. GREENLIN: Well, that is a phase which has to be
studied -

CHAIRM JOHNSTON: That is right.

MR. GREENLIN: - and the proper judgment made as to
whether our handling will overcome our freight transportation
charges or whether it will be better to ship that goggle that
I spoke about before by parcel post -

CHAMAN JOHNSTON: That is true.

MR. GREEN•IN - and ship the rest of the stuff at what-
ever rate it is going to be. However, I will say this: We
are trying at the present time to get the carriers to accept
palletizing on the same basis as they are accepting the Conex
containers, that is, the rail carriers.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSTON: That is a problem, that is certainly
true.

•R. GREENLIN: But I think we should all remember that
there is a problem there of freight charges.

CHAIRMIAN JOHNSTON: Yes, anc the same way with docu-
mentation - for each item in there apparently you still need
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so much paper work, and this we cut down, and this has to be
an Air Force problem in supply which is going to have to be
answered also.

Are there any more questions?

MR. S. 0. TORMYSON (Ordnance Corps, Department of the
Arvy): I gather, from what you said, you folks contemplate
procuring your items packaged by the manufacturer, producer,
and then exposing you:>.olf to destroy the pack or unpacking
at your depot for forward loading; is that correct?

CHAIRMAN JOHNSTON: I believe the thought, if I am in
line with you, sir, is that if we have enough of these con-
tainers, just like the Conex container, when we get enough of
them, if you, as a manufacturer, get a contract, we would
ship you so many containers and say, "You pack them in here
and ship them to Ogden," or wherever they are going.

Now, as far as taking off the packaging, this is a study.
Right now a contractor is shipping container items for us.
As I said, he is leaving on the inside packing; and when we
start telling him to take that off, we are open. So we are
going to start, I believe, with sor-e low-dollar items first,
not high-dollar, and see where the drawing line is on this,
and then go from there into the high-dollar items, and so
forth.

MR. TORIVYSON: Roughly 15 percent of your procurement
dollar goes for packing.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSTONs Yes.

MR. TORMYSONs The shipments, perhaps, could be engi-
neered further back from the depot with some degree of suc-
cess, to the end that you would save some considerable por-
tion of that packaging dollar.

CHAIRIAN JOHNSTON: This unitization from the manufac-
turer to the depot is always a two-way deal, because the
manufacturer can save money, but is the depot up to receive
it?

Our depots at times are not fully capable of receiving

palletized loads, but this is being worked into the system.

MR. TORMYSON: Yes.
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CHAIPI.AN JOHNSTON: Time and money will satisfy us.

MR. GREENLIN: I presume, Ur. Johnston, any ot these pal-
let packs you make will be coordinated with your transportation
specialists. I think Rhodes is still handling that deal o!
his at - is he at San Bernardino?

CHAIRMAN JOHNSTON: Yes. We are going to have to work
with the depot.

MR. GREENLIN: I think that is a splendid idea*

CHAIRIMAN JOHNSTON: Yes, sire

W. D. C. BROWN (General Services Administration)t Did
you mention the cost of that collapsible, aluminum, light-
weight container?

CHAIRMAN JOHNSTON: I haven't, sir. They haven't pro-
cured them yet. We don't know. We think - I will cross my
fingers and say, $50, but it might be more.

Any other questions, gentlemen?

Yes, sir.

M. LEE W. OLIVER (Office of the Quartermaster General,
Department of the Arnv): This light-weight pallet, which is
the seventeen-dollar pallet - how thick is it? How high?

CHATRIAN JOHNSTON: Standard.

MR. OLIVER: Standard height?

CILAIPXVAN JOHNSTON: Yes; four-way fork lift.

MR. OLIVER: Do you think that would be suitable for
rail shipment as well as air shipment?

Is it sturdy enough to take a rail shipnent?

CHAIP31AN JOHNSTON: I would say yes. It is going to
have to be*

MR . OLIVER t But you are thinking of it in terms of the
one trip?

CHAIRMAN JOHNSTON: No; not the 17-dollar pallet.
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MR. OLIVER: You are not reusing that?

CHAIRMAN JOHNSTON: This is a regular palet, and, of
course, no standard 129, I believe that is a correct state-
ment, except we don't want it watersoaked.

I am not saying it should be wood. If they can take
wood and preserve it so water won't get in and increase the
tare weight, we will biW it. It looks like metal right now.

MR. OLIVER: What is the approximate ratio of the weight

of our standard wood pallet in this light weight?

MR. ARNOLD (Fairchild): Eighty pounds.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSTON: About eighty pounds dry, isn't it,
and a hundred and some pounds with water? I am not too firm.

MR. ARNOLD: The specifications -

MR. OLIVER: Your new pallet you are trying to get is 17
pountces?

CHAIDMAN JOHISTON: Yes.

This is aqain for air shipment. We can't tell you now
where we are going to use the expendable pallet, where we are
going to use the durable one. If it is just the items stacked
in the depot, it will probably be the durable pallet.

If it is, say, from the manufacturer to the depot, where
they break the pallet down immediately and distribute the
stuff, then it is an expendable pallet, one-time use.

The use of the pallet and container we are trying to
take into consideration and come up with an answer, but there
are many problems.

MR. DALE D. DOEPJ (Kaiser Aluminum): Do you have speci-
fications set for this master pallet?

CHAIRMAN JOHNSTON: No, sir. That is coming out. We
haven't had too much to do with that*

MR. ARNOLD: On your expemdable pallets -- will they
give floor distribution or are you going to have concentrated
loads7?
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CHAIRMAN JOHNSTONs We will probably have to have floor
distribution; possibly conveyors, too, because, il w set them
up, we can't say, "This was an expendable pallet; we can only
take so much.*

The wood has to go in this packing line. They are all
going to have to go down the same packing line. The floor-
bearing characteristics will all be the same.

MR. ARNOLD: What about skid pplets?

CHAIRMAN JOHNSTONs The Air Force makes skid palleta.

MR. ARNOLD: i man a lot of times you have to skid the
pallet to get it in place.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSTONt Well, this is a case - maybe this
is another factor - where the expendable pallet is going to
be light. So, the mna irope it on the corner of it and mashes
it. All right, it is going to take five minutes for someone
to pry that thing up and get a fork lift underneath it. Is
this cost going to be offset?

We have takeni this as a big problem. We don't guarantee
arq anaers. We are going to find a lot of them. There will
probably be slaps in the face on a lot of them, but we are
going to try it.

Now, Mr. Clarence Jordan, from Forest Products Labora-
tory will speak to you next.

I will let you give your own title, Mr. Jordan.
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Mr. Clarence Jordan
Forest Products Laboratory

The Air Force has among its many supply problems one
that is quite unique from a packaging and unitization stand-
point.

The Packaging and Materials Handling Division at Air
Materiel Command Headquarters, Mr. Johnston's office, asked
the Forest Products Laboratory to study this problem and make
recommendations for possible improvement in current practices,
even to the extent of designing new corntainers where present-
ly used ones were found to be inadequate.

The problem arises from this possibility: The Air Force
may be called upon, on extremely short notice, to supply
spare parts to keep aircraft flying in sections of the world
where no established supply system exists.

For that period of time between the start of such a mis-
sion and the time that regular supply linGs can be set up,
some stopgap measure of supplying the spare parts needed to
keep the airplanes flying must be relied upon.

To meet this end, the Air Force has established what
they referred to as their readiness reserve program. In this
program the spare parts needed to maintain a given number of
a certain type of aircraft for a specified period of time are
preass-imbled by kits and stored in various parts of the coun-
try. In the event of need, these kits will be air-lifted in-
tact to the new area of operations, to rendezvous points in
or near the new area of operations.

There these parts are assembled from regular Air Force
stock. They are sent from depots scattered throughout the
country to assembly points by public transportation, quite
often parcel post in the case of small parts.

Thus the items are usually received at the assembly
point packaged for surface shipment.

Because these kits are assembled from many sources and
over a considerable period of time, they become the recipi-
ents of many small packages containing small items.

This can be realized better when one considers in a
recent study it was found that 73 percent of the unit pack-
ages of Air Force supply items are less than one pound in
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weight; 91 percent are less than 5 pounds - I believe Mr.
Curtis mentioned that in his talk yesterday - and, further,
that 93 percent of these items are under 500 cubic inches in
size. That's roughly equivalent to an eight-inch cube.

Since the kits must be packaged in readiness for immedi-
ate air shipment, the small packages present quite a problem
in unitization.

As is the current practice, the small packages could be
overpacked in larger containers, usually fibre board contain-
ers of six to ten cubic feet capacity, and sealed ready for
shipment. However, such a system has distinct disadvantages.

The spares in these kits are for aircraft that are con-
stantly undergoing improvement through changes and modifica-
tions. In order to keep these spare parts in the kits up to
date, it would be necessary to open and reseal these consoli-
dation containers each time the change in these parts, dic-
tated by a change in the basic aircraft, is presented to you;
a.nd, further, there are certain parts in these kits that re-
quire periodic inspection, possibly investigation checking,
to be sure they continue to be serviceable.

In order to do this job, it would be necessary to open
and reseal these consolidation boxes.

Another disadvantage of possibly greater seriousness is
the fact that finding a needed spare part in a pile of these
consolidation bcxes might prove to be the proverbial needle
in the haystack when the fellow received the kit overseas.

In order to overcome some of the difficulties of this
system, particularly as it applies to small parts, the Forest
Products Laboratory designed a new container. This consisted
of a pallet box, equipped with water-resistant, corrugated,
fibre board drawers.

I have a picture of this container. I don't think you
can all see it if I hold it up; so I think I better just pass
it around.

The outer case of this container is a quarter-inch
weatherproof plywood. It is fabricated to insure watertight
joints. The size is the commonly accepted 40 by 48, and the
height is 4O inches, includinZ four-inch high legs, that were
provided to pern' t, fork-trick handling.
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The outer case is split vertically and hinged to open
horizontally.

Each half is provided with sliding drawers made of water-
proof, water-resistant corrugated fibre board of several
sizes.

A gasket is provided around the abutting edges of the
two halves to exclude water when the container is closed for
shipment.

All of the drawers are twenty inches deep, that is,
front-to-back dimension. All are four inches high.

There are 166 drawers four inches wide, and sixteen
about eight inches in width, that is, as the container was
originally designed.

In a later version we have provided fewer of the four-
inch wide drawers, more of the eight-inch drawers, and some
eight by eight in cross section.

Stripe of reinforced, specially sensitive tape were pro-
vided to make door pulls by attaching opposite ends to oppo-
site sides of the drawer near the bottom in the front, leav-
ing enough slack in the middle to I )vide a handle, and the
unattached center portion was folded upon itself to cover the
adhesive.

The drz-wer locations were identified by a combination of
lettering-numeral designation. For instance, Drawer No. B-1O
would be in the B layer, which would be the second from the
bottom, and the tenth drawer from the left-hand edge.

This is the same or similar numbering system to the one
used Ln Uir Force depots, indicating storage spaces.

Several of these containers were constructed and sent to
one of the depots where these readiness reserve kits are as-
sembled, and stored. There they were used with good • ccss

in repackaging the small parts in one kit that containr parts
for one of tVe fighter type airplanes. This particular kit
contained approximately 1,500 stock number items. About 1,200
of these items were repacked into one of ÷hese drawer-t-ype
containers. Another hundred were of unit packs that were too
large to go into the drawers and not over about two cubic feet
in size. They were put in one of these containers from which
the drawers had been removed. In all, abtut six warehouse
bin pallets full of packaged items were placed in just one of
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these drawer-type containers, and one without the drawers.
The saving in weight was about half. The saving in cube was
about two-thirds.

Instead of sixty individual boxes - there are sixty
individual boxes in six bin Pallets - we ended up with the
material unitized into jmst the two pallet boxes.

In repackaging the spare parts in these drawer-type
containers all of the packaging material over and above the

unit pack - that is, the unit preservation pack - was re-
moved.

It was reasoned that once the items were put in this
drawer-type container, the unit pack, itself, would provide
sufficient p1rysical protection for the item.

The unit packaggs were carefully fitted into the drawers,
filling the drawers completely, so that there ifar no chance
of items shifting around in the drawers.

An IBM card was prepared by the Air Force for each item
in the kits*

This card contained credit informiation on stock number, (
nomenclature, quantity of unit pack, and quantity required in
the kit.

As each item was packed in the container, the drawer
location was written on the back.

Then, with the deck of these IBM cards sorted in stock
order sequence, the task of locating any item in the contain-
er became a very simple procedure. It is only necessary to
know the stock number of the items you are looking for, and
you look up the card L'or that item in this deck that goes
right along with the container, look on the back and get the
drawer location, go right to that drawer, and pull the item.

During the prepackaging operation at this depot, the
drawers were opened and closed quite a number of times with
no difficulty, even those drawers on the botton, when all the
drawers above were filled with items.

Several important advantages aside from substantial sav-
ing in weight and cube were obvious from the work done on
these containers:
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First, the items are readily accessible for withdrawal
from the kits or replacement as changeso dictated by changes
in the subject aircraft, are made during the storage period.

Secondly, items subject to periodic inspection during
the storage period are readily available and easily located
for such inspection.

The number of containers to'be handled when the kit is
shipped is greatly reduced.

The drawer-type containers could be set up at the receiv-
ing end and used as stock bins from which to Issue stock.

Howsver, the greatest importance, we believe, is the fact
that when the fellow at the other end gets one of these kit.s,
using these drawer-type contairpev, he will be able to locatu
the part he wants with a minimum delay. The ability to do
this could conceivably mean the difference between sucoess
and failure of a mission.

Thank you.

Any questions?

MR. GREENLIN: Mr. Jordan, your organization was coordin-
,J.ed in the twin packaging, multipackaging of autorobile items
kuring World War II* I made quite a study of that*

MR. JORDAN: Packaging of automobiles?

MR. GREENLIN: Automobiles, trucks.

MR. JORDAN: I think m did some work on that.

MR. GREENLIN: I want to congratulate you people on it.

MR, JORDAN: Thank you.

MR. GREENLIN: Because I think you did a marvelous job*
I want to get that plug in for you.

MR. JORDAN: Thank you.

LIEUTENANT COLONEL T. K. PEITON (British ArMy Staff)s
Are these cabinets strong enough to stand one on top of the
other?

MR. JCRDAN: Yes. They are designed for four-high stack-
ing. 511
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COLONEL PEXTOIN Four high?

MR. JORDAN: Yes.

Any other questions?

MR. GEORGE (Washington Te.,ninal Company): Do you have
arq figures on the cost of a pallet of this nature?

MR. J(.RDAON. No; we haven't. These were designed merely
for experimental purposes, to see whether the idea would work
with thesi latest reserve kits.

it may be tha Air Force will want to make them out of
some other material, sow light-weight metal, for instances
possibly with plastic drawers.

It is the idea of this container that we want to try out.
So, ve don't have any figures on cost.

MR. WEBER (General Services Administration)s This is
the type of container that also brings up the same type of
problem the other gentleman brought up - different types of
parts bringing in the higher freight classification, because
of one particular item in the container. Do you have any
studies on that?

MR. JORDAN: Understand these are for a special project
which will be shipped out only in the event of need, and they
will only go by air.

MR. WEBER: Oh, I see.

MR. JOPR)AN: So, the surface transportation rate differ-
ences won't enter in.

Any other questions?

CHALRMAN JOHM3TON: Thank you, Mr, Jordan.

Do yoi gentlemen want to continue on or would you like
to take a ten-minute break?

We are half throuh* Wo have two more speakers.
Apparently there i3 a desire to take a break. So we will
take a ten-minute break, and we can still finish by three-
thirty.
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Mr. Lee Oliver
Office of the Quartermaster General, Department of the Army

The Army is presently engaged in a series of test ship-
ments in unit loads of nonperishable subsistence from depots
in the eastern United States, principally to Prance and
Germany.

The purpose of this test is to determinr whether or not
shipment in unit loads is more economical than shipment in
loose packages.

The test is a joint project of the Army lhoansportation
Corps, which has responsibility for the shipment of supplies,
and the Army Quartermaster Corps, whose job it is to provide
food, individual equipment, and shelter to the soldier.

Of these three types of supplies, shipments of canned
food comprises the largest single tonnage of shipments to
troope in overseas commands.

Canned food was also selected because the size and shape
of the packages lend themselves most realily to the formation
of unit loads.

A typical package measures about eighteen by twelve by
seven inches.

In addition, the cans form a solid pack and have good
stacking strength.

Unit loads are prepared by using the military standard
40 by 48 inch, four-way entry pallet as a load base.

This pallet was selected, in addition to its being the
standard military pallel size, because it fits readily in
rail freight cars two abreast, and also fits the usual truck
body.

Cases are glued to the pallet and glued to each other by
means of a standard adhesive used for this purpose, which
provides high lateral stability, but which releases readily
when the unit load is broken down at its destination.

It has been found that unit loads thus glued are easily
broken down at destination with very slight damage to the
containers.
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At present two one-half inch strips of glue are being
used on each case.

Three steel straps, of three-quarter inch by .035 are
applied in the long dimensional load base and two straps of
the same size are applied in the short dimension.

Steel edge protectors, six inches by six inches, are
used under each strap on the edges to prevent strapping dam-
age to the supplies.

The number of cases per unit load varies from thirty-six
to fifty depending upon the can size, which results in a unit
load of something over one ton in weight.

The size of the unit load was selected primarily as one
which can be handled easily by fork-lift trucks most commonly
used at military installations.

The unit lead also provides an almost cubical package
and can be stacked two high in a rail freight car.

These shipments began in July of 1955, and will contin-
ue for one year, with cost data being submitted each quarter.

Since the first quarter is just ending at this time, no
cost data are available as yet.

The cost data being collected will include the cost of
materials and labor involved in the preraration of the unit
loads and all transportation and handling costs between the
continental United States depot and the oepot at the destina-
tion overseas.

A cost comparison will be made between the figures men-
tioned and the cost of shipping identical cargo to the same
destination in loose packages.

In addition to the current test, the Army has also made
several shipments over the past few years of canned food in
unit loads which more unloaded from vessels onto beaches simi-
lar to the supply operation in the South Pacific during World
War II.

The result of these shipments indicates that vessels can.
be unloaded in less time when supplies are in unit loads and
then, in time of good weather at least, damage to supplies is
considerably lessened.
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In these beach unloading operations, it has been found
necessary to increase the size of two of the steel straps to
one and a quarter .035 from thr'ee-quarter .035.

Shipments of supplies in unit loads have also been made
to scattered overseas areas where unusual storage and hýndling
conditions prevail, such as to the Air Force bases in the far
northr where the shipping season is short and the whole year's
supply must be unloaded in a few months. In this instance
unit-loaded supplies permitted handling by fork-lift trucks
at the docks, in the warehouses, which made possible the han-
dling of supplies by the year-around crew, while if loose
packages had been supplied, a large temporary work force
would ha'Toebeen required.

In loading ocean vessels with mixed cargo, it appears a
common practice to use canned food as filler cargo, which is
placed in scattered locations to fill spaces which would
otherwise be voids.

When the vessel is unloaded, this means that canned food
is unloaded from scattered locations on the vessel, and is
thoroughly mixed up on the docks. This results in a tremen-
dous job if sorting to get all the peaches in one place for
storage, and all the beans together in another., and so on.

Unit loading almost eliminates this sorting job at the
destination,

Shipments have been made to areas where native labor is
employed. In these instances, the unit loads have consider-
ably aided in storage since the arrival of supplies in loose
packages has presented a very difficult sorting problem.

The classic story in this regard describes the native
labor sorting job as resulting i-. the "use no hooks this pile"
and "this side up over here."

In summary, the Army is preserely undertaking to find out
wnether shipments of supplies such as canned food in unit
loads results in an over-all economy in shipment. So far
these advantages have been found:

Unit loads are a great advantage to overseas locations
having a short shipping season.

Unit loads greatly reduce the sorting problem at over-

seas destinations.
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Unit loads permit handling by materials handling equip-
ment at all transfer points, thus reducing the manpower re-
quirement.

Unit loads permit more rapid turn-around of ocean ves-
sels at terminals.

In contrast to these advantages, the following disadvan-
tages have been found:

Unit loading is an expensive operation to start with.

There is a loss in ship space, which in some instances
amounts to almost 40 percent.

There is a loss of space in flooring of rail cars, to
the extent that in most cases the minimum loading requirement
is not met.

If the cost analysis which has been described shows a
favorable balance in favor of unit loading of canned subsis-
tence., it will urdoubtedly be extended to many other items
of supply.

Any questions?

Yes, sir.

MR. C. J. 1EINRICH (Naval Supply Research and Develop-
ment Facility, Naval Supply Depot, Bayonne, N. J.): I was
rather surprised to hear you were both gluing and 3trapping
your unit loads.

I would appreciate it if you could give us a little more
information as to the necessity for doing both. I notice the
glue widths that you are applying are half-inch widths.

The Navy has been experimenting wvith glue loads using
three-quarter inch widths, but we havwj not been using steel
ztraps. Of course, our tests have been confined to the domes-
tic United States and not overseas.

Could you give us a little more information on that?

M. OLIVER: Yes. I will be glad to.

I think you have answered the question when you pointed
out that the glued-only load has been used for domestic
sihipment only. Our experience has been the same. As a mat-
ter of fact, in many, mary cases we have used unit load
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shipments from our depots to ports without gluing. For in-
stance, at our two largest depots on the Pacific Coast, which
are located approximately fifty miles from the port, that is
the coLmion method of shipment, to ship in unit loads just as
they are taken out of storage, just on the pallet, and the
truck brings the load of pallets back and it comes back to
pick up another shipment.

However, our primary experience in unit loading of canned
subsistence was gained when we were making over-the-beach un-
loadings, and there we found strapping was absolutely essen-
tial. As a matter of fact, in the early shipments we used
strapping as small as five-eighths .020, because we didn't
know what the proper size was. Almost all those straps were
broken. Then we used three-quarter .035, and about half of
those straps were broken.

Where we are going to have exceptionally rough handling
in unloading at the other end, we put on two-inch and a quar.-
ter .035, and that carries very, very well.

I must say, however, this: When you go over and look
at one of these shipments, as it is being unloaded from the
vessel, and you find a lot of broken straps, it looks like
hell. You think everything has gone to pot, but it hasn't.
Even though there is one strap left or two, once it is un-
loaded and you get it onto the rail car or truck going to the
depot, they can still ce handled.

We i- our early shipments did ship a few unit loads that
were merely glued and our experience with that was very poor.

MR. HEIRICH: Is that due to severe handling they are
getting, or is it due to inexperienced personnel doing the
unloading there?

Is it due to something that can be corrected or will it
be a necessity in future operations?

IM. OLIVER: I would say it is a combination of both of
those*

We can't find any personnel who are skilled in the han-
dling of unit loads of this type It is new to everybody.

In some of these operations, some of these urnoading
operations, troops were used and, naturally, they had had some
schooling and some training, but they were in the main inex-
perienced and that was responsible for quite a bit of the
rough handling.
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If you visualize another factor in this - and that is
what happens to this ocean vessel on the way over - if it
is beautiful weather like today, everything gets over there
in fine condition; but if it is the wintertime and there are
storms and the load shifts a little bit, then when you try
to get that out of the hold, you are apt to run into an aw-
ful lot of difficulty, and when it is necessary to have your
stevedores get into the hold and start breaking down these
pallets in the hold, that slows up the whole operation tre-
mendously.

I would like to say we are entirely open-minided on
whether or not strapping is absolutely necessary, but Mr per-
sonal opinion in now that it is.

MR. HEINRICH: Thank you.

MR. OLIVER: Yes, sir.

MR. I. SHENDELL (Naval Supply Depot, Bayonne, New
Jersey): Have you had any reports back on this, like in
Germany and France?

MR. OLIVER: None as yet. This started in July. We are
asking for quarterly reports and an initial report is due
next Monday, I think, so that we haven't heard anything.

We have had observers from continental United States who
have gone over and watched the unloading of some of these
shipments and have visited supply depots in France and Germany
and have observed the condition of supplies and have talked
with personnel at the depots.

The people at the other end of the line like this from
the point of view of unloading, It speeds up the receipt of
supplies at the depot in Munich or some such place. They can
unload a freight car in an hour or so that would otherwise
take them a half a day. They put it directly in stock. They
have less sorting. They like it.

The disadvantage - the only disadvantage - the only
criticism - we have heard from Europe is the fact that our
size of unit load that fits in our rail car isn't any good
for their rail car. We can only go one high in their rail
car and you can get one and a half in, so that you lose quite
a bit of space. They kick like the dickens about that.

MR. SHENDELL: The point I am wondering about is the

point from the warehouse to the distribution point.
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MR. OLIVER: Over there?

MR. SHENDELLt Yes,

MR. OLIVER: It is very, very rare that they use the unit
load from the warehouse to the user.

You might have a body of troops some place in Germany.
It would be a very rare thing that you would ship them fifty
cases of tomato puree in one shipment. Almost without excep-
tion the unit loads are broken down at the overseas depot.

IR. SHENDELL: At that point do they like it?

MR. OLIVER: Yes.

MR. SHENDELL: The people that are breaking it down?

MR. OLIVet: Yes; tihy like it. They like it. Yes, sir.

MR. J. M. VAN ORDEN (Matson Navigation Company)s What
becomes of this pallet once it is unloaded? Is it reuseable
again?

MR. OLIVER: Yes; it is.

MR. VAN ORDEN: Is it returned to the States?

MR. OLIVER: No; not as yet. We haven't reached that
point of saturation over there. We are shipping them knocked-
down pallets, which are purchased -

MR. VAN ORDEN: Wooden?

MR. OLIVER: - in this country now. We are sending than
to Europe in small quantities. As this unit-loading opera-

tion gathers momentum, that will be their supply of pallets;
but, of course, you have to look forward eventually to the
fact that they are going to have enough pallets, and whether
or not it will then become economical to ship them back for
reuse, I don't know.

Our observation has been that there is a considerable
amount of damage. I would say at least a third of the pal-
lets need some repair when they get to the depot on the other
side.

Now, that is probably large]ly due to the type of pallet
we are using. We are using a pallet, standard wilitary
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pallet, which has the four blocks and, as far as w can see,
it is those blocks that present the weakness.

One big reason is this: When you have unit loads that
arrive at, we will say, the port, it is hard to get the nm-
loading to that rail car started. Sometines th.t stevedores
will throw a rope or a chain around those blocks to draw the
pallet over to the door, to draw the u-nit load over to the
door. They get very rough handling.

We have experimented with another type of pallet, and
it is a considerable improvement, I don't think it costs any
mores where we use twu-by-fours which are recessed to give us
four-way entry. I don't think it costs any more, and it is
considerably better.

One thing you don't anticipate when you think about this
thing is that you notice when you watch them handling unit
loads at ports and other transfer points, it is very rare the
pallet comes down Flat, the load base comes down flat. It is
apt to come down much more often on one edge, and with those
present blocks in there, that is a weakness, and on a lot of
those one runner gets knocked off, so that you have a wobbly
pallet.

So we have tried to redesign the pallet -- not as a stor-
age pallet; not as a warehouse pallet, but as a load base for
unit-load shipments, and I think it is a considerable improve-
ment.

Yes, sir.

MR. GARLAND W. CLUTZ: (Chemical Corps): Do you glue
your containers when you use steel strapping?

MR. OLIVWR: Yle have tried that, of course. We have
shipped a.niznber not glued. If you don't glue, your boxes
slip out. The strapping loosens up. It loosens up in spite
of anything you can do.

When we formed these pallets in the depot, these unit
loads in the depot, we put a considerable weight on top as we
tensioned the straps. Ve tried to take out all of that cush-
ion in the unrit load, or as much out of it as we car.; but
since they are corrugated fibre board boxes, as the load is
transported, they continue to flatten down so that your
straps get loose. If your straps get loose, then your cases
are going to slip out.
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Yes, sir.

MR. BROUN: I believe you said the palletts load was

made up at the depot?

MR. OLIVER: That is right.

MR. BROWN: Not at the place of the manufacturer where
the food comes from?

MR. OLIVER: That is right.

MR. BROWNs And it is not a commercial cargo shipment
rather than an Army or military shipment?

MR. OLtIVE: We haven't done anything as yet, although
that has been, you might say, in the top draver of our minds,
to see what can be done to extending the unit loading of thene
supplies beyond the depot to the.contractor, to the canner,
to the manufacturer.

We are at the present time working up a specification
which we hope soon to incorporate in invitations to bid, and
we will at least find out one thing at first: We will find
out how much it is going to cost, how much more it is going
to cost.

It isn't as simple as it sounds, because, in the case
of subsistence which, as I mentioned, is our chief item of
supply, from the tonnage point of view, many of these can-
ners are small people. They have a little cannery out in
Indiana tome place, and it runs for a couple of months out
of the year. They don't have a loading platform. They don't
have a fork-lift truck. They wouldn't be able to bid if we
required them to load at this time.

M*. BROWN: I might comment on that.

We have tried in some similar invitations to bid, some
time ago, on toilet paper and toels, a very similar item,
to unitize. The first reaction we got from these companies
with this alternate bid: they set up the price so high -
about three times the cost of the disposable type pallet.
1{owever, somebody on the West Coast came up with a disposable
pallet. disposable type pallet, for his own use. So, when he
gets the bid, he makes savings, and the additional cost in-
volved is nominal*
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Wfe figured we saved probably aLout one-third of the extra
cost involved in the disposable type pallet on the unloading
of the car, itself,

MR. OLIVIP: Yes

, BROCWN: Now, if -e issae a lot of that stock, and we
do, toilet paper and towels, by the wiit load, we get another
savings when we select the stock and set it out cn the floor
for shbipping, and again when we put it on the interior; and
if we deliver it to the military, like we do, they get an
extra savings -

"JR. OL•VER: That is right.

MR. BRO:YN: - when they ceceive it andz put it in storage.

1R. OLIVER: That is right.

W. BRaYN: This other thing you talked about, with the
smal. companies, is a problem. le believe we can solve that
problem. Instead of this -urchasirg that GSA
has had th•rough regiorna' offices, they have set up now a
national buying offire an.d on these bulky high-volume items,
they talk about six-month term contracts.

There I believe we can really do something on the uni-
tizing of shipments, because the manufacturer has got a poten-
tial, a six-month term contract of a hundred carloads of
towels, and he won't mind going out and buying this special
pallet --

MF. OLIVER: That is right.

MR. BR(INTs - adding the cost, and eventually he would
get benefits to himself in unloading as well as us.

"MR. OLIVER: That is right.

MR. PRG.Vil: So, we hope with this new concept of volume
purchasing to get somewhere on unitizing.

MR. OLIVER: That is right.

Yell, with those in the paper industry, you have just
the opposite with carning. You have a few big people, and we
have gotten quite a lot of our printing papers unit loaded.
There is no difficulty at all in the paper industry, as far
as we could see.
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M'. BPOCT: Scxne of them have a conveyor set up - for
instance, Scott - that is a big outfit, but they have got a
conveyorized setup - which is tailor-made, and they don't
like the concept; but still, when the industry, itself, de-
mands it and the Government� or if we, the military, get to-
gether and set a coumnon denominator, gradually you widll get
a little better reaction.

MR. OL!IIM: Yes. There is no doubt about it.

1R. BRF!N: You get the volume there to Justify the
additional work,

M,. CLI'vU: Yes.

UR. BRCa.T: After all, we are paying them for it.

NR. OLIVER., That is right.

MR, PRa=.: It would still be the die system.

?5. OLIVER: Yes.

If the large grocery wholesalers would insist upon unit
loads, so that small canners would havt- to equip for it, of
course, that would help a great deal; but if we did it with-
cut that support - people like Heinz and Campbell could do
this very easily for us, but it would immediately squeeze out
frcom competition almost all of these small c-anners.

That is the way we see it now. We hope that picture is
going to change, and undoubtedly it will when w get into it.

Mr. Greenlin.

:i_. GREENLIN: At the risk of being repetitious, yester-
day I heard a splendid talk by the captain of the Quarter-
master Cori* regarding this air drop. I thought it was one
o£ the best talks of this whole series -

M. OLIVERs Yes, sir.

12. GREUN 'N: -- because it called attention to the
possible opportunity for a supplý missicn1 a strategic mis-
sion, where the airborne industry is concerned, or, say, the
airborne division.

Have you thought, or are you thinking, or were you
thinking about a logistical palletizing unit vwhereby you drop
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so much food, so much medicine, so much clothing, say, for a

company, a regiment, a battalion?

MR. OLIVER: Just thinking.

M,. GREENLIN: You are thinking about that?

MR. OLIVER: Yes.

MR. GREENLIN: We have been thinking about it, too.

MR. OLIVER: Yes, sir. We are just thinking, but so far
our unit loads - on this project I have been talking about,
each unit load contains only one item. We do not even put
peas and beans into the same unit load.

MR. GREEN1LINz How ao you handle tbhe various items? I
notice someti~ws beans alone go in the pall6t.

COLONEL liUALD Ný MAIDT (Research and Development Command,
Fort Eustis, Virginia): I can answer your question. Conti-
nental Army Command is doing a lot of things.

MR. GREENLIN: Are they?

MR. TORMYSON: I would likg to address a statement to
the Colonel here, if I may. I think it would be interesting
to most of the tech services if we could get some expression
from the Continental Army Commanders of how far forward they
can take what size and what weight package.

I think it would help our thinking immeasurably in mea-
suring our procurement as to what items could and should or
which items could not or shoUld not be containerized to what
height and weight, and so forth.

COLOM;EL AAIDT: If you are asking me tc get that for you,
I do not represent the Ar.V Continental Commando I am with
Argy Research and Development, but I agree with you.

MR. TCOMYSON: You are a neighbor, aren't you?

COLONEL lAADT: I Just happen to know of the other pro-
Jecto

MR. OLIVER: Yes, sir,

MR. GEORGE: This gluing of the containers on the pallet
is something new to me. Just *hat type cC glue or paste is
it that is being used?
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MR. OLIVER: This is a glue that was developed by the
Navy on conmercial contract with one of the leading manu-
facturers of adhesives, and I think it is commonly referred
to as load-lock,

MR. HEINRICH s Load-lock.

MR. OLIVER: Load-lock. Somebody at the Navy knows more
about it than I do.

Isn't that right?

MR. HEINRICH: Load-lock was World War II glue that was
used.

UR. OLIVER: Yes*

MR. "HIEINRICH: Howevers recently we have worked with
this same company in developing a better glue.

MR. OLIVER: I know it has been considerably improved
over the World War II. You can do a lot of things with glue.
You can make it almost talk by adding a little of this and a
little of that.

This glue has this peculiarity: it has very great resist-
ance to doing this, where the cases are slanted. It has
practically very low resistance to doing this.

Now, it is an adhesive that has been developed particu-
larly for this purpose. The World War II adhesive had one
defect from our point of view, major defect, and that was it
wasn't sufficiently tacky. It didn't set upquick enough,
so that when we glued these cases into a unit load, and then
we applied the straps, the cases would pop out like water-
melon seeds. Any tension you put on it - the glue was like
a lubricant, and the cases would slip and slide.

So, me were compelled first to glue the cases, put them
A ack in storage and let them mature a couple of days, and

then bring them out and strap them; but with this recent
developnent which has been mentioned, the glue sets up very
quickly, so that we can glue them and strap them just in one
production line.

There is, I think, is there not, a specification, mili-
tary specification, on that adhesive now, or are you prepar-
ing one?
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MR. HEfNRICH: I think there is.

MR. OLTVER: I think there is.

MR. HEINRICH; We put a report out on it.

MR. OLIVER: Yes. It is at least a year old, I would
say; and, on account of 'the fact it releases very easily,
you don't te - the cases.

I might mention, if anybody is interested, it is still,
as far as wve have found, a little too tough for paper bags.
It tears the outer ply of the paper bags, and that is the ply
you have your markings on. So, we are not satisifed yet with
using it for paper bags.

Thank you, gentlemen.

CHAL-nMAN JOHNSTON: Thank you very much, Mr. Oliver.

Our last speaker is Mr. Akrep, from Bayonne, New Jersey.
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Mr. Joseph Akrep
Supply Research and Development Facility, Department of the Navy

The text of Mr. Akrep's paper was identical to that in-
cluded in Panel A-2, entitled "Specialized Materials Handling
Equipment Requirements." See page 305.

Discussion following Mr. Akrep's speech was as follows:

MR. GREENLIN: Are these figures shown in that book you
showed us?

MR. AKREP: This book here?

MR. GREENLIN: Particularly the cylindrical figures.

MR. AKREP: This is a report on the cylindrical contain-
ers. That report, showing all the charts I have here, is
available or will be available from the Department of Commerce,
Office of Technical Services* I have the address here. You
can get this reporto

MR. GREENLIN, It would save me a lot of trouble at times.
Do you have anything to do with the packing of the pallet
material?

MR. AKREPt Pallet material itself?

MR. GREENLINs Yes.

MR. AKREP: No, sir.

MR. GREENLIN: The knocked-down pallets, in other words.

MR. AKREP: No, sir.

What would you like to know about it?

MR. GREENLIN: Well, somebody devised a package whereby
they put a lot of lumber togethoai in both ends, and built a
pallet, put a strap around it, and the railroads say those
are set-up pallets. They just let those two pallets be the
way they were and let somebody hit them over at the other end
and nail them up* As long as they put those two pallets are
thare, they run into the mixed package rule.

MR. AKREP: I don't know anything about it.
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MR. GREEMLINs I don't think that is up to you.

MR. AKREP: No.

MR. HEINRICHs I think I can contribute a little bit on
that*

I know the Aruy on their stevedoring pallets has a spec-
ification where those pallets are knocked down for shipment.
Now, the original specifications were intended for overseas
use*

MR, GREENLIN: Yes.

MR. HEINRICH: Howmver, due to some mix-up, they had
been buying those for dordestic use.

MR. GREENLIN: Somebody nailed one pallet on each end of
.he package, My gosh, you are stuck with twice the freight
rate on it, if they send the giW over there some nails and
let him nail those two pallets up himself -

MR. AKREP: I have these sample charts here, if anyone
is interested. These are the charts ve showed on the pallet
pattern for rectangular containers.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSTON: Thank you very much, Mr. Akrep.

If there is nothing further, the conference is adjourned.

(The conference adjourned at three-thirty otclock.)
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Weight and Cube Reduction

1r. R. W. Sherk
Allison Division, General Motors, Aircraft Parts Manager

Gentlemen, first i'd like to tell you a little bit about
the Allison Division, our products and our background in
packaging.

Since 1939, Allison has built roughily 100,000 engines of
various types for the A-r Force and thk Navy. These have
been about 70,000 of the V-1710 engines - reciprocating pis-
ton type engines, and roughly, 30,000 jet and turbo-prop en-
gines. During the past fifteen years while we were deliver-
ing these engines, we have packed and shipped some 500,000,000
spare parts and special tools for their support.

Our spares shipments today average about 700 to 1,000
tons per moi'th, and they are shipped, generally, to the Air
Force prime depots, but many shipments are also made to using
activities all over the world.

I think our background and history in packaging probably
parallels that of many of the other defense industries in the
sense that our experience during the war taught us certain
lessons. Die to the problems of material movement, storage
and the quick and makeshift planning for storage, the premium
was placed upon extreme protection - a lot of safety factor,
in other words. Some people may describe that as being the
heavy grease and heavy wood-box type of packing.

About 1952, or late 1951, our Government and the public
in general insisted on greater attention to economy, and this
program hit us directly at Allison, because in the expense of
packaging parts for the services we were spending some 3-1/2
rercent of our gross sales dollar for packagiaLg. So, that
the total expenditures were an important piece of money.

Looking, then, at our costs, our first approach was to
make a comparison, if we could, with other experience in simi-
lar industries and on that basis we thought that we could
prove that our costs were not out of line at all. In other
words, 3-1/2 percent of gross sales, generally, in industry
was a pretty favorable figure. Paralleling that at the same
time, speaking also of 1952, the record of complaints, or
difficulties with our packaging were veryj, very small. We
had from the Air Force literally no "U.P.'ts", unsatisfactory
reports, and from our own field forces, very, very few com-
plaints. So at that point, I think it might have been an
easy thing to say that our packaging was good and there was
no reason to change it.
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However, we had the occasional complaint, or question,
I might say, from the services about over-packing. A specif-
ic item might be called to our attention. There had been no
difficulty with damage to the item, but there was a question
raised about w~hether or not we were over-packaging. So, we
decided to go further then with the analysis of cost for our
methods and materials we were using. The approach first was
to break down in great detail the types of material we were
using and what we were using them for.

The first was a rather crude breakdown phovring that for
example, about 52% of our total material costs were expended
on plywood, and roughly, 15% for V3C corrugated cardboard,
about 6% for the telescoping setup box for small items.

At the same time, we saw, too, that we were using about

300,000 pounds of dunnage per year, and from one standpoint
that would represent only waste space and waste labor and
waste material cost.

Now these facts and others led to what we have called
our Packaging Econory Program. To start with, we realized
that we had in our packaging operation a number of people
vý_ h 12 - 15 years of experience going clear back to the
beginning of World War Is and we didn't think that we were
drawing upon their experience as fully as we could, The
first portion of the Packaging Economy Program, as we called
it, was to be a program to encourage the use of their experi-
ence - experience of our old packaging people by pointing
out what it was that the Air Force and the Navy wanted for
cheaper packaging or effective packaging plus cube, plus
weight.

This program started in about February, 1953, and in the
first year, the savings amounted to about $65,000 in labor
and material; about 367,000 pounds in shipping weight and
26,880 cubic feet in terms of the size of the packages.

Now there were many other angles that tied into the same
program. For example, General Motors, as you know, has some
90 Divisions and each of these Divisions contribute their
packaging ideas to a central service section in Detroit. We
began to draw upon the ideas developed in the many commercial
divisions of General Motors to test and develop these ideas
and determine if they would have application to military pack-
aging; iR many cases they did. Incidentally, the bulletins
prepared by the Gen:Eral Motors Service Section mere then made
available to the Air Force and to the Navy. That was one
source of ideas, let's say.
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It was about that time, then, that we found that our
ability to test and evaluate new methods and new materials,
and new equipment left something to be desired. So, it be-
came necessary that we develop a Section in our Packaging
Department capable of evaluating, through various types of
tests, all the new equipment and new methods from various
sources. Towards that end, we obtained the services of
Professor Mlark Fowler of Purdue University, who some of you
know as being an authority in the field, and who has been
very active, in cooperation with the Air Force and the Navy
on Packaging Programs.

Fowler helped us to train our personnel in the areas of
testing and programmed approaches to evaluation of material.
At the same time, we enlisted the help of our field people.
WYe have some 170 service representatives in the field who we
have trained to report back to us on conditions of packaging -

either over-packaging or damage to material, and the condi-
tions of marking and so on. These people also help us to
evaluate any new materials that may be shipped into the field
on a test basis.

In addition to that, and certainly not the least impor-
tant part of our Packaging Economy Program, the Air Force
with their many fine depots and activities - the Navy at
ASO, and through the various overhaul depots - have all fed
ideas into what we might call a test "hopper."

The important thing was that everyone - our own people,
the other General Motors Divisions, Purdue, the Air Force,
the Navy, our suppliers, were all feeding in ideas. At some
points they seemed to be so numerous that we couldnct absorb
them. The priority on which these tests were made was based,
generally, upon the potential savings that could be made
either in dollars or weight or cube, so that given ten new
materials, a quick and rough evaluation could be made of the
potential savings and we could classify the testing to be
done in order, according to priority based upon the number of
dollars to be saved.

One of the most interesting reactions that we've had
from our owm people, has been a marked boost in morale, a
deep interest not only from a monetary standpoint because of
the rewards that they have rece.-ved from suggestions, but
also, an almost driving desire to make Allison's packaging
reputation better.
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During the period that I talked about, from let's say
early 1952 until the present, our packaging costs, departwnt
labor, without burden but including the light, heat, rentp
supervision and so on, and straight material costs -- our
costs have been dropped down about 35%. We think that the
problem really ought to be analyzed from the standpoint of
the advance in development of new equipment such as engines
and aircraft, and we feel rather strongly that. up until fair-
ly recently, the packaging design concept and the approach
to packaging has been far behind the development of new equip-
ment. 'Ie are very hopeful, and we feel confident that v .th
the present program, and with the greatly increased interest
of top management, both in industry and in Air Force and a-nvy
that we can accelerate the rate of improvement vTi packaging
through the means that I have just described to youo

MR. PAUL F. CURTIS (Air Materiel Command)s We will have
a discussion following each paper. if you have a question,
or something to contribute, please identify yourself with
your name and your company.

MR. R. S. HG4YAPJ) (Sandia Corporation): Specifically,
what improvements were made to give you this 35% savings in
general?

MR. SHERKs Well, in general, the greatest savings wers
made in the area of taking material out of plywood and pre-
paring lighter and much cheaper packs with VC3 cardboard.
That was the biggest single area of savings. Perhaps the
second was the fact that we learned that ir, attempting to
confine the number of shipping containers to a small number,
m were wasting cube by not designing containers to the spe-
cific outside dimensions of the parts. Now, perhaps I should
mention that at Allison we are a job lot, small run operationo
In other words, we run anywhere from 2,000 to about 7,000
items per month, so that we have no lorg runs. We are not
able to put in automation or machinery for most of our parts.
But, we did find, as a second point in this savings program,
that in our attempt to keep the number of VC3 carton sizes to
a minimum - we were wasting ýa great deal of cube. That was
borne out by our figures on the use of dunnage, and by actual
checks on many items. But I think those two areas accounted
for most of the savings.

MR4. PRESS (Curtiss Wright): I wonder if you can tell us
something about how you are organized for this planning reduc-
tion.
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MR. SHERK: Yes. I don't have any means of making an
organization chart. However, briefly, the Parts Department
reports to the Sales Manager. Now under the Parts Manager
we have the Technical and Sales Section, the Order and Sched-
ules Section, the Field Liaison, or Expediting Sectir'n who
are responsible for the field people and the Packdging group.

I think you are most interested, perhaps, in the Packag-
ing operation, itzelf. We have about 120 hourly people,
supervised by a floor foreman and one general foreman. We
have the single Packaging Technician and a Packaging Super-
intendent. We _- I mentioned Mr. Mark Fowler - Professor
Mark Fowler of Pardue - he is classed as a consultant, in
the area of Packaging Improvement and Analyses of new materi-
als and methods.

We draw very largely on GM Research - on the Labora-
tories at Wright Field, for certain testing...On Forest Pro-
ducts Laboratories* A lot of our testing is done by actual
field shipment. In some cases, local suppliers have test
equipment capable of performing tests within the range of
Air Force requirements. But, we do not havej and I think
this may be what you had in mind, we do not have a large re-
search staff because we dontt find it necessary.

MR. PRESS: Do you have a Packaging Engineering Section?

TR. SHERK: No,'we do not. We haven't found it neces-
sary to have a Packaging Engineering Section. In some cases
our Standards Department might b6 classed as that rype of an
operation, but the cases are rather few and far between when
we draw on their facilities. That is usually a case for
material handling, or conveyorizing certain operahions, but
we do not class that as a Packaging Engineeiing problem.

MR. PRESS: 1ho do you have design your pack? Do you do
your own, or does Supply handle it?

I1R. SHERK: Well, this may come as a surprise. As a
matter of fact, I've been with Allison only aoout 3-1/2 years
and it was rather surprising to me to learn that by precedent
and by good experience, we have found that a small group of
four hourly employees are very capable of designing our pack-
age.

Do you have a question?
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MR. NOBEL (ASO): Your costs shown here, of course, are
the initial cost savings. Now, do you take any consideration
on certain repairable items - it might be more economical to
your customer - to pay more for the container and get a re-
usable container?

MR. SHERK: That's a very good point, Mr. Nobel, and we,
of course, certainly do that. ;'ere the item is repairable
the prime depot is usuall y •acted to make sure that the
pack is such that can be u:( .as a returnable container,
Without doing that, these va-vings '!.ould mean nothing. In
other words, if we shipped a repairable item into the field
and the Air Force then, or the Navy, was forced to de3..gn and
provide a returnable type container, these savings would be
without any meaning.

LT. BASF.Ij.D (Bell Air craft): You mentioned that most
f your savings were in package versus your cartons. Did

you have your own carton-making machines, or do you buy them?

MR. SHERK: No, we do not have our own carton-making
machine. I.Ve buy them from three different sources. In some
cases there are four. But, we have analyzed the carton-
machine economics rather carefully with the help of the
General Motors Service Section in Detroit, and using the
experience of several manufacturers who've used the carton-
machinery, anc find it to be not applicable to our short-run,
job lot type of operation.

IR. SIMRK: Dave, do you have a question?

MR. NUJNN (Lockheed, Burbank): Did I understand correctly,
you had four hourly people who are in your Package Develop-
ment Program?

M. SHERK: Thney are the people who design the original
pack on any new item, working to boundary lines and rules
that have been laid dovm within the limits of the specifica-
tions.

I think that may be rather unusual, Dave, but we find
it to be so effective that we see no reason to change and
hire Packaging Engineers to do the same Job.

MR. NUNN: We'll join hands on that one, Bob. I think
we are organized pretty much alcng the same lines. We do
have some technicians. But, did I understand that you had
a salaried technician?
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MR. SHERK: Yes, we have.

MR. NUMNt Assigned full time, to more or less control
the activity of the hourly people, and specification inter-
pretation? What is his job?

MR. SHERKt Specifically, his job is the analysis and
evaluation of new ideas and new methods - evaluation of the
suggestions that come in. He will work with our Time Studies
Group and with our Suggestion Department to de&initely pin-
point the savings that can be madep because suggestions are
paid off on the basis of two months - the award is based on
two months of the savings.

In other words, if you have a $1,0OO savings for th
year, 1/6th of that would be the amount of the award, so that
it is necessary that the savings be analyzed ve..y thoroughly
and it is his job$ then, to coordinate the analysis of any
new ideas, whether they be for equipment or material, methods,
based on the suggestion.

MR. WILLIAMS (Sandia): I've seen a good many permanent
type containers used for packaging jet engines, complete en-
gines - And I assume from your remarks that you don't provide
that packaging?

NR. SHERK: Well, I'll have to explain a little further
about our organizational set-up - the packaging of the end
product. The engine itself., or in some cases the power sec-
tion of the turbo-prop engine, or the gear box of the turbo-
prop engine, is a separate organizational function. It is
handled by the manufacturing sections, and in the remarks
I've made here today, I should have made it clear that they
do not apply to the packaging of the end item.

The steel containers and engine cans are really a separ-
ate l, rblem. I'm talking here of spare patts and special
tools and equipment.
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71eight and Cube Reduction

Mr. H. M. Lapidus
Head of the Technical Section of the Preservation and Packaging Branch

Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, Department of the Navy

The subject of my discussion this aft-irnoon has to do
with the procurement aspects of weight and cube reduction,
bearing in mind, of course, that I am looking at it from a
Government point of view.

In reducing the size and weight of military shipments -

in order to "stretch" the transportation and packaging dollar
- one of the more difficult problems confronting the military
services involves the area of new procurei~nt entering the
military supply systems.

A Large majority of the materials shippe' by military
activities utilize containers in which the material was origi-
nally received from contractors.

Experience over the past three years within the military
establishment has shown that it has been possible to reduce
the original tare weight of this new procurement by as much
as 30%, and in some cases, a great deal more, without sacri-
ficing requirements for physical or mechanical protection.

In terms of cube, this weight reduction of 30% has meant
a "companion" overall space reduction of 40%. At several of
the largest military shipping establishments, it has been
possible to cut the gross average tare weight of shipments
in half without any significant increase in damage as ver-
fied by thorough loss and damage analysis. Naturally, sav-
ings in weight and cube have been accompanied by important
economies - not only in transportation, but in packaging and
handling as well.

Two of the military departments are already talking
about combined savings of over 7 million dollars in transpor-
tation and packaging costs. There is reason to believe that
much of this was achieved, and is being achieved, by the ef-
forts to control or reduce the size and weight of shipments.

It is significant to note at this point, that while all
this "reducing" has been going on, marn actions have also
been taken to increase weight, where necessary to afford ade-
quate protection. In some cases, it has been possible to
achieve greater protection without materially increasing
weight or size.
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What do all these savings indicate? Does it mean that
all new procurement is grossly over-packed? The answer is
definitely, "No V" Zxcept for shipments destined for tIfme-

diate use" and those earmarked for speciflc programs or pro-
jects, tho ultimate transportation handling and storage con-
ditions to which military shipments will be subjected after
initial receipt by the supply systems cannot be predicted
with certainty at the time of procurement. As a result, new
procurement entering the supply systems for storage aid pos-
sibly overseas shipment, are afforded certain general levels
of protection.

After materials have entered the supply systems, it is
both necessary and desirable to re-evaluate the original
level of protection to determine whether it is now consist-
ent with new conditions which, in most cases, are better
defined either as to mode of transport, type of distribution,
end use, storage conditions - or a combination of these.
Both "underpacking" and "overpacking" are distinct possibili-
ties. But in dealing with "overpacking" it is important to
determine: (a) that requirements for protection are not sac-
rificed needlessly and (b) that worthwhile economies can be
achieved by actions, to repack or in some few cases to unpack.

On the face of it, it would seem highly advantageous and
desirabl for suppliers to ship packages and shipping contain-
ers of the smallest size and weight permitted by their con-
tracts. However, evidence of consiLderable quantities of
envelopes, cans, cartons and shipping containers with less
than 50% of the internal void taken up by the articles and a
large percentage of the balance taken up by stuffing mate-
rials or bracing to restrict movement as distinguished from
cushioning which affords phjsical protection - quickly dis-
pels this notion. in dealing with this problem, we must first
examine the v:ays in which transportation costs for new pro-
curement are paid for by the military agencies.

Generally speaking, F.O.B. Destination shipments are
made on coimnercial bills of lading which are paid for by the
contractor. in formal advertised bidding, F.O.B. Destina-
tion means that Transportation costs, based on the weight
and sometimes the size of the shipment, are competitive fac-
tors in bid evraluation and subsequent award. Under this cir-
cumstance, excessive weight (or size) is less likely to be a
problem for the Government for very obvious reasons. That is,
in order to be competitive, the contractor must give very de-
tailed consideration to the size and weight of his shipments,
because he is paying the freight bill.
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However, F.O.B. origin shipments are generally shipped
on Government Bills of Lading. Under this arrangem6nt, the
articles are accepted by the Government at sonrce and are
shipped on Government Bills of Lading, with thie Government
paying the transportation charges. The matter of weight and
size of packages or shipping containers is not therefore a
matter of contractual concern for the supplier unless maxi-
mum or specific weights or sizes are stipulated by the con-
tract.

Please note the expression, "a matter of contractual
concern*" The reason for highlighting this, is to acknow-
ledge the conscientious role played by many suppliers in
demonstrating their awareness of size and weight conserva-
tion, despite the absence of contractual restrictions. A
mere indication of "intent" by government negotiators has
been sufficient on many occasions to obtain desired results.
However, the tendency to use packages or shipping containers
which are largef or heavier than necessary still prevails
for reasons of convenience, initial cost and possibly other
factors.

A hasty glance at Federal and Military Specifications
discloses the wide latitude afforded suppliers in selecting
package and container sizes and types - and perhaps for
valid reasons. This demonstrates, however, that this tend-
ency of "convenience" cannot always be laid at the door of
the supplier.

Three solutions for this problem are offered for your
consideration:

(1) The establi.ýhmsnt of maximum weight or size re-
strictions in procurement documents, where practicable to do
SO.

(2) On bids involving shipment Wy Government Bill of
Lading, consider the weight and size of shipments in bid
evaluations and subsequent awards, and

(3) Examine Federal and Military Specifications to
determine what, if anything, can be done to restrict the
weight and size of shipmentL, to an adequate minimum without
jeopardizing the bid potential on the articles themselves.

Thank you very much.
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MR-. JOHNSON (Pratt & Whitney Aircraft): Firsts do you
have in mind any relation of gross cube to net cube as a
means of -ackaging efficiency? An item like that could be
used in tL *cing about wasted space, for instance, with block-
ing and bracing. Do you have a chance to compare the cubage
of the part itself with the gross cube of the container as a
measure of the effectiveness of the package? is there any-
thing that has been done to use that as a measure?

MR. LAPIJDUS: Do you mean something that might be used
as a "rule of thumb" as applied to specific items?

MR. JOHNSONs Yes.

MR. LAPIDUS: No. I cantt give you that because of the
variables involved such as the characteristics of the pro-
ducts, the space they require for movement a-d the cushioning
that is used. There are so many factors that enter into it.
I think the only hope is for more detailed attention from the
specific design engineers in keeping this weight and size
problem close at hand as a factor in working out their designs.

I'm going to get ar-, o something, however, that we
founid in our numerous s ." on this subject. By examining
our own operations we f nu that tare weight expressed as a
percentage of gross weight came out about 35% of gross
weight. As a result of intensive effort in this field it was
po3sible to reduce that 35% a considerable degree. The reduc-
tion varied somewhat with the type of material, which bears
out the point that i made to begin with.

MR. JOHNSONs In starting a program of this sort, you
must have some basis for working toward the reduction of tare.
In other words. where do you feel that the break-off point is,
where tare weight is excessive weight?

MR. LA6PIDS: You must have break-even points estab-
lished, and that was a definite part of the program. For
example, when shipments are going by air, you've got to take
into consideration the rates and the miles, and so forth. In

some shipments it jutst didn't pay to do anything. in other
cases, where you have premium transportation involved over
long distances, it definitely paid to do something about it.
Each activity worked out a break-even arrangement.

In our ila-v experience, for every dollar invested in re-
packing, based on the break-even points estali shed, we got
about $12.00 back in transportation and packing cxpenses. I
think this is a pretty good return on the money.
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MR. NOBEL (ASO): In answer to Johnson, one criteria
that we found, is to take a look at the item and see if it
has been disassembled to its greatest possible extent with-
out requiring extra tools and skills to put it together
before you use it. In the case of one aircraft wing, where
the crate was about 30 feet long. we were able to reduce it
by 4 feet. The crate weighed about 100 pounds per lineal
foot so that 3 feet, of course, represented 300 pounds and
a considerable amount in cube.

MR. LAPIDUSt Too often we seem togive the impression

that the only way of saving weight and cube is by either re-
packing or unpacking and I'd like to emphasize thi Jm right
now - that even though we've made our major savings in that
area, we are frank to admit that this is the least desirable
way of achieving tare weight and cube reductions. We'd far
prefer to see more progress in the procurement end of things
and dispense with this need for repacking or unpacking.

MR. DE MEO: Would you consider in the case of DT tools,
such as cradles, tow bars, hoisting slings - that you dis-
continue the packs that go to open crates rather than fully
sheathed crates in the interest of saving weight and cube?

MRo LAPIDUS: 1 don't want to hedge on that question,
but while we have a great interest in reducing tare weight
and cube, there may be many other things that influence such
decisioin9, and I wouldn't want to give you a wrong impres-
sion. From the standpoint of weight and cube reduction$ yes
we woald favor that they go in open crates in preference to

fully sheathtsd. On the other hand, you have contractual rela-
tions with the Aviation Supply Office and the Air Force. For
very valid reasons they may not agree to the concept of open
crates. They may have certain storage conditions to which
these things mnght ultimately be subjected - be held for
long term arrangements of one kind or another - and I just
don't know what the reasons would be, but I'd like to get
Joe Nobel's comment on that........

MR. NOBEL: Many of these biC items have to be stored

outside so that the crate is not only a medium for shipping,
it is also a platform and they may want to store on top of
it. *,e also reship it quite often. If you feel that you
have any items that can s tand out in the rain for a year, or
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1R. DE MEO4 (Interposing) The only reason I asked the
question - and I probably asked for this, actually - after
they hatdle it - toss it around - that's the impression I
get - de we need to go throutgh the elaborate packaging pro-
cedure that we -e today. N~ow you take a tail section dolly
- That container will be about 1 foot long plus the fact
that it is aquire. It's very heavy...+....

MR. LAFIDUS. (Interposing) That's true, but of course,
but even in the tare weight anzl cube reduction program you've
got to bear in mind the various factors that influence han-.
dling. Storage, stacking, superimposed loads, possible out-
door weathering, and the general distribution pattern for the
particular item must be considered.

On some iten.s, the answer might be a definite. "yes," and
on similar items, you could get a reverberating "no." It is
a matter for individual examination by the cognizant contrac-
tual agency such as ASO and the Air Ferce, iri the case of
your plant. I certainly feel that they will be more than
happy to give full consideration to any ideas along that line.

K•£. OVERSTKE (Air Force): Maybe Navy is a little bit
-different from the Air Force. We apparently have a shorter
pipeline and less variance in the program. I emplcy the test
equipmnt that Mr. De 1&o referred to, and we feel that once
we get it in tie systerui, it's going into use. This particu-
lar test equipent had very limited procurementI We feel
that we don't have any storage problem.

Now you have some returns of your reparable items that
you have to repack, but normally speaking, test equipment and
most of our high valued costly spares, are considered to go
out in the field and into use. Not too much storage involved.

MR. LAPIDUS: As an ex-Air Force Supply Officer, and one
in training now, and having been exposed to the problems of
the "avy Aeronautical arm, I can see very clearly why the Air
Force can probably generalize on a very positive "yes" to
that question, and I can see where the Navy could have some
hesitation about accepting it for pretty valid reasons.

SKADDIK: (Dumont) I think the reason that the gen-
tlemen gave for using one-inch sheathing to reduce the occa-
3ion pilferage is rather weak because the experienced crook,
shall we cal. them, will carry appropriate tools for that.
If he is interested in avoidin07 pilferage he could use a good
press-board, or heavy mullen peessed fiber board, or some-
thing of that nature, to conceal what is within the crate.
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MR. NUNN (Lockheed, Burbank): Could I ask, Herb, if you
would reiterate, or clarify, your statement about, the reduc-
tion, as I understood, of suppliers' tare by up to 50% Aith-
out increasing Loss through damaging. Now, I guess this is a
two-part question: were these excesses violations by supplier
on the heavy side going beyond the spec requirements, or were
spec requirements relaxed in 'order to achieve reduction; and
secondly, if the latter, does it suggest that performance re-
quirements of the various specs that we are w.,orking to, are
somewhat arbitrary and you are currently studying them to
relax, or relieve those........

MR. LAPUIUS: (Interposing) Let me get that last ques-
tion first. The performance requirements are, or will be,
in the very near future subjected to some very serious scru-
tiny for many of the reasons that have cowe up in this dis-
cussion. I don't want to go further into detail on that
because the three Departments at the present time, are hold-
ing discussions on this very aspect, and it would be pre-
mature for me to talk about it.

Nows the first part of that question was, "Did they
operate within the limitations of the contract, and so on?"
I would •ay for the most part they did. That is the unLfor-
tunate part of the whole thing. When we went back to our
government inspectcrs and questioned the wisdom of releasing
shipments of tnis kind, they were quick to tell us that there
was no valid basis in these contracts for rejecting the sup-
pliers' shipments even though it was obviously a waste of
spac*• and -weight and a complete disregard of handling, ware-
house or anything else.

MR. NOBEL: We distribute about 475 thousand different
items ranging from A rivet to almott a complete airplane.
The biggest weight a•i1 cube "wasters" for want of a better
word - I hope my friends will forgive me - are my industri-
al colleagues. They invariably come in and say, 'We want to
standardize on, let's say, 10 sizes of boxes," and there's a
great advantage in that - but by so doing - and as long as
industry keeps that up - the weight and cube program is going
to suffer because somewhere in between these 10 there are
many other in,.rements which industry won't buy - in fact, I
would like to hear from the Pratt-Whitney representative ,n
that.

MR. LAPIDUS: Perhaps we shoutn'> t put him on the spot
like that, but it would be interevt.ing to get an industry
view because quite often the standardization of containers
has gotten us into difficulties as far as the over-all efforts
on weight and cube reductions are concerned.
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MR. JOHNSON: Our attempt at standardization has been
limited to a point of attempting to set up maximum clearances
around a given part in a container; and specifically speak-
ing of the larger parts of an aircraft engine, whether it
would be a jet or a reciprocating engine or the larger sub-
assemblies, 'where it would make some sense to - where we
have the same problem as Mr. Sherk in that while yo-. are mak-
ing a heck of a lot of different parts no one of them has
large volume production. And in an effort to keep container
costs from being too specialized, buying 10 and 25 at a time,
we have attempted to standardize to the point of allowing, I
believe, a -- oh, a couple of inches all around a part as a
maximum, with an optimaum condition of 1-3/4 of an inch if
we've got it well ti';d down. But we haven't gotten to the
point of using 10 c:ntainers for every spare part.

MR. LAPIDUS: I am sure you realize, as we all do here,
that you can buy an awful lot of standardization in this
respect at the expense of a lot of other things.

MR. JOHNSON: Thatts right.

MR. LAPIDUS: For example, you could standardize on a
limited number of containers, but what you would be doing
then is adding to the cost later on for warehousing, han-
dling, special transportation, and all the other things that
go on, added weight and so forth-

MR. JOHNSON: (Interposing) I am very, frank to admit
that this meeting has done a lot to enlighten me on things
of that nature.

MR. LAPIDUS: Standardization of containers - that is
when there are too few sizes - creates a real problem be-
cause we have had a lot of void. Sometimes these standard-
ized sizes have not been in consonance with the best effi-
ciency on the standard 40 x 48 pallets that we use. In a
very short time the Naval Supply Research and Development
Facility at Bayonne will issue a report that has to do with
the selection of container sizes. I think that it will in-
fluence the thinking of a lot of people in just what sizes
they select. Behind you, there, I see Mr. Grayman of the
Clothdig Supply Office in Brooklyn. Their program started,
actually, with that same kind of a concept. They started
with the pallet size and went back into full standard and
half standard, quarter size containers and then began to fill
those containers up with clothing items. Well, of course the
quantity and the circumstances there enabled them to do that
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kind of program; but it's not applicable to the type of pro-
duction shipping you do in a plant I]ike Pratt-Whitney. So
each one has got to moderate it to his owni particular prob-
lem.
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Mr. P. F. Curtis
Chief, Packaging Branch, Air I&ateriel Command, Department of the Air Force

i must agree with Herb Lapidus that it is most desirable
for us to get containers into the system that have mirimum
weight and cube. My paper is dealing with a depot operation -

what we are doing internally - because we don't always have
packages with that most desired minimum weight and cube. We
in the Air Force, as well as the other services, are inter-
ested in airlift. We are using considerable air freight for
moving priority items, and also our high value items. That
is goLng to be my theme.

Many problems are encountered in our endeavor to achieve
economies in packaging materials, warehousing, and transpor-
tation by reduction of tare weight and cube of packages and
shipping containers, during the preparation of military sup-
plies for shiaient and storage. It is my intent to present
briefly two of theie problems, plus the procedures and methods
developed by the Air Force to overcome them. They are (1)
the predetermination of mode of transportation prior to pack-
ing and (2) the shipznent at minimum expense of large fragile
articles of unusual nature and value.

To accomplish monetary and material savings by the reduc-
tion of tare weight and cube of containers, it is fundamental
that the packer on the parking line knows how we are going to
move the shipment. This adrance infJ7,rmation is necessary to
insure the use of the lightest weigh, packaging materials and
containers consistent with the anticipated hazards of the mode
of transportation involved.

The Air Materiel Command prepares and s~hips approxi-
mately 90 percent of the total supplies for the Air Force.
Within AMC, procedures have been established to determine
which cargo is to move by air and which cargo is to move by
surface means. Prior to the time requisitions are processed
by the Materiel Control Division of the installation, they
are screened by the Traffic Movement Control Activity to
make this determination. This is dependent upon a number of
factors, such as whether they are Hi-Value items, Critical
items, Aircraft Engines, or items destined overseas carry-
ing hig~h spply pr ori ties. if the items fall into any of

these categories they are assigned air priorities and moved
by air transportation. The mode of transportation is then
noted on the requisition. When the requisition is received
at the warehouse and air transportation is specifiedp the
storekeeper selects those items already packed for air shipment
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or imediate use, if thgy are in stock in such condition;
otherwise, he pulls the item as packed and forwards it to
the packing line for the stripping down and repacking, as
necessary&

The packer notes the mode of transportation prescribed
and packs accordingly. In the case of air shipment he has
guide lines for packing in the form of our technical order
00-85-9, and a container selection chart, and specification
MIL-A-25175, also we have these two computers. The container
selection chart is designed to serve as a guide to lead the
packer to the exterior containers for air shipment that will
furnish adequate protection with tVe least possible tare
weight and cube. In contrast to surface carriers, the weight
carrying capacity of aircraft is generally reached before
the cargo compartment is filled. Consequently, minimum con-
tainer tare weight is a most important factor. The charac-
teristics of the item to u- packed, together with the limits
of the container, must be considered, If the choice lies

between two or more containeor., naturally the one with the
lowest tare weight will be selected. As an aid, the packer
has a computer to estimate the tare weight of a container
based on container materials used and the size of the con-
tainer. In the event the item is already packed for surface
shipment when it arrives at the packing line from the ware-
house, we have another computer which helps the packer to
dete.rmine whether it is eccnomical to strip down or repack
fc°r air transportation. This guide is composed of three cali-
brationss tare weight saved in pouids; man-minutes required
to strip or repack; and the destinAtion distance. The guide
clso contains a chart for determining the number of miles
between vaxious Air Force installations and bases.

This procedure of prejetermining the mode of transpor-
tation prior to packing has resulted in substantial savings.
As an example, at one of our Air Materiel Areas during the
period 1 April 1954 to 30 April 1955, l million pounds of
material were shipped by air. 7ie tr al 'wight saved on
these shipments was calculated at 4 and 1 quarter million
pounds or 20%. This was accomplished through the use of
paper overlaid veneers in lieu of plywood, flex pac in lieu
of wood blocking, V-board containers in place of metal con-
tainerst open Prates in lieu of sheathed crate, et cetera.
The calculated total savings in packing was $152,259. The
total saviags in transportation costs were approximately
$2,278,X:)O, for a grand total savings of 2-1/2 million dol-
lars. These are the results of only one of the AKA's, of
course, it's one of our active installations - it ships a
lot of material - but when we multiply that by the other
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14 we have in the system and, if we get the same benefits
from the procedure, we will save lots of money.

Another problem to be considered in container weight
reduction and handling simplification efforts is the shipment
of large fragile articles of unusual nature and value. Excel-
lent examples of these articles are trainers, engine acces-
sory test equipment, flight simulators, ground electronics
equipment, et cetera. The Air Force has a regulation which
permits the shipment of this type of article uncrated by
authorized carriers having proper operating certificates for
the transportation of fragile items of unusual nature and
value, and possessing special handling equipment and protec-
tive blocking and cushioning devices. Certain conditions
must be known, of course, to exist before this type of ship-
ment is authorized. They are:

(1) The items are of such nature as to require extensive
disassembly and packing if prepared for shipment by other
modes of transportation.

(2) The items are destined for immediate installation at
destinations where adequate facilities are available for care
and handling during the period of temporary storage.

(3) The cost of packing and shipping by other means
would exceed the cost of preparing, shipping, and handling
uncrated items in authorized rail, motor, or air carriers.

In the case of Trainers, one type we studied cost us
about $2,300 to crate. Although the transportation rates
of approved carriers are higher than rates of other common
carriers, when the requirements of the aforementioned criteria
are met, substantial savings may be realized by utilizing
such premium transportation. In one instance it was esti-
mated that a savings of over one million dollars was ralized
by making uncrated shipments of 389 Trainers and 151 pieces
of test equipment. This concept today is being applied
through out the Air Force.

Now, in any program to accomplish savings by the ieduc-
tion of tare weight and cube of containers, many other factors
too numerous to mention here must be considered. the problemb
outlined above are some that have been encountered and re-
solved by us.
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In connection with the computers which I mentioned
earlier, we got the cart before the horse; w came out with
a computer which, for example, to repack it, any time we
shipped it by air more thAn 600 miles, we started to make
money; that's all very good. But we had failed to provide
for telling how much the box weighed - the difference be-
tween the two boxes. jo we had this computer developed.
Now, this is just a prototype which Forest Products Labora-
tory worked up for us. They wanted me to be sure to empha-
size that this is a little rough at the moment - but there
will be some refinement before we come out with the finished
product.

Considered on this first chart are several types of con-
tainers, 3/20" plywood, 3/16" overlaid veneer, nailed wood
boxes of 7/16" boards, 9/16" and 25/32", wire bounds, and V-
board. So, the example is, if I have a wood box that is con-
structed of 7/16" resawed lumber, and it has a dimension of
25 by 20 by 15 inches, I use three scales with the arrow com-
ing to each of the three dimensions; then the ratio between
7/16" wood box and the fibreboard box is 4. By setting my
scale here I come up with a 4 - if any of you would care to
look - and I have saved 20 pounds plus by removing it from
the nailed wood box and putting it in the fibreboard box.
Therefore, if I saved 20 pounds as I have, and it took me a
half hour to do it, any time I move it by air more than 600
miles I start making money by taking the old pack off and
putting on the new one.

VOICE: Are those things available?

UR. CURTIS: These are not available, as yet, even to
us; this is a cardboard prototype that Ken Kruger sent down
because I was so anxious to use it here. But I am sure that
an irquiry to the attention of Mr.. Kruger, Forest Products
Labatory, LMadison, Wisconsin, will get you the information.

MR. BASFOR)t: What is the name of that chart?

MR. CURTIS: Well, this one is titled, The Air Freight
Guide for determining when to strip or repack items shipped
by air.

MYo OVERSTAKE: Paul, doesn't that one have a stock num-
ber on there where it could be gotten out of Air Force Class
25 or 30?
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MR. CURTISs (interposing) Thatts right, they are avail-
able to our installations. But since we are not in the busi-
ness of manufacturing computers, I am not sure what I would
run into getting them outside the Air Force. However, if
there is any clearance needed, Forest Products is willing to
have these made for us. If there is any clearance needed
from us, we will give it to Forest Products.

MR. NOBEL: I am just going to ask you one question. In
taking off all your packing - I know you made a great initial
saving with air shipments, but do you give consideration to
the fact that the last 50 miles may go by ox cart? What was
suitable by air may not be true for getting it from the air-
plane to the point of use?

MR. CURTIS: We recognize there's a possibility that
that is going to happen, but we are not going to pack air
shipments the same as vessel shipments just because there is
a possibility of a 40 or 50 mile sirface haul overseas.
Therefore, we have sent to all the overseas theaters instruc-
tions that certain priorities, those are the ones that will
move by air, are going to be packed for air transportation.
At their terminal, if the condition of shipment. or mode of
transportation changes, it's up to them to set the facilities
up within that terminal to get them in another box or do what-
ever might be necessary to reinforce the container they are
in. I don't know how we could ever justify packing for that
toughest mode of transportation and use air.

MR. NOBEL: No; I am thinking in terms only of the reus-
able items which are shipped back to your repair depots .
like we have O&R's.

MR. CURTIS: If they come in these high value items such
as engines, or any of the others, which the Air Force has
classified to be a high value, the return would be by premium
traasportation also, Joe, because the plan within the Air
Force is that these items will keep moving - but fast. "Ile
.6ill not ship an engine overseas on a dolly, for axample, and
then tell them, "You return it by slow boat." If it has to
come back to a maintenance shop in the States, he will rmturn
it on, the dolly*

MR. NOBLE: Do you know right now whether or not you
have a backlog in the mairtenance program; or are you so
caught up that as soon as they come back?
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MR. OVERSTAKE: Could I add to that? We have the same
reparable system overseas we have here* They are doing the
same amount of work we are doing and the same area of value.
Very few of our assemblies are necessary to come back. Now,
on the engine program they do; we s1ip by air and we get
back the reparable* But in the wheel and brake field, struts,
electrical - a lot of it goes through our control depots
in the overseas area and back in supply stocks.

As far as the ox cart, we can get our helicopterm down
on air pads in.places you can't get this ox cart you referred
to. So we don't have any problems. And as we do have prob-
lems, then we get coordination with what the problem might
be and we will pack them to take care of the truck shipment
on the tail end. In other words, try to come up with a uri-
versal pack and still cut weight and cube.

MR. CURTIS: Last week we had a little packaging show
out at Topeka, Kansas. Lieutenant Colonel Davies was iii from
Japan. To handle the items that T am talking about, they
have airlift; or if they do not, tney are not turning these
items over to Japanese carriers, They are providing military
tracks and giving them the hende:ing that they deserve to get
them that last 50 miles. In Elrope we have set up Logair to
provide air shipment. Recognizing that there will be instances
when a truck will haui the item the last 50 miles, the in-
structions I previously mentioned as being issued to the
European Commands will apply.

MR. SHERK: Paul, I would like to make a co'arent from
the standpoint of an engine manufacturer - in respect par-
ticularly to Joe Nobel's comment about reparables and repar-
able items. I think we have experimented ,with steel con-
tainers -- steel drum containers for rolls and pin wheels
and compressor rotor., which are perhaps the most - the fast-
est moving of the engine components; and in line with the
over-all trend of the conversation here today, it would seem
to me that the Air Force, maybe, could afford to look at more
expensive aluminum or possibly magnesium containers for that
type of item - for the weight and cube savings* When you
have an item that goes out to an operating activity and comes
back in to the overhaul activity; and may travel back and
forth during its life ten times, you can, I believe, afford
to go into a more carefully designed lightweight container
which will still provide the stacking ability, the low cube,
the low weight that you require for air transportation.
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MR. NOBEL: We have done that, you know; practically the
whole helicopter industry ships their reparable items for the
Air Force and the Navy in aluminum.

MR. SHERKD I see a few airframe items; and we are experi-
menting - doing some work on engine parts; but I do think that
in general your engine parts are faster moving.

MR. NOBEL: We have seven or eight major overhaul and
repair shops. They each employ at least 5,000 people. As
high as 25% of their labor and materials goes into repair-
ing damage to reparable items, which were not damaged because
they were used, but because of transportation and handling.
Because of this we like to ship these high cost items in re-
usable metal containers which require no material - or for
that matter no skill to ship the stuff back. It would seem
to me that in trying to take advantage of the recognized ad-
vantages of air shipment you might lose sight of - what I
have just said - in other words; you might increase your
damage.

MR. OVERSTAKE: In the area of instruments, we consider
that metal containers are the universal pack. Now, granted,
in the future we should cut back to magnesium or lighter mate-
rial - but the big cut back is in airfoils and wings* We
still put great emphasis on packing for physical and mechani-
cal testing - the only thing we don't do is put a plywood
housing on to them. We let the aircraft people see what they
are handling, and we give them a good skid to handle it by.
There is no thinking of cutting back beyond what it takes to
physically protect; the only thing we are not doing is put-
ting t hat house on it.

We would ship wings by taking them out of the can and
putting them in the shell; or, in the case of struts, we only
skid them.

MR. NOBEL: Of course, we still have to move a few
things by ship-

MR. CURTIS: Well, believe me, we do too. We believe
that approximately 80% of our tonnage is inrface movement.
But what we are getting into, Jk-, is what the Supply people
have called high value items which we want to get there
quickly arid get them in use quickly, and get the reparable
repaired as soon as possible; those are the ones we sae talk-
ing about - those on priority.
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Lieutenant Klingenberg
Materiels Laboratory, Wright Air Development Center

Dayton, Ohio, Department of the Air Force

To properly package a relatively fragils item, three
fators must be known: (1) the service conditions under
which the pack will be handled in the field, (2) the per-
formance characteristics of the cushioning or shock isola-
tion system utilized for shock protection, and (3) the
fragility or ruggedness of the item.

Since one of the purposes of this particular conference
is to discuss the problems cf reduction of weight and cube of
containers, it was considered that a discussion of the above
factors with special emphasis on fragility would be of inter-
est. An effort will therefore be made to indicate some of
the problems and developments of each of these factors.

The first one is SERVICE CONDITIONS. * he service condi-
tions under which a container will be handled are incorporated
in the rough handling requirements of the various item speci-
fications* The height of drop requirements used by the pack-
aging engineer for designing a cushioning or shock isolation
system arc readily available from the item specification.
The standard for most of our present rough handling require-
ments is military Specification MIL-P-116. However, since
this specification was written primarily for methods of pre-
servation, a new specification, MIL-P-6200 (USAF), has been
initiated and is ready for coordination. It will more clearly
spell out rough handling requirements and alleviate some of
the problems of the older spec. The new spec will change
the rough handling requirement for heavier containers; the
increments of weight with their corresponding increments in
height of drop will be changed. It will benefit, essentially,
the heavier containers* For example, for containers over
3,000 pounds, the cornerwise drop requirements will be de-
creased to a 12-inch drop. Some of the containers now are
being dropped from 36 inches. This, therefore, is a rela-
tively major change in the Air Force's requirements.

To obtain additional information on field handling con-
ditions and to prove or disprove most of the present height
of drop, requiremients, WVADC is presently conducting an exten-
sive service conditions project. The object of this project
is to obtain statistical information of the severity of rough
handling of various weights and sizes of containers that are
shipped through Air Force supply channels throughout the world.
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Each of our test containers will be instrumented so that the
frequency and equivalent height of fall experience during han-
dling can be determined. The project presently is well in its
instrumentation development stage.

The second factor to be considered, CUSHIONING AND SHOCK
ISOLATION SYSTEMS: Much information is currently available
on the static energy absorption characteristics and design
formulas for most cushioning materials. They indicate that
optimum conditior-3 for least container cube can only be ob-
tained through tha toroper selection of material, density, and
bearing area of thr Item. An analysis of our newer materials,
such as the polyurethane and isocyanate foams, indicate that
"a lesser thickness of these materials wrill be required to do
"a specific cushioning job. Their optimum operating ranges,
however, are much smaller than those of the less efficient
materials. Take for example, our commonly used cellulose
wadding, and curled hair, and one of these new foams; the
operating range for curled hair is only one-third of that of
cellulose tad:ilng, and the isocyanate and polyurethane foams
are only orieqv'arter.7 So, therefore, a more widespread know-
ledge of the engineering principles involved will have to be
gained for proper utilization of these newer items.

A new Air Force Specification MI.-C-26861 is presently
being circulated for coordination, which classifies all poten-
tial cushioning materials on their relative static energy ab-
sorption characteristics. This specification differs from
our other regular cushioning specs since it does not specify
any kind of material that must be employed. In other words,
any material that can be used economically as a cushioning
material no matter what it is made of will qualffy under this
new specification. Essentially it breaks the material down
into five types: the first two types being cellulosic wad-
ding; the third, fiberglass; the fourth, curled hair; and the
fifth, the new isocyanates and polyurethane foams. This speci-
fication also includes a design table and design formulas in
the notes section which should be relatively simple to use.
As I understand, our depots have used a table such as this
with our old Air Force fiberglass spec. It is believed that
this specification will encourage the use of the lightest and
most economical material available for a specific problem and
also encourage the improvement of some of our present mater-
ials.

At this time we are also initiating a new project at WADC,
to develop an inexpensive foamed implace cushioning material.
This material will be available both in a rigid and entirely
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resilient form. The rigid form would nave an application in
air drop delivery cushioning; and the resilient form would be
in our regular Air Force package shipped in our present sys-
tem.

Although static information has aided the packaging
engineer tremendously in the design of cushioning systems,
it has been found in recent years that exact cushioning per-
formance characteristics can only be obtained by some type
of a dynamic test of the various materials. For this reason,
tests are being conducted at North American Aviation, Forest
Products Laboratory and WADC to obtain these characteristics.
One of our talks yesterday was on the work that North Ameri-
can is doing on dynamic testing. High velocity impact tests
for cushioning suitable for air drop delivery applications
are also being conducted by the Quartermaster Corps at their
own facility, Lowell Institute in Massachusetts, and Univer-
sity of Texas.

To further development of the shear mount, the Navy is
conducting a project to establish the necessary requirements
for that device. We have not as yet been able to determine
on what requirement basis this specification will be written.

The third and probably the most important factor in this
consideration, since we have the least information, is the
FRAGILITY of the item being packaged. This factor was re-
ferred to in several talks in the last couple of days. The
fragility of an article is usually defined by a magnitude of
acceleration or deceleration which an item can safely with-
stand without malfunction. Some measurement of frequency or
time duration of the shock impulse must also be included since
each individually packaged item is constructed with different
physical characteristics and has what we call varying natural
frequencies. The frequency or length of impulse is impor-
tant in the design of a shock isolation system since this
system also has its own natural frequency. If the systems are
not designed properly, resonance might be experienced with
the resultant destruction of the item.

To illustrate the effect that a fragility rating has on
the relative volume of a container, and also the corresponding
weight, let us assume we are packaging an item one foot iin
cube and putting it in a curled hair pad. To limit this iten
to a lOg acceleration for a 30-inch drop, approximately 12

inches of hair would be required on all sides or a total vol-
me of 27 cubic feet. If, however, the fragility rating of
this item could be raised from 10 to 20g's, either through
more accurate fragility information or a slight modification
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of a fragile component on the item, the cushioning thickness
could be reduced to 6 inches and the overall cube to only 8
cubic feet. In other words, a reduction of 70 percent in the
original size of the container, and that is only for a change
of from 10 to 20g in its fragility rating.

Several years ago, WADC attempted to collect information
on the fragility ratings of various equipments with little
success* It was found that this type of information is seldom
known by the equipment manufacturers.

Fortunately, however, some work in this field has been
initiated, with current emphasis on various electronic com-
ponents. Although no standard fragility test has been estab-
lished, certain apparently feasible test methods have either
been tried or proposed.

One method utilizes a vibration machine to vibrate the
component at increasing frequencies and acceleration levels
until a malfunction occurs. Fragility information has been
obtained by this method for relays, electronic tubes, resis-
tors, transformers, potentiometers, fasteners and capacitors.

Another method utilizes a shock machine of varying accel-
oration levels and time durations. This machine can either
be mechanically driven or be composed cf a dropping table
with a sand pit impacting surface, A klystron tube has been
recently evaluated using a mechanical type shock machine.

A third pr't.:d test method uses a series of calibrated
cushions intc which an item is dropped from varying heights.
Aside from its apparent simplicity, th.s method imposes a
shock wave sinmilar to that experienced in actual cushioned
container.

To illustrate the complexity of fragility testing prob-
lems, the results of a recent shock wave analysis project
are of some interest. The project analyzed the effects of a
shock wave of any wave form on the various resonating com-
ponents of an item. It was found that a shock wave obtained
during one of our standard equipment shock tests, although
supposedly 30g's in magnitude and 11 milliseconds in time
duration, actually imparted a 15g stress on a component with
a 10 cycle per second resonant frequency and a 150g stress on
a 500 cycle per second resonating frequency component. In
other words, a rigid part of the component was stressed way
above what the engineers had originally thought it would be,
and a relatively heavy, flexible component was stressed less
than what the shock test was designed to give to the item.
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Although theroe was not sufficient reason on tk b basis alone
to cancel t.ue test, it did reveal an unexpected characteris-
tic cf the test.

In suinary, I would like to restate the three factors
which must be known to rroperly design a container for a rela-
tively fragile item. ýrst, the service conditions experi-
enced in handling; second, the characteristics of the cushion-
ing or shock isolation system; and third, the fragility of
the specific item.

It is of interest to note that the packaging engineer
can sometimes vary the service conditions factor by specify-
ing a particular handling method and vary the cushioning mate-
rial through selection. However, he has no control over the
fragility of a specific item.

The greatest weight and cube saving in container size,
as illustrated in this talk, can now be made, on a design
basis, through the procurement of additional fragility infor-
mation.

MR. CURTIS: Thank you, Lieutenant. I know there will
be questions.

MR. PARSONS (Skydyne): The operating range you're talk-
ing about - is that a temperature range?

LT KLINGENBERG: That actually was a design range for
the bearing area. The item must be in contact with a speci-
fic area of the cushion to afford the most efficient protec-
tion to the item.

MR. PARSONS: One' other question. Do I understand it
is your intention to give this time acceleration curve to
the,& various things?

LT KLINGENBERG: Time acceleration curve?

MR. PARSONS: Yes. Rather than specify that a container
withstands a 36-inch drop without damage to the items inside.
Now, we don't know what the natural frequencies of the inter-
nal elements are. Is it the intention, as I understand it,
that you are going to get a measurement of fragility of items
we have to package and let us know what they are?

LT KLINGENBERG: Not entirely. We canet very well get
fragility information on things tbat haven't been designed
and used previously. The projec' •,as set up several years
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ago, but has been discontinued because of a lack of an ade-
quate project engineer to take over and conduct the project.
We are looking for one right now. We plan to attempt to put
all the various Air Force equipment into certain fragility
categories and use the rating for a specific category. How-
ever, if a new piece of equipment were desiggned, we would
like to be able to specify a test to the various manufactur-
ers to determine what the fragility of this new type item
would be.

MR. ?ARSON3: Thatts done a lot in the missile field,
and I was wondering whether you preferred - and, of course,
that wot; 1d help Mr. Lapidus' situation too, because you can
then, naturally reduce container size if the designer has
some better information. But when you give his 15g and he de-
signs for 15 and actually it will probably take 30g, surely
you cut it down.

LT KLINGENBERG: That's also been our experience. The
various project engineers tend to over-estimate the fragil-
ity of their item.

MR, PARSONS: Generally they package the airframe equip-
ment with the electronics equipment. A little more careful
design and you could have fragile assemblies that would be
put into separate containerse You could then save a great
deal of space in your shibrent.

LT KLINGENBERG: That's right.

11R. CURTIS: Are there any other questions?

MR. PUSEY (Corps of Engineering): Would you care -o go
into any further detail about this environmental testiug
equipment, design of the major equipment, and so on?

LT KLINGENBERGs I am not the engineer on that project,
but I have worked with him. He is essentially attempting to
use an impactograph, which some of you people might be farmil-.
iar with. The instrument isn't necessarily a laboratory type
piece of equipment, but its simplicity lends itself to the
application*

However, the system is more complex than just that. The
impactograph is suspended in a spring system inside of a con-
tainer. Metal corner plates are attached to the containers,
so that the effects of the cushioning of the box itself would
have relatively little effect on the indication that could be
read in the impact; raph.
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Onb other suggested suspension system would utilize a
spherical cushion around the impactograph since impacts have
to be accurately measured in all three planes. However, we
feel that a spring would be a more reliable type of shock
isolation system.

MR. IWRTON (Container Laboratories): You described a
specification on cushioning as being divided into five basic
classes, I believe.

LT KLIWIENBERG: Types.

NR. WHARTON: Types, and cited certain cushioning mate-
rials. I note the absence of sponge rubber and foam rubber,
for example. Will they just be fitted into the five that you
have selected, where they may happen to fit?

LT KLIWGENBERG: We have included in this specification
densit-j requirements. Any of the foamed materials that meet
these density requirements would probably fit between our
type 3 and type 4 material.

MR. WHARTON: The reason I asked the question, and why
it intirests me, is that it seems as though you have selected
th•i types of cushion with particular cushions in mind, thus
favoring those particular materials fitting right into the
classes, and anything else just has to squeeze in one way or
another.

LT KLIWEINBERG: No, the specification essentially wasn't
set up on that basis. It turned out that it worked out in
that way. The requirements as they are set up are performance
requirements. In other words, although you have to derive a
stress strain curve, we don't especially care what the stress
is at a certain deflection. We are only interested in how
much energy that material can absorb ano at vhat stress it
absorbs that energy. The design table was set up in the back
of the specification on that basis.

We made each type of a sufficiently broad range so that
we didn't get too many types. It turned out that the per-
formance characteriatics of most kinds of our cushioning mate-
rials were such th&t they fell into those five tpes.

VOICE: You mentioned that WADC was doing some develop-
ment work on foam displace cushioning. -Is that still the
polyurethane?
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LT KLINGENBERG: No, this is something new. Unfortun-
ately, detailed information right now is proprietory. The
process utilizes a different kind of material completely.
We hope a relatively inexpensive material. The material
would be shipped in a container or drum and then would be
foamed in place at the packaging line.

VOICE: That would be both resilient and rigid.

LT KLI•iENBERG: Yes. It would depend upon which type
of material that would be used. One material naturally
wouldn't be interchangeable with the other. We have a large
number of applications for rigid materials for mounting odd
shaped items in containers.

VOICE: Ifhen do you think such . formation may be avail-
able?

LT KLI3ENBERG: This project is just being initiated

and will require some time.

VOICE: Is it in the materials lab?

LT KLINGENBERG: Yes, it is in the Materials Lab. The
contract is set up on a twelve months' basis for the equip-
ment and additional time for obtaining a satisfactory foam-
ing material. That gives you some idea at least when we will
get our initial results, especially with regard to the neces-
sary equipment.

VOICE: That's being done by the laboratory itself?

LT KLIWGENBERG: No, it is on an outside contract.

!R. CAWLEY (Signal Corps): I think you touched on this
point a few minutes ago, Lieutenant. Where are you getting
your g-factors from? Are you getting them from the contractor
or from the desigrm engineer, or is the contractor in most
cases the design eagineer?

LT KLINGENBERG: Essentially we're getting them from the
contractor. It is his responsibility to package the item,
and as I understand, with most contracts he has to pay for
the packaging in his contract price. We leave It up to them
as to what the fragility rating should be. If it looks as if
they're way off on their rating from our experience, we will
certainly try to intercede and get it changed if possible.
Bat essentially, nearly all of our information as to the de-
sign requirements come from their own project engineers, They
are the people that build the equipment.
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MR. CAXLEY: From the contractor? Thank you.

VOICE: -lust one question. W'hat was the number of that
specification that you mentioned?

LT KLIMENBERG : MIL-P-6200.

MR. MUARTON (Container Laboratories): I would like to
follow up the .question that was just asked concerning the
determination of the fragility factors.

Can the military require the contractor to actually as-
certain the fragility factor of his item in order to evolve
his design, or must the government simply say, you must pack
it in such a way that when subject to such and such a test
the item will not be damaged? In other words, can you actual-
ly require, or do you intend to require, the manufacturer to
ascertain the fragility factor as a basis for his design?

LT KLIWGENBERG: Not until we can give him a means of
determining that fragility factor. The factor might be com-
puted directly from construction of the item, which would be
a very simple case; however, most items are much more complex.
WYe have no test procedure and we know of none that anyone has
used extensively that has bean successful to determine a fra-
gility factor.

MR. WHARTON: But my question is not one of being tech-
nically able to, but legally would it be proper procedure to
require the manufacturer to ascertain his g-factor in order
to design a pack, or must you simply say give us a pack that
will perform. Regardless of how you design it, give us a
pack that will perform

LT KLIGE.1BMRG: That's the way it's done now.

MR. i(iHiRTON: The second way?

LT KLI'GENIBERG: Yes, the second way.

MR. -1HARTON: Is there any intention to do it the first
way? Or could you even if you wanted to do it the first way,
would you be allowed to?

LT KLU.DEBERG: Yes, I feel rather certain that we
would be.

MR. IVHARTON: Good.
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LT KLINGENBERG: However, usually what happens when we
require something like that, they say how can we. We wouldn't
be able to give them. a method at this time.

MR. CAKVNLEY (Signal Corps): Isn't that up to the design

engineer? Can't he in most instances determine fragility?

MR. LAPIDUS (Navy): Not now.

MR. CAW'LEY We have a problem coming up. That's why
I'm asking. On this same thing.

MR. LAPIDUS: The experience today, Gene, that we have
had in this area, and we have also gone into it rc ther exten-
sively at Bayonne, is that - You use the term "fragility
factor," which I like, but it introduces a new bit of language
as far as v-etre concerned, because heretofore we've always
thought in terms of the g-factor.

LT KLINGENBERG: Essentially the same thing.

MR. LAPIDUS: Maybe we're talking about something a
little different, I don't know. I got the inference from
your talk and from what you said recently that it might be
a little bit different, and now you seem to hedge somewhat
when you say essentially the same. I prefer to use the term
actually. I think we should get away from the g-factor con-
cept.

But be that as it may, the difficulty in the pest has
been that the factors that have been derived for thi3 purpose
have not been reliable. Had packaging design- been based on
many of these factors that were developed for this specific
purpose in the past, the chances are, as far as the Navy is
concerned at least, wetd probably need about twice as manr
warehouses as we have right now.

INhat seems to appeal to the design engineers in making
their determination does not seem to be suitable for packag-
ing purposes. We have actually had items that have been as-
signed g-values of 4, for example, and yet, as in tle case of
an aeronautical camera, as this thing was packaged, it meas.-
ured 125g's and it was installed in an airplane and still
took good pictures.

I think that the essence of this whole thing revolves
around what Lieutenant Klingenberg has said, that is, a uni-
form method for determining fragility values for this pu'rpose,
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and although there have been rany attempts in different direc-
tions, most of which have involved - they've been destructive
tests - have involved destruction of the item, they have not
been suitable generally speaking for this purpose.

I am a little worried, of course, about this whole ap-
proach in tying it in with packaging directly. If this is
going to be a destructive type of a test, then I can't help
express the wishful thinking here that it be linked to the
production requirements or manufacturing requirements of the
product rather than directly to how you package the item,
because it certainly would boost the packaging costs for ob-
tainment of a piece of equipment out of all proportion to
what should be paid. You could actually be doing a type of
research and development in this contract and you'd have to
pay for it by the contractual process.

MR. CAWTLEY: I shouldn't think so.

MR. LAPIDUS: It might be difficult.

MR. CA:LEY: I don't think so. In fact, I think you
would cut down cushioning eventually.

MR. L1PIDYJS: Ultimately you would, once you get beyond
the hurdJ e of knowing the values. I am talking about the
initial aoproach.

MR. CA;1LEY: Somebody has to determine those. I don't
think it's up to the packaging man to determine.

MIR. LAPIDUS: Right. I'm making the same point.

MR. CAMYLY: it's got to be with the engineer somewhere.

MR. LAPIDUS: I'm making the same point. I don't like
to see it become a part of the actual operating contractual
reporting.

VOICE: Then you'd have to go back to the maximum g-
value, because you have to give the packager something. You
can't say to him, you package it so the equipment isn't dam-
aged. You have to say, you package it so if you pack it it
won't exceed 15, 30, whatever you want.

IMR. LAKIJDUS: I agree there's great hope in that direc-
tion, providing we can get a uniform test for determining
this value. We -ust don't have one.
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MR. 71HARTON (Container Laboratories): The reason I
raised this question is that we have just had an experience
along this line, and there are probloms in getting tho manu-
facturer to ascertain this g-value. Think of the small manu-
facturer, for example.

fie were asked to evaluate current electron tube packaging.
We went to the electron tube makers, and they couldn't give
us the g-factors of their tubes. So me ascertained the g-fac-
tors of these particular tubes being studied, and we found
that they were packing tubes for 150g when they wouldn't take
30. We found that they were packing other tubes for 30 when
they take 150. So we as package engineers believe that's the
only way to design properly, and yet in trying to recommend
a way in which the government can be assured of adequate de-
sign, we find it impossible to require all manufacturers to
ascertain the g-factors of their items. As of 1955 it seems
to be impractical.

VOICE: I wonder if we could get a reaction from one of
the industrial representatives, what their reaction would be
to go to the contractor (inaudible) a specific piece or item
(inaudible).

MR. NUNN: (Lockheed) No reaction.

It would be impractical.

MR. *WHARTON: I would like to hear a reaction from a
small firm to the same question. What if you were required
to determine the g-factor of your item? Lockheed conceivably
could set themselves up to do it with their engineering staff.
The electron tube makers conceivably could give that data
along with all the other electron tube data they have to fur-
nish about the tube anyway. But the poor little guy - what's he
going to do?

MR. NOBEL: We had a little experience along these lines.
As Lieutenant Klingenberg pointed out, one of the important
ch,?xacteristics in mapping out shipping cushioning shock is
getting as much bearing surface as you can. Is that right?

LT KLINUENBERG: Depending upon the material.

MR. NOBEL: And by getting at the design engineer when
he designs these major components, like these plug-in units
for electronic units, at the time of design, tney have a way
of saving weight, so they go so far overboard in saving weight
that they end up with something with, ma.ny fragile projections.
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They have saved a lot of weight, but they've also created a
terrific packaging problem. Nor if you can get the design
man to come off his lofty peak and talk to the packaging man
just for a little bit in the beginning, you can oftentimes
end up with a relatively symmetrical object which will still
do the job. In fact, there is quite a bit of that going on
now. They have people they call packaging engineers who are
actually packaging items in small spaces in symmetrical de-
sign.

LT KLINGEBERG: That is one olijective of developing a
rigid foam cushioning material. Actually it's more of a
blocking material to protect these fragile components extend-
ing out from the side of a piece of equipment. That will ba
a major application of that type of material.

MR. NU1NN (Lockheed): I think I understood the Lieuten-
ant to say you were making a study to develop some fragility
measurements for categories of material?

LT KLINENBERG: That was the object of our previous
project, which was stopped, I guess somewhere around three
years ago.

MR. NIJNNt Has that been sbandoned?

LT KLINGENBERGK Oh, no. The project itself has been
discontinued. However, we are only waiting for the proper
personnel to conduct the project. That's one of our high
priority projects.

MR. INMNs Then would you expact an industry would use
these measurements?

LT KLINENBERG: They would be guides.

MR. NUN, il And thereby eliminate testing of every part
to determine the fragility packing?

LT KLINGENBERG: That's right. Essentially, if the new
equipment would fit into one of these categories, there would
not be a requirement to test every one. This would be par-
ticularly true of electronic equipment, since most of their
components are similar. They differ only in their circuiting.

MR. W1NUN: That I rould think would be a better answer
to the question- Jo, I guess yc'i fired the question
that the package designer wouldn't be involved in checking
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nor would the engineer be involved in giving us his guesses,
for he's giving us a very low g-factor when in fact the part
should handle more.

LT KLINGENBERG: That would be very true of electrorats
components. However, in several of the other fields it
wouldn't necessarily be as true. Especially with camera
equipment. Nearly every one of our cameras that come out
now have larger and larger lenses, and each one has a very
definite problem as to fragility, because of the large struc-
tural weights. With any item that is essentially mechanical
in nature you are going to have continuing fragility problems
because of the location of components and the arrangement of
their relative weights. So the most benefit would be probably
in the electronic field rather than in the whole field.

MR. PARSONS (Skydyne): Hasn't the tendency been - well,
in the missile field, the tendency has been to test each spec-
ific component that goes into the fabrication of the missile
and try to find out what its destructive point is, because
you can say a SNARK mounted missile is 15g and subject it to
15g, and five years from now you want to use it, you may have
destroyed an element. Then you rip a missile apart and i•z-
place one single element, it takes forever to find out which
one to replace. So consequently, I think that the trend has
been that by drop test as well as by MP vibrators or anything
else, to discover or try to find out what the fragility level
of each specific item that goes into the component is. I mean,
that's written, I think, in all missile contracts. They have
to do that. Once you know that, then you are in a position
to package them. That's true. But if you don't know it, it's
sort of silly to say, all right, we're going to drop it so
far, so many feet, so many g, and tell the packager, you are
responsible for the equipment. That's ridiculous. I think
the tendency has been to try to find out - that is, in the
larger missile programs - to find out what the fragility
lavel is.

LT KLIDENIBERG: The missile field is the most progres-
sive, I think, that we've found, and I agree that, because
each mis,•ile is so radically different from the other, you
could nevei make a generalization that all missiles should
be protected at l5ge That's true.

MR. PARSONS: There's just one point that is absolutely
afield from this - -,e feel that in the specifications for
various containers - Take the submerged type containers.
There is a preproduction test called for, whereby you sub-
merge so mazy containers. We feel thet this should be
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tightened up, and that if you want a submargent-proof container,
every single container that is manufactured as a submergent-
proof container should be submerged and tested. That's a mat-
ter of our company policy, because we feel that you can test
five containers for submergence and you may get five that are
good, and out of the next hundred you may get five that leak,
and that means you lose five very delicate instruments. So
we feel that if you ask for a submergent-proof container,
every single container should be tested for submergence. And
I think it should be included in all accepted contracts.

MR. NOBEL: This is a unique and desirable industry ap-
proach. (Inaudible)

MR. PARSONS: I will forego the cushioning. Once you
get a cushion you know it. But leakage is one thing you can
get just from a manufacturing standpoint.

MR. CURTIS: You're interested in this larger container

we're using for a missile?

MR. PARSONS: Nop any submergent type cases.

MAR. CURTIS: Any at all.

MR. PARSONS: Any at all,, Any submergent type cases.
That if submergence is in the specification, we think it
should be 100 per cent tested.

MR. CURTIS: Mr. Nunn furnishes us instruments and so
on we have in that type container. I suspect any number of
you do the same. I just wonder how you feel.

MR. NUNN: I feel I have already gone in over ig head in
this technical discussion here. I have not found a metal
container - and i don't know exactly the type of container
he'0 referring to, but I have not found a metal container

that will pass submergenee tests unless we do a beef-up job
on the container. I am talking about cans that we can buy
direct from can manufacturers, If we test after this rough
handling test. We will give you the instruments in another
package. I am sure when you ask me for a method II, which I
guess is what we're talking about, you want a good one. If
I can reach a flexible barrier by percentage or 100 percent
check, sampling "210 percent check, and get a good pack, I
think you want that better than you do a can that I have
never been able to pass unless I reweld.
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MR. CURTIS: Ientlemen, it is four o'clock. Now, I am
here to stay as long as any of you want to talk. It is just
up to you.

MR. 4HARTON: We got a little bit away from weight and
cube, the subject of the meetiug, I believe. But I would
like tc ask what I think is the crux of the entire afternoon
"session, and that is, what can be done about expressing a
relative emphasis on weight versus cube versus cost. Is
there any generalization, or is there any criteria which
might be developed to indicate whether cost is more impor-
tant. and if so. by what percentage; or if weight is more
important, or if cube is more important, and if so, by what
relationship? Are you willing to pay 10 percent more in
order to save 20 percent in cube? Or something of that sort.
Could arnthing be done to develop criteria alng those lines?

MR. CURTIS: Well, in the Air Force, I must say, we
handle packages to so many destinations, and there are so
many handlings, that I don't have the answer, that's for sure.
I expect you knew that before, when you asked the question.

But I do feel this, that through some standardization -

now I don't have in mind in standardization that when I have
a cup and a watch and this pencil, that we can become so
determined to get standardization that I must spell out the
exact dimension for this pencil, for the container, nor for
the cup. But I do believe this; there is an area where we
can control this and give a little. In other words, I may
have a package which I have lost 10 percent cube by not being
so specific, but I can within a group of items I am sure, and
so can all of our suppliers, control it so that we don't get
this little item in a package of this size which I have to
probe through all the material, such as I mentioned yesterday
- I don't know whether you happened to be there or not -
but in our attempt in the Air Force to control weight and
cube, when we find out how heavy and how large this watch is,
we deteriine then that there is a family weight and size it
falls in, and we have allowed a 10 per cent tolerance in both
fields in. the family, so that if you have a carton of this
size, the watch will go in it and you also have items some-
what smaller that wi2 1 go in. If you are within 10 percent
variation betwen wlight and cube allowances, we are going
to be happy, I ara not going to make you cut the lip off this
cup merely because the item was a quarter of an inch smaller.
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I know this is not an answer to it - I mean as to where
we make money. But we made this determination; we have been
playing with this for a long time. This isn't new. 71e have
certain commands, TAC and SAC, and people of that kind, who
have equipment to move and must move it quickly, so they are
continually, or did in the past, coming in and wanting weight
and cube data on tables of equipment, for example. The way
we come up with the 10 percent is that we can stand 10 per-
cent, because in going through a large table of items, some
will be a little lesn and some a little more, but if it's in
the 10 percent, maybe we will average out at only 5 percent
loss of cube and weight. That t s all we predicited our study
on, that allowable 10 percent error.

I am sure I am speaking for Colonel Mason a, well as Mr-
self when I say that we are not going to do a thing that is
going to impose any hardship on any of our suppliers# What
we want is to get some realistic pack here that will give us
the protection we want. We will have some control over the
size of the package and the weight of it, not only by con-
trol over what we save in packaging materials but fhat we
save in our warehousing operations and in our transportation
operation.

Also among the things in this manual we have developed
is that we are not going to tell Lockheed, North American,
or you, or anyone else, except in some few instances when our
packaging man is convinced there is only one way to package
the item, that you are going to always have to put it into
a tin can, or spirally wound, fiberboard, or whkat-have-you,
by submethod* If we know that a 1-A preservation pack is
what is needed for this item, we are saying to you in our
mant. - hat 1-A is it - -we are firm on that - and that we
have ;wo or three methcis we prefer, but that is only merely
to let you know that we would like to have it in whatever
the container might be submethodo But if you are set up to
give us th• same method of preservation protection, the basic,
which will m',et all the tests that are necessary to assure
it's beiz!g complied with, how you get it done is entirely up
to each one of our suppliers.

MR. WHARTONt I was thinking more of the individual con-
tainers where I noticed, for instance, a tendency to accept -

let's say cylindrical heavy steel containers or boiler-type
containers, because it's deeper, where of a different mate-
rial and perhaps a rectangular design, the savings ir weight
and cube could be cut in half, but the cost would go up maybe
50 percent. I know there are no rules of thumb, but I simply
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toss out the question and perhaps the challenge - Could not
criteria be developed to furnish guidance as to how much more
you could pay for the container if that extra cost of the
container resulted in a certain amount of savings in weight
and cube?

MR. CURTIS: I am convinced we have people who have
solved problems similar to that, and probably a study could
be made and we could come to the conclusion, and maybe we
should - T am not saying we shouldn't - but we believe this
in our office; we will sacrifice money one place or the other
sometimes, but we are vitally interested, from a logistical
plan if nothing else, in controling size and weight. If we
have to spend a few cents more for it, I expect we will have
to pay it, but that is our program now& Maybe you brought
something up we should look into, but I hardly know at the
moment - it is a pretty good probleni - whether we should
disregard or attempt to standardize by family size and groups,
or sacrifice that for a possible savings in a container cost.
So I don't have the answer, but i will take it back and see
what our analysts can dop back in the shop. I am not a very
good analyst. We will toss it at them and see what the re-
action is.

MR. WHARTONs The encouraging part of this whole picture,
Mr. Curtis, is that in most cases when -vou save weight and
cube you get the additional savings of cost of the container
materials and the resulting indirect savings on down the line.

MR. CURTiSt That is it. It would be pretty hard for
me to say how much we would save by sacrificing price on con-
tainers. If we are bringing it into one of the AMA's for an
overhaul job, we have no such problem, but subsequent han-
dlings to faraway places become an important factor.

Gentlemen, if we have exhausted the questions, the recom-
mendations and so on, I want to express to you Mr apprecia-
tion for your coming in and keeping this alive. I am sure I
couldn't have done it, because you have had no much experience
in the field, especially on the other end. It has been a real
pleasure to be here. It has been nice to be with you, and I
especially want to thank Mr. Sherk from Allison Division and
Lieutenant Klingenberg from the Laboratory for helping me.
Mr. Lapidus had to leave to catch a bus. Every one of you
who contributed, I appreciate a lot. Let's stand adjourned.

(w1hereupon, the conference adjourned at 1610 hours.)
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Tntroducing New Materials and Processes to Government Agencies

Mr. L. C. Hiller"
Hezd of Packaging Section, Office of Naval Mat.rial

In planning the program for this symposium, it was thought
there would be a number of people here -who would have questiins
on how to go about bringing new developments to the attention
of the various Services. I know it has been quite a struggle
to some people coming here in the past ten years. I have run
into any number of people who spent three or four days around
Washingtcn trying to find the right people to talk to. They
don't get an intenticuial run around, but in some cases it
would appear that way.

A good example of that happened a couple of years ago.
I was with Army Ordnance over in the Pentagon at that time.
one morning, about a quarter of eight, two fellows stopped at
my desk and asked me how to locate a particular Lieutenant
colonel. I dug it out of the directory, and gave them the
information, and four hours later the Aide to the General in
charge of our Division came down the hall with these two
fellows in tow. It so happened I was the one that had the
answer, but it took them four hours and visits to a number of
offices to find me. Those things do happen.

We have one office in each of the Services that has a
very definite interest in each one of the materials that we
use in packaging and in materials handling equipment. Recently
tfe Department of Defense established a standa- -'zation progra
and made definite assignments within the Depart*-ents on
standardization. One Service in a Departmon' Is assigned the
responsibility of preparing specifications or standards and in
each of the other Departments a Bureau or Service is designated
as having a major interest. The preparing activity, or preparing
service hasthe responsibility for preparing the specification
or standard, coordinating it with the interested offices through-
out the services.

We felt that about the best thing we could do this after-
noon would be to throw the meetin.6 n 'n to questions, and
attempt to answer them. Prior that, I'd like to give
you a little idea of how the st.-idardization assignments rest
on some of the materials. For example, the preparing activity
for interior packaging bags is the Ordnance Corps, Department
of the Arnvf, and the Bureau of Aeronautics and the Air Force
are listed as having a major interest. Responsibility for
paper shipping sacks and slack barrels are assigned to the
Quartermaster Corps of the Arny with the Bureau of Supplies
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and Accounts of the Navy and the Air Force listed as interested
offices. Reusable metal exterior shipping containers are
assigned to the Air Force with theQuartermaster Corps and the
Bureau of Aeronautics being interested offices. Nailed wood
boxes are a Quartermaster responsibility and wire bound boxes
a responsibility of the Bureau of Supplies and Accounta.'

Prior to this meeting Mr. Studley and Mr. Holenshade
and myself got together to discuss it a little and I'd like
to ask Dan whether he has anything to say before we throw it
open to questions.

Mr. Holenshade: Nothing specific, Los, at the Moment.
I woul" Z1L6e to mention that the office with which I ma
connected in the Headquarters, the Packaging and Materials
Handling Division, is under the Director of Tranaprtaticn
and our office is immediately concerned with policy at that
level. We buy nothing, but we will do our best to steer wV-
one ccoing to see us to the right place. With a little knov-
ledge of the Air Force organization, the place to go isn't too
bad.

I have, to assist me, on my left Mr. Olevitch, who is
Chief of the Packaging Section of the Materials Z*bwatory at
the Wright Air Development Center. in the Air Force, the
Air Material Command has the responsibility for procurament,
supply, and listributitzi. The Air Remarch and Development
Conmand under which the Wright Air Development Center cmesa,
has the responsibility for testing new Paterials, research
and development and writing specificatiolis.

I have told you this very briefly. TVls will give you
a little stock to take on from there later.

Mr. Holler: Jim?

Mr. Studley: I don, t know that I have much to sa at
this Met • hve one little thought. In spite of atwidardi-
zation assignments I understand there will be some sub-assign.
ments. For example the Quartermaster Corps may have an
assignment which would be sub-ascigned completelv or in part
to the Air Force. We do not intend to scrap know-how in a
particular field that may hav been developed in the past by
the Ordnance Corps, or by the Bureau of Aeronautics, or wh~t
have you. However, your first guidepost will be the technica)
service to which the broad area is assigned.
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Mr. Haller: In my particular office, we are in about
the same position as Mr. Holenahade. We are concerned with
policy for the Navy Department. However, we do our best to
steer wnybody to the proper bureau within the Navy when they
come in with a problem on specifications, standards or a
new development.

I'd like to open the session up for questions. I would
also like to have anyone raising a question to identify
himself for the benefit of the reporter.

Mr. E. F. Salivan, Wire Bound Box Association, Chica-o:
Will there be a list of the custodians of different specifi-
cations available to help the supplier? I know what mine is,
but I might want somebody elses.

jr. Feller: The particular list I have here is not
available fbr dist.ribution.

Mr. Galivan: 1..ill it eventual]y be available?

mr. Heller: I think eventually it will be, yes. This
whole -3tandardzation Pro-ram as it is going into eifect now,
is comparatively new and actually has not been completely
finalized.

Er. Charles Ferguson, Textile Dag Manufacturers, Assn.:
You en-tioned that G haS the responsibility for the specifi-
cations on paper bags. Can you tell me, sir, who has the
responsibility for unlined textile and the laminated bags?

lir. Heller: QM also has the responsibility for the
textile and Ia inated bags.

i.r. Ferguson: Would that be QQi in Philadelphia?

1.:r. Heller: Could you answer that one, jim?

I:r. Studley: I think it would be IJatick.

:�"-. Hoffman, Dupont: Could you tell -me something about
the fnction of the various Packag.ri ?oards, the Favy packag-
in; Doard; also tau Anay Packaging Board?

ir. lieller: jim, would you like to -ive a nu. dow.n on the
Arrry?

Mr. Studleý: It might help. In the ArX-y the packa-ing
Offic6e -,n!q WCn I am connected is a staff office. 'ie are
under the Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics. The Deputy
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Chief of Staff being one notch higher than the Assistant
Chiefs of Staff. We handle all matters, as hzs been explained
by Les and Dan at a policy level. The Arny Packa-ing Board
is peimarily an advisory group for reference -purposes of our
office~.

The Army group is made up of a mnember and an alternate
member fron each of the 7 technical services. In other
words, we have ihis Board on which we lean for advice when
as and if some problem comes up on which we need advice of
that type right across the Army. There are many other angles
but I believe that is the one that you are after--is it or
isn't it, Mr. :Hoffman?

Mr. Hofllan: Yes, that is right.

Mr. Studley: Of course, we also use the Board to
disseminate Poi~cy thinking that is in the making, or newly
made. We use the Board as a media for working back to the
technical services in many ways to get quicker action, so
that there is intimate contact between our thinking at the
policy level and the overall Army policy level, and the
thinking back in the technical services.

There are two major fujictions of the Board--there are a
lot of others. If you are really interested, we could
provide you with the regulation that covers it all, but I
believe those are what you are after, are they?

Mr. Hcflmnan. Yes. sir; thank you.

Mr. Heller: The Navy Board is set up in a similar
manner, estabirshed as an advisory group to the Chief of Naval
Materiel. It is composed of representatives of each of the
Bureaus, and the Marino Corps. One thing we do in the course
of our Board meetings--we meet regularly once a month--is to
bring up new materials or new processes, or new developments
which come to our attention when we feel that there is general
interest within the Department.

We also set up task committees to work out specific
problems as they arise and use the Board as a means of
disseminating information of general interest. If there is
a particularly interesting development, we at times invite
people to come in and give a presentation to the Board on it.

Does that pretty well answer the question?
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Mr. Hoffman: Yes.

Mr. Holenshade: The Air Force, at present, has no
Packagng Board. When the Packaging and Materials Handling
Division was established shortly after the Air Force Packag-
ing Board uRs dissolved the functions of that Board were
taken ever by the Division within Headquarters. I can say
that there is very close cooperation between our office,
Mr. Heflerl-s office, Mr. Studley' s office. I am invited to
all Board meetings. I get copies of all their minutes, and
we disseminate that to the Air Force.

Mr. Linderoth, Arvey Corporation: Maybe your last
cciwAnes partially answered my question, Les, Uut I au
wondering for example about a product which could be widely
used, sWy, for interior packaging., by all the services or
by military contractov!, and which is more or less newly avail-
able. It is not an it-. 2 which has been available for that
type of issue on a large scale, and for which there was
probably no specification. What would be the quickest method
of acquainting various military offic;es concerned with specific
packaging or with advising contractors who might be asking
them questions about their problems and about the fact that
this material is available for -eneral use without actually
having a specification?

Mr. Heller: Of course, the one thing that would have to
be done is develop a specification around the material before
it could be put into widespread use, or referenced in the
specifications. If the material met an existing specification,
!•e; if not, and there was sufficieiit interest in the material,
u would set the wheels in motion to develop a specification.

Mr. Linderoth: What I have in mind is a paper packaging
material which could be used in military packaging under the
general requirements of MIL-P-116 or JAN-P-IO0 as a blocking
or cushioning material, and so forth. There is no specifi-
cation out on it, but it could be used by a manufacturer with-
out a specific specification under those particular terms as
a paper dunnage. I am wondering what the method would be of
making it known that the type of material is availablo,

Mr. Olevitch: Well, if you didatt know what to do, tl,;
for the Air Force, come see me and I will tell you what to do.
You should cme to the technical services of the Army or Navy
that might be concerned. .they might answer that a little
later; however, if this particular product you might be
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talking about might be a space filler, it' s not, let's say,
too critical a thing from the standpoint of writing a
specification. It is the intent of MIL-P-II6, and other
general performance specifications to relieve you from the
load of evaluating or testing each and every doggone thing
that comes along. I would suspect that if you can economi-
cally cornvive some company that has a contract that he could
use the material you are talking about under MIL-P-II6, or
any of the general specifications, which are performance
types, there is nothing to keep you from selling it.

Mr. Linderoth: I know that an individual contractor
could probaib---s the stuff. Heod get a deviation or
probably some tVpe of permission from the contracting office.

Mr. Olevitch: We had a situation with a solid textile
material wriich actually, under MIL-P-Ii6 or contract reference
M4L-P-116, could be used-no questions asked. However, the
people that are making it felt that it was good to be covered
by specifications, and some of our Air Force installation
felt also that it was desirable to be covered by specifications.
The problem waspresented to us and we have a soecification in
circulation for coordination now, but I would hasten to add
that you won't want to cover every material that American
industry can produce by specifications. That is why we
resorted, in many cases, to performance specifications.

14r. Linderoth: Well, by the process of working with
individual. contractors, as you say, and by the process of
advertising and publicity, and just getting around the market
with a new product, people will eventually come to know about
it.

Now, I was wondering if there was any sort of shortcut,
ass-uming that it would be of sufficient interest to people
in military packaging positions, to merely let them know in
some swift manner, throughout the services, that this type of
stuff is available.

Mr. Olevitch: In the Air Force, you could send in a
material to us a0d you could send in also a letter saying that
this material was available, and being sold to various A•ir
Force, Air Materiel areas.

Mr. Linderoth: In other words, it would just be a matter
of writing to--

Mr. Olevitch: That would be more like letting an adverti-
sing man know what it is.
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Mr. Linderoth: Would that apply to your office in the
Navy, Les?

Mr. Heller: Yes; we would not necessarily prmote any
produETIlitT'at. Also, as Al said, it is impossible to
cover all the materials that are used by specification As
he pointed out, we have the performance type specifications,
and as long as the performance requirements are net, any of
the materials can be used. That is particularly true of the
type of material you are talking about. It is a matter of
your selling it to the user.

Mr. Studley: I vas going to add that by contacting the
differenT services you had in mind, you'd only be doing it
for their informational purposes; because of cost, they'd
never spell out in the contract Item I as a requirement When
it is a proprietary item. You would only get in under a
performance type of contract.

Mr. Linderoth: I think there are a lot of products
that fall 1in tat-category. In other words, people would
like as many offices in the military to know about it as
quickly as possible Aithout just having to wait for all the
wheels of advertising and gradual contact to do the job. I
was wondering what the procedure would be.

Mr. Heller: Actually, it would be very difficult to do.

Mr. Studley: It -ould be difficult, particularly because
the contracting officers are so widespread.

Mr. Heller: Any further questions?

Mr. R. J. Piltz, Kimberly-Clark Corporation: I don't
know i you can answer this one, as it doesmnt have to do
with packaging. '.!e have developed a disposable item that
we believe would be of interest to the medical branch of all
the Armed Services. Now the question is, where do we start,
who do we present the item to? It's something brmad new.
We wanted to save some of this running around that you men-
tioned at the start and definitelV start at the starting
point, if we could.

Mr. Studley: You're extremely lucky, Russ, because
there's only one place that that is handled for the Armed
Services, and that is in New York City. Eighty-four Sands
Street, Brooklyn, Neto York.
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Mr. Olevitchl If you want to write to the Air Force,
as was said, New York would be the best place. But the Air
Force activity concerned with medical is the Aero Medical
Laboratory at Wright Field. But this place is probably the
most centralized place in the whole Department of Defense
for that.

Mr. Holler: We have representatives of all the services
right Viere., R that particular one is a simple one.

Mr. Olevitch: In the absence of questions for the moment,
I might say something for your guidance based on my experience
with people coming in with products to me, and I'm sure it's
true of all other services. I would say the greatest failing
that contractors or people having new products to sell is
that marW times they come in with a product and all they know
is that they have a product. I won't say that it' s widely
prevalent but it is a failing particularly in the case of
salesmen. In other words, they don't know what their product
will do. They do not know their product and it's actually
a waste of time, or certainly it will slov down your selling
that product if you don't do some of your own digging before
brinjing it into an agency.

Unlesh the product really is unique, we dcn.t want to
spend a lot of our time finding out what your product will do
for you. We don't want to be in a position of doing your
research. This isn' t the general thing. Most people know
their product or they'd be fired. But I would say this is a
rather frequent occurrence. You can hasten it greatly if you
will know the properties and know pretty well where you think
it will fit in. It would be well if you engaged the services
of some laboratory and spend a little money and prove out
your ideas or your applications.

hr. Holler: To add Just a little bit to that, Al, it
hasn, come up recently, but it hasccme up in the past where
a supplier comes in with a new development in material which
he mould like to offer under an existing specification but
has no data to show that it meets the specificatior. require.
ments. When he comes in held better come in with tht, complete
laboratory results on that material because we are not in the
business of testing material out for s contractor to find out
what it will do. He's got to show us what it will do and
then if it fits into our scheme, fine.
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Mr, J. D. Miley, Continental Can Company: Along that
1ine,,TrTt-Vesomething that your product could fit into
as an end use, haw do you go about that? In other words,
do you have any list of agencies, what the scope of responsi-
bility for those agencies are, where the agency is located
and who to contact in that agency? If you had samethizig
more detailed than what you read off at the beginning of
the cornerence, that would help. Is there such a thing?

Mr. Olevitch: In the Air Force, me. wright Air
Develj In en or. I'tl lot Navy tell you about them.

Mr. Helle r: We would lead you to the right place if you
ccae r5 our ice. It depends on the type of material as
to where the major interest in the Navy lies.

Mr. Miley: Suppose it' s something very common, such as
houseHola gOods, I presune you'd go to the Quartermaster.
That encompasses a great deal of territor'y. Where do you
start?

Mr. Heller: There you're going to have to get the
particu-ar otfTce within the Quartermaster responsible for
the itrn.

Mr. Miley: I understand field agencies can requisi-
tion up too or something like that. Central agencies
up to so and so, just for that item. There are so many end
uses. Is there anything in writing, aW list of a sort like
that that shows you where you'd have to go in order to get
this authority?

Mr. Heller: You'd just have to go to the tech•nical
agency.,

Mr. Miley: Start off and trickle down the line?

,1r. Heller: Yes. We have a number of publications which
are available. One of them is "How to Sell to the Department
of Defense." One is "Dealing With Navy Prime Contractors" and
one is on "Purchased Items and Purchasing Locations for t1.e
Department of Defense." These publications are available to
YOu.

Mr. Miley: Those would be something of what I was
thinklhor776=

Mr. Hellers There is someone on theSmall Buiyiness Desk
down In- Me eobby and they could arrange for you to get these
or you could pick theom up yourselves.
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Mr. Olevitch: You can get them from the Superintendent
of D on- -

Mr. Linderoth: I think you can pick th&aT up off the
desks in most offices.

Mr. Wahl, United Can: This is directed specifically
at the Nvy On our fiber cans we've gone through devel.p-
ment both you gentlemen mentioned. We now have a specifi-
cation ready to coue out that will clarify the situation
quite a bit. What's our next step? Do we go to GSSO? It
might have been covered before I arrived, I apologize for
coming late. As far as the Navy goes, what do we do next?

Mr. Holler: Well, it would probably be set up as a
stock item as CZSO, if there is sufficient volume required
and a continuing need.

Mr. Wahl: We anticipate a large usage item. W;Ie
think the next step logically would be to have a stock
number.

Mr. Heller: In your particular case, I think you are to

start out IT--theBureau of Supplies and Accounts.

Mr. Wahl: They're in charge of the specification anyway.

Mr. Heller: GSSO comes under the Bureau of Supplies and
Accounts.

Mr. Wahl: Does that take place automatically, or would
it be To our advantage to do that.

Mr. Heller: It would be to your advantage to contact the
peopl~e-In S&A If they're sufficiently interested, they could
take the action to eeG it' s a stock item.

Mr. Wahl: Hoi about the Air Force, would it be through
you?

Mr. Olevitch. If there are depots that have to procure
it and the specification is published, and some of the depcts
will procure some sach containers--as somi as the specification
is published there will be a requirement for the containers
and automatically they have to stock a number of it. You
wouldn't have to do much pushing then.

Mr. Wahl: That will take care of itself?
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Mr. Oleritch: Yes.

Mr. Studley: All your thinking there is to get the cans
into iibse y the depots, Army, Navy and Air Force. Aren't you
giving thought to selling them to contractors?

Mr. Wahl: Definitely. But v were wondering specifi-

callly IT we Rhould go to GSSOC

Mr. Studley: 39505 is in existence.

Mr. Wahl: That answers my question; thank you very much.

Mr. J. Mc Nulty, GSSO: As far as this goes, in your
particular case, Imdon't think you want to sell us on the idea
of cataloging, because actually it originates in the Bureau
of Supplies and Accounts, but first there must be a demand in
the field. If we carry it in our catalogue, anyone could buy
it.

Mr. Wahl: We didn't know whether it wasa case of the
cart being before the horse or tie horse before the cart,
whether we have to create the demands before it goes in the
system.

Mr. Mc Nulty: That's right. Somebody has to want to
buy it.

Mr. Olevitch: Field activities have to create the demands
or if they are unaware of it, and find it' s economical, the
demand will be created.

Mr. Mc Nulty: This fiberboard cannister, if they find
it can be used ror say electronics, they would write it into
the electronics specification, and it's part of industry.
People find out there is such a can. They will then go after
it.

Mr. Linderoth: As I recall in Navy Depot operations,
isn't there some kind of stipulation in the manual that when
a depot is buying consistently above a certain monetary level
then it becomes mandatory that GSSO stock it?

Mr. 14c Nulty: That's true.

Mr. Linderoth: There is a certain monetary level according
to the level they have to have and they initiate a request.
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Mr. Mc Nulty: The Bureau of Supplies and Accounts
assig-ns-TfUru-gh our contract. Or if it's a BuShips
item, BuShips, or the technical agency controls it. Ths
only Ithing we do is keep it in the catalogue and we buy
and distribute,

Mr. F. Scalise, Olmsted Air Force Bass: Go doiwm to
the next lower level now, to the place whern they actually
generate requirements for such a product that Mr. Wahl has.
That would be done by us stipulating in our contracts that
the contractor use a container of that specification.
However, we would find in our depot operation we may have
use for that. So our natural step would be to requisition
it through our nrime depot. By doing so they would have to
automatically stock this and asthe requests came in and the
demand was generated, which we detexmined on the stock level,
of course that would be what they would buy.

Mr. Heller: Initially, it would possibly start out
by auThorizing local procurement, and then if you have use
developed, it would automatically be set up as a stock item.

.r. Linderoth: I'm wondering if the group might not
like to have the specific offici al addresses of you four
gentlemen so that at some fature time if they had a specific
question they would know vxactly where to send it to your
office.

Mr. Heller: As far as I'm concerned, it's the Office
of Naval atei, Code M721, Washington 25, D. C. I would
automatically get that in our office. If it's a question we
had the answer to we would answer it. If not, we would put
it into the proper office in the Navy for reply.

Mr. Olevitch: For Air Force, it would be Commander,
Wriht f"ýi Dev=epment Center, Attention WCRTh-5.

Mr. Holenshade: Head, Packing and Materials HandLing
Division, Headquarters, USAF, Pentagon Building, Washington.

Gentlemen, at this time I would like to mention the fact
-I've already told you-we're at the policy level. Mr.
Olevitch is right in Research and Development. yJe have a

packaoging and materials handling division at the Lir 1,ateriel
Coxmand who are very much interested in the operational
aspects of packaging. They actually do it within the depots,
and 11r. Scalise here is at one of those depots. Those people
like to know of new things.
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Mr. Studley: Within the Army, having once gained a
concep o at your interest might be, I would probably
refer that to one or more of the technical services, and
I have a list in the office of the Members of the Packaging
Board, Yho in most cases-I guess in all cases--arb te
same persons who are in charge of packaging for the particular
technical service and they're themen you can best do business
with face to face, so to speak.

In case some of you would like a copy of that, we can
provide you with a copy of the names and addresses of the
Board Members, not aspoard N-3mbers, but you'd be contacting
them as the particular techni.cal people within the particu-
lar technical services. Hadl I known that question was going
to arise, I would have brou ;ht over a few seets. Would
that be helpful?

My address i3, Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics,Room J1054, Pentagon. You can hang some more on there if
you want, Chief "f Staff foc Standard Looistics -ranch.
Maybe youtd better put that on.

Mr. Hellmr: Do we have any further questions?

As I said 4wean we opened up here, the primary purpose
of setting this particular session up was to ,ive the people
an opportunity to shoot some questions at us, But apparently
there arentt too many questions.

Mr. G. M. Hoffman,, Du Pont: In the case of a special
QPL list, can a contractor use a material which he thinks
will meet that specification but which is not on that QPL
list?

Mr. Heller: No.

Mr. Hoffman: I see; thatts the prime puroose of it.

Mr. Reller: Yes.

Mr. 3tudley: Is that all, gentlemen?

(Adjourned 1450)
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Automation in Handling

Mr. S. S. Nicholson
American Can Company

I'm going to start out by just briefly introducing each
member of the panel. Later you'll have an opportunity to
hear each member express himself at a little more length, but
we'll start to introduce Mr. Glen Johnson, Director of the
Material Handling Development Center, Clark Equipment Company;
Mr. William G. Nichol, Assistant to the Vice President of
Operations, U. S. Steel; Mr. A. K. Strong, Materials Handling
Specialist, American Cynamid Company; Mr. 0. B. Carliss,
Director of Engineering, Yale & Towne Manufacturing Company;
Mr. j. E. Cave. Supervisor of Research & Development Section,
Materials Handling Engineering Staff, Ford Motor Company,
Detroit; Mr. L. J. Bardsley, Assistant to Vice President of
Manufacturing, Johnson & Johnson Company, New Brunswick; Mr.
Irving M. Footlik, President of the Footlik Associates,
materials handling and consulting engineers, Chicago. Mr.
Footlik may be known to some of the folks here as a faculty
member of Northwestern, also Illinois Tech. He is Secretary
of the College Industry Committee on Education, and he has
numerous other commitments in industry; and so with that, I'm
going to sit down.

The subject for today's discussion is "Automation in
Handling, Covering Recent Developments in the Use of Automat-
ic Warehousing and Production Handling Equipment."

One of the prerogatives of a chairman of a panel -- in
fact, he has two prerogatives; (1) he doesn't have to do any
work, because the panel does it all, and the other -- that he
does have the right to make comment. I'm going to make my
one coment now.

I feel that the use of the word "automation," particu-
larly as it applies to materials handling, is in a somewhat
confused state. "Automation," particularly in warehousing
materials handling, I don't think should be used as a catch
term or a catch phrase. There has been a tendency to tbrcw
everything under the word "automation," and I think it's
setting up certain roadblocks in accomplishing some of the
things that industry would like to do in that direction.

In considering application involving warehousing and
processing, it is generally found that it is necessary to
link together a number of methods of haudling. Now, that's
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particularly true in the can manufacturing industry where
every year we handle billions of individizl objects, some of
which run as high as a ton or two tons in weight, some of
which go down as lcu as a fraction of an ounce. We handle
all kinds of shapes, sizes, from large drums all the way
down to small can parts.

In handling this r ,terial, we found that it is neces-
sary to use almost every known form of materials handling
equipment and method.

In the general handling of canned materials, we always
think of the incoming material such as tinplate being re-
ceived and handled by fork truck, transferred by elevator
or owerator to a point of rest, put into production where
we go into our nearest approach to automation.

Once a sheet of plate goes into the can manufacturer,
from then on, until the finished product comes out of the
line, we have our closeet approach to full automation.
That's been true in the can industry for many, many years,
and people who have been in the can business a long time
don't look on that as anything new or remarkable because
automation has existed for the can manufacturer for 30
years.

We carry the parts, the cans, and process them over
cable conveyors -- over magnetic conveyors. In some cases
we blow it along with air; until finally out of the back
end of the line, we get our finished can.

Once we have the finished can, we run into materials
handling problemss, cans or packages are handled in all Ports
of ways. We pack in bulk to put in large paper bags and
cartons and boxes loaded directly into trucks, loaded on
pallets; and as far as handling goes, we exploy somewhere
along the line of the finished product handling almost
every known method,

We handle a large percentage of our cans using fork
trucks. Now, with fork trucks and pallets, we employ raws,
scoops, side shifters, magnetic clangs. Everything that's
on a fork truck today, with very few exceptions, you'll find
in use somewhere in the can industry.

In an attempt to approach automation in warehousing,
the can industry uses radio-controlled fork trucks. That's
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proven to be a tremendous tool in speeding up and expediting
the movement of packaged material, particularly in large
warehouses.

There's a little sidelight on that. I often noticed
where you go into a warehouse where you have radio-control
fork trucks that you can never surprise a fork truck opera-
tor, because the minute a supervisor walks in the building,
every fork truck operator knows who's there and which way
he's headed.

In warehousing operations, where we tie in automatic
pallet loaders and unloaders, conveyors serve as one of the
major means of handling palletized materials. One of the
tools which we feel must be most generously used in attempt-
ing to promote most efficient warehouse flow is the system-
atic study of operations, facilities and equipment. In
making in-plant studies, our particular company's recommenda-
tion is that we use flow and process chart methods to study
improvements or new developments in materials handling equip-
ment, methods of packaging which wou. d include specially
engineered containers. Changes in shipping methods can
obsolete facilities and equipment which have been doing a
good job for you; and unless constant alertness is maintained,
we can find ourselves at a tremendous competitive disadvant-
age.

I would like to emphasize that careful followup of effi-
ciency of equipment and flow of material is a must in today's
rapidly changing materials handling situation if the company
is to stay abreast of the changes and development which can
affect the company's actual life.

While touching on warehousing, I'd like to point up the
need for close cooperation in the planning of warehouse
facilities to be sure that the latest materials handling
methods and equipment are employed.

In today's warehousing, there is very far-reaching
thinking going on, and I think one of our panel members will
bring this out a little later. Today when we plan in a ware-
house, we can't plan for today or next year. Any warehouse
that's not planned for 10 years is obsolete the day that the
final brick is put in place.

Unfortunately, in too many cases -- I except all com-

panies present because I'm sure it doesn't apply -- materials
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handling is considered only after the building is coepleted
or someone signed the lease and a materials handling engineer
goes in and tried to make the beat of it. That's a sure way
to have a high operating cost.

In certain industries, including the can manuftcturlng
industry, there is a continuing growth of package development
that enables the manufacturer to pack the product in the
package or unit that will continue as the holding package all
the way through the processing -- in our case it would be
someone filling the cans -- and final delivery to the point
of use in the one package. The economies in this method of
packaging material can extend far beyond the can manufactur-
ing industry. It's something that's growing in American
industry today, and I believe that it's something that we're
going to continue to see grow. It's unitized packaging and
unitized handling that will receive greater attention.
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New Developments in Horizontal Handling

Mr. Glen R. Johnson, Director
Material Handling Development Center

Clark Equipment Company

I don't know if many of you are acquainted with a new
development known as the Clark Mobile Van System. It's a
method of transportation and materials handling. The system
has been under development for approximately 2j years. The
system entails the use of large containers. If only in this
particular instance, the containers are like the body on a
high.way trailer truck, the dimensions being eight feet wide,
eight feet high. One length will be 17'6"1. There is a plan
for other lengths of 22 feet and 25 feet. These large con-
tainers or vans have automatic locking devices. They are
either picked up with a large fork lift truck or a straddle
carrier. The vans can be loaded on the flat bed of a high-
way truck, automatically locked in place. Three of the 17'6"
vans can be placed on an ordinary flat car which has been
modified only by the addition of mobile locked planks, the
planks consisting of 10- or 12-inch wide channels which are
inserted in the flat bed of the car in place of some of the
affected boards.

Now, what does this system provide? Above all, it
gives you flexibility of transportation. Visualize the vans
being loaded at a manufacturing point, placed on a highway
truck, hauled to a marshalling yard center, taken off the
truck, placed on flat cars, hauled to the next city. The
freight inside can be unitized and unloaded immediately, or
the vans can be stored for unloading at a later date.

Now, in our company operations alone, we have six plants,
all located in Michigan, a distance of approximately 130 miles.
We are planning to use 140 of these vans in our own operation.
Instead of storing merchandise in a building as the merchan-
dise comes from vendor plants, it will be left in the vans.
The vans will be stored in the yard.

When the material is needed on the assembly line, the
vans will be picked up, placed on a flat-bed trailer, and
hauled by a small tractor right in the assembly line, and
the material will be unloaded and used immediately in the
manufacture of our products.
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I believe next week the full-fledged system -- I should
say on a test basis -- begins on a run between Chicago and
East Coast cities of Philadelphia and New York on the Penn-
sylvania Railroad, starting the first run with approximately
50 vans. The Fruehauf Trailer Co. has been licensed by our
concern to manufacture and distribute a mobile van systenr.

I'm not going to dwell at any further length on the
subject. I want to bring you the idea to tell you that there
are movies available, brochures available, fully describing
this system. The reason why I bring it here is because, as
the Executive Vice President of the Fruehauf Trailers stated
just three weeks ago, he could see such an impact on American
economy, transportation, that within five years he visualizes
his firm manufacturing nothing but mobile vans and will dis-
continue the manufacture of highway trailers as they are m~nu-
factured today.

Another materials handling device which has been with
us a long time but has seen little use outside of the lumber
industry is known as straddle carriers. You might call them
lumber buggies. The vehicle straddles its load, picks it up,
carries it, deposits it. It's a one-man operation. It loads
and unloads itself. These carriers though are moving into
markets and uses previously not visualized. The reason why
they have a high road speed of 50 to 55 miles an hour in
operation is that the range of operation is not limited to
one or two miles, but some operations are hauling materials
as much as 50 miles, The turn-around time is almost iustan-
taneous, Nobody is waiting to unload the carrying vehicle.

In our fair city of Battle Creek, Michigan, we have a
scrap dealer who for the past four years now has disposed
of his fleet of dump trucks and uses nothing but straddle
carriers, providing boxes which he deposits at various manu-
facturing plants, loads them with scraps. The scrap dealer
picks up the boxes and transports them downtown, and our
building supply dealers deliver lumber, bricks, blocks, ce-
ment, from their supply yards to construction job sites.

In a test in Minneapolis last sumr, a lumber yard was
not convinced until they saw it with their own eyes that a
straddle carrier taking the same size of a load as could be
hauled on a flat-bed lumber truck delivered it to a job site
of 15 miles distance and the straddle carrier was back to the
lumber yard half an hour before the truck got back. They
didn't believe it, so they had tc go through it once more,
and the straddle carrier this time beat the truck by 45 min-
utes.
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With this proof, this building supply dealer procured
two straddle carriers to do nothing but provide this highway
transportation. In the steel plants, they're hauling ingots
between heats in the steel mill. They're also hauling fin-
ished rod, bar, angle stock, from the end of the rolls to
storage places, which may be a mile or two miles' distance
from the plant, it's becoming increasingly important to the
steel industry to use this mode of transportation because
it's flexible, it's fast, it's efficient, and it's a one-man
operation.

Somewhat allied to the steel mills are some of your
bridge manufacturers who are using these straddle carriers
to haul long bridge sections from the fabricating plant to
the construction job site, so don't be surprised one of these
days if you encounter a straddle carrier going down the high-
way with a long five-foot section of bridge in the belly, be-
cause it's being performed; and one of the payoffs happened
to be in one of the oil refineries when they were using a
straddle carrier for a maintenance Job, and yet they wanted
to move a large, dangling tower a distance of a half a mile.
This tower happened to be, roughly, 100 feet long. They had
half of the engineeri_. ttepartment out there trying to figure
out how to move this *,ge, dangling tower for the distance.
Along comes this one man on the straddle carrier asking what (
he wants to do. He explained the job and naid, "Stop the
job." He straddles it, picks it up, and hauls it a half a
mile. 15 minutes later he places it down and says, "There
you are" -- one man.

Now, in this oil refinery they use a straddle carrier
for moving machinery, production tools, just because of that
one man who had the insight and knew what that truck would
do.

So much on straddle carriers., but I can visualize today
that these vehicles will be used as vehicles of war -- and I
hope we never have another war -- but let me say that the
idea has been proposed to have a type which would float on
water -- one which would unload LT boats, one which would be
a tank retriever.

There are all kinds of manners and means in which the
straddle carrier can be used. All you have to do is get a
thought started, think about it, and you'd be surprised at
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the number of applications of this tool which has really not
yet started to be used.

Other developments coming along which have not Much t:
do with warehousing but involve rough terrain eqaipment --
there is quite a demand developing from concerns, such an
contractors, concrete pipe manufacturers, lumber, and so
forth, for trucks and fork lift trucks which will operate
over rough terrain; and when they mean rough terrain, they
mean scething like the Aberdeen Proving Grounds of Maryland
-- a truck will go up the side of a wall and still carry
it's full rated load.

There are quite a few companies, including our concern,
putting a lot of work into studying these rough terrain, mul-
ti-purpose vehicles.

Again, it will probably be the military that will show
the greatest interest in these vehicles, along with these
contractors and eonstruct ,, equipment manufacturers.

These three points I 'have brought out I think clearly
demonstrate that there is a trend going on in the materials
handling industry, whether we as manufacturers or users are
aware of it, but that trend is the development of specia.ized
equipment by industry for usage. It's changing gradually.
Where Mr. Nicholson in his can plants uses equipment., some-

body else can use the same equipment, such as a wholesale
grocer or steel manufacturer, but the picture is changing.
The can plants are requiring their own particular kind of
equipment. The wholesale grocer needs another particular
type. The steel mills need something else, and that trend
is going to accelerate rather than go the other way.

Now, a few closing words on the subject of pallets and
trends with pallet handling. We refer to pallets in the same
terms as unit loads; they're both synonymous, I've always
called the pallet as the wife or the father of the fork lift
truck. Sometimes the thing turns out to be a grass widow.

There is an international organization known as the
International Standards Organization, formed of European
countries which have studied the problem for the past nine
years, and they have come up with pallet standardization.
These countries include such as France, Britain, West Ger-
many, and Switzerland, and other nations such as Russia,
Hungary, Czechoslovakia, and so forth. They were eventually
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vurvrised that we had no similar organization in the States;
and while we more or less go along standardizing pallets
within our own circle and group, there has now been forming
and functioning a pallet standardization committee sponsored
by the Noational 'tandards Association and -he Society of
industrial Packaging and Materials Handling Engineers. This

roiip expects to come up with some pallet standards' recom-
mendations qometime within the next 18 months.

There is also continued development on palletless hand-
ling. Mr. Nicholson touched upon it by mentioning aome
items as rams, clamps -- all mannre c., shapes and sizes of
attachments which go on industrial trucks. I know the mili-
tary, since their beginning use of industrial truck equip-
ment has frowned upon hydraulic- attachments of any sort on
vehicles, but still the trend is to get ri& of the pallet.

So, here we are. We have two opposing factors. We
have one grouk este-blishing pallet standards, and here is
another force trying to get rid of the pallet.

Now, I believe and I Imow that developments will con-
tinue on methods :nd ideas and equipment to handle material
without any other allied piece of equipment, such as the
pallet and the skid and tote box. Everybody talks abcut
fork lift trucks, but ve always seem tc forget the old Easter
bird that's with us, and that's the towing tractor. God
bless theml There are plenty of them still in existence and
still doing duty in warehouses; and I'll say this for tractor
manufacturers: While we may !ave been asleep for a number of
years, such is not the case any more. We recognize that
there is still a definite need for tractors, and emphasis is
being placed on developing better tractor equipment -- not
only for the military, for the airlines and aircraft manu-
facturers, but all types of manufacturers -- principally
those engaged in transportation activities.
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Resume of Materials Handling Methods
in the Steel Industry

Wilbert G. Nichol, Assistant to Vice President -
Operations - Steel, United States Steel Corporation

In steelmaking millions of tons of raw materials, such
as, coal, ore and limestone are handled every year. In the
process of converting these materials into finished products,
they are, of course, rehandled many times. Steel ingots, the
basic product of open h-arth and electric furnaces and semi-
finished steel in the form of slabs, bloom and billets weigh
up to several tons each; therefore, the size of the vmit load
is a real factor.

Materials handling in the steel business is obviously a
large scale handling job and by necessity has for many years
been highly mechanized. It would be impossible to move
materials in a modern steel plant with only manual effort.

In general, the step-by-step improvements in steel mak-
ing processes have resulted in a high degree of mechanized
handling. There are three significant factors that have been
largely responsible for this accomplishment. The first fac-
tor is the installation of new steel-producing units which
are designed for higher speeds and greater capacity. In
other words, the new equipment is faster and produces moie
tons of steel per unit of time, In ordei !o maintain produc-
tion, it was essential that improved handling be incorpo•rated
in the develo2ment of these modern facilities.

The second factor that has contributed to improved
handling is the development and installation of automatic and
semi-automatic controls to coordinate the movement of materials
during processing and between operations. Such controls elimi-
nate errors in judgment and provide a uniform flow of materisls.

The third factor of major significance in better handling
met. ods is the broad use of mobile handling equipment, designed
for specific applications. This type of equipment has con-
*r.'butad much to the effective hkndling of constantly increas-
ing uni°; loads at =axihum speed.

Now, I shall illustrate materials handling in the steel
industry by a series of figures which have been selected as a
typical cross-section of the wide variety of handling opera-
tions involved.
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The unloading of iron ore from ships and subsequent
stocking is representative of the raw materials handling prob-
lem. The bulk of the ore from the Mesabi Range is delivered
to Great Lakes ports by ore carriers designed for this pur-
pose. Foreign ores received at seaports is usually shipped
in colliers or smaller Libery-type ships. The type of ore
carrier used greatly influences the selection of unloading
and handling equipment.

Figure 105

The Hulett unloader shown in the upper left-hand corner
of this figure is widely used on the Great Lakes where ore
ships have readily accessible hatches. This unloader oscil-
lates in an up and down motion and is most effective on large
ore carriers. The ore bridge used in conjunction with the
unloader stocks ore for subsequent rail shipment.

Figure 106

This figure shows the Hulett bucket positioned in the
hold of the ship. The unique feature of having the operator
located in a cab near the bucket offers good visibility and
positive control in unloading and clean-up operations.

Figure 107

One of the most modern ore handling installations is
located at Fairless Works of United States Steel Corporation,
on the Delaware River. Each of the two man-trolley type un-
loaders are capable of handling up to 1350 tons of ore per
hour. The man-trolleys which operate on the bridges deliver
materials into hoppers or directly to the ore yard. The
hoppers are designed to feed into either railroad cars or to
a conveyor belt. Note the hinged bridge that is raised to
clear the ship's mast and rigging.

Figure 108

Unless ore carriers are available, the real problem,
even with modern unloaders, is utilizing the buckets effec-
tively. This figure shows a 15-ton bucket being lowered
into the hold of a Liberty-type vessel. The small hatch
permits only limited accessibility to the hold and requires
trimming operations to move ore under the bucket. Trimuing,
which if; done with bulldozers and slushing machines must be
well coordinated to maintain maximum unloading rates.
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Fipure 109

This is a close-up view of one of the Fairless unloader
hoppers that feeds a conveyor belt which is about 3600 feet
long. The belt can be used to deliver ore directly to the
blast furnaces or for stocking.

Figure 110

In blast furnace operations the removal of the worn
refractory lining and installing a new lining is a major
handling Job. Even though the operation may occur only
every two or three years, it involves many man-hours and
iron production is terminated for a relatively long period.
This figure illustrates a method one plant used to expedite
the removal of debris and minimize manual handling. The
caterpillar shovel weighing about 14 tons is being hoisted
to the furnace top; from there it will be lowered into the
stack for cleaning debris.

Figure 1ll

This view, looking upward from the furnace hearth,
shows the shovel being positioned near the hearth where it
will operate. The discarded refractory material will be
shoveled into trucks or railroad cars for disposal.

Figure 112

After the old furnace lining has been removed, the
fork-lift truck is another type of mobile handling equip-
ment used as an aid in installing the new lining.
Palletized bricks move into the furnace hearth on roller
convpyors.

Figure 113

The movement of coke from coke ovens to blast furnaces
is another bulk handling operation of mjor importance. In
an integrated steel plant where coke is produced for only
the blast furnaces of that plant, a conveyor belt such as
that shown is the most effective type of installation. Be-
cause of the fragile structure of coke, rehandling and re-
sulting fines or dust must be avoided as much as possible.
When one large coke plant cupplies coke for several steel
plants within a district, the railroad hopper car is the
conventional means of transportation.
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Figure 1i.4

This is a typical view of an open hearth furnace charg-
ing floor. An overhead charging crane is emptying a ladle
of molten iron into an open hearth furnace. The scope of the
handling problem in open hearth operations is indicated by
the fact that about four tons of materials must be handled
to produce one ton of ingots.

Figure 115

Palletized refractory brick handling is common practice
in most open hearth shops today. This improved handling
method has saved a lot of time and money and decreased fur-,
nace outage time. The high-lift type of truck shown is used
to transfer brick pallets from the ground level to the
charging floor level, a distance of about 20 feet.

Figure 116

i.n rolling mill operations, it is often necessary to
turn or rotate hot billets and bars before entry into a roll
stand. This is done for reasons of uniformity of heat dis-
tribution and to minimize certain defects. This operation
formerly performed manually can now be done by means of the
mechanical device shown on this slide. The cradle arrange-
ment through which the billet passes is rotated by an air
cylinder. The light rays eaitted by the red-hot billet
actuate a photo-electric cell which in turn causes the air
cylinder to function and turn the billet.

Figure 117

In warehouse handling and shipping various types of
cranes and conveyors are used for product hfndling. The
overhead traveling crane with its capacity for extremely
heavy loads is still one of the most widely used pieces of
equipment, in the handling of large coils by crane several
types of pick-up devices are used. The automatic safety
tongs shown on this figare are a very satisfactory coil
handling device. They are suspended from a crane and
operate by simply positioning them on the coil and applying
tension to the cable.

Figure 118

The heavy-duty coil handling tractor shown has been
developed for moving and- rotating coils weighing up to
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15,000 lbs. The coil clamping and rotating mechanism elimi-
nates the need for coil upenders or downtilters. Mobile
equipment such as this has been effective in simplifying
heavy coil handling.

Figure 119

This is another view of the same truck showing the coil
rotated so that the axis is now in a horizontal position.

Figure 120

In the packaging field the securing of unit packages by
wire or bands by manual effort is a costly and time consuming
operation. The schematic sketch shown illustrates an auto-
matic strapping line developed for cold reduced coils. The
tying machine applies steel bands through the eye of the
coil and performs the tensioning, sealing and cut-off opera-
tions automatically. Important benefits from mechanized
packaging are less damage to product in transit and improved
package appearance.

Figure 121

There is a trend in the steel business toward larger
and heavier coils for customer processing. This trend has
brought about a need for unusual care in shipping method to
prevent damage in transit. The special gondola car shown
has been developed for shipping coils weighing up to 20
tons each. This particular design provides two floating
sleds formed to support the load. The sleds move within a
lirited distance but spring bumpers absorb heavy impacts
at the ends of the car. In the background are portable
metal covers used for weather protection.

Figure 122

Here is another view of the special gondola car show-
ing the metal covers in place. In addition to the elimina-
tion of blocking materials and the savings in loading time,
these cars deliver the product to customers in excellent
condition.

Figure 123

This figu-re shows another unusual car loading job that
may be of interest. A special flat car was necessary to
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handle this wind tunnel plate assembly for the Air Force. A
depressed section of the car extends the f ll length of the
plate assembly. The structural steel bracing and packing
materials were necessary to maintain alignment and protect
the highly polished plate surfaces.

This is the concluding example of representative mater-
ials handling operations in the steel industry. The scope
and magnitude of the problems require continuous effort in
an already highly mechanized industry.
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Automation In Warehousing

Vr. A. K. Strong
Materials Handling SpecialUst, Aasrcean Cyanauid Compaz-

Ite word "automation," when it is used proper3Y, as was
origin.3J2y used in Ford a few years ago, app3Yimg to the
tieing together of various manufactures of motor ports, made
sense. I 'm afraid we're using it somewhat like the word
mchlorophyll" was used a few years ago. We 're trying to
cover quite a nwltit'.ýe of things, and we're not doing too
good a job. We're blaming everything on automation.

This particular presentation involves a typl- al chemi aOl
plant. Now, thip is just an ordinary plant out in Western
Pennsylvania that had several component units in itself -
that is, there were several processes put into that plant for
the mking of various products --- ,and because that plant was

anaged by zood solid cheuical engineers, a word about the
process ard about the outturn and about the yield, and not
too much tbout how things got here and back again.

As each individual process grew, they had to use wall
stretchers and things like that to get the thing in proper
focas. They used about a half million bags, and had an out-
put of soething around a hundred million pounds of product.
A lot of those raw materials did corn in in bulk form, but a
still higher percentage cam in bags, dru and carboys; and
they did require about 5,000 ordinary 4 x 4 wooden pallets
for handling in-plant storage. There were six manufacturing
areas in this operation. Original7, the plant used two
separate shipping and receiving areas. There is a very good
reason for that, because these were the only two buildings
in the plant that had floors built to the ordinary height of
the boxcar and to the ordinary truck. All the rest were down
on the ground.

The plant had no central warehouse as such. Raw mate-
rials and finished materials were stored i-side, outside, and
all over the place; and they spent a terrific amount of money
in moving stuff from here to there and through the process.

In the operttion used, they thought they were pretty
well mechanized. About 1943 they put in fork lift trucks
and pallets, but thy didn't go all the wa. There were
places where the fork lift truck carried a pallet to a point,
and then they took it by the hand from there.
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For moving materials betuven bvlldings, we found a tsr-
rific collection of higihwy trucks, WLch manned by a crew of
three men -- the driver and the helper and then the third man
thst did the work. ftch of these trucks was equipped with a
power tailgate. The idea was that you could Fpt aiy kind of
a commodity on the tailgate and raise the thing up or lower
it, whc•lwver way it was going, and then you were in good
shape.

I have actually seen stuff dumped off a pallet, loaded
on, cnd carried to another point, and then unloaded - one
drum at a time.

I might add there were quits a few of these vehicles,
and, incidentally, quite a few men.

Now, if I can Just have that flmrt picture. I'm going
to run through these rather quickly.

Figure 124. This is a small operation, but it was typi-
ca2. We had skids along the building, and you might find two
or three drums along the side after the drumming operation.
They rolled the drums up to this platform and then upended
them by hand up to the wooden pallet.

Figure 125. This is another typical operation. The
fork lift brought a wooden pallet, loaded the bag, to the
tail end of the highuay truck and then the men buggy-loaded
the bags one at a time into ths truck. The same thing was
dons "ith the loading on a car.

Figure 126. At an approach to this problem, we took a
drawing of the plant and we interconnected -- the point on
the buildIng on the map from which the material was moved.
We cn'-verted everything to unit loads and decided that the
unit load would have to be tsed somehow, and then expressed
the volume by varying the width of line between the various
points.

We showed this picture to the plant manager and he said,
"My God, that can't be our place!" "Well," we said, "it is."
There wus a terrific movement of drum materials in one area
and a similar movement both ways of ber materials being shipped
ard raw materiels sent back in another area. The rest were
more or less incidental corpared to these two.

After we am3yued the situation, it appeared that we
might do something about it. Fir. t of all, wa might eliminata
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one of the reoeiving and shIpping emeas and make jest one.
We could also inptall a meaes of int' rnal transportation that
would really do the job with a minim= of people and also a
minimum amount of movement. In other words, let ei say that
the cheapest materials handling et all there in in the world
is just no handling at all - move it but don't touch it.

Figure 127 is what we propceed.

By this reorganization, we got rid of quite a few trucks.
We also found another thing in thin operation. Each of theso
buildings that were used as storagv areas had a warehouseman.
All we could find out is that he carried a little black book
in his pocket and he would tell the fork lift operator or the
truck driver where to get vx..'ious materials in and out. We
decided that the best thing to use mas a trailer train system
(Figures 128 and 129). The one difference between this
trailer train and most others we 've seen around the country
is that it was self-loading. It doesn't require the services
of another fork lift or other power equipmnt at the various
buildings. These taildings didn't all have such equipment.
Ws had ground-level operations and we had some areas fairly
adjacent to the manufacturing area where it was necessary to
actually store material, so this means of tranportation had
to be self-sufficient.

We therefore selected two 6,000-pound lift trucks and 12
trailers. We used strings of four, as a rule, and would
usually have an extra pair for each train, if neceasary.

We equipped there trains with two-way radio control.
Instead of operating on a regular schedule, we tiod in with
the dispatcher, who used to ride around the plant grcunds in
a Ford truck, trying to find a truck to do the job, Now he
sits behind a desk and hets g'aining weight, I'll admit, but
nevertheless he has at his fingertipe chazts on all of the
storage areas in that plant. In vber words, when a train-
load of material is moved tc store". he tells the operator
whorm to place it. When it's plAced, the operator cells back
that it t so mawu cx=r of such and such a material at this
location. He bas an actual running knowledge of material at
the plant at all times at his fingertips. The other two boys
at the fork trucks and with the trailers do the rest of the
job.

Another one of the problem w had after we integrated
this operation was the handling of dr. Re ber, we had
two shipping pointe at one time. Then they reduced it to
one, which =k,-at that somaetines we had as much an a thousand
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dri•m t• be shipped through one building in one afternoon;
and this plant 'being remote from Pittsburgh, the trucks would
not drop their boxes. They simply insisted on coming in 3
o 'clock in the afternoon and taking their load then. The
result ",ms we had to ship out a thousand or five hundred drums
in two or three hours, or else put out extra shifts. We
selected the Liftonatic zvm device (Figure 130). When we
mounted it on a hydraulic lift truck, we went one step further
so 1that we could reach across the pallet and get the second
two d•awm. By extending the grippers forweW. f their normal
mounting po00j.ion (Figure 131), we reached the second two
without going around the pellet. Feeding it with another
truck from the varehotse, we cen load four dru a minute
with two men. That includes the necessary stencilling, ship-
ptng records, and so on.

In loading a car or a truck, you do not always load your
dr~m tight together. Fi gure 132 gives you a better idea of
how a truck can be loadS - two drums inside, the next two
outside and the next two i iside, and so on. This same kind
of an item will hand - A r packs. It winl handle &W type
of steel. We 're usi ;, . - in production and, incidentally,
teveral of the oil c%;ani9s have taken quite an interest in
the idea. Two of thm wanted to know if we had it patented.

The next problem me had was handling the bag mterial.
This plant produced about 50,000,000 pounds of bag materials,
and they had prviously been stored on the wooden pallets
and then buy-loaded into the carriers,

We haW quite a few customers who wanted palletized ship-
mants. We couldn't find aq good simple solution to this
problem because some of the shipaente had to be double-tiered
in order to get the minim= tonnage in, so wo developed a
pallet of our own, which consisted of kraft paper with two
spiral tubes or sleeves on either side. Figures 133 and 134
show the pallet and a typical load being handled. We have
been shipping all of our output from that plant by this
method during the past year.

To go back to recap., our labor plcture when ve started
the Job was as shown in Figure 135.

Figure 136 is what happened to it when we got through.
We 're coming down on tbe calories a little bit"

Figmre 137 ahows what happened to our operating costs.
At the left is the original vvy of doing busimess, yard-handling,
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shippirn, The new picture is ut the right, We cut just a
little over 50 percent out of the operating cost for hbndling
within that plant.

One of the after -- what do you call it when you fire a
big gun -- concussion afterward"; is that uhat it iG? -- the
thing that hits you after the gun goes off -- in other words,
one of the concussion waveE that came from this development
vas the paper pallet which I just showed you.

We have learned from actual eyzperience over the last two
years, using this particular pallet method; that we can enJoy
a 50 to 75 percent reduction in unloading and warehousing
costs. Where we ship out materials to other customers, de-
pending on the type of loading facility which we have, we do
or do not save any money using the pallet. If it's a conveyor-
loaded operation, even a toothpick would be an added expense,
but where we warehouse and then ship, we more than save the
cost of the pallet for our own uces.

OPERATING COSTS

SS A FSTAFF 

YAR ,DI
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The Age of Attachments

Mr. 0. B. Carliss
Director of Engineering, Yale & Towne Manufacturing Cocpany

Like Mr. Johnson, I'm going to try, in an effort of
keeping time down, to give you a little word picture of where
we, as manufacturers of handling equipment, feel that we're
going with these developments in materials handling.

In materials handling, it is not possible, in moet
instances, to apply complete, or anywhere near complete,
automationo It's entirely a matter of degree. The economic
law of diminishing returns applies in the application of
automation to materials handling just as well as it does in
any other type of industrial analysis.

Generally, the material to be handled is so diversified
that any one technique or system will only solve a small
portion of the total problem, and you cannot afford the capi-
tal investment that would go with applying the best of auto-
mation techniques to your entire problem.

The present period in the design and development of fork
lift trucks has been called the age of attachments. Attach-
ments are devices used ir conjunction with fork lift trucks
and show the degree of automation that can be practically
applied to the solution of some of these problems.

A few years ago, attachments were being applied to ap-
proximately 10 percent of our urn gas and electric truck
shipments. Today, better than 25 percent of the trucks
being shipped from our plant are equipped with attechments,
most of them being hydraulic in their operation, and this
curve continues to rise at a steady rate.

Now, just for a moment, let us look at the later de-
velopment in fork trucks first and then turn to the newer
attachments, because I feel that the two go hand-in-hand,
The latest thing to hit the gas truck field is an automatic
transmission, a torque converter transmission, developed by
practically all of the manufacturers of gas trucks and
marketed by them. It is intended primarlly for high-cycle
operation where the problems of driver fatigue enter the
picture.

If you've ever driven a fork truck for eight hours, or
for an hour, in a high-cycle operation with plenty of
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changing your directions, changing your speed, hoisting, tilt-
ing, lowering, maneuvering, you will find that the torque con-
verter -- the automatic transmission -- which eliminartes the
need for clutch-pedal operation, is of vast help in speeding
up this operation,

We have spent considerable time and effort in the develop-
ment of time studies, and that in itself could be the subject
of a long dissertation.

Another application which is gaining widespread attention
is LPG, the applica'ion of liquified petroleum gas to fork
trucks, which is gcing on at a considerable rate. Why? Be-
cause it gives us less maintenance. We are definitely finding
that the use of the dry gas fuels is a contributing factor to
longer engine life, less maintenance cost, lower down time.

Now, higher lifts are coming into the picture. Today
it's common practice to stack 2500 rolls of paper 28 to 30
feet in the air and do it safely. That's a far cry from the
12 feet that we generally consider for this type of vehicle.
Naturally, it requires some type of modification in the de-
sign. Higher lifting apeeds are definitely in the cards. The
lifting speeds are going up, and most of the manufacturers
are providing trucks in the range of two to six thousand
pounds' capacity with lifting speeds somewhat or- the order of
40 to 45 feet per minute.

In electric trucks there has been a very interesting
b,.ttle of design within the warehousing field in the short-
coupled rider stacker as compared with the efforts of several
of the manufacturers of electric trucks to a considerably re-
duced over-all length electric truck of the three to four
thousand pound class. At least two maniifacturers today can
otffer an electric truck of the 4,000-pound class, what we
have considered the normal standard iL the past.

Considerable interest is being shown in side loaders,
not of the outdoor operating type but of the indoor operat-
ing type, in areas where the loads are long, primarily
cylindrical. I think that the electronically controlled
tractor which follows a wire or painted line is definitely
a step toward automation, findi-g its primary application
in warehousing, in order picking, which is a tremendous
problem, a problem for which many solutions have been pro-
posed -- none of which have been completely satisfactory.
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They go all the way from the completely automatic ware-
house. which Mr. Meserole has so ably suggested, which is
completely punch-card system controlled, and he has proposed
a warehouse that will handle the items commonly found in
supermarkets, ranging from a nine-inch square cube for a box
of spice to a three-foot cube for a box of paper towels or
toilet tissues, most of your paper napkins coa.g in that
size also. He proposes to distribute these by pimchcard,
delivering them to palletizing machines which will be capable
of handling the various sizes and combinations,

However, as I said previously, the law of diminishing
returns applies, and you can come along with this electron-
ically controlled factor and order pickers; and in an
existing building, you can do a substantial job of reducing
your man-hours per ton mile.

I think it would be remiss to not mention the safety
devices which are coming to the forefront today. Primarily
among these is the safety seat in a fork truck, both of the
gas type and more commonly of the electric type, where when
the operator leaves the truck, the power in the case of an
electric truck is disconnected and the brake is applied;
and in a gas truck, after a given period of time, the engine
is automatically shut off, the brakes being applied immedi-
ately when the operator leaves the truck. If you've ever
operated on the piers and watched those men jump off the
truck and watch that truck plunge down the Hudson River,
you'll know what I'm talking about. You will also know if
you bad to fish out the truck and get it back in operation.

Also the question of travelling at high elevations of
lift -- at least one of the major users of fork trucks in
the country today insists that the truck be used, equipped
with a device that will permit operation only in first
speed if the load is more than 24 Inches off the ground.
The newer types of examples with newer types of facing
materials -- you saw some examples of tiat. You saw the
Liftomatic drum-handling attachment with a clamp being used
with what many of us would call a fork positioner, a means
for positioning the device to catch hold of the barrels,
regardless of their diameter.

Some of you my be familiar with the so-called ream
clamp, which had flexible arms and pads to conform with the
package. There are other competitive types of clamps to
that on the market doing a very presentable job. One is the
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(
development of new synthetic friction materials which are
coated on to the rcta] pads, rather than using rubber pads
which are put on with some adhesive, or this friction mater-
ial vhich the Navy has been using in some of their chutes is
finding a place as a covering for the clamp arms; paper roll
clamps, now commercially available clamps, which rill reach
from 10 inches to 60 in diameter; paper rolls without manu-.l
adjustment, and up to 6,000 will be capacity; lumber handlrrs
for sideloading piles of lumber, as into a truck -- not the
straddle-loading which you saw pictures of, but the device
on the forks of a truck which will permit you to come into a
stack of lumber in a normal manner and then discharge it
from the side of a truck into a car or a truck.

You have already seen the barrel clamps of the Liftomatic
type. I think another interesting device of a similar nature
is a clamp which catches the barrel and which permits forward
dumping in some harrels end side dumping in others.

Particularly important is the handling of chips and the
processing of materials. I think one of the interesting ap-
plications is the handling of hams, where they pick up these
half tubs of hams and dump them forward into the brine.

The Pull Pack, which vas patented by the Clark Equipment
Cocpany, and under which most the fork truck comanies license
the paper pallet and the gripper coebination, is finding con-
siderable interest. I think as people get more familiar with
this operation, they will learn the valtze of this particular
device, and it will come into even greater popularity.

The handling of this new collapsible rubber conteiaer
which is coming on the market is presenting some problems,
some of which are being solved by the use of a gooseneck
boom mounted on a standard truck. Interestingly, Just before
getting started, one of the gentlemen here asked me, "'When
are the fork truck manufacturers going to put sideshifters
on all their trucks?" Personally, I can't think of a more
important feature in the general handling of material. If
you've ever tried to stack material and do a good housekeep-
ing job -- particularly as the heights of stacking get
higher -- the value of the sideshifter becomes increasingly
important. It I. available I think, by all manufacturers
for all types o' attachments on their fork positioners where
you are handling a multitude of sizes.

I know there is a tremendous desire to standardize

pallet sizes, but the difference between the desire and the
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fact has to be recognized if you're in materials handling,
the fork positioner is your means to afford quick and easy
shifting of your forks from dimension to dimension to several
sizes of pallets.

Now, there is a whole field of specialized container-
handling which can be characterized by the hand-ling of
refrigerators, stoves, or home appliances, where a specialized
type of clamp, rotator, and sideshifter is used, which permits
loading freight cars with the first rows vertical and the
upper row being put in horizontal.

The magnetic tinplate clamp is a good example of the
developments which we are experiencing in this field. It's
always a problem to handle tinplate because it must be handled
carefully. It must not slide piece on piece as it is being
handled, otherwise you will scratch the tin or the lacquer or
whatever the material is Lhat is printed on it, from an ap-
pearance standpoint; and all. in all it becomes a pretty
tricky material to handle. It has been handled successf-dIly
in the past.

The first fork truck, I think I can say,, in the develop-
ment of this whole fork truck industry, stemmed from the
handling of tinplate. The first fork trucks ever built were
forks adapted to a platform plan to stack one skidload of
tinplate on top of another, but the earliest tinplate clamp
trucks were built to apply pressure on the top of the load
in order to keep the stack from sliding; and the latest are
built the same way, with one exception. This magnetic tin-
plate clamp using power from the generator on the gas truck,
or the battery in the case of the electric truck, holds the
tinplate in position while it's being transported, and then
proceeds to reverse the current to discharge the load when
you're ready to set it down.

The problem of turning tinp÷ate c- between operations
involves both the clamping and rotating mechanism. That we
have not been able to solve magnetically and still resort to
.- echanical equipment.

I could go on here for a long time, but this is just a
thumbnail sketch of developments which the industry has cone
forth with. There are many others on the boards, and most
of these Cetrelopments stem from the requirement, from tl'
need, frmoi the man wht says, "I have a problem," and I taink
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that there is no field of activity alone, industrially, where
the need, the necessity, is more the mother of invention than
in the development of these new attachments for fork lift
trucks.
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Materials Handling As An Extension of the Prcduction Line

Mr, J. E. Cave, Supervisor, Research and Development Section
Materials Handling Engineering Staff, Ford Motor CoLpany

It's a pleasure to be with you and be part of this
sympoxium. I was happy to accept Mr. Nicholson's invita.tion
to participate because I am a sincere believer in a sound
interchange of ideas by men with % common problem, although
it necessarily must be attacked In a different manver It
diversified industries.

Too often we are inclined to be so wrapped up in o~ir
own activity that we don't take time to see what the other
fellow is doing in his backyard. This is especially true of
material handling, the so-called newborn babe of the manufao-
turing field, which is coustantly being clothet. with new
ideas. Here are definitions of two different aspects of
handling that are grouped under one heading in some compan-
ies, but are classified as separate entities by Ford Motor
Company.

"Material handling" is the actual handling, transport-
ing, and storing of stock. It is a jixodv tion control func-
tion.

"Material handling engineering" iw the engineering or
developing of methods and equipment, awd the establishing
of standards, procedures, and policies for the application
of the methods and_ equipment to transporting, storing, and
handling operations. It is a manufasturing engineering func-
tion vested in a material handling engineering department.

We sincerely believe these two definitions create two
singular tasks which are most effectively accomplished in
our company by separate organizations: (1) one of which
deals with control, (2) another which deals with engineering.

I have the assigmment of chasing the never-ending rami-
fications of No. 2, the material handling engineering --
that is, handling from shipping dock to receiving dock to
the first operation, and from the last operation to storage
and shipping.

We consider material handling engineering an extension
to the production line, and, in keeping with modern concepts
and the topic of this panel. we attempt to mechanize handling
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to the fullest extent possible in keeping with practicality
and sound economic analyses.

This principle of "Material Handling as an Extension to
the Production Line" calls for sound plp.nning. It means the
same type of engineering that is given to production pro-
cesses, plant layouts, machine tooling, et cetera. It calls
for a material handling plan for each plant on an engineered
basis, and then a close follow-through to see that the plan
is maintained and is effective.

Here's an example of what I mean:

We standardized on three basic types of durable con-
tainers -- the corrugated metal bin box, the collapsible
wire container, and the tubular metal rack.

We used these container standards as the basis for our
industrial fork lift truck standards. We found that the
4,,000 pound, the 6,000 pound, and the 1,000 pound fork lift
trucks would accomodate desired container loads for practi-
cally all of our handling operations.

We then developed standard gravity-roll loading and un-
loading stations and concuarrently engineered standard gravi-
ty-roll installations for our highway carriers. These sta-
tions and truck installations accomodate the standard con-
tainers.

At each shipping and receiving point, there are two
platforms on which two sections of roller conveyors are
mounted like rails. These are properly spaced to fit the
runners on the standard containers. One of the conveyors
slopes downward to carry outgoing shipments; the other has
a reverse slope for unloading. Both conveyors have counter-
balanced hinged portions which adjust to the height of the
truck floors.

Matching conveyor strips are installed in the van
trailers. Approach ramps are engineered to put the trailer
at the proper angle to receive or discharge a load.

This engineered combination of containers, industrial
trucks, loading and unloading stations., and gravity-roll
equipped van trailers has permitted us to mechanize prac-
tically all of our interplaut handling in the Greater
Detroit area.

2 of 6
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Containers are positioned at the use point by fort.
trunk, They are mechanically or hand-loaded, depending upo-
the economic and practical factors involved. Thfty are picked
up by fcrk truck and carried to the loading station.

The fork truck positions the container load. on the sta-
tion. When the station is filled, an operator releases an
articulating device, which rolls the load into the equipped
van trailer. The load is transported to the receiving plant,
where it is rolled on to an unloading station. Containers
are picked off by fork •rxck and taken to the use point.
Empty containers are refll'. e with parts the receiving plant
ships to other pl~At&, or empties are generated to the loae.-
ing station for automatic transfer to a shipping plant.

There are approximately $5,000,000 worth of containers
used in the interplant moves. An investment of that size
demands control. Therefore, we established a somewhat
unique centrally controlled durable container program. Note
that I used the word "durable," Our objective is to use
durable containers wherever possible. Wood containers, which
were once very common even in intraplant handling, have oeen
replaced by durable metal containers which cost much less per
years of life, and which also eliminate safety hazards to men
end materials resulting from broken boards, splinters, and
pulled fasteners.

These are the advantages of our centrally controlled
durable container program:

The container flows are established so that containers
are moving in scheduled movements and are kept under load to
the fullest extent possible.

The usual bill-in, bill-out procedure bet 1reen plants is
eliminated.

Purchases can be made by a central source in large
quantities with cousequent price advantages.

The containers are repaired at a central source, and
maintenance can be scheduled and controlled.

Misapplication of containers is curtailed.

This program is administered by our Material Handling
Engineering Staff Department. All plants must complete
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container surveys which are verified by both receiving and
shipping plants. The application of the container to the
part and quantities per container are checked by the staff
department. The Production Control Department verifies con-
tainer floats, and establishes a container distribution
schedule to properly sequence container movements from plant
to plant. The material handling engineering staff allocates
containers to using divisions, and container expenses are
prorated to the various divisions on the basis of allocated
use.

This program has been in operation for several years
and has been very successful. It has been expanded to in-
clude supplier werments so that automatic handling can be
realized from the vendor's production line to our own.

For instance, brakes are manufactured for us by the
Kelsey-Hayes company in Jackson, Michigan, which is approxi-
mately 65 miles from our Rouge Plant. Brakes are placed on
our Ford-owned standard rack pallets, picked up by fork
trucks, transported to our Rouge area plants, removed by
fork truck, and conveyed directly to the use point. We allo-
cate the rack pallets to the Kelsey-Hayes Company on a
deposit-rate basis with dollar adjustments made every 60
days.

They are happy with our type of rack, and we realized a
substantial piece price reduction in recommending the use of
the centrally controlled rack in lieu of a pallet pack which
they formerly employed.

A good example of a mechanized extension to the produc-
tion line involving centrally controlled containers is
reflected in the shipping of forgings from our Canton, Ohio,
plant to the Metropolitan Detroit area.

The hot forgings are positioned in special hot metal
containers which are set aside for cooling.

They are then transferred into these collapsible wire
containers and fork trucks place the container loads on
specially equipped flat-bed rail cars.

The cars are received in Detroit, unloaded by fork
truck, and taken directly to the production operation or
placed in interim storage. When positioned at the production
line, they are positioned on tilt stands, which permit work-
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level feedina by machine oDerators.

Another exanple of automatic handling as an extension to
the production line is portrayed in engine shipping. The
engines used to be mechanically placed on conveyors with an
air hoist and conveyed to the shipping dock. They were then
taken off the conveyor by air hoist and placed in a cradle.
They were manually taken from the cradles and placed on tvo-
wheeled dollies ard rolled into the car.

They were then manually positioned on end-in trunnions
and locked in position. The engines were shipped in a semi-
completed condition, without carburetors, generators, et
cetera,

Today the full dressed engines are carried by power and
free conveyor to a location adjacent to the rail dock. They
are automatically positioned in specially engineered railroad-
owned shipping racks* The rack is then automatically trans-
ferred by roller conveyor to a flat-bed station, where it is
tiered- The tier is picked up by fork truck and placed in a
rail car.

The loaded engine car is then shipped to our branch
assembly plants.

As I mentioned in our opening paragraph, the things that
we achieve in different cciuanies are done in different ways
vith the same results.

The racks are unloaded by fork truck. This multiple
handling device removes the railroad-owned rack complement
of engines and positions them in one of our standard racks.
The engines are then conveyed by fork truck to the use point.
Again, an automatic extension to the production line.

I might add that this automatic handling was made yo<•si-
ble by the fact that engine-design conaiderations were gil.-3en
to handling and shipping. Special concessions were made in
the design of the engine for the sole purpose of economic
handling.

The factor of correlating design with shipping and
handling is too often overlooked or sluffed off by respoasi-
ble people. Many times, a material handling engineer is
given a part and told to ship and handle it. Design has
reached a stage where it is too late to change. Had the
material handling engineer been given the opportunity to
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comment, he might have effected a substantial savings by rec-
onmmen~innn that synnl rrit. Jef-apt pnrnduet performance. Per-

haps a primary commandment of product design today should be:
"Thou must engineer for shippL.g and handling." I say
"primary" because material haiLing represents to us 20 per-
cent to J40 percent of every manufacturing dollar. That kind
of money warrants design consideration.

An example of design consideration plus automatic han-
dling as an extension to the production line can be portrayed
by roof handlir-3 and shipping.

The roofs used to be designed wt.n the cowl, front and
rear windows as component parts of unit design. They were
hand-placed on conveyors, transported to shipping docks, hand-
removed from the conveyor, carried into a railroad car, and
hand-placed in special dunnage installations.

Now, the cowl and window frames bave been removed. The
roof comes off the press line and is placed in a shipping
cradle. *h%'1 cradle is picked up by fork truck and carried
directly 1'ito a railroad car, where it is locked in place.
At the opposite end of the line, fork trucks with a sling at-
tachment remove the roofs and place them on a dolly. A tow
tractor conveys them to the use point.

We can load approximately 1,000 panels in a conventional
railroad car as opposed to 10C which could be loaded in the
specially equipped cars by the old method.

Again, this automatic extension to the production line
was a result of good product design.

I'll close by saying I am personally a little perplexed
by the varied meanings that have already been given the word
"automation." This was actually a Ford-coined word, 'ised to
explain refinements in production planning which have ueen
taking place for years. "Automation" is just a word to ex-
plain the normal evolution of recurring technclogical im-
provements. It applies to all technological improvements in
production tooling as well as the continuing improvements we
are making in our material handling equipment and methods.
It is the result of proper planning, improved tooling and the
application of that tooling to the best possible advantage.
All of the hullabaloo we hear about automatic plants can be
placed in the same category as the Army without a foot sol-
dier. It just won't win.
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Plant Layout as it Affects Material Handling

Mr. L. J. Bardsley
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Although this panel is concerned with automation and the
machinery of material handling, I would like to talk on plant
layout as it affects material handling.

Early in my working career. I spent two years vrith two
different companies, working on the design of conveyors,
During these years and since, I have seen many cases of con-
veyors being used as an excuse for poor layout. In other
words., the conveyor was installed to move something from
where it was to where it should be, whereas if the layout had
been correct, it would have been where it should have been in
the first place.

Conveyors are an example of one of the many material
handling tools available to use The point I am making is
that frequently material handling equipment is used because
the material is not where it should be and through good lay-
out the use of material handling equipment can be minimized.
For that reason, I would like to spend a few minutes here
speaking on the subject of plant layout as it affects mate-
rial handling.

I am going to speak about our experiences at Johnson &
Jolnson, because I think it will be more Literesting to dis-
cuss actual cases than theory. Johnson & Johnson distributes
its products to domestic customers through four warehouses
located at: New Brunswick, New Jersey; Chicago, Illinois;

Dallas, Texas; and Menlo Park, California. Menlo Park is
located just a few miles below San Francisco. Our Menlo Park
plant contains our newest warehouse or shipping center, and I
will confine my talk to the layout of that plant, This Ship-
ping Center was put in operation a little less than a year
ago.

In shipping to our customers, about 28% of the cases are
picked and handled in pallet quantities. About 70% of the
cases are picked as individual cases. About 2% of the cases
we ship contain items being shipped in less than case quan-
tity or what we call "loose goods."

In designing a shipping operation, one of the first
things that must be decided is whether you will fill your
orders by picking stock from the warehouse, or whether you
wi?- stablish a picking line. The advantage of establishing
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a picking line for filling orders is that the order picker is
required to walk or travel less distance to obtain the stock
to fill the order. On the other hand, an additional iioverlent
of stock is necessary as the picking line itself must be
filled with bulk quantities from the -iarehhouse. If you have
a great many items -and small quantities of each of them, it
usually pays to pick directly from the warehouse. In our
case, where we have relatively few items and relatively large
stocks, it pays to establish a pickin5 line.

Figure 138 shoais the layout of our picking line. There
are a nur'ber of things to be considered in designing a pick-
in.g line. This Dprticvlar line was designed with thrze mat-
ters uppermost in our minds-

1. Short walking distance on the part of the order
picker.

2. Careful consideration of the activity of each item
in the line in respect to its position in the line and the
quantity of stock to be stored on ohe line.

3. The use of mini-mun floor space consistent with the
voluries to be handled.

A man filling an order normally passes through this

U-shaped path, which is a short distance to travel, consider-
ing all the stock that he passes. On the outside of this
path there are pallets of stock on the floor. These repre-
sent our larCest voluime items. You will notice that on the
left there is room for two pallets on the floor, and., on the
right, three pallets on the floor. Fresh stock is supplied
from the outside aisle, whereas orders are being filled from
the inside aisle. By this arrangement the men doing the
piclcLng are not interfered with by the delivery of new stock;,
and the stock is rotated because it is being picked from one
side while it is being supplied from the other side.

On the inside of the main picking '., there are pal-
let racks with a pallet of the same iter, ui both the top and
the bottoim Dositions. The case picker is nonmally selecting
stock from tVe bottom position, but Ghere is extra stock on
the top position so that he is not delayed by running out of
stock. The next slower moving items, or our "B" items, are
put there. On t-he back aisle, there are pallet racks on
either side. in the bottom position are o-ur next slower mov-
ing itens, or "C" items. In the top position are our "D"
items, still slower in movement. ýn the very back o.9 the
pick-ing line are the slowest moving items, known as "El and
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and 'IF" items. The items are thus positioned in six cate-
gories, based on their volwne of movement. The case picker

wzhhis truck normially stays in the relatively short main
aiisle from which he can pick about 8QO) of the cases to be
shipped. lie can obtain another 18;• of the cases needed by
t;aking~ short, cuts to the back aisle. Orders -for stock from
Vie back aisle usually amounrt to one or two cases only. He
would norm~ally g;o to this aisle, obtain the stock and car~ry
it to the truck whidch hie has left in the Yrain aisle. It is
rarely necessary for the case picker to goto -the extreme
back of the nicking line, as the movement of the-se items is
such that they are nornmallyr shipped in less than full case
quiantity.

Fig~ure 1_39 shows the layout. of the shnip-pingl center in
which our- piclinr line is insta-lled. Hiaving designed this
case pick-ing area, we re-r-t w-rappee the warehouse around it.
Stock comi-ng into tlhis plant, by rail is stored on the rig--ht-
ha-n6 side of" the warehouse. Stock to be3 manuf~actured in this
ol-ant is stored on the left side of the warehouse.

In all our warehousing, operations, we are very fussy
about 'the prope-r rotatiAon of stock. .ie, therefore, li~to
harve any one itcn stored! in at least. two-puallet, rows so t~hat
we can remiove stock for s"hip',rent f~ro;m. one row- and Tolace incom-
in&, stock into a different- row. C-alc-'lations were made to
det.eri-ine hnow deen t~he Toellet roips s'>,oul1-4- be for st-oring each
iten, w.-hich we stock. .!e founrd an interesting thing in makIing
the~se calculat~ions ini that the ca=lculcttions Droved in most
cases that we sh~ould use shal31lower Jeoth rows than we would
have asst.-ied `uzt through e~xpeerience. .'e woTQuld hiave assumied
tha-l the deeper tn'e. rowvs wihnreason, th-e more economical,
as thev consume less aisle sD;'.ce -,(-r inallet- stored. Calcu--
latoný, how-e-ver, show.-ed this nottobalo thrre.I
aro'ý: is~ des~i-rnei. to hrold nine pal~lotIs deep and three pallets

I-~h ther wolo ore et t-seven nallets of
stock in ti-e rco,-- when filled. To obt~ain rotati-on., we e~rpty
a row; c i 4Letsly1 be .'ore c-.-ttiný- any -.rore stock in it. It
follow-.s +-a4, in the case oft the nine-der'-r ;otenty-seven

oalo n ust be cornsanx-ie ief ore thi : zace is available for
oty Oel', stock. ,*, ror.j reý hl as deeo would, of course, be

z~vii~let-,iCe as fast.

You wilnotice t',at, tlhe es isles on the other side of- the
warehouse '-!%ve beecn -tven do-uhle let~t-p's, Th.e pallet rows
are numhe)red. if a s..oi'k has a louble letter and a number,
it is 1%ro~miprn Lediaue'jv that it is on -the left side of' the
warehou.'se.
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Figuire 1);P shows our stoci< locater card. When an item
co1es 1ito the warehouse, this card is referred to by product

number. On the card is circled the most economical depth
pallet row for the storage of the particular item or if it
were a very small running item a pallet rack would be icsi g-
nated',. This particular slide shows that this itemi should be
stored in a nrine-d.cen row on the left-1hand side of the ware-
house. The left-hand sioc, which. contains double-lettered
aisles, has been iesigrxte.e by circling the double X's on
the card. Other perti•ent information is contained on this
card, including the pallet pattern as shown in the extreme
right-hand corner. We have standardized on our pallet pat-
terns to facilitate interplaint shipments and so that nallet
quantities can be ;ivenz on customers' price lists for pro-
ducts which move in pallet quantity.

In entering the rows where the incoming stock is to be
stored, such as "BB2" and "DD5" as shown on the sample card,
a different colored oencil is u~sed each month. Wý.hen stock
is called for, the oldest raw of stock is, of course, used
up first. When a row is completely depleted, it is crossed
out again with the colored pencil being used that particular
month. Thus, by looking at these cards and the colors of
the entries, you can see the month that the stock first
started to go in a particular row and the month that the
stock was depleted from the raw.

A131 our fork trucks are equipped with radic•. When a
row in which a fork truck is placing incoming stock becomes
filled, the fork truck operator callc the stock locater cle:rk
on the radio. A new row number is g± 'en to the fork truck
and entered oil the card by the stock locater clewk'. Like-
wise when a fork truck takes out the last pallet of a row,
he calls the stock locater clerk by radio to inform him that
this row has been depleted so that it can be crossed off the
card.

Figure 1hl shows the stock locater clerk looking at his
stock location carls and talking to one of the fork trucks
over the radio. The peg board which is seen behind the stock
locater's right hand represents all the pallet rows and pal-
let racks available in the warehouse. When a peg is in the
board opposite a particular pallet row number, it indicates
that that row is empty. When an empty row is assigned for
incoming stock, the peg is naturally removed. When a full
row becomes empty, a peg is, of course, replaced in the board.
In addition to the radios, this man also has a two-way inter-
com system connecting him with the picking line. There are
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several microphones located in the picl,.ng line so tbhat a
case picker can talk to the stock locater clerk from any posi-
tion in the picking line. This is used so that if the stock
picker notices some of his stock beconinýg low in spite of
routine replenishment, he can inform the stock locater clerk,
who will dispatch new stock to the line by calling one of the
fork trucks on the radio. This stock locater clerk also -han-
dles the bills of lading which you will notice in the pigeon-
holes in front of him.

Figure l),-2 shows the truck used by the case picker.
After the picking line wms designed, equi pment had to be
selected upon which to assemble orders. Ferýthing from
hand trucks, pallet movers, dragline trucks, tow trains, and
radio-controlled trucks were considered. We found through
synthetic time studi es that a truck which ,rould handle ap-
proximately eighty cubic feet of stock would be most effi-
c. ant for our particular orders and this particular picking
line. It was for this reason that th-is truck, which holds
two pallets, was chosen and specially built for us.

Case picking assignments are, therefore, made up in
multiples of eighty cubes. A large order could call for
several trips. As many as five s;Laller orders could be made
up into an assignment for one trip. The largest order is
placed on the bottom, the next largest order in the middle,
and the small orders on the top and so positioned in a rack
which is seen on the truck so that all the information which
the case picker needs is available to him without shuffling
any but the smallest orders.

Figure 143 is a view of our loose goods picking section.
You will notice that the stock is held in quick pick bins.
It is fed from the back and delivered by gravity to the
front. The advantage of these bins is that a maximum number
of items can be made available to the man picking the stock
in a minimum walking space. In adopting these gravity feed
bins in place of shelving which we used previously, the dis-
tamce to be walked in selecting stock was cut in half. One
man both picks and packs the loose goods stock needed to fill
an order. He is the only one that ever sees it. There are
no checkers or inspectors. We feel in general that industry
has taken too much responsibility from t:ie wvorker. These
men knrow that they have the respousibility to fill the order
properly and if an error is made, there is no question as to
who has made the error. They feel the responsibility and
very few errors result.
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We use IBM tabulating equipment to type our invoices and
shipping papers. The tabulating cards are prepunched both
for customer information and. for product irnormation and are
stored in "tubs" for easy selection. There are a number of
advantages to this system. One is that much of the work is
done in advance of receiving the order. The customers' cards
contain the correct name and address of the customer, the
routing, the salesman's number, territory numnber, class of
trade number, etc. All this is prepared in advance and pre-
checked to make sure that it. is right. The same is true of
the product cards. They contain the correct nomenclature for
the product, the cost code number, the location of the stock
in the picking line. the correct price for the particular
class of trade, the weight of each cases the freight classi-
fication, etc.

Figure 144 shows a shipping order which has been edited
and is ready to be sent to the Shipping Department. On the
second item of this order the customer has ordered twenty
cases of four oz. cotton. There are twenty-four cases of
this item on a pal'et. It is obviously cheaper to remove four
cases from a pallet of twenty-four rather than Dick twenty
cases from the case picking line. This order has thus been
edited so that twenty cases are not picked from the case pick-
ing line but rather a pallet of twenty-four is obtained from
the warehouse and the fork truck operator on his way to the
dock drops four of the cases off at the picking line position.
These large volume orders are stored as mentioned before on
the outside aisles of the pickd_•ig line so that tie fork truck,
in doing this, is not interfering with the case pickers. The
third item on this order calls for eighty cases of Baby Pow-

der. In thzis instance, forty cases are stored on a pallet
and the order has been edited so that two pallet loads are
delivered to the dock.

In addition to the above, cases and weights have been
added by freight classification so that the bill of lading
can be prepared. You will also retice on the top of the
order some entries which indiacat, the number of cases to be
delivered to the dock by pv•SJts, the number of cases coming
from the picking line, the number of loose goods items, and
the number of pallets. These are all used for an independent
cross-check when the order is stencilled and checked at the
docks. The red tag pinned to the top of the order is to in-
dicate that there are pallet movements on the order. The
warehouse location of the pallets must be entered on the
order when it arrives in the Shipping Department. This flag
makes it wnnecessary to examine all the orders to find which
ones contain pallet movements.
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Figure 1iczhmi~ mi~r hill nf' aig Yoii wil- 1 not.ic.p
that a stencil has been attached to it. In one trping -with
an electric typewriter, the stencil is cut and the bill of
lading is headed. It is interesting to note that our order
number and our bill of lading number are identical and that
this number is also cut on the stencil. This makes it very
easy to check any question about a shipment. There is no
need for cross references between bills of lading, orders,
etc.

Orders are sent from the office to the Shippiiig Depart-
ment via a pneumatic tube. It probably would have been
cheaper for us to deliver the orders once an hour by a nes-
senger the short distance to the Shipping Derartmcnt. This,
however, would put a batchingr operation in the flow. If
orders were sent to the Shipnin!g Department once an hour, the
luci.-r order would get there immediately, but the one that has
just missed the messenger would be delayed one hour. The
average order would be delayed one-half hour. By installing
this pneumatic tube, or. the average, one-half hour is saved
in our shipping time as compared with hourly messenger deliv-
ery.

Figure 2l6. shows a specially designed office on the ship-
ping floor' These two supervisors run the whole warehouse.
The ian on the left, you will recall, runs the stock locator
svstem. He also supervises the fork truck and receiting opera-
tions and has all the contacts with the outside truckmen.
The man on the right does all the scheduling and is responsi-
ble for the assembling and checking of orders. This office
is at a location where the loose-goods packers, the case rick-
crs, and the fork truck operators moving stock to the dock
can conveniently get their assig•nments. The orocedures are
interesting but too detaile to describe at this time.

Figure 347 shows a close-up of the scheduling desk.
Most of the bins shown represent carrier routings. I might
add that we use as few carriers as possible consistent with
good service to our customers. We prefer to give the few
carriers that we use good qcrantities of business so that
they are interested in giving us good service. A number of
areas are shipped in full trailer loads only.

Figure 1h8 shows our pick-up blot-ter. Our major cer-
riers keep empty trailers in our dock doors at all tmes and
are represented on this sheet. The regular pick-up carriers
which come in each day are shown at the top of this form.
The "X11 under a number is the time the carrier is due iii.
The "L" shown two hours before the "X" is the time that loose
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goods ziwuuld be S^e-dxid e "C" shown one ho.. eor
the 11X" is the time case goods should be scheduled. As these
op')rations aret completed., the -L•- "C;" and -.K- are circled.
If the carrier was due in at three o'clock and did not get
in until four, the circle wzould be placed under four o'clock.
At the end of each weekY the sheet goes to the Traffic Man-
ager, wnTol at a glance, can see if the carriers are coming
in on time. At the bottom of the sheet are shown carriers
which are only called in on occasion. The wiggly line shows
the time the telephone call was made to the carrier. Under
it is the initial of the man maling the call. The 1X" shnw•s
the time the carrier promised to be in and the circle shmws
the time the carrier actually came in.

Figure T49 shows the layout of the dock area. Zones "A"
and "Bl are -where orders are placed to be checked and sten-
cilled prior to loadiLng into trailers of our major carriers.
These trailers are parked in doors 1 to 7. The pick-up area
on the right feeds orders to pick up carriers loaded at dock
8. although 9 and 10 are available. The floor spots in the
pick-up section where the orders are checked and stored to
await the pick up are coded. This location code is entered
on the bill cf lading so that when the carrier arrives, the
man on the dock k-noxis %xmuediately where the orders are for
this carrier.

Figure 150 shows a shipping order completely checked
and includes at the bottom the date and the tim.e the order
was acttually shipped. This paper is sent back to the office
by way of the pneumatic tube to release the invoice.

Figure ll shows a trailer being loaded. The dock
board is of interest. It operates hydraulically and moves
in. and out as well as up and cown. You will also notice that
the board is made uo of individual fingers. These accomodate
themselves to a truck wh!-ich is not level due to a soft spring,
tire, or uneven loading. This board was originally designed
by Johnson & Johnson, though it is ncw manufactured by an
outside supplier anrd available commercially.

This plant has turned out to be a very efficient one
based on the actual cost of its operations during the first
eight months. Although it handles substantial volumes, a
minimum of material handling cquipMent is needed because
careful attention has been given to its layout.
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New Concept in Distribution and Warehousing, Caltneent
Industrial District Project - Something New in Freight Cars

President, Footlik Associates

I am glad Mr. Bardsley went ahead of me here. One reason
for that basically is that i want to give you a realistic ap-
proach as to how to make the building he showed you, an auto-
matic warehouse, how it might be done and how you might lead
up to it.

First of all, I have had the assignment in the last few
months to look into the crystal ball and Prophesy what is
going to be needed in 1965 and develop automatic warehouses
for that period. To do that we have to use the realistic at-
titude in that general direction and if you are to take what
is available to you today in the way of autcmatic pallet
holders, automatic pallet unloadera, in the way of accumula-
tor conveyors, selective chutes, fork trucks, automatic order
releases and one more that 1 2d like to give you, which was
just introduced yesterday, which is the pallet retriever, then
we actually have the facility to make the automatic warehouse
and make it today the thing we might like to have in 1965,,

To go about doing it we have to know something about the
facts that we have to work with: One, how much of each item
is produced? Two, what period of time is provided to produce
this material in? Third, is production consistent? And,
four, how much will our anticipated sales increase within the
period of the next ten years? And there we are really looking
into the crystal ball.

Now, we also need one more figure and this one is chang-
ing every day. In an operation such as he showed you, you
will find the amount of time he can shift a full carload or
truckload is rapidly decreasing. The method of purchasing
is such that we want more turnovers which means they are
taking less in each time and handling operation, less in the
warehouse, so as a result of that you will find from LCL and
LTL standpoint usually the percentage; and this is the per-
centage taking over the candy and some of the drug industry.
It is running in the ratio of 60 percent on small orders and
40 percent on full car-truck loads.

Now, the next thing is the number of items we have to
handle, and the last is to reduce that to how many of those
items that we have to handle are fast enough moving that we
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can put them in our automatic setup.

Now, I will try to develop right in front of you the
automatic warehouse and how it can operate and then reduce
it back.

Our so-called automatic warehouse is fed frowm our pro-
duction lines. At one end of the warehouse and under closed
docks we would have a series of trucks, our closed truck
docks. Our rail siding would be along the edge. We start
feeding in this building from the production line. When we
start ouic we go to case loaders in boxes. They are spread
out and go in accumulator conveyors which are directly above
storage. In other words, these are hanging from the ceiling.
With the high storage method today we can use the high ceil-
ing inside our entire warehouse area.

From the accumulators we go off on right angles or
straight. When we go off straight we go into chutes or
selective slots. These selective slots hold the items which
we have to ship and they are able to accumulate as much as
100 to 120 items per slot.

Items are released by means of electric'kl impulse or
mechanical releases and one man can push a button or use the
card that he had his order written on, to automatically re-
lease the items he wants in the amounts indicated on the
order. As the items travel on the delivery conveyor other
equipment applies the address stencil and the order continues
and goes right out into the truck.

When slot units are full, we route the O'Verflow around
into automatic pallet loaders. From this point the fork
trucks take the co-mmodity and set it in the storage areas,
which could be anywhere within the building proper in this
manner .

Now, if there is an item that comes off the production
line only one day a week, naturally we're going to need to
replenish our operating stock from the palletized reserve.
To do that we have a pallet unloader, which feeds into the
slot units.

These units here will hold the equivalent of a pallet
load of merchandise.

Now, when we have to ship out in the manner of a truck-
load or carload, we would use a pallet retriever which will
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take the pallet, shoot it out from under the load, hold the
load right on the fork itself, go in the truck and push the
entire load off the forks onto the truck or car. An installa-
tion of this type rtns $250,000.

We have a system that is flexible. As far as the auto-
matic stuff is conccrned, we can make it as automatic as we
want to fit the tiv.: or period of year we want. If we change
products, it is very easy because all we have to do here is
change whichever si..ota they are going into.

So that is how you can take and make an automatie ware-
house a reality and you can make it a reality for now, for
five years from now or ten years from now, and pretty soon
you will see a few of these that are taking place.

Mnaga -nt today is trying to look into the future. In
one instance, one of these units will be set down in the
center of 265 acres of land, with the idea that the wanufae-
turer is going to build his entire system of plants around
this unit feeder to take advantage of savings.

This entire system is planned to operate with no more
than five people when it is entirely mehanized.

So much for that.

We have something we have been working out for the last
six months. Many of you have gone through the process of
trying to unload a boxcar and han~le goods in boxcars, so you
will be interested in this.

It is a railroad car witb overhead garage doors on the
side. You can get into it right from the side and take your
goods out. Each of the compartments is the exact width of a
bighway trailer. We in essence have five highway trailers
set side by side pulled by a railroad engine. Each of these
cozartments in turn can be divided. The interior of this
car is white plastic, the exterior is red plastic. As far
as dust and filth that you see ordinarily in these cars., you
won't see it hsre.

The other thing we might convey is that ordinary box-
cars are designed to take 100,000 pounds of weight. This
car, being used almost exclusively for food stuff or bag
materials, we distribute that 100,000 pounds over the
entire car, so we require less steel understructure than you
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need in the ordinary boxcar.

This car, with a series of doors like this, comes pretty
close to the cost of a regular car with only one door in the
mlddle.

Figure 152. Looking down at the car from the top, shows
the way the interior is lined up. You can go in like with a
highway trailer and then dividing the coupartments with a
piece of corrugated so the items don't interlace.

One thing that ye have to watch is that the cases are
not allowed to be loose. That is -hy I asked the question
in another session as to what they were doing to try to
avoid such difficulties, Yesterday in Chicago, without any
rehearsal whatsoever, this car was unloaded in 11 minutes
with two fork truck operators before an audience of 1100
people.

UNIT LOADS handled like
eggs in an egg crate 7 Fixed partitions

Stris of corrugated 7oard or paper

Overhead doors roll
up the same way as
a garage door

S• ---- Door flush inside--lading

can not get jammed
in doorway

Car is a giant "egg crate"
with 20 unit load areas

Fig. '52
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Administration of Packaging and Materials Handling Programs within the Navy

Mr. C. K. Hall
Office of Naval Material, Department of the Navy

It has been said that the best way to develop an under-
standing of a subject is to explain it to someone else. When
the subject involved is as complex as the structure of & mili-
tary organization and as vast as required by the magnitude of
government operations, the project becomes ene of gargantuan
proportions either to understand or explain. Rather then
expend your valuable time with a detailed resume of Navy or-
ganizational structure, I am going to attempt to disect the
goliath and bring forth a few of the more important facts
which are essential to a basic understanding of how we oper-
ate and why we do it that way.

As the topic assigned includes the administration of
both packaging and materials handling programs, the first
thrust of my hypothetical cleaver will be to separate these
two and bring the packaging facet to the light.

Since the disasterous revelations of waterial deteriora-
tion early in World War II, which were mentioned by Mr. Pike
on the first day of this Symposium, the Navy, along with the
other military departments, has maintained an active packag-
ing program. As recently as July 28, 1954, the Secretary re-
affirmed the responsibilities of the various elements of the
Department of the Navy in this important insurance type pro-
gram. The Chief of Naval Operations and the Commandant of
the Marine Corps head up the planning staffs which determine
the operational requirements of the fleet. The Chiefs of the
several technical bureaus develop and procure the equipment
(ships, planes, guns, etc.) needed to fulfill tbe established
operational requirement. The Chdef of the Bureau of Supplies
and Accounts, as head of the Navy's integrated supply system,
is responsible for storing and maintaining supply support of
the material developed by the Bureaus and accepted by the
planning groups. The Chief of Naval Material, in whose office
I am employed, is responsible for the establishment of over-
all policies concerning the production, procurement, and
storage maintenance of the Navy supplies. Intertwined in the
whole operation is the Navy Packaging Board, which serves in
an advisory capacity to the Chief of Naval Material and tends
to consolidate and coordinate the thinking and actions of the
technicians employed by the various bureaus and the Marine
Corps* The organization which develops a new equipment is
responsible for determining the packaging requirements of the
material it develops* This is essentially the organization
of the Navy for equipment development, supply and packaging.
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Before it is practical to bring a similar picture of the
materials handling program into focus, I must take another
swing of our hypothetical cleaver and cut the materials han-
dling function in two. For clarity. materials handling in
warehouse and storage type operations must be separated from
handling in production shops and similar industrial type
operations.

As pointed out earlier, The Chief of the Bureau of Sup-
plies and Accounts is responsible for the storage of Navy mate-
rial and equipment. It is logical then to expect this offi-
cer to be responsible for determining the equipment needed to
handle material into and out of the storage facilities and
related operations, This logical conclusion is indeed an
established fact and the Materials Handling Branch Df the
Storage Division of the Bureau of Supplies deterrmines equip-
ment requireuents for such operations and, in addition, serves
as single service purchase assignee for all lift trucks pur-
chased within the Department of Defense.

The administration of materials handling in production
shops and industrial type operations is much more difficult
to bring into focus. This fact is partly due to the rapid
evolution of modern military materials, partially a result
of the procedures (sometimes calleO red tape) which the Con-
gress feels are necessary to safeguard the public funds, and
partially a product of the relatively raccit advent of mate-
rials handling as a separate function in a production opera-
tion.

Basically, the responsibility fo- Naval shipyards, ammu-
nition loading plants, aircraft overhaul and repair activities,
anu the like, is assigned to the Chief of the technical bureau
which is primarily concerned with the end product produced.
Responsibility for the handling of equipment through these
nlants starts with the management engineer in each bureau and
filters down to the production engineer or foreman at the
activity. Most military operated production plants are essen-
tially large job shops which must be prepared to tackle any
job which may be assigned. Because of the numerous short runs
of unlike items which military shops must produce, carefully
studied and detailed plant and equipment layouts are infre-
quent. In those instances where a continuing volume of simi-
lar products are to be maintained, production line6 are set
up using, for the most part, equipment which is already avail-
able in the plant or which can be obtained without a special
appropriation or major reshuffling of the equipment budget.
When a special appropriation is required, the time-lag, occa-
sioned by routine appropriation procedures, will be from three
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to five years. This frequently means that the characteris-
tics of the item being serviced will be considerably changed
from the original item and the production layout must be
further revised to be efficient. Delays of this kind are
not the result of wilful effort on the part of any individ-
ual, rather they are the result of the complex procedures
and justifications which are required by law to safeguard
the expenditure of public funds* Pr oblems of this nature
complicate government operations far more than the average
business man realizes.

As Mr. Pike noted on Monday morning, Materials Handling,
as a soparate industry, is of relatively recent origin. In
the warehousing and shipping field, we in the Navy, because
of the magnitude of our problem, have developed equipwent and
procedu-•s which are accepted as guides by industry. In the
production field, however, we are looking to you leaders from
industry to show us the way.

In the audience at this meeting, tiere are several Navy
representatives who will be listening with real interest to
every suggestion which you, Dr. Immer, or Mr. Webber, or any
person attending this session may offer, When the Chairmban
opens the meeting to questions, I will be pleased to attempt
to answer your inquiries.

Thank you for your attention.
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Administration of Packaging and Materials Handling Program in
the Department of the Army

Mr. H. M. Lovelace
Storage and Distribution Division, Office,

Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics, Department of the Army

My remarks will be confined to the Army supply phases of
packaging and materials handling. I will not cover the Army
industrial phases of packaging and materials handling.

Staff responsibility for development and supervision of
packaging and materials handling policies and procedures in
the Department of the Arny is established with the Deputy
Chief of Staff for Logistics. Staff Memo Numter 4 states
that the Storage and Distribution Division "supervises Army
storage activities, including material3 handling, loading,
receiving, shipping, packaging, packing, and marking methods
and techniques for supplies and equipment to be stored and
the care and preservation of supplies in storage."

a. The technical aspects of packaging policies and pro-
cedures and materials handling equipment standardization and
specifications are the responsibility of Standards Branch,
Procurement Division, Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics,
and are contained in MIL and Federal Specifications and Stand-
ards.

b. Storage and Distribution Division, Deputy Chief of
Staff for Logistics (DC/S LOG), is responsible for the de-
velopment of policies, procedures and staff supervision for
depot operations and supply functions at Department of the
Araw (DA) installations in Continental United States (COWS)
and oversea commen.,°. Included in these responsibilities
are the operationa- phases of preservation, packaging and
packing and materials handling. Approved packaging specifi-
cations and criteria are utilized in packaging operations
performed at Department of the Army installations,

As stated befoie., •i Deputy Chief of Staff for Logis-
tics has staff respontkii-,ty and supervision over packaging
and materials handling policies and procedures i'or DA. These
DA policies and procedlres are followed and/or implemented
by the Chiefs of TechrZcal Services and Tile Adjutant Gernral,
t*e COWVS Army Commanders, and the Oversea Commanders at DA
supply installations under their control. (TM 38-402 and
AR 780-10).
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The Commanding Officer of each supply installation in
COWS and oversea commands is responsible for the applica-
tion of DA packaging and materials handling policies and pro-
cedures. The performance of these functions is a responsi-
bility of the Chief, Storage Division, at each supply instal-
lation (SR 78o-5-1).

In DA the materials handling and operational packaging
functions are the responjibility of storage offices at all
echelons of coiand.

Definitions of "materials handling" and "packaging" are
contained in the DA Dictionary of United States Army Terms,
SR 320-5-1, dated November, 1953.

ao "Materials Handling - the movement of material, other
than by common carrier, into and out of storage."

b. "Packaging, in storage operations, cleaning, preserv-
ing, wrapping, waterproofing, and identifying one or more
identical items as a unit."

In connection with the overall application of the word
"packaging," the Army also includes the terms, "preservation,"
"packing," "marking," and "care of supplies in storage."
These are also defined in the Dictionary of U. S. Army Terms.

A Joint Military Packaging Training Course is conducted
at the Rossford Ordnance Depot, Toledo, Ohio, for personnel
of the three military departments and industry. This course
is available to military and civilian personnel of the Army,
Navy, Air Force and Marine Corps, and civilian personnel from
industry. Each Army technical service is allocated a certain
number of personnel spaces for each course. The course is
designed to instruct and train personnel in all phases of
packaging, including experience on preservation, packaging
and packing lines at the depot, Approximately 5,200 military
and civilian personnel from Army supply installations have
attended the course .t Rossford since it began in October
1950.

Based on DA policy, the Storage Division of each supply
installation is responsible for training all storage person-
nel. This responsibility includes materials handling equip-
ment operators and operational packaging personnel.

2 of6
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a. ThA !at~est policy and prnocediir fmr on-the-job train-
ing of materials handling equipment operators is contained in
the first increment of the Joint Storage and Materials Han-
dling Manual, dated June, 1955. The Army number on this man-
ual is TM 743-200. The Joint Storage and Materials Handling
Manual is applicable uniformly to the Army, Navy, Air Force
and Marine Corps. The procedures in the Joint Manual for
conducting the training course for materials handling equip-
ment operators are complete and do not require further im-
plementati on.

b. Prior to publication of the materials handling equip-
ment operator training procedures in the Joint Manual, the
Army used DA manuals, TM 21-302, dated February, 1945, and
TM 21-302-A, dated December, 1945, subject: "Operator Selec-
tion and Training, Materials Handling Equipment."

c. DA personnel who have completed the Joint Military
Packaging Training course and who are employed at Army sup-
ply installations, form the nucleus of instructors to conduct
on-the-job training in preservation, packaging, packing, and
marking methods and techniques. Their knowledge and experi-
ence also benefit the Army through work performed in preserva-
tion, packaging and packing operations.

Within the Department of the Army, the Quartermaster
General is responsible for specifications, requirements,
funds, purchase and inspection, storage and issue, and main-
tenance of standard materials handling equipment (SR 700-51-
155). In connection with this responsibility, Army Regula-
tion AR 728-3900-1, subject: "Operation and Use, Utiliza-
tion of Materials Handling Equipment," was published 22 March
1955. This regulation sets forth the responsibilities and
procedures for compiling and reporting data pertaining to
the utilization of powered materials handling equipment at
depots and ports of embarkation in the continental United
States.

a. Commanders of Army depots and ports in COUiS are
responsible for obtaining maximum efficiency in the opera-
tion of powered materials handling equipment sonsonant with
the discharge of assigned missions.

b. The Quartermaster General is responsible for the
allocation and control of powered materials handling equip-
ment in accordance with the needs of each installation and
for providing technical supervision and guidance in its
utilization.
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c. Each depot and port .keeps a daily operating log for
each piece of powered materials handling equipment which
shows number of hours the piece of equipment was in operation,
the idle time, deadline time, and time in scheduled mainte-
nance. This information is consolidated for the monthly re-
port and includes the percent of utilization for each piece
of equipment during the month. The reports are forwarded to
The Quartermaster General's office each month for consolida-
tion and analysis of data. The Quarter Master General fur-
nishes one copy of the consolidated report with analysis
quarterly to Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics and to each
Chief of Technical Service.

d., The information compiled on the reports are used by
the heads of technical services and commanders of depots and
ports as a management tool to inzure proper application of
equipment to the Army materials handling program. Applica-
tion of information generated by the procedures will result
in overall econoay in supply installations and establishment
of materials handling fleets at a level required for normal
operations.

A Department of Defense Lnstructiun, Number 4145.11, was
published 29 August 1955, subject: "Materials Handling Equip-
ment Utilization and Allowances." The purpose of this DOD
Instruction is to:

a. Establish uniform criteria for determining the quan-
titative requirements and allowances for peacetime and for
mobilization operations for the principal items of materials
handling equipment.

b. Provide a means for determining the quantities of
each type of equipment required by an installation to per-
form its materials handling functions under its normal mis-
sion.

c. Prescribe reports and managemnent data pertaining to
t~he effective application of criteria and management analysis
of the equipment utilization. The DCD Instruction is appli-
cable to Army, Navy and Air Force.

The Office, Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics has tak6n
action to implement DOD Instructi-.-, 4145.11 for the Depart-
ment of the Aray. The new Instruction is applicable to depcts,
depot storage branches, supply centers, air and wa'er termi-
nals (including ammunition terminals) and holding and .rcon-
signment points in CONUS and oversea commands. Utilization
factors for materials handling equipment are based on an
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age of the utilization potential during an eight hour work
period. Where appropriate, allowances have 'bea made for
deadline, scheduled ship maintenance, operator maintenance,
and similar elements which prohibit full time productive use.
The factors shown are considered as representing the minimum
effective utilization.

UTILIZATION FACTORS, POMIERED MATERIALS HANDLING EQUIPMNT

Minimum Utilization
nAEMirnent Factor

Truck, Fork Lift .50
Tractor, wheeled, warehouse .50
Crane, Track, Warehouse & Industrial .25
Truck, Lift, Hand, Pallet Type .60
Truck, Fixed Platform .60
Truck, Straddle, Carry .50

A coordinated DA preservation, Packaging and packing
policy was developed by DCofS for Logistics, 27 July 1954,
covering "Levels of Protection" (changes 2 and 3, AR 740-15).
The statement of policy on Levels of Protection was published
to emphasize econcoy in preservation, packaging and packing
of supplies* The statement of policy and the levels of pro-
tection are quoted for your information:

Quote Paragraph 4, AR 740-15, changes 2 and 3.

a* Implementation of the DA policy on levels of protec-
tion is a responsibility of the Chiefs of Technical Services
for all supplies under their control.

b. On. 20 July 1955, a Department of Defense Instruction,
Number 4100.14, was published, subject: "Uniform Preserva-
tionp Packaging, Packing and Marking of Items of Military
Supply." This DOD Instruction sets forth six objectives, and
incorporates the three levels of preservation, packaging and
packing that I quoted from AR 740C-15.

The militar-y departments are responsible for implement-
ing the DOD Instruction. In the Army, OCof S for Logistics
is responsible for publishing the implementing policy.
Chiefs of Technical Services develop the detailed procedures
for the preservation, packaging and packing of their supplies,
based on the DA policy. Application of procedures is a respon-
sibility of all supply installations in CONUS and oversea
commands
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Determination as to the effectiveness of DA policies and
procedures is through staff visits to installations and re-
view of various reports pertaining to packaging and materials
handling operations.

6 of 6
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Administration of the Air Force Pack~aging and M~aterials Handling Program

Major WJ. J. 1Mayhall
Air Frce ffic, Directorate of Transportation

I am going to take about twenty ncinlatas thlS' afternoon
and outline for you how the Air Forct) adminis ters its pack-
aginrg and materials handling program. In attempt to show you
how many agencies are involvod in this very complex subject,
I am going to trace the flow of information and control from
Headquarters to the field and out32ne generally% our objec-
tives and how we expect to aocomplishl- thqm.

Before was get too deep into this we should clearly under-
stand just what packaging and materials haidling entails.
The terms are used in the broadest possilble sense. "Packaging"
includes techniquas, skills., materials, facili ties and equip-
ment cohibined to accom~plish the function of cleaning,, preserv-

inpackaging in unit quantities, cushioning,. blocking and
bracing, design and applicat-io~n of co~fitainers and the identi-
ficaticn of contents.* Included within "~materials handling"l
we visualize the combination of skills and equipment for han-
dlin~g in any form during n-amufact-Ure, shipmnent., storage,.
repair and the loading or unloading of carriers. Throughout
this discussion, rV comments will apply to both packaging and
materials handling since we feel thay are inseparable. This
has- not always been the case.

The first recognition of the need for staff level sur-
ve:Cllance of the packaging and materials handling area was
in 1943 Mien. we commenced to learn of the excessive degree
of was te due to deterioration and damage of our critical war
riaterials being received by our overseas foroes. in the next
ten yearsv various approaches and studies were conducted -seek-
inig a sound program. Generally,9 howe-trer,9 the efforts were
loo~sely organized and too diverse. The first office estab-
lished in Air Force Headquarters was in 1948 in an effort to
tie up all the loose ends and resolve a workab~le program.
Late in 1953.. after the Korean War agaLin placed emphasis on
iihe need for, a be tter systam., all previous work on the sub-
Ject, was ireviewed and evaluated and the decision made to com-
bine all previous nfforts under one office.* This problemp
.Ts presonted to Major 5eneral John P. Doyle the Director of
Iranspor,-tatione

'General Doyle after nons Ide ring all the ramifications
inrv o',- Lve, organized a Pack.aging and Materials Handling Divi-
sion to serve as thke staff focal point for all related mat-
ters. The majaor requirenoents existing at that tirns was a
clearly defined policy, a statement of objectives, and an
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organizational structure to carry them out. vy July of 1954
we were in business. All previous instructions to the field
had been completely revised and a new Air Force regulation
published to establish guidance for a revitalized program.

These are the objectives: For materials handling, it is
necessary to maintain maximum effective utilization, distri-
bution and maintenance of our existing assets. Present sys-
tems must be evaluated to assure maximum speed, economy and
flexibility in handling of materiel to enable us to reduce
inventories and gain storage space. The purchase of new
e.iuipment and sys't.ems must be based on utilization criteria
and be s tandardiied to the maximum extent. An extra degree
of care is to be exercised in evaluating the need fcr non-
standard equipment. In packaging, we must strive to maintain
maximum serviceability of materiel throughout the supply sys-
tem at a minimum cost of materials, labor, handling, and
transportation costs.

This principle must be maintained throughout the flow
of materials from manufacture to user, and the return of re-
parable property from user to the repair facility. It is
necessary in packaging to assure maximum life and perform-
ance through prevention of deterioration and damage. Pack-
aging should provide a means for efficient receipt, storage,
inventory, identification, handling and shipping markings.
As an operational policy, packages should be of minimum
weight and cube consistent with anticipated storage, and
mode of shipment, to prevent overpacking. Air Force methods
must be cognizant of those in industry, and be standardized
throughout the system.

Having arrived at the broad program objectives, an or-
ganization was needed to effectively administer and tie to-
gether the highly diversified elements of packaging and mate-
rials handling. It was decided under a policy of decentrali-
zation, that Headquarters would make policy and establish
guide lines, and that Air Materiel Command would operate and
carry out the program in detail.

This is the way it operates. The Headquarters at the
Fentagon in establishing the guide lines, shares the respon-
sibility among seven directors. The director of Transporta-
tion exercisea the general staff management for the whole
program. Th- office is responsible to the Chief of Staff
for developing the plans and policies for packaging and mate-
rials handling activities, and writing the guidance direc-
tives necessary to meet future concepts. The Director of
Research and Development does all the research and development
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of packaging materials and equipment, and materials handling
equipment. He furvishes engineering advices and arranges
for all necessary tests to prove the operational cuaiity of
Air Force material. The Director of Requirements furnishes
the research and development people with the desired military
characteristics of all new items and collaborates in the
suitability testing.

The Director of Procurement assures that all contracts
for material include references to specifications and stand-
ards or gives the contractor packaging instructions. The
Director of Maintenance determines the maintenance policy for
materials handling equipment, and prepares the packaging and
preservation instructions for the items coming from the re-
parable lines. He also furnishes technical instructions on
preservation and corrosion control. The Director of Su4pply
supervises the actual performance of packaging lines to as-
sure that spei`.cations and standards are being met. He has
thi sole resv. o-ibility of review and approval over the com-
putation of wrdget estimates, quantitative reqairementz and
the authorization of equipment to the field* The Director
of Installations concerns himself with any fixed materials
handling systems or proposed modificatiors of buildings to
accommodate fixed systems.

All these offices have what we refer to as a "primary
interest" in the packaging and materialr, handling program as
it relates to their specific responsibilities. All programs,
developments and related matters are generally coordinated
with these offices to assure the soundness and efficiency of
the proposals. The flow of information is two ways and moni-
tored through the Director of Transportation before dissemin-
ation to the field.

Now as I mentioned earlier, Air Materiel Command con-
ducts the operation. As the major operator of the program,
they develop the procedures for the major commands and the
depots to effectively carry out the objectives established
by the Headquarters. Air Materiel Command has assumed the
technical direction of the packaging and materials handling
activities throughout the Air Force. That office monitors
the costs of the program and determines the qualification of
personnel needed to carry it out. A.1 operational details
are developed at Air Materiel Command including the computa-
tion of requirements for materials and equipment and the
methods for their use. All in all, the initial policy in-
struction outlines some twenty-Gix steps which we feel will
give us the best possible system.
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For Air Materiel Command to successfully meet this tre-
mendous responsibility, it is important to consider here the
contribution of Air Research and Development Command and the
Military Air Transport Service in the successful development
of operational details. Here again the flow of information
is two ways. Through the agency of Wright Air Development
Center at Dayton, Ohio, Air Research and Development Command
has established a laboratory to furnish the very important
element of engineering advice. Through their testing facili-
ties, all standardd and specifications are developed. In
effect, all new items introduced into the Air Force are ad-
judged by ARDC from a quality point of view before acceptance
by the supply and procurement people* Milit-ary Air Transport
Service shares a place on this three-way team by providing
advice on all phases related to air transport. These are
such things as packaging requirements to prevent damage and
gain low tare weights for air carriers, and methods and
equipment for the loading and unloading of aircraft. They
serve as a testing facility in collaboration with AMC and
ARDC to evaluate new developments. This three-way effort is
essential in order for AIC to discharge its responsibility.

Up to now, I have tried to show you the flow of infor-
mation and control between the Headquarters here at the ient-
agon, Air Materiel Command at Dayton, and all the related
agencies necessary to furnish the guidance to successfully
operate the program. To complete this picture, we myst look
for a moment on the part played by the Major Commands and the
AVM Depots. These people after all are on the receiving end
of all this management and are the proving ground for the
soundness of policies and procedures through everyday use.

For this reason they are encouraged in their dae'y oper-
ation to develop any improvements in our system, and to rec-
ommend any changes to Air Materiel Command for evaluation
and recommendation to Headquarters, USAF. Through the med-
iurL of A-M, any management improvement ideas, or methods and
procedures, generated by one depot or command is nollected
and passed on to.the other depots or commands for considera-
tion and adoption. In this mariner, the individual experience
gained in the field is brought to the fore front for review
and evaluation and this in turn aids in the development of a
better system for the packaging and materials handling pro-
gram. Although we still have a long way to go, we feel that
we are on the right track and progressing at a satisfactory
rate.
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Organizing for Materials Handling and Packaging

M-, R. Frank Weber
Packag'.ng Editors Mcdern Materials Handling

Chairman, Materials Handlirng Advisory Committee, N. S. I. A*

My first experience in organizing packaging and handling
dates back to 1918, when my predecessor in Harvester - Theo.
Morganweck, returned from Washington. He told me how he and
Mr. Fitzgerald of General Electric and Don Quinn of Chicago
Mill and Lumber Company had organized the packing for the
Army during World War I.

Shortly after his return, Mr. Mcrganweck arranged with
each works manager to assign a plant man to do something
about packing and shipping. I started this job at Milwaukee
Works as a part-time assignment, continuing on special pro-
duction, which was my regular work. The term "Materials Han-
dling" was not used at that time, although there was plenty
of material movement, under the designation of "trucking."
This was my first experience in organizing packing and ship-
ping.

The next big step in this assignment, did not occur until
1936, when I was asked to take over these activities for all
Harvester plants. I attended an AMA Packaging Committee meet-
ing the same year and learned more about the planning of padc-
aging programs.

During World War II a great deal of emphasis was placed
on the handling and packaging functions by the Military, with
which most of us had some contact. This Military experience
I feel was the opening gun in industry, following the war, -
starting a move of organizing for better packaging and han-
dling, which has gained a lot of momentum in the past few
years.

The question is sometimes asked, trihat are the motivat-
ing factors in industry back of a program of this kind?"

To illustrate - in 1946, after the experience I had
gained with the Military Services and with industry contracts,
I went to the Harvester Executive Vice President, Bill Worth,
and suggested a plan which I thought would work in organiz-
ing materials handling and packaging. A three-day conference
was arranged of staff representatives from each plant, to-
gether with general office executives interested, and the
program became effective immediately. An advisory committee
representing all divisions was appointed to help administer
the plan. I acted as Chairman in my position as General Sup-
ervisor of Materials Handling Research.
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WHAT ARE THE PRESENT TRENDS?

Labor and material costs have been on an upward trend,
especially during the past few years. We hear a great deal
about the Guaranteed Annual W'age and other benefits to labor
"that must be paid for by industry and will mean increasing
product costs. With the effort of industry to maintaia a
price level that will continue to sell their products at the
present volume, businessmen are looking for areas in their
operations to effect large savings. There has been some ac-
celeration in activity in recent years to reduce these costs,
especially in materials handling and packaging, but on a
national basis only a small percentage of industries are mak-
ing a real effort to properly plan and organize these func-
ti ons.

We are assured that an acceptable program in materials
handling and packaging, of real benefit to industry, will
have hearty acceptance. Management never has been so vital-
ly interested in improving their handling and packaging
methods as they are today. The biggest single item cf ex-
pense in productive labor as we all know is for materials
handling. Thomas A. Pike, Assistant Secretary of Defense,
Supply and Logistics, stated in his talk on M.onday that 50
percent of production labor in industry was related to mate-
rials handling. Also, that the annual outlay for packaging
was about 10 billion dollars. Business executives are going
to make sure that with the money they have to spend for im-
proving their facilities, they will receive the greatest
possible return. 'Kell planned and well organized handling
and packaging programs will give them the biggest dividends
and the most benefits for every dollar they spend.

"MAT ARE SOME OF THESE RETURNS?

(1) Reduction of labor cost as much as 10%
(2) Savings in materials, above 20%
(3) Savings in freight charges, up to $70.00 per car
(4) Economies in warehouse space at least 30%

There are other benefits; under a well organized program,
quite as important as financial returns.

These could include -

(a) Reduction in labor turnover
(b) Improved quality of product
(c) Safer working conditions
(d) Better services to customers
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In order to determine present trends in organizing afd
packaging, surveys were conducted earlier this year among a
group of indastries, both as to size and variety of products.
From these groups of manufacturing operations, representa-
tive organizations have been selected for method of opera-
tion and degree of accomplishment. Through "Modern Materials"
Handling" magazine, we included in this survey the various
titles under which supervision for these functions were as-
signed. On a functional basis, we found some semblance of
uniformity, as 84 percent of the companies reporting in the
survey had already combined materials handling and packaging
under one head. It was pleasing to note a great deal of pro-
gress had been made in assigning these functions to manage-
ment or staff personnel which has upgraded the authority.
However, outside of tne larger operations, there seemed to
be a lack of coordination in many industries, that retarded
progress that might otherwise have been made.

The functional slides will show the popular concept of
materials handling as comprising the entire cycle of movement,
from receiving to sales distribution. By including all phases
of this cycle under the jurisdiction of the man in charge of
materials handling or packaging, we have better control of
the safety of products in handling and shipping and can pro-
tect them for all phases of movement to the ultimate destin-
ation, whether domestic or overseas.

A BASIC OUTLINE OF A GOOD PROGRAM W'ILL COMPRISE PLAN-
NIZG, ORGANIZIX, RESEARCH AND DEVELOP3Tr.

The planning of a materials handling and packaging pro-
gram unusuallv is initiated by a staff group. The plan is
then submitted to the Executive and Divisional Heads. As
soon as approved, the plan is passed on to lWorks Managers.
The advisory function is perfor.med by the staff group iniiti-
ating the plan. It is advisable to make a study of indus-
tries with successful handling and packaging organizations
to profit by their experience. At least once each year the
program should be reviewed for changes or improvements.

Under the organization phase there is a clear cut line
of authority for the materials handling and packaging func-
tion, The individual in charge, usually the materials han-
dling engineer, reports to Management as a staff man. In a
large company, as already indicated, he might be a consultant
to all operating staff divisions, as well as to Works Manag-
ers of individual plants. LIn a small compaiW, usually he is
part of the plant organization and reports to the Works Manager.
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He also helps establish training methods; he works with the

Accounting Department in developing cost control systems.

functional circle chart.

In modern industry, the research function in handling
and packaging is just as vital as in any other essantial man-
ufacturing 'operation. The question often arises, "Yaterials
handling and packaging research might well apply to the large
industries, but the small manufacturers cannot afford it.'
;Ie have found that one good man assigned to packaging and
handling research in a small industry should pay off as well
as a staff of research men in a !arae company. It is iot the
elaborate setup that always gets the best answiers. The ex-
perience in small industries starting a laboratory of this
kind has been favorable where the program has been well
planned.

The large handling and packaging laboratories devote
much of their time to t b potentialities ahead. They help
establish trends.

The commercial and suppliers' packaging laboratories are
doing much good in this respect. They provide reliable ser-
vices that some of the smaller industry laboratories cannot
take care of.

In a recent survey of a mediun size (2,000) electrical
control industry, we learned that the eq'tipaent and installa-
tion cost for their packaging laboratory was approximately
$l',OO0; the annual operating cost $13,YO0 and the annual
cost reduction averaged over 4h0,O00.

In the develo ent phase the materials handlin and padc-
aging engineer does most of his constructive work. He makes
the program tick* His interest and enthusiasm provide the
impetus to put the program over. Management depends upon him
to keep the plant organization sold. This is part of the
overall program. Most of the new ideas come from the super-
visory group and he must keep them on his team. Through his
efforts, they cooperate with the research laboratory in an
exchange of ideas. He helps them with equipment, facilities
and layouts to improve packaging and handling. He should
make materials handling one of their most important duties.
Much of the improvement in the new program development will
be suggested from the experience collected in these groups.
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CO.,C4LUDEMfN REMIARKS

I believe I can safely say I know a great deal about
your handling and packaging problem%, I am sure I can pit
myself in you: places oecawso I have gone through the "mill"
and have been har6O.d9 very ro,;ghly, perhaps rougher than
some of the items that are packed and shipped. The tougher
the task, the more of a challenge it representsO whether in
the militaly or in industry.

..,e must be conf-de-t of our rightful place in the organi-
zational picture. I feel the progress we make lies with us
as much as it does with nmanagemen& or top staff.

The trend today points in the direction of giving the
materials handling and packaging egirxeers more authority and
more freedom, in deveopiang their programs, in assuming
greater rusponsibility, and in confrrring with executives.
The success or failure of the program at the end of each year
will be that of the handling and packaging engineers.

Some years ago, at a Harvester management moeting,
A. F. LMcKinstry, then President, used the term "Righteous
Uilitartc',' to impress these men with the importance of their
mission in the company. Utis slogan of "Righteous Uilitancy"ý
might Aell apply to materials handling and packaging engineers.

We know we have one of the biggest and most essential
jobs to perform, in organizing the handling and packaging
functions, both in the military and in industry. Let's tack-
le it with determination and confidence to make it a highIy
successful accomplishment.

MR. C. K. HALL (Office of Naval Material): Noticing the
different position titles shown in your slides, is that indica-
tive of different, materials handling functions?

MR. SEBER: If the company takes time out to pay some
attention to materials handling, i think. it is a very good
indication. `4e found that 95 percent of these 25.,GOO com-
panies had the materials handling funrtion assigned somewhere
in the organization.

M. HALL: I had in mind the job titles, that of a man-
ager or director0

MR. WMER; This will depend upon the size of the company.
i believe that if we made a survey a year from now we would
find a change. More attention would be given to the materialt
handling arn packaging functions in the overall organizati6n.
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DR. J, R. IE.MER (Work Saving international): Several
years ago the General Foods Corporation instituted a plan of
"controlled distribution." They were concerned with all as-
pects of the movement of grain from the farm to the breakfast
table. They considered every handling operation as a part

of the complete transportation cycle.

CAPT E. K. VAN SWEARINGEN (Navy Bureau of Ordnance):
Did that include the duties of the traffic manager?

II&. 'NEBER: Traffic managers often include some of these
functions in their duties, It is not so much a matter of
title as it is the specific funct~on performed.

DR. L-ZER: At General Foods, as at mar~ r other larger
corporations, materials handling comes under the traffic
manager. This depends largely upon the relative izmportance
of materials handling compared to other production activi-
ties.

MY-. J. E. BENJA:iIN (Benjamin General Precision Labora-
tories, Inc.): How does production control affect this rela-
tionship?

.T. ;iEBr: From the analysis we have made we found that
the materials handling engineer is interested in equiprdnt,
layouts, conveyors and machinery. Today, top management
wants the materials handling engineer to do something about
lowering costs and increasing production. Ab a result of
this emphasis, materials handling engineers are concerned
more with production than with engineering or plarnning.

DR. ILE7R: They will spend a part of their time on pro-
duction control problems. Most materials handling problems
are a result rather than a cause in itself. The engineer is
not called in, generally, unless something is wrong and some-
body is getting hurt. Often the congestion and inability of
the system to handle materials thrust upon it are caused by
faulty production control rather than by any defects in the
handling side of the system.

It is an established trend in larger companies to have
a well developed advisory staff on materials handling, pack-
aging and layout. This arrangement provides an in-built con-
sulting service to the company which has proved to be ex-
tremelýy useful.
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MdR. IEBER: A good example of this is the Manufacturer's
Research Division of the international Harvester Company
which includes a section on Materials Handling and Packaging.
This specialization in the staff provides experts in all
fields to assist the production departments in their problems.

I&R. D. J. OLSEN (Merck & Company, Rahway, N. J.)t In
industry in general, do you think that research in materials
handling is strictly a staff function?

MR. 7-EB1: No, I don't. Improved methods of handling
must be developed on the factory floor. New methods are de-
veloped in response to needs for greater production at less
cost. Along with this, materials handling engineers want
advances in the field of research. Information on new ideas,
new methods and new equipment and materials must be obtained
from other organizations and other sources. There is an im-
portant function for a staff that furnishes information to
materials hardling engineers on a Dlant level.

"-R. IIAMER: Gentlemen, the purpose of this discussion

has bion to bring together some ideas of administration and
organization relative to materials handling. The effects of
the best techniques and equipment are less important than
the proper integration of the materials handling functions
into the overall organization. This is a problem that
industry and the military have in common. We have come a
long way in getting recognition for the functions of mate-
rials handling and packaging both in the operating picture
and in the area of research, both practical and theoretical.

Two salient thoughts emerge fi£m this discussion. All
the materials handling functions must be planned so as to
fit into the total operating requirements of the organiza-
tion. Finally, somewhere in the organization someone should
have a complete picture of the complete handling cycle.
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1.hinv 7o ÷ ratio Kr. Ralph ".neach, Jr.

Ha-vey, illinois Dir. of Package R?.3earch Yr. William F. Bankauf

International Paper Co. Manager - R. & D. Departrent
Vr.icarl F. Anden s Container Divi3!on Hewitt-Robins Inc.

Vice President Thomas Strcet Robins Conveyors Div.
Cargocaire Engineering Corp. ¶fnippan, New Jersey 20Psac•eu

15 Park Rae 
270 Passaic N veJue

* Passaic, New Jersey
New York. New York Vr. Stephen P. Beard

1!r. Ray Applegate .aterials Engineer

President Flight Refueling, Inc. Mr. Leonaro V. Bardsley

Mechanical Mount Co. International irport Director o) Cuastomer Service

Box 45, c/o Geqieral Development Baltimore 3, !!aryland JohnSon & Johnson

Elkton, Mkiryland 
New Brunswick, New Jersey

Mx. Garland kr, :ld 1 J!res e ck M. Harold A. Barnes

Design Engineer P'residen~t 
! HrlA.Bne

Fairchild Engine & Airplere Trars Pak Corp. Representative

Corporation 
524 So. Second Street Bischcff Chemical Corporation

Hagerstown, Maryland Milwaukee 4., W4isconsin Albee Building
Washinton 5, D, C.

]-. Gunrnar Aske: ,fix. Robert G. Becker M. Leonard L. Barol

Desonatic Products, Inc. Govorternt Sales Leonard L .Asoi

1109 West Broad Street The Baker-Raulang Com-pary L2onard nerol Associates

Falls Church, Virginia 1250 W. 80th Street p1h02adelphia 2, Pa.
Cleveland 2, Ohio

Mr. Cliffor" Atkinson, Sr. v" I P. Barrett

Prsident M.R. j. Benes Yr. David P art
*i.R. . ivesSales Ygr., Irndustrial Chemicals

Shippers Comnpress and .rmaper, Containers Fdv. Davison Chemical Co=pany
ehies ress nGeneral Cable Corp. 101 N. Charles Street

316 Baronne Street 26 Washington Street Baltimore 3, Yoryland

New Orleans, Louisiana Ieth Amboy, New Jersey

-. Mavin F. Atlas !tr. Judson E. Benjamin

Vice President Assoc. Design Dept. Hd. ItL. Charles -. Bethe*

Atlas sg. t Container Corp. General Precision Lab., Inc. .Market Development Engr.

596 "iver Poad 63 Bedford Road Phillips Petroleum Cc.

Clifton, New jersey Pleasantville, New York Bartleeville, Oklahom
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Industry Representatives

'lar-e Cant ^o., inc. -. J 1i ill ' :u'~n
Yor -ar~t .it>ps t.-et 74.0 3. Alabana Street

21,Y~~±~C, CPennylvriia istnr, .C. Indianapolis 6, Indiana

*r. Carroll :. BirO F!. %.' B:-ighin Mr. '..alter Durroughs
A:-ed !nC,,. ssoctailr Ctr. of Resear,_h Vice 1'resieert
Yo-pers Cc., Inc. r-er.can -Fi Cor-parl' ForestronE Com~pany
812 Fl~elitt 'ýildini brrington, Illinois 1355 West 100th Street
ailtimore 1, Mrylane Gardena, California

:x .. H. C'rittor
r. ý. Zaers Tacks~ging ThGineer .r'. J. L. -Butcher
"ales I'ent-er I.estingý-ouse 'lectric Corp. Vice President

7-u-S _--e G'd Paper Fr / 'ýir rport Greir Bros. Cooperage Corp.
2'515 Sout-" rarer~ '.venue Baltirnore 27, 2:arvland Penns ~vsnia ;.verue
-I-cagc ,1toseaa,(hi

.r. C. h.. Brooks
Y-r. . 2010,1 Frci~ht 'Reprctertative 1'r. "Ialph C. '-,tler
.echnical -',visor Ca.vi,'ron T. C.Ccz-pany General1 Yanp.ýer

I _at--Graph Corp. 125C UPS'u Itreet, !.LonVan I~ Storage Ex-port Div.
1-?",0 ' ucll',- Avenue "'hntn1,.C. 2701 North Ontario Street
,Ievelý,n' 15, Ohio "r !ýcd .ýonBroank, Cali-forn~a

ý!r. ornel, Jr.;,or. ýnippln . ~'rocen
C. ~ Eo~nel, J. ~ ~in - rres Mr. R. A. Calvin

?resi-lent 'Itrc Sales Yanager
Fskn .- np T ip~ng 'err- G'-roscope Co. United Can

118 -. 7*>. ,"c-t -eck, ':0cw -ork Box 42

-lplnfiel, Ne Jersy Jr 7P1llips~brg, New Jersey
Ir. 1A.: C.2o-0i: 

2 :' :L- . C. Carey,\c'fiction Cd't*or ~ v st he nrE

3/.3 stat 4, New YokI -*- -'erjcnn 'I-. Standard
~.c~ies:"- L~NwYr ose;ý. .. 2rcooe San.Corp.
Xr. ilt~ Bou Xec. *'ssis5tant 1541 3. 7th Street

:ce 'resden, Saes nneois-oneyellLouisville 8, K~entucky
BartClt -'nginecr_,nF Co. e926 lators ve., F CarelPI00 ';arriron Aven~e 196i~n2eN.lr"E ae

ncrki'ore, .L'nis*. John '. Brov Be:dlx *viation Corp.

"r. -cb'rt C.Brp'ýChaw Cech-mic'l se-vi'ýe Bendix -- ive
Cec*-ric:_ ~''~ E'p. Dafl-j5or 7C1rC'1 Copa- South BEni, Trinko

Lin"'th~cr e~c~ C~p. 101 N.C -lstreet '!r. Joseph L. Carleat-iescn 2%_` tInz B -ticre 3, 'Iarvland ngrerg

Yr". George F'. -----ant !ý,ttcr Finishp's
Tecmi- 1 :epart 'ýrt268 -crenus ' venue

t'nai n -.eto rýan-t N oprct~ewark 5, New Jerse,.
nIustri;:- !sn 'to~tt tre r. C. .C. Carltss

Dir. of' .:nrneering
4.o , C. -u.; . ne Yale & T-wnp '-g. Co.

'n-. ichtr: 3. rc'' cnJr Yi- 'l-es *Mana-'er -0 oc~evelt Boulevard
"ib:---C13rk Corp Fhiladelp ia, a

.eenhur -cs!; ircnst :!r. C. j. Carney, Jr.
* "Incl Ner,_h, icirs' :'irector'" a-.2r. n oE;"r' I ~Ji

eri3t'l opci/.nCnoco/i lini

~~~!!r. .,rbr L. Czrp.tr Z-'2-.ier't

* C.' ~..r"i' r,_. Ccoperrc-e Thrp.
-d.s -e.Cnc. .. C. 'Pox 396
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khxusry Representatives

Mr. J. E. Carr Mr. Curtis 1. Clayton Xx. D. C. Cooper
Technical Sales Mgr., Hydrotectcr Salea Gen'l. Y'gr. Tahk Div.
Armour & Company A:merican Instru=,crt Co. D. C. Cooper Company
No. Benton Road 8030 Cet'rgia !venue 1469 S. Michigan Avenue
Alliance, Ohio *ilver Sprung, Yaryland Chicago 5, Illinois

Vr. James Cave Yr, 1'. F. Clifford Mr. John F. Corwin
Supv. Mat. Hdlg. Engrg. Sales Engineer Mgr., Market Development
Ford Yoter Company Union Bag & Paper Corp. Koppers Co., Chemical Div.
3000 Schaefer New York 7. New York Grant Street
.earborn, iichigan Pittsburgh 19, Pennsylvania

.Mr. William A. Cobun
Mr. Len V. Cerwin Ass't. to Wash. Office 1r. John M. Cowan
Tech. Service Director Y4r" Yanaging Director
?1stik Tape Norris-Thermador Corp. National Flexible Pkg. Ass'n.
2635 N. Kildare 5215 S. Boyle Avenue 850 Euclid Avenue
Chicago 39, Illinois Los Angeles 58, Calif. Cleveland 14, Ohio

I-. David R. Chamberlain vx. K, R. Colcord Mr. L. J. Craig
Sales Representative Chief, Pkg. Engineer Production Engineer
Robt. Gair Co., Inc. Yagnavox Company Iqatt Bearings
155 E. 44th Street Bueter Road Division of G)C
New York, New York Ft. Wayne, Indiana Yiddlesex Street

Mr. George Cliisholm Mx. Charles R. Collirn Harrison, New Jersey

Sales Yanager Sales Engineer Mr. Robert 4. Crawford
Packaging Industries B. F. Goodrich Company Sales Dev. Engineer
151 Pine Street 1112-18 19th Street, N.W. Permacel Tape Corp.

onatclai-r, New Jersey Washington 6, D. C. U.S. #1
New Brunswick, New Jersey

Mr. John V. Christianson Mr. Ernest C. Collins

Indt.strial Engineer Staff Specialist
Link Aviation Inc. Lockheed Aircraft Corp. M. Lionel CrollLinkol viat.ion Inri , Gackaging Engineer
Nolax. R~oad Marietta, Georgia Chrysler Corporation
Binghamton, New York Mr. William E. Connell S. College Avenue

.r. I. J. Chubb Senior EngLneer Newark, relauani
App]ication Enginaer Container Lab. Inc.
Waterbury Tool 1519 Connecticut Ave. N.W. Mr. Arthur Croxson
624 Wyatt Building lhshlington, D. C. Sales Ygr. Industrial

WaddingWashington, D. C. Mr. Pet Connol2ly Kimberly-Clark Corporation

Mr. A. L. Churchill Sales Manager Neenah, Wisconsin
Atlas Powder Company Cadillac ProductsWilmsngon, Delaware 2300 Gainsboro Mr. L. M. C.utchfield

Ferndale 20, Michigan Operations Amalyrt
Convair - Division of

Mr. Lee CirilloGeraMar-g-;, Application Engrg, Mr. Victor P. Conrad General D'mics
Toimotor Corporation Gen'l. Forew n, Shipping Div. Fort Worth, Texas
1126 E. 152nd Street Fairchild Engine and AirplaneCleveland 10, Ohio Corp. Mr. F.dward J. D.hill

Hagvvrst10,,hirIlarp.Director Market Researchg. ,Guny B. Clark Foardrimier Kraft Inst.

Mcr. Gu9 Par Clark
Packaging Engineering mr. John R. Conway 99 Park Avenue
Owens illinois Glass Co. Robert Cair Compqiy, Inc. New York 16, N. Y.

14th & Adams 155 E. 44th Strest
Toledo, Ohio New York 17, New York Mr. E. A. D SApicoGen'l. Foremen, Shipping,

Mr. Terr-- A. Clark Mr. A. Annan Cook Receiving
ýScDonne~l Aircraft Corp. Consultant Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc.
726 Jackson rlace American Instrument Co., Inc. 827 Laphan Street
Washington, D. C. 8030 Georgia Avenue

Silver Spring, 1aryiand Mr. William R. Davis
ýtr. Jo.n C. Clay Mr. J. P. Cooney Admin. Ass't. to Gen'l.

Ass't. to the Th-ec. Vice Engineser Ynager
President Lord Manufacturing o. Stanley Works, Stee: Strapping

National Sta÷ch .?rod'ucts Zrie, Pennsylvania
270 Madison Avenue ake St-rst
New York 16. New York ?I• Britain, Conmectimut



Jndustry Representatives

'ý~. -atW~ ls. Hdean .r. Jame~s 'onovan Mr. :.al~er ý., F~wa'ds

uPack atging Hdg - ales Kanager Owens-Illinois Gless 'o.

7 Dri-IneInc.1627 Y Street
. 1 d Pn 4 N~o- Norualk, "orrn. '.asnington, r. C.

Wilrdington, relaware

. :r. ell A. Lowiýs

Sel., odnite on .r P ka g tng ngineer Verchants Transfer &Storage

Shipping Cor'.tteeon 1318 --. 'egoster 92'ý F Street

Aner. iron ýt Steel 7rtBowling Green, Chio .,d-hingtcn.. D. C.
350 Fifth 4venue ~'!r Harrý :. -. uele, Jr 11r John B. -npler

NewYok 1 Nw YrkGov't. Sale' Rep. Past Presiden~t

Firestone Tiro t Rubber Associated Cooperage Industries
Mýr. Harold T. rDýcot 10,01 Connecticut Ave. of America

Chief, Packaging E-nginecr .ýashington, .C. 408 Clive Street
Craig System's, Inc. 3t. Locuis 2, Missa--.r
90 Holten Street .:r. '-itche~l Draus
Danvers, Mass. Mr~it . !'. L. Ezickson

:.,.coming 'Division, VCG .Ae.,e~rcr. Associate
Mr. Joan Delebert Manufacturing Corp. -. versity of Itim~esota
Carro : t" * 550 :ain Street r~,,t of' ?-.ech. E~ngineering
'799 Was~hington Street Stratfore, Connecticut Yrmeapolis 1.8, km-riesotte

New York 14., New York
11,1r P. !r. S. C. Fairbanks

Mr. WA. R. Della Penna Sae ýbae 4esearch Director
Packaging Engineer Arkell Safety Fa g Co. 1he H~assereley Mfg. Company
Chandler-Evens c-iv. 10 E. 4.0th Street -ie rv

Nile-Beener Pond Co. New York, New York Garfi'eld, New Jersey

'dst Hartford 1, Corn.
!Mr. 'rankc Y. Naf.'y r.j. -- -allick

.x. Harry J. DeY~eo Exec. Assistant Vice President
Supv. of Pkg. &- Shipping Greiff Eros. Cooperage Corp. Praser~vation Pac,-aging, Inc.

Bethpuage L. iL X.f Y P. C. Box 398 1407 Chestnuat avenue
Betpee, . ~Lindenhust, L. I., N. Y. Hnlliside, New Jerseyt

'!x. :- V'. Dexter t~. Jsenes P. uff'y Mr. Joseph F. Farac~a
Ass't. Chief lrs.sector Project Leader General Co=mication Cc.

827uglaph Aircrat CoUn.~nion Beg L- Paper Corp. 681 Beacon Street

827 Segundo Street 233 Broadway Boston, M'ass.
El Sgund, Caif.New York, New York

Y--.Joseh Loel Y. Robert Farnsworth

Owr. Josephn Woe .. -- Dirbin Packaging Engineer

Vwen Connecingt Zvenerga esearcn Dep't. Farnsworth E-lectronics Co.

.8as6inConnetu : venC. Goodyenr Tire L- 1ubber Co. 802 Knitters Avenue
.~shngtn, C.Akron 16, Chio Ft. Vayne, Indiiana

Dr aCle D. Doerr ýtr. Howard Dygert Mr. Robert A. Farrell

Chisef, A.gn. .. Peident Ass"t. 1M.r. ?roduct Dev.

Kaise 1 un,. LaaI3gert P- Stone, Inc. . ~ahnCorporation
2hiag N. Ia~llini 56 Industrial Street ?*nashaq Wisconsin

Chicgo 1 IllnoisRochesteýr 14., New York
Mr. John Farrington, Jr.

Mr. James Dolny D.dwin A. Edberg Packaging Engineer
Inspection Supv. :g., t'lite TIxpandable Jiffy MIanufactuzring Co.
General Mills Inc. Polystyrene 360 Florence Avenue
lb2O Central Koppers Co., Inc. Hillside, New Jersey
~inneapollIs 13, Mm. P1ttsbirgh 19-, Pernnsylvania

Ix. lec . Doaldnn ?r. Charles E. Fawkes
Dr. lecL. onadn~n B. Z. ~unds Technical Sales

A~ss"-. Mgr. - Product App'ns %ackeging Engineer Pyro~'lin Prod. Inc.
Mi~nesota Yining & Mf'g. Cc. Mine Safety Appliances .4850 S. St. Louis Ave.
900 Fauquier Avenue 211 N. Braddock Avenue Chicago 32, Illinois
St. Paul 6, Minnesota Pittsburgh 8, ?a,

FMr. D. :-. D-novan -H -D.Charles L. Ferguson
President. M-- . B. :7dwardscn Textile Bag Manufacturers

SeilyCnetrIn.Production Analyst A~ssn.
Speiat Conerer In. oppers Company, Inc. 601 Davis Street

Mill tee Mass. Koppers BuilldinF 'vanston, Illinois
Bra~ntee,'Itt-sburgh 19, ea.
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lplusfy F~Relieseat-at ve 5

l'r J. B. -irclay M-. ac!and E. Fraser 'tr. Artnur Gerken

Eastern rlitor .gr.,-.Toduc. Dev. Sales !,hnger

Industrial Packcging Nashua Corporation .. P. mlth raper Co.

130 56 44 Frankrin Street 500:4. 66th 3treet

New York 22, New York Nashua, New Fampshire Chcai~co 38, il!inois

!tr. Herbert Fischer H. P. Frazier Mr. J. H. Gibba
.,. Y. 3tors, !r.., Engrg. Studio Mgr., Trarfic & Trana.

3i:ipping I- Warehousing !'CA - Victor Lockiheed &ircret Corp.

"ad!onarine Corp. of . Plectronic Components ariett•, Georgis
7f Varick Cp-een, New Jersey Mr. o T. Giles
!,ew york 13, :N. Y.

N. -arl French Engineer
•'.•. Bernard Fiscnlcwitz :•shington Representat"ve Amer. Wood Preservers Inst.

,t. Benr 1624loit nv Street, N. W

.echnic-a! irector Jervis F. Webb Company162 ve Street . .

Orchard Taper Company 8951 Ipinah- venue .on 6, D. C.

3914 Union Boulevard Detroit 4, Hichigan.3t. L-cui-C 1, Yo. :'. on. Ge ,scn

!t. C. S. French Lanbger, c2siccant -ivisicn

. .. itzgerald r., Industrial Fkg. •iv. CuNoiigbn, inc.
.. ,-, .tor' Orchard Paper Company Northbrook, ill nois

Cadillac t-roducts Inc. 3914 Union Boulevard
2300 Gainsboro St. Louis 15, Mo. Mx. Pray F. Gochnour

Ferndale 20, l'ichigan Senior Engineer

Mr . ":!lilaon Fry Container Latoratories, Inc.

Ir. Irving !. Footlik Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical 1519 Connecticut Ave., N. W.

President Corporation Washington 6, r. C.

Ir-ing :!. Footlik & Associates 1625 Eye Street, N. W.
8444 S. Yates Avenue Washington 9, D. C. .r. Ralph L. Goetzenberger

Chicagc 17, Illinois Vice President

Mr. Nelson B. Fry MInneapolis-Honeywel1 Regulator Co.
.Y. dverd h. Forbes American Can Company 4926 Wisconsin Ave., N. v.

3upv. - Ship-ing & lec'ing. 100 Park Avenue Ne;ashington 16, D. G.

General '. ectric Company New York 22, New York

!0.Y- Western -venue !tr. James J. Golden

Lvrn, 'assaohusetts !r. Edward S. Galaska Aluniseel Corporation
Process Eng'r. 385 Kadison Avenue

'T. Vi~iir. L. Ford Pratt Whitney Aircraft New York 16, New York

.s't. to Construction Engr. 400 Main Street
Bethlehem Steel CoMPany Ta3t Hartford, Conn. 1!r. S. H. Goldsborough
25 Broadway .-lanager

New York 4, New York !r. E. -. Gallivan Emer7, Air Freight Corporation

Asst. Secretary %shington National Airport

MFo. Neil Foler 1:irebound Box !,rs. Assn. "ashington 1, D. C.
Dir. of Sales E- Research 327 S. LaSalle Street
General Box Company Chicago 4, Illinois M-r. A. H. Grace
1825 Miner Street Ass't. to Dir. of Sales
,es :!aines, iMlinoi- .. Lewis W. Ga1mell Bemis Bro. Bag Co.

Product rev. Engr. St. Louis 2, Yissouri
Dr. Yart i. Fcwler B. F. Goodrich Compeny

Professor of Transportstion Canal Street YM. Edward C. Griepenkerl

Purdue UnJiersity Shelton, Connecticut Sales Engineer

Lafayette, Indiana Davison Chemical "o.
ýr. E-. C. Garwood Div. - W. R. Grace & Co.

,x. Paul C. France Ygr., New Product 1 N. Charles Street
Szles Engineer Cron Zellerbach Corp. Baltimore 3, Md.

Learborn Chemical Company 343 Sansome Street

Nerchandise ?-rt San Francisco 30, Calif.

Chicago 54, Illinois Techrtcal Consultant

Mr. C. G. Geiger Rap. the rVP Corpany
"tr. Lee M. Frnncis Merchandise Conager Kalhazoo, Michigan

'.,Eastern D~ivision Jo~hns-Mnmville Sales Corp.

Daubert Chemical Company Dutch Brand riv. 'r. Charl.'s R. Gustafscn

333 No. Micnigan Avenue 7800 South doodl-wn Chief mngr., Pkg. Hdlg.

Chicago 1, Illinois Chicago 19, Illinois knerican Radiator &
Standare 'anita-$ Corp.

Mr. R. L. Franklin 1541 South 7th St.
Technical Sales Rep. LoL.-z 'lle 8, Fy.

1. I. du Pont Ce Nemours & Co.
'i: mington, Delavwre
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InAustry Representatives

ý:r. nunrl K. Guntit, "r., enrop T. Haves Mr. George M. Hoffman

Pkg. En•ineer Mgr., Washington Office Tech. Representative

Bendix Aviation Corp, Stanford Research Inst. E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.

401 N. Bendix Dr. 711 14th St., N. W. Chertnut Run
4o. Bend, Indiaa Drshirgton 5, D. C. Wilmdngton, elaware

Mr, W4. 0. Hall •mr. :% C. lianes F. Hollinger

Dir. of Research Gan. Foreran Material District Mimtager
Folding Paper oox Ass'n. Services Nat'1!. Metal Edge Box Co.
337 Pae. 'adison Chance Vought Aircraft 3834 S. Four Mile Pun Drive
Chicago b, Illinois 0. . Box 5907 Arlington, Virginia

Dallas, 
Texas

Mr. . K.Hampon M. Hugh Hoerne
Dee. J. j_ lapton MX. H. T. S. He(c'.an Packaging Engineer

Detroit Diesel Eng. Applegate & Hec;=an Chas. Pfizer & Co., Inc.
Division of GMC 1227 19th Street, N. W. 630 Flushing Avenue

1625 Eyc St., N.W. Washingtor 6, D. C. Brooklyn 6, New York

Washington, D. C.
1-t. John W. FHefferran Mr. H. 0. Horning

!,X. Paul S. Janway Co:ercial Dev. Spec. Supv., Materials Handling

'iana g Director The Sorg Paper Co. Chryalsr Corporation

Nat'l. Fibre Can & "b ;ddletown, Ohio 341 Massachusetta

Association Detroit, MichigaL

274. Madison Avenue Mr. George F. Helm

Ne.v York, eaw York District Farager Mr. R. S. Howard

Acme Steel Company Staff Engineer

I1r. Peter S. 0Arson 1001 N. Calvert Street Sandia Corporation
Sales Rep. Baltinore 2, Md. Sandia Base

U. 3. Steel Corp. Albuquerque, Nov Mexico
1625 K Street, . .NM. C. E.e Henning

Washington 6, C. C. Becton Dickinson Co. Mr. A. L. Huter

5217 Nahant Street Ass't. to President
!-r. James S. H:ardigg Washington 16, D. C. U. S. Industries, Inc.

a:rdigg Engineering Co. P. C. Box 48365232 River Road !.
522hinetoa 6 .. Donald S. IIr-say Washington 8, D. C.
Washington 16, D. C. Svpv., :esign Services

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft .'J. H. R..Hudson
ir. R. S. Harris 400 Main Street Secretary

Sales Engineer E. Hartford 8, Conn. National Wooden Box Ass'n.Crown Cork & Seal40Baruidn
9300 102 5arr Building

9300 Ashton Road Xr. Harry E. Fill Washington 6, D. C.
-hiladelphia, Pa. Vice Pres. - Contracts

Applied Design Co. !r. alcolm W. Hughes

Mr. v. ?. Hart, Jr. 1807 Hlmwood Avernue Engineer

eanufacturin ?Pe"s Buffalo, New York Aluriseal CorporationTen :-yck: Wade PssoC`. 385 Ma•dison Avenue
1621. Eye St., N. W.35Maio Aeu
1asigto Nýt. Thomas 6.. Hill New York 17, New York
lWashington 6, 1% C. Tech. Asst. to Con. Mgr.

r. ArnthoWu Fass for Foil.Vce Presiz•" :dent Aluminum Co. of America M. ?o.ert J. Hume
Vice CPresident Alcoa Building Mgr., Federal Gov't.

D•:mtcCorporation P'ittsburgh 1, Pennsylvania Sales, Parts Div.

812 North Fairfax Street Reynolds Metals Co.
Alexandria, Virginia lr. Frank Hi:er 918 16th St., N. W.

Section Engineer Washington, D. C.
et-. Y. T. Hntae Philco Corp., Gov't. &

Resear ic Engianeer cnd. Division :r. C. B. Hutchins
North Aercn Aviation, inc. 47 issahckon Avenu Spec. Representative

12214 Lakeood Blvd. Philadelphia , . nnd Steel Co.
Downey, Calif. hart Chicago, Indiana

Mr. ;. C. Haetch r. George M. HobrtMr. Clarnce S. Hutchns

CI7.,'sler Corporation Prestdent Sales & Servic. Enur,
740 llth St., N. W. Utility Paper Co. lesr&iterie Engrn70 1.C .Box 352 Detroit Diesel Engine

..ashirgton London, Canada Division - 2rC o .a.e, Hodgkia 13400 W. 0,ater Drive

.tr. Carroll W. "ayes Mr. WVesley MI. Hodg ' Detroit 28. Michigan
Washir.gtor Manager Field Engineer

Celanese :orp. of ýmorica Dashew Business Machines, Inc.

1026 - 17th St., N.W. 810 - 18th St., N. W.
Washington, 2. C. Washington 6, 0. C.
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biustry Representatives

Mr. Charles HiUtton Mr. W. P. Johnstufl Mx. 1-. Karpowicz, Jr.

Reynolds Metalts Company Goodyear Tire and Ruabber Co. Pak-Rapid, Inc.
503 World Center Bldg. 11441 F~st Market Street 530 North .s,3t.

Washington 6, D. G. AkA-on 8, Ohio Philaaielph>.. 30 ?a.

ftr. H. L'. Hyns.,jn Mr. C. P. Jones 'Mr. Al Katz
Engr. Representative Sales Mgr., ?lastafol Div. Asst. Traffic Manager
Exido Industrial Div., Robert Gair Company, Inc. Allen B. Dumont Labs.
Electric Storege.Battery Co. 155 'East 44th Street 35 Market Street
1819 L Street, S. W. Nlew York 17, New York F. Patterson, flew Jersey

Wahntn6 .C r. H. S. Jones Mr. H. M. Keefe
Mr. John P~. Iximer National Secretary Material Handline, Mgr.
Director American Material Handling Ray-th..on hfgr. Company
Work Saving International Soci-qty 'Waltham, `' ssacht'setts
1735 - 19th St, N.W. 1975 'ýremainsville Road
Vashington 9, D. C. Toledo 13, Ohio Mr. W. H. Keener

Asst. !!r., Paper & Print
Mr. James L. ingoldsby Mr. Robert E. Jones Market
Staff Gen. Re,-resentative Head,' Physical Testing, Lab. Reynolds Metals Company
Lord Mfg. Company Fopco Chemical Companyv 2.500 S. 3rd Str-eet
1737 H Street, N. W4. Harr,_so!1, New Jersey Louisville, Kentucky

WahntoM6rD .O. Allen F. Jordan Mr. Robert C. Kennedy
Mr. James 1.-vine Azslt. Sales Mgr,, Production Engineer
President Container Dep't. Cadillac Tank Plant
Pak-Rapid, Inc. Atlas Plywood Corp. 6200 Riverside Drive
530 North 21st Street 11432 Statler Building Cleveland 11, Ohio
Philadelphia 30, Pa. Boston 16, %ass. x.WH.Krol

Mr. William G. Isom Mr. T. C. Jordan Supt. - Manufacturing
Sales Project Engr. Storekeeper General Electric Co., Agent

Sigod S~ ~Washington Terminal Co. 'Evendale, OhioSignde Seel ~xapingivy City ShopCompany Washington, r. C. Mr. A. E. Kincaid
2600 No. Western Avenue 

6n-oigFbelaChicago 4.7, Illinois Oi-es-orin FierlaM. Albrt L. Kaddik 806 Conncticut Ave., N. W4.
Mr .B.Jc kg. EngineerWahntn6D.C

J.B akAllen B. Du Mont Labs., Incsintn.,D.C
Dales Mgr., Defense Products 35 VarkO_' St. Mr. Ignatius L. Klein
Continental Can Comlpany E. Paterson, New Jersey Dlir., Export Packaging
100 East 1.2 Davidson Transfer & Storage Co.
Nlew York, flew York Mr. William A. Kagdis 6301 ?PilaskJ. Highway

Mr ae 4 aoyAss't. Director atmr12MalnM.JmsWJaoyRoyer and Roger, Inc. Blice1,Mrln
Tech. Service Representative Bo 707 tr mil Kllr-ck
Chase Bag CompanyEgwod arld
1500 S. Delaware Avenue -.gwoMayadritor
Philadelphia 4.7, Pa. '.David E. Ycalrn The Glass Packer

Chairman of Board 55 14. 4.2nd Street
Mx. William R. Janney Pressureform Comzpany New York 36, Nlew York
Vice President Baltimore Pike
INational Can Corporation 13Varthnore, Pa. Mr. John V4. Knight
11 . 42Kaiser Alumizam & Chemical Corp.

New York 17, New York Mr. Edward M. Kalapos 228 N. LaSalle Street
Market Analyst Chicago, Illinois

Mtr. C. Lin~coln Jew.ett B. F. Goodrich Chemical
Fgr., Washington Office Rose Building Mr. Owen Kompelien
Ar-uiur D. Little, Inc. Cleveland, Ohio Director of Purchases
1625 ZVO St-, N. W4. Baxt er Laboratorriea
Washington 6, D. C. M!r. Richard M4 Kaplan 6301 Lincoln Avenue

Oper. Engr., Military Morton Grov'e, Illinois
Yr. Joseph H. Johnson Relations Department
Supervisor - P' -khging Fairchild Engine &-Airplane Mx. Ned 0. Kraft,
Prtt&4'eyArrfCrpato Mil. Representative
:*in Street Hagerstown, Maryland Aluminum Co. of America
East Hartford, Co-nnecticut 1200 Ring Building

Mr-. I. P. Karl in Washington 6, D. C.
Universal Pin Company
168 Van Brunt Street
Brooklyn, New York
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bhxstry Rlepresentatives

Mr. Joseph L. Krager, Jr. £tr. v. ,"1. Laugnner Mr. Heinz H. Loeffler

Mgr., Packing Design Editor President
Grmio 'Kiern Materials andlling TYrter Paper Co., Inc.

Radio Corporation of America 795 Boylston Street 730 No. Franklin St.

Delaware t Cooper Sts. Boston 16, Mass. Chicago 10, 1llirnois
Camden 2, New Jersey Mr. L. G. Lea ,r. Donald F. Loughrey

Mr. John W. Yraus Vice President Yackaging Engineer
Sect. Sup'r. tQuality YiechJ~efer Container Co. Jerome F. Gould Corp.
Control & 1'kg. Fng. P. 0. Box 710 1562 DeYalb Avenue
Thompson Products, Inc. Camder, New Jersey Brooklyn 37, New York

23555 fl-clid Avenue
Ctveland 17, Ohio Mr. N. H. Leco Mr. A. R. Lutz

President Mat. 1andling Engr.

Mr. H. T. Yrause Lecc Company Atlas Pouder Company

Exec. Vice President c/o Y. 0. Box 261 xilmington 99, Delaware

Greif Bros. Cooperage Corp. Forest Hills, New York
Pennsylvania Avenue M". C. W. MacArthur
Delaware, Ohio Pr. George H. iLigh Mgr., "Wshington Office

Gerleigh Associates Continental Can Co., inL

Mx. Richare Fuhiman 2500 .ue St., N. W. 1625 Eye Street, N. W.

Packaging Fngr. Washington 7, D. C. Washington, r. C.

North American tviation
4,300 East Fifth Avenue Mr. H. r. Lerner Mr. Donald MacArthur
Columbus, Ohio Research Associat- Mgr., Washington Office

Applied Psychology Corp. Kuppers Co., Inc.
Mr. Richard Kuhlman 515 - 4th St., N. W. 1701 K Street, N. C.

Packaging Engr. Washington, C. .Washington 6, . C.

RCA Tube Divi sionA
415 So. Fifth Streýet Mr. James G. Laslie SM. A. J.Eng cDisrid
Harrison, New Jersey President Sales Engineer

-lbee Excelsicr Co. George C. F~lis & Sons, Inc.
M!r. Chester P. Ku.L.sza 6 North 14 Street 4000 American Street

Reynolds Metals Co. Newark 7, New Jersey Philadelphia 40, Pa.

10th & Byrd Streets Yr. John G. ma6Farlan
Richmond 19, Virginia Mr. James G. Leslie III Geea AgentVice PresidentGeneral Agent
,-. Art.ur Kushner Elbee Excelsior Co. Railway Express AgencyIt • 2nd & 'Eye St., N. E.
Asst. -dtor 6 North. 14 Street 2Jash& "ye St, N. C.
Shipping Mamnagement 'ewark 7, New Jersey Uashington 2, D, C.

425 4th Avenue
New York 16, New York Yr. E. 0. Lieberg Mr. Donald R. McClelland

Asst. Mgr., Tech Sales Department Harnager
!!-. Richard T. ".hta Service General Ct,=unication Co.
Packaging Engineer Wood Conversion Company 677 Beacon Street
Kearfott Co., Inc. Cloquet, Minnesota Boston 15, Massachuset's
1150 :lcBride mvenue
Little Falls, New Jersey mr. J. D. Lincoln Mr. J. I. McCormick

Continental Can Co. Asst. Sales Manager

Mr. Rex L. Lake Mount Vernon, Ohio The *)obeckmun Company
Development Engineer 3301 Monroe Avenue
Faiser Alumi.-n= & Chem. Corp. Mr. W. B. Lincoln, Jr. ClevelEnd, Ohio
228 N. LaSalle Vice President, Tech.
Cnicago, Illinois Service Mr. William *.. McCormick

Inland Container Corp. Sales Yngineer
Mr. T. A. Lancaster 7(0 West Morris Street Whitehead & FMales
Mgr., Ind. Sales Indianapolis 6, Ind. 58 HeIflpier 'treet
Plasti m Corporation River iouge, Michigan

Plainfield, Connecticut Yr. R. V. Linderoth

Sales Manager M-r. Charles F. kcrory
Mr. Fred I. ,angner Irve-ý Corporation Defense Cccrdi!.tor
Package Coordinator 202ran Hercules Galion Prod., Inc.

Socony Mooil Oil Co. Olean, New YorkShea treet
26 Broadway GlniwnY Chio

New York 4, New York Mr. Clerk Ljnnell
Kr. Clrk Linell 1. Fugene Y. McDerm-;tt

Packaging Engineer Su'. Pug . &nDePmkit
Mr. Greg Lanigan Mechanical Division Su lc. - Pkg. Cnd Packing
S.-. Sales Representative General Mi'lls, Inc. General Electric Company
American Flange & Mfg. Co. 1620 Central ;venue, N.E. 120 W. Canesee Street

30 Rockefeller Plaza inneapolis, Minn. Tracuse 2, N. Y.
New York 20, New York
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Industry Representatives

Mr. G. .McFntee I I !x. L. C. Manthei . Carl '.. ailler
rEastern -Lepresenftltve Fartn, r (Ch. ý-nCineer) Paokagirg i-.gr.
Fffi, ient rngineering Co. Imnact ýgister Company Festinghouie Flec. Corp.
113 F.'ince .treet 0. ;,IV 1.-

Alexandria, Virginia Chanpaign, III inois Baltincre 3, Yd.

Mr. Charles R. Mchay !x. Stinnley T. ?rgerz,• Mr. C, Thcras "iller
Eng. &Sles Sales Nanagcr, -uilp. I- Fibre 1-47., National /ccts.
E. I. du Pont de Nemours -'.o. Containers Rheem ITC. Cozpany
Wilmington, Delaware Rheamn M•.nufdcturing Company 7600 -o. ?,edzie Avenue

7600 S. Kedzie C'!ic-Cc 29, 7ilLnoisMr. rale McKee Cl.cego 29, Illinois
Eng. Mgr., Spec. 5'v.
Clark Fquipment Co. IMr. I. J. Marsden r., Alan .corep

Patte Crek, dchian cupv., ýpvlres, ýkg. &Battie Creek, .ichigan Govt. Sales Representative Shi-
Permacel Tape C'orporaticn Piaecki i-!licopter C-rporation

Mr. 1artin Mackey 1621 Connecticut Avenue, N. !0 ',"'noxawn Avenue
District Manager Washington 9. D. C.
.4. H. Robertson Co. M"zton, Fnsylvania
644 Washington Blg. !ý.". B. Mason u.. J e
Washington, D. C. Superintendent !1over.J.enh R epresentstive

Mr. P. ". Mahoney Packaging Set-Co. Firestone Tire ' Rubber CompanyMrl.L aoe 5•0 Sur.mit Avenue 1001 Connecticut Ave., N. W.
General Manager Recine. Wisconsin Connton u A C.

Spraylat Corp. Wahington, ý. C.
1 Park Avenue Mr. e]alter H, Mast
New York 16, New York Methodc : r . Mr.Mteral Control 'gr.

Babcoc'k Rý Ii'ý-ox hel CnrlV.Yx. Tom Mahoney S,'o.Iing Avenue Aero-.cx Corporation

General Hanager boliville Avenue
The Hollinger Corporation iNeu Bedford, !ss.
38314 S. Four Itile Run Prive Mr. Glein Mather
Arlington 6, Virginia Mannging Cirector N,. J. F. Morrisette

Fibre Drum Mfrs. Ass'n. ~Rpresentative
Mr. W. E. Mainwaring 271 ýadison Avenue {ini. Mtning .I Mfg. Co.
A&F" Mfg. Eng. New York 16, New York 401 "ennsylvanea Building
General Electric Co. Washington, D. C.
1 ýJver Road Mr. Irving Mattson
Schenectady, New York Marxet Research Manager Mr. 11. B. Morrison

NcLaurin-Jones Co. Mgr.. Reinforzed Paper Sales
Mr. R. G. Malcolm Mill Street (,ens-Ccrning Fiberglas Corp.
Emnerson Flectric Mfg. Co. Bronkfield, Xassachusetts 598 Madison A'snue
Transportation Bldg. Ne4i York, Nei. lo'k
"ashington, D. C. Mr. Ralph W. Maurer

Asst. Packagin- Coordinator Mr. George Mosher
Mr. Day Yallerv Tirken Roller Bearing Co. General Manager
Project Sales .%zager Canton, Ohio American Latex Fibre Corp.
Glenn L. Martin Company 500 Broadway
Baltimore 3, Mar-land Ir. Steven :. Mautner Lawnce, Mass.

Vice P-es.-Chlef Engr.

Mr. Russell S. Malory Skydyne, Inc, Vx. John Mount; Manager
Traffic Manager River Road Marine Service
Kearfott Conpany, Inc. Port Jervis, New York Ins. Corpary of .orth America
1150 'IcBride Avenue 1600 Arch Stre'.
Little Falls, New Jersey Mr. Richard N. Maxson Phileiphia !, Pennsylvania

Physicist - Packaging
HT. R. C. Manchester Glass Container Mfrs. Mr. A. S. ;Zrozlk
Dev. Engineer Institute Sales Ibnager
Aluminum Co. of ýmerica Box 528 Ingersoll-Kalamazoo Div.
Alcoa Building Butler, Peannylvania 131C No. Picner Street
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania )&. G. E. Meyer Kaldmazoo, Mich!gar.

Mr. Clarence F. Manning President
Vice President VhP. Thcas J. MuldoonVe President 5001 Williams Street Tbzhnicai Cor.nsutantReynolds Metals Company Torah, Wiscor•nsi ir o sca~

2500 So. 3rd Street Fibre Box kssiciaton
Louisville, Kentucky Mr. John D. Miley l4-5 19+1 Street, N.W.

Salesman Ws;shington 6, D. C.
Continental Can Co.
12 Svjth 12th Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
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Industry Representatives

..r. Charl-9 I. !alianpy ,r. .. . Nunn Mr. P. J. Olsen
Ass't. Sup't., "pare ?arts 'jr., -'ip;.ing Aý Receiving Chief, Methods - Indus.

Packaging Generel epartment Engineer
Raytheon Mfg. Company ",ockheed Aircraft Corporation Merck & Co., Inc.
Waltham, Massachausetts :. C. Box :51 Rahway, New Jersey

Burbank, California .r. Ralph A. O'Reilly, Jr.
Mr'. James P. !i!ulen "kg. ','ngineer
Staff Engineer Mr. T. J. Nussdorfer gtrff
American Pover Jet. Co. Research Engineer General Votors Corporation
705 Grand Pvenue Arthur D. Little, Inc. 3044 W. Grand Boulevard
Ridgefield, New Jersey 30 Memorial .:;-ive Detroit 2, Yi-higan

Cambridge, ýkssas hsetts
Mr. T. Ii. Mullen 11-. "!!lian S. Omen
Washington Representative Mr. Malcolm J. Odell Salqs 7Representative
Anerican Paper and Pulp Vice .-residen'. [ 5bb _: Corning Company

Ass'n. Angicr Corporation Division .ubbs Cc'poratilon
122 East 42nd Street Fountain 3treet 4`4 S. -ut1w Otreet
New York 17, NI. F.-rairgham, !,ss. BaltL-ore 1, .arvland

,r. J. T. Muller Mr. J..P. O'Hanlon .-. Merlan B. Owens

Consulting Frng. Ad.inistrator of eckaging :'erch-and!sing 3pecialist
Sperry Gyroscope Co. Radio Corp. of America G'U 7.•ruck ?- Coach Divisicn
Great Neck, L. I. . Camden, New Jersey 660 So. Boulevard

Pontiac 11, !ichigan
Mr. K. 1u~ngenast M-. Carlton ý. Chinheiser
Packaging Engineer Neneger, Humidity Dep't. Mr. John B. -a-ker
Federal Telephone & ±-erican Instrument Co. Staff Industrial Engineer

Radio 8030 Celorgia Avenue Crown Cork & Seal Co-pan"

100 Kingsland Road Silver Spring, 1ryland 9300 snton .FPd
Clifton, New Jersey ri1ladelenia 36, -a.

Mr. Richard M. Oliver

.rrtaff Assistant !.r. Herbert C. Parker
ABsst. Vice President Aircraft industries Ao-.'n. H. C. Parker Conpae-.

610 Shoreham BLilding 1625 Eye Street, N. V'.
Pulmar-Standard Caf Mtg. Washington 5, D. C. "ashington, B. C.

Company

1C25 Connecticut Avenue Walter ,. Oliver M'!r. Charles A. Parr
Washington 6, D. C. Technologist Asst. to the General IManager

Preservation & Packaging The Yac.illan Conpany
,Mr. James A. Mustard, Jr. Fairchilc Engine & hrplane 60 Fifth Avenue
District Manager -New York 1, N. Y
Thos. A. Edison, inc. o-por' 'on e o , ..
134( Connecticut Averue Fogerstznm, ?1ryl.ad 'Tr. George B. Parsons
"Washington 6, D. C. I .- Zss't. Chief Engineer

- . W. G. Nichol :Sst.ne hIfEngiee
.Gordon S. "utn Ass't. to Vice President, * Inc.

Chief Engineer Operations Pot er via ,
Container Labs., Inc. United States Steel Corp. Port Jervis, New York

1519 Connecticut Ave.• . W. 525 William Penn Place Mr. Leonpr3 E. Pasek
Washington 6, D. C. Pittsburgh 30, Fa. AssistaýT to President

*.-,1oberly-_Cs!- r Corporation
Mr. P-.-hilip ay~ers Mr. S. S. Nicholson 4 CorporastionM pnager Supv., Packing & !aterials .6h,

Straparound Handlig . L, Pearce
1115 Standard Oil Boulevard American Crn Company AsMrt. .gr., ',arts c istrib.
Baltimore, Maryland 100 Dark Avenue Chevroaet-FlingN,-w York 17, New York. e Nl 30) N. Chevrqlet 'venue
ýtr. Brandt Nelson Flintr !ichigan

Ke'rket Dcv. Departnent r'• . iplr l.t,...hga

Celaneso Corporation of America gr., _necificatior.s & Pkg. . .C e

2 Ferry Street esign tv. .Ass't. Sales MarnagerNewark 5, New Jersey .oodyear Tire ': Rubber Co. Chemical D~vision
N 5y. -st :'arket Street Eastmzan Chemical Products, inc.

Mr. Jack Neustadt kron 16, Ohio Kingsport, Tennessee

Vice.-President & TreasurorerJete Metal Fsbricetors, Inc. Mr. Fr7r- X.?Ncrtcn Mr T. T . Petty
Don . Isey Co. Asast. Packaging & 6oadir-g

957 Saem'll River 2oad 166-29 "jers .oed Engineer

Yonkers, New York Detroit 35, Yichigan U.S. Steal Corporaticn

525 W-lllam Penn Place
Pittsburgh 30, Penns.',lvania
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kndustry Representatives

. 2±ufsell J. ?iltz mr. J =nu F. Ratasitz Mr. Clint Royce
Kimberly-Clark Corporation Sales Promotion Manager President11426 G Streetr N.CW. H. A. Post, Inc. Clint RoyCe, Inr.

Washington 5, D. C. 31-11 20th Road 45 Rocimfeller Plaza
Long Island City 5, N. Y. 11ew York 20, New York

Mr. W. F. Pine yx. John W. Rawins Mr. John J. Ruane
Yanaging Director PrVice President
Dri-Store Facilities, Inc. Packaging Engineer Vice Businene

734 Jackson Place, N. W. Purolator Products, Inc. D-shw Business 8 1achines, Inc.

'Washington 6, D. C. 970 New Brunswick Avenue 810 18h h St., N. W.
Rahway, New Jersey

r, Wilbur L. Plank mr. William H. Serdos Jr.

Consultant Mr. H. R. Redington Secretary. -W anager
Gettysburg Packaging & Specification Enginer National Worden Pallet r g1.
Packing Company National Tank Division Association

123 Springs Avenue! United States Steel Corp- 215 Barr Building
Gettysburg, Pennsylvania 1929-525 Wm.. Penn Place Barr 6,iD.nC

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania Weshington 6, D. C.

Mr. David D. Pliska Hr. N. C. Sargen-

Vice P-esident Mr. Fred E. ?.inhardt packaging Engineer

Pioneer Enterprises Supervisor - Packaging Aviation Electric Ltd.

R.F.D. #1, "The Elms' Federal Telophone & Radio Co. 200 Laurentien Boulevard

Addison, Illinois 100 Kingsland Road Sti Laurent, Quebec
Clifton, New Jersey

Mr. E. N. Porter Mr. William N. Sewers
President Mr. R. Chester Reed Asbt. Manager, Division ofWraps, Inc. Sup'v., Ptckages & Shipping Special Services80 East 11th Street The Texas Company The Visking Corporation

New York 3, New York 135 E. 4,2nd Street 6733 West 65th Street
New York 17, New York Chicago 38, Illinois

PMr. J. W. Porter Mr. E. P. Ribet Mr. J. G. Schaefer

Peckaging Engineer District hanager Organic Chemist

General Electric Co. Gerrard Steel Strapping Div. Daubert Chemical Company

40 Federt' Street United States Steel CorP. 4700 So. Central Avenue

1322 Island Avenue Chicago 38, Illin-ois

Mr. William R. Porter •MKees Rocks, PernsylvaniAMarket Dev. Departent Mr. Harold Scharf'etterCelaneee CoDp. of Anerica Mr. Gordon M. Richardson Regional Serv-ice Mgr.
290 Ferry S.Preet Engineer Towmotor Corporation
Newark 5, New Jeriey L. A, B. Corporation 1226 E. 152nd Street

P. 0. 278 Cleveland 10, Ohio
Mr. Bernard C. Press Skaneateles, New York
Ass't. Div. Head - Mr. J. V. Schade

Materials Pan-ling Y. H. T. Ridlehoover Asst. Sup't. Methods

Wright Aero. Division Special Representative - Western Electric Co., Inc.

Wood-Ridge, New Jersey Engineering Division 195 Broadway
RAilway Express Agency, Inc. New York 7, %.w York

Mr. Harold D. Prior 89 Luckie Street, N. W.
Ygr., Washington Office Atlanta 3, Georgia Mr. Hal Schwappech

National Lead Company Technical Mirector

1025 Connecticut Avenue, N.W. Mr. George E. Robinson Mid-States

Washington 6, D. C. Dop't. Fgr. - Pkg. Dea. 2515 S. Damen

Sharp & Bohme, Inc. Chicag. 8, I1linois

.x. Roland W. Puder 640 N. Broad Street
Supervisor, Materials Hdllg. Philadelphia, Pa. Mr. J. Sears

Engineering Depertmant Executive Secretary

aa Font Cocpsmn Mr. Howard A. Rohdin American Gear Mfgrs. Ass'n.

Wilmington, Delaware Vice President I Thomas Circle
Packaging Industries Washington 5, D. C.

Mr. Roger L. PutMa 151 Pine Street
President Montclair, New Jersey Mr. F. W. sagerstrcm

Package MachinsrY COKqny Sa'.es vanager
last IAmadow, N oas Mr. William F. Rose 11 L.O.F. Glass Fibers Co.

Advertising Sales 1810 Madison Avenue

Mr. Frank L. oninby Industrial -kg. Magazi-e Toledo, Ohio
Project fngineer 130 E. 56th
Grace Chemical Pesearch New York City, New York Mr. R. T; Seith

and Development Co. Director, Product Day.

3 Sanover Square Hoainee paper Mille

Naw York 4, Nov Yor HMosinee, wisconmin
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!Uustry Repieserntatives

PX. "i. L. Sennett Miss Margaret A. Smith Fr. P. J. Stanfielcl
Sales Engineer Executive Se,'rtery Mat'l. & Process Engineering
Allied P.etearch Products U..t'i. Barrel & Drun Ass'n. Douglas Aircraft Co., In2.
4004 E. Monument Street 1025 Connect cut Avenue, N. W. Lakewood & Carson
Baltimore 5, Maryland Washington 6, D. C, Long Beach, California

Mr. Warren L. Serenbetz Dr. Richard A. "=ith Mr. Carleton D. Stanley
Chief Engineer Research Ass't. to President
Railway Express Agency, Inc. M. W, Kellogg Company Clark Equipment Cocmpany
219 East 42nd Street Foot of Daziforth Avenue 1000 Vermont Avenue, N. W.
New York 17, New York Jersey Clty,,Rew Jersey Washington 5, D. C.

Fr. Lawrence E. Shea .%. W. -. Smith Mr. Bernard C. Stapor
Representative Packaging Engineer Production Engineer
Lavoie Laboratories Westinghouse Electric Corp. Jchn 1. Thompb-n & Company
Morganville, New Jersey Friendship Airport 921 - 17th St., N. W.

Mr. R. W. Sherk Baltimore, Maryland Washington 6, '. C.

Aircraft Parts .anager Mr. W. T. Smith .r. "!. E, Stern
Allison Division District Manager VIce President
General Yotors Corp. Universal Pin Company Federal Adhesives Corporation
Indianapolis, Indiana 1124 Warner Building 210 P.ythe Aienue

Mr. James W. Shipley Washington 4, D. C. Brooklyn 1i, New York

Pkg. Engineer Fx. Don A. Snelling Mr. Roward R. Stewart
Devison Chemical Company jhMpping Superintendent Special Projects Engineer
Baltimore 26, Maryland Boeing Airplane Company Staadard-Fnapp Division

Seattle 14, Washington Main Street
Va--. M. L. Shoemaker PPrtland, Connecticut
Packaging Engineer Mr. C. W. Snodgrase
Sandia Corporation Sales - Washington Rrp. Mr. Farold Stone
Albuquorque, New Yexico U. S. Wire & Cable Corp. Vince President

27 Haynes Avenue Adex Mhnufa:etrine Copany
Mr. Edvard S. Shorkey Newark, Ne-: Jersey 140 N. Kresson Street
Sales Technical Service BaItirore Z4, Yz-yland
Sheelman-Betner Mr. R. C. Sollenberger
Mt. Vernon, Ohio Exec.Vice President M. Grant A. Stone iry

Conveyor Equipment 1anufacturers Pcang A.gineer
.x. Paul P. Sikorski Ass'tn-. P~ckag-ing Fnetneer
Mrlt. Paul . SioereI T CircleHamil ton Standard DivisionAss't. Mdse. Manager I Thomas Circle United Aircraft Corporation

Polyken Products Washington 5, D. C. Ara ft Field

222 W. Adams Street Bra61ey Field

Zhicago 6, Illinois C. C. A. Southwichc, Jr. Windsor L(cks, Connecticut

Technical Yditor

Yr. L. E. Simerl Modern P ckeglng .agazine Yr. D. M. Stonsatrn

Research & Dua. Dep't, 575 Madison Aveee Atnes Poder Compan

Olin Mathieson Film Div'n. New Yor. City, New York Wilmington 99, Delawers
New :1Aven, Connecticut e n c. R-,oert E. Skalding Yr. Norrarn Strippy

•r. G. . Si--psou Consultant President
Vice P•esident & Container & Packaging Strippy Stgre & Moving Co., Inc.

General saiager 921 Evesham Averns 106 •'t-Shai1 Street
Pitts•hurgh :ectrodryer Corp. Baltimo-e 12, %.ryland Bltimora 23, 1aryland
Front 32nd Street
Pittsabrgh 1, PeMnsylvania .r. H. A. Spanagel Mr. A. K. Strong

American Xotors Corp. Yet'l, Handling Cc%!1ta~.t
Mr. Robert B. Sleight 1000 Vernont Avenub, N.W. Anerican Cyanamid CW.pany
President Washxcn 5, D. C. 30 Rockefeller Plaza
Applied Psychology Corpcration New York 20, New York
515 - 4th St., N. W. Mr. Clarence Spencer
Washington 1, D. C. Product h-•nager . . L. Studebaker

Permacel Tape Company Packagi;-g Engineer
Mr. A. Z. Sloan U. S. #1 McDonnell Aircraft
Fantger, Industrial Packaging New Bra~siwck, New Jersey St. Lnuis, Y-ssouri
Rapn-wsx Paper Company
150 - 26th Avenue Mr. F. K. Spurney MX. Joseph G. Surchek

ym•i.5POia 3, yinmesota District Fanager Senior Ressarch Leader
Butler Manaufzcturing Cc. Dearborn Ctemical Company
613 Cafritz Building 1029 W. 35"-h Street
Washington 6, D. C. Chicago 9, Illlrois



Industry Representatives

"C. Sutton !. wrLienm Thaz M-r. John G. Turk
izckaging Research Research Investigator Research I'g. Engineer
Ge.eral Foods Corp. The Fli:tkote Compeny Glass ContaLner Xfrs.
1125 Hudson 2treet Wh.ppary, Neu Jersey Irztitute
Hoboken, New Jersey Boy 528

.Ar-. Edward J. Thcrnpsjn Ditler, Pennsylvania
Mr. G. H. Swatek P'ackaging Engineer
President asusch & Lomb Optical Compary t. L. B. Turner
Baker & Swatek, Inc. St. Paul St.eet Mkt. Development
1060 Elm Avenue Rochester 2, New York Enjoy Co., Inc.
Ridgefield, New Jarsey 570 N. Broad 3t:-zt

Mr. Evan Thorpson Elizabeth, New Jersey
,1r. Jack Sweet Bendix Corporation
Chief !%n=facturing Eng'r. South Bend, Indiana Mr,. T. H. Urdah!
Lear, Inc. Consulting EngineerLea. Rrph F. Thonpson, Jr. 1122 Barr Buildirg
110 Ionia Avenrue, N. W. ?ýr ap .Top~r r910 l7t!. Str'net, K.W.Grand 7-tpids, ic:higarn Asstt. Yreger - Federall Sale9 Was17tngton r, D, C.

Reynolds Metals ^o0Pa~ y,

!1r. GecrZA A. Switzer 918 15th St., N. .. L. Utley
Bendix Products Washington 6, C. C. )s t  3ecretary
3o-th Bend, indiara Yr. Wallace B. Tibbets Towmot-or Corporal io

.Suirr., CWrla mer Packaging 1226 E. 152nd Street
Yr. !,. I. Taggart Clexel.qnd 10, Ohio
S&ipv., Packaging Fngo Bakelite Co:pany

-lwvbnia Mlectric Products River Road Cap't. J, M. Vet Orderi
E--porium, Penrsylvania Bound Brook, New Jersey Regional Terminals "g.

Yatson Navigaticn Compagy
Mr. asrbert i. Tayloz, Jr. *'.Ray %. -hrasher Pier 32
President !at. I'anager Equipment Containers San Francisco 5, Calif.
George D. Ellis & Sons, Inc. Rne-.= Manufacturing Company
4000 Arzerican Street 760 3c. KIAdzia Avenue kir. H. F. Vaughan
Philadelphia 47, Pa. Chicago 29, Illinois Ass't. T~rffic Manager

. icrLo Sritch
Mr. L. W. Tylor Mr. -i ".Todd 11 West Spring Street
President Salesman Preeportx Illinois
x:fab, Thc. Gerrad Steel Strapping Div.

1955 Laaet SL U. . St;-1 Corporation 1--. John D. Velardo
San9ta le-a, CalifotS ,ia 1625 K St.-ret, N. W. Packaging and Shipping EditorSaazhirp-ton 6, D. C. Flow Magazine

1240 Ontario Street
% er William M., Tal~e n.. Johun J. Toughey Cleveland 13, Ohio
Manager, GcvOt. ýalcs
Libbev-0,ans Ford Gla-s u Prevention Div.

.ibers Company E1•tiway ExTress Agency, Inc. Mr. terman Velick
1010 Vermont Ave .ue, '.W. 219 E°. L2nd Street President
•ashirgtcon 5, D, C. he, York '7, Ckew York (erseas Packaging Service

U1141 Lappin Avenue

'. Robert S. Temple .r. J. M. Iransue, Jr. Detroit 5, Michigan

Inaustrial Sales Ctlef Cf Pacaaoing
Celeneso Corp. of America 1hillco Corporation Mr..!br'n Velkoff
180 Madison Avenwle 4700 Wirca.hick.,n Avenue Vire President
•-a York City, .New York •hiladaipnia, =Pa. Central States Paper & Bag Co.342 Madison Avenue-
!tr. Martin !. Tr !r. R"ssell ?ra;,i.z New York 17, ,New York
Svpv., Gave-remt Pocklng Chief, induastr.al
Alion S. Dumont Labs. Logis tics Bra-nch Mr. G. P. Vincent
35 .Aarket Street Reed Research, ;nc. Mgr., Government Services
East Psterion, Tew Jervey 104e Potomac St. N.V. Olin Mhthieson Che-mical Corp.

Washirgton, r. C. 711 ".yatt Building
kt. Richard H. Thtxnae Washington, D. C.
Packaging En.gIner '!. F. P. Troaer
General Electric Corpany 11rocess ,ngi4neer lo. Melvin Vagner
French 'cad Dk.g1as Aircraft Co., Inc. Mgr., Packaging Mtls. Division

Utica, New York 30r00 oc-ean Park 6Ivd. Acme Oacking Corporation
Sani Aonca, California Canal & Ludlow Streets

Mr. Walter D. Thc-as Stamford, Connecticut
Food YacLz-ery & C:•iecal Cer.. !!-. Eurnest A. Tupper Mr. Louis r. Wahl
777 14th StreeL, N, W. Mgr., Wahingto% Office Sales Representative
Uss.O.-gton 5, D. C. "rirlcai Can Co. United Cars Division

142r New York Ave., N.W. P. 0. Box 42
Wask.ingtcn, D. C. Fhillipsburg, New Jersey
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V±~ ?risi'en. gr ,Technical Sa;i)s O'eemafl, 9hipping

Corro :.!iiz-td Ohio Corrugi.tir.a C--)aIq Aine~ ~rcraft ',orp.

799ý ',k.WgtoU 5t'eet Miiy &Ra io 1kp Iambeart "Ield

Ne-.; York 34, Neo- York Ja±-.. iio St. Lc%%.Lo 31, Maro-i

Mr. %ý. C. -.hlah H. %'-r- WMrt k. "&eoid E. wirtla
Spec. A.-'i~tant tc the Exet. Vice P'aidert Mhna*,^r

?resde.~ Caz ~iufecurer ~ he tý1rpsto-ie Ti:re 8- Rubber

The Champion Pr'pt Anld 10_7 h'oreham Flididrg Corpalw utAv. NW
Fibrs Conpax4, Washington, 1).C. .,hingtonaciu 6, e. D, C

;Aashirngton 6, D. C. 1,t Rotirt R. 1Uh14 te FakC oct
.;ýdunt: ial Sal~esman Technran Cj.- ',~otr

ex, Dar Wanslay .,ocd Cr"-vers!ýn coixr To:ehncIt WRo- Inc.
Product Engineer Firs' I-ationel Benk Arrydn~ 7hye , C Rotvr, 14c.
Kimbqrly Cl ark Cqil'. St Uuj L-ArMe.hm.Cote, ^4
NIcepi.h, Wi. -cr.40fer

Mr.j-li I:. i!.tig Jr~e T".ncl 'reir ager. ?iasItis >~v. Branch
Yr. . u.Warnr Tcýýnial !irac~cr o-pc-r3 Ccmp!ýy, Inc.

Rereso:nt-etivo ~ .The M;ar;Ie.ium CorpaanyGan
"1.n~r. XM11irg & Mr. Co8 antt~nS~e

~c9, Cx.Aýenr
%- ,John~ F. -Qhitte-ore Mr ,er A. Woindorf

Z.trc X, eidanJr Vi'-c' ?'resident

Ischnical %eprcse: Wt~ive -,e- Air Freiij'P ZcT Stplr g Street Cop;
i~hee&= Xar-acturi:.e: Co. b19 -'L. rp-ýl St' ek,t FeSre

~~~~~OC~~~~~~ ~.Xdl ~..t~t~2 ~3ockavay, Ntn; Jersey

Ilioi r. 1.2o,'d B. -,cker.,,nn I.r. James MA. Wooldridge

mr AIý."Wi-Direct.)- -, Fr~g-. .M'ric'.s Wr~tur

yg-. ptils. .dt&kig. ?.eed Re:ýaarc!ý :-c. .on1. Thompsorn & rorpaný

.,ZTheerir.7 D1,vikecr-, 104.8 ?zomac Street' 921-17t: tetNW

;qright Aerc rý't:O Washing~ton, D. C. Waahingtofl, 11. C.

Woodridge, New jersey Borg-:War~ief Corpo-atior. S&2p' t. Prodhkts Control1
,,F- 16tth St., K. W. krhAmer'-car. Avi.ation

P- R Frank W.,ber Vr-shingtcn 6, D- C. 5th: Avenuie

ag.gEd, to, Colambe.s. Ohio

Xodern YMaterleir- Ad! t . ! A-',fc,, E. 7V-'if-mis
23'65 N. -3r6i Steeet PAaaeklc Helicopter Corp. Yr, J. W. lk~asch

Filwaukea 13, ý;Isconsiz Mort=n. Pennsylvania Prtaident
Silent ilcist & Crare G.o.

1Mr. '. F. . Weis r.Y.. Wulitrs 8412 - 63rd Street

;.e(res Presi d.'. Brooklyn 20, New York

CAnsda Glazed Papersj Lte'. Cadillac Produicts, Inc.
as-1 Lawrence Ave-, t,-,si Z20( Gtinsboro ~.W. ;. Wyatt

1k.arborvugh, ontario F-.-rndale, Michigan PFacca~ing -.ngineqr
3ru.~n Alrcraft Erz~ineer ;orp.

.X. Henry G. Wei-sL ~ wi~ll;ams Bet-pe Neiw York

Assatenmt Yditor Meenatical Engineer
Modern MaeiisH iv. 1284, Sandia 'Prp. Mr. F. 3. Wysor

795 Boyb~ton Streel Sadk Bass sI1,ecial Enginecr

Boston 16, t~ssacirai.. Albuquerque, H4ew M'-.UCO Bate-b.enem sFt-sl ComPanY
East T1hird F'reet

Kr. Reed A. Weybtxn R . P. Villians, Jr. ~ t2~ePnslai
The St.:-'i>ty Works Vice ?resi~lent ý- ei on
New Britain, Co-M~ctiCut Rheen -leg. CC--:any a.Cci on

939 - 17th StV'3at, N. W. Pae1raifl EngimerO

Mr. Thmas F.'hro Washington 6. D. C. General, Electric CozDp'kt
!~ianaer E'vnds-le F-Lant

Conit-i-ner Laboratorirt, Irc ym C. P. wilacr 'int! 15, Ohio

1519 Connecticut Ave., N.W. Chemical Ergi;)eer M.LusC on
Washingtorm 6, Di. C. I)avison Cheu3.'a1 Cor-p. .LoiC.YIn

4775 Raddoct: Ro&d Staff Spacialist. Operstioms
Cincinnati 19, Ohio Rsac

Lec-kheed A!,-cratt Corp.
Flarietta. r~torgia
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I~. A at'.orXsriit ý-,'r, 11eu.hods PYZ. :-'as. of Pkg. 3tction
"a e.1toni Chez..ica.' Co 1-elcptnent 'G~Iz,E'vegineering)

:.e3c tr, inc. 35 V."rko' Street
.'iNew Jersey 'East Pnte:or.o zNo-i Js-esey

!-t. :8%L J. Zerr Y~r. Gene A. -1erner

?rcoeurefcrm Czap'^ny Enginser :,Itrict Manager

Baltriore Fike e- Wallingford Contain-er Laboratories, inc,. Conpa'-

Governmet RepresentAflves

Yr. Joseph P. Ak-ep S. Sgt. Ge~ne G. Arnn, W tF 2*- Dnal tz
SupervIsory Eilgineer 0Orientation Group Pack'5ing Assistant
11314 Supplyv R & D Fracitity Wright.-Patterson 'IF-B av:. Dr~partment

Baon, Novw Jersey ytnQo6O .Dro'

BayoCnnego NIDa tonOis

Mr. John A-"ton D~r. Herbert AshtonChcglina
Tch. Div. 3upervisor Director, Transportation & !:r. -aevid J. Drrry

!nsmat - Minneapolis Utilitien Div., BFC Navel Architect
3rd St. & Yar-niette Avenue Departm~ent of CGnerc~e Bureau, of SýIp
Yinneapolis 1, hu.nnesota 14th a=6 ConstituTion Aver-;e D~opartment of the Navv

Lt dr .R.AlaS, S ashington 25, L. C. 14ahi.ý,gton 25, B. C.

Preservation & Packaging Officer v--. NoIrmnf Aihworth Kr .ztr . Barsook
AviLtion %ipply Oft~ce Pr~esevacion & Pakn Tech. Asn't. Pacrag-Ing
700 Fobbins Avenue Specialist nm -Deri
Philadelphia 11, Pennsylvania U. S. Ns'Zy Centrf±3l, .Jefro

TorpedoOfftcDrtfroit. 26, K~chigan
Mr. E. 1-, Allnutt Nevpcrt, R.hodo Island
?rsservation-J-acktiging SpeciLalist Mr. Joep A. mie* Mr. Joel P. Bartlett
Bureau of -ýppliea and Aecoliztf,, Production Dr(,r-.t-r 3ue,,zr Freight

Departmnon. o? the NP--rj Bureau (if Areonuatica Pop. -tr~affic Officer

Washington 25, D. C. C/ ~tga- Aircrat Co. Ord. Corpr, Treamp. &-
El &fgundo, California Tr3ff3 12th Road,Sot

Mr. James W. Andersor.i331t odSuh
General Industrial Ec~ipnent Colonel WiJJ.am H. Aylvin Arlington 4, Virgiia
BDýý - rcam~erce DepartMeL', Br'3 Joint Serv~ces M.QitnF ~tn
4503 - 3rd Street, S.E. Mission M.QitnF -rr
Was.bLtqton 20, D, C. 1800 K Street !,eadingmar' Pacer

vWaishinglton, Dh, C. Ov'orhoul & Repair Dep't.
!sJor Ran H, Ande-son Naval. Air Station
"Director of Transportation L.Cdr. C. W. -Batbbt, -,-4 Ccp Cl-..xt, Tezas
K~, Con'inental Ai- Coonand aei] Žrcr .c..Bte

itchel A'~rForce BaseNavall Gun Factory S~..iiteieOfc

Henp-tad, N~ Yrk Wshigton B.C.laval Supply Depot
0Mr Vltr . ýmarcwSeattleý 99, Lslgo

Mr. eltr J.:.r~3trn~IDr. Kaywird R. Boker
Packsging Cons'ltincG 1Head, Corrosion In~hib~otjon Sec. Lit. Cd..0.BunnUSE

F~~gineeI Le' a.Lb.!aaARoac bitr rnanceo Supply Office
Packaging Derslorc~ent Branch Cahntnb ,C hai~r,?nslai
Fort Belvoir, VirginiaWahntn5,D.
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Go- 3rnmfent Representatives

R,5sesrc , P tci-ae FCkagtng ýeclalist ,eputy Chief, Trpn. Sect±on
hPiveý.tici. ý±' ',jtorlorattion C.t'te. CAS -'n L~& C. 1. A.

Z~i~~2~earco CounciL Rowr:3 Tempo T 16'th Constituti, v.,NW
2101 ConL-tixtcton -verue Wshirngtoii 25, '.C. Washingtonl 25, C. C.

hi~t~25, ý.C.!r.V-ý -wan1xHoelBtr

"M.'. Al.Xre.c ý'. F-ell Se-,Ior Pkg. -ngineer Storage -pecialist
r-Pevto, k.Secla ra Air Ve',.-ý,opzntni Cer~eral Services Aft.

Th..reau of 3-uppl'ier & ;cioints Ce nter 18th ?~FSt", 1q. W.
~~epare~~I o'th Nv 'cýi-shington, .. C.

;:"hinjton 45, r C.. Layt.on, On! IjrWlia .B-o

Mr. Arthur ji. Berg~r .r. d. I; oyJ-'i S~pp~l C~f icer
lMsterials rpineer Air Force h-rcuý-rka11 Rspr. C/3u~ppy Hq. USAF
Mnterial :.aborate-ý- ',P, Air- Materiel Covv..anl Washington 25, 1. C.
New~ York Naval Sk.ij'iari Wright-?etterson 0-B
,Ircokl.,zn j, Neiw Thrk i 'r. Arthony F. Calapristi

Technologist (Pres. C. Fkg.)
'..A:-thtL- F. Piz-hop Z~yl "* ,* Bueau of Aeronautics

S.air7a up. 3toc. ;pec. 1eay Departm~ent
Naa Air 'tation C.F.C :-,shington 25, D. C.
Norfolk, Vlrgin~a Daiti~qille, C!1qode island ý.rclE akn

Yr-. C. D. ý_. Zishcp "x. Rotert H. Bradford Storage Specialist
Project Xefl-ger 'lateria i vision Supv. (Preservation 't Pkg.)

auEI. -) 3-cs'. S. N~aval ir 7taiicn Bur-eau cf lards 11 :ocks

Deprter & heNay Cý,nc.teaguc, Virginia ~ avLpr~n

Weashinel In. 25, '. C. :'-.eivl. '.Brnc, r 25, D. C.

S/Sgt. laS'IF'. Floikl'rn, UF Ine-pector Mr. Star-'ey L. Cantor
O'rientaition Group DIS1IAector of Na'jal Faera Cantrac..Tg Officer
,right-* stterson ,z~ 900 North Lomboardy Street CI, hiladelphia AMD
!ia:yton, 061o Ricl-mond, VL'rgird& 14.11 .alnut Str-eet

YIr. Jack Y~a,%a r. Donal1d W. Brandmeyer haepi, .

`uarterý-jr Trans ,rtation Offr.cer, Stewdr C. Carpenter
MNavl 'Vp~l. Denot lrlal s~n ead, rngineearing ZEvaluation
Mechnnicsburg, ?ennsylvania A-,--7 - Tr .sportati'-n Eoard "ý.S 'Nva Gun ?actory

Cc,=Anxder H. B. Blackwuood, V5N Fort r'ustis, Virginia as±to25C..
office of I.Ira1 Material
Departmart of the Navy 'Y Charicr A. Brophy Lt.icer iof e N .aval UC
Washington, D. C. Chief, Tistrtiction ýýction 0ff7 ce op aval ent, r

C.A.A. Depernftone25nt
Ce~po~".l ~C' ... .~.OflCOss!ington 25, D. C. Ysigo 5 .C

CYr-_3 Z '. C. Bro.'m t~cchanical Engineer
t..?Virginia Chief, Sto. Az ýndlarng Specialist U.F', Naval 0rdnance

'~~ .Id C J~U.S.ý. -Fed. $;up-ply Service 5Xperiiental Unit tdpsLt i.S,18th LF Strceq c/o National Bureau of'Senac
1ýepartxnnt rf the Navy W-ashigton, :. .Washington 25, :. C.

Fall Ch:Cc, Vigina x. Nelson )'. Bro-.n Kr. . .Ca.uley

.r. J~s ~.Bleds.3sa". Branch p"npr res'-Pkg. Sp:c.
c~' ~avasor Cec' ?acilities ý_ranch Signal Corps

Burauc~ ',rs and 'ck 18th k- Lomunt Streets
L-reau' of5v YE.trr.- ?Philace pha , im

n Lernv. B~row.n T'raffic Branch cýfficer

Er. I. J'. Poat t4ora,-c Specialist N".Va1 Supply TCepot
3~.. Gnerl uppy Of iorSignal ccrýs Eu Al: .ency Bayvone, New Je-sey

At~p. Gelner aal Spl Chfipar 4225 S. 18th
%r~ejo lsa aal Shornla ?.hilsaelphla, -enn-s-.lvcnia Cap't. Hi. G. Clark, S

!=-ea U(A' Yard's and Docks~
Yr. 'artn L Borer Ruge -enrtnent of the Navy

Feohanical 'rnginer lechanical rýngjrreer(W_ý_F Was'i-ngton, Z. C.

:.xrcau of 7ocks -Co--.and

:epartnent of ""e Navy R. C'enter
.ýashirgtor. 25, D, C. Ntatick, %53.
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Government Represen~titves

p ..Jonn R. Conner P. . . -a
Technologist Gen'r. Engineer Supv. Preservation,
Forest Prodactv lyb. Dureau of Yards & Dockr Packing

tadison & , Wisconsin ,.partrent or the g Navy N.S.D.
a ,chi7gton 2r, D.C. Scotia, New York

":'r. Verno D. Close
Frt. Traffic 73pecialist Mr. F. Conroy Mrh. Thomas D. Curtin
Navy Farchasing Office Project Engineer Frt. Traffic Officer
4th & Independence Ave., S. W. Directorate Eng. Dov. Dep't. of the Army O.C.T.
dashineton, P. C. 76 7Igin Street Washington 1, D. C.

Cttawa, Ontaric, Canada
Yr. A. B. Clanan Mr. George H. Cooper Chief, Plg. BCrnch
Cont. and Pkg. Division Mechanical Fngineer Cking Branch
7-epartrment or Commerce Bueuo rnnePackaging Branch,Buprzeto o~re~reau of Ordr~ance Pkg. & !¶at'1s. Hdlg. Div.

1:ashington 25, D. C. 18th & Constitution 2k482 Lagonda Averme

*•. Garland V. Clutz Washington 25, D. C. Springfield, Ohio

fackaging Engineer Yr. Robert U. Corbyons
Chemical Corps Pr. George A. DankersArL%' Chenical Center, •. Pakgn AssistantSorir' va

Inspector of Naval .!aterial Arcitect
F. C. Box 4V90 ArciecutfShp

.!ajor James K. Cockrell o Treau of Ship
Office, C ief Res. and Dev. Houston, Texas Navy Department
Department of the Army Lt. Cdr. A. D. Cox, SC, USN 18th & Ccng tio5itio, N. W.
Aýazhington 25, D. C. Office, Chief of Naval Opera.ions a

Mr. Frank Cohen The Pentagon. Room 4A548 Mr. C. V. Danielson
Cainef, Pkg. Branch Washington 25, D. C. Industry Comodity
N.Y. Crdrance District -Lt. Cdr. J. F. Craco Anal st
Department of the Army Tech. Information OfficeFo I~t
180 Varick Street Office of orval t ateriac Dcpartment of Cozrce
New Yo-k 14, New York Department of the Navy Washington 25, D. C.

Mr. Noran Cohen "Jshington 25, D. C. Col. Arthur J. Davis, U.S.M.C.U. 2, .*brines
e n.ineer J. W. Crellin Uo 3102. Navy Annex

Na;rj Sp-cial Devices "-" 30, v, ne

Center Project Washington 25, D. C.
Port Washington L. 1. Office, Chief of Ordnance
New York, New York Rasea::h & MAterial Lt. (J.G.1 H. R. rs, S

.:ashington 25, D. C. Supply Officer
:Mr. R-ese '. Collins US Navy"eedingnan %Ir. R. W. Crist Def-erze Laboatory
'tup•.: 'Ovid Taylor Model ýas't. Inspection Adflnistrator Panama Ci•.j, Florida

:13 31 _. 34-,?. Inspector of Naval Material
3810 Bw.cn-,r t., N.W. 17 Brief AvenUe !Ix. Walter E. Day
Washington 7, E. C. Upper Darby, Pennsylvania Traffic Manoger

Naval Ordnance Lab.
1r. Ry W. Colli,-.s Mr. Fred I. Crowley Silver Spring, Md.
Equip. Spec. Tcvh. Eiv. General Supply Officer Y. J Dflroot
haval Base, ?ortas•rath, Supply Departzent Che Pa gin E ngo eeNew ?apih.r-. U. S. Narine. Co.r•'z Chief Packaging Eginer

Ordr-nce Tank Autorotiv Center15 Willisms A-erre Arlington Anrex, Virginia 28251 Van Dyka
Kitter7, Mire Mr. John .. Crovley Center Line, Mchigan
Mr. W. '. Collins Mechuaniral Engineer Xr. James M. Delahanty

Tech. 't. -k,,. 0?fice of Naval Research ?ýzckageng Specialist
Inspector nf Naval Mtt~l, Department of the Navy a, of Yards & Docks795 Summer Street Vashington 25, D. C. Navy Dfpartment
Bost-on, N'asaachuse~,s NvDprmn

zjor General F. L. Cummings Washinrton 25, D. C.
M.. Phnilip T. Cook Chief Of Ordnance
Equipr.,rn% Specialist Depart:nnt of the Army It. C. R. Denison
Broau of' -hlps Uarhington 25, D. C. Eng'r., Program Planning Office

.Dhritime Administrstion of
Navy Depertitent A..rs. Y. 7. Cunningham Department of Commerce
18th Constitut io ve Aftini-.rsatve Officer Wasnlngton 25, D. C.

,inton. . C.Laartment

I;ashington 25, D. C. Lt. Colcnel V. C. renton, USAF

Washington 25, D. C.
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Oovrmament hi~.muta±*.u

M-. Frank J. De Palma Miss Mary Durger Mr. Charles Fogarty

unief, Packaging Plans & Nuetr, Nu~ition & Y-1a '.•- .- gvz

Operations Branch, Signal Corps Branch Office, Sec. Defe..e, S L

18th & ýlrnwt Streete US Havy Washingtcn 25, D. C.

Philadelphia, Penzsylvania Navy Gun Factory
Wanhington 25, D. C. Xr. Paul S. Forsyth

Yajor A. G. Do Witt Staff Coord. Cinte. on

Trans. Services Officer Mr. F. G. Fbel Eq. & Sup.

16017 Air Transpcrt Wing (MATS) Nwval Archi'ect Off. Jt.s't. Sec'y. Def.

Dover AFB Maritime Administration (Res. & NV.)

Dover, Delaware Washirngton 25, D. C. Washington 25, D. C.

Captain John C. Do Witt, SC, USN Colonel F. T. Edson :Mr, E. Fc-ster

Supply Office, PSNS DUrector of Operatior.s Pres.-Pkg. Specialist

Paget Sound Naval Shipyard Brooklyn Army Terminal Bureau c' Supplies &

Bremerton, Washington ist Avenue & '.8th Street Accounts
Brooklýn 9, Ntw York Navy Department

Yx. David L. Dorfman Pres. & Pkg. Branch

Supivr'y. Pres. & Pkg. Technol. Mr. George d. Ellis Washington 25, D. C.

Industrial Test Lab. Equipment 3meeialist

Philadelphia Naval Shipyard Q& - Specal Devices Center Lt. .J.G.) R. W. Foster, USN

Philadelphia 12, Pa. Port Wat.tngton, Neo York .Lpply Officer
ONV, Navy Special Devices

.r. Harold L. Dorkin Mr. George P. Mlsasser Center

Torpedo Dasign Engineer Pres. & Packing Specialist Port Washington, L.I., N.;o

Fd, hull & Machinery Section Naval Supply Center

U.S. Naval Underwater nr•irmnce Ste Norfolk 2., Virginia Mr. Charles D. Frances

Newport, Rhode Island "XI BDSk - Dep't. of Com-orce
o . Edwin W. Ely Food industry Division

Mr. Peter j. Doroshevich Chief, Ccenodity Standards Div. Washington, D. C.

Suptvf'y. Inspector of U.S. Department of Commerce

Aircraft 14th and "El Streets, N.W. Yr. Ph 41.ip E..Fran
U.S. Naval Air Station Washington 25, D. C. Gen'l, Economist
Alameda, California Trans. Division

aMr. Charles T. Engle Bureau of Foreign Co=erce

Yr. Dorm-an D. Dove Packagi:ng Engineer Depot, f Ccierce

Procurement Officer, Chief, Pkg. Dev. Laborotory Mashington 25r D. C.

Electronics SupSection Engtr. R & D Laboratories

Headquarters, USMC Ft. Be~vo!•, VirMr.•la . Piyles E. Gallagher

Arlington Annex Leadingman, Pres. & Pkg,
Arlington, Virginia Mx. Farry L. Erlicher UAS Alameda

Spcial Assistant to the Alameda, Califcrnia

Mr. George Drurm Asstt. Secretar-y of Army

;roj. Engineer Washington 25, D. C. cdr. B. S. Gantz

Engineering Agency Contract A&d. Officer

Edgewood, Maryland Mr. H. B. Esselen Supervisor Inspect.
Indastry Specialist Naval Material

.k. .? L. Duckett BIA - Dep't. of Co=erca 844 N. Push
Cl(hrk - Pres. & "kg. Washingt•n, D. C. Chicago, Illinois

Section
""M, UrC Mr. Daniel J. Farrell Mr. Samuel Garber
Arlington Annex Irspection Specialist Program Manager in at'fiA.

Washington 25, D. C. (Pres. & Faclaging' O) - Standardization Div.
'Q, MAA!M1A - ,wality Control Washington 25, D. C.

Mr. Robert C. Duncan L'Imated AFB

Gen'l. Engineer .iddletown, Pennsylvania Yr. Wayne G. Garman
Naval Gun Factory Federal Employee

Washington, D. C. Mr. Vincent G. FitsSimnions BDSA - Dep't. of Coerce
Technologist Washington, D. Cý

Miss Yarie C. Dunn Naval Research laboratory

Sto. Specialist (Electronics) Washington 25, D. C. Cdr. J. H. Garrett, SC, USN

U.urenu of Ships Naval War College

Navy Department Mr. Ernest A. Flnn Newport, R. I.

18th & Constitution Ave. Cher,.cal Corps
Washington 2i, D. C. Ar=y Packeging Board 1r. "yron C. Garner

Chemical Corps - US A-ry- Sup'v. Crating Fk&.
,!r. P. E. DuCueuit W4ashingtmn 25, D. C. Navy Supply

Chief, Depot Operations Cherry Point, N. C.

Distribution Div. CrI.W. N. Elournoy, USMC
OCE A.'/phibicuo Branch, O0

Washington 25, D. C. W-snhingtou, D. C.
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Government Wprosertatives

Mr. Philip A. Gelber yr. William R. Giffod Lt. Col. S. J. Gra4y

Navl Air Exp. Sto. Supply Doplt., 1{dq., merirne Corps Storage & Inspection Br.
U. S. Navel Base .lingtnn Annex Hq, Air Yateriel Cormand
Philadelphia 12, Pa. MAshingtGn 25, D. C. Wright-Patterson AFB

Ohio
Mr. James H. Gesell Mr. Kenneth E. 6i eax

Pres. & Packing Spec. Ass't. for Trans. & Ser'iees Mr. John R. Graves
Bureau of Supplies & Accte. .1yuood AF Lepot Leedingnn, Ordnancomn
Navy D•partaent P.0. Box 310 Naval .dnn. Depot
Washirgton 25, D. C. Maywood, California Yorktown, Virginia

Cdr. L. P. Frate (CEC) USN Mr. Jonn B. G'1 'iter :!. Henry Graymun
Branch !anager Storage & Haneling Specialist Technologist (Pack. & 1res.)
Bureau of Yarda & Docks GSA - Federal Supply Service U.S. Clothing Supply Office
Navy Departnent 18tn & F Sts., N. W. 29th & 3rd Avenue
Washington 25, D. C. Washington 25, D. C. Brooklyn 32, N. Y.

.xr. Walter 'Freeend M- 1renk J. Gioscio Lt. (J.g.) Henry H. Green

Sto. Specialist (Gen'l.) oFreight Traffic Officer USNR N'ficer-in-cbarge)

I.Q, U. S. Xrine Corpo (COB) Dep't. of the Army Naval .dnance Mat. Hand.

"Washington 25, C. C. Ch. Classification TCFiD RN, Laborstory

Mr.Jans H FrnchBuildingZ T-7 WA! Ea rle9Su-. James R. French Gravelly Point, virginia Red Bank, New JerseySuptvr'y. Storekeeper Genti.

Navy Supply Department Mr. C. J. Glackin Rr. H. R. Greenlin
Cherry Point, North Carolina NiC - P-ico Corporation Chief, Classification Sect.

U. S. Navy Office, Chief of Trans.
CdrA S.S, D. Frey, USN 4700 Wissshickon Avenui Bldg. T-7-Gravelly Point
Asset. ofjp.,a Materias, C.D. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania Washington 25, D. C.Of'c fNval Mat-trial

844 N. -ush Street
Chicego 11, illinois M•. E. vW. Glacy Mr. George A. Grimm

Departmen.t of Cozoarce, BD3A Supervisory Inspector

Cdr. P. E. S. S. Fllas, SC, USN ashington 25, D. C. Inspector Naval MaterialCdr.:-t r. . F FalamSrUSN910 Erie Blvd. E.
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